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FOREWORD
H EN the Congress created the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1958, it charged NASA with the responsibility "to contribute
materially to . . . the expansion of human knowledge of phenomena
in the atmosphere and space" and " provide fo r the widl":St practicable: and appropriate dissemination of infonnation concerning its activities and the results theroof. "
NASA wisely interpreted this mandale to include responsibility for documenting
the epochal progress of which it is the focus. The result has been the d~'dopment
of a historical program by NASA as unprecedented as the tas1 of extending man's
mobility beyond his planet. This volume is not only NASA's accounting of its
obligation to disseminate information to our current generation of Amcricans.
It also fulfills, as do all of NASA's fut ure-oricnted scientific-technological activities,
the furthcr obligation to document the present as the heritage of thc fut ure.
The wide-ranging NASA history program includes chronicles of dar-to-day
space activities, spcciali:.:ed studies of piuticulal fields within spacc scicnce and
technology; accou nts of NASA's efforts in organization and managcmcnt, where
its innovations, whilc less known to thc public than its more spectacular space
shots, havc also bt:en of great significancc; narratives of the growth and expansion of the space centcrs throughout the country, which represent in microcosm
many aspects of NASA's total effort; program histories, !racing the SUCCesse5and lailures--of the various projccts that mark man's progress into the Space
Age; and a history of NASA itself, incorporating in general tenns the major
probkms and challenges, and the responses thereto, of our entire civilian spatt
clI'ort. The volume prese nted here is a program history, the fint in a series telling
of NASA's pioneering steps into the Space Age. It deals with the first American
manned-spaceflight program : Project M.ercury.
Although some academicians might protest that this is "official" history, it is
official only in the fact that it has been prepared and published with thc su pport
and cooperation of NASA. I t is not "official" history in the sense of presenting a
pojn! of view supposedl y that of NASA officialdom- if anyone could determine
what the "point of view" of such a complex organ ism might be. Certai nly,
the authors were allowed to punue their tas k with the fullest freedom and in
accordance with the highest schola rlr standards of the histor~' profession. Ther
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were pcnuitled unrestricted access to source materials and participants. Furthermore, they have ..... ith humility and some courage attempted to dOCuulent what
emerges as a eomplu accounting of the purposes of science, technology, and
public funding in a challenging ne ..... area of human endeavor.
Some classical historians rna)' deplore the short lapse of time between the
actual events and the historical narration of them. Others may boggle at the
mass of full documentary sources with which the Project Mercury historians
have had to cope. There are offsctting advantages, however. The very freshness
of the el'ents and accessibility of their participants have made possible the writing
of a most useful treatise of lasting historical value. Future historians may rewrite
this history of Projcct Mercury for their own age, but they will indeed be thankful to their predecessors of the NASA historical program for pro\'iding them with
the basic data as well as the view of what this pioneering venture in the Space
Age meant to its participants and to contemporary historians.
MELVIN KRANZIlERC

Case Institute 0/ Technology
Chairman, NASA Historical
Aduisory Commillee

Members:
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James L. Catc, University of Chicago
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Wood Gray, George Washington University
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PREF AC E
ANK IND in the past few years has sailed on one of its greatest adventures,
thc exploration of ncar space. i\.[cn have cast ofT their phys.ical and mental
moorings to Earth, and a few ha\'c learned to live in balance with their gravisphcrt
and above their atmosphere. Transgressing old laws of tcm::stri,,] navigation
and <lmending newer laws of aerodynamics, man has combined the experience
gained from aviation and rocket technology with the scienc!'! of celestial mechanics,
thus to accomplish for the first time manned orbital circumnavigation. The initial
American \'oyagcs in this new epic of exploration and discovery were products of
Project Mercury, an intcnsi\'c national progr:lm mobilizing crcath'c science and
technology to orbit and retrieve a manned Earth satellite.
This book is an attempt to describe the origins. preparation, and nalUre of
.\ merica's first achie\'ements in manned space flight. Neither a history of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration ( NASA ) 1101' a comparativc
study of the competition in space between the United State:; and the SO\'iet Union,
this narrative spans the basic cvents in the managerial and technological history of
Projec t Mercury.
The authors ha"e no illusions that Ihis single \'olume is complete or " definitivc"
(if any work of history ever can be: ) , Writing only a few years afte r the events
described, we incsc;lpably suffer from short perspccti,'e, but perhaps our scholarly
myopia is balanced by our ha\'ing had aceess to a multitude of still-dustless documents and to most of the mnin partici pants in Project Mercury, Within obvious
limitations of chronology and the scnsitivities of persons still active in the conquest
of space, we have tried to make this narrali\'e a~ comprehensive and accurate as
possible in one volume.
Already Project Mercu ry has come to be regarded as a si ngle episode in the
history of flight and of the United States, Rl'Ithe r, it wns rnnny episodes, rnnny
!>Wple, many days of inspiration, frust ration, and elation. Journalists and other
contemporary observers have written millions of words, taken thousands of photographs, and produced hundreds of reports, official and otherwise, on the origins,
development, failures, successes, and significance of this country's first cfforts in
the mannt':d exploration of space, The foremost image of Mercury emerging from
its mountainous publicity was that of scven selected test pilots called "astronauts."
C<!ntral as were their roles and critical as ,"ere their risks in the individual manned
flights, the astronauts themsclv<:s did not d<:sign, develop, or de:cide the: means and
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ends of the o\'erall program. Thousands of engineers, scientists, technicians, and
administrators, as well as the sc"en astronauts, cooperated to fulfill ~'iereUl)"s go:l!.<,
and this program history {fies to blend and b,danee the personal, sociaL and leeh·
oical facets of the projcct as it progressed.
Endeavoring to keep fickle human memories accurate in an age that mO\'e~
incredibly fast ill too many directions, we have sought to answer unallswered qucs·
tions, to :lnswcr some questions that had not been asked, and e"en perhaps to pose
some questions that cannot be :lnswered yet. \\' rittcn under sponsorship of K ASA
at its M anned Sp:lcecraft Center ( MSC) willi principal reliaoce on a contract
with the University of Houston, thi~ study is, in the legal sense of the Space Act
of 1958, an "official" history of Project Mercury. But NASA and its Historical
Advisory Committee have wisely recognized that history ~hou ld be written, taught,
and finally judged by historians, and that the ultimate re~ponsibility for historical
generalizations and interpretations should rest with the authors, Accordingly,
while we have trod circumspectly in places, we have been encouraged to arrive at
historical judgments judiciously and independently. Thus there actually is no
"official" NASA or MSC viewpoitll on what happened. More details and
acknowledgment;; on the historiography behind this work arc to be found in the
Note on Sources and Selected Bi bliography at the end of the volume.
The organization and division of labor imposed 011 the narrative conforms to
its chronology, to three genres of historical literature, and to the thesis that Project
Mercury, from its inception in the fall of 1958, was preeminently an engineering,
rather than a scientific, enterprise.
Part One, ent itled " Research," could be called "origins" or "antecedents."
This section on the long and complex "prehistory" of Project Mcrcury follow~
essentially a topical organization and might be seen as part of the external history
of ap plied science. Emphasizing the contributions of indi\'idual minds and small
groups of experimentalists, Part One recounts primarily progress in rocketry and
research in space medicine, aerodynamics, and thermod ~' namics from the end of
the Second World War to the inception of the first United States manlled s,1tcllite
project. The focus is on the evolutionary roles of the military SCT\'ices and the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, organizational nuclells of NASA.
Part Two, "Development," assumes with reason th at all of the basic and most
of the applied research necessary for undertaking a manned ballistic satellite proj·
ect had been completed by O ctober 1958. Thus the so·called research and development, or "R and D," phase of Mercury is mostly, if not entirely, "D" and corre·
sponds to a relatively new professional interest, the history of technology. Part
Two is a study of corporate technology in the crowded period during which the
concurrent teamwork of previously di\'C~ organizations drove toward placing a
man in orbit around Earth.
For most people directly involved in :\fercury, the dramatic "space race"
aspect of the project was secondary to the accomplish ment of an almost incredibly
complex managerial and technological endeavor. Yet the historian cannot ignore
XII
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the broadly political and social cOnlext surroundlllg all of the organizing, contracting, inno\'ating, manufacturing, training, and testing before the time in 1961
when men first rocL:eted into spacc. Costs, schedules, and "quality control"- th,
range of procedures designw to ensure reliability during space vehide manufacturing and preparation for flight- were far less dramatic than the flights them-ekes. But the NASA Space Task Group, primarily responsible for the
de\dopmem of ?llercury, had an exciting life of its o\\n a~ it evolved into the
?lfanned Spacecraft Ceuter. The l\[ercury team was much larger than the
Space Task Group. or e\'en than 1'\.\SA, but the focus in Part Two on the field
managers of the project should be meaningful for anyone wishing insight into
the enormity and imricacy of modem government-managed technological
programs.
Part Three, entitled "Operations," describes the fulfiHment of Projecl1\lercury
and the only part of the program witncsscd by most contemporary observers.
This section begins with the successfu l suborbital fligi':: of Astronaut Alan B.
Shepard, Jr., in i\[ay 1961; proceeds through the completion of the orbital
qualification of the Mercury spacecraft and the Atlas rocket; and ends with the
four manned orbital mis.~ions, stretching from three to 22 circuits of Earth, in
1962 and 1963. Part Three is aHied with a heroic tradition, the history of
exploration and discovery.
Cosmonaut Yuri A. Gagarin first Illade a space flight around Earth on
:\pril 12, 1961, and four mon ths later Gherman Tito\,'s 17-orbit flight pushed
the U.S.S.R. still f urthcr ahcad in the cold war space competition. \"ith American
technological prestige damaged in the court of world opinion, the United Stales
responded aher Shepard's suborbital ride, when President John F. Kennedy
proposed and an eager Congress ag reed to make ?lfercury the first phase of an
epochal national \emure in the manned exploration of the Earth-?l'foon sysu:m .
. \Ithough the Sovict Union s\lcceeded in orbiting more space tra\'elers, for
longer periods, and sooner lhan Ihe Unitcd States, Proj«t i\{ercur)' still appears
magnificently succcs;ful . It COli! more money and took more time than originally
expeetw, but no precaution was overlooked and no astronaut was lost. And as
the "space race" broadened into the "sp.1ce ol)mpics," ~Icrcur}' c\'olved from a
"dead-end " endea\'or, pointed solely at aehie\ing orbital night and rceovery, into
a prerequisite course in what was needed to reach and return from the Moon.
If ~lercury was not all that it might ha\'e heen, it was certainly more than
it originally was supposed to be, Less than three and a half years after its inception, its prime objectives were attained with the three-orbit flight of Astronaut
John H. Glenn, Jr. In aU, the l\[ercury astronauts new two ballistic, p<lrabolic
flights into sp<lce and four orbital missions. Each flight went almost as well as
planned, thereby substantially enlarging man's kno\\'ledge of near space, of his
psychophysiological behavior beyond Earth's atmosphere, and of the impending
requirements for cislunar travel. By June 12, 1963, when James E, Webb, thc
second NASA Administrator, announced its termination , Project ~Icrcury had
XlII
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the focal point of the American people's vicarious journey into space, the
first rung on a ladder leading to the Moon, and perhaps beyond.
This volume, therefore, represents an effort to lih out of anonymity, where
:10 much of mankind's technological progress lies buried, the odyssey of the men
who developed the means for escaping our age-old habitat. We hope to enlarge
man's knowledge of himself by recording who did what, when, and where to
achieve the confidence and providl.! the machines lor space flight. We havc aimcd
to supply a reference to the past, a benchmark for the present, and a source for
future scholarship. Later historians will write about Gemini and Apollo, and
about Ranger, Mariner, and other projects in spacc cxploration by men of our
times. But like students of Mercury, present and future, they must be:gin with
an accurate record of technological achievement. In time, perhaps, Project
Mercury may deserve more, because it was both an effeci of :md a cause for the
faith, vision, and prowess necessary to explore space.

This history of Project Mercury is, in more than the usual sense, drawn from
thc memory of many of the primary participants in the program. They providcd much of the documentation upon which this narrative is based, and some
150 of them have commented upon all or parts of a review edition be:fo~
publication. They are not responsible, however, for the selection, organization,
or interpretations of facts as here presented. If errors persist in this account,
the faull lies solely with the authors.
A different emphasis might have been pursued in this history- perhaps, for
instance, more on the management of manned space programs. But Project
Mercury per se is the focus herein, and as history it is meant to ~ read consecutivdy. In the launching of this history, thc endorsement and support of the
laic Hugh L. Dryden, Deputy Administrator of NASA (1958-1965); Chancdlor George L. Simpson of the University of Georgia System, form er Assistant
Deputy Administrator (1962- 1965); and Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the
Mannw Spacecraft Center, proved instrumental. Whatever value this volume
may have in ~necting the broader concerns of NASA Hcadquarters results
largtly from the contributions of Eugene M. Emme, the NASA Historian, and
Frank W. Anderson, the Deputy NASA Historian. They have minutely read
and criticized the draft manuscripts and coordinated the details of publication.
Paul E. Purser, Special Assistant to the Director, Manned Spacecraft Center,
and Allen J. Going, Chainnan, Department of History, University of Houston,
have read various phases of the draft work and suggested improvcments at every
step. Sigman Byrd and Pamela C. Johnson worked with the authors as editorial
and research assistants in its fonnative stages. Ivan D. Ertel made the finnl index
and basic selection of illustrations. Sally D. Gates made many invaluable editorial suggestions and comments, typcd severa l "final" drafts, nnd administratively
XIV
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coordinated the review edition " 'ith the numerous readers. Geri A. Vanderoef
typed many of the early manuscripts in the constant revision proceM.
Among those NASA field center historians and monitors who have been most
helpful are David S. Akens of the Marshall Space Flight Center; Alfred Rosenthal
of the Goddard Space Flight Center; Robert A. Lindemann and Francis E.
Jarrett, Jr., of the Kennedy Space Ccnter; Manley Hood and John B. Talmadge
of the Ames Research Center; Lyndell L. Manley of the Lewis Research Center;
and Robert \Y. Mulac of the Langley Research Center.
Government-particularly Air Force-and industrial historians, librarians,
and archivists too numerous to mention offered courteous assistance on many
aspects of Project Mercury. William D. Putnam, Office of Manned Sp:lce Flight
and fonnerly of the Air Force Space Systems Division ; Max Rosenberg of the
Air Force Historical Liaison Office; Charles V. Eppley, Air Force Flight Test
Center; Marvin E. Hintz, Air Force Arnold Engineering Development Center;
Green Peyton of the Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine; Michael Witunski
of the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation; Ralph B. Oakley of North American
Aviation; and Louis Canter of General Dynamics/Astronautics deserve special
mention and thanks.
At the Manned Spacecraft Center, the Public Affairs Office, under Paul P.
Haney and Albert M. Chop, provided documentation, contract support, and
many hours of critical reading; the Technical Library, through the efforts of
Retha Shirkey, furnished literature; and the Technical Infonnation Division's
Robert W. Fricke helped immeasurably in securing documentation.
Countless others also should be mentioned for their aid on specific questions,
but most of them have been credited in the citations.
L.S.S.
J.M.G.
C.C.A.
january 1966
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The Lure, the Lock, the Key
( TO 19.58)

HE yearning of men to escape the confines of their Earth and to travel to
the heavens is older than the histol)' of mankind itselr. Rdigion, mythology,
aod literature reaching back thousands of years are sprinkled with references to
magic carpets, flying horses, flaming aerial chariots, and winged gods.' Although
"science fiction " is a descriptive term of recent vintage, the fictional literature of
space travel dates at least from thc second century A.D. ;\round Ihc rea r 160 the
Greek savant Lucian of Samosata wrote satirically about an imaginary journey
to the Moon, "3 great countrie in the aire, like to a shining island," as Elizabethan
scholars translated his description 1500 }cars later. Carried to the Moon by a
giant waterspout, J\olcnippus, Lucian's hero, returns to Earth in an equally distinctive manner: The angry gods simply have ?>.'lercury take hold of his right car and
deposit him on the ground. Lucian established a tradition of space-travel fiction ,
and generations of later storytellers spawned numerous !antasies in which by some
miraculous means-such as a flight of wild lunar swans in a sc"entccnth-century
talc by Francis Godwin or a cannon shot in Jules Verne's classic account of a
Moon voyage {1865-1870)-earthlings are transported beyond the confines of
their world and into space.'
But apparently the first suggestion, fictional or otherwise, for an artificial
manned satellite of Eanh is to be found in a short novel called " The Brick Moon,"
written in 1869 by the American Edward Everett Hale and originally serialized
in the Atlantic Monthly. Although, like most of his contemporaries, H ale had
only a vague notion of where Earth's atmosphere ended and where space began,
he did realize that somewhere the "aire" became the "aether," and he also understood the mechanics of putcing a satellite into an Earth orbit:

T

If from the surface of the earth, by a gigantic peashooter, you could shoot a pea
upward ... ; if you drove it so fast and far that when its power of ascent
was exhausted, and it should fall, it should clear thc carth ... j if you had
gi~'en it sufficif!nt powC!r to get it half way round thC! carth without touching,
that pea would clf!ar Ihe carth forever. It would continue to rotate ... with
the impulse with which il had fint cleared our atmosphere and attraction.
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Dori's mid-19th century il/ustration,
"A Voyage to the Aloan:' captured
man's age-old dream of li/tiug himself
off Earth (md venturing aul toward
Ollr celes/ia/neighbors, the Al0011, the
SUlI, till: plaucls, oud Well the slaTS.

Ti,e action 01 c< mripctal Jorces f l j ad uollud b) Isaac Ncwloll: "Thai b)' meallS 0/
antripr.taI jorce.! Ihe 1,/(mel .. may iu retained ill urlaill orbits, we may emily IHlderslalld, if we cOIlsider the moliOlu 0/ projectiles; for a slolle that is projected is by tile
prI:JJure of its OWl! weight forced out of the rectilinear path, which by the initiaL
prajcetiall alone it should have
pursued, alld made to describe a
curved line in the air; and through
tha/nooked way is at lmt brought
down 10 the ground; and the
greater tile velocity is with which
it i, projected, the farther it goes
be/aTe it lalls to the earlh. We
may thc/c/olc ,uppose the ue/ocity
to be so increased, that it would
de,cribe all arc of 1,2,5, 10, 100,
1,000 miles before il arrived at
eOTtil, lilL at la.!l, exceeding the
limits oltfle earlh, it should pajs
illlo stloce without toucflin!1 il."
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In Hale's story a group of industrious New Englanders construct a 200-foot-diameter brick sphere, which, carrying 37 people, is prematurely hurled into an orbit
4000 miles from Earth by tWO huge flywheels. 1 Less than a hundred years later,
Hale's own country would undertakc a more modest and morc practicable scheme
for a manncd satellite in Project Mercury.
Centuries before Hale wrote about an orbiting manned sphere, Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes Kepler, Galileo Galilei, and other astronomers had helped put
the solar system in order, with the Sun in thc center and the various planets,
-;pherical and of different ~izcs, orbiting clliptically around it. Isaac Newton had
established the basic principles of gr;l\'itation and mechanics govcrning reaction
propulsion and spatial navigation! Thus it was possible for Halc and his fellowfictionists to think at least half ~riously ahout, and to describe in fairly accurate
detail, such ad"cmures as orbiting Earth and its ~[oon and "oraging to Venus.
i\[ost night enthusiasts in the nineteenth century, howel'eT, wcre absorbed with
the problems of flight within the atmosphere, with cOI1\'epncc from one place to
another on Earth. This prcoccupation with atmospheric tramport, which would
continue until the mid-twentieth century, in many ways retarded interest in rocketry
:md space tral·d. But the devdopment and refinemcnt of aeronautics in the
twentieth century was both a product of and a stimulant to man's determination
to flr e"er higher and faster, to traI'eI as far from his [lnth as he could. Atmospheric /light, in tcrms of both moti\'ation and technology, was a necessary prelude
to the exploration of ncar <lud outer space. In a scnsc, thereforc, man's journey
along the highway to space, le.,ding to such astronautica l achiel'Cments as Project
:-Olereury, began in the dense forest of his atmosphere, with feats in aeronauties.
CO:>1QUEST OF TilE /\IR

:-Of an first ventured aloft in balloons in the I iAO., and in the next century
gliders also bore human passengers on the air. By 1900 a ho,;t of theoreticians
and illl'entor!; in Europe and the United States \\ ere stcadily expanding their
knowledge and capability beyond the flying of balloons and glidcr!; and into the
complexities of maehineborne flight. The essentials of the airplane --wings,
rudders, engine, and propeller-already were well known, but what had not
been done l\a5 to balance and steer .1 heal'ier-than-air flying machine.
On December 8, 1903, Samuel Pierpont Langley, a renowned astrophysicist
and Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution , tried for the second time to fly his
manned "<lerodrome," a glider fittcd with a small intern<ll combustion engine,
by eat<lpulting it from a houseboat on the Potomac Ri\'er. The much-publicized
experiment, financed largely by the United States War Department, ended in
failure when the machine plunged, with pilot-engineer Charles )[. :-Olaniey, into
the cold water." The undesen'ed wave of ridicule and charges of waste that
followed Langley's failure obscured what happencd nine days later at Kitt y
Hawk, North Carolina. Therc tWO erstwhile bicyclc mechanics Irom Dayton,
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Ohio, Wilbur ;] nd Orville Wright, c~lTri cd out "the first [flight ] in the history of
the world in which a machille ca rrying;] man had raised itself by its own power
into the air in full flight , had sailed forward without reduction of ~pced, ;]nd
had fillally landed at a point as high ;]s th at from which il started." C Although
few people realized it at the time, practicable heavier-thall-ai r flight had become
a reality.
The United Stales Army purchased the fi rst military air plane, a Wright FIrer.
in [908. But when Europe plunged into geneml war in 1914, competitive
nationalism-dr,l\"ing on the talents of scientists like Enlst Mach in Vienna, Lud ·
wig Prandll in Gennan)", and Osborne Re ynolds in Great Britain, and of in\'entoT"
like the Frenchmen Louis B](:riol and Gabriel Voisin- h:'ld acccleratcrl European
flight technology well beyond th:lI of the United States.' In 1915, after sc\·eral
ycaTS of ;]gitation for a Government·financed "national aeron:'llltic;]1 laboratory"
like those ;]lready set up in the major Europe;]n countries, Cong~ took the fi rst
step to regain the leadership in aeronautics that the United States had lost aft er
1908. By an amendment attached to a naval appropriation bill, Congress established an Advisory Committee for Aeronautics "to supcn'~ and di rect the scientific study of the problems of flight, with a view to their practical sohllion,"
President Woodrow Wilson. who at first had feared that the c~ation of such an
orga nization might reflect on official Americ;]n neutrality, appointed the stipulated
12 uns.1bried members to the " Main Committee," as the policrmaking body of
the new organization came to be called. At its first mccting, the Main Committec changed the name of the organization to National Ad\'isory Committee
for Aeron;]utics, and shortly "NACA" began making surveys of the state of
:to.:runautical research alld fa cilities in the count r~·. During" the First \\'orld War
it aided significantly in the formulation of national policy on such critical problems
as the cross-licensing of patents and aircraft production, NACA did not han
its own research facilities_ howevcr. until 1920, when it opened the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, named after the "aerodrome" pioneer, at
Langley Field, Virgini".Tn the 1920s and 1930s acrona utical q:ience and a\·iation technology con·
tlnlled to adv;'I nce, as the variou5 cross·cou ntry fl ights, around-the-world flights,
and the most celebrated of all aerial \-Oragcs. Charles A. Lindbergh 's nonstop
flight in 1927 from New York to Paris, demonstrated. During these decades
NACA brought the United States world wide leadership in aeronautical science.
ConceniTat lng Its research in aerodynamics and aerodynamic loads, with lesser
attention to stmetural materials and po"'erplanls, NACA worked dosely with
the Army and Navy laboratories, with the National Bureau of Standards, and
with the yo ung and struggling aircraft industry to cnlarge the theory and tech·
nology of flight." The reputation for originalit), and thorough rescarch that
NACA ql1ictl ~· built in the intem'ar period would continue to grow until 1958,
when the organiz.1tion would metamorphose into a glamorous new space agency,
the likes of which might ha\-e frightened the early NACA stalwarts_
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.Ilorl's /lbCfallOIl from th~ SUlloct of Earth
bega" at Kill,. HOlLk , N.C., all D~ctm
bel J7, J903, u:llttl On'ill~ arid lVilbur
Wright made Ihe wOlld's {iTSt 'Olltroilld,
/1OWlud flights irl a heoiliu_than_a;r rnathlnl (abavl). At last It (L'QJ' within man's
t.QJ'P 10 IlU Eorth's atmosphere as a
means ollfrmsporlolicm. Then 1(;01 mudl
10 le01ll; in lilt' Utliled States Ihe Nalional
Aduiso,), Commillet 10. Aeronauliu pio_
neered aUonauli,ol 't!lea,ch ill Iht 19201.
Earl)' wind lunnd nsta"h 01 Lo.ngle)'
Memorial Aerollaulical Lo.bo,alo,)' (,ighl)
clilminaled in Ihe lamous NACA cOlL'ling
alld I/le family 01 NACA IL'ing shapts thaI
would damillote ut·t!1al gelleraliolls of oi,cralt j,om Ih~ 1920J illio the 19401, And
ovialion finally ,anle 01 age ill world
opinion wilh tire epOChal solo flight fronl
New York to Paris by Charier E. Li,,,f·
bergh, May 20-21, 1927. Lindbergh Qnd
'Iis plane, Ihe "Spifil of SI. Louis," Oft
shown (below, righl) t islting the lVa fhington Nat)' Yard 011 junt II, f9U.
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Over the years NACA ,Iequired a highl) eompetent staff of " research engineers" and technicians at its I.angley l aboratorr.'~ Young aeronautical and
mechanical cngineers just ICin'i ng college \\ere drawn to NACA by the intellectual
independence characterizing the agenc),. by the opportunity to do important work
and see their names on rcgula rl y published tec hnical papers, and by the superior
wind tunnels and other research equipmcnt incrcasingly available at the Virginia
site. NACA expcrimCllteN m:ule di.'\Co\·cries Icading to such major innovations
in aircraft design as the smooth cowling for radial engines, wing fillets to cut down
on wing-fu selage interference, enginc nacelles mountcd in the wings of multicngine craft, and retractable landing gear. This and other research led to the
continual reduct ion of aeroo)namic drag on aircraft shapes and conscq ucnt increases in speed and o\'erall performancc."
The steady improvement of aircraft design and performance benefited commercial as well as military a\'iation. Airlines for passenger, mail, and freight
transport, established in the pre"ious decade both in the United States and
Europe, expanded rapidly in the depression years of the thirties. In thc year
1937 morc than a million passengers flew on airlines in the U nited States alone."
At the same time, advanccs in speed, ah ilUde, and distance, together with
numerous inno\'ations in flight engineering and instrumentation , presaged the
arrival of the nir plane as a decisive military weapon. '~
Yet NACA remained small and inconspicuous; as lilte as the ~u mmer of 1939
its total complement was 523 people, of whom only 278 \\cre engaged in research
actIVItIes. Its budget for that fiscal year was $4,600,000." The prevailing mood
of the American public throughout the thirties was renected in the neutrality
legislation paMed in the last half of Ihc decade, in niggardly dcfen5C .lppropriation5,
and in the preoccupation of the RooscI'clt administration with the domestic aspects
of the Great Depression. Without gre"tl), increased appropriations from Congress, the military was held back in its efforts to acquire more and better aerial
weapons. Withollt a military market for its products. the American aircraft
industry proceeded cautiously and slowl), in the dc.~ign and manu facture of
airframes and powerpla nts. And in the fa ce of the restricted need~ of industry
and the armed services imd sc\'erl y limited appro priations, NACA kept its efforts
focused where it could acquire the gre:"ltcst quantity of knowledge for the sm:tIlCSI
expenditure of funds and manpower- in aerodyna mics.
As Europe mo\'ed nearer to war, hO\\'e\,er, the Roosevelt administrat ion, Congress, and the public at large showed more illler<'St in:tn expanded military establishment, including military aviation. Leading fi gures like Lindbergh :md Vanncva r
Bush, president of the Carnegie Institution and chairm:tn of Ihe l'Ilain Committee,
warned of the remarkable gaim in aviation being made in other count ries, especially in Nali Germany." Whilc thc United States may have ret:lined its aerodynamics research lead, the Germans. drawing, in part from the pllbli ~ h ed findin gs
of NACA, by 1939 had temporarily outstripped this countt)' in :teronautical
development.
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After the outbreak of war in Europe, NACA c,cmu<lll)" securcd authorization and funding to increasc its progralll acr()!:..~ the board, including a much
enlarged effort in propulsion and structural material~ l"C"Carch. A ncw acrou:li1tieal laboratory, n<llllcd "fter ph~·~iei,t Joseph S. Ame< of JohllS" Hopkin.
Unh·er.ity, former eh<"lirman of the :'I1ain C-ommittCt:, "",,s constructed beginning
111 1940011 l:lIld "djaccnt to the I\"";l\'Y installation at MorTett Ficld. California, 40
miles south of San FrallCisco, The next )ear, on" site next to the municipal airport
at Cle,cland, NACA broke grouml for ;till :lIlother laboratory, to he devoted
primarily 10 engine research. In ]"tcr )e"rs the Cle\"el<lnd f"eilit)" would be
n"mcd thc l..c\,is Flight Propulsion L"boratol"}', after George W. I.ewis, for
28 ye:lr<; NACA's Director of Researeh. )Co
Some nine months before Pearl Harbor, Ch:lirmall Bush of NACA appointed
a Sped:!1 Committee on Jet Propulsion, he<lded by former ~t:lin Committceman
William F. Durand of St<lnford University, and including ~ u ch leaders in aeroll<lutieal science as Theodore ,'on KflTlllan of the California Institute of Technology :1I1d Hugh L. Dryden of thc National Bureau of Standards." Until thcn
NACA, the milit:uy scrvices, and the aircraft industry had given lillie attention
to jet propulsioll. Thcre had been little active disagreement with the eonelusion
reached in 1923 by Edgar Buckingham of the Bureau of Standards: "P ro pul ~ion
by the reaction of a simple jet cannot complete, in Olny rcspttt, " 'ith air >crew
propulsion at such flying speeds as arc now in prospect.'·) ' By 1941 , however,
Germany had fl own turbojets, and her researchers wcre working intensively on the
development of an opcT<ltionnl jet-propelled interceptor. In Britain the propulsion scientist Frank Whittle had dcsi.i;\"ncd and built a gas-turbine engine "nd had
flown a lur1.Jojt.1.-powcrcd airel aft.

Faced with the prospect of European-developed aircraft Iha' could reach
flight regimes in exeC$S of 400 miles per hour and operational altitudcs of about
40,000 feet, NACA gradually "lIthorized morc and more research on jet powerplants for the Army Air Forces "nd the Na\'). ~Iost of the NACA rcstareh
effort during the war, howe\'er, "ent to " quick fixes," irnpro,·ing or "cleaning up"
military aircraft already produced by aircraft eornpnnics, rather th<ln to the more
fundamental problems of "ircrnft design, construction, and propulsion.)U So,
understandably and predictably, during the Second World War, Germany was first
to put into operation military :liTemft driven by jet powerplants, as wcll as rocketpowered interceptors th<lt could fly at 590 miles pcr hour and climb to 40,000
feet in two nnd <I half minutes."" The German jets and rocket planes came into
the war too late to ha'·e any effect on its outcome, but the new aircraft caused
consternation among American aeronautical scicntists and military planners.
The Second World War saw, in the words of NACA Chairman Jerome C.
Hunsaker, "the cnd to the dc\·cloprnent of the airplnne as conceived by Wilbur
and Orville Wright."" Propeller-dril·en aircraft ad\'nnccd far beyond their
original rcconn"issanec and tnetical uses and bccnllle integral instruments of
stratcgic warf"re. Thc dcvelopment of !he atomic bomb meant a multifold
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increase in the firepower of aircraft, but well before the single B-29 dropped the
single five-ton bomb on Hiroshima, long-range bomber fleets carrying- conventio nal TNT explosives and incendiaries had radically altered the naturc of war.~~
The frantic race in military technology developing in the postwar years between
the United States and the Soviet Union produced a remarkable acceleration in thc
evolution of the airplane. Jet-propelled interceptors, increasingly rakish in
appearance by comparison with their staid propeller-driven ancestors, flew ever
faster, higher, and farther." Following the recommendations of a series of blueribbon scicntifie advisory groups, the Defense Department and the newly independent Air Force made the Strategic Air Command, with its thousands of huge
manned bombers, the first line of American defense in the late forties and early
fifties." T o many people the intercontinental bombcr, carrying fission and (after
1954) hydrogen-fusion weapons, capablc of circumnavigating thc globc nonstop
with mid-air refueling, lookcd like the "ultimate weapon" men had sought since
the beginning of human conl1ie!.
Working under the incessant demands of the cold-war years, NACA continued
to pioneer in applied aeronautical research. By 1946 thc NACA staff had grown
to about 6800, its annual budget was in the vicinity of $40 million, and its facilities
were valued at more than $200 million. Although Chairman Hunsaker and
others on the Main Committee felt that NACA's principal mission should be inquiry
into the fundamentals of aeronautics, the military services and the aircraft industry
continued to rely on NACA as a problem-solving agency. The pressure for "quick
fixes" persisted as the Korean War intensified requirements for work on specific
aircraft problems.:;
The outstanding gcneral ilUpcdillll:llt tu aCluu;tuliC,li PlUSH::;:', hU"C'CI, <';UUtinued to be the so-called "sonic barrier," a region ncar the speed of sound
(approximately 750 miles per hour at sea level, 660 miles per hour above 40,000
feet) wherein an airGaft encounters compressibility phenomena in l1uid dynamics,
or the "piling up" of air molecule;;. A serious technical obstacle to high-speed
research in the postwar years was the choking effect experienced in wind tunnels
during attempts to simulate flight conditions in the transonic range (600-800
miles per hour ). A wind tunnel constructed at Langle)' employing fhe slottedthroat principle to overcome the choking phenomenon did not begin operation
until 1951, and a series of NACA and Air Force supersonic tunncls, authorized
by Congress under the Unitary Plan Act of 1949, was not completed until the
mid-fifties.'· NACA investigators had to usc other methods for extensil'e transonic research, One was a falling-body techniqlle, in which airplane models
equipped with radio-telemetry apparatus were dropped from bombers at high
altitudes. Another was the firing of small solid-propellant rockets to gather data
on various aerodynamic shapes accelerated past mach I, the speed of sound . Many
of these tests supported military missile studies. 111c rocket firings were carried
out at the Pilotless Aircraft Research Station, a facility set up by the Langley !aboratory on Wallops Island, 01T the Virginia coast, in the spring of [945. The Pilot-
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less Aircraft Research Di\'isioll at Langley, until the ca rl) fifties headed b) Robert
R. Gilruth, conducted the NACA program of aerod) namie research with rockctlaunched models."
The most cdebrated part of the postwar aeronautical research effort in the
United Slates, howe\'er, was the NACA-military \\'ork with roc ket-propel!ed ai rcraft. In 1943, Langley aerodynamicist J ohn Slack and Robert J. Woods of the
Bell Aircraft Corporalion, realizing that propeller-d ri"en aircraft had about
reached their performance limits, suggested Ihe del'e1opment of a special airplane
for research in the problems of transonic and supersonic night. The next year,
the Aml)' Air Forces, the Navy, and K:\CA inaugurated a program for the construction and operation of such an airplane, to be propelled by a liquid-fueled
rocket engine. Built by Bell and eventually known as the X - I , the plane was
powered by a 6000-pound-thrust rockct burning liquid oxygen and a mixture of
aleohol and distiUed waler. On October 14, 1947, above Edwards Air Force Base
in southern California, the X- I dropped from the underside of its 8- 29 carrier
plane at 35,000 feet and began climbing. A kw seconds later the pilot of the
small, bullet-shaped craft , Air Force Captain Charles E. Yeager, became the first
man officially to ny faster than the speed of sound in le\el or climbing Oight."'
The X - I was the first of a line of generally successful rocket research airplanes.
In NO\'ember 1953 the Navy's D-558-1I, built by the Dougla~ Aircraft Com pany
and piloted by A. Scott Crossfield of NACA, broke mach 2, twice sonie speed ; but
this record stood only until the next month, when Yeager new the new Bell X - I A
to mach 2.5, or approximately 16 12 miles per hour. The following summer :". 1ajar
Arthur Murray of the Air Force pushed the X - IA to a new altilUde record of
90,000 feet above the i\ Ioja\'e Desert test complex consisting of Edwa rds Air Force
Base and NACA's High Speed Flight Station. These spectacular research nights,
besides banishing the l11)'th that aircral! could not 11)' past the "sonic barrier,"
affected the design and performance of tactical military aircraft.::> In the earl)
fifties, the Air Forcc and the aircraft industry. profiting from the mountain of
NACA research data, were preparing to inaugurate the new "centur) series" of
supersonic jet interceptor.>.- And represcntatin:s of NACA, the Air Force, and
the 1'\a\'y Bureau of Aeronautics already were planning a new experimental rocket
plane, the X-IS, to employ the most powerful rocket aircraft motor ever de\'e1opcJ
and to ny to an altitude of 50 miles, the vcry edge of space.
Thus less than a decade after the end of the Second World War, airplanesjet-powered and rocket.propelled-had virtually finished exploring the sensible
atmosphere, the region below 80,000 or 90,000 reel. i\lueh work remained for
aeronautical scientists and engineers in such areas as airnow, turbulence, engines,
and fuels, but researchers in NACA, the militar)" and the aircraft industry
approached the thorniest problems in aeronautics with a confidence grounded in
50 years of progress. :\ Ian's facility in atmospheric night and his adjust ment to
thc airplane seemed complete. Pilots had mastered some of the most complex
moving machines evcr contrived, and passengers sat comfona bly and safely In

II

Th e /amOIOS r('search aircraft seril'l is shown above: ill Ih t! Ulllrr, Ih e Douglas X-3 ;
lower 11'/1, till' 8ell X - IA; ronthllli,lg /(' fllo righi, Ih(' DOllgilU D-558- I ,ll1c COII~'air
X P- 92A, Ih (' 8 ('1/ X 5, Ih(' Douglas D-5S8- Il, (nullh r Nortfrro/, X-4. I n III I' photo
be/ow, th e X - 15 is sll o/l.;11 as il drops away from its mot/In 8-52 a'ld starts ilJ OIL'''
57,OOO-lb.-llmlSl ol£il/(' /0 h('gi ,1 mto/hn of its higlrly J!l((('ssfu l r('seatc/I piph/s.
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pressurized e:lbins on high-:lltitude airlinen. featuring an unprecedented combination of speed :md luxury, It appear«! that man at last had ac co mpli~ h{'d
what the ancient~ had dreamed of- conquest of the air,
THE

HICH\\'AY

TO SPACE

Spacc flight, howe\·er. was something else, While in one sense atmospheric
Aight was the first ste p toward space flight, extra-atmospheric transport invokc,
much more than a logical extension of aviation tcchnology, The airplane,
powcred either by :1 reciprocating or a jet engine, is a creature and a capti\'e of
thc atmosphere, because cithcr powerplant depcnd~ on air- more propcrl)',
oxygen- for its operation, and in space theN: is no :1ir. But the rocket , unlike
the gas turbine, pulsejet, ram jet, or piston engine, nceds no air, It carries
everything necded for propulsion within itselr- its own fuel and SOme form of
oxid izer, commonly liquid oxygen, to bum the fu el, So the rocket engine operates
independently of its environment; in fael, its efficiency increases as it climbs awar
rrom the frictional density of the lowcr atmospherc to the thin air of the strata-.
spherc and into the airlessness of space,"'
Yct e\'en Ihe rocket resc:1rch airplanes were a long way from spacecraft,
,\lthough some of these \'chicles provided data on Ihe lI ~e of reaction controls
for steering in the ne:1r \':1cuum of the upper atmosphere, they were designed to
produce considerable aerodynamic lift for control \\ ithin the lower :1tmosphere;
and, in terms of the mass to be :1ceelerated, their po\\erpl:ulIl> burned too briefl)
and produced too little tllntst to counterbalance the oppress;\e force of gra\·ity.
Fulfillment of the :-ogc.old desire to tra\'eI to the he:-ov{'n ~, ('v{'n N":-oli7_:-otion of
Hale's nincteenth-centul)' concept of a manned sphere circling Earth in lower
space, would ha\'e to :-owait Ihc de\'e!0pll1ent of rockets big cnough to boost
thousands of pounds and to break tha lock of gravity,
.\Ithough black-powder rockel~, invented by the Chine,e. had been used for
centuries for festi\'e and military purposes, not until the latc nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries did imaginalivc indi\'idU:1ls in various p:ms of the world
begin seriously to consider the liquid-fueled rocket as:1 \'ehicle for spati:-ol conveyance, The hislory of liquid-fueled rocketry, :1nd thus of manned space flight,
is closely linked to the pioneering careers of three men- the Russian Konstantin
Eduardovich Tsiolko\'Sky ( 185 7- 1935 ), the ,\meriean Robert Hutchings Goddard ( 1882 1945 ), and Ihe German- ROIl1:-oniall Hcnnann Oberth ( 1894),
Tsiolko\"Sky, for most of his life :1n obscure tC:1cher of mathematics, :-outhored
a series of remarkable technical essays on such subjccts as reaction propulsion with
liquid-propcll:1nt rockets, attainable \'c\ocities, fucl compositions, and oxygen
supply and air purification for space Ir:1vclcrs, Hc also wrote what app:1rcllIly
was the first technical discussion of an artificial Earth satellite." Although virtually unknown in the West at the time of his death, in 1935, Tsiolko\'skr \\as
honored by the Sovicts and had helped establish a long Russian tradition or
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astronautics. This tradition helps to accou nt for the U.S.S. R:s advances with
rocket-assisted airplane takeoffs a nd small meteorological rockets of the 19305
and her space achicvementsof the 1950s ;md 196(F.;."
Tn terms of experimentation, Goddard, professor of physics at Clark University,
was by far the most important of the rocket pionecrs."' As early as 1914 he
secured a patent for a ~mall liquid-fueled rocket engine. Six years later he
published a highly technical paper on the potential uses of a rocket with such
:m engine for studying atmospheric conditions at altitudes from 20 to 50 miles.
T oward the end of the paper he mentioned the possibility of firing a rocket
containing a powder charge that could be exploded on the Moon. " It remains
only to pcrfonn certain necessary preliminary experiments before an apparatus
can be constructed that will carry recording instruments to any desired altitude,"
hc concluded. l~
Goddard's life for the nex t 20 rears was devoted to making those "nec~ry
preliminary experiments." Working in the 19205 in Massachusetts with financial
support from various sources and in the New Mexico desert with Guggenheim
Foundation funds d uring the succeeding decade, Goddard compiled an amazing
list of " firsts" in rocke try. Among other things, he carried out the first recorded
launching of a liquid-propellant rocket (March 16, 1926 ), adapted the gyroscope to guide rockets, installed movable deflector vanes in a rocket exhaust nozzle
for stability and steering, patented a design for a multistage rocket, devdopcd
fuel pumps for liquid-rocket motors, experimented with self-cooling and variablethrust motors, and developed automatically deployed parachutes for recovering
his instrumented rockets. Finally, he was the first of the ea rl y rocket enthusiasts
tn go heyond thf"flry and nf'!':ign inlo the Tf'alm nf "s}"~tl'ms f'ngin(,"l'ring"-the
complex and hand-dirtying busincss of making airframes, fuel pumps, valves,
and guidance devices compatible, and of doing all the other things necessary to
make a rocket fly. Goddard put rocket theory into practice, as his 214 patents
au est_ ~G
Goddard clearly dcscrves the fame that has attached to his name in recent
years, but in many ways he was more inventor than scientist. H e delibe rately
worked in lonely obscurity, jealously patented virtually all of his innovations, and
usually refused to sha re his findings with others. Consequently his work was
not as valuable as it might have been to such of his contempornries as the you ng
rocket buffs who formed the American Rocket Society in the early thirties and
vainly sought his counsel.l :
Goddard's disdain for team research prompted his refusal 10 work with the
California Institute of Tcchnology Rocket Research Projec t, instigated in 1936
by the renowned \'on Kinnan , then dirC(;tor of the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory at c.,n'cch. The CalTeeh group undcrtook research in the fundamentals of high-a ltitude rounding rockets, including thermod ynamics, the principles of reaction, fu els, thru~t measurements, and nozzle shapes. Beginning in
1939 the Guggenheim Laboratory, unde r the first Federal contract for rocket
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research, carried out !>tu di ~ :1I1d cxp<"nnlO::nts for the Arlll ~ Air Foree." cspceiall~
on rocket· assisted takeorr~ for ;"IiTrrafl. Thc:>c takeoff roc kets I,ere called JATO
(for "J et·Assisted Take·Orr·' ) lInib, bcCallM:, a, one of the c'llTeeh scie nti~l'
recalled, " the word 'rocket· \Ias of such bad reputc Ihal r"ej felt it ad.-isablc
to drop the IISC of the word. It did IIOt return to our \·ocabulary umil !:>C,·cral
yea rs bter . . . ."' :' In 1944, \lith the Guggenheim Llbor:ltory working in·
tently on Arm y and Nal) eontr:lct~ for JATO units and ~m:lll bomb.1rdmenl
rockets, the Rocket Resea rch Pl"Ojcct was reorganized a_ the Jet Propulsion
I~a bo rator),. "
In the 1920s ;Jnd 19 30~ interest in rocketry and ~ p.1 ce exploration lxx:aP.lc
firmly rooted in Europe, although the rapid e1'pansiull of al"iatiol1 teehnolog)
occupied the attention of most night.minded European~. Societies of rocket
theoriSL~ and exprrimenter.., mostl y pri\·ately ~pon so rcd , were established in SCI··
eral European countries"" The most important of these grou ps was the Society
for Sp:tce T ravel ( VeTdll tilT RnumschiUahrt), founded in Gemlan) but having
members in other cou ntries. The "VIR:' as its founders called it, gained much
of il~ impetus from the writings of Oberth, who ill 1923, as a young mathematician,
published his cias,ic treatise on space travel, The Rorkel inio IlIl er plnllelar), Space.
A su bstantial portion of this !>mall book was devoted 10 a detailed description
of the mecha nics of putting into orbit a satellite of Earth. +1
Spurred by Oberth's thcoretieal arguments, the German~ in the JlIR in the
early thirties conducted numerous static firings of rocket engines and laun ched
a number of small rockets. Meanwhile the Gennan Ann)", on the assumption
that rocketry could become an e."tellsion of long-range artillery and becausc the
construction of rockets was not prohibited by the Treaty of Versailles, had inau·
gurated a modest rocket development program in 193 1, employing several of the
fllR members, One of these was a 21 -year-old engineer named Wernher von
Braun, who later became the civilian head of the :lrm{s rocket research group.
In 1933 the new Nazi regime placed all rocket experimentation, including that
being done by the rest of the VIR , under strict government controL':
The story of Gennan achievements in military roc ket!)· during the late thirtit'"s
and early forties at Peenemuende, the vast military research installation on the
Baltic Sea, is well known.'3 Knowing Goddard's work only through his pub·
lished findin~, the German experimenters contrived and claboratcd on nearly
all of the American's patented technical innovations, including gyroscopic can·
trois, parachutes for rocket recOI'C!)', and movable denector vanes in the exhaust.
The rocket specialists at Peenemuende ,,'ere trying to ereatc the first large, long.
range military rockct. By 1943 , after numerous frtlstrations, the)' had their
"big rocket," 46 fect long by I! V~ fttt in diameter, weighing 34,000 pounds
when fueled, and producing 69, 100 pounds of thrtlst from a si ngle engine consuming liquid oxygen and a mixture of alcohol and \later. Called "As...<:embly-4"
(A-4) by the Peenemuende group, the rocket had a range of nearly 200 miles
and a maximum velocity of about 3500 miles per hour, and was controlled by its
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gyroscope and e:..haust deflector lanes, sometimt's supplemented Il) radio control." When Major General Walter Dornberger, commander of the army works
at Peenemuende, pronounced the A-4 operational in 19H, Joseph Goebbel~'
propaganda machine christened it F ugdllw/!,swagc :wri ( Vengeance Weapon
No.2), or "V-2." >c. But for the space-travel devotees at l'et'llemuendc the rocket
ranained the A--4, a step in the elimb toward space.
Although the total military effect of the 3745 V- 2s fired al targets on the
Continent and in England was slight, this supersonic ballistic mi,sile threw a long
shadow O\'er the future of human society. As the Westcrn Allies and thc Soviets
~wept into Germany, they both soughl to confiscate Ihe elements of the German
rocket program in the form of records, hardware, and people. Peenemuende
was within the R ussian zone of occupation, but before the arrival of the Soviet
forces \'on Braun and most of the other engineers and technicians fled wcstward
with a port ion of thei r technical data. The Americans also captured the underground V-2 factory in Ihe Harz Mountains; 100 partially assembled V- 2s were
quickly dismantled and scnt to the United States. Ultimately I'on Braun and
about 125 other German rocket specialists reached this count!)" under " Project
Papercl ip;' carried out by the United States Anny.·~
The Soviets ca ptured no more than a handful of top Peenemuende engineers
and administrators. " T his is absolutely intolerable;' protested Josef Stalin to

HUnIanl! Obut" with keyolficiols
o/l/It Army Ballistic Missile Agency at Huntsville, Ala., ill 1956.
Coulltcrclocktt'isc from O,e le/t:
Maj. Cell. fl. N. To/toy, com mandillg g,nrral 0/ ADMA, who
organized Project PopucliPi
Emsl Stuhlingui Obulh ; IYunher von Braun, Director, DtvtlopfIlenl Operations Division; and
Eberhard Rus, Deputy Dirutor,
Dtvdopnllml OptrationJ Divisioll.
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Lieutenant Colonel G. A. Tokaty, one of hi~ rocket experts. "We defeated the
Nazi armies; we occupied Berlin and Peenemuende ; but the Americans got the
rocket engineers."'~ The Russians did obtain a windfall, however, in the form
of hundreds of technicians and rank-and-file engineers, the Peenemuende laboratories and assembly planl, and lists of component suppl iers. From those suppliers
located in the Russian zone the Soviets secured enough parts to reactivate the
manufacture of V-2s. The captured technicians and engineers were transported
to the Soviel Union, where the Russian rocket specialists systematically drained
them of the technical information they possessed but did not permit them to
participate directly in the burgeoning postwar Soviet rocket development
program:s
During the war Russian rocket developers, like their American counterparts,
had concentrated on JATO and small bombardment rockets. "Backward
though they were often said to be in matters of technology," observed James
Phinney Baxter right after the war, "it was the Russians who in 1941 first employed rockets on a major scale. They achieved a notable success, and made
more usc of the rocket as a ground-to-ground weapon than any other combatant." <9 In the postwar years the Soviets quickly turned to the development
of large liquid-propellant rockets. Lacking an armada of intercontinental
bombers carrying atomic warheads, such as the United States possessed, they
envisioned "trans-Atlantic rockets" as "an effective straightjacket for that noisy
shopkeeper Harry Truman," to usc Stalin's words."o Consequently the U.S.S.R.
undertook to build a long-range military rocket years before nuclear weaponry
actually became practicable for rockets; indeed, even before the Soviets had
perfected an atomic device for delivery by aircraft.
The U.S.S.R. began exploration of the upper atmosphere with captured
V-2s in the fa ll of 1947. Within two years, however, Soviet production was
underway on a single-stage rocket called the T - I, an improved version of the
V-2. The first rocket divisions of the Soviet Armed Forces were instituted in
1950 or 1951. Probably in 1954, development work began on a multistage rocket
to be used both as a weapon and as a vehicle for space exploration. And in the
spring of 1956 Communist Party Chairman Nikita Khrushchev warned that
"soon" Russian rockets carrying thermonuclear warheads would be able to hit
any target on Earth. $1
POSTWAR AMERICAN ROCKETRY

Meanwhile the United States, convinced of the long-term superiority of her
intercontinental bombers, pursued national security by means of airpower. The
extremely he::vy weight of atomic warheads meant that they would have to be
delivered by large bombers, or by a much bigger rocket than anyone in the military was willing to ask Congress to fund. Despite the early postwar warnings of
General Henry H. Arnold and others, for whom the V-2 experience was prophetic,
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the Truman administration and Congress listened to consen'ati\'e military men
and ci\'i lian scientists who felt that until at least 1965 manned bombers, supplemented by air-breathing guided missiles evolving from the German V-I, should
be the principal American "deterrent force."" JUSt after the war former NACA
Chairman Bush, then Director of the Office of Scientific Research and De\'c!0pmenl, had expressed the prevailing mood in a much-quoted (and perhaps muchregretted) piece of testimony before a Congressional committee: "There has been
a great deal Solid about a 3000-mile high-angle rocket. In my opinion, such a
thing is impossible today and will be impossible for man} years . . . . I wish
the American public would le:l.\'e that out of their thinking." a
The United States de\'eloped guided missilc.~ for air-to-air, air-to-surfacc,
and surfaec-to-air interception uses and as tactical surface-to-surfacc weapons.
Rocket motors, using both liquid and solid fueis, gradually rcplaccd jet propulsion systems, but short-range dcfensi\'c missiles remained advanced enough for most
tastes until the late 19505."
As for scientific research in the upper atmosphere, the backlog of V-2s put
together by the United States Anny from captured components would do in the
early postwar years. From April 1946 to October 1951,66 V- 2s were fired at the
Army's White Sands Proving Grounds, New Mexico, in the mOSt extensivc
rocket and upper-atmospheric research program to that time. The Army Ordnance Depanment, the Air Force, the Air Force Cambridge Research Center,
the General Electric Company, various scientific institutions, uni\'enities, and
government agencies, and the Naval Research Laboratory participated in the
While Sands V-2 program. Virtually all the rockets were heavily instrumented,
,HId mallY of them callied plant life and animals. V-2s c.'lrTied monkc)" n10ft
on four occasions; telemetry data transmitted from Ihe rockets showed no ill effects
on thc primates until cach was killed in thc crash. The most memorable launching at White Sands, however, came on February 24, 1949, when a V- 2 boosted
a WAC Corporal rocket developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 244 miles
into space and to a speed of 5510 miles per hour, the greatest altitude and velocity
\'et attained by a man-made object. A rcar and a half latcr, a V-2-WAC
Corporal combination rose from Cape Canaveral, Florida, in thc first launch at
the Air Force's newly activated Long Range Proving Ground."'
By the late forties, with the supply of V-2s rapidly disappearing, work had
begun on more reliable and efficient research rockets. The most durable of these
indigenous projectiles proved to be the Aerobee, designed as a sounding rockel
by the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University and financed by
the Office of Naval Research. With a peak altitude of about 80 miles, the
Aerobce served as a reliable tool for upper-atmospheric research until the late
19505.: 0 The Naval Research Laboratory designed the Viking, a long, slim highaltitude sounding rocket, manufactured by the Glenn L. :'Ibrtin Company of Balti.
more. In August 1951 the Viking bettered its own altitudc record for a single-stage
rocket, reaching 136 miles from a White Sands launch. In the fifties. instrumenta-
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tion carried in Aerob«.s and Vikings extended knowledge of the :'ltmosphere to
150 miles, provided photographs of Earth's curva ture and cloud cover, and gave
some infonnation on the Sun and cosmic radiation."
In 1955 the Viking was chosen as the first stage and an improved Aerobee as
the second stage for a new, three-stage rocket to be used in Project Vanguard,
which was to orbit an instrumented research satellite as part of the American contribution to the International Geophysical Year. The decision to use the Viking
and the " Aerobce-Hi" in this country's first effort to launch an unmanned scientific satellitc illustrates the basic dichotomy in thought and practice governing
postwa r rocket development in the United States : After the exp<:nditure of the
V- 2s, scientific activity should employ relatively inexpensive sounding rockets
with small thrusts. Larger, higher-thrust, and more exp<:nsive rockets to be used
as space launchers must await a specific military requirement. Such a policy
meant that tile Soviet Union, earl y rostering the ballistic missile as an intercontincntal dclivrry system, might ha.ve a proven long-range rocket berore the United
States; the Scviets might also, ir they chose, la unch larger satellites sooner than
this country.
By 1951, three sizable military rockets were under development in the U nited
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States. One, an Air Force project for an intercontinental ramjet-booster rocket
combination called the Ka\·aho, took many twists and turns before ending in mid1957. After II rears and $680 million, the Air Force, lacking funds for further
de,·elopment, canceled the Navaho enterprise. T echnologically, however, Na\,aho pro\·ed a worthwhile in,·cstment; its booster-engine configuration, for example, became the basic design later used in various rockets." The two other rocket
projects being financed by the military in the': e':arly fifties were ultimately successful,
both as weapons systems and as space booste':rs.
REDSTONE AND

ATLAS

After the': cre':ation of a separate Air Force in 1947, the Army had continued
rocket development, operating on the same assumption behind the Gennan Army's
research in the 1930s- that rocketry was basically an e':xte':nsion of artillery. In
June 1950, Army Ordnance moved its te':am of 130 German rocket scientists and
engineers from Fort Bliss at EI Paso to the Army's Redstone Arsenal at Huntsville,
.\Iabama, along with some 800 military and General Electric employees. Heade':d
by Weroher ,·on Braun, who later became chief of the Guided Missile Development Division at Redstone Arse':nal, the Ann}' group began design studies on a
liquid-fueled bllillefield missile called the Hennes CI, a modified V-2. Soon
the Huntsville engineers changed the design of the Hemles, ,.. hich had been
planned for a 500-mile range, to a 2oo-mile rocket capable of high mobility for
field deployment. The Rocketdync Division of North American Aviation modified the Na\'aho booster engine for the new weapon, and in 1952 the Army bornbardlllent rocket was officially nallled " Ro.:d~lOlIo.:.'· ..~
Always the fa"orit e of the \'on Braun group ,'orking for the Army, the Redstone was a direct descendant of the V-2. The RedslOne·s liquid-fueled engine
burned alcohol and liquid oxygen and produced about 75,000 pounds of thrus!.
Nearly 70 feet long and slightly under 6 feet in diameter, the battlefield missile
had a speed at burnout, the point of propellant exhaustion, of 3800 miles per hour.
For guidance it utilized an all-inenial system featuring a gyroscopically stabilize':d
platfonn, computers, a programmed flight po'lth taped into the rocket before
launch. and the activation of the steering mechanism by signals in flight. For control during powered ascent the Redstone depended en tail fins with movable
rudders and refractory carbon vanes mounted in the rocket exhaust. The prime
contract for the manufacture of Redstone test rockets went to the Chrysler Corporation. In August 1953 a Redstone fabricated at the Huntsville arsen:ll madr
a partially successful maiden flight of only 8000 yards from the military's missile
range at Cape Cana\'eral, Florida. During the next five )·ears, 37 Rcdstones
were fired to test structure, engine performance, guidance and control, tracking,
and telemetry.tO
The se':cond successful military rocket being de\'eloped in 1951 was an Air
Force project, the Atlas. The long history of the': Atlas, the first American inter-
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continental ballistic 1l1b:.ile ( ICB:\I )," began carl) in 1946, when the Air ~'Iateriel
Command of the ,\rmy Air Forces awarded a stud y contract for a long-range
missile to Consolidated Vultee .\ircr:lh Corporation (Convair ), of San Diego.
By mid-year a tcam of Convair engineers, headed by Karel J. Bossart, had completed a design for "a sort of Americanized V- 2," cal1~ " HI ROC," or Project
MX- 774. Bossart and associates proposed a technique basically new to American
rocketry (alt hough patentcd by Goddard and tried on some German V-2s )--con.
trolling the rocket by swiveling the engines, using hydraulic actuators responding
to commands from the autopilot and gyroscope. This technique was the precursor of the girnbaled enginc method employed 10 control the Atlas and other later
rockcts. In 1947, the Trum;)n administration and the equally economyminded Republican 80th Congress confronted the Air Force with the choice of
having hinds sla~ h ed for its intercontinental manned bomhers and interceptors or
cutting back on some of its advanced weapons designs. JUSI as the first MX-774
test vehicle was nearing completion, the Air Force nolified Com'air that the
project was canceled. The Convair engineers Ilsed the remainder of their conItact funds for static firings at Point Loma, California, and for three partially
~ucccssflll test launches at White Sands, the last on December 2, 1948 .'"
From 1947 until early 1951 there was no American project for an intercontinental hal!istic missile. The Soviel Union e;l; ploded her first atomic devicc in
1949, ending the United States' postwar monopoly on nuclear weapons. Presi·
dent Harry S. Truman quickly ordered thc development of hydrogen-fusion
warheads on a priority basis. The coming of the war in Korea the ne;l;t year
shook American self-confidence still further. The economy program instituted
b)' Secreta.ry of Defense Louis Johnson ended, and the military budget, induding
appropriations for weapons research, zoomcd upward. The Army began its work
leading to the R~slOne, while the Air Force resumed its efforts to devdop an
imcrcontinental militar:' rocket. In Janu:lTY 195 1 the ,\ir Materiel Command
awarded Convair a new cOlltract for Project MX-1593, to which Karel Bossart
and his engineering group gave the namc "Project Atlas." Q Yet the pace of
the military rocket program remained deliberate, its funding conservative.
A series of events beginning in late 1952 altered this cautious approach. On
November I, at Eniwetok Atoll in the Paci fic, the Atomic Energy Commission
detonated the world's first thermonuclear explosion, the harbinger of the hydrogen
bomb. The device weighed about 60,000 pounds, certainly a milch greater
weight than was practicable for a ballistic missile p.1ylo..1d. The next year,
howe\'er, as a result of a recommendation by a Dcp.1runent of Defense slUdy
group, Trevor Gnrdner, assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force, set up a
Strntegk :\li'~iJes Evaluation Committee 10 invcstigate the SlalUs of Air Force
long. range missiles. The committee, composed of nuclear scientists and missile
experts, was hendcd by the famous mathemntician John \'on Neumann. Specifica lly, Gardner asked the committee to make a prediction regarding weight as
opposed to yield in nuclear payloads for some si;l; or seven years hence. The
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evaluation group, familiarly known as the "Teapot Comminee," concluded that
shortly it would be possible to build smaller, lighter, and more powerful hydrogenfusion warheads. This in turn would make it possible to reduce the size of
rocket nose cones and propellant loads and, with a vastly greater yield from the
thermonuclear explosion, to eliminate the need for precise missile accuracy."'
In February 1954 both the Strategic Missiles Evaluation Committee and the
Rand Corporation, the Air Force-sponsored research agency, submitted fomlal
reports predicting smaller nuclear warheads and urging that the Air Force give
its highest priority to work on I(lng-range ballistic missiles.
Between 1945 and 1953 the yield of heavy fission weapons had increased substantially from the 20-kiloton bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Now, according
to the Air Force's scientific advisers, lighter, more compact, and much more
powerful hydrogen warheads could soon be realized. These judgments "completely changed the picture regarding the ballistic missile," explained General
Bernard A. Schriever, who later came to head the Air Force ballistic missile
de\'Clopment program, "because from then on we cou ld consider a relatively low
weight package for payload purposes.""' This was the fateful "thennonuclear
breakthrough.··
Late in March 1964 the Air Research and Development Command organized
a special missile command agency, originally called the Western Development
Division but renamed Air Force Ballistic Missile Division on June I, 1957. Il~
first headquarters was in Inglewood, California; it~ first commander, Brigadier
Gencral Sehricver. The Convair big rocket project gained new life in the winter
of 1954-55, when the Western Developmcnt Division awarded its first long-term
contract for fabrication of an ICBM. The awarding of the contract came in an
atmosphere of mounting crisis and urgency. The Soviets had exploded their
own thcrmonuclear device in 1953, and intelligence data from various sou rces
indicated that they also were working on ICBMs to carry uranium and hydrogen
warhcads. Thus the Atlas project became a highest-priority "crash" program,
with the Air Force and its contractors and subcontractors working against the
fearsome possibility of thermonuclear blackmail.co
Rejccting the Army-arsenal concept, whereby research and development and
some fabrication took place in Government facilities, the Air Force left the great
bulk of the cngineering task to Convair and its associate contractors."; For close
technical :lnd :ldministr.1tivl"' dirl"'ction thl"' Air Forcl"' turned to thl"' newly fornled
Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, a private missilc research firm, which eslablished
a subsidiary initially called the Guided Missiles Research Division, laler Space
Technology Laboratories (STL ) . With headquarters in Los Angeles, the firm
was to oversC('" the systems engineering of the Air Force ICBM program. o,
In Novembcr 1955, STL's directional responsibilities broadened to include
work 011 a new Air Force rocket, thc inlennediate-range ( ISOO-mile) Thor,
hastily designed by the Douglas Aircraft Company to serve as a stopgap nuclear
deterrent until the intercontinental Atlas became operational. At the &1me timc
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Charles E. Wilson, Secretary of Defense in the Eisenhower administration, gave
the Arlll} aud Navy joint Icspon5ibility for dcveloping the Jupiter, ano ther

intennediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM), the engineering task for which went
to the Anny rocketmen at Redstone Arsenal. To expedite Jupiter development ,
the Army on February I, 1956, established at Huntsville a Ballistic Missile Agency,
10 which Wernher von Braun and his Guided Missile Development Division were
transferred. Later that year Wilson issued his controversial "roles and missions"
memorandum, confirming Air Force jurisdiction over the operational deployment
of intercontinental missiles, assigning to the Air Force sole jurisdiction over
land·based intermediate.range weapons, restricting Anny operations to weapons
with ranges of up to 200 miles, and assigning ship-based IRBM's to the Navy.
Partly as a result of this directive, but mainly because of the difficulty of handling
liquid propellants <It sea, the Navy withdrew from the Jupiter program and
focused its interest on the Polaris, a solid-propellant rocket designed for launching
from a su bmarine.t~
As it developed after 1954, the Air Force ballistic missile development pro·
gram, proceeding under the highest national priority and the pressure of Soviet
missilery, featured a departure from customary progressi\·e practice in weapons
management. The label for the new, self·conscious management technique
adopted by the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division-Space Technology Laboratories
team was "concurrency." Translated simply, concurrency meant "the simultaneous completion of all necessary actions to produce and deploy a weapon system." '" But in practice the management task-involving parallel advances in
research, design, testing, and manufacture of vehicles and components, design and
construction of test facilities, testing of components and systems, expansion and
creation of industrial facilities, and the building of launch sites-seemed overwhelmingly complex. At the beginning of 1956 the job of contriving one ICBM,
the Atlas, was complicated by the decision to begin work on the Thor and on the
Titan I, a longer.range, higher.thrust, "second generation" ICBM."
The basic problem areas in the development of the Atlas included structure,
propulsion. guidance, and thermodynamics. Convair attacked the structural
problem by coming up with an entirely different kind of airframe. The Atlas
airframe principle, nicknamed the "gas bag," entailed using stainless steel sections
thinner than paper as the structural material, with rigidity achieved through helium
pressurization to a differential of between 25 and 60 pounds per square inch. The
pressurized tank innovation led to a substantial redUction in the ratio between
structure and total weight; the empty weight of the Atlas airframe was less than
two percent of the propellant ....'eight. Yet the Atl:ls, like an automobile tire or a
football, could absorb very heavy structural loads.':
For the Atlas powerplant the Air Force contracted with the Rocketdyne Divi·
sion of North American Aviation. The thermonuclear breakthrough meant that
the original five-engine configu ration planned for the Ada. could be scrapped in
favor of a smaller, three.engine design. Thus Rocketdyne could contrive a unique
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sid~-by-side

arrangement for the two booster and one sustainer engines conceived
by Convair, making it possible to fire simultaneously all three engines, plus the
small vernier engine'l mounted on the airframe, at takeoff. The technique of
igniting the boosters and sustainer on the ground gave thc Atlas two distinct
advantages: ignition of t h~ second stage in the upp~r atmosphere was avoided,
and firing the sustainer at takeoff meant that smaller engines could be used. The
booster ~ngines produced 154,CKXJ pounds of thrust each; thc sustainer engine,
57,000 pounds; and the two verniers, 1000 pounds each. The propellant for
the boosters, sustainer, and verniers consisted of liquid oxygen and a hydrocarbon
mixture called RP-1. The basic fuel and oxidizer were brought together by an
intricate network of lines, valves, and often-troublesome turbopumps, which fed
the propellant into the Atlas combustion ch amb~rs at a rate of about 1500 pounds
per second. The thrust of th~ "on~ and one-half stage" Atlas powerplant, over
360,000 pounds, was equivalent to ahout fiv~ times the h orsepow~r g~n~rat~d by
the turbines of Hoover Dam or the pull of 1600 st~am locomoth·es. t •
Th~ Atlas look~d rather fat alongsid~ th~ Army R~dstone, the Thor, or the
more pow~rful Titan. The length of the Atlas with its original ~hrk II blunt
nose cone was nearly 76 feet ; its diameter at the fuel ·tank section was 10 fcc t, at
its base, 16 feet. Its weight when fueled was around 260,000 pounds. Its speed
at burnout was in the vicinity of 16,000 miles per hour, and it had an original
design range of 6300 miles, later increased to 9000 miles!'
The prototype Atlas " A" had no operating guidance system. The Atlases
" B" through "0 " employed a radio-inertial guidance system, wherein transmitters on the roc ket sensed aerodynamic forees acting on the missile and sent radio
readings to a computer on the ground, which cakulated the Atlas' position, speed,
and direction. Radio signals were then sent to the rocket and fed through its
inertial autopilot to gimbal the booster and sustainer engines and establish the
Atlas' correct trajectory. After Ihe jettisoning of the outboard booster engines,
Ihe sustaincr carried the Atlas to the desired velocity before cutting off, while the
\'cmier engines continued in operation to maintain precise direction and velocity.
At "emier cutoff the missile began its unguided ballistic trajectory. A few moments
later the nose cone separated from the rest of the rocket and continued on a high
arc before plunging into the atmosphere. Radio-incrtial guidance, the system
used on Ihe Atlas 0 and in Project Mercury, had the advantage of employing a
ground computer that could be as big as desired, thus removing part of the nagging Alias weight problem. a
By the mid-1950s the smaller thermonuclear warhead predicted by the T eapot
Committee was imminent, so that the 360,OOO-pound thrust of the Atlas was
plenty of energy to boost a payload of a ton and a half, over the 6300-mile range.
But while nose-cone size ceased to be a problem, the dilemma of how to keep the
ICBM's destructive package from burning up as it dropped into the ever-thickening
atmosphere at 25 times the speed of sound remained . At such speeds even thc
thin atmosphere 60 to 80 miles up generates tremendous fri ctional heat, which
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;ncruscs rapidly as an object penetrates the denser lower air. The temperature
in front of the nosc-cone surface ultimately may become hotter than the surface of
the Sun. The atmospheric ent!)' tem peratures of the intermediate-range Thor,
Jupiter, and Polaris were lower than those of the Atlas, but e\'cn for these smallerthrust vehicles the matter of payload protection was acute.'~
In the mid-fifties the "reentry problem" looked like the hardcst puzzle to solve
and the farth cst from solution, not only for the missile experts but also for those
who dreamed of sending a man into space and bringing him back. As von
Karman observed in his partially autobiographical history of aerodynamic thought,
published in 1954:
Any rocket returning from space If:lve\ enters the atmosphere with tremendous
speed. At such speeds, prob..,blr even in the thinnest air, the surface would be
heated beyond the temperature endurable by any known material. This problem of the temperature barrier is much more formidable than the problem of
the sonic barrier. ,;
Years of concerted research by the military services, NACA, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and other organizations would be necessary before crews at Cape
Canaveral, either preparing a missile shot or the launching of a manned spacecraft, could confidently expect to get their payload back through the atmosphere
unhanned.
The American ballistic missile program of the 1950s produced some remarkable managerial and engineering achievemcnts. Evcntually the United States
would deploy reliable ICBMs in larger numbers than the Soviet Union. Yel
the fact n'!mains that the Russians first dcveloped such an awesome weapon, first
tested it successfully, and first converted t heir larger ICBM: for space uses." Thus
American missile developers fell short of what had to be their immediate goalkeeping ahead or at least abreast of the Soviets in advanced weaponry. Bureaucratic delays, proliferation of committees, divided responsibility, interservice
rivalry, sacrificial attachment to a balanced budget, excessive waste and duplication, even for a "crash" program-these were some of the criticisms that missile
contractors, military men, scientists, and knowledgeable politicians lodgcd against
the Defense Department and the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. From
1953 to 1957, Sccn'!taries of Defense Wilson and Neil H . McElroy presided over
11 major organiz.·ltional changes pertaining directly to the missile p rogram.:~
" It was just likc putting a nickd in a slot machine," recalled J. H . Kindelbergcr,
chairman of the board of North American Aviation, on the difficulty of getting a
decision from the plethora of Pentagon committees. " You pull the handle and
you get a lemon and you put another one in. You have to get three or four
of them in a row and hold them there long enough for them to say 'Yes.' It takes a
lot of nickels and a lot of time." 10 And even Schriever, certainly not one to be
critical of the pace of missile development, admitted that "in n'!trospect you might
say that we could have moved a little faster." II
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SPUTNIKS AND SOU I.-S r.ARCHING

On August 26,1957, Tas\ Ihc official Soviet news agency, announced that the
U.S.S.R. had successfully launched over its full design range a "super long
dislancc intercominental mullislage ballistic rocket," probably a vehicle employing
the impro\'ed V-2, the T-I, as an upper stage and a booster rocket with a Ihrust
of over 400,000 pounds the T -3.' ~ In the furor in thc West following the Russian
announcement an American general allegedly exclaimed, "We captured Ihe wrong
Gennans." .,
Then, on Octobcr 4, the SO\'iets used apparently Ihe same ICBM to blast
into orbit the first artificial Earth satellite, a bundle of instruments weighing about
184 pounds ca lled Sputnik, a combinalion of words meaning "fellow-t raveler of
the Earth." A month later Soviet scienlists and rocket engi neers sent into high
elliptical orbit a heavily insirulllented capsule, Sputnik II, weighing some 1120
pounds and carrying a dog named Laika.
The Russian ICBr-.-t shot in August had given new urgency to the missile
competition and had prompted journalisis 10 begin talking about the "missile
gap." The Sputnik launches of the fall opened up a ncw phase of the SovietAmerican technological and ideological struggle, and caused more chagrin,
consternalion, and indignant soul-searching in the United States than any episode
since Pearl Harbor. Now there was a "space race" in addition to an "arms
race," and it was manifest that at Icast for Ihe time being there was a "space lag"
to add 10 the ostensible missile gap.
After the first Sputnik wem inlo orbit, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
reminded the erilies of his administration that, unlike ballistic missile development,
"our satellite program has never been conducled as a racc with othcr nations." s,
As far as the Sovict Union was concerned, however, there had been a satellite
race for at least two and perhaps four years before the Sputniks. There was
probably a Soviet parallel to the highly secret studies carried out in the immediate
postwar years by the Rand Corpor;ltion for the Air Force and by the Navy Bureau
of Aeronautic.~ on the fcasibilily and military applicability of instrumented Earth
satellites. 3 ;; As late as 1952, however, Albert E. Lombard, scientific adviser in
the Department of the Air Force, reported that "intelligence information on Soviet
progress, although fragm entary, has given no indication on Soviet activity in this
field." so Late the next year, President A. N. Ncsmeyanov of the Sovici Academy
of Science~ proclaimed that "Science ha~ reached ,1 Siale when il is feasible to
send a stratoplane to the Moon, to create an artificial satellite of the Earth." ~'
A torrent of Soviet books and articles on rockets, satellites, and inlerplanetary
travel followed Ihe Nesmeyanov slatement.
I n August 1955, a few days aftcr (hc White House announced that the United
Slates would launch a series of "small, unmanncd, earth-circling satellites" during
Ihe 18-month I nternational Geophysical Year, beginning July I, 1957, Soviet
aeronautical and astronautical expert Leonid Sedov rema rked that the U.S.S.R .
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,,'ou ld also semi up &ltellitc'i and that they would be larger than the announced
American scit:rllifit: payluad~. :o.lu!>l Anrt:riGlIIs t:ornplact:l1tly lOs"ed off Sedol"s
elaim as another e~aJl1plc of Kw:sian braggadocio." The formal announcemcnt
of the Rus.<ian space intentions camc at thc Barcelona Geophysical Ye:u Conferc llce in 1956. And in J UIlC 195i thc SO\'iet press a(h-crtised the radio frequency on which the fir!'t Ru<sian satellite would tran~lllit signal.,. By the cnd of
the summer a few American SoviclOlogist~ were predicting freely that the U.S.S.R.
would attempt a satellite launching ~n, and they were .<omewhat ~urpri,(d that
the shot did not occur on September Ii. 1957. the c(ntennial of the hirth of
Tsiolkovsky.'"
American cmbarras.<ment reached it, apex and American technological
prestige it~ nadir just O\'er a month after S{Jllilll'k II. '\' the Senate Preparednes<
Subcommittee, hcadcd by Lyndon B. John~nn, bq,':ln an in\'cstigatioll of the
nation's satellite and missile actil·ities. Americans turncd their attention to Cape
Canaveral . There, according to \Vhite House Pres.<- Secretary James C. Hagerty,
seientists and engineers from the Xayal Research Labo ratory and it, industrial
contractors would attempt to put in orbit a grapdruit-si7.ed packagc of ill<trurlle nts as part of Project Vanguard, the ArneriC.Ul International Geophy'ical Year
satellite effort. In reality thc Vanguard group wa.'i planning only to u'c a test
satellite in the fir~t lau llch of all three activc .~tages of the re~earch rocket. To
thei r dismay swarms of new~men descended on Cape Canal"cralto watch what the
public rega rded as this country's effort to get into tht: ~pa(e race. On December 6.
before a national telc\i~ion audience, the Vanguard fir~t stage exploded and thc
rest of the rocket eollapscd into the wet sand surrounding the launch stal1(l.~"
Tn Ihe face of Ihe fael that "they" orbited satellites before ··we" did, IOgethn
with the apparent complacency of official Washington, the Vanguard blowup
took on disastrous proportions. ~lcElroy had become Secretary of Defense on
October 9, after Wilson's resignation. In mid-l\'O\embcr he had authorized the
Army Ballistic ~ I issile Agency at Redstone Arsenal to re\'i\'e '; Project Orbiter."
T his was a scheme for using a Red,tone with upper stagC!i to orbit <In in,trumented
satell itc. It had been propo~d jointly by the Office of 1\a\';11 R e~earch and the
Arm y in 1954- 1955 but O\errulcd in the Dcfcn~c Department in fal'or of the
Naval Research Laboratory·s Vanguard proposal, ba ~ed on thc Viking and Aerobee."' Kow Wernher \'on Braun and company hurriedly comcrccd their Jupiter C
reent ry test I'ehiclc, an elongated Redstone topped by clu5tered ~olid-propcllant
upper stages de,"c1oped by the J et Propulsion Laboratory, into a satellite launcher."'
On J anuary 31. 1958. just H4 day' after '\ lcElroy's go-ahead ~ignal, and
carrying ,atellite iJ\~trllments den'loped for Project Vanguard by Uni\'ersity of
Iowa physicist James :\ . Van :\lIen, a Jupiter (: renamed J uno I by Ihe I'on
Braun team ) boosted into orbit Etplofn I , the fiN American '<ltellite. T hc
total weight of the pencil-,haped payload W,h alxJltt 31 pound." III pound~ of
which consisted of instruments. Followin.l! a high elliptical orbit, EI,/Jlorer I
transmitted data re"caling the existence of <I dee p zone of radiation girdling
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Vanguard was th e olle 1I01ll1lililar)'
lmmch I.;chiele o/Ihe carl)' space program. Afore or feB a desecllda."t
0/ the Viking rockel, tile Va1lguard
rocket was importallt hI ils OWII right
alld lor its legacy 0/ eOlltributiol1S to
N ASA's Delta launch vehiele Ihat
wo uld follow. Also the program
built the Mil/ilrock traekillg IIf/work,
w hich was to haue a IOl!g, /ruit/ul
part to play ill the space program.

Earth, dubbed the "Van Allen belt:- The following March 17, the muchmaligned Vanguard finally accomplished its purpose, lifting a scientific payload
weighing a little over 3 pounds into an orbit that was expected to keep the satellite
up from 200 to 1000 years. Vanguard I proved what geophysicists had long suspected, that Earth is not a perfect sphere but is slightly pear-shaped, bulging in the
aqueous .southern hemisphere. Explorer HI, with all instrumented weight of
18y~ pounds, was fired into orbit by a Jupiter C nine days later. But in Maya
mammoth Soviet rocket launched a satellite with the then staggering weight of
nearly 3000 pounds, some 56 times as heav), as the combined weight of the three
American satellite pay loads.~3
Clea rl y, rockets that could accelerate such bulky Ilnmanned satellites to orbital
velocity could also send a man into space_ And it seemed safe to assume that the
Soviet politicians, scientists, and military leaders, capitalil.ing on their lead in
propulsion systems, had precisely such a feat in mind. Whell the onc-and-onehalf-tall Spuillik III shot into orbit, the Atlas, star of the American ll1i5~ile drive,
viewed not only as the preeminent weapoll of the next decade LJUt also as a highly
promising space rocket, was still in ils qualifiration flight program. Plagued by
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turbopump problems and fuel sloshing, so rar it had made only two succC!-,fullesl
nights, out of four attempts."
Yet American military planners remained confident that the Atlas finall~
would become a reliable missile. It must if the United States "as nO! to fall
perilousl), behind in the frenzied competition with the Soviets, if the missile gap
was not to widen, And what of the advocates of manned space night, the
ambitious individuals on the fringes of the scientific comlllunity, NACA, and the
military services-people who saw the Atlas, not the frail VanglLard or the
J upiter C, as holding the key to space? They also kept their hopes high.
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Exploring the Human Factor
( 1948-1958)

T

H E dc\clopment of the large liquid-fueled roc ket made the dazzling prospect
of manned Ilight beyond Earth's atmosphere and into the vacuum of space
increasingly feasible: from the standpoint of propulsion. By 1950, howc\'er, only
instrumented sou nd ing rockets, fi red to ever higher altitudes in bolh Ihe United
States and the Soviet Union, had reached into space bdore falling earthward.
Although a number of these experimental shots carried living organi_"ms~\'ery_
thing from fungus spores to mon keys in thc United Statts. mainly dogs in the
U.s.S. R.-the data acquired from telemetry and from occasional recovery of
rocket nose conc~ had not shown conclusi\'ely how long organisms could li\'e in
space, or indeed whether man cou ld sUI"\·jye at all Olllside Ihe protecli"e confines
of his atmosphere. Scientists still were hesitant 10 prediel how a human being
would behave under conditions to be encountered in space flight. Thus while
space flight became technologicall), practicable, physiologically and psychologicall)
it remained an enigma.
In the early 1950s an acceleration of efforts in upper-atmospheric and space
medical research accompanied the quickened pace of rocket de,·c1opment in this
country and in the Soviet Union. During the next few years medical specialists,
profiting from sullstantial progress in tclemclering clinical data, learned a great
deal about what a man could expect when he went into the forbidd ing arena of
space.' lHuch of the confidence with which the engineers of P roject Mercury
in 1958 approached the job of putting a man into orbit a nd recovering him
stemmed from the findings of hundreds of studies madc in previous years on the
human factors in space flight..
Since the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was interested almost
exclusively in the technology of flig ht, research in the medical problems of space
flight, like a\'iation medicine in previous decadcs, was the province primarily of
the military services and "f somc civilian research organizations receiving funds
from the military. Of the three services, Ihe United States Air Force, rich in
backgrou nd in aeromedical research and assuming that space medicine was but an
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extension of aviation medicine, undertook most of the early inquiry into the psychophysiological problems of extra-atmospheric night.
BEGINNINGS OF SPACE MEDICINF.

After the Second World War the Air Force acquired the talents of a number
of scientists who had done much remarkable research on the medical aspects of
high-sJXed, high-altilude airplane (light for Germany's Luftwaffe.' Most of these
German physicians_ physiologists, and psychologists were brought to the expanding
Aeromedical Laborato~' at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, near Dayton, Ohio.
Six of the more prominent German aeromedical specialists, Hubertus Strughold,
Hans-Georg Clamann, Konrad Buettner, Siegfried J. Gerathewohl, and the brothen Fritz and Heinz HalX':r, were assigned as research physicians to the Air Force
School of Aviation Medicine, located on the scrub prairies of south central Texas
at Randolph Air Force Basc, outside San Antonio. The commandant of the
school was Colonel Harry G. Armstror.g, author of the classic text in aviation
medicine.~ While heavil)' instrumented V- 2s lumbered upward from White
Sands and plastic research balloons lifted seeds, mice, hamsters, fruit flies, and
other specimens into the upper atmosphere, Armstrong and his associates were
already considering the medical implications of flight by man into the hostile
space environment.
In November 1948, Armstrong organized at Randolph a panel discussion on
the "Aeromedical Problems of Space Travel." Featuring papers by Strughold
and Heinz Haber and commentaT)' by six well-known scientists from universities
and the military, the symposium JXrhaps marked the beginning of formal , academic inquiT)' into the medical hazards of extra-atmospheric flight. Bdo~ this
epochal gathering ended, Strughold had resolved the contradiction inherent in the
title of the symposium by emphatically using the teml "space medicine." ,
The following February, Armstrong set up the ,,,orld's first Department of
Space Medicine, headed by Strughold and including the Habers and Konrad
Buettner." In November 1951, at San Antonio, the School of Aviation Medicine
and the privately fin:1nced Lovelace Foundation for Medical Research at Albuquerque, New Mexico, sponsored a symposium disc~etl y entitled "Physics and
Medicine of the Upper Atmosphere." It was still not respectable to speak plainly
of space flight within the Air Force, which only that yea r had cautiously reactivated
its intercontinental ballistic mi!i.Sik project and remained sensitive to "Buck
Rogers" epithets hom members of CongrC$ and the taxpaying public. A good
portion of the material presented hy the 44 ~pca kers at the 1951 symposium, however, covered the nature of space, the mechanics of space flight , and the medical
difficulties of sending a man beyond the ~nsihle and hreath:thle atmosphere.~
It was at this mecting that Strughold, later to acquire a reputation as the
"father of space medicine," put forth what is perhaps his most notable contribution- the concept of "aeropause," a region of "space-equivalent conditions" or
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An importallt bridge from tlV/alion medicine to space medicillc was this chart by
Hubertus Strug/l pld ill 1951. It rdated altitudes at which IlUman lunctiollal borders
occur witll the altitudes at which the variaus physical charaetnisties of space occur.

"ailflospheric space equivalence." Strughold pointed out that while many astronomers, astrophysicists, and meteorologists set the boundary between the atmosphere and space at about 600 miles from Earth, the biological conditions of
space begin much lower, at about 50,000 feel. Anoxia is encountered at 50,000
feet, the boiling point of body fluids at 63,000 feet, the necessity for carrying
all respiratory oxygen within a manned compartment at 80,000 feet, meteoroids
at 75 miles, and the darkness of the space ''''oid'' at 100 miles. Above 100 miles
the atmosphere is imperceptible to the Ilyer. "What we call upper atmosphere
in the physical sense," said Strughold, "must be considered- in terms of biologyas space in its total form." Hence manned ballistic or orbitalilight at an altitude
of 100 miles would be, for all practical purposes, space flight.'
The rocket-powered research airplanes of the postwar years, beginning with
the X-I, the first manned vehicle to surpass the speed of sound, took American
test pilots well into the region of space equivalence. On August 26, 1954, when
Major Arthur Murray of the Air Force pushed the Bell X- IA to an altitude of
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90,000 feet, he was above 90 percent of thc sensible atmosphere. T wo years
later, in the more powerful Bell X -2, Air Force Captain h 'cn Kincheloe climbed
to 126,000 feet, "a space-equivah:nt night to a very high deg rec.'"
The X- IS,
still on the dnwing boards in the mid-fifties, was being designed to rocket its
pilot to an altitude of 50 miles at nearly seven times the speed of sound. And
human-factors research in the X- IS project, involving the de \'elopment and testing of a new full-pressure flying suit, centrifuge conditioning to high acceleration
forces, and telemeu:ri ng a wide range of physiological data in flight , would contribu te substantially to medical planning for space tra vel .~

ZERO G
At peak speed and altitude an X- IS flight was supposed to afford abou t fj\'e
minutes of " weightlessness" or "zero g." This is the effect created when a vehicle is balanced between centrifugal and centripetal forces-when the gravita.
tional pull of Earth and other heavenly bodies is exactly balanced by the inertial
character of the vehicles motion. Weightlessness is undoubtedly the most fascinating medical characteristic of space fli ght, and it aroused the most speculation
among aviation physicians in the late forties and earl y fifties. T o be sure, approximations of zero g were not totall y new human experiences; a common illustration of the sensation is the sudden partial lightening of the body in a rapidly
descending elevator. But the necessity to {unction at zcro g- to ea t and drink,
to eliminate body wastes, to operate the spacecraft cont rols- was a new requirement and presented new problems for the aeromedical teams.
Flight ph}'sieian~ were almost IIn animou ~ io r_xprK~ing fnrrhorlin~ :'OOUI
the effect of weightlessness on man's physical and mental perfonnance. Some
feared that the body organs depended on sustained gravit y and would not function
if deprivcd of the customary gravitational force . Others worried o,'er the combined effects of acceleration, weightlessness, and the heavy deceleration during
atmospheric entry. Still other expert.'! were concerned especially abou t perception
and equilibrium. For example, Heinz H aber and Otto Gauer, another emigre
Gennan physician who joined the Air Force aeromed ical program, noted that
the brai n receives signals on the position, di rection, and support of the body from
four mechanisms-pressure on the nerves and organs, muscle tone, posture, and
the labrrinth of the inner ear. They theori7.ed that these fOUT mechanisms might
gi,-e con flicting signals in the weightless state and that such disturbances "may
deepl y affect the au tonomic nervous functions and ultimately produce a very
severe sensation of succumbence associated with an absolute incapacity to act." 10
The basic difficulty retarding thc stud y of weightlessness was the impossibility
of duplicating the exact condition on Earth. The X- IS, considered by many
in the mid-fifties to be the penultimate step to manned orbital flight, progressed
slowly and would fl y too late to shed much light on the problem of zero g for
Project Mercury. By the fall of 1958. however, when the newl y formed National
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Aeronautics and Spau Administration undertook to orbit a manned satellite,
American aeromedical researchers had betn slUdying the gravity-free condition
intensi\'dy for some eight )·ears.
The best but most expensi\'e device for zcro-g experimentation was the sounding rocket. For several years, beginning with the V- 2 firings from Whitc Sands,
parachutes for nose cones containing rocket-launched animals invariably failed
to open and the subjects were killed on impact. The first successful recovery
camc in Scptember 1951, when an instrumented monkey and I I mice survivcd
an Aerobcc launch to 236,000 fect from Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.
The last of three Aerobee shots at Holloman, in May 1952, like the": previous
experiments, carried a camera on board to photograph two mice and two monkeys
under acceleration, weightlessnes.~, and deceleration. An Air Forcr. aeromedica l
team, headed by James P. Henry, a physician who later would direct the Mercury
an imal program, and young Captain David G. Simons, found no adverse effects
on the animals."
For the next si:< years the priority military ballistic missile progra m almost
monopolized rocket development in the United States. Medical experimentation
employing li\'e test subjects launched to high altitudcs by rockets came to a virtual
standstill. By contrast, du ring the same period from 1952 to 1957, researchers in
the Soviet Union carried out numerous animal rocket nights, with dogs of the
Pavlovian sort being their favorite passengers. By late 1957, when the Soviets
~e nt the dog Laika into orbit aboard Sputnik II, the peak altitude of their vertical
launches of animals was nearly 300 miles, and the Russian scientists had perfected
a technique for catapulting animals from nose cones and recovering them with
parachutes. Apparently the Russians also were able to measure a wider range of
physiological reactions than their American counterpaTls."
During the six-year hiatus in animal rocket experimentation in this country,
invcstigators had to resort to the aircraft, " the oldest aeromedical laboratory," for
stud)'ing the weightless phenomenon." In 1950, Fritz and Heinz Haber, of the
Air Force School of Aviation Medicine, had considered various ways of simulating
zero g for medical experimcnts. Di.scarding the free fall and the elevator ride, the
Habel'S concluded that the best technique involved an airplane flight along a
\'ertical parabola, or " Keplerian trajectory." If properly executed, such a maneU\'er could provide as much as 35 s«onds of zero g and a .somewhat longer period
of subgra"lty, a condition wherein the body is under only partial gravitational
stress. " During the summer and faU of 1951 test pilots A. Scott Crossfield of
NACA and Charles E. Yeager of the Air Force tried out the technique, fl ying a
number of Keplerian trajectories in jet interceptors. Up to 20 seconds of weightlessness resulted from some of these flights. Crossfield reported initial "befuddlement" during zero g but no scrious loss of muscle coordination, while Yeager
described a scnsation of falling and in one instance of spinning and feeling " lost
in space." The latter sensation the physitian! and psychologists called
"disorientation." .l
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The Haber.;' technique and these early experiments with it represented a
promising beginning, but as one Air Force aeromedical specialist pointed out,
"The re<.Ults of these flights were inconclusive in many respects." ". An enormous amount of work remained berore students of weightlessness could do much
generalizing about this greatest anomaly of space night.
In 1953 a small group comprising thc Space Biology Branch of the Aeromedical Field Laboratory at Holloman Air Force Base inaugurated an ambitious
program of parabolic flights to continue thc investigations of weightle.<.$ flight that
had halted with the termination of the Aerobee allimal launches in the spring of
1952. Supervised by Major David G. Simons, a physician who actcd as test subject on many occasions, the Holloman studies for two ycars utilized T -33 and F-89
jet aircraft. Late in 1955, after Captain Grover J. D. Schock came to the field
laboratory as task scientist, the standard tool for zero g research became the F-94C,
which offered a longer parabola than other aircraft and thus a longer period of
weightlessness. In the summer of 1958 the Air Force cancelcd all zcro-g research
at Holloman, and the cotcrie of scientists broke up. Colonel John P. Stapp, head
of the field laboratory, and Simons went elsewhere, while Schock turned his attention to other research projects."
For three years berore the termination of the Holloman !light program, students of zero g at the School of Aviation J\ledicine had duplicated and even surpassed the investigations being carried out in New Mexico. Although sponsored
by the Department of Space Medicine, the program carried out at Randolph Air
Force Base was actually directed by Siegfried Gerathewohl, who was not a member
of the department. Gerathewohl and his colleagues began their studies wilh the
'1'- 33 jet trniner, but like their counterparts in New ~1exico, they soon turned to
the superior F-94C. Major Herbert D. Stallings, a Randolph physician, estimated that by April 1958 he had flown more than 4000 zero-g trajectories and
compiled about 37 hours of weightless night.' ~
Gerathewohl, Simons, Schock, a nd the other scientists at Randolph and Holloman tried to get as great a variety of infomlation as possible during the 30 to 40
seconds of weightlessness and subgra\'it)' produced by the F-94C flights. They
carried out numerous eye.hand coordination tests, for example, wherein a subject
tried to make crosses in a pattern or hit a target with a metal stylus. Subjects
usually missed their mark in the first moments of zero g or subgravity, but most of
them improved their performance with their cumulative experience. The Air
Force scientists also studied eating and drinking, bladder function, and disorientation after a .....akening during weightlessness; the fu nctions at zero g of various
animals, especially cats, whoot vestibular organs had been removed j and the
phenomenon called the "oculo-agravic illusion," wherein luminous objects seen
in the dark appear to move upward during weightlessness. ,.
At the Wright Air Development Center, in Ohio, a team of researchers headed
by Major Edward L. Brown picked lip the experimental program discontinued at
Holloman in mid-1958, except that they used the relatively slow, propeller-driven
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C-131 transport in their studies. A parabola in a C-131 gave only 10 to 15 seconds of weightlCS'incss, but the spacious interior of thc cargo carrier made it possible
to obsc:"·e the reactions of sevcral subjecu simultaneously, including their coordination and locomotion and e"en their ability to walk along the ceil ing while wearing
shoes with magnetic soles ....
In general the aeromcdical specialists at Randolph, Holloman, and WrightPatterson-as well as those in more modest programs at thc Navy School of
t\\iation Medicine, Pensacola, Florida, and at the NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion
Laboratory in Cleveland- found that the principal problems of weightless flight
scemed solvable. Eating and drinking at zero g were not troublesome when
squeeze OOllles and tubes were used, and urination presentcd no rcal difficulty.
Somc subjecu suffcred nausea, disorientation, loss of coordination, and other
disturbances, but the majority rcported that after they adjusted to the condition
they found il "pleasant" and had a feeling of '''"ell-being.'' ~ ' As early as 1955,
Simons concluded that wcightlessness produced no abnormalities with regard to
heart rate and arterial and venous blood pressure, while Henry, Simons' colleague
in the Aerobee animal experiments, prophesied, " In the skilled pilot wcightl~ness
will probably ha\·e very little significance." ~~ And in 1959, about a year after
Project Mercury got underway, Gerathewohl remarked that "the majority of
flying personnel cnjo}" the exposure to the subgravit), slate in our controlled
experimenu. We have reason to believe that even longer periods of absolute
weightlessness can be tolerated if the crew is properly conditioned and equipped." ~
MUI.TlPI.E G

Another problem perplexing aeromedical experts as the era of space flight
neared was the effect on the human bod~· of thc hca\'}' acceleration and deceleration forces, called "g loads," building up during rocket- propelled flights into space
at speeds far greater than those }"el experienced by man. Many fighter pilots in
the Second World War had suffered momentary pain and blurred vision during
"redout," when blood pooled in the head and eres during an outside loop, or
"blackout," when the heart suddenl}" could nOI pump enough blood to the head
region as an airplane pulled ou t of a steep dive. Acceleration of a vehicle into
space and the deceleration accompanying its retum to Ihe atmosphere would
subject a .man to g loads several times the normal accelerative force of gravity.
In other words, for parts of a space mission a man would come 10 "weigh" sevcral
time') what he nonnall)' did on Earth; a SC\'erc strain would be imposed on his
body organs.
At the Aeromedical Field Laboratory in Ne\,' Mexico, Harald J. \·on Beckh,
a phrsician who had immigrated from German)' b)' way of the Instituto Nacional
de ~{cdicina Aeroml.utica in Buenos Aires, was especially concerned about the
ability of a space tra\,eler to tolerale the high deceleration forces of atmospheric
cntry after scveral hours of weightlessness. In the last few months before such
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research ended at Holloman, von Beckh inquired into the relationship lJetween
zero g and the multiplication of g. He added a steep downward spiral to the
level, weightless portion of the Keplerian trajectory in order to impose heavy
g loads on a test subject immediately after a half minutc or so of weightlessness.
Afl er a number of these parabolic-spiral flights, he repo rted pessimistically,
" Alternation of weightlessness and acceleration results in a decrease of acceleration
toler<lnce and of the efficiency of physiologic recovery mechanisms . .. Because
there is a decreased acceleration' tolerance," he warned, "c\Tr~' eITort must lJe
made to rcducc G loads to a minimum: ' "
Throughout the 1950s a substantial number of aeromedical experts concerned
themselves with acceleration-deceler<ltion loads per ~e, not neces~a rily in connection
wit h the gmvity-free state. Research on g forces reached back for decades, 10
the primitive period of ;wiation medicine. The state of knowledge with regard
10 the physiology of acceleration-decelcration wa~ still h<lzy and fluid in the carl y
fiflies, although for at least 25 year~ <lvi<ltion physicians in Europe and the United
Statcs h<ld becn studying bbckout , redout, impact forces, and other effects of
high g in aircraft.' ..· The V-2 and Aerobce animal rocket shoB also had added
to rcsearch data on the problem. But until the X- IS was ready, resea rche rs had
about exhausted the rlirplane as a tool for smdying g load~, and from 1952 to
1958 experimentation with animal-c<lrrying rockets was suspended in the United
States. Consequently Amcricrln scientists had to turn 10 two devices on the
ground- the rocket-powered impact sled, used for s tudyin.~ the immediate onset
of g loads, and the centrifuge, where the slowcr buildup of .~ could be simulatedto enbrge what they knew about the limits of human endurance of heavy
;t<:cdcrntion nnd dccckrntion.
On December 10, 1954, Lieutenant Coloncl John P. Stapp of the Aeromedical
Field Laboratory gave an amazing demonstration of a man's ability to withstand
immediate impnct forces. Stapp rode a rocket-driven impnct sled on the 3550-foot
Holloman research tmcl.: to a ,'clocity of 937 feet per second and received an
impact force of 35 to 40 g for a fraction of a second as the sled slammed to a
halt in a water trough.'" In Februa ry 1957 rl chimpanzee rocketed down the
track, now 5000 feet long, braked to a stop, <lml survi" cd a load of some 247 g for
a millisecond, with :l rate of onset of 16,000 g per second. And 15 months later,
on the 120-foot "daisy track" at Hollolllan , Captain Eli L. Beed ing, seated upright
and facing backward, cxpericnced the highest deceleration peak yet recorded on
rl human being-H3 g fo r .U4 01 n second, with 3H26 g per second as the caleu lated
ra te of onset. Afterward Beeding, recovering from shock and various minor
injuries, judged that 83 g represented about the limit of human tolerance for
,leceleration."
Such studies of deceleration were not directed primarily toward spnce missions
hut mther toward the problem of survivnl nft er ejection from or crashes in
high-perfonnance aircraft. Thc Holloman sled runs of the fifties, however, did
broaden considernbly thc availnble data on the absolute limits of man's ability
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to endure muhiples of g . .\nd, perhaps more important, the New "'lexica experi.
ments in biodynamics were directly applicabk to thc problem of high g forces
resulting from the uncushioncd impact of a spacecraft all water or land. Stapp
reasoned that a properly restraincd, aft·facing human l>cing could withstand a
land impact of some 80 knot.~ ( 135 feel per second ) in a spacecraft if the g forces
were applied transversely, or through the body, and if the spaeeerafl did not
collapse on hi m.~~
The centrifuge, the other laboratory tool used by ~ tudent s of aceelerationdeceleration patterns, l>ceame increasingly useful in the fiftics. The basic {eaturc
of thc centrifuge was a large mechanical aml with a man-carrying gondola or
platform mounted on the end, within which a ICSt subject would be rotated at
high angular \·elocities. Centrifuge experiments had more immediate pertinence
to space medicine than imp.1et sled tests, because on the " wheel" investigators
could duplicate the relatively gradual buildup of g forces encountered during
the launch and reentry portions of ballistic, orbital, or interplanetary night. In
the fiflies, centrifuges existed at scveral places in the United States. The bestknown and lIlost used were at the Navy's Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory, Johns\'i!le, Penmylvania, and at the Aeromedical Laboratory at WrightPatterson Air Force Base. During the decade, researchers at J ohnsville, WrightPatterson, and elsewhere simulatcd a wide variety of acceleration and dcceleration
profiles, using an almost equally widc variety of body positions and support systems,
to compile an impressivc quantity of data on the reactions of potential space
pilots to heavy g forc es.!O
Just after the Second World War, Otto Gauer and Heinz Haber, who had
conducted centrifuge expc rimenL~ for the Gennan Air Force, proposed a series
of acceleration patterns, ranging from 3 g for 9Yz minutes to 10 g for 2 minutes,
all of which would be tolerable for a .~pace pilot."" Then, in 1952, E. R. Ballinger,
leader of the research program at Wright-Patterson, conducted one of the earliest
series of centrifuge t(:S1s directed expressly toward thc problem of g forccs in
~pace night. Ballinger found that 3 g applied transversely would be thc ideal
takeoff pattern from the physiological standpoint, but he realized that the rocket
burning timc and velocity for such a pattern would be insufficient to propel a
spacecraft out of the atmosphere. Consequentl y he and his associates subjccted
men to gradually incrcasing g loads, building to peaks of 10 g for something
over two minutes. Chest pain, s h ortn cs.~ of breath, and occasional loss of can·
sciousness were the symptoms of those subjected to the higher g loads. The tcsts
led Ballinger to the conelusion that 8 g represented the acceleration safet), limi t for
a space passenger."
Data gained from the first Soviet and American instrumented satellites of late
1957 and early 1958 showed that the atn]()';phere rcached considerably farther
out than scientists pre\-iously had realized. Until these d isclosures aeromedical
experts had assumed that the deceleration, or backward acceleration, forces of
reentry, producing what was graphically described a.~ an " c)'ebalh out" sensation,
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would be much greater than the acceleration during thc ascent, or "eyeballs in,"
phase of the mission. Proceeding on this assumption, a team of physiologists
from the Army, Navy, and Air Force had used th~ 50-foot centrifuge at the Navy's
Johnsville installation to study the ;lflticipat~d high reentry g buildup, cxposing
five chimpanzees to a ptak of 40 g for one minute. Post-run examinations of
thc primates showed internal injuries, including heart malfunctions. It appcare(l
that prolonged subjection to high g might be scvcrely injurious or perhaps ~ven
fa lal 10 a m:lIl.':
The test~ conducted by Ballinger at Wright-Pattcrson and the inl~rserviee
cxperiment~ with the chimpanzees on the Navy centrifuge featurcd frontward
(cyeballs-in ) applica tion of g loads during the launch profile. backward application (e)'ebalJs-out ) during the reent!)· simulation, and Ihc use of rather elaborate
restraint siraps and basic aircraft bucket scats as a support system. The problem
of determining optimum body position and ~upport was vigorously attacked by
biod}'namicist~ during 1957 and 1958. A series of espccially careful studies on
the Wright Air Development Center centrifuge indicated that when the subject
wa~ positioned so that the g forces wcre applied trans\'erscly and backward to the
center of rot:l\iOll , breathing becamc easicr. Acceleration-deceleration patterns of
12 g for 4 seconds, 8 g for 41 seconds, and 5 g for 2 minutes were endured with·
out great difficulty by practically all the \'olunteer ~ubjeet s, some having even
higher tolerance limits. Results of runs on the Johnsville centrifuge with the sub·
jects in an aft-facing position (or both acceler;'ltion ;'Ind deceleration patterns also
;lppeared favorable. "
The students of g forces tried various ~upport devices in the late fifties in
their search for ways to increase human toleranCe to acceleration and dee~leralton
loads. One specialist in the Wright-Patterson centrifuge group came up with
a suit of interwoven nylon and COllon material, reinforccd by nylon belting,
:lnd attached to the pilot scat at six places to absorb the g loads and distribute
thcm more evenJ)' over thc entire body. Later, Wright-Patterson scientists using
a nylon netting arrangement in conjunction with a contour couch were able to
expose sc\'eral men to a peak of 16.5 g for scveral seconds without any discoverablc
ad\'ersc cffects. Other Air Force specialists experimented with subjects partially
enclosed in a " rigid envelope," actually a plaster casl, as protection against both
g-load buildup and impact forces. And von Ikckh, whose concern with the
weightlcssncss--deceleration puzzle led him to experiment with anti.g techniques,
developed a device called "multi·directional g protcction," a com partment that
turned automatically to ensure that the g forces were always applied transversely
on its occupant. Von Beckh's invention was used to protect a ra t that went
along on Beeding's record sled run in 1958, and a modified compartmcnt carried
th ree mice on a Thor-Able rocket launch the same year. Result~ in both experiments were eneouraging. 3 '
Navy scientists were especially interested in water immersion as a means of
fllinimizing g loads. Researchers in Germany, Canada, and the United States
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had experimented wilh waler-lined flying suits and submersion in water tanks,
beginning in Ihe 19305. Specialists had carried out sporadic biodynamic tests
with immersed rabbits and mice in the late forties at Ihe Navy School of A"ialion
Medicine and, llrter thc giant centrifuge began operation in 1952, in johnsville."
In 1956, R. Flanagan Gray, a physician at the JOhllS"ille laboratory, designed
an aluminum centrifuge capsule thai could be filled with water and was large
enough to hold a mall. After some initial troubles installing the contraption on
the centrifuge and perfecting an emergency automatic flushing mc<:hanism, the
"Iron Maiden," as it was rather inaccurately nicknamed, went into u~_ In
March 1958, Gray, immersed to his ribs in a bathtub-like de"ice de\'eloped at the
Mayo Clinic during the Second World War, had endured 16 g of headward (head
to feet ) acceleration. Then, the next year, Gray enclosed himself in the Iron
:>o.iaiden and, positioned backward to the center of rotation and immersed in
water abo"e the top of his head, held his breath during the 25-second pattern
to withstand a peak of 31 g trans"erse acceleration for five seconds. This performance with the water-filled aluminum capsule established a new record for tolerance
of centrifuge g loads.-'G
Nylon netting, multidirectional positioning, and water immersion were all
promising methods for combating g forces and expanding human endurance limits. But netting had a troublesome tendency to bounce thc subject forward as
the g forces diminished, while directional positioning and water-immersion apparatus required more space and weight than would be available in a small, relatively light spacecraft." And considering the thrust limitations of the Thor, the
Atlas, or the somewhat larger Titan ICBM, a small spacecraft was the only feasible
design for an Ameriun manned ~atcllitc in 1958_
At the inception of the NASA manned satellite project, in the fall of 1958, the
apparent solution to the problem of body support was an anti-g contrivance developed not by biodynamicists but by a group of practicing aerodynamicists in NACA's
Pilotless Aircraft Research Oi,-ision, part of the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
in Virginia. ~1axime A. Faget, William i\L Bland , Jr., Jack C. Heberlig, and a
few other NACA engineers had designed an extremely strong and lightweight
couch, made of fiber glass, which could be contoured to fit the body dimensions of
a particular man. In the spring of 1958, technicians and shopmen at Langley
molded the first of a series of test-model contour couches. The following july a
group from Langley went to the A"iation i\kdical Acceleration Laboratory al
johnsville to tryout their couch on the Navy'S big centrifuge.u
The Navy biodynamicists and the NACA engineers experimented with the
couch and '-arious body positions in an eITort to amplify a g-Ioad tolerance. The
couch made at Langley had been molded to fit the physical dimensions of Robert
A. Champine, one of the foremost NACA test pilots. Champine rode the johns"i1le centrifuge to a peak of 12 g on july 29, then departed for a conference on
the Pacific Coast. The next day Navy Lieutenant Carter C_ Collins volunteered
to test the couch. Since his frame was smaller than Champine'S, the Johnsville
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On e of the mosl critical design and feasibilily
problems i'l the early days of Mercury was
whether the as/rollout ,auld be safely re·
strained and supported through the successioll
01 vibration levels. g forces, weighlfesmess,
and morc g forc es thol would occur ill spate
flight. Langley laboratory tllgineers can·
u ived the ,olllour couch (left) i'l 1958, and
refilled it tmough to Iry a model (below) in
1959.

Couch
AllfT lilt COliC" eOl/upt hod bUll dtl;istd,
IIItH uas the probftm 01 a s}'stem /0 p,ot"ide
Ih, tOll/radhlor)' combinolion 01 "s/,aml.
cushioning. and lIJopPor/. .-in tOffy couch 01
1/)'1011 TI'"wg (righl) RaJ rl/ltd OU / buouse
II bOlllued Iht Ottupanl 10Hl.'ord as g lorus

dlluinishrd.

Th, final choice was fiber glaJJ

casita IIt(' ,Oll/O/IT 01 raclt as/rollout (b('fow)
mltl rfJuipp,d ;6t/t rest mining strops.
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cxpens had to pack foam-rubber padding into the recesses of the fiber-glass bed.
Collins then climbed into the centrifuge gondola and seated himself in the couch,
the back angle of which was set forward 10 degrets. The 4000-horsepowcr centrifuge motor whirled the gondola progressiycly faster. On the first run the loads
reached a peak of 12 g. Fi\'e more runs pushed tht peak to 18 g. Then, on the
.<;ixth try, using a grunting technique to avoid blackout and chest pains, Collins
withstood a peak of 20.7 g, applied transversely for a duration of six seconds.
Later that da y, Gray, inventor 01 the Iron Maidtn, rode the centrifuge with the
contour couch and also endured a 20-g peak. The acceleration p.1tterns to which
Collins and Gfi'l)' were cxposed corresponded to a reentry angle of 7.5 degrees.
\\ that tillle thc optimum reentry angle being considered for a manned satellite,
1.5 degrees, theoretici'l]]}' would expose the spaeecraft passenger to only 9 g."
The NACA engineers, already working o\'ertime on designs for a manned
orbital capsule, wefe elated . It seemed that they finally had an effective anti-g
de"ice that was small enough and light enough to fit into a one-ton ballistic cap"ule thcy had in mind for Ihe initial manned sp.1ce ,'enture." They had, in fact,
made a major contribution to the prottction of a space rider from sustained high
g forces, although they did not fully realize as ret that body angles were more
~ ignifi ca n t features of the couch than its contoured support,
The procedure ultimately used for protecting the Merc\1T}' astronauts from the
g loads of acceleration to orbital ,'elocity and deceleration during reentry represented a combination of the advantages gained from many experimcnts by military
and other specialists in flig ht physiology, as well as from the ingenuity of the aeronautical engineers in NACA and NASA. Although the idea of using a hammock
cither lor the basic support 0 1' ill cOlllbiu,I(iou witlt ttiC LlIJltuUJ LlIW,; h Wit~ pcn:JInially attractive to the human-factors experts in Projecl Mercury, all Mercury
astronauts sa! in essentially the same couch designed by Faget and his coworkers
in the spring of 1958. But added to this basic technique were restraining straps,
a scmi-supinc posture, fron tward application of acceleration loads, and the re"ersal
of the spacecraft auitudc during orbit to pennit frontward imposition of reentry
loads as well. T he final elements in the NACA- NASA campaign to minimize
the effects of insertion-reentry g buildups was Ihe u.-.c as astronau ts of experienced
test pilots provided by the milital)' services. During the centrifuge expcriment~
of the fifties such men had consistently pro\'Cd capablc of withstanding higher g
forces than nonpilolS.
ENVIRO NMEN TAL. CoNTROL

High-altitude atmospheric fligh t had necessitated much work related to two
serious physiological problems of space flight- air supply and the pressu re required for brel'lthing in space. Research on these problems in the United State'!
~trctched back to 1918, when the Army began operation of a decompression
chamber at Hi'lzelhl1rst Field, Long Island. In the early 1930s the ci\'ilian aviator
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Wiley Post wore a pressure ."uit, looking like a deep-sea diver's outfit, for high.
;, ltiwde /lying. H~' the early fifties the typical jet pilot breathed pure oxygen for
hours in an artificially pressurizcd c:lbin while wearing a pressurizcd flying suit
a~ an extra protection in case of cabin decompression."
Air compression, howel'er, i~ not practicable above 80,000 feet. Travel OUl,ide the breathable atmosphere, whcther into space or to the bottom of the sea,
nec::ssitates li\'ing inside a hennetie:llly scaled compartment, a completel y airtight
ecological system in which c:l rbon dioxide ex haled by the traveler is constantly
rcplaced by an onboard suppl y of pure oxygen or some combination approximating the nitrogen-oxygen composition at sea le\'eI. in this area of sp:lee flight
rcsc:lreh- space cabin em'ironment- the Air Force :lehie\'ed preeminence in the
e:ll'ly fiftic;; with the development of the first scaled space cabin.
The se:lled space cabin had two essential precursors. One was the scaled
gondola fo!' stratospheric ballooning, used by the Swiss twins Auguste and Jean
Piccard in se\'eral flights to altitudes of around 10 miles in the 1930s and in the
Explorer II ascent of 1935, which carricd Army experimenters Orvil A. Anderson
and A. W. Stevens to 72,335 feet lnd set a record that stood for 20 yea rs.·'
The other was the closed underwater environment of the bathysphere, used for
many years in deep-sea exploration, and of the submarine. In the fifties, Air
Force rese:uch on the scaled space cabin paralleled similar work by Navy scientists
on an environmental control system for the new atomic-powered submari nes,
which were being designed to remai n totally submerged for months."
In 1952, Fritz H aber, of the Air Force School of Aviation Medicine, drew
blueprints for a scaled chamber 10 be used for space medicine research; at the
urging of Hubertus Strughold the Air Foree let a contract for its construct ion.
The Guardite Company of Chicago delivered :l completed cabin in the summer
of 1954. " "Nobody took notice of a 'scaled c:lbin,' " recalled Strughold. " We
had 10 h:l\'e a name that would attract attention to our work. So I named it the
'Space Cabin Simulator.' ., <,'
The cabin pro\'ided abo ut 100 cubic feet of living sp:lce, room enough for
an ordinary aircraft scat and a panel of lights, switches, and displays to test the
psychological reactions of the subject. It had systems for air conditioning, oxygen
supply and carbon dioxide abso rption, urine distillation, and the recycling of the
distilled urine together with air moisture to provide water pure eno ugh to drink.
Cahin prf';;surf' W:lS maintained consta ntl~· at a level equiv:llent to an altitude of
18,000 to 25,000 feet.'c
The space cabin simulator received its first national publicity in March 1956,
when Airman D. F. Smith spent 24 hours in the chamber at San Antonio, performing a number of tasks for psychological monitoring :lnd wearing instrumentation to record his heart action, temperature, and respiration rate. During thc
next two years, Lieutenant Colonel George R . Steinkamp, Captain Julian Ward,
and George 1'. HaUl)" who had charge of the simulations, gradually increased the
duration of'the tests. On February 16, 1958, fou r and a half months after
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'Illd alter ~Ien da }~ III the >e,dcd chambcr, Airmail Donald F. Farrell
,tcppeel out to be grcetctl II)" a crolHI of ncws men and by Senator Lyndon B.
Johnson. In this, the 1ll000t famous eXI>criment ever run ill the original sp:lce
c:lllin ~imlilato r, F:l rrdl h:ld spent his Ileek cOll\plctd ~ isol:lIed in an environment
that duplic:lted life inside a spacecraft in el'cry respect except the weightless
condition."
The Farrdl cxperimenl prO\'ided no unexpected ph ysiological dat:l. But
H:luty. r hicfl ~ illlercsted in the ps~cho logi cal portion of the ~in1tllation , reported
that the dail y log ke pt by Fa rrell showed a deterioration from good spirits 10 " the
-ccmingly abrupt on~et of frank hostilit y."' Farrdl'~ Illelltal condition "reached
the point of bccoming the ~ ing lc concei\'able (cason for a premature tenninatjon
of the fl ight :' Haut) noted that Farre[["s proficiency at tasks as.<igncd to him
:llso deteriorated sel'erel), as the experiment progressed."
The psychological data from the ca rly space cabin silllublOr tCSb, as well as
observation of ~u uj cct~ in the isolation chamber at Wright.Patterson Air Forcc
Base, were Ilot encouraging. ~Iajor Charlcs A. Berry, an Air Force physician
who lat('( would work closely with the astronaut., in Project :\lcrcul) , perhaps
cxprcs.'>Cd the eOl1:-oeiNIS among space medicine in\"(~ti gator.< by 1958 : '1 ' he psychological prohlenb prc.<.Cntcd b) the exposure of m:J.n to an isolated , uncomfort·
:\ble \'oid >;cem to be more formidable than the physiolo.\!ical prohlems:' .~
'}/)IIllIIl.. J

l\1ATIEN FRO~I S PACE

Even after enclosing himself in:\ scaled cabin and adjust ing to prolonged isola·
tiulI, lilt.; fir"t IIlaH ill ~p;I"'C

IiIJl

the

LI ' lII~CI of

Ldug killcLi b} LlcCOmpl"(:Mio ll if

his cabin were punctured by one of the myriad metcoroids, ranging in sizc from
less than a millimeter up to several Illcte rs, that constantl y bombard Earth's
atlllosphere,"" Impact with a meteoroid, evcn one the size of a UB shot, conceivably could put a hole in the stTllcture of a spacecmft and cause death to iB
occupant through either gradual or explosive cabin decomp ression.
In the forties and earl y fifti es scielltists v:\ l'icd widely in their guesses as to
the probability of meteoroid impact. Fletcher C . Watson, a Harvard University
;Istronomer, predicted in 1946 tha t :J.t least onc of every 25 space ships going
to thc Moon would bc destro yed by collision with a meteoroid. Two years later
Ceorge CrimmingeT, a mathematician with the R:\ tl(\ Corporation, estimatcd
that a ~p aeec ra ft with an exposed a re:l of 1000 squaT( feet would be hit by :l
particle with :l diamcter of liz millimeter only :lhout oncc every 15 years. As
late as 195 1, however, Fred L Whipple of Harvard , one of the principal Amerie:ln
:luthoritics on meteo ro id~, was rather pessimistic about the chances of :I\'oiding
me teoroid penetration and ~ u ggcst ed thick shielding on the spacecraft to guard
aga inst structural dam:lge,'"
The earl y instrumented satellites sent up by the Soviet Union and the United
Slale:- did much to d is pel thc fears of the space flight enthusiasts about meteoroids.
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The American satdlite E,rplol'e' I, launched in January 1958, recorded onl~
'C.\'cn hits by micromctCNoids-partidcs considerabl y less than a millimeter in
diameter-during the first month of its orbital life. Apparently none of these
pieces of mailer penetrated the satellite's outer ~kin. Data from the much larger
Russian Sputnik III, stnl into orbit in Ma)' 1958, indicated that an orbiting spacecraft with a su rface of 1000 square meters ( 10,760 square feet) would be hit
by a meteoroid weighing at least one gram only once e"ery 14,000 hours, And
Explorer VI, orbited by the United States in the late summer of 1959, encountered
meteoroid dust particles on lr 28 times during the first two days it was in orbit.'"
These data prompted a human-factors ~pccial ist for one of the major aerospace
firms to conclude that for low orbital missions in a manned spacecraft "the danger
from meteorite [sic] penetration is minor 10 negligible in comparison to the other
hazards of such nights," ,," Nevertheless, Project ]\'lercury astronauts would wear
a full-pressure ~ui t , a closed ecological system in itself, so that if cabin decompression occurred each astronaut could live until his space capsule could bc brought
back to Earth,
SPACE RADIATIOi\'

In addition to weightlessness, g loads, air, water, and food supply, isolation,
and mcteoroids, the problems of space flight included protecting the passenger
from different kinds of electromagnetic radiation found above the atmosphere.
Of the varieties of radiations in space the most mrsteriou,~ is cosmic radiation,
the source of which presents olle of the grandest puzzles in nuclear astrophysics.
Some of this radiation possibly comes from the Sun, but the preponderance of
the cosmic rays bombarding Earth'~ atmosphcre cvidentlr originat~ mmiuc
the solar system- thu~ the term "cosmic" radiation, High-energy cosmic ray
primaries-subatomic particles, of which about 90 percent are protonS of hydrogen
and helium-slam into the atmosphere at velocities approaching the speed of
light. Fiftccn to 25 miles aoo\'e Earth, the cosmic rar primaries collide with
atoms and molecules in the thickening atmosphere. are brokcn up, and arc con\'erted into lower-energy ra)'S called secondarics. Above 25 miles the atmosphere
becomes too thin to absorb the cosmic ra y primaries; since they are capable of
penetrating a thick lead wall, it was fut ile to tr)' to shield a spacecraft pilot COnlpletely. So in the early 1950s medical researchers, assuming that a space pilot
would be cxposttl to some cosmic radiation, approached the problem primarily
from the angle of establishing how large :\ dose :\ human being could tolerate.'"
As with weightlessness and g-Ioad research, the best postwar device for studying cosmic radiation was the instrumented sounding rocket. But the last of the
rocket e"periment~ with primates occurred in ,\lay 1952, From that time until
animal rocket shots resumed in 1958, the only upper-atmospheric research rockets
fired in the country were occasional Acroilees, launched by the Air Force to altitude< of about 150 mib,"C' These shots, carrying only instruments, brought back
a modicum of data on cosmic rays. The prime instrument for cosmic Ta\ re-
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search from 1952 to 1958 \\as the oldcst \ehicle for human night, the balloon.
The postwar development of ~lU rdier . larger, poiyethylrlle b.llloons to replace
rubber aerostat~ made possible higher and higher ascenL~ with increasingl~ heavier
loads. At the same time the expansion of halloon technology. leading to an increasing number of giant, shiny spheres floating o\"er the United States, multiplied
reports of and popular interest in "Unidentified Flying Objects." ;;~
I n the balloon-borne sp:lce radiation experiments of the fifties, the Na\'y carried
out some notable manned ascents into the stratosphere. On No\'embcr 8, 19:;6.
for example, Li cuten:lnt Commander.; :\lalcolm D. Ross and :\1. L. Lewis, a~
parI of the N:lvy's Str:lto-Lab program of manned ascents from northern latitudes,
reached 76,000 fect, then an altitude record. I.e'>, than a year later Ross and
Lewis sat in their cramped .~e:lled gondola as their huge polyethylene balloon
ascended to ncarl~' 86,000 feet. And in late June 1958 the same two N:lI'Y
aerostation veterans remained in the 70,000-80,000-foot region for almost 35
hours. '.,
The Navy also pioneered in the usc of balloon-launched rockets (rockoons).
The first successful rockoon launch occurred in August 1952 when, from a ship
ofT the coast of Greenland, a University of Iowa team headed by physici.~t J:lmes A.
Van Allen sent up a balloon from which:l rocket ignited at 70,000 feet and climbed
to an altitude of m~arly 40 miles. The Navy did mO"t of it~ upper-atmospheric
research, howe\'er, '''ith instrumented balloon flights ("<lrrying" smn ll organi~ll1~ and
in<;CCt~. In ;\lay 1954, for example, Ceneral :\lills, Incorporated, under COnt r~(t
to the Office of Naval Research, launched a polyeth~ lene hallooll. with a capaci ty of
3 million cubic feet, that carried cosmic ray emulsions - plates designed for recordiu!,; Ill(; tl<lLI..:. uC iUlli"£ing p;:.rlidC!'i~to an altitude oC 115,000 feet. Five years
later, from Sioux Falls, Soulh Dakota, Raven Indllst ric~ launched an Office of
:\'a\'al Research balloon biological p..lckage 10 a record altitude of 148,000 feet.°"
The center of Air Force balloon research in the early 195(k was the Aeromedical Field Laboratory in New Mexico. From July 21, 1950, when Air Force
personnellaunchcd the first polyeth ylene balloon at Holloman Air Force Basc, to
Dc<:ember 18, 1958, the sc ienti5t~ at the field labor:ltory sent up lOon research
balloons, although only a small number of these ascellls were designed expressly
for cosmic ray study. In 1953 the Holloman researchers movcd most of their
balloon experiments to the northern United States, in the higher geomagnetic latitudes, where they could obl:l;n incre:lscd exposure to cosmic ray primaries. During the ncxt year they senl aloft a collection of radish sceds on a series of nights,
compiling some 251 hours of e""posure of the seeds aoove 80,000 feet. ?\Ionkcys,
mice, rats, hamsters, and rabbits also drifted upward in balloons launched b)
Winzen Rcsc:lrch, Incorporated, as a H ollom:ln contractor, from Saull Ste. :\-larie,
Michigan. The most interesting cffect observed among the \'ariOlls tcst subjects
was a striking increasc in the number of gray haiN on black mice exposed to the
high altitudes. oo
The first solo manned ascent into the stratosphere was also principally an under-
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taking of the field laboratory at Holloman. III 1956 field laboratory expcrimenteT!<
inaugurated Project :\lanhigh. a series o( flights (rom northcm sites using "'inzcn
balloons, to test man's ability to lil-c for prolonged periods in a sealed-cabin
environment like th,u inside a spacecraft and to gather new data on cosmic radialion. Dal'id Simons, head o( Ihe Space Biolog~' Br:lIlch at Holloman, was project
officer (or the i\lanhigh ascents. The initial flight, frOIll Fleming Field, :\{inne;,ota, look place on June 2, 1957. Captain J oseph '''. Kittinger stayed aloft inside
his sc:'lltd gondola for ncarl), SCI'CIl hours, breathing pure oxygen, making visual
observations, and talking frcquentl~ I\ith John P. Stapp, the flight surgeon, and
other phr~icians on the ground. Kittinger spent two hours abol'e 92,OOCI feet;
his maximum altitude during the flighl "as 96,000 (eet.""
About nine weeks later Simons himself entered the space equivalent region,
suspended in a sealed capsule below a 3-million-cubic-foot pol)eth~·ltne balloon
launched (rom an open-face mine ne:'lr Crosby, Minnesota. Simons exceeded
Kittinger's mark for both duration and altitude, staying aloft 32 hours and remaining at 101,000 feel fo r about:> hours. Simons was the first man in history to sec
the Sun sct and then rise again from the edge of space. In the Manhigh If gondola he spent more time than anyone before him looking upward at the blackness of
space and outward at the white and blue layers of the atmosphere, "The cap;;ulc
seemed like a welcome window permitting a fabulou.~ dew and precious opportunities, not a prison or an enclosure," he n:lated after the flig-hl .'· [
In October 1958 an excessive temperature risc in Ihe capsule forced a premalure temlination of the third ~lanhigh flight, carrying Lieutenant Clifton l\L
McClure. c: Yel McClure's ascent, together with those of Kittinger and Simons,
proved the worlability of Ihe 5Calcd cabin for sU51aining human life whe~ "Ihc
environment is as hostile and \'el)' ncarly as different in appcarance as one would
expect to obsc,ye from a satellite:' c, The enl'ironmenlal control system of the
Manhigh capsule and the instrumentation for physiological telcmetering were
strikingly similar to thosc later uscd in the :\-1ercury spacecraft.
With regard to cosmic radiation, howel'er, the :\'1anhigh flights, like numerous
rocket, balloon, and laboratory experimcnts of previous and succeeding years.
returncd data that were either negati\'e or inconclusil·e. During the Mallhigh II
ascent two containers of bread mold were attached to the underside of the capsule,
and Simons wore emulsion plales on his anus and chest to mcasure cosmic ray
penetration. The plates did show indications of scI'eral hilS b\ so-called "heavy"
primaries-cosmic ra), particles made up of nuclear IKtrticits heal ler than arc found
in hydrogen or helium-but years laler the skin in the area of the plates re\'e:'lled
no effects of radiation. G'
All these experiments left most scientists as reluctant to speculate about the
hazards from cosmic rays in fliglll as they had been in the carl)' fihies. Simons
felt that in manned orbital flights following roughly equalorial orbits, I\here the
spacecraft re mained within the protecti"e shielding of Earth's magnetic fields, the
spacecraft pilot wou ld be in no da nger from cosmic radiation. Yet he remained
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troubled by the possibility that a solar narc, ;1 sudden burst of energy from the Sun,
might precipitate a great increasc ill cosmic ray intensity during a space mission.
AboUl a twentyfold multiplication of cosmic radiation accompanied a solar flare
of February 1956. Simons' concern with ,<;alar flares led him to the conclusion
that continuous voice contact between ground stations and the space pilot would
be essential, as well as stepped-up efforts to predict the flares.c~
All proponents of manned space flight were alarmed when information transmitted from the first three Explorer satellites, laullched during the first half of
1958, disclosed the existence of a huge envclope of radiation beyond the ionosphere. Evidently consisting of protons and electrons trapped in Earth's magnetic
field, the radiation layer begins about 400 miles out in space and doubles in
intensity about every 60 miles before tapering away about 1200 miles from Earth.
This discovery was the fi rst "Van Allen belt," named after J ames A. Van 1\lIen,
United States director of the International Geophysical Year radiation experiments. The Pioneer III probe, launched in December 1958, failed to reach
escape velocity, but it did reveal that the radiation zone consisted not of one belt
but of two at least- an inner belt of high·energy particles and an outer belt of
less energetic particles. Two earlier Pioneer shots, in October and November,
had shown that while the radiation zone was several thoUS<lnd miles deep, it did
not extend into space indefinitely." Quite ob"lously, the doughnut-shaped
Van Allen belts would pose a scrious threat for manned travel in high orbits
or interplanetary voyages. In the early manned ,"entures into space, however. a
spacecraft could be placed in an orbit 100 to 150 miles from Earth, high enough
to be free of atmospheric frictional drag, ret low enough to stay under the
Van Allen radiation."
The radiation hazards of space night also include solar radiation. Solar heat.
ultraviolet rays, and x-rays all become much more intense beyond the diffusin'
atmosphere of Earth, but they can be adequately counteracted by space cabin
insulation, Shielding, refractive paint. and other ttthniques. Advanced space
missions may subject astronauts to dangers from other kinds of radiation, such
as the radiation belts sUrTounding other planets or the radioacti\'ity produced by
a spacecraft with a nuclear powerplant.CI

A

REASO!'l FOR RE SEA RCH

During 1958. scientists and engineers, both military and civilian, talked more
openly than they had in previous years abou t radiation dosages. metcoroid
penetration, weightlessness, and the other anomalies of space travel. They received a considerabl y morc respectful hearing. What made members of thc
Congre;s and Americ:l.os in general responsive to such discussions and interested
in past research and futurt: plans for sp.1ce exploration were the ever-larger
scientific satellites launched by the Soviet Union, beginning October 4, 1957. In
the midst of the nationalistic humili:l.tion following the Sputniks, not onl), space
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rOCKetry but also medicallc;,c::ardl with rockeb received an im'alual>le boost. In
Mar 1958, :\iT Force ph),sicia'b sellt mice along on three reentr), test.~ of the Able
ablation nose cone for the Thor. Then, the following' December and in Ma)' 1959,
the Na\'r School of Aviation Medicine dispatched monkeys, sea-urchin eggs and
spcnn, molds, tissues, and ~eds on t\\O test firings of the Jupiter intermediaterange missile, carried out hy the Army Ballistic Missile Agency,"'
The new focus 011 space, thc ne\\ euriosit) about what went on beyond the
atmospherc. the detcrmination to "catch up" in the space race these sentiments
redounded to the ocnefit of those Americans who had ocen tr)ing to solve the
biological and technological puzzles of manned ,~ pace night long before there
was a space race. Thdr principal stimulus was not international prestige or
the dri"e for technological supremacy ; it was a desire to discover the undiscovered,
to probe into the unknown. And thcy believed that wherever man's instruments
went, man should follow. The proponents of manned space flight in the United
States cou ld be found in scveral locations-in the military, in some universities,
in the aerospace industry. even in the Congress. But an especially zealous contingent worked for NAC/\. Uhimatcly its members would become the engineering
and managerial nucleus of the American program to rocket a man into orbit
around Earth and bring him back.
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Aeronautics to Astronautics: NACA Research
(19.52- 1957)

T ITTLE known outside thc military services and the aircraft industry, Ihc
L National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics by the carly 1950s had far
outgrown its name and could look back on nearly four decades filled with landmark contributions to military and civilian aeronautics. NACA had malUrcd
much bc)'ond its original "advisory" capacity, had established three nation:tllaboratcTics, and had become perhaps thc world's foremost aeronautical research
organization. Drag-reducing engine cowlings, wing fillets, retractable landing
gear, thin swept wings, and new fuselage shapes for supersonic aircrah-.h=
were only a few of thc numerous innovations leading to improved airplane per(ormance that wuc wholly or partially attributable to th1': agency. NACA had
pioneered in institutionalized team research-"big science," as opposed to the
"little science" of individual resea rcher.; working alone or in small academic
groups-and over the year.; such activity had paid 01T handsomdy (or the Nation.'
NACA's rdative importance in the totality o( American aeronautics had declined
after the Sc<ond World War with the enormous increase in military research
and development programs, but NACA did not exaggerate when it asserted that
practically every airplane aloft re(Jected somc aspect of its research achie\'cments.
The contributions of NACA in aeronautics were spectacular, but regarding the
inchoate discipline of astronautics, cspc<:ially rocket propulsion research, thc
agency, like the rcst of the countT') , was skeptical, conservative, reticent. The
prevailing prewar attilUde \"ithin NACA toward rocket technology was expressed
in 1940 by Jerome C. Hunsaker, then a member and later chairman of NACA's
Main Committce. Discussing an Army Air Corp.~ contract with the California
Institute of Technology for rocket research in relation to current NACA work
on the dcicing of aircraft windshicld~, Hunsaker s.1 id to Theodore von Karman of
CalTech, "You can have the Buck Rogcr.; job." :
In the carly postwar years the leaders of NACA vicwed rocket ex perimentation,
such as thc program beginning in 1945 at thc PilotlC$S Aircraft Research Sta-
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tion, on Wallops Island, Virginia, as essentially a tool for aerodynamics research
furth ering the progress of supersonic flight within the atmosphere. NACA's an·
nual report for 1948, for eJ[am ple, mentioned the heating rates generated on the
noses of the V-2s then being fired at White Sands, but discussed the problem of
~tructural heating only in the COnieJ[t of aircraft ..'
At the request of the military services, the Langley, Lewis, and Ames labora·
tories did ~tudy the theoretical performance of missiles, the operation of rocket
engines, the composition of rocket fuels, and automatic control arrangements
for supersonic guided missiles and aircraft. But such resea rch account~ for
only a small pcrcentage of the total NACA workload and budgetary allotments.
The annual budget cuts suffercd by NACA, beginning in 1949 and reaching a
high point in 1954 when the agency received only a little more than haU its
request, perhaps intensified the scientific conservatism of the NACA leaders,
while the Korean War once again shifted most NACA laboratory work to the
"cleaning up" of military aircraft.' It was in this climate of declining support
for flight research in 1953 that NACA Director Hugh L. Dryden, who less than
ten years later would be helping manage a mann~ lunar.landing program, wrote,
" I alll reasonably slIre that travel to the moon will not occur in my lifetime .... " ~
NACA MOVES T OWARD SPACE
In the carl)' I 950s, however, as a full·fledged program to develop large ballistic
missiles got underway and as the rocket research airplanes reached higher into the
stratosphere, NACA began to consider Ihe prospect of space flight and what
contributions the organization could make in this new area of inquiry. On
June 24, 1952, the Comm ittee on Aerod ynamics, the most influential of NACA's
various technical committees, met at Wallops Island. T oward the end of the
mceting, committee memhcr Rohcrt J. Woods, the highly respected designer of
" X" aircraft for the Bell Aircraft Corporation, suggcstal that si nce various groups
and agencies were conside ring proposals for sending manncd and unmanned
vchicles into the upper atmosphere, NACA should set up a study group on "space
flight and associated problems." T o Woods, NACA was the logical agenc), to
conduct resea rch in spacecraft stabilit), and control; such work would be a proper
extension of current NACA activit}'. After some discuS5ion the other members
of the committee approved Woods' suggestion. The)' formally resolved that
NACA should intensify its research on flight at altitudes between 12 and 50
miles and at sp«:ds of mach 4 through 10, and "devote a modcst effort to prob.lems associated with unmanned and manned flight at altitudcs from 50 miles
to infinit), and at specds from Mach number \0 to the velocity of escape from
thc earth's gravity." On July 14 the NACA EJ[ccutive Committee, the govern·
ing body of NACA, composed of practically all the members of the Main Com·
min ce, approved a ~ I ight ly revised version of this rcsolution. ~
Less than a month after the action of the EJ[ecuti,·c Commi ttee. Henry J. E.
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Reid, Director of the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, appointed Clinton E.
Brown, Charles H. Zimmerman, and William J. O'Sullivan, aeronautical engineers at the Virginia center, to work up a thorough proposal for research in
upper-atmospheric and space night. Specifically the Langley engineers were to
suggest a suitable manned \'ehicle on which construction could be initiated within
t\\"o years. Their proposal was to be reviewed by a board composed of representatives from the three NACA laboratories and NACA's High Speed Flight
Station at Edwards Air Force Base, California.'
Throughout the next year and a half, the Langley study group, engin«rs at
Ames and the night station, and the review board worked on a plan for the new
research instrument. There was wide divergence of opinion as to what should
be the nature and objecti\'es of the vehicle; some parties were even skeptical about
the wisdom of any space-directed research. Reid, J ohn Stack, and others at
Langley favored modifying the X-2 research airplane, then under development
by Bell Aircraft, to make it a device for manned flight above 12 miles.' Smith J .
DeFrance, one of the early Langley r.nginccrs who had b«:ome Director of the
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory when it opened in 1941, originally opposed Woods'
idea for a study group on space flight because "it appears to verge on the de\"elopmental, and there is a question as to its importance. There are many more
pressing and more realistic problems to be met and solved in the next ten rears."
DeFrance had concluded in the spring of 1952 that "a study grou p of any size is
not warranted." D
In July 1954, however, representatives of NACA disclosed to the Air Force
and the Navy their conclusions regarding the feasibility of an entirely new rocketpowered researeh airplane and !ug~lItcd a tripartite program for the manned
exploration of the upper atmosphere. NACA's views were based mainly on the
findings and proposals of the Langley study group, which had been working on
the problem since 1952 and had made a more detailed presentation than research
teams from Ames and the High Speed Flight Station. NACA envisioned an aircraft that would fly as high as 50 miles and whose speed would reach perhap3
mach 7 (a pproximately 5000 miles per hour). Such a craft would be especially
valuable for studying the criticill problems of aerod),namic heating, stabili ty, and
control at high altitudes and speeds. Data gathered on its nights "would can·
tribute both to ai r- breathing supersonic aircraft . . . and to long-range highaltitude rocket-propelled ,"ehieles operating at higher :'>.hch numbers." Realizing
that the temperatu res generated on its return into the heavier atmosphere would
be greater than on an)' previous airplane, NACA suggested as a structural metal
Inconcl- X, a new nickel-chrome alloy "capable of rapid heating to high temperatures ( I 200°F ) without the de\'cJopment of high thermal Stresses, or thermal
buckling, and without appreciable loss of strength or stiffness." ID
This long-range plan was shorli), accepted by the Air Force and the Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics and put into motion as the "X- IS project." I n December
1954-, NACA, the Air Force, a nd the Navy agreed to proceed with the project
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under operating arrangements rough I) ~ imilar to the previous "X " aircraft venture;. The Air force had rc~ ponsil.Jilit)" for finding a contractor and supervising
design and construction; both lhe Air Force: and thc Navy would provide: financial
support; and NACA would act as te:chnical director."
As primc contractor for thc X-- 15, the Air Force: picked North Amelican
Aviation of Los Angeles. The performance specifications of the X-IS called
for a rocket engine consuming anhydrous ammonia and liquid oxygen and providing some 57,000 pounds of thrust for as long as six minutes. This powerplant
would be fOUf time<; as big as that of thc X- 2. A highly scnsiti,·c night-data
system, thick upper and lower \·ertical stabi lizers for :"lerodymunic cOnlrol, small
reaction jets burning hydrogen peroxidc for control in thc ncar-vacuum of the
upper atmosphere, and a ne,,' structural material- these were some of the novel
ch:lracteristics of the stub-winged craft."
T he X-IS would not fulfill its original design objectivcs until 1962, long aher
NACA had become NASA and in the same year that Projcct Mercury achieved
its basic goals. Even so, the X- IS was by far the most ambitious, expensive, and
publicized research undertaking- in which NACA ever participated. Its el"entual
.__ ucccss stemmed brgely from the imagiml.lion and ingenuity of the NACA engineers who had started planning for an adl'anced aerodynamic I·chicle in 1952.
In 1954, the year of !\fajor Arthur !\furray's climb to about 17 milc~ in the
X- lA, the idea of manned rocket night to an altitude of 50 miles seemed exceedingly \i~ionary. Most peoplc in NACA, the military, the aircraft industry, and
cl~ewhere assumed that ol·er the yeaT" ,·ehicles with substantial lift/ drag ratios
would c\"oh·c to higher and higher 'peed~ ano altitudes until, by skipping in and
out of the ntmo!phere like :"I nat rock :"InoS'< thc ~ urf:"lee of a pond, they could
fly around the world. El"en then. howel·er, there were thoo;c within NACA who
took the [xccutivc Commillec '~ mandate for " rC"Cl\fch in space night and as~ iated problcms" litcrally :"I1lI! who fdt that the X- IS concept did nOl go far
rnough. They looked to the sccond P.1rt of the resolution adopted b~' the Commillce on Acrodynamics ,U1d approl·cd hr the Executi,·c Committee. which sanctioned "a modest effort " on the " probl el1t~ associated with night at altitudes from
50 mile<; to infinity and at ~ peed~ from !\ Iach numocr 10 to the ,·clocity of escape
from the ('arth 's gravity ."
Some of the most " far out" aeronautical engineers working for NACA in the
carly fifties werc employed at the Ames laboratory. As early as the summer of
1952, Ames cng:neers, experimenting at the supersonic frec-night , IO-inch-br- 14inch, and 6-inch-by-6-ineh wind tunnds at the California ~ itc, had esamincd
thc aerodynamic problems of file kinds of ~p:"lCC ,chicles-glide, ~ kip, b:lllistic,
~atdlite, and intcrpbnet:lty. They knew th:l t thc aerodynamic forces actin~ on
a \"chiclc :"Ibo\"c 50 mile.. were rdati\"d~ minor, a~ wcre problcms of ~ tabjlity :lnd
control at ,ur h altitude<;. They concluded. howevcr, that a space ,·ehicle should
probably be controllabl(, at lo\\ er ;\ltitud ~. although it "may not he optimum
from the point of dew of ... implicit). ctc .. .. " 11
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R E£STRY; . \£RODYN'AMICS TO THERlIQDYN'AMICS

The Ames study had becn specifically requested by NACA Headquaners,
which in i1'5 initial prospectus on the new research airplane project had identified
stability and control ill high-speed, high·altitude night as one of t" O areas needing much addi tional research. The other and far marc critical area was aerodynamic hea ting, which becomes acute as an object knifes into the atmosphere
from the airlcss ellvironment of spacc and collides with atmospheric molecules
of e\'er-increasing density. For several years NACA researchers had been stud)'·
ing aerodynamic he.1ting, which begins 10 be troublesome at about twiet: sonic
speed. The X-IS program was established largcl~ to fCturn data on heating
generated up to mach 7. But ~uch investigations of thermal stress hardl)
appro.1ehed the heating problem faced by the military services and the missile
industry in their cfforts to produce a durable warhead for an intercontinental
missile. In a typical rCB~r flig ht with a peak altitude of 900 mites and a range
of 6500 miles, the stagnation temperature in the shock wave at the front of the
nose cone could reach 12,000 degrees F. This is somc 2000 degrces hotter than
the surface of the Sun and 10 times the maximum surface temperature th"t was
ealeulated for an X- IS t rajec to~,.H O f the m)Tiad puzzles involved in designing, building, and fi~ing the Atlas. the first American JCB~1 , the most difficult
and most expensive to ;.ohe was reentry heating. The popular te:rm "the:rmal
barrier" to describe the Ittnt~ problem was coined as an analogy to the: "sonic
barrie:r" of the mid-1 940s, although research in the fihie-. would reveal that the
problem e:ould ha\ e bee:n dc:.<iCribcd more: accuratc:ly as a " thennal thicket."'
During June 1952, in the same summer that :\'ACA had decidc:d 10 move
toward space night rcscarch find had proposed an advanced rc:sc:arch aiT(r.'Ift,
one of the scientist-engine:ers at Ames had made: the first real breakthrough in
the scare:h for a way to surmount the: the:rma l barrier. He was Harry Julian
Allen, a senior aeronautical engineer at Ame:s and chief of the: High-Spe:e:d Re:·
..carch Division s.i nce 1945. The: burl~ AIIe:n, who signs his te:chnica l papers
" H. Julian" but who is kno\\n familiarl}' as " Han'e\-," was 42 ~e:ars old in 1952
and looked morc like a football coach thall a 5Cient~1. Holder 01 a bae:hclor of
an..~ degrcc in engineering from Stanford Uni\e:rsil\. Alle:n in 1935 had left the:
Stanford Guggen heim .\ eronautical Laboratory, whe:re: he had received the
de:grec of aeronautical engineer, to join the N \CA ~taff at the LanglC)" laboralOT)'.
Whe:n Ames \,'as opc:ne:d in 1941 , he: we:nt w~t with Smith Del rane:e and others
from Langley ."
At Am(";, AIIe:n had inve:nted a tee:hnique of firing a gun·launche:d modd
upstream through a supc:rsonie wind tunnclto stud)' aerodynamic behavior at high
mach numbe",. Th is notion kd to the construe:tion of the: Anle~ su personic
free-Right ,dnd {unnd, opened in 1949. The tunnel had :t test section 18 fe:ct
long, one foot wide:, and tWO feet high. B} forcing a draft through the tunnel at
a speed of :tbout mach 3 and b~ firillg a model projectile upstream at a \'c:locit\
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This sliadowgraph of the Me"u,)'
rUlItrycon!iguratio" was made ill Iht
Ames Supersonic Free-Flight Tunnel
at a simulated speed of mach 10.

of 8000 feet per second, the Ames researchers could simulatc 3 mach number of
about 15. Schlieren cameras sct up at scven stations along the test section, thrcc
on the side and four .on the top, made shadowgmphs to show airflow characteristics over thc model and thus determine the aerodynamic forces experienced.
During the 19505 the facility, construclcd al an original COSt of only about
$20,000, was to prove one of NACA's most valuable tools for hypersonic
investigation.'"
As a member of one of the panels of the Departmem of Defense Research
and Development Board, a group charged with supervising weapons research,
Allen was intimately familiar with thc payload protection dilcmma confronting
the l\il Force ami Cunvair, the prime contractor for Ihc difficult Atlas projecl."
In their designs the Convair engincers had alrcady provided that at the peak of
the Atlas' trajcctory, its nose, containing a nuclear warhead, would separate
from the sustainer rocket and fall frcely toward its target. These exponents of
the ICBM knew that without adequate thermal protection the nuclcar payload
would bum up during its descent through the atmosphere.
Fifty years of progtcl"l in aeronautics had produced more and more slcnder
and streamlined aircraft shapes, the objective being to reduce aerodynamic drag
and increase speed. In approaching the Alias reentry enigma, the Convair group
drew from the huge reservoir of knowledge accumulated over the years by aerodynamicists and structures experts dealing with airplanes, rockets, and airbreathing missiles. The men at Convair fed their data into a digital computer,
which was supposed to help them calculate the optimum design for structural
strcngth, resistance to heat, and free-fiight stability in the separable nose section of a
long-range rocket. The computer indicated that a long, needle-nosed configuration for the recntry body, similar to that of the rocket research airplanes, would be
best for thc ICBM. But tests of this configuration, using metal models in thc
supcrsonic wind tunnel at Ames and in rocket launches at Wallops Island, showed
that so much hcat would be transferred to the vehicle that the warhead would
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shortly vaporize as it plunged through the atmosphere. No prOlection system
known al that time could prevent ils destruction by aerodynamic heating."
This disclosure evokcd anOlher spate of predictions that an intercontinental
military rocket would not be feasible for many years. And while relatively few
people were thinking seriously about manned space night in the early fifties, those
who were also understood that something radical would have to be done on the
problcm of reentry before it would be practicable to send a man into space and
reco\·er him.
The man who did something radical was Allen. As Allen put it, the Convair enginttrs "cut ofT their computer too soon." He took the sharpnosed Atlas
reentry shape and began making mathematical calculations, using only a pad and
pencil. Eventually he reached a conclusion that seemingly contradicted all the
years of atronaulical research and streamlined aircraft design. For Allen's analy~is showed thai Ihe best wa} to cut down reentry heating was to discard a great
deal of one's thinking about orthodox aerodynamics and deliberately design a
vehicle that was the opposite of st~am lin ed. " Half the heat generated by friction was going into Ihe missiles," recalled Allen. " I reasoned wc had to deAect the
heat into the air and let it dissipate. Therefore streamlined shapes were the
worst possible; they had to be blunt." The Ames researcher determined that the
amount of heat absorbed b} an object descending into the atmosphere depended
on the ratio between pressure drag and viscous or (rictional drag. The designer
of a reentry body, by shaping the body blundy, could aher pressure drag and thus
throw ofT much of the heat into the surrounding air. When the blufT body collided with stratospheric pressures al reentry speeds, it would produce a "strong
Uuw :.llock wa".:" in frunt of, and thus detached from, the nose. The shock wa\,.:,
the air itself, would absorb much of the kinetic energy transformed into heat as the
object entered the atmosphere.'~
Allen personally submitted his findings to select persons in the missile industry
in September 1952. A secret NACA report memorandum embodying his conclusions on the blunt-nose design, coauthored by Alfred J. Eggers of Ames, went
out to industrial firms and the military the next spring. The report bore the date
April 28, 1953, but six years passed before the paper was declassified and published
in the annual report of NACA.:O
For his conception of the blunt-body configuration, Allen received the NACA
Distinguished Service Medal in 1957. The award brought sharp criticism from
H. H. Nininger, director of the American Meteorite Museum at Sedona, Arizona,
who asserted that he had first proposed the blunt nose for reentry vehicles. In
August 1952, Nininger, a recognized authority on meteorites, had suggested to the
.\mes laboratory that a blunt shape appeared promising for missile warheads.
Nininger based his conclusion on his studies of tektites and meteoritcs, contending
that the melting process experienced b) a meteorite during its descent through the
aerodynamic atm06phere furnished a lubricant enabling the object to overcome
air resistance. Nininger's letter c\·identl)' came to Ames some weeks after Allen,
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assisted by Eggers, had completed his calculations on the relationship bctwttn
warhead shapt. and heat convection. AI any rate, what Allen wanted to do was
exactly the rcvcfSC of Nininger's suggestion: deliberately to shape a recntry body
bluntly in order to inCTease air resistance and dissipate a greater amount of the
heat produced by the object into the atmospherc.:1
Allen's high-drag, blunt-nose principle was of enormous intcrest and benefit
to the missile designers. It led directly to the Mark I and Mark II nose cones
developed by thc General Electric Company for the Atlas and latcr for the Thor.
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Years after the disco,'ery, James H. Doolittle, chairman of NACA's Main Committee, pointed out that "every U.S. halli,tic" missile warhead is designed in accordance with his once radic'll precept."" In 1952 the problems of the rnissilemen
were not of immediate concern to dc~jgllcrs of m'lnned flight systems, not even to
those drawing up plans for the X- 15, which ,,·ould encountcr 'l greater heating
load than any previous airplane. Yet \llen's presentation of a new way to minimize the aerodynamic heating of reentry not only made po5Siule an ICBM within
a few years but "marked the potential beginning of manned space flight , with all
of its attendant new structures and materials problems.""'
The blunt-nose concept was just that-a concept. Succeeding ~ears would
,ee nmch experimentation with spheres, c\"linden::, blunted ogi'·cs, and even conca\e
<hapcs at the supersonic free-flight tunnel. ballistic ranges, and various other
fadlitiesat Ames, at the II-inch h~personie tunnel at Langley, and at the PilotlCS"
.\ircraft Research Station on Wallops Island." .\ s aerodynamicislS began thinking about space flight they would propose a variety of configurations for potential
manned space ,"chicles, although all of the designs would feature some degree of
bluntness. Finally, blunting a reentry bod~" furnished only p..1rt of the solution
to the heating problem. Allen's calculations presupposed that some kind of new
thermal protection material would be used for the structure of a high-drag body.
In 1952. aircraft designers and structures engineers were working mainly with
aluminum, magnesium, and titanium , and were giving some attention to such
heat-rcsistant alloys as Monel K, a nickcl-and-steel metal used in the X-2, and
Incand-X, the basic allo~' for the X-I';.::; But it would take much "hotter" materials to protect the payloads of the intercontinental and intermediate-range ballistic
missiles-the Atlas, the Thor, the Jupiter, and later the Titan. Far more materials research was needed before the reco\·ery of a manned spacecraft would be
practicable.
Early in 1956, the Army Ballistic ;\Iissile t\genc~ at HunlSville, Alabama ,
modified ">Ome of its medium-range Redstones in order to extend thc studies of
reentry thermodynamics that the .\rmy had pursued at Rcdstone t\~nal since
1953. .\~ modified, the Redstone became a multistage "chicle, which Wernher
\"on Braun and hi~ colleagues called the " Jupiter C' for Composite Reentry T est
Vehicle). Meanwhile the .\ir Force conducted ilS own in\·Clitigations of reentry
in conjunction with its nose-conc contractors, Gencral Electric and the Avco Manufacturing Corporation. using a special multistage test rocket called the X 17 ,
manufactured b~ the Lockheed \ircra£t Corporation.""
Two principal techniques for protecting the interior of the nost: cone offered
themseh-es-"heat sink" and "ablation:· The heat ,ink :lpproach imolved using
a highly conductive metal such as copper or beryllium to absorb the reentry heat,
thus slOring it and pro\,jding a mass sufficient to keep the mctal from mdting. The
major drawback of a heat ,ink \\as its heaviness, especially one made of coppcr.
In the ablation method the nose cOile was eo\ered with some ceramic matcrial,
such as fiber glass, which vaporized or "ablated'· during the period of reentry heat-
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ing. The vaporizing of the material, the com'enion of a solid into a gas, dissipated
or carried away the heat. Thus the csscnce of the ablation technique was deliberately burn ing part of the exterior surface of the reentry body, but designing the
body so that the surface would not burn through completely!;
Apparently J10 consensus existed among students of the reentry problem by
!:tte 1957. The "fint generation" ICBM nose cones produced by General Electric, the Mark I and Mark II, were blunt, heavy copper heat sinks, and the Air
Forcc had decided to use the Mark II on its Thor intermediate-range missile. But
the Air Force's full-scale tests of the lighter, more sophisticated, but more difficult
and less tidy ablation process had not begun yet. Meanwhile, the Anny and the
Vitro Corporation, using the exhaust of liquid rocket motor.; as a heat source and
the hybrid Redstone in reen try simulations, demonst rated to their own satisfaction
the practicability of consuming part of the structural material during its use, the
principle of ablation. The Army's Jupiter-C shot of August 8, 1957, carrying a
SCltle model Jupiter nose cone 10 an altitude of 600 miles and a range of 1200 miles,
supposedly "proved the feasibility of the ablative-type nose cone" and "fulfilled the
mission of the reentry test program."" Yet the Ballistic Missile Agency engineer.;
at Redstone Arsenal were working only on the intennediate-range Jupiter, not on
an ICBM . The question of whether an Atlas warhead or a manned reentry
vehicle could best be protected by the heat-sink or ablation method, or by either,
remained undetermined. Much time and effort would be expended before the
Army's claims for ablation would be fully verified and accepted.
NACA's official role in this accelerated program of materials research was
tha t of tester and verifier. Even so, the NACA experimenten Rreatl y enlarged
their knowledge of thermodynamics, became well grounded in the new technology
of thermal protection, and prepared themselves to cope with the heating loads to
be encountered in manned space Aight .
At the request of the Air Force, the Army, and also the Navy (which was
ul\'olved with the Polaris after 1956), NACA devoted an encreasing portion of
its fa cilities and technical staff to tests of such metals as copper, tungsten, molybdenum, and later beryllium for he.1t sinks, and of ablating materials like leAon,
nylon, and fiber glass. During 1955-1956 the installation of several kinds of hightemperature jets at the Langley and Lewis laboratories greatly aided NACA thermodynamics research. These included, at Langley, an acid-ammonia rocket jet
providing a maximum temperature of 4100 degrees F and a gas stream velocity
of 7000 feet per second, an ethylene-air jet yielding temperatures up to 3500
degrees F, and a pebble-bed heater, wherein a stream of hot air was passed through
a bed of incandescent ceramic spheres. Both L1ngley and Lewis had electric arc
jet facilities, in which a high-inten~ity arc wa.~ used to give energy to compressed air
and raise air pressure and temperatures. The hot, high-pressure air then shot
through a nozzle to produce a stream temperature of about 12,000 degrccs F.
N ACA investigaton used these high-tcmperature jets and other research tools,
including the II -inch hypersonic tunnel at Langley, to gather data eventually rein-
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forcing the Army's cOniention that ablation was the mO~1 effeeti\e Ihermi"ll protection method ,:'
i\leanwhilc M axime A, Fi"lget, Pi"lul E, Purse r, i"lfld other members of the La ngley Pilotless Aireri"lft Research Division, working under the slIpcn'ision of Robert R ,
Gilruth, used muhistage, solid-propellant rockets for stud ying heat tran~fe r on
\'ariations of Allen's basic blunt heatshield configuration. Robcrt O . Piland, for
example, put toge ther the first multistage \'chiclc to attain mach 10. Fagcl
served as a regular NACA member and Purser was an alternate member of a
Department of Defense panel called Ih(: Polaris Task Group, sct up to give ad\'iec
on the de\'elopment of the Navy's intermediate-range, ~olid-fucl ed Polflri~, wh ich
was to be launc hed from submerged submarines. i':ACA worked with the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation , prime contractor for
the Polaris, in de\doping the heat-sin k nose cone used on the early versions of the
<;ca-based missile."
Although there were some 30 different wind tu n ncL~ at Langlcr. the member:;
of the Pilotless Aircrtlft Research Di\'ision ( PARD ) firmly bclic\'ed in thc superiorit)" of thcir rocket-launch methods for acquiring information on heating loads and
hcat tra nsfer, heat·resistant mate rials, and the aerod ynamic beh;l\'ior of bodic.~
entering the atmosphere. As Faget said, "The PARD ~ to ry ~ h ow~ how engineering experimentalists may triumph O\"c T theoreticians with preconceptions. Ou r
rockets measured hea t transfer that the tunnels cou ldn' t touch at tha t time."
J oseph A. Shortal, chief of PARD since 195 1, recalled, " PAR D made us more than
ae ronautical engineers and ae rod ynamicists. We became trul Y:1I1 astronauticall y
oriented research and de\'e!opment team out at Wallops.""
The Ames experimenters, on the OIher hand, were just as firm l! convinced
that their wind tunnels and ballistic ranges represented the simplcst, mOSt economi·
cal, and most reliable tools for hyperso nic research. T o the Amcs group, rocket
shots were troublesome and expensive, and rocket telemetry was un reliable. As
one Ames engineer put it, "You might get a 10 1 of data but since you didn't control
the experiment you didn't know exactl y what it meant. " ,=
The Ames devotion to laboratory techniques, the determin;ltion 10 do more
and more in heating and materials research without resorting to rockets, furn ished
the impetus for a new test instrument de"ised by Alfred J. Eggers, Jr., in the midfifties. Eggers, born in 1922 in Om aha, had joined the resea rch staff at Ames in
thc fall of 1944 , after completing his bac helor of ans degree at the Uni versity of
Omaha. He pursued g raduate ~tudies at Stanford University in nea rby Palo Aho,
where he receind a ~l as te r of Science degree in aeronautical engineering in 194 9
and a Ph.D. in 1956." For years Eggers had worked with Allen and others at
Ames on the aerodynamic and themlodyn amic problems of hypen'elocity Right,
and as a conceptualizer at the California center he came to be regarded as second
onl y to the originator of the blunt·nose reentry principle.
Eggers assumed that the major heati ng loads of reentry would be encountered
,\ithin an altitude interva l of 100,000 feel. So he designed a straight , trumpet·
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shaped supersonic nozzle with a maximulll diameter of 20 inches and a length of
20 feet, which in terms of the model scale used was equivalent to 100,000 feet of
thickening atmosphere. A hyper-'elocity gas gu n launched a scale model upstream
throug h the nozzle to a settling chamber. While in free flight through the noule
to the chamber, the model passed through e\·er·denser ;l ir. thus closely ;lpproxi.
mating the Oight history of a long.range b;lllistic mi;>~ile. Since the apparatus
~i mulated both mntion and heating experiences, Eggers called the combination of
hypervelocity gun and supersonic nozzle "an atmosphere entry simulato r." '.,
Eggers calculated that using a model only 36 inch in diameter and weighing
.005 pound, he could simulate the aerodynamic heating generated by an object
three feet in diameter, weighing 5000 pounds, and having a range of 4000 miles.
" In the simplest test," he sa id , " the simulator c(.uld provide with one photograph
of a model rather substantial evidence ;lS to whether or not the corresponding
missile would re main essentially intact while traversing the atmosphere." The
reent ry research technique, proposed in 1955, went into operation during the
next year. Construction of a larger version began in 1958. Eggers' atmosphere
entry simulator proved especially useful in materials research at Arne;;. Like the
high-temperature jets at Langley and Lewis, the rocket tC~l~ at Wallops Island ,
the Army's J upiter-C shots from Cape Canaveral, and other experimental methods,
it yielded data that later pointed toward ablation as the bcst method for protecting
the interior of reentry bodies."
Although the official focu s of the NACA materials test program remained
on missile warhead de\'elopment, such activity was an obvious prerequisite to
manned space (light. And the experience of men like Gilruth, Faget, Purser,
and Shortal in the years before the Sputniks had a direct in(luence on their plans
for shielding a human ride r from the heat of atmospheric hiction . Meanwhile
other N ACA engineers, especially at Langley a nd at the H igh Speed Flight Station,
we re working closely with the Navy, the Air Force, and North American Aviation
on the X - I S project. At C leveland , Lewis propulsion specialis l~ were studying
rocket powerplanls and fuels ;lS well as cooperating with Langley and Flight
Station repfCSCntatives in designing, operating, and stud ying reaction control
systems for hypersonic airerah and reentry vehicles.

A

MOO N FOR A MA N

Others in NACA, sensing the potential for manned space exploration that
accom panied propulsion advances in military roeketry, began considering designs
for a vehicle with which man could take his fi rst step above the atmosphere.
Earl y in 1954 , Eggers, Julian Allen, and Stanford E. Neice of Ames put together
a classic theoretical discussion of different sp..1ce (light configurations in a papcr
<:ntitlcd "A Comparative Analysis of the Performance of Long-Range Hypervelocity Vehicles." The research engineers examined the relative advantages,
in terms of range and the ratio between payload and total weight, of three kinds
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of manned hypersonic vehides: ballistic, a blunt non-lifting, high-drag projectile;
skip; and glide, the last two designs also having fairl y blunt noses but ~ing
some lifting ability. For satellite missions all three vchicles might be boosted
to orbital velocity by a rocket and could then separate from the rocket and go
into free flight, or orbit.
Eggers, Allen, and Neice found that the skip vehicle, which would return to
Earth by pclforming an intricate series of progressively steeper dips into the
atmosphere, would need an extremely po"..er£ul boost to circumnavigate the globe,
and also would encounter a prohibitively large amount of aerodynamic hcating. M
By contrast, the glider, although heavy, would require less boast and would keep
the g forces imposed on the pilot during reentry at a quite acceptable level.
Like the skip craft, the glider would provide the advantage of pilot control during
the landing phase. It would radiate heat well, but since its thermodynamic loads
still would be high, the glider might experience dangerous interior healing during
a "global" (satellite ) mission. So the authors suggested a high-lift glider; like
the high-lift-over-drag glider, it would have a delta-wing configuration but also
would feature thick, rounded sides and bottom to minimize interior heating. It
would enter the atmoophere at a high angle of attack, then level off at lower
altitudes to increase the lift/ drag ratio.
The ballistic vehicle, the simplest approach of the three, could not be con·
trolled aerodynamically, but its blunt shape provided superior thermal protection,
and its relatively light weight gave it a longer range. If it entered the atmosphere
at a low angle, deceleration forces could be kept at or below 10 g, with 5 g lasting
for I minute and 2 g for not over 3 minutes. Therefore the thrct: NACA
researchers concluded that "the ballistic vehicle appears to be a practical mancarrying machine, provided extreme care is exercised in supporting the man
during atmospheric entry." If
As lime passed, Eggers personally became convinced of the overall desirability
of the manned satellite glider as opposed to the ballistic satellite. He revealed
his prclerenee in :t modified version of the earlier paper done with Allen and
Neice, which he read berore the annual meeting of the American Rocket Society
in San Francisco, in June 1957. Eggers was skeptical about the relatively high
heating loads and the deceleration forces characteristic of ballistic reentry, even
at a small entry angle. He warned that "the g's are sufficiently high to require
that extreme care be given to the support of an occupant of a ballistic vehide
during atmospheric reentry," and pointed out that such an object, entering the
atmosphere along a shallow trajectory so as to hold decderation down to 7.5 g,
would generate a surface temperature of at least 2500 degrees F. Thus, in Eggers'
judgment, "the glide vehide is generally better suited than the ballistic vehide
for manned Oight at hypersonic velocities." ~I
Eggers realized that his glider design, if actually built, would be too heavy
for the military rockets then under development. At the s.lme time he remained
concerned about the deceleration lo.lds imposed on the space pilot and the heating
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loads on the spacecraft structure. He also saw Ihc diffieuhy of recovering a
b.ll1istic satelEte, which since it was noncontrollable in the atmosphere, wouln
have to land somewhere in a target area of several thousand square miles. As
a consequence of these apprehensions, during the last half of 1957 he sketched a
scmiballistic device for manned orbital flight , blunt but having a certain amount
of aerodynamic lift, with a nearly flat top and a round, deep bottom for heat
protection. This design, which Eggers called the "M- 1," fell about halfway
between the high-lift glider and the ballistic vehicle discussed in his 1954 NACA
stud}' with Allen and Neice. About 10 feet wide and nearl)' sc\en feet long,
the M - I from above looked like an isosceles triangle rounded at its apex.:' A
Illore graphic description was offered by Paul Purser, who called it a
egg
lifting shape."'" The M - I 's limited amount of lift would give it about 200 miles
of lateral maneuverability during its descent th roug h the atmosphere and about
800 miles of longitudinal discretion over its landing point. Eggers' calculations
indicated that skillful piloting could keep reentry deceleration at about 2 g."

"v..

AIR F ORCE PROVIDE S A NEED

The work of Eggers and others on designs for man-carrying space vehicles
had been stimulated not only by general progress in long-range rocketry but also
by the growing interest of the Air Force in manned space flight. Eggers knew
that ever since the war the Air Force, through the Rand Corporat ion, had been
considering the military potential of space technology, and that since early 1956
the service had been proceeding caut iously with contract feasibility studies of
manned satellites.
The impetus for these feasibility studies came hom a staff meeting at the
headquarters of the Air Research and Development Command (ARDC ) at
Baltimore, on February IS, 1956. During the course of the meeting, General
Thomas S. Power, Commander of ARDC, expressed impatience with the failu re
of his "idea men" to propose any advanced fl ight systems that could be undertaken after Ihe X- IS. Work should begin now, he declared, on two or three
separate approaches beyond the X-IS, including a vehicle that would operate
outside the atmosphere without wings. He suggested that a manned ballistic
rocket might be "eventually capable of usdul intercontinental military and commercial transport and cargo operation." But the main benefit of having an
advanced research project und elW~. y, Power pointed out, was that the Air Force
could more easily acquire fu nds for the "general technical work needed." .~
Thus prodded into action, Po....er's staff quickly proposed two separate re~a rc h projects. The first cal led for a "r..hnned Glide Rocket Research S~tem" 
a rocket-launched glider that would operate initially at an altitude of ahout 400,000
feet and a speed of mach 21. The other, termed " Manned Ballistic Rocket
Research System," would be a separable manned nose cone, or capsule, the final
stage of an ICBM . Such a vehicle could lead to the "quick reaction delivery of
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high pnortt y logistics to any place on Earth," a5 suggested by Power, or to a
manned satellite. Power's staff argued that the manned ballistic concept
offered the greater promise, becausc the solution to the outstand ing technical
problems, the most critical of which was :lerooynamic huting, would result from
currem IC BM research and develo pment ; because existing ICBMs would furnish
the booster system, so that efforts could be concentrated on the capsule ; and
becausc the ballistic vehicle possibly could be developed by 1960. Either program, however, should be pushed rapidly so that the Air Force could protect
its own interests ill the field of space flight."
In March 1956, ARDC established two research projects, one for the glide
rocket system, the other, known as T ask 27544, for the manned ballistic capsule.
ARDC planners shortl y held briefings on the two proposed systems for its missileoriented Western Dc"clopment Division, ill California, and for its pilot-oriented
Wright Air IXvclopmem Center, in Ohio. Other briefings were held for NACA
rep~n tati \·e.~ :lnd for ai rcraft and missile contractors. Then, in October, M ajor
George D. Colchagoff of Power's staff described the basic aspects of the two
adva nced systems to a cI;w;ifi ed SC5.<;ion of the American Rocket Society's annual
meeting in Los Angeles.·'
Since the Weapons Systems Plans Office of ARDC H eadquarters never received the $200,000 it had requested for its own fea~ibi [ ity s tu d i c~, the command
had to content itself wi th encouraging privatel y financed cont ractor researc h."
In particular A\'co, then tryi ng to develop serviceable nose cones for the Thor and
."'tlas missilcs, was urged to study the manned ballistic cap<uic. In Novemocr
1956, Avco submitted to the Research and IXvelopment Command a preliminary
study embodying its conclusions on the ballistic approach to Illanned space flight.
ARDC still was sha ft of funds, so A" eo and other corporat ions continued to usc
their own money for further invcstigations.··
While ARDC promoted these systems studics :lIld ~ponsored e;\;tensivc research
in human factors at the School of Aviation Med icine in T e;\;a5, at the Aeromedical
Field Laboratory in New Mexico, and at the Aeromedical Laboratory in Ohio,
it also sought to ga in acceptance for its ideas within the Air Force organizational
structure. On Jul y 29, 1957, the Ad Hoc Committee of the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board , meeti ng at the Rand Corporation'S offices in Santa Monica,
California, heard prcsentations from the Ballistic M issile Division on ballistic
missiles for Earth-orbital and lunar flights, :lnd from ARDC Headquarters on the
two advanced fli ght systems then under study. Brigadier General Don D .
Flickinger, ARDC's Director of Hum an Factors, stated tha t from :l medical
standpoint sufficient knowledge ami c;l; pertise already existed to su pport a manned
space venture."
Although the industrial firms invcstigated mainly the man ned ballistic capsule,
NACA, following the tradi tional approach of building up to higher and higher
flig ht regimes, centered its efforts on the glide-rocket concept for most of 1957.
Since late the previous yea r, when NACA had agreed in principle to an ARDC
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invitation to coop~ratc on the l\lanned Glid~ Rocket Research S~st~m, as th~y
were doing for the X - I S, small team~ of engineer<; at the Llngle)', Lc\\is, and
.\mes bboratories had carried 011 fea~ihility ,l nd de~i,!:.n "tudies.'· In January
19S7 thc Ames group reported its concllhion" on a l1e\' rocket-po\\ered \ehick
for "efficicnt hypersonic fiight:' featuring a fi at-top, round-bottom configuration.
Interestingly enough. the A1I1 ~ doc ument contained a.~ an appendix a minority
r~port \Hitten by Langley aerod~namici!:ts- mostl~ from the Flight Research,
In.~tnllncnt Rcscarch, and Pilotless Aircraft Rc<eilrch Divisions-recom mending
that a nonlifting spherical capsule be cOIl~idercd for global night beforc a glide
rocket.'" "Tbe appendix was widely read and di$euso;cd at Lang l~y at the time:'
r~called Hartley:\. Soule. a Langley senior engineer, "hut there wa.~ little interest
expressed in work on the proposal." He continued:
aside from the en\"ironment that limited the NACI\ ILlissioll to h:rrcstrial
tr3.nsport'llioll, the proposal was critici7ed on technical grounds. Tile repol't
suggested that landings be made in the western half of the United Statcs, not
a very SI113.]1 area. The spherical shape was suggested 50 that the attitude
would nOI be important during l'ccmr)". The shape was specifie3.lIy eritici7.ed
becallsc the weight of material to completely shield the SUrr3.Ce rrom the rcent~·
heat \\ould probably prc-clude the launching with programmed ICUl\! boosters.
Further, the lack of [body] orientation might result in hann to the occupant
during the deceleration perio(Po
NACA stlldy groups continued their im'estig:lIions of manned glide rockct
coneepL~ through the spring and ~u mm er. In September 1957 a formal "Stud ~
of the Fea~ibilit)" of a Hypersonic Rcsc<lrch Airplane" appeared, bearing the
imprimatur of the whole NACA but influenced primarily by Langley proponents
of a rai~d-top, flat-bottom ghder conliguratlon."'
:\ few days later, on October 4, Spuillik I shot into orbit and forcibly opened
the Space Age. The spectacular Russian aehie\'ement wrought a remarkable
alt~ration in practically e"eryone's thinking about ~pace exploration, espcciall~
about the n~~d for a serious, concerted effort to achievc manned space flight.
New urgency attended the opening of a long-planned NACA conference beginning October 15 at Ames, which \\'as to bring together representatives from
the variolls NACA laboratories in an efTort to resolve the conflict in acrod)namic
thinking between advocates of round and fiat bottoms for the proposed hyp~r
\'doc;t}' glider. Tenned the " Round Three Conference," the Ames meeting produc~d the fundamental concept for what would become the X- 20 or Dyna-Soar
(for dynamic soaring) project- a delta-wing, flat-hottom, rocket-propelled glider
capable of reaching a \'c\ocity of mach 17.5, almost 13,000 1l1ilcs per hOUT, and
.1 peak altitude of perhaps 75 miles ...·:
Although they had heen working mainly on the hypersonic glider, as requested
hy the Air Force, the research engineers of PARD, in tidewater Virginia, also
had been spcMding more and more time thinking about how to transmute missile
reentry bodics into ll1achinc.~ for ca rrying man in low Earth orbit. Their ad\·oc<lcy. along with that of other Langlc~ worke"" of a $phcrical capsule early
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that year had indicated their growing interest in making the quantum jump
from hypersonic, uppcr-atmO!pheric, lilt/ drag flight to orbital space flight in a
nonlifting vehicle. At the Round Three Conference, Faget and Purser compared
notes with Eggers, perhaps the leading hypervelocity theoretician in NACA.
Eggers related his own c(mclusions; for orbital flight the design giving the highest
proportion of payload to total weight was the compact, low lift/drag vehicle,
having little or no wings, and embodying Allen's blunt-nose principle. He discussed the anal)'tical studies of his semiballistic M - I, which had some lift but
would, he estimated, weigh from 4000 to 7500 pounds. Eggers cautioned his
NACA colleagues that a nonlihing, or pure ballistic, vehicle might subject the
passenger to excessive deceleration forces....
Faget and PUTSCr returned to Langle)' convinced that a maximum concentration of effort to achieve manned orbital flight as quickly as possible was imperative." Obviousl), this meant that in thc months ahead their research should
focus on the ballistic-capsule approach to orbiting a man. Both the hypersonic
glider, which called for progressing to ever higher speeds and altitudes, and
Eggers' M - I , also too heav), for any existing booster system, would take too long
to develop. The manned ballistic vehicle combined a maximum of simplicity
and heat protection with a minimum weight and offered the best chance of getting
a man into space in a hurry. Henceforth the aerodynamicists in PARD, and
space enthusiasts in other units of the Langley laboratory, turned from NAGA's
historic preoccupation with winged, aerodynamically controllable vehicles and
devoted themselves to the study of "a man in a can on an ICBM," as some in the
Air Force called it.""
After Sputnik I , the aircraft and mia'lilc eorporation~ abo ~teppcd up their
research on the ballistic capsule j throughout November and December their design
studies and proposals flowed into ARDC Headquarters. The most active of
the firms considering how to put a man on a missile still was Avco. On Novemher 20, 1957, it submitted to ARDC its second and more detailed stud), of systems
for manned space flight, entitled "Minimum Manned Satellite." The Avco
document concluded that "a pure drag reentry vehicle is greatly superior in
satisfying the overall system requirements," and that the best available rocket
for boosting a manned satellite into an orbit about 127 miles from Earth was the
Atlas. Still unproven, the Atlas was to make its first successful short-range flight
( 500 miles) on December 17, 1957. An Atlas-launched satellite, according
to the !\" co idea, would be a manned spherical capsule that would reenter the
atmosphere on a stainless-stccl-cloth parachute. Shaped like a shuttlecock, the
parachute was supposed to bra ke the capsule through reentry. Then air pressure
would expand the parachute to a diameter of 36 feet , and the capsu le would land
at a rate of 35 fcet per second.
:\\'co requested $500,00CI 10 cover the expe~ of a three-month study and the
construction of a " mockup," or full ·scale model, of the eapsu!c containing some
of its internal systems. BUI because the Ballistic Missile Division was skeptical
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about the drag-brake apparatus, and because ARDC was uncertain about Air
Forcc plans in general, a comract wa~ not awarded_ A,·co engineers, believing
that the limiting factor ill putting a man in orbit was not the capsule but the
de\'elopment of a reliable booster, focused on the Ailas and began holding dis-cussions with representatives of Convair, builder of the Atlas.$G
JOCKEYIl':G FOR POS1TIOS

On October 9, only Jh'e days after Sputnik /, the Ad Hoc Committee of the
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board urged the development of "second generation"
ICBr·,.ts that could be used as space boosters, proposed the eventual accomplishment of manned lunar missions by the Air Force, and recommended the launching
of Air Force satellites for reconnaissance, communications, and weather prediction
purposes as soon as possible. A few days later, Secretary of the Air Force James H.
Douglas appointed a committee of 56 academic and corporate scientists and Air
Force officers, headed by the eminent but controversial nuclear physicist Edward
N. Teller, to "propose a line of positive action" for the Air Force in space
exploration. Not surprisingly, the Teller Committee in its report of October 28
recommended a unified space program under Air Force leadership."
Then, on December 10, J957, Lieutenant General Donald L. Putt, Air
Force Deputy Chief of Staff, Development, set up a "Directorate of Astronautics"
for thc Air Force. Brigadier General H omer A. Boushey, who sixteen years
earlier had piloted the first rocket-assisted aircraft takeoff in this country, became
head of the new office. The move quickly met opposition from Secretary of
Defense Neil H. McElroy, who WM chary about any of the sc rvi cc~ using the term
"astronautics," and from William M. Holaday, newly appointed Defense Department Director of Guidtd r-,'Iissiles, whom the New York Times quoted as charging that the Air Force wanted to "see if it can grab the limelight and establish a
position." The (uror within the Defense Department caused Putt to cancel the
astronautics directorate on December 13, only three days after its e;tablishment."
Sputnik 11, the dismayingly large, dog-carrying Soviet satellite, had gone
into orbit on November 3. As the mood of national confusion intensified in
the last weeks of 195i, Headquarters USAF ordered the Air Research and
Development Command to prepare a comprehensive "astronautics program,"
including estimates of funding and projected advances in space technology over
the next five year:<;. A RVe, which had been working on its own 15.year plan
for Air Force research and development in astronautics, now boiled its findings
down to a five-year prospectus. ARDC's report went to Headquarters USAF
on December 30, and at the end of the yea r of the Sputniks the five-year plan
was under consideration in the Pentagon"~
In any Air Force push into astronautics, NACA presumably would playa
key role as supplier of needed research data. The agency had done this for nearly
four decades in aeronautics. Proceeding on this premise, Putt wrote NACA
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DireclOr Dryc!rll on J anuary 31, 1958, formally inviting NACA's participation in
a man-in-sp.1ce program with the Air Forcc, including bOlh the boost-glide research airplrOl1c, ~oon to be duhbed Dyna-Soar, and ";1. manned one-orbit flight
in a \'ehicle capable only of a satellite orbit . . . . " 00 Dryden promptly a pproved
NACA eooprration on thc first approach, a lthough the research agency and the
Air Forcc would not sign their formal agreement on the ~ubjeet until the following ~lay."·' Rega rdin g the satelfite project offer, howe\'cr, Dryden informed
Putt that .\IACA wa~ working on its own designs for a manned space capsule and
would "coordinate" with the Air Force latc in March, when NACA completed
its studies."'
Behind NACA's apparent reluctance to fo llow the Air Force lead into manned
satellite development was a conviction, held by some people at NACA Headquarters, but mainly by administrators and engineers of t he Langley and Lewis
laboratories, that the agency should broaden its activities as well as its outlook
i\lm'ing into ast ronautics, NACA should leave behind its historic preoccupation
with research and expand into systems development and flight o perationsinto the uncertain world of large contracts, full-scale flight operations, and public
rela tions. N,\CA should, in short, as.~umc the leadership of a new, broadbased national space program, hadng a..~ one of its principal objectives to demon~tratc thc practicability of manned space flight.
So in the 10 months between the first Sputnik and the establishment of a
manned space program under a new agcncy, NACA would follow a rather
ambivalent course. On onc hand it would continue its traditional research a nd
consultative rap.1city, counseling the Air Force on space flight proposals and
illlp;lTting it, findings tn industrial finns. But;lt the S;lme time ambitious teams
of engineers here and there in the NAC:\ estahlishmenl would he preparing
their organization and themsch'cs to takc a dominant rolc in the N;ltion's cfforts
In space.
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PUTI\IK II , car!",)'ing its canine passenger into orbit on Ko\'cmbcr 3.1957,

S

made clear what thc first Sputnik had only implied: thc U.S.S.R. would
eventually II)' to put a man in orbit. Americans read of th is latest Soviet achiel'c,
ment and wondered hOI,- soon the We.<! might be able to fe.,lore thc technological
and ideological balance. Throughout thc United States. individuals and organizations were doing an uncommon amount of introspection. It" as time for
some rethinking and reexamination. for an inquiry into the natun:. mean in!!,. and
di rection of American government and society in the Space Age.
One of thc most introspecti\"c Government agencies in the post-Sputnik period
was the National Advisory Commiuec for Aeronautics. To most people in
NACA it was obvious thai the organization had reached a crisis in it.> proud bUI
rather obscure history; unless NACA mO\'ed rapidly and adroitly it might \'ery
well be ow:nvhelmed in the national clamor for radical departures. Nt\\ guidelincs for its future clearly were in order. On Non:mbcr 18. 19. and 20,1957,
aboard Ihe carrier Forrtital off the eastern coast of Florida, NACA's key Committee on Aerodynamics held anolher of its periodic meetings. Carried on in a
mood of patriotic cOllcern and chaJ!enge erealed by the Sputniks, these discussions
reinforced Ihe growing conviction that NACA should do more in astronautics.
:\mong the 22 reprcscntati\cs of indU-"try. the military. and academic aeronaut ic~
making up the committee, a consensus emerged that "NAC A should act now 10
a\'oid being ruled OUI of the field of 5paee flight re-;earch," and Ihat "increased
em phasis shou ld be placed on research on the problems of true space Right O\'er
extended periods of time." The committee Ihen adopted a resolution ca lling for
"an aggressi\'e program . . . for increased NACA participation in upper atmosphere and space flig ht rescmch." l
T wo days afler the Committee on Aerod}namics adjourned, the Main Commillee of NACA mel and \'oled to establish a Special Committee on Space
T echnology. H. Guyford Ste\'Cf, a ph)'~icist and dean of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, took charge of the heterogeneous group. The special
committee was Ihe first established by NACA to concern itself expressl)' and
exclusively with space matters. It was "to SU lye) the whole problem of space
technolo~ from the point of \'iew of needed research and de\'elopment and advise
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the National Advisor), Committee for Aeronautics with respect to action~ which
the NACA should take." : Appointed to the new eommitfce were such diverse
leaders in space science and technolqn a.~ James A. Van Allen, "'crnher von
Brown, William H . Pickering, and W. Randolph Lo"dace JI .'
A" apprehensive Americans watched the failure of the Vanguard Icst "chicle
in December and the successful JUp'iter-C launch of Explorer f in january, NACA
continued to assess its potential role in the Space Age. Shortl y after the Sputniks,
NACA Director Hugh L. Dryden; Chaimlan James H . Doolittle ; j ohn F. Victor)",
the venerable executive secretaT)' of NACA; and others at He:l.dqu:l.rlers in
Washington had decided on the course NACA should follow in succeeding momhs.
Assuming that now :l. unified space program would come into being, the NACA
leaders wanted to ensure their organization a place in such a national enterprise.
To Dryden, who largely gu ided the fonnulation of it~ stmtegy, NACA should
proceed cautiousl), toward its minimum and yet most important objectiveextension of its traditional preeminence as an aeronautical research organization
into the higher realm of astronautics. This would involve a continuation of
NACA's traditional fu nction as planner, innovator, tester, and data-gatherer for
the Defense ~partment and the missile and aircraft industr),. While a larger
role, entailing respo nsibilities for development, management, and flight operations
in addition to research, very possibl), could come to NACA in a national astronautic." cffor\. publicly NACA should play down whatever ambitions for such a
role individua ls and groups within the agency might ha,'e.'
In keeping with this "soft-sell " philosoph)' and plan of attack, the Main Committee, at its regular meeting of january 16, 1958, resolved that any national
undertaking in as tronautics should combine the talents and facilities of the Defense
Department, NACA, the National Academy of Sciences, and the National Science
Foundation. In other words, national space acti vities should follow roughly the
pattern of Project Vanguard. NACA, while taking part in the launching of
space vehicles and acquiring mo re au thori t), to let rc<;carch contracts, should
continue to function primarily as a research institution." Dryden essentially
reiterated this viewpoint in a speech which Victory read for him nine da)'s later
before the Institu te of the Aeronautical Sciences in New York. TIle NACA
Director proposed that the curren t division of labor among the militar)" industry,
and NACA be perpetuated in a national spaee program, with NACA doing
research and providing technical ass~tance and the military contracting with
industry for ha rd"'are developmenl.Then, the next month, the Main Commilttt considered and circulated a pro..
spectus inspired by Abc Silverstein, Associate Director of the Lewis Aeronautical
Laboratory, and written mainl)' by his :;;enior engineers. Entitled " A Progra m for
bpansion of NACA Research in Sp:"lce Flight T echnology," it c:tlled for a "major
expansion" of NACA activity to "provide basic rc~arch in support of the development of manned satellites and the travel of man to the moon and ne:trby pbnets:'
The Lewis group proposed an enlargement of NACA's existing laboratories and
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a new, separate installation for nudear powerplant rCSC:lrch. The cost of the
exp:lnsion of thc program, including the expense of contracted research, wa.~
estimated at $200 million. Nothing W:lSsaid about ~i\'ing NACA added de\c1opment, m:lnagemcnt, :lnd operational tasks in lIl:lnned space flight programs.;
So by early Fcbruary 1958.:ls the Eisenhower :ldministration began wrestling
with the complexities of formul:lting a nalion:ll program for space exploration,
NAC,\ had t:lkcn the official po.~ition Ihat wilh regard to ~pace it ncithcr wanted
nor cxpeclcd more th:ln its historic niche in Go\'ernment-fin;Jnced seience and
engineering. While N.\C.\ should become:l .'ub,t:l nti:lll~ bigger instmment fol'
research, it should remain essentially a producer of data for use by others.
MISSILES TO MANNED BALLISTIC SATELLlTI:.S

The circumspect approach of NACA Headquarters to a national space program was only one of several being suggested formally in the winter of 1957- 1958.
Various other proposals came from the scientific community. In mid-October
the American Rocket Society had called for a civilian space research and development agency. In NOI'embcr the National Academy of Sciences endorsed an
idea for a National Space Establishment under ci\'ilian leadership. Br April 1958
a total of 29 bills and resolutions relating to the organization of the Nation 's spao:
efforts would be introduced by members of the Cong~. Almost everyone
assumed that some sort of thorough-going rdonn legislation, probably creating
an entirely new agency. was nuded if the United States was toonrcome the So\'i~t
lead in space technology. On January 23, 1958. the Senate Pr~parednc.<'s In\'estigating Committee und~r Senator Lyndon B. Johnson had 5ummariz~d its finding.
in 17 specific recommendations, including the establishment of an independent
space ag~ncy.A During these months of debate and indecision, the military services continued their planning of space programs, both in hope of aehieving a special role for themselves in space and in knowledge that U.S. pl:tnning could not
simply stop during the months it took to settle the organizational problem.
Of the three militaT)' services the Air Force moved most rapidly with pl ans for
advanced projects and programs. Responding to a request sent by the Office of
the Secretary of Defense to the three military services, Headquarters USAF b~
mid-January 1958 had completed its review of the comprehensive five-year
astronautics program submitted the pre\'ious month by th~ Air Research and
Development Command. On January 24 the Air Force submitted the plan to
William M. Holaday, Director of Guided Mi~iles in the Department of Defense.
The five-year outline envisaged the development of r~connaissanee, communications, and weather satellites; rccol'erable data capsules; a " manned capsule test
system"; then manned space stations; and an el'entual manned base on the :\1oon.
The Air Force estimated that funding requirements for beginning such :l longrange program in fiscal year 1959 would total more than $1.7 billion.~
The ambitious five-year plan, with its astronomical estimate of costs for the
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coming fisca l ~car, had remained in H olada~'s office. The Air Force prc:s.sed
ahead with its astronau tics plans, including the placing of a manned capsule in
orbit. On January 29,30, :lI1d 31, 1958, ARDC held a closed conference at
Wright-Patterso n Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio, where II ai rcraft and missile
finns outlined for Air f orce and NACA obscr.·ers the va rious classified proposals
for a manned satcilite vehicle that the~' had submitted to AROC during November
and Dccemocr 1957. The ind ustry prc<;entations appear to have varied considerabl y in thoroughness and complexity. The Northrop Corporation, for example,
simply reviewed the boost.glide concept suggeSied by NACA at the Round Three
Conference the previous October and already adopted by the Air Force for its
Dr na-Soar project. B} contrast, the A\"co l'I-lanufacturing Corporation, the
McDonnell Aircraft Corpor.l tion, Republic A"iation, and North American Avia·
tion made detailed prese ntations, including estimates af the minimum amount of
lime required to put a man in orbit. Like Avco and other firms, McDonnell
of St. Lou is had bttn working on dcsigns far a "minimum" ~..ltellite \·ehicle,
em ploying a pure ballistic shape, since the spring of 1956, when the Air Force
hnd fi rst briefed industry rcprcscntati\·cs on its original Mnnned Ballistic Rocket
Research proposal. Republic sketched a triangular planfarm nrrnngement
modeled on the ,·ehicle suggested the pre,·ious yei.r by Antonio Ferri nnd others
at the Crucn Applied Science Laboratories.,n The "Ferri sled," as the Republic
device wns cn lled, was one of twa approaches whe rein the pilot \\'ould pilrnchutc
after being ejected from the spacec raft, Ihe ,·ehicle iLo;cif not being rccover«i.
The other company advocating an cxpenda ble spacecraft \\ a.~ North American ;
an X- 15, although designed to land con\"entionnliy on skids as :. rocket research
aircrah, would orbit and then impact minus il" " .........lIlIlill); pill)l."
After the Wright-Patterson conference, the Air Force stepped up the pace of
its manned·satellite studies. On Jan uary 3 1, ARnC directed the Wright Air
Developmcnt Center to focus on the quickest menllS of getting n man in orbit.
T he center was to receive advice from the Air Force BalliStic Missile Division in
Los Angeles on selection of a booster system . A few weeks later the center issued
a purchase request, \'alued at nearl y $445,000, for a study of an interna l ecologic:.1
system that cauld sustain a man for 24 hours in nn orbiting capsule."
On February 27, ARDC officers briefed Cencrnl Curtis E. LcMay, Air Force
Vice Chief of Staff , on three alternative approaches to manned orbital night:
developing an advanced version of the X- 15 that could rcach orbital velocity;
speeding up the D) na-Soar project, which cventuall y wa~ supposed to put a
hypersonic glider in orbit ; or boosting a rc!ntivcl y sim ple, nanlifting ballistic capsule
into orbit with an existing mis.~ilc system , as proposed by Avco, McDonnell, and
other companies. l..ehl ay instructed ARDC to make a choice and submit a
detailed plan for an Air Force man-in-space progrnm a.~ «)()n as ~ible.'·
While the {\ ir Force pushed its manned satellite im·cstigatians and its de\elopo
ment work on Ihe Thor, :\lla\ and Titan, the Arm y and the Na\'\ initiated
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manned sp..1ce studic.~ of their 0," n in :lddition to :lccclerating their b:l ll i~tic missile
efforts with the Jupiter :lnd the Pol:lris, respectively. Flu~hed .. ith the succes.~
of the £xploru I .~1tellite launching in J anuar;, the Army reached the apex of its
astronautical prestige. Proud of the prowess of von Braun's rocket team at its
.-\ rmy Ballistic i\ lissile Agcnt)", Huntsville, Alabama, the AmlY sought a major
role in mililar;' space technolo!.'). Since the Army alrcady had losl operational
responsibility for its Jupiter intermediate.range ballistic missile to Ihe Air Force.
a space mi ~~ion was vitally important to i t.~ future in astronautics. Central to thc
\rnl)"s space plans was securing authorization, priority, and abundant financing
frolll the Ddensc Department for one of \'on Braun's pet ideas, a elustered·engine
booster 'ehiell; with more than a million pounds of thrust."
On February 7, 1958, Secretary of Defense Neil H. :'lcElroy, acting on
Pre;ident Eiscnho"er's instrtlctions, ordered the creation of an Advanced Research
Projcct Agency (AR PA ) to manage all existing space projects. Roy W. Johnson,
a. ,·ice.president of General Electric, took o\'er the directorship of this new office;
Director of Guided ~Iissiles Holaday transferred some of his responsibilities to
the agency."
Three weeks after Ihe e:.tablishment of ARPA, J ohnson acknowledged publici)
that "thc Air Force has a long tenn development respon~ibility for manned spacc
night capability with the primary objective of accomplishing "atellite flight as
'>OOn a~ technology permits.·· Thc statement was reiterated on :' Iarch 5 b) a
spokesman for ~lcE l roy. The Defense Departmelll also authorized the t\ ir Force
to develop its " 11 7L" system-an Ada.'; or Thor topped b~ a liquid·propcllant
upper stage ( later named Agena ) as a booster combination, together with an
instrumented nose cone-"under the highcst national priorit), in order to altain
an initial operational capability ;11 the ea rliest pos!'ible date." The 117L system,
desi,gncd originally \0 orhit rcronnai,,'ancc <atdlites, would no\\ abo be used for
orbit ing recol erable biolog:ic;ll pa~ loads, inciuding primates."
In res ponse to Vice Chief of Staff Lc~ l a\"s instructions of Februa r~ 27 and the
apparent receptiYencss of Defensc Department offi ciah to the Air Force's astro·
nautical plans. the Air Research and Development Com mand moved to " finn up"
its plans for manned ~pace ni.ghl. On :'larch 8. the Balli'!ic ~Ii,~ile Di " i ~ion proposed an II .step program aimcd at the ultima te objcctive of " Manned Space
Flight to the Moon and Return." The sleps induded instn llllcnted and animal(a rr~ ing o rhitallllis.~ ion~. a manned orbit of Earth. circumnavigation of thc ~ I oon
with instruments and then ani mal" instrumented hard and soft landings on the
~r oo ll . an animal landing on the ~I oon, manned lunar circumnavigatioll, and a
manned bnding on the lunar ~ lIrface. Then, on ~ I a rch 10, II , and 12, ARDC
"ta,,:ed a Ia rgc confcrcnce al the office~ of it~ Balli,tic ~I issi l c Division in Los An·
geles. On hand were more tha n 80 rocket, aircraft. and human·factors specialists
fro m the Air Force. industry, and NAGA. Although the space sigh ts of the Ballis·
tic ~ I issile Division, under ~ I ajor General Bernnrd A. Schriever, were set on Ihe
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distant "man on thc Moon" goal, the basic objtttivc of the Los Angeles man-inspacc working conference was to hammer out an "abbreviated development plan"
for getting a man in Eanh orbit as quickly and as easily as poo;ible_"
The conference focuS«] on what some Air Force speakers called a "quick and
dirty" approach-orbital flight and recovery using a simple ballistic capsule and
parachutes for a water landing in the vicinity of the Bahamas. The ballistic
vchicle would weigh between 2700 and 3000 pounds, and would be about six feet
in diameter and eight feet long. rl~ " life support," or internal ecological, system
would be designed to sustain a man in orbit for as long as 48 hours. Because there
was no real certainty that man could function under the various stresses of space
flight, all systems in the capsule would be fully automatic. 1 $
The human passenger would be essentially a rider rather than a pilot, although
for experimental purposes he would try to perfonn cenain tasks. The body support arrangement-showing the influence of Harold 1- von Beckh of ARDC's
Aeromedical Field Laboratory~would have the spaceman supine on a couch that
could be rotated according to the direction of the g forces building up during launch
and reentry. The rotatable couch was regarded as necessary because the capsule
would both exit and enter the atmosphere front--end forward. Maximum reentry
loads on the occupant of the Air Force machine were expected to be about 9 gj the
interior temperature during reentry was not supposed to exceed 150 degrees. An
ablative nOliC cone would provide thermal protection. Small retrograde rockets
would brake the vehicle enough to allow the pull of gravity to effect a reentry.'"
Among the most fervent Air Force champions of a man-in-space project at the
Los Angeles conference werc the human-factors experts, some of whom had been
studying the medical problems of upper- and extra-atmospheric flight for more
than a decade. But predictably they were also the most cautious people in assessing the psyehophysiologicallimit.s of human tolerance under the conditions of flight
into space. Air Force medical personnel generally agreed that 15 or more
launches of primates and smaller biological paylo."\ds should precede the first
manned orbital shot. Colonel John P. Stapp of Ihe Aeromedical Field Laboratory
felt that the first human space passengers should have both engineering and medical
training, that they should go th rough at least six months of selection, testing, and
preparation, and Ihat from a medical standpoint a television camera was an essen·
tial piece of equipment in the manned capsule. Major David G. Simons, Stapp's
colleague, believed that continuous medical monitoring of the man, ineluding
voice contact throughout the orbital mission, should be mandatory.:O
The Air Force flight physicians knew that German centrifuge experiments during the Second World War had proved that men could withstand as much as 17 g
for as long as 2 minutes without losing consciousnCS'l."' Nevertheless, numerous
centrifuge runs at Wrigill-Patterson and :\1 Johnsville, Pennsylvania, and eruculations of the angle of entfy from an orbital altitude of about 170 miles had convinced them that a 12-g maximum was a good ground rule for designing the
capsule body-support system. With a continuously aceclerating single-stage
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booster following a steep launch trajectol)', an aborted flight and subsequent reConsequemly the Air force
specialists assumed that a two-stage launch rocket wo uld be nee('Ssrtry to provide a
~ hrtllowe r reentry path rtnd lower forces."'
In retrospect, there were two strik ing rtspccts of the Los Angeles man-in-space
presentation. The first \\'as that the Air Force, historically devoted to piloted.
fu lly controllable rti rcra ft , was thinking in terms of rt completely automatic orbital
ca psule, virtually without aerodynrtmic controls, whose passenger would do little
more thrtll observe and carry out physiological exercises. The other was that no
attention was gi\'en to using the Atla3 alone as a booster system for a manned satellite. Indeed hardly anyone ad\'ocated putting an upper stage on the Atlas to
constitute the desired two-stage launch vehicle. Spokesmen for Space T echnology
Laboratories, technical overseer of the Air Force baJli~tic missile program, went so
far as to declare that a more dependable booster than the Atlas would have to be
developed. They favored adapting the intermediate· range Thor and combining
it with a second stage powered by a new fluorine-hydrazine engine developing some
15,000 pounds of thrust. By the time the conference adjourned on March 12, the
conferees were in fairly general agreement that about 30 Thors and 20 Iluorinehydrazine second-stage rockets would be needed for a manned s.1teJlite project.
Some 8 to 12 Vanguard second stages would also be needed, to be mated with
Thors for orbiting smaller, animal-bearing ca psules.~3
While the "abbreviated development plan" was emerging from the Los
Angeles gathering, a NACA steering committee met rt t the Ames laboratory. It.~
members were Hartley A. SoulC rtnd John V. Becker of Lrtngley, Alfred J. Eggers
of Ames, imd Waher C. Williams o f the High Speed Flight S tation. They had
been rtppointed by NACA Assistant Director Ira H. Abbott to suggest a course of
rtction on the J anuary 31 proposrtl by Lieutenant General Donald 1. Putt, Air
Force Deputy C hief of Staff, Development, to NACA Director Dryden for formal
NACA-Air Force cooperation in a nwnned satellite \·enture." The steering
committee agreed that the zero-lift approach- the ballistic capsu le- offered the
best promise for an ertrly orbital mission. Soule, Becker, Eggen;, and Williams
recommended th at "NACA rtccept the Air Force invitation to participate in a
joint development of a manned orbital I'ehicle on an expedited brtsis," and that
"the ballistic type of vehicle should be developed." '"
On March 14, a month rtnd a half aft er Putt's letter to Dryden, NACA
officially informed Headquarters USAF that it would cooperate in drawing up a
detailed manned srtte\]ite development plan. On April II, Dryden sent to General Thomas D. White, Chief of Staff of the Air Force, a proposed memorandum
of understanding declaring an intention to set up a "joint project for a recoverable
manned satellite test \'ehicle." Before a final agreement was actually signed,
however, NACA Assistrtnt Director for Research \fanagement Clotaire Wood,
at Dryden's di rection, suggested to Colollel Donald H. Heaton of Headquarters
USAF that the NACA-.\ir Force armngemelll "should be put rtside for the time
e rtny mig hl suujcl:I lire ri(kr to ,IS much as 20 g.
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being:' Heaton agr~d, and in mid-~br the joint Air Force-NACA manned
space unde rtaking was tabled indefinitely.'''
NACA's

M£TAMORPIIOS IS BEGI I-:S

The explanation for Wood 's action and for the general prudence of NACA
in dealing with the Air Force on space matters in the sprin~ of 1958 lay in the
contents of the space bill fiCnt by the Eisenhower administra tion to Capitol H ill
(I.1l April 14 and then being debated in Congress.
This proposal appeared likely
to transform NACA into the focal point of the nation's efforts in space.
From the initial discus.-.ions in 1954 of a United States International Geophysical Year satellite projeet, President Eisenhower's position had bttn that
~pace activities should he conducted solely for peaceful purposes. T he nature
and objectives of Project Van.~ua rd had rcRected this policy. He summed up
his feelings in a letter to Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin, dated J anuary 12 , 1958.
Describing the demi litarization of space as " the most important problem whieh
faccs the world today," he proposed that-·
. . . outer space should be uscd only for peacefu l purposes . . . . can we not
StOp the production of such weapons which would usc or, more accurately, misusc, outer space, now for the first time opening up as a fie ld for man's exploration ? Should not outer space be dedicated to the peaceful uscs of mankind
:lI1d denied to the purposes of war? ... "
Consistent with this "space for peace" policy, the concentration on February 7,
1958, of Federal space activities in the Advanced Research Projects l\gency of
the Defense Depanment had been on l ~· an interim measure pending establishment
of a new, civilian-controlled space management organization. Shortly before
the creation of AR PA, Eisenhower had turned to his newly appointed, IS-member
Preside nt"~ Scientific Advisory Committee ( PSAC ), chaired by President James
R. Killian, J r., of the Massachusetts I nstitute of Technology and including among
i(.~ members NACA Chairman Doolittle.
Eisenhower instructed the Committee
to draw up two documents: a broad policy statement famili arizing Alliericans with
space and justifying Government-financed astronautical ventures, and a recommendation for organizing a national program in space science. The " Killian
commi tt~,'· as the early PSAC was called, chose two subcommittces. One, on
polic)", was headed by Edward H . Purcell, a physicist and executive vice-president
of Bell Telephone Laboratorics; the other, on organization, was led by Harva rd
University physicist James B. Fisk.
The Fisk subcommilt~ on organization finished its work first. After talking
with Doolittle and NACA Director Dryden, Fisk and his col leagues made a crucial
rcpo rt to PSAC late in February . . \ new agellcy built around NACA should be
created to carr) out a eomprchen~i ve national program in astronautics, emphasizing peaceful, civilian-controlled researc h and de\·elopmenl. The White House
AdviSOr)' Commilt~ on Government Organization, consisting of Nelo;on B. Rocke-
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{diu, Killian, and i\faurice H. Stans, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, used
this PSAC subcommittee report as the basis for a fonnal recommendation on a
national space organization, which Eisenhower received and approved on March 5.
Five months after Sputnik I, the administration bcgan drawing up proposed legislation for consideration by the Congress. As Di)'den later observed, NACA's
cautious post-Sputnik strategy had "paid off, in the long run."
PSAC's rationale for space exploration, entitled "Introduclion to Outer Space,"
was issued on i\farch 26. This statement proclaimed that "the eomptlling urge
of man to explore and to discover," "the ddense objective," "national prestige,"
and "new opportunities for scientific observation and experiment" were "four
factors which give importance, urgency, and inevitability to the advancement of
space technology.":1
On April 2, Eisenhower sent his formal m~ge on space maners to Congress.
The document again indicated the President's intenS!! conviction that space should
be primarily reserved for scientific exploration, not military exploitation. It called
for the establishment of a "National Aeronautical and Space Agency," which
would absorb NACA and assume responsibility for all "space activities . . .
except . . . those projects primarily associated with military requirements." The
executive authority in the new organization would be exercised by one person, a
director, who would be advised by a 17 -member "National Aeronautical and Space
Board." The proposal for a loose advisory board represented little more than an
extension of the NACA Main Committee. The idea for a single executive, howevcr, stemmed mainly from the opinions of Eisenhower's legislative experts and
the officials of the Bureau of the Budget. They wantoo authority in the new agency
to bc centralized, not diffused in a committee as was the case with NACA and
the Atomic Energy Commission. The se<:ond and more critical departure from
NACA history was Eisenhower's stipulation that the propooed organization would
have not only research but de\'elopment , managerial, and flight operational reo
sponsibilities. Unlike NACA, thcn, it would possess extensive authority for
contracting research and development projects."
Twelve days later, on April 14, the Eisenhower administration sent to the
Democratic-controlled Congress its bill to create such an agency, drafted largely
by the Bureau of the Budget. H In the HouS!! of Representatives and the Senate,
specia1 committees began hearings on the bill. The measure would undergo
extensive amendment and reworking at the hands of the legislators. But it soon
was apparent that a new agency would come into being, that NACA would con·
stitute its nucleus, and that it would undertake large.scale development and
operational activities in addition to research. The odds were better than good
that a manned s.1tellite project would fall within the domain of the civilian
orgamzatlon.
Proceeding on this assumption, engineers working at all of the NAC,\ installations-at the ranges and wind tunnels at L1ngley and \mes, in the high-temperature jet facilities and rocket·test chambers at Lewis and Langley, at the
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NACA willlCsses testily before th e Sellote Special Committee 011 Space and Astro_
"Quties, 01/ May 6,1958, with rcgard to bill S. 3609, "a bill 10 provide lor research
into problems 01 flight within fll/d outside the earth's atmosphere, alld lor other purposes." Th e legislative end product would be the National Aeronautics and Space
Act 011958, which created NASA. NACA witneJSes shollJII here: left to right, Paul
C. Demb/illg, NACA Legal Ad/Jisu; Jam es H. Doolittle, CftairmOll, NACA; and
Abc Silverst ein, Associate Director of NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.

rocket launch pads and control panels on Wallops Island, and in the flight hangars
at the High Speed Flight Station- stepped up their research in matcriaL~, aerodynamics, and controL" By early 1958 , according to Prcston R. Bassett, chairman
of NACNs renamed Committee on Aircraft, Missile, and Spacecraft Aerodynamics, approximately 55 percent of all NACA activity was already applicable
to space flight." According to another set of NACA statistics, the Pilotless Aircraft Research pivision (PARD) was expending 90 percent of its effort on space
and missile resean.:h; the rest of the Langley laboratory, 40 percent; Amcs, 29 percent ; and Lcwip, 36 percent. '~ Virtually every member of NACA'~ technical
staff eagerly anticipated a national progr:lm of space exploration. Since the
raison d 'clre of NACA always had been 10 imp~ove the performance of piloted
aircraft, most NACA engineers viewed manned space flight as an even more
challenging ;>',d rewarding form of activity.
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NO! ~\'~r)"onc in thc NACA laboratories, howe\'cr, was convinccd that thc
agency's destiny lay in developing hardwar~, managing progranL~, and carrying
out satellite launchings. Many scientist.engineers subscribed wholeheartedly to
the official NACA ~ition cnunciated by H~adquarters in January and February: Whi1~ NACA ought to labor mightily in the furtherance of space science,
it should continue to solve probl~ms posed by other agcncies engaged in develop.
men! and operations, not handl~ programs itself. The "research·mindcd" clcment
within the NACA technical staff probably \,a~ strongest at Ames. Most of the
Ames complement had gon~ to work for NACA because of the nature of the
organization. Its quasi·acadcmic focus on research, its receptiveness to new and
sometimes radical concepts, its rclati\e obscurity and freedom from politics appealed to them. At thc California institution the prospect of managing program~,
which entailed fighting for appropriations, wrangling with industrial contractors,
and perhaps competing with the military, seemed exceedingly distastcful. l •
This attitude was not so prevalent at the two other laboratories or at the
High Speed Flight Station. The years of direct participation with Air Force,
Navy, and contract personnel in the research aircraft projects had given Walt~r
Williams and his staff at the Flight Station a rather clear operational ori~ntation,
albeit with airplanes and not with space rockelS and satellites. Th~ uwis and
Langley staffs included a sizable number of research worker.; who, while enjoying
the intcll~ctua llibert}' of NACA, fclt it would be quite a challenge to calTy out a
program of thcir own instead of simply providing advice for the military and
industry. The}' looked on approvingly as the Eisenhower administration sent
to Ccngress a m~asur~ substantially embodying their ideas.
The academic approach to aeronautics and astronautics pervaded much of
Langl~y, thc oldest and in some ways the most tradition·minded of the NACA
laboratories. The commitm~nt to basic research and the dcvotion to theor~tica[
calculations and \"ind tunncls as thc most efficacious mcans of gath~ring acrodynamic data wer~ as strong among some Langley engineer.; as among th~ Ames
investigators. But in the Flight R~archJ I nst r um~nt Research, and Pilotless
Aircraft Research Divisions at Langley; at the s~miautonomous Pilotless Aircraft Research Station on Wallops Island, 70 miles away across Chesapeakc Ba}';
and in th~ Flight Research Division at uwis, ther~ were peoplc who had gained
the bulk of their e"perienc~ by working with airfoils mount~d on the wings of
airplan~ in flight and from air·launch~d and ground·launched scale models propcll~d by rockcts. For rear.; they had becn close to "d~elopment" and "opera.
tions" in their research activities, but they had turned th~ir tel~m~tered findings
O\'er to somcon~ else for practical applicatIon.
Now it seemed that the Soviet
artificial moons might havc gi\'en these ambitious acronautical engin~er.; a chance
to put th~ir imagination and t~chnical ~peri~nce to usc in a mann~d spacc Aight
program. As Paul E. Purser, then h~ad of th~ High Temperature Branch of
PARD, put it, "In early 1958 we simply assumed we would get the manned
sat~llite project.
So we started to work. " ••
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Over the years the PARD specialists had perfected their technique<; of launch,
guidance, automatic control, and telemetry on small rockets, and had steadily
added to the mountain of experimental data on hypcrvelocity perfonnance and
aerodynamic hcating. Their rockets, while remaining small in thrust and payload, had become more and more sophisticated. During 1957, by firing fivestage research rockets, they had been able to achieve a final-stage velocity of
mach 16." And they already were doing conceptual work on a new and larger
multistage research rocket, designed to boost scale models in their own stability
and heat-transfer studies and to send up small instrumented satellites and space
probes for the Air Force. Later called the Scout, this four- or five-stage, solidpropellant configuration could fire its stages sequentially to place either a 150pound payload in a 300-mile orbit, 100 pounds in a 5000-to--JO,OOO-miie orbit,
or 30 pounds in an orbit more than 22,000 miles from Earth."
In the hectic weeks and months following the Soviet satellite launchings, the
advocates of manned space flight at Langley, realizing that their experience in
nose-cone research was directly transferable to the design of manned satellite vehicles, turned their attention to spacecraft design as never before. NACA's initial agreement of March 14, 1958, to collaborate with the Air Force in drawing
up plans for a manned orbital project gave official sanction to research they already had been doing largely on their own time. Theoretically this work still wa.~
in support of the Air Force and industrial manned-satellite studies. As it turned
out, the Langley engineers were doing the early development work for their own
enterprise, later to become Project Mercury.
The sparkplug behind much of this activity was Maxime A. Faget, head of the
Perfonnanee Aerodynamics Braneh in I'ARD. Thirty-scven years old in 1958,
Faget had betn born in British Honduras, the son of an honored physician in the
United State<; Public Health ~rvict. In 1943, whtn his father was developing
sulfont drugs for the National Leprosarium in Carvillt, Louisiana, tht diminutive
Faget received a bachdor of scienct degree in m«hanicaltnginetring from Louisiana State Universit),. After his dischargt from tht Na\'y's submarine str...ice
in 1946, ht joined the staff at Langley. Ht soon dtvised choking inlets for ramjets, a Right mach number mtttr, and several mathematical fonnulas for dtriving
data from Richard T. Whitcomb's area rule.- Likt Robert R. Cilruth and others
before him at Langley, Faget prdtlTed to tnlargt his knowledge in atrodynamics
and thennodynamics not in wind tunnels but by observing and teltmttt';ng data
from vthicles in free flight.
In mid-March, less than a week after tht conclusion of the Air Foret man-inspace working conferenct in Los Angeles, Cilruth, as Assistant Director of Langley,
calico Faget and his other top cnginters togdhtr to dtttnnine what should be
the "Langley position" on optimum spacecraft configurations at the NACA Conferenct on High-Speed Atrodynamics, to be held at the Ames laboratory btginning
March 18. The consensus of tht metting was that the Langley-PARD representatives should prestnt a united front al Ames behind a ballistic concepl."
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The Conference on High.Speed Aerodynamics, the last in a long line of fulldr('5S symposium.~ held by NACA, attracted most of the luminarics in the organization, including Dryden, Silverstein, Eggers, H. Julian Allen, Walter Williams,
and the members of the Committee on Aircraft, Missile, and Spacecraft Aerodynamics. Military pc::rsonnel and rcpresentativcs of most of the aircraft and missile
firms also attended this forum. The 46 papers read at the conferencc, dealing
with h~ personic, satellite, and interplanetary night, represented the most advanced
thinking in aerod~namics within NACA. Taken together, the papers demonstrated how far some NACA engineers trained in aeronautic; had pushed their
research into the new discipline of astronautics.'·
Much interest centered around three presentations proposing alternative can·
figurations for manned orbital night. The first of these papers was authored by
Faget, Benjamine J. Carland, and James J. BugHa. Faget presented it as the
orbital configuration regarded most favorably by PARD personnel-lhe wingless,
nonlifting ,·ehide. Fagct and his associates pointed out several advantagcs of
this simple ballistic approach. In the first place, ballistic missile research, development, and production c.xpcrience was directly applicable to the design and construction of such a ,·ehicle. The fact that it would be fired along a ballistic path
meant that automatic stabilization, guidance, and control equipment could be
kept at a minimum, thus saving weight and diminishing the likelihood of a
malfunction.
The nonlifting vehicle ~implified return from orbit because the only ncccss.1T)'
maneuver was the firing of retrograde rockets-"rctrorockets"-to decelerate the
spacecraft, deflecting it from orbit :md subjecting it to atmospheric drag. And
e\CIl that IlJaHCU\'C,· Htto.l HOI bc too preci~e for the aceompli!hmellt of a safe
reco"eT)'. After retrofire, successful entry depended solely on the inherent stability and structural soundness of the ballistic vehicle. Faget, Garland, and
Buglia acknowledged that the pure-drag de"ice necessitated landing in a large and
imprecisely defined area, using a pmachute, and dispensing with lifting and braking controls to correct the rate of descent, the direction, or the impact force.
Rather severe oscillations might occur during descent. But Faget and his associates noted that tests with model ballistic capsules in the 20-foot-cliameter, free·
spinning tunnel at Langley had shown that attitude control jets, such as those used
on the X~lB, X~2, and X-IS rocl:ctplanes, could provide rate damping and help
correct the oscillations, while a small drogue parachute should give still more
stability.
The three Langley engincers went so far as to propose a specific, if rudimentaT)',
ballistic configuration-a nearly flat-faced cone angled about 15 degrees from
the vertical, 11 feet long and 7 feet in diameter, using a heat sink rather than
an ablative covering for thennal protection. Although the space passenger
would lie supine against the heatshield at all times, during orbital flight the
capsule would reverse its attitude so that the deceleration loads of reentry would
be imposed from front to back through the man's body, the same as under
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ment, nuh as Ihe escape lower and
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pared lor test in th, Iree-flight tun·
nel at Langle)! in 1959. Another
scale model was fitted with a
drogue parachute (below) and
telted lor J/abilit)' during descent
in lAngley's vnti'af wind tunnef.
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accduation. Th~ authors conclud~d that "as far as reentry and recovery is
concerned [sic], the state-of-the-art is sufficiently advanced so that it is possible to
proceed confidently with a manned satellite project based upon the ballistic reentry
t)1><= of ,·ehick." "
One d~ntcr from the Langley consensus favoring a manned projectile was
John Becker, of the Langley Compre~ibility R~arch Division and a veteran of
X-IS de"elopment, who read a paper at the confercnce on possible winged
...."ltellite configurations. Becker's main concern was the reentry heating problem
in conjunction with some maneuverability within the atmosphere. Combining
his theoretical findings with those of Charles W. Mathews of Langley, Becker
suggested a glider-like configuration. Instead of entering the atmosphere at a
low anglc of "lttack and using lift to return to Earth, it would deliberately come
in at a high anglc of attack, employing its lower wing surface as a heatshield.
Deceleration loads still could be hcld at a little over I g in this fashion. The
gross weight of such a low-lift, high-drag "ehicle would be only about 3060
pounds. "Thus . . . the minimum winged satellite vehicle is not prohibitively
heavier than the drag type," concluded Becker. "The weight is sufficiently low
to permit launching by booster systems similar to that for the drag vehicle described in a previous paper by Maxime A. Faget, Benjamine J. Garland, and
James J. Bugl ia."·~
What some Langley researchers had come to regard as the "Ames position"
on manned satellites was described in a paper by Thomas J. Wong, Charles A.
Hermach, John O. Rellcr, and Bruce E. Tinling, four aeronautical engineers who
had worked with Eggers. They presented a polished, more dctailed version of
the blum, scmilifting M- 1 configuration conceived by Eggers the previous summer. For such a \'chicle a lift/ drag ratio of Y2 could be effected simply by
removing the upper portion of a pure ballistic shape, making the body somewhat
deeper than that of a half-cone, and adding trailing edge flaps for longitudinal
and lateral control. Maximum deceleration forces would be only 2 g, low
enough to permit a pilot to remain in control of his vehicle. Blunting would
reduce heat conduction; the "ehide would be stable and controllable down to
subsonic speeds and would provide substantial maneuverability; and structural
weight would rcmain rdatively low. Thus "it appears that a high-lift, high-drag
configuration of the type dist:ussed has attractive possibilities for the reentry of
a satellite vehicle.""
The Ames engineers' presentation was not in the form of a spacecraft design
challengc to the Langley-PARD aerodynamieists. Eggers and various others
at Ames remained convinced of the ovcrall superiority of the lifting body for
manned satellite missions. But as Eggcrs cxplained, "Ames was not enthusiastic
in 1958 to participate in an operational program for building and launching
spacecraft of any kind, manned or unmanned."" While some Ames people
were rather avidly pushing the M- I concept, their avidity did not stem from
any desire for operational dominance in a civilian space program. The Cali-
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fom;a NACA sc;(:ntists "er(: quite willing to I(:a\'(: the business of building
prototypes, carrying out fuU-scak 1(:S1s, and Ih(:n managing a program to their
more "hardware-orient(:d" eolicagul:S acr05S Ih(: comin(:nt.
T o Fagt:t, Purser, and Cilruth th(: dlOic(: I>ctwttn the semilifting configuration {a,"ored by th(: Ames group and their nonlilting d(:\;ce really was an academic
one. Gi'Tn th(: assumption thaI a manned salellite should be fired into orbil
as quickly as possible, then Ihe Atlas ICBM, nOl the still unt(:Sled Titan or a
Thor-fluorinc combination, should serve as the launch "chicle for a one· ton
spacecraft. T he Atlas was following a tortuous route toward status as a rtliabl(:
operational rocket, but it was still thc only ICBM anywh(:re n(:ar being ready.
The criterion already adopted by Faget and his associates, that an attempt to
orbit a llIan ~ hou ld {ollow Ihe simpl(:st, quickest, and most d(:pendable approach,
negated a heavier, semilifting vehicle; this would havc required addi ng an eXira
stage to the Atlas or some other rocket. The same criterion even ruled out
Beck(:r's low-lift, high-drag propru;al. If the first manned orbital project was
10 adhere to and profit from ballistic miS'>ilc expuience, then the capabiliti(:S of
the Atlas should be the first considcration. Fagel himself did not have detailed
data on the Atlas' design performance before, during, or for some time after the
Ames confe re nce; ~uc h information wa.~ highly classified and hc lackcd an official
" need to know." About two months after he d(:livered his paper he iearn(:d
through con \'ersa tion~ with Frank J. Dore, an (:ngineer-exttuti\,e of Convair, what
he needed to design a manned ballistic paylo.'ld. n In thc w(:(:ks following the
Ames conference, Fagct'.~ and other Langley-PARD n:search teams, ccntering
their efforts on Ihe basic ballistic shape, st.uted working out the details of hu rling
a man_carrying projectile around thc wo rld.tG
While the enginccrs at the NACA Virginia installations hurried their designs,
tests, and plans, and while CongreS'> rcceived Eiscnhower's spac(: bill, the organizational transformation of NACA began. After the White House Advisory Committce on Govcrnment Organization recommended that a national civilian space
program be built around NACA, Director Dryden and his subordinates in Washinglon began planning the revamping that would have to !I.ccompany the reorientation of NACA functions. Dryden called Abc Silverslein of Lewis to Washington
to begin organizing a space flight development program. On April 2, as part
or his space messag(: to Congress, Eisenhower instructed NACA and Ihe Defense
Department 10 review the projects then under AR PA 10 determine which should
be transferred to the new civilia n space agcncy. N ACA and Defense Departm(:nt
r(:prcscntati,'cs, in consultation II ith Bureau of the Budgel officials, reached tentath·e agreemenl~ on the disposition of praclieally all the projttts and facilities in
qU(:Stion, with the notable execption of man ned space flight. In accordance
with Eiscnhowc r'~ dircclivc that NACA " describe the internal organiz.'ltion, management structure, staff, fa cilities, and funds which will be required," NACA set
up an ad hoc committee on organization under the chairma nship of Assistant Director Ira Abbott.':
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M... N IN SI·... C.: Soo:-n:sT?
Officially NACA still was acting as consultant and tester for the Air Force
and indust')' on spaeecr:tft design and development. ARDC had sent its abbreviatcd de\clopment plan for a manned orbital capsule, based on conclusions
reached at the Ballistic l\Iissilc Division conference, to Headquarters USAF on
Mareh 14. Fi\'e da ys kiter Air Force Under Secretary Marvin A. Maclntyrc
requcsted $133 million frOIll AR PA for Illanned o;atellite development during
fiscal year 1959. On the )t.'I IllCday that Eiscnho\\er proposed the civilian agene)
to Congres.~, General White, Air Force Chid of Staff, secured approval for a manin.space project from the J oint Chids of Starr. Despite the introduction of the
administration bilt in Cong rc.~ and the rcsultant tabling the next month of the
Prol>oscd agreement between White and Hugh Dryden for a joint Air ForceNACA manned sa tellite project, NACA con tinued to furnish advice and informa·
tion to thc Air Force."
T hroughout most of April, representatives from the "anous offices within
ARDC, formin g a " Man-in-Space Task Force" at the Ballistic Missile Division,
worked on an " Air Force Manned Military Sp.'Ice System Developmcnt Plan,"
Thc final goal was to "achieve an earl)' capability to land a man on the moon
and return him safely to earth.'" The fi rst of four phases, called "Man-in.SpaccSoonest," in\'oh'ed orbiting a ballistic capsule, first carrying instruments, then pri.
mates, and finall y' a man. In the ~econ d phase, "Man·in·Space·Sophisticated ,"
a heavier capsule, capable of a 14.day flight , would be put in orbit. " Lunar Re·
connaissance," the third phase, would soft -land on the Moon with instruments, in·
cluding a tekd<ion r:\mrnl. Thr Ia.<t phase was " Manned Lunar Landing and
Return," wherein primates, then men, wouid be orbited a.round the Moon, landed
on its surface, and returned s,\fd y. The whole u'ndertaking was supposed to cost
SI.5 billion, a le\'d of financial support that should complete the program by
the end of 1965. The TIlOr.Vanguard, the Thor with a flu orine upper stage,
and a "Super Titan" topped by fluorine second and third stage" would be the
launch \'ehicles. ·~
The detailed designs and procedures for the Man·in·Space.Soonest portion
of the long-range program wcnt to Headquan c11i USAF on May 2. Based on
·n)or. 117 L, Thor· Vanguard, and Thor-flu ori ne booster combinations, the "Soonest" concept posited a manned orbit of Earth on thc tenth launch of the T horfluori ne system, in October 1960. ~o
Meanwh ilc, on April 30, the contractor team of Aveo and Convair, which,
since the Sputniks, had spent more time and money on manned satcllitc design
than other industrial finns, presented 10 the Air Force a highly detailed propoo;.ll
for development of a "minimum" vehicle. Featuring the " bare" Atlas, the basic
" one and one·half stage" ICBM with no second stage, thc Avco-Convair approach
would orbit a man inside a sphere weighing 1500-2000 pounds. The steel·me~h
drag brake, a metallic, inverted parachute, wou ld be uscd Jor atmospheric entry,"
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Specialists at the Ballistic Missile Div i~ion concluded that using the " bare" Atlas
would savc onl y thrce or four months of develo pment time, thai it would necessitatc an undesirably low orbital altitude, that it ignored the prospecl of dangerously
high reentry g forces following an "abort" with whal wa~ essen tially a single.stage
booster, and that it prescnted little "growth potential," in contrast to the Thorfluorine system."' As earl y:l.s March, moreover, ARDC's ad\-isers in NACA, led
by Maxime Faget, had criticited the com plex drag-brake appa rat us as "poor policy
Ihal might interfere with the e:l.rly completion of the program as well as being a
totally unnoccssary de vice," ,,'
Howe"er, Air Force Vicc Chief of Staff LeMay, whose directive back in February had accelerated the propnscd military manned satellite project, now ordered
a reevaluation of the A"co-Convair scheme. Lc~hr fclt this was possibly a
cheaper way to get a man into sp.lce than Man-in-Space-Sooncst, which called
for an expenditure of morc than $100 million for fiscal 1959. On May 20,
Lieutenant General Samuel E. Anderson, Commander of ARDC, replied that
in view of a general lack of confidence within ARDC in the Avco metal shuttlecock
device, the ,\ ir Force shou ld pursue the ?>.{an-in-Space-Sooncst approach. LeMay aeceptcd th is reeommenda t ion.~ ' Henceforth, although there would be
significant amendments to ?>.hn-in-Space-Soonest, the Air Force's own plan
would encounter diminishing competition from would-be contractors' alternatives.
While Anderson was discouraging LeMa)"s intcrest in Ihe Avco-Convair proposaJ, General Schricver, Commander of the B..lllistic Missile Division, wrote Anderson that his office was ready to proceed wi th a manned orbital project ; the
seleclion of a capsule contractor awaited only allocation of sufficient funds. But
ARDC still could not secu n: full authori~"\tio n from the f\d \'a need Raea rc.h rrojects Agcncy, under which the Air Force would have to fund a project 10 put a
man in orbit. ARPA had skctched the Soonest plan before the National Securit y
Council Planning Board, which supposedl)' had a "feeling of great urgency to
ac hieve . . . Man-in-Space-Soonest at the earliest possible da te." But ARPA
Director Johnson still shrank from the initial $ IOO-million-plus request contained
in the program outline."-'
The main trouble was the high cost of maling thc intermediate-range Thor
with 1171... and Vanguard second stages, developing an en tirely new rocket with
a fluorine powerplant, and carrying out perh:l.~ as man y as 30 development
flights before trying to orbit ;1 m:l.nned cap~uJc.M L:l.te in M ay, Air Forcc Under
Secretary Macint yre and Aso;i~t:l. nt Secretary Richard E. Horner suggested that
making the Atlas a carrier for man ned flight mig ht cut program costs below the
$ 100 million mark. ARDC then had its Ballistic Missile Division prcpare an
alternative ap pro.lch for Man-in-Space-SoonesL The BMD answer was that
using the Atlas would mean reducing the orbital altitudc of the 2000-3000-pound
capsule from about 170 miles to about liS miles. This in turn would mean that
voice contact would be lost for long periods unloo more orbital tracking stations
were built around the globe. Despite these reservations, on Junc 15, the Ballistic
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Missile Division sent to Washington a revised d evelopment plan for orbiting a
man in an Atlas-boosted ballistic capsule by April 1960 at a tOial cost of $99.3
million. The next day ARPA gave its approval to the revised "Soonest" plan
and authorized the Air Force to proceed with study contracts on the life support system of the proposed manned capsule. The Wright Air Development
Center let two concurrent three-month study contracts, at $370,000 each, to North
American Aviation and General Electric, which were to design the space cabin
and ecological mechanisms and build "mocku ps"- full -scale working modelsof the capsule interior.~'
By late June, with the reworked version of the space bill proposed by the
Eisenhower administration almost ready to be \'oted on in Congress, it was
apparent that the Air Force was in much more of a hurry to hurl a man into
orbit than was ARPA. The new Defense Department agency remained reluctant to commit hea\'y financing to a project that might well be abandoned or
transferred when the civilian space organization proposed by Eisenhower came
into existence. Throughout J une and into July, an ARPA Man in Space Panel,
headed by Samuel B. Batdorf, received briefings and proposals from the Air
Force and in turn reported to Herbert F. York, chief scientist in ARPA. Bul
during these weeks Faget , serving as the regular NACA representative on the
ARPA panel, began to detect a definite change in the attitude of ARPA personnel toward NACA. The essence of this change, according to Faget, was the
growing belief that now perhaps ARPA should give more advice to NACA on
space technology than vice versa, as had been the case. For example, York
recommended to Johnson that NACA Director Dryden's "personal concurrence"
be obtained before any Air Force man-in-space program was lormally approved
by ARPA'"
On June 25 and 26, the ARPA Man in Space Panel sponsored a meeting in
Washington for representatives from Headquarters ARDC, the Ballistic Missile
Division, Com'air, Lockheed, Space Technology Laboratories, and NACA. The
meeting was called to resolve such outstanding questions as the relationship
between payload weight and the lifting capabilities of various booster s)'stems,
booster reliability, and ablation versus heal sink thermal protection techniques.
The gathering produced little specific technical agreement. Into July, ARPA
continued to hold back adequate "go-ahead" funds for a full-lledged Air Force
effort to send a manned vehicle into orbi!."
NACA MAKES READY
Throughout the spring and into the summer of 1958, as the administration
bill made its way through Congress, NACA had given its full participation and
support to the man-in-space planning sessions of ARPA and the Air Force. But
at the same time the research engineers at Langley and on Wallops Island were
pushing their own studies. They could see the 0PP0rlunity to carry out a manned
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sate!lite project coming their way. 8 ) earl) spnng all NACA laboratori~ were
urge ntly engaged in b.1Sic studies in such areas as propulsion, spacecraft configuration, orbit and reco,-er),. guidance and control, s tructu r~ and materials,
instrumentation, and aerodynamic heating. Ames and Langley researchers were
conducting wind tunnel experimcnts and rocket launches with models of orbital
vehicles.to
At the Langley laboratory, proponents and would-be managers of a manned
sp.1ce night program studied the nonlihing ap proach to orbital circumnavigation,
refincd this concept, tested it, restudied it, and invcnted new ways to prove hardW;lre feasibility and reliability. Floyd L. Thompson, Associate Director of Langley
and Acting Din::ctor most of the time, ga,'e Robert Gilruth the go-a head for
manned satellite work. In tum, Gilruth g:l.\"e a free hand to PARD Chief J oseph
A. Shorta l, Fn,!:"et, Purser, Charles Mathews., Alan B. Kehlet, Willard S. Blanchard, J r., Carl A. Sandahl, and others at the Virginia laborator}'. ~1
The starch for better experimental mcthods in manned 5.1tellite research
produced 01 concept by Purse r and Faget for a new tcst roc ket which would
employ a clustcr of four solid-propellant Sergunt rockets 10 provide a high
initial thrust. Fired almost vertically and unguided except for large stabilizing
aerodynamic fins, the rocket would be an inexpensive me.1ns of testing full-scale
models of spacecraft in the most critical phases of an orbi tal mis.~on -Iaunch,
abort, and escape at different speeds and under different stresses, parachute
deployment, and recovery. Such a vehicle could also "toss" a man in a ballistic
capsule to an altitude of perhaps 100 miles. Late in February, Purser and raget
received a job order and authorization to proceed with design work on the test
roc kel, whieh at that time they cailed " High Ride." '.'
Another experimental technique devised by the PARD engineers was a full ·
scale "capsule simulator." It was designed to test the practicability of controlling
thi: attitude of a ballistic "ehide manually by activating air jets mounted on its
body, similar to the method that would be lIsed to control the X- 15 at the peak
of its trajectory. In March, Purser and severnl ot hers in PARD put into operation a crude simulator rig featuring a small bed covered by a tcnt and attached
to a pendulum. The pendulum permitted an oscillation period of two to four
stconds., during which the "pi lot" attempted to realign the simulator by firing
the air jets. Throughout the spring Langley test pilot Robert A. Champine,
Purser, and others took turns riding the simulator. Frequently modified and
improved, it provided useful data on spacecraft reaction eontrols.°'
.Meanwhile Faget and his coworkers were steadily modifying the manned
ballistic satellite design itself. Almost from the beginning of their design studies
and tesL~, Illte in 1957, the)' had assumcd that a ballistic vehide should enter the
atmoc;pherc at an attitude 180 degrees from that of launch, so the g forces would
be imposed on the front of the body under both acceleration and deceleration.
The "tail" of the capsu le when it went into orbit would become its "nose" during
reen try. Their original capsule configuration-a squat, domed body with a nearly
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flat heatshidd-resembled the Mark II missile w.lrhead. The bod) was reeessed
slightly from the perimeter of the heatshicld, leaving a narrow lip that the::oretieaily
would deflect the airflow in such a way a<; to minimize heat tra nsfer to the after
portion. But moods of this configuration tested in the Langley free-spinning
tunnel pro\ed dynamically unstable at subsonic speeds. The Faget group then
lengthened the cap,ule fusebge and eliminated the hcabhicld lip . By ~tarch 1958,
the Langley ballistic \'ehicle, a~ dc~ ribed by Faget, Garland, and Buglia at the
\mcr; Con ference on High-Speed Aerodynamics, was an elongated cone. This
design contrasted sharply with the configuration sketchcd earlier that month at
the \RDC working conference in Los Angeles- a rather deep dome, the rounded
frol1l end of which was the heati,hicld. ~ '
The elongated cone provided d) namic stability during the blazing period
of reentry, but te~ts in the II-inch hypersonic tunnel and other tunnels at Langler
showed that too much heat would bc transferred by turbulent convection to its
afte::rbod y. Uesidcs thermodynamic considerations, the NACA pbnners could
not figure ('Iut how to fit into the top parI of the cone Ihe two parachutcs ncecs~ary for its recovery. The Virginia designcrs next tried a conicalnosc shape, the::11
a rO\lnded one with a ~ hort cylinder attached to it, but the problcmsof heat transfer
from the heatshicld and insufficient space for parachute packaging remained for
both of these configurations. It wa~ late summer 1958 before the L1.ngkr-PARD
re(('archers had ~ettled on a capsule design combining the advantages of maximum
stabilit y in a nOll lifting body, rdatively low afterbody heating, and a suitable
parachute compartment. This W;'lS the sIlaJX that became the basis of the:: Mercury
space::cr,\ft-a blunt face, a frustum, or truncated cone, and a cylinder mounted
atop the fru~lUm. The completely Aat heatshield had been discarded because it
trappcc too much heal , while a rounded face only incre::ased heat transfer. The::
design uitim;'ltely chosen featurw. a hcatshield with a diamete::r of 80 inches, a
radius of CUrl';'Itllfe of 120 inches, and a ratio of \.5 be;ween the:: radius of the::
curve and the diameter of the s hield.~ This heatshield design, as worked out
by William E. Stoncy, Jr., of PARD al Langler, and confirmed by Ah'in Seiff,
Thomas 1'\. Canning, and other member; of thc Vehiclc Environment Divi.<;ion at
.\mes, got rid of a maximum amO\mt of heat d\lring reentry.G'
~Iatcrials research continued at Langley throughout the:: spring and su mma.
In the::ir man-in-spaec dC\'e::lopmcnt plans, the Air Force experts initially had
fa\'ored an ablation hI!:aL~ h ield, but their NACA advisers generally felt that the
ablation technique wa~ not yet reliable enough for manned reentry. In March,
1\'·0 of thc most respected engincers in the NACA establishment, Gilruth and
Soule of tangle)', assisud hy ClOlairc Wood of H cadquarters, had presented to
the Air Research and Development Command NACA's design conce::pts for
manned orbital flight, including use of the he::at ~i nk on a blunt body as the best
thermal protection procedure. The question remained open, howcvcr. In June,
the:: Wright Air Development Center, the Ballist ic Missile Division, and NACA
agreed to undertake joint investigation of heatshicld materials, the objccth'e being
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to compile a suffi cient quantity of data for ARDC to make a decision bttween
heat sink and ablation methods within three months. 11
Considering the unreliability common in early ballistic missiles, and
cspttially the widespread lack of confidence in the hard-pushed Atlas., some fast
and almost foolproof means of escape would bt essential to any launch system
for m:lnned ~ paee Oight. The Air Force man-in-space designs had included an
e;t:l pe mtthanism with Illany mO\'ing paris and a degree of complexity unacceptable to the NACA engineers. The Air Force plans envisioned a pusher rocket
e.-.cape ~ys((~ m . meaning that a rocket or rockets would fi re at the base of the
ca psule 10 hurl it clear of the booster. The PARD rocket experts, again led by
Fase!, rejecu:d this :lpproaeh and began working on a solid-fueled tractor escape
rocket. 11lis would be mounted abo\'e the capsule and would pull it upward
and away from :l faulty launch \'ehicle. By the end of August 1958, Willard
Bbnchard and Sherwood Hoffm an of PARD, working on plans and suggestions
hurriedly m:lde by Fage! :lnd Andre 1- Meyer, Jr., had drawn designs for the
CSC:lpe rocket and tower. consisting of a slender rocket cas('; and nozzk and three
thin ~tru ts h stencd to the cylinder of the capsule. The Wallops Island engineers
already were phnning a series of test firings of the awkward-looking escape
mechan ism, using "boilerplate" capsules, or full-scale metal models."
The solid-fueled tractor rocket with a minimum of components reRected the
Langley-PARD preoccupation with the easiest, most dependable way to get a
manned spacecraft into orbit. There were certain interlocking aspects of the
approach. The "bare" Atlas, the regula r ICBM without an upper stage, should
be the booster. With the ballistic capsule, acceleration forces during launch
would be about 5 or 6 gj on a shallow rcentr), trajtttory, decelcration loads should
not exceed 8 or 9 g. But an abort and reentry after a launch following the steep
trajectory and unbroken acccleration of a. single-stage booster could impose as
much as 20 times the force of gravity on the capsule p~ger. Air Force
planners had considered a. two-stage booster and a Righi profile with a more
~ hallow trajector")" or a variable-drag device like the Avco metal parachute, to
Ie~en the abort-reentry g loads-although by midsummer cost considerations
were pushing the Air Force towa rd the bare Atlas."" For body support, the
Air Force had thought in terms of some kind of rotational apparatus to maint;lin
continuously optimum positioni ng in relation to the direction of accele r:llion.'~
T his proced ure, the NACA cngi ncers felt , was too complicated and probabl~
entailed 100 much weigh t.
.\ 5 .\1an.in·Sp.1ce-Sooncst was taking ~ hapc in late ~pri ng, featuring :l t .....ostage booster and ei thcr a rotatable interior cabin or a rotatable couch, Faget had
another idea. Why not build a lightweight, stationary couch that a man would
lie not on but in? This was the fund amenta l principle behind the contour couch
designed by Fagct, fahricatcd ou t of fihcr glass a t L:lngley, and tesled on the big
Na\') centrifuge at Johnsvi llc late in July." Therc, in what Faget called "the
only tcchnical 'break-through' of the su mmer," Carter C. Collins and R. Flanagan
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Gray of the Navy endured more than 20 g while riding in the contour couch.
Then, said Faget, "we were able to disregard the USAF 'ground rule' (and a ra ther
finnly established one in their minds) that 12 g was the reentry design limit."
The bare Atlas could bc used to hurl a man into orbit, and an abort need not
impair his safet)'."
BIRTH

OF

NASA

Even before the contour couch was demonstrated, the Air Force research and
de\'clopmen t planners also had about accepted the bare Atlas as a manned satellite
booster, rllt hough the)' retained serious misgivings reguding abort and reentry g
loads, orbital altitude, lifting ability, and relirlbility. But by early July 1958, there
actually seemed to be an inverse relationship between the Air Force's progress on
i\[an-in-Space-Soonest rind the progress of thc space bill through Congress. On
July 10, Brigadier General Homcr A. Boushey of Headquarters USAF infonned
the Air Research and De\-elopment Command that the Bureau of the Budget was
finnl)" in fa\'or of placing the space exploration program, including manned space
flight , in the proposcd civilian sprlce organization. Nothing could be done to
release furth er go-ahead funds from the Advanced Research Projects Agency:'3
Only a little more than three months after the Eisenhower administration's
draft legislation went to the Capitol, both houses of Congress on July 16 passed
the 1\""ational Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, creating thc Kational Aeronautics and Space Administration. Despite this long-expected action, there still
seemed to be a chance for i\tan-in-Space-Soonest, provided it could be carried out
at a relatively modest cost. So Roy Johnson and his subordinates in ARPA
continued to admonish the Air f orce to scale down its funding requests. The
Ballistic Missile Division replied that a fiscal 1959 budgetary allotment of only
$50 million, the latest figure suggested by ARPA, would delay the first manned
orbital launch untillale 1961 or early 1962. In its sixth development plan for
~lan-in-Space-Soonest, issued on J uly 24, B~D proposed orbiting a man by
June 1960 with the bare Atlas, at a cost of $106.6 million. This was an increase
of $7.3 million over the project cost estimate contained in the fifth development
plan on June 15. Schrie\'er personally wrote Anderson, Commander of ARDC,
that the Ballistic Missile Division was already studying requirements for a worldwide tracking network, that the heat sink versus ablation question was under
examination, that three companies were designing the 117L and the Vanguard
second stage as possible backup systems for the bare Atlas, and that invitations
for a briefing for prospective capsule contractors could be mailed within 24 hours.
Schriever asked for immediate ap proval for Man-in-Space-Sooncst at the $106.6
million level."
In Washington, on July 24 and 25, Ballistic Missile Division specialists gave a
series of briefings for ARDC, Secretary of the Air Force Douglas, the Air Staff,
and ARPA. The ARPA briefing featured urgent appeals for full , immediate
program approval to give the United States a real chance to be "soonest" with a
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man in space. AR PA DircclOr JohnfiOn flatl) refused to gi,·e his go-ahead at that
time. President Eisenhower and his advisers, he explained, "crc eonvinC(:d thcre
was thcn no valid rolc for the mili!;lI)" in manm:d space flight. NACA, the
nucleus of the civilian SP.1CC program to be organ ized unde r thc tenns of the
recentl~ passed Space Act, al ready was pbnning il~ own manned s.1tdlite projcct,
perhaps to be executed in conjunction with ARPA, at a cost of about $40 million
for fiscal 1959. Co n ~qucntly, s.1 id J ohn~n, it was futile for the Air Force 10
expect mort than $50 million for the currcnt fiscal year for Man-in-Spacc-Sooncst.
The implication was thc Air r orcc would be lucky to rcceivc c,·cn thal.'"
Eisenhowcr signed the National Aeronautics and Spacc Act into law on Jul y 29,
1958. His action brought into being an organi7..1tion to "plan, di rect, and conduct
aeronau tical and space activities," to "a rrange for participation by the scientific
comm unity in planning scientific measurcments and observations," and to " provide
for the widcst practicablc and app ropriate dissemination of information concerning
its acti,·itic;<; and thc re~ !llt~ therCQf"- in short, to guide the Nation into the Space
Age.'~ Spacc activities related to ddensc were to continue in thc DOD.
There wcre certain basic differe nccs between the final act and the bill that
represe ntatives of NACA, the Bureau of thc Budget, and Eisenhower's other
advisers had drafted and sent to Congress in April. Thesc changes were the
product especially of the ac ti vities and influcncc of thrce men: L) ndon B. Johnson,
Scnatc majority leader and chairman of the Preparedness Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Anned SCJ"\lices and thc Senatc Special Committee on Spaec
and Astronautics; J ohn W. IHcCormack, Housc majorit), leader and chairman
of the H ouse Select Committec on Astronautics and Space Exploration ; and
So::nate minorit) lc;luo;r Styl"", Briugo;:; uF Nt.:w Halllp~h ire, ra nking Republican on
the Senate space committee."
The large Space Board proposed by the administration to advise thc head
of the civilian agenc), gave way to a five-to-nine-member National Aeronaut ie~
and Space Council, charged with adviSing the President, who was to be its chairman. The provision for a National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
headed b)· an administrator and a deput y adm inistrator, rather than a "Space
Agency" headed by a single director was, according to two staff members of
the House space commillee, "a mighty promotion in Was hington bureaucratic
tenns:'"
Reflecting gencral concern in Congr~ ovcr the relationship between
space technology and national ddense, the Space Act ndded a Civilian-Military
Liaison Committee, nppointed by the Prcsidcnt, to ensure full interchange of
information and dnta acq uircd in NASA and Defense Department programs.
Other signific.1nt amendments pertaincd to patcm procedures, authority to hire
some 260 per;on~ exccpted from thc civil seJ"\liec rating system, and NASA's obligation to cooperate with "other nations and groups of nations." ,~
Eisenhower, acting mainly on the advice of K illian, his chief scientific adviser,
passed O\'er the rcspeetcd, apolit ical Dryden, Direc tor of NACA since 1949, and
named T. Kcith Glcnnan, president of the Case Institute of Technology in Clcve-
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land, former member of the Atom;c Energy Commission, and a staunch Republican, as the first Administrator of NASA. DI),den was appointed to the post
of Deputy Administrator. Glennan would furnish the administrative leadership
for the ncw cntity, while Dryden would function as NASA's scicntific and tech·
nicaloverscer_ On August 15 the Senatc voted il' confimlation of Glennan and
Dryden, and four days later the new Administrator met with the Abbott organization committee to review the proposed organization of NASA_O&
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, absorbing more than
8tXXJ employees and an appropriation of o\'cr $100 million from NACA, wa~
beginning to takc shape. Under thc terms of thc Space Act, accompanying
White Housc directives, and later agreements wi th the Defense [kpartment, the
flw.gling agency acquired thc Vanguard projttt from the Naval Research Laboratory; thc Explorcr projttt and other space activities at the Arm y Ballistic Missile
{\ genc}, (but not the von Braun rocket group ); the services of the J et Propulsion
Labo ratory, hitherto an Army contractor ; and an Air Force stud y cont rac t with
North American for a million-pound-thrust engine, plus other Air Force rockct
engine projects and instrumented satcllitc studies. In addition, NASA was to
Itteh'e S117 million in appropriations for space ventures from the Defense DcpartmenL ft • But the Space Act was silent regarding organizational rcsponsibility
for manned spacc Right.
OTHER MEAl'S TO THE SAME END

Besides M an-in-$ pace-Soonest of thc Air Force, thcre wcre two ()(her manned
military space vemu res sceking approval frum ARPA in the summer of 1958. A
rather heated competition was underway among the three armed scrvices in the
area of manncd spacc flight. The Anny's ent ry, much simpler than the Air Force
approach, was supposcd to lih a man into the space rcgion "5OOncr" than Soonest.
Aftcr the Sputniks, von Braun and his colleagues at Redstone Arsenal had had
grcat success resuscitating their instrumentcd satellite project. Now they had
unearthed one of their old proposals for using a modified Redstone to lau nch a
man in a scaled capsule along a steep ballistic, or suborbital, trajectory. The
manned capsule would reach an altitude of approximately 150 miles before splashing into thc Atlantic about the same distance downrange from Cape Canaveral.
The passive passengcr would be housed in an ejectable cylindrical compartment
about four fcet wide by six feet iong, which in tum would be houscd in an inverted
version of the kind of nose cone used on the Jupiter IRBM.·'
The Army tried to justify the proposal partly as a step tOwa rd improving
techniques of troop transportation. But, morc important, such a ballistic shot
supposedl y could be carricd out during 1959; this would rccoup some of the
prestigc capturcd by the Soviet satellite launchings as well as furnish some much·
needed medical infonnation, especially regarding high g loading and the effect
of about six minutes of weightlessness. Initially called " Man Very High," the
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projcct called (or the support of all three sen'iccs. The sealed compartment
would be modeled cle&::iy on the Air Force Manhigh balloon gondola then being
used in a series of record-breaking ascents. In April the Air Force, already
overloaded with plans for its own Dyna-Soar and manned satellite projects,
had decided not to participate. So the Anny had renamed the plan "Project
Adarra" and had begun pushing it as an Army project, with Navy cooperation
expected in thc medical and recovery phases."
The Adam proposal began the formal climb from the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency through the Prntagon hierarchy to the office or the Secretary of the
Army, then to ARPA. It came under very heavy criticism from sources both
inside and outside the Defense Ikpartment. The ARPA Man in Space Panel
unequivocally recommended that the proposal be turned down . Hugh Dryden
of NACA told the House Space Committee that "tossing a man up in the air
and letting him come back. . . is about the same technical value as the circus
stunt of shooting a young lady (rom a cannon . . . . " And Arthur Kantrowitz
of Avco, whose company was still trying to get the Air Force manned satellite
contract, termed Adam "another project which is off the main track because I
fed that weightlessness is not that great a problem.""
On July I I, ARPA Director J ohnson notified Secretary of the Army Wilbur
M . Brucker thai ARPA did not consider Project Adam a practical proposal for
manned space flight. Consequently thc Army could not expect to receive the
$10- 12 million it requested for the " up-and-down" project. Early in August,
Brucker, mentioning that the Central Intelligence Agency had expressed an
interest in Adam, defended the approach as a potential " national politicalpsychological demonstration." Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald A. Quarles
replied that in light of the Soviet achievement of orbiting an animal, the Air
Force man-in-space project, and the creation of NASA, a decision on Project
Adam would have to await " further study." In succeeding months the controversial " lady from a cannon" plan slipped quietly into the inactive category at
Redstone Arsenal."
Still a third military proposal for man ned space night came forth during
the contentious first half of 1958. In April the Navy Bureau of Aerona utics
presented to AR PA the results of its manned satellite stud y, cleverly acronymizcd
" MER I" (for " Manned Earth Reconnaissance"). This approach cailed for
an orbital mission in a novcl vehicle- a cylinder with spherical ends. After
being fired into orbit by a two-stage booster system, the ends would expand
laterally along two structural, telescoping beams to make a delta-wing, inflated
glider with a rigid ncu section. The configu ration met the principal MER J
requirement: the vehiele would be controllable from booster burnout to landing
on water. Fabric construction obviously implied a new departure in the design
of rtentry vehicles. At ARPA's direction the Bureau of Aeronautics undertook
a second study (MER II ), this one to be done jointly on contract by Convair,
manufacturer of the Atlas, and the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. The Convair-
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Goodyear slUdy group did not make its rcpo rt unlil December. .\1 Ihat time
it re~rtcd the feasibility of the lihing pncum:lIic vchiele but relcgated the
inflation of the craft to the postentry portion of the: mission." By December,
ho\\ever, Project :\Iercury already was moving ahead steadily under NASA.
Funds for a :\IER III phase ( model studies) werc not fort hcoming from the:
Defcnse De:partment, and the: intriguing MER concept becamc a little-known
aspect of the prehistory of manned orbital flight.
~rER, sometimes referred to as "Projcct ~lER, " was by far the most ambitious
of the manned space flight proposals made by the military in 1958. It~ emphasis
on new hardware and new te:chnique<. mcant it rcally had littlc chance lor approval
the:n. Conve:rsdy, Proje:ct Adam was not ambitious e:nough for the time and
mone:y involved. Of the three: military proposals, M an-in-Space-Soonest came
closest to full program approval. But by August the Air Force's hope.c. for putting
a man into orbit sooner than the Soviet Union, or than any othcr agcney in this
country, wcre fading rapidly before the: growing conse:nsus that manned spacc
flight should Ix: the province of the civilian space: administration.
NASA GETS TH E

JOB

Aftcr the passage of the Spacc Act on july 16, Killian had requested from
Dryden a formal memorandum placing on record NACA's views regarding a
manned s..1tc1lite project. Two days later, a week and a half before Eisc::nhower
signed the act, Dryden scnt his memorandum to Killian . The NACA director
sketched his organization's extensive research background in such pertinent areas
as control systems for hypersonic vehldes, thennodynamics, heat-resistant structural materials, and the current X - 15 project. Then, in his strongest official
statement up to that time on development, operations, and manage:rial responsibilities, Dryden concluded, "The assignment of the direction of the manned
satellite: program 10 NASA would be consistent with the President's message: to
Congress and with the pertinent extracts from the National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958 . . . ." IT
Like everyone else, including Air Force leaders. Dryden wanted to avert a
potential conflict between NASA and the Air Force regarding manned space
flight. On the same day that Eisenhower signed the Space Act, July 29, Dryden
met with Roy johnson and Secretary of Defense Neil H. McElroy to discuss the
future managcment of manned space programs, but no agreement was reached.
The conferees adjourned to await action from the White: House."
Some time between then and August 20, probably on August 18, Eisenhower
made his decision. Again apparently acting on Killian's advice, hc assigned to
NASA specific responsibility for developing and carrying out the mission of
manned space flight. This decision provided the coup de grace to the Air Force's
plans lor Man.in-Space-Soonest. Deputy Secre:tary of Defense Quarles decided
the $53.8 million that had been sct aside for variou~ Air Force space projects,
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including Man-in-Space·Soonest ( but not Dyna-Soar ), would constitute part of
the $117 million to be transferred from the Defense Department to NASA.
LeMay, Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, then notified the Air Research and Development Command that he was transferring $10 million previously earmarked
for the Soonest project. He added that Eisenhower's action obviously made
impossible the immediate project approval Schriever had urged on July 24. A
sc\'enlh and final manned satellite development plan , which the Ballistic Missile
Division submItted to ARDC on September II, significantl y dropped the term
"Soonest" from its descriptive title."
The Air Force would proceed with its Dyna·Soar project in conjunction with
NASA and later would inaugurate a " Discoverer biosatellite program" based on
the 11 7L system. After August 1958, however, the project to rocket into orbit
a man in a ballistic capsule was under undisputed civilian management, although
It would draw heavily on all three services as well as industry and universities.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration received authorization
to carry out this primitive manned venture into lower space mainly because
Eisenhower was wedded to a "space for peace' policy. He was joined by his
closest ad visers, most members of Congress, and perhaps a majority of politically
conscious Americans. In 1958 there simply was no clcar military justification
for putting a man in orbit." And while there is littlc cvidence on this point,
it may be assumed that the very ambitiousness of the Air Force planners, to
whom the orbiting of a manned ballistic vehiclc was only the first phase of a
costl y program aimed at putting a man on the Moon, discouraged the budget.
conscious Eisenhower administration. Already enormous sums were being spent
on ballistic missiles and Other forms of adva nced weapons technology.
Also helping to influence the President and his advisers, however, was the
fact that NACA, around which NASA would be built, already had gone far in
designing, testing, planning, and generally making itseH ready for the execution
of a manned satellite project. For months re presentati ves from NACA Headquarters had conferred periodically with prosptttive contractors like A,·co, Lock·
heed, and General Electric on such subjects as he:Hshield technology, environmental control systems, and communications requirements'" As early as March
1958, hoth before and aft er the Ames conference, Maxime Faget and Caldwell
C. Johnson, working in PARD, together with Ch3rles Mathews of the Langley
Flight Research Division, had drawn up basic outlines for the manned ballistic
satellite mission, the capsule configuration and intemal equipment, heating loads
and structural considerations, and weight limitations for a manned payload lifted
into orbit by an Atlas. Throughout the spring and summer, Johnson, a selfmade engineer att3chcd 10 PARD from the Langley Engineering Services Division,
continually modificd his designs and specifications for the "can" to be mounted
on the Atlas I CB M .~"
By the end of the summer, experimentcrs operating in the 2000-foot lowing lank
at the Virginia laboratory already were using Langley-made scale models and
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dummies of the ballistic capsule in water impact trials, while other engineers were
carrying out air-drop tests of a boilerplate capsule parachute system over Chesa·
peake Bay. And a group from the Lewis laboratory was commuting regularly 10
Langley to participate in design discussions on all the orbital spacecraft systems,
especially on thermal protection techniques and on the attitude control, separa·
tion (posigrade), and reentry (retrograde ) rockets."
Meanwhile Faget's and Paul Purser's proposal made early in the yur for a
clustcred-rocket test booster to be used in payload design research and in manned
vertical flights had undergone a politic modification. Alter Dryden publicly drew
his analogy between the Army's Project Adam and the circus lady shot from a
cannon, the PARD research team leaders dropped the name " High Ride" and
shelved their ideas for using the rocket to fire a man into space. In August, Faget
asked William 1\-1. Bland, Jr., and Ronald Kolenkiewicz of PARD to prepare
precisespccifications for a vehicle to launch full-scale and full-weight capsules to a
maximum altitude of 100 miles. Only a year would pass before the experimental
rocket went into operation. When it did, the former " High Ride" would have
acquired the new nickname "Little Joe." 9.
.
Only three days after Eisenhower signed the Space Act and more than two
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weeks before he fonnaJly gave the manned satellite job to NASA, Dryden and
several other representatives of the disappearing NACA had testified before the
House space committee on their budget request for $30 million for fiscal 1959.
Assistant Director Gilruth of Langley gave a hurriedly prepared presentation on
plans for a manned ballistic satellite; his remarks amounted to the first open discussion of the tcchnical aspects of what was soon to become Project Mercury.
After exhibiting models of the contour couch and an outdated cone-shaped capsule,
Gilruth tumed to the proposed launch vehide. Here he revealed the fears and
hopes about the Atlas that would characteri7.c NASA's efforts to orbit a man:
The Atlas ... has enough performance to put this in orbit and the guidance
system is accurate enough, bllt there is the matter of reliability. You don't
want to put a man in a de\·ice unless it has a very good chance of working
e\'el)' time.
There are scheduled many Atlas firings in the next year and a half. Reli·
ability is something that comes with practice_ II is to be anticipated that this
degree of reliability will occur as a result of just carrying out the national
ballistic missile program."'
The Main Commiueeof NACA held its last meeting on August 21 and formally
extended best wishes to NASA and Administrator Gierman, who attended the
meeting.'" In mid-September, Glennan and Roy Johnson of ARPA agreed that
their two agencies should join in a "Man-in-Space program based on the 'capsule'
technique." D, They then established a joint NASA- ARPA Manned SateJlite
Panel to draw up speeifie recommendations and a basic procedural plan for the
manned satellite project. Composed of Gilruth, who served as chainnan, and
Faget of Langley, Eggers of Ames, Williams of the Flight Station, and George M.
Low and Warren J. Nonh of Lewis, representing NASA, together with Robenson
C. Youngquist and Samuel Batdorf of ARPA, the panel began holding meetings
during the last week of September."~
On September 25, Glennan issued a proclamation declaring that "as of the
close of business September 30, 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been organized and is prepared to discharge the duties and exercise
the powers conferred upon it.""" In a message to all NACA personnel he added:
One way of saying what will happen would be to quote from the legal.
istic language of the Space Act. ... My preference is to state it in a quite difTer·
ent war-that what will happen ... is a sign of metamorphosis. It is an indio
cation of the changes that will oceul" a~ WP. rlevf'lnp nur capa"iti .. ~ tn handlp. thc
bigger job that is ahead. We have one of the most challenging assignments
that has ever been given to modern man.,M
On Tuesday afternoon, September 30, more than 8000 people left work as
employees of the 43-year-old NACA. The next morning almost all of them
returned to their same jobs with NASA.
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Specifications for a Manned Satellite
(OCTOBER-DECEMBER ] 9!i 8)

" All right. Let's gtt on with it!"
These were the infonnal words of leadership that launched the de\elopment
of the United States' first manned space flight program. They were spoken by
T. Keith Glennan, newly appoimed first Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administ ration, following a briefing by eight civil service
aeronautical engineers who felt ready to become "astronautical engineers." This
was exactly a year and three da)'S after national debme and preliminary planning
had been precipitated by Sputnik I. Glennan's words symbolized the finn resolution of the Congrtss, the Eisenhower administration, and the American people
to accept the challenge of nature, tcchnology, and the Soviet Union to explore
the shallows of the universe.'
By the first anniversary of Earth's first artificial satellite, Americans generally
sumcd willing, if not eager, to accept the rationale of scientific experts and engi.
neering enthusiasts that the new ocean of space could now and should now be
explored by man in person. The human and the physical energies necessary for
man to venture beyond Earth's atmosphere had become, for the first time in
the history of this planet, available in feasible form. These energies only needed
transformation by organization and development 10 transport man into the
beyond.
If these were the articles of faith behind the first American manned satellite
program, they had not been compelling enough to spark action toward space flight
before the Sputniks. Public furor was inspired primarily not by the promise of
extending aeronautics and missilery into astronautics, but rather by the n:uional·
istic fervor and punctured pride caused by the obviously ~pectacular Soviet
achievements. Faith, fervor, and even some fear were perhaps necessary if the
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American dcmocracy was to emhark 011 a significant space program. But the
people most di rtttly concemed with mobilizing the men and the technology to
accomplish manned orbital Oight had first 10 organize themsel\'es.
A

MANSEO SAT ELLITE

PLAN

The establishment of an organization to carry through a mannoo space flight
program depended upon gaining the national decision to create a ~pa ce agency
and then upon definin g Ihe objectives of the space agency as a whole and of its
highest priority programs in particular. In July 1958 legislative debate had
ended in the pass.1ge of the National Aeronautics and Space Act. In August
administrati\'(' power stmggles had abated with President Dwight D. Eisenhower's
appointmenLS and Senate confirm ation of the administrative heads of the new
sp.1ce agency. By September the technical and jurisdict ional questions remaining
to be solved for an operational manned satellite program had been remO\'ed from
the open forum by their assignment to the Joint NASA-ARPA Manned Satellite
Panel. When Glennan proclaimed that thc demise of NACA and the birth of
NASA would take effect at the dose of business on September 30, 1958, there was
reason to suppose that a preliminary organization of the nation's space program
was well in hand. But in Washington there was no clear commitment to the
precise size or priority of the manned program within NASA, because NASA
ilSelf was as yet only a congeries of tra nsferred people, fa cilities, ,md projecl ~.'
Earlier attempLS to coordinate interservice and interagcncy plnns and pro-cedures for putting a man in space had been ineffectual. During the middle of
Septcmber, G!cnnan and Roy 'V . Johnson, Director of A<h"aneed Rc!carch Proj.
ecLS Agency ( ARPA ), had come to agrec all the bare outline of a joint program
for a manned orbital veh iclc based on thc ballist ic capsule idea. A month earlier,
Hugh L. Dryden, the vetcran Director of tne NACA, and Robert R. GilrUlh,
A"Sistant Director of L.1ngley I\ cronautical Resea rch Laboratory, had informed
Congressional committees of their plans for a manncd capsulc and had requested
$30 million to procecd with the work. But only whcn the J oint i\\anned Satellite
Panel was est.:\blishcd by executive agreement between NASA and ARPA in mid·
September 1958 did plans and propos.lls begin to jell into a positive course of
aetion.a
Of the eight members of this stceri ng com mittee. onl~' two wcre from ARPA.
Six had come from N f\CA and werc thc princi pal policy 1I1ake rs who laid down
the guidelines and object ives for the first manned space flight program. This
group began to meet almost continuously in la te September in an cffort to c5lablish preliminary plans and sched ules for the manned s.1 tellite project. Thousands
of seicntiSlS and engineers O\'er past years madc ~iblc thci r outlinc repan,
entitled " Objccti,"es and Basic Plan for the Manned Satcllite Projcct." But
technical liaison belwecn milila!)' and civilian groups on the immediatc working
lcvels providcd thc ~pecific dat a for thc outlinc drawn up b~ thi..; panel : '
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SATELLITE

I. OllJECTI\'ES

Thc objectives of the project arc to achieve at the earliest practicable date
orbital ni$.ht and successful rc<olCl"Y of a manned s:nellile, and 10 im"Cstigale
Ihe capabilities of man in this cnvironment.
H.

~IISSIO:>:

To accomplish these objectin':s, the most reliable al-ailable boost system will
be used, ..\ nearly circular orbit will be euahlished at an altitude sufficientl)'
high to JXI1l1it a 2-1-·hour satellite lifetime; howel"er, the number of orbital
cycles is arbitr:l.Iy. Descent from orbit "ill be initi:uoo b)' the application of
retro·thrusl. Parachutes will be deplored after the vehicle has been slowed
down b)' anodpmmie drag, and recOI'cry on laml or water will be possible.
III. COSFIOURATfOS

t\. ITciliclc

The "ehicle will be a ballistic capsule with high aerodynamic drag. It
should be statically stable over the maeh number range corresponding to night
within the atmosphere. Structurally, the capsule "ill be dcsigned 10 with·
stand an)' combination of aec(']eralion, heat loads, and aerodynamic forces that
might occur during boost and recntry of successful or aborted missions.
The document outlined gener:tlly the life support, attitude control, retrograde,
reCOl"el)', and emergency syqem~ and described the guidance and tracking, instrumentation, communic.1rions, ground ~lIpport, :tnd test program rcquircmenls.
In onl y two and one·h:tlf pages of typ<:5Cript, the "Objectil'es and Basie Phn"
for the manned ~1tellite were laid out for the concurrence of the Director of ARPA
and the Administrator of NAS.\ during the first week of October 1958. Verbal
elucidations of accomp;\IIying charts, tables, and diagram"~, plus scale models
brought along from L.1ngley Field, successfully so ld 't hi~ approach for putting
man into orbit. .\!though the .\ir Force, , \rm~ . and Nal'~·. as well as nunu:rous
a\'iation industry research teams, also had plans that might hal"c worked equally
well, the Nati':)n coli id afford only one such pro:;ram. The simplcst, quickcst, least
risky, and mOit promising plan seemed to be this one.'
The fact that the J oint Manned Satellite Pand \\as "loaded" six to two in
fa\'or of NASA rdkcted the White HouS( decision th at ARPA would assist NASA
rather than wmanage the project. The plans of the p:tncl gavc the appearance
of unanimity among aeronautical engineers on hoI\' to accomplish manned orbital
flight. Keith Glennan and Roy J ohnson were imp ressed by this consensus but
they refrained from making public their comm itm e nL~ for scveral more months.
The tacit :tgreement among the panel members that 110 hasic technical or scientific
problems re mained to he ~h'ed before moving into development an.-J flight test
would be tested by ind u~trial response to Ihe ba ~ic plan. If pTl'vious research had
been sufficien tl y thorough to allow N. \S. \ to htr;ill immediately appl) ing engineermg knowlcdge for the achiel'ement of orbital flight , then the panel's judgment of
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the slate of the aft should be confiml(:d by the aircraft companies. Only Alfred
j. EggeD wished to be placed on record as favoring concurrent developmenl of
a lifting reentry vehide.'
The panel rec:ommended three types of night testing programs. First, development tests should verify the components of Ihe manned satdlite \·ehide "to the
point where they consistently and reli:lbly pcrfonn sali.sf:l eIOfily, and provide
design criteria by mea.'iuring IO:lds, heating, :lnd :lerodynamic stability derivatives
during critical portions of Ihe night." Second, qualification night tests should
determine suitability of the complete \·ehide to perform its specified mission5.
Third, training and pilot pcrfonnance night tests should validate man's "potential
for the specified missions."
In this program, all thrre types of tests will be made "ith full-scale articlC$.
These tellS will be initiated at low velocities, altitudes and loads. They will
progress with a buildup in severity of these conditions until the maximum mission is ruched. In general, development tests will be completed, followed by
qualification tests, and pilot perfonnance and training tCSts. Howcn:r, there
will be some overlap as the severity of conditions are built up in the night test
progmm. The number and type of pilot perfonnance and training fliglllS will
be detennined as the program develops.'
Although the conceptual design and the operating philosophy for the manned
satellite program were remarkably firm at the time of authorization, spcrifK:
technical difficulties in dcvclopmem (Quid not be pinpointed in advance. The
people who would have to solve them were only then being identified and appointed
to their individual jobs. At NACA Headquarters in Washington, Hugh Dryden
had presided during the summer over the metamorphosis of NACA into NASA.
An established scientist and a proven lechnical executive, Dryden had been a
logical choice if not for the Administrator, then for Deput)· Administrator, the
second highest position within the space agency. He must decide how many and
who should move to WaShington to manage the admini.~trati\'e side and to oversee
the engineering work. What proportion of effort and funds should NASA spend
on developing manned, as opposed to unmanned, spacecraft and rocket~? On
whom should the immediate responsibility for tec hnical direction of the manned
satellite program be put? Where should the locus for ground conlrol of manned
space Right operations bc placed?
Tnf. PF.OPU: IN CHARCE

Glennan and Dryden decided many questions of appointment quite naturally
by allowing informal working arrangemenls to become fonna l. Glennan's fellow Clevelander, A~ Sih·erstein, Associate Director of N ACA's Lewis Flight Pro·
pulsion Laboratory, was appointed Direclor of Space Flight Development. Silverstein had bun the technKal director of research at Lewis since 1949 and had
worked dosel)' with Dryden since March and with Glennan since Augusl in plan.
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ning the early organization of NASA,I As reflected b) his title, manned programs per se were supposed to occupy only about one-third of Silverstein's time,
He brought with him from CIe\'dand three othcr scientist-administ rators of demonstrated talents to handle most of hi.~ staff ,,'ork concerning the mnnned satellite
program, which then was a minor ponion of Sihcrstein's rc~ponsibility compared
with his concerns o\'cr propulsion de\dopment, Newell 0, Sanders became
Silverstein's Assist.1.nt Director for Ad\'anced Technology, But the primary relations between Washington and the field activities for manncd space flight de\-dopment were to be handled by George ~r. Low, who e\'entllally became chief
of an OffKe of Manned Space Flight, and Warren J. North, a former NACA test
pilot who al first headed an Office of Manned Satellites, then of Spaee Flight Programs. Dryden and Glcnnan depended heavily upon Silverstein and his aides
for the technical review and supervision of the division of labor among the various
r\,\SA fidd centcrs. But the locus of manned space flight preparations remained
with the small group of Langler and Lewis personnel under Gilruth, the group
tha t had zealously re~earch(",j, planned, and dcsigned what was to become Project
~[ercUl)".

Dryden desired to conserve the character of the three primary NACA centers
as national laboratories specializing as nccessary in applied and advanced research
for aeronautics and astronautics. Glcnnan agreed to assign the large new development and operational programs to distinct, or at lea~t reorganized, groups of
people. The directors of the Langley, Ames, and Lewis Research Centers ~ hould
continue their aeronautical and missile work with a minimum of disturbance while
c:.. panding Ihe proportion of their research de\·otcd to space. NASA Headquarters pr.r.;nnnd, umporarily 1000:lfrri in thr Dol1ry )'hrii"4ln HouSt', across Lafayette
Square from the White House, should hi!: able to coordinate agency-wide activities without too much interference in the high degree of local autonomy at the
rescarch laboratories ncar airfields in Virginia, California, and Ohio,
With the binh of NASA all the formcr NACA laboratories had their names
changed. Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, from 1920 until 1940
the first and only research lab for NACA, became on October I, 1958, the Langler
Research Center. Locatcd on Ihe Virginia peninsula, across Hampton Roads
from Norfolk, the Langley laboratories flanked one side of old Langley Ficld, one
of the pionecr U.S. military airfields; for 10 rears now thc Air Force had calit'd
it the Langley Air Force Base, NASA's 700 ac res there contained buildings and
hangars more pennanent and othcr structures more unusual than were normally
found at milita!)' airfields. On opposite edges of the runways, about 3000 civilians
in 1958 workcd at facilities worth more than $150 million. About 700 of these
people were professional engineers and self-made scientislS whose major tools
were 30 different wind tunnels, Also thcy had experimenta l modds, operating
aircraft. sho p~, and laboratories for chemist!)', phy~ic~, electronics, and
hydrod)'nami cs.~

As a national aeronautical laboratory Langley supported little if an\' "pure"
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or "basic" science, in the sense of iudepcndent individual im'estigations in pursuit
of knowledge as opposed to utility. But it had long provided a world-renowned
institutional setting for " applied science." Both research and de"dopmcnt were
carried on there without prejudice. ,.
Now that the "sky" was to be redefined in tenns of "aerospace," man's mastery
of dimensions at least five times higher than he had ever flown required radically
new social as well as technological inventions. Sil\'erstein was asked by Dryden
to help Gilruth create an cntird)' new management organization, composed primarily of Langley personnel, without disrupting other work in progress. The
Director of Langley Research Center, Henry J. E. Reid, was on the verge of retirement, and responsibility for administering Langley had devolved to Floyd L.
Thompson. Neither Reid nor Thompson was close enough to the manned satellite working le\'CI, whcre evenlS were moving so rapidl)', to assume charge of the
,pecial organization taking shape there.
The project director of the manned satellite program should therefore be the
man who had alread)' directed it through its gestation period- Robert R. Gilruth.
As Assistant Director of Langley and the fonner chief of the Pilotless Aircraft
R(SCarch Division ( PARD ), he had long nurtured Maxime A. Fagct and his ass0ciates, the conceptual designers of the NACA manncd satellite. Aftcr the consolidation of professional consensus at Langley behind the Faget plan in March
1958, Dryden and his Washington associatcs Ira H . Abbott and J ohn W. Crowley,
Jr., had given Gilruth authority to get underway."
Gilruth had come to Langley aher eaming his master's degree in aeronautical
engineering at the University of Minnesota under Professor Jean. Piccard in 1936.
He had been a leader in ~arch during the development of tran.sonic and lupersonic aircraft, be<:oming the man in charge of structurcs, dynamic loads, and
pilotless aircraft studies at Langdy in 1952. During the decade of guided missile
development, Gilruth had served on some six scientific advisory committi::es for
the military services and for NACA. His eminence was widely recognized both
as a scientist-engineer and as a research administrator. Furthennore, he ..... as
eager to continue his leadership of the vigorous group of younger engineers work·
ing with Faget.'"
As soon as Gilruth and Faget returned with Gknnan's \'erbal approval "to
implement the manned satellite project," Thompson, acting director of Langley,
began making arrangements to establish in separate facilities at the Unitary Wind
Tunnel Building the self-appointed group already working on space flight.
Charles J. Donlan, Technical Assistant to the Director of Langley, was asked to
scrve as Assistant Project Manager. Under Gilruth and Donlan, 33 Langley
personnel, 25 of these engincers (14 of them from PARD ), were officially transferred on November 5, 1958, to form the nucleus of a separate organization to
be called the Space Ta..~k Group."
Although the new Task Group was responsible directly to Washington, its
initial composition and actions were left largely to local initiative. The Langley
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group had anticipated by two months the official actions and had discussed
organiution of a "Manned Ballistic Satellite Task Group." Called by some of its
Sttrctarics the "Space Task Force," it had acquired 10 to 15 men from Lewis
Research ~nter when Sih'erstein in july had d irected them to commute to Langley
to aid in working out detailed designs for structure, thermal protection, and instrumentation in the program . This informal Langley-Lewis working arrangement gradually integrated and expanded as the Space Task Group took shapc
through the following year."
Gilruth's authorization gave him two hats: one as project manager of the
Space Task Group, and the other-announced ~[ay I, 1959- as assistant director
of a new NASA "~pace projects center" to be located ncar Greenbelt, Maryland,
about 15 miles northeast of the Nation's capital. In Washington, Dryden anci
Silverstein were making plans for this space development faci lity to accommodate
the NASA inheritance of Projcct Vanguard and about 150 of its personnel, transferrw from thc Naval Research Laboratory. Such a facility might easily double
as an operations control center. At this time the scientific and operational aspects
of manned satellites appeared to complcment the tracking network and instrumentation for the Vanguard satellites. So as soon as the building could be constructed on an agricultural experimental farm at Beltsville, Maryland, the Space
Task Group would move there. In the interim Langley would continue to
furnish lodging and logistic support whik a space flight operations center was
being built. All this was to change about two years later when it became apparent
that the scope, size, and support for manned space endeavors called for an entirdy
separate center.'"
Evclyulle l.u'JIIQ..tetJ with the Space 1'a~k Group in the fi~t ~vcral months
of its existence was too busy preparing and mailing specifications, briefing prospective contractors, and evaluating contractor prop05als 10 take much intercst in
organization charts. A kind of executive committee, forming around Gilruth
and Donlan during November and December, gradually organizt:d itself along
functional lincs. Gilruth and Donlan, Faget and Paul E. Purser, Charles W.
Mathews, and Charles H . Zimmerman formw the core of this first executivc
council. Other senior NACA engineers on the original STG personnel list, men
like Aleck C. Bond, Christopher C. Kraft, jr., H oward C. Kyle, George F. MacDougall, Jr., and H arry H . Ricker, Jr., also played important roles in the initial
fonnulation of the technological plan of attack.
Of the 35 members of the original group h om Langley, only eight provided
administrative or clerical services. Thus, with the 10 additional pcople from the
Lewis laboratory, Gilruth and Donlan had 35 scientist-engineers to assign to
specific technical problems. Those 14 who came directly from PARD continued
working on implementing their designs, as they had been doing for almost a
}ear. Five men came from the Flight Research Division of Langley, two came
from the Instrument Research Division, two from the Stability Research Division,
and one each from the Dynamic Loads and Full-Scale Tunnel Research Divisions.
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Some of these, men like William M. Bland, Jr., John P. Mayer, Robert G. Chilton,
Jerome B. Hammack, Jack C. Heberlig, William T. Lauten, Jr., and Alan B.
Kehlet, had made substantial professional investments in the space flight program
at a time when this was still some risk to their careers. Being a Buck Rogers buR'
was not yet quite respectable.'6
From Clennan's approval of the project until the fonnal establishment of
the Space Task Group on November 5, and indeed for some months later, it
was by no means certain how much support and what priority the manned
satellite program might receive. Some NACA eareerists were hesitant to join
an operation that might easily prove abortive. So far Cilruth had no specified
billets to fill nor any public, formal mandate from Headquarters. He and
Silverstein worked together very closely through the shuttle service of George
Low on Silvrrstein's staff, who divided his time between Washington and STG.
The hectic early days, cluttered and confused, made the future of the Task Croup
appear less than certain. Although NASA Headquarters had received from
ARPA and allocated to Langley the necessary funds to get started, NASA seemed
to prefer the science programs it had inherited along with instrumented satellites.
The Space Task Group wanted full and explicit support of the development
engineering neeessary for a manned satellite. But the members did not let lack
of documented clarity from the policy level dampen their enthusiasm or activity.
Throughout October, trips and conferences by key personnel verified at the working level and in the field what could and could not be done to implement policy
planning in Washington. To many of the younger engineers under Gilruth,
NASA's initial organizational confusion offered opportunity for initiative at the
local level to accomplisl, ,uore tllall dill:ctive; fruill Headquarlcl~ ill ~etlillg all
American into orbit."
In order to avoid the danger of converting the Langley Research Center into
Langley "Research and Development" Center, Dryden insisted that the Space
Task group should be separated from the mother institution and attached to the
Beltsville Center. Some Langley engineers welcomed the opportunity to participate in a full-fledged development program; others, more research-oriented,
abhorred the idea. In managing the Space Task Group, Cilruth had to reconcile
these attitudes, to recruit talent and screen zeal, and to create an organization
capable of developing into hardware what had been conceived in research.
"AEROSPACE" TECHNOLOOY

One of the scientific questions of the International Geophysical Year that had
to be answered before the orbitalmcchanics of a manned .~1tellite could be specified
in detail was: where precisely does Earth's atmosphere end? By late 1958 the
aeromedical fraternity, following Hubertus Strughold's lead, had accepted the
conceptual outlines of "space-equivalent altitudes," with refined definitions of the
"aeropause," as a general biological guide to answer a slightly different question:
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does spac~ b(:gin? But up~r-allnosph~ric studies, hastd on the actual
beha\'ior of the six or !:ight known a rtificial s..1.tcllites plus the data gained from a
f~w rock~t prolxs and about 100 comparable sounding rockets and balloons, were
neith~r definit~ ~nough nor codi fi~d well cnough to plan the prccise height at which
man should first orbit Earth. ,I
The NASA/ ARPA mission specification of a circular orbit to be ac hi ~\"ed by
" th~ most reliable a"ailable boost system . . . at an altitude sufficiently high to
pennit a 24-hour satcllite lifetime" (before thc natural decay. or dcgndation. of
the original orbit bttausc of slight bUi effective upper-atmospheric friction ) had
cardully a"oided a commitment to either a booster or an orbital altitude. The
Space Task Group procecded on th~ assumption that both apogee and perigee of
the manned ballistic satellite should be within the rough limits of 100+25 mib
high. Th~ Task Group chose 100 statute mile; (87 naulical miles) as the nominal
average altitude to ensur~ a full-Earth-day lifetime for the one-Ion manned
moonlet.
The OUler limilS of Earth's atmosphere, where it blends in equilibrium with
the solar atmosphere or plasma, seemed around 2000 miles, and the "edge" of the
ou t~r ionospheric shell was thought to ~ ~rhaps 4000 miles above sea lC\'el, but
these were irrelcvant parameters for orbit selections. I CBM performance data
at that time made it ccrtain that the " most rcliable available boost s'ist~m" could
not boost a 2200-pound ballistic capsule even 10 the 400-or-so-mile "floor" of the
Van Allen belt. ' •
Thc Atlas ICBM was still "the most reliable available- boost syst~m "; th~rc
was as y~t no viable alternative boostcr. All preliminary hardware planning had
becn ba.scd on the ~umptjon thatthc Atla:i would prove its powcr and prowc~
very soon. The NACA nucleus of NASA was composed for Ihe most part of
a~ronaulical engineers, airplane men not yet expert with mis.silcs and rock~ts.
Few of thcm at first fully reaJiz~d how different were Ih~ flight regimes and re·
quirements for the technology of flight without wings.
Since World War 11 winged gu ided missiles or pilotless drone airplanes had
given way 10 rocket-propeUed ballistic projectiles; by 1958 the industrial base and
engineering eompetenc~ for mi.ssil~ry had matured separately from and tangtntially
to the aviation industry.:o If the manned satellite program w~re to become the
first step for sustained manned space fli ght, a new synthesis betw~en science and
~ngi neering and a n~w int~grati on between the aircraft and missile industries would
b(: nttc;sary. "Space sc i~ nce" and "a~ro!i pa ee technology," tenTIS already made
popular by the Air Forc~ , were now in the public domain, but their meanings were
vague and ambiguous so long as they held so little operational content. Silverstein, Crowley, and Albert F. Siepert , th~ mcn who became the fi rst executivc
directors of the top Ihre~ "lin~ offices" of NASA Headquarters, indubitably had
thcir debates on programming operations for NASA and the Nation. But on the
need for new synlheses and reint~grati o ns of established disciplines and industries
there could be no debate. NASA's legal mandate to coordinate and to contract
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for cooperative developmelll "of the usefulness, perfonnanee, speed, safety, and
efficiency of aeronautical and ~pace vehicles" was ~ccond only to its first objective in
the Space Act, expanding "human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere
and space.""
The complex prehistory of NASA and the manned satellite program began to
impinge on NASA policy. It affected project planners as soon as they set forth
their intention to put a man into orbit. Industrial and military investments in
feasibility studies to this same goal had been heavy. The Space Task Group
decided in mid-October to withdraw from all contacts with industrial contractor£
whik finishing its preliminary specifications for the manned s,"ltellite capsule. STG
thus avoided any accusations of fa voritism, but lost about two months in time
before it was able to acquirc the latest classified and proprietary studies and designs
by other organizations.
Three most pertinent examples of industrial research going on concurrently
with government research and leading up to seminal proposals for manned satellite specifications were those studies bcing conducted by the Convair/Astronautics
Division (CV/ A) of the General Dynamics Corporation in conjunction with the
Avco Manufacturing Corporation, studies by the General Electric Company in
conjunction with North American Aviation, Inc., a nd those by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. The CV / A-Avco proposal to the Air Force in April 1958 for
a spherical drag-braked manned satellite was followed by more reports by CV/ A
in June and November, and these proved that the builders of the Atlas were cxploring every avenue for civilian uses of their booster rocket. Convair men like
Karel J. Bossart, Mortimer Rosenbaum, Charles S. Ames, Frank J. Dore, Hans R.
Friedrich, Byron G. MaeNabb, F. A. Ford, Krafft A. [hricke, and H. B. Steele
had a continui ng interest in seeing their fledgling weapons carrier converted into
a launch vehicle fo r manned space flight, cit her with or without an upper stage.
At NASA Headquarters, Abe Silverstein decided early in November to fonnalize
his earlier approwd of Faget's plan for thc "bare Atlas." On that basis a formal
bidders' briefing for the capsuk contract was planned for November 7. Only
after mid-December, when all the proposals were in, did STG learn how great had
been other industrial investments in research for a manned ballistic satellite.~:
Although the Atlas airframe, design, and systems integration had all grown
di rectl y out of Convair engineering development, the liquid-fueled rocket engines
for the Atlas, as well as for the Redstone, Jupiter, and Thor missiles, were all
products or the Rocketdyne Division or Nonh American Aviation, Inc. Hence
North American, when teamed with another corporate giant , General Electric,
appeared also to be a prime contender for the manned satellite contract. The
Space Task Group was only dimly aware at this time of the specifications that
had emerged from North American and General Electric as propo~als for the Air
Force's "Man-in-Space-Sooncst" studies, but it did know at least that its own
ballistic capsule plan was at variance with the "high lift over drag" thinking at
North American.'3
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Back in May 195 7. fi\'l~ months bdoreSplI/niJ; I . J amcsS. McDonnell, Jr., th~
founder and president of a growing aircraft corporation bearing his nilnte, gave
an add~ at an engineering school commencemcnt ceremony. He predicted a
specu)ati"e timetable for astronautics thaI placed Ihe achievemcnt of thc first
manncd Earth 5-..1tellite, weighing four tons and cOiting one billion dollars, between
the years 1990 and 2005 AD. One yea r 1:lIer, in a ~i mil a r address, McDonnell
sagaciously abandoned his timetable and said;
I think it is fortunate that thc Soviets hal'e boldly challenged us in [space science
and exploration] . . . . Their space challenge is a fa ir challenge. We should
accept th i~ challenge and help to II1rn it prima.ily into peaceful channels .

•

•

•

So, fell ow pilgrims, weleome to the wondrous age of aStronautics. May serendipity be you rs in the years to come as man stands on the earth as a footstool
and reaches out to the moon, the planets, and the stars .~'
Off and on since Sputnik II, l\'lcDonnell Aircraft Corporation's Advanced
Planning Group had assigned first 20, then 40, and, from April through June
1958, some 70 men to work on preliminary designs for a manned satellite capsule.
ud by Raymond A. Pepping, Lawrence 1\1. Weeks, John F. Yardley, and Alben
Utsch, these men had completed a thoroughgoing prospectus 427 pages in length
by mid-October 1958. People at Langley had been aware of this \\ ork in some
detail, but when NACA and PARD became part of NASA, a curtain of discretion
fell between them and STG . The McDonnell proposal was r~ polish~d during
Novemlxr berore it took its turn and its chances with all thc rcst of the bidders. ~;
While interested aerospace companies were endeavoring to fulfill the G OI"emment's plans and specifications for a manned ~atellite, a number of men in
the institutional setting at Langley were busily engag~d in final preparations for
the bidders' conferenc~. Craftsmen like Z. B. Truitt and Scott Curran, in the
Langley shops, fabricated new models of both the couch and the capsule for
demonstration purposes. Engineering dcsigners like Caldw ell C. Johnson and
Russell E. Clickner, Jr., reworked multiple .sets of mechanical drawings until
Faget and Ihe Task Group were satisfi~d that thq had th~ a rchitectonic engineering briefing materials read y for their prospectil"e ~pa eee ra ft manufacturing contractors. Gilruth, Donlan , Mathews, a nd Zimmennan munwhile approved the
block diagrams of systems as they e\·oll"ed. They looked o\"er their requirements
for outside support in future launching operations, fli ght operations, trouble-shooting n'SCarch, and crew .selection and training. With el"erything going on at
once among half a hundred men at most, there wa.~ no time now in STG for
.second thoughts or doubts about whether the " Faget concept" would work .'~
Questions of policy and personnel at the lime of the organi?ation of NASA
and during the birth of this nation '~ m<lnned ~ pace night program were affected
~ ignificantl}" by a confliellhcn existing between the experts on men and the experts
on missiles. In the ~yc.s of th~ Space Ta~k Group, the nledic<ll fraternity , particularl)' some Air Force physicians, was exceedingly cautiou ~, wilrreas the Sp<lce
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Task Group seemed overl y confident \0 some t\ ir Foree medical men and some
of their pilots. During the deliberations of the joint NASA- ARPA Manned
Satellite Panel, the contrast between the technical aspects of the Air Foree's
"Man.in.Space. Sooncst" propo&-11 and the Fagel plan sponsored by the Langley.
PARD group had been resolved in favor of the latter. Air Force planners of
Ihe Air Research and Devdopment Command early had accepted a basic ground
rule specifying 12 g as the dClcign limit [or capsule recntry loads. They had
opposed the so-called "bare Atlas" approach, which would carry the risk of im·
posing aecderations up to 20 g in case of a mid·launch abort. As a last resort
they too had turned to the standard Atlas as Ihe moot feasible launch vehide, even
though, Faget believed, Air Force aeromedical experts had not accepted the
significance of the physiological demonstrations by Cartcr C. Collins and R.
Flanagan Gray on Ihe Navy's centrifuge at J ohnsville in July that man could
sustain 20 g without lasting harmful dfects. In calculating the risks in manned
space High t, the group at Langley saw this event as having paramount
importance."'
T o ensure Ihal NASA would have intelligent liaison and some expertise of
its own in dealing with military aeromedical organizations, one of the early
official actions of the NASA Administrator was the appointment on November 21
of a Special Committee on Life Sciences, headed by W. Randolph Lovelace II.
This committee, composed of members from the Air Force, Anny, Navy, Alomic
Energy Commission, Department of Health, Education, and Wdfare. and private
life, should provide "objective" advice on the role of the human pilot and all
considerations involving him. However, NASA and particularly STO would
soon discover certain difficultia with this, as with other, review commitu:a
" having a certain amount of authority . . . yet no real responsibility" for seeing
that the program worked properly."
On a similar but lower plane. Oilruth asked for and received from the
military services three professional consultants for an aeromedical staff. Lieu·
lenant Colonel Stanley C. White from the Air Foree and Captain William S.
Augmon from the Anny were physicians with considerable experience in aero.
space medicine. and Lieutenant Robert B. Voas from the Navy held a Ph. D. in
psychology. Thus both NASA and STG ensured the autonomy of their medical
advice while al the same time they tapped, through White, the biomedical knowl·
edge gained by the Air Force in its "Man.in.Space.Soonest" studies and, through
Augerson, that gained by the Anny and Navy through joint biosatellite planning. ~
CAl.LlNG FOR A CAPSULE CON TRA CTOR

The Space Task Group was ready by October 20, 1958, to initiate the formal
quest for the best builder of a sp.1eeeraft . Si lverstein, Gilruth, Donlan, Faget,
MatheW$, and Zimmennan had decided what they wanted; now the toppriority need was to decide which contractor would be most competent to can·
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struct, at m:tximum rdiabilit) and speed and with minimum cost and risk, th~
first manned spac~craft.
Preliminary specific:ttions for capsule and subsystems werc m:tiled by thc
L.1nglcy procuremcnt officc to ma rc than <1 0 prospectivc firms on October 23,
1958, Thirty-eight of these companies respondcd by scnding re pres~ ntati\ 'es to
the bidders' con ference at Langley Field on Novcmber 7. The briefing was
conducted by Faget, Alan Kehlet, Aleck Bond, .\lI(lre Meyer, J :tek Hebcrlig, and
sc'·cral othcrs from STG and L1llglcy. The \"Croal exchange of ideas at this
meeting was preliminary to corporate ~xpression s of interc~t expected by STG
before mid-No\"Cmbcr. After that the T ask Grou p would mail out fomlal specifications as the basis for bid proposals to be submitted before December 11 , 1958.
After his part of the briefing, Faget was asked by one of the representativcs whether
the retrorock~ts described could also be used for escapc. Fagct said no and explained "hy not. He then made it clear that any altematiw: capsule configurations would be considered "provided that you incorporate th~ r~troroc ket principle, the non-lifting principle, and the non-ablating heat sink principle.":10
Nineteen of thc companics present expressed interest in the competition ; they
wer~ mailed copies of STG's 50-page "Specifications for Manned Spac~ Capsule"
on November 14, 1958. This document, officially numbered "S-6," fomlally
described STG's expectations of th~ missions, configurati ons, stabiliz.ltion and
control, structural design, onboard ~quipm~nt, instrumwtation, and testing for
manned orhit:tl flight , hut significantly it did not deal in detail with reliability,
costs, or schedules for flight testing."'
By December II , the deadline for bid proposals, th~ list of original com·
petitors had narrowed to II ; th~re was a lat~ starter in WinzCfl Research, Inc.,
whose proposal was incomplete. All but thr~~ of these manufacturers had be~n
~ngaged for at least a year with feasibility studies related to th~ Air Force plans
for a manned satdlite. Of the II, the eight corporations with d~epest investments
wer~ A\"Co, Convair/ Astronautics, Lockhe~d, Martin, i\{cDonnell, North Am~ri
can, Nonhrop, and Republic. The three oth~r bidd~rs w~r~ the Douglas,
Grumman, and Chance· Vought aircr:tft companies. Significantly perhaps, c~rtain
other major missil~ and aircraft comp.l nies, like Bell, Boeing, and Unit~d Aircraft,
w~re not reprC5C':nt~d. Bell was preoccupied with the Oyna.Soar studics; Bo~ing
also was working on D),na-Soar and had obtain~d the prime contract for the
~Iinut~man missil~ syst~m; and United f\ircraft sent its regrets to Reid that it was
otherwise de~pl r commitl~d. H Oth~r military r~scarch and development contracts,
such as those for :he XB-70 " Valk~rie ·' and XF- 108 were also competing for the
attention of th~ a~rospace industry.
The Spac~ Task Group and NAS.\ Headquarters meanwhile had worked
out the procedures for t~chnical assessm~nt of thes~ manufacturers' proposals and
for contractual evaluations and n~gotiations. At Langley, a Technical Assessment
Commitl~e head~d by Donlan was to appoint II componCllt assessment teams to
rate th~ contending companies in each of 11 technical areas. The classification
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S)'stern set up by the Space Task Group to evaluate these com petitors for the spacecraft contract illustrated the major areas of concern.
Iktween four and six resea rch e ngineers sa t o n each of the following 1 J components as~cs.~ rnellt teams: s)"'tems integration ; load, ~trll etllrc , a nd hea tshicld;
escape system; retrograde ;'lnd landing system ; attitude control systems; environmental systems; pilo t support and rlStraint system ; pilot displ;'l)'S and navigational
:I ids; communications systems; instrumentation sensors, recorders, a nd telemeters ;
and power supplies. Each :l re:l was rated on a five-point scale ranging from
excellent to unsatisfactory; the sco rc.~ from these ratings were ave ra ged 10 provide
an overall technical order of preference.
All this had to bc done over the Christmas holida)'S and while the Task Group
was moving from the Unitary Wind Tunnel bui lding on the west side of t..1ng ley
Air Force Base to new qU:lrters in an old NACA building on the east side. Early
in J anuary at NASA Headqu;'lTters a similar asst.SS.ment team would gather to
c"altmtc the competitors on their competence in ma nagement and COSt accountability. l-.hcDougall W:lS to be the onl y Task Group representative on the " businG
evaluation" committec. Finally, a Source Selection Boa rd, chaired by Silverstein
at NASA H eadqu:lrters a nd including ZimmenTI:ln from STG, would review the
grading, approve it, :lnd make its final recommendation for the choice of the
spacecraft contmctor....
Althoug h virtually everyone in the Task Group participated in the proc~ of
selecting the capsule builder, there were o ther equally pressing tasks to be accomplished ;j~ soon as pos.~iblc. Procurement of booster rockets, the detailed design
and development of a smaller, cheaper test booster, and Ihe problem of finding
the best "oluntcers to Illan the finished produc t- these were secn as t he major
problems requiring a head start in the fall of 1958.
S HOl' l'll'G

FOR Tit.: BooSTERS

Booster procurement wa" perhaps the most critical , if nOI Ihe highest priority
task to be initiated. Once the Hobson's choice had been made to ge;'lr a manned
satellilC project to the unproven desiJ.:11 ca pa bilities of the Atlas I C Bl\I, the coroll.lry
decision 10 use the most rcl ia ble of the older ge nera tion of ballistic mis.~ ilcs for
testing purposes followed ineluctabl y. While the intercontinental-range Atlas was
still being flight-tcsted, Ihe medi um- range Re<hto ne was the onl), trustworth~'
booster rocket in t he Ame rican arsena l. For suborbital tests, the intermediaterange Jupiter and Tho r hosle l's were possible launch vehicles, but as yet they were
neither cap.1ble of aehiC\ ing o rbital "elocities nor o pcrationall r reliable.u
E"en while the J oint Manned S:lte llite Pa nel ,,'as briefing the admi nistrators
of ARPA a nd NASA during thc fil'i>t "c.:k in October, Purse r, Faget, North, :lnd
Sailluel Ba ld"rf nc~' to Huntsville for a business conference with the Arm~ Ballistic
~ l is<:ilc Agcncy reg:lrding procurement of ];'lunch I'ehicles. Wemher von Br:l \ln '~
people :lSMIred their NAS. \ v i~itors that Redsto nc l\Iis.~ile; cou ld be made available
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on 12 to 14 months' notice and that the Army's Jupiters were far superior to the
Thors of the t\ir Force. Although the Space Ta<k Group had already consulted
the Air Force Ballistic ~..Iis.ile Division, at Inglewood, California, and was con·
sidering the Thor for intermediate launchings, a carefu l reconsideration of the
adaptability of each weapoll sy"tem as a launch vehicle for a manned capsule was
now evidently required. The so-called "old reliable" Redstoncs might ha\'e been
ordered right away. But the question of the need for intcnnediate qualification
i'lnd training flights along ballistic trajectories Wi'lS not yet scttled." So more
visitations to the Air Force and Army missile centers were arranged.
STG's wager on the Atlas was fonnalized by an order to the. \ir Force, placed
on December 8, 1958, for first one, then nine of these Con\'air-made liquidfueled rockets. The Air Force Ballistic !o.Iissile Division, heretofore the only
customer for the Atlas, agreed to supply one Atlas, a C-model, within six months
and the rest, all standard D-modds, as needed over a period of scveral years.
Faget was pleasantly surprised to know an Atlas·C could be furnished so soon.
Having placed its Hrst and primary order with the Air Force, the Space Task
Group went on to decide a month later to buy eight Redstones and two Jupiter
boosters from the Ann}' Ordnance Missile Command. The decision to procurc
both medium- and intermediate-range boosters from the same source hinged
largely on the fact that the Ju piter was basically an ad\'anced Redstone. Both
were Army·managed and de\'eloped and Chrysler-built. To adopt the Thor
would have required another orientation and familiarization program for N.\S",
engineers. so
Informed that the Atlas prime mO\'ers would cost approximately $2.5 million
caeh and that cven the Redstone would cost about $ 1 million per bunching, the
managers of the manned satellite project recognized from the start that the
numerous early test Aights would ha\'e to be accomplished by a far IdS expensh"e
hOOSIer system. In fact , as early as January 1958 Faget and Purser had worked
out in considerable detail on paper how to duster four of thc solid-fuel Scrgeant
rockets, in standard usc by PARD al Wallops Island, to boost a manned nOSe
cone above the stratosphere. Faget's short·li\·ed " High Ride" proposal had
suffered from comparisons with " Project Adam" at that time, but in August
1958 William Bland and Ronald Kolenkiewicz had rcturned to their prcliminar~
designs for a cheap cluster of solid rockets to boost fu ll·scale and full.weight
model capsulcs abo\'e the atmosp here. As drop tests of boilerplate capsules
provided new aerodynamic data on the dynamic stability of the configuration
in free-fall, the need for comparable data quickly on the powered phase became
apparent. So in October a team of Bland, Kolcnkiewicz, Caldwell Johnson,
Clarence 1'. Brown, and F. E. Mershon prepared new engineering layouts and
estimates for the mechanical design of the booster structure and a suitable
launcher."
As the blueprints for this cluster of four rockets began to emerge from their
drawing boards, Ihe designers' nickname for their project gradually was adopted.
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first cross-section drawings sh ow~d four holes up, th~y called th~ proj ~ct
"Little Joe," from th~ c rap-gam~ throw of a double cieuce on the dice. Although
four smaller ci rcles were added later to represent the addition of Recruit rocket
motors, th~ original name stuck. The appearance on engineering drawings of
th~ four large stabilizing fins protruding from its airframe also helped to perpetuate
the nam~ Little Joe had acquir~d.
The primary purpose of this rdatively small and simple booster system was
to save money- by allo ....·ing numerous test flights to qualify various solutions to
the myriad problems associated with the de\"dopm~nt of manned spac~ flight ,
especially the problem of escaping from an explosion midway through takeoff.
Capsule aerodynamics under actual r~entry conditions was anoth~r primary
conc~ rn . To gain this kind of experience as soon as possible, its designers had
to k~ep the cluSI~red boosl~r simple in concept; it should use solid fuel a nd existing proven equipment whene\'er possible, and should be fre~ of any electronic
guidance and control srstems.~·
The designen; made the Little Joe booster assembly to approximate the same
performance that the /\rm y's R~d ston~ booster would have with the capsule
payload. But in addition to being flexible enough to perform a \'ariel), of missions, Little Joe could be made for about one-fifth the basic cost of the Redstone,
would have much low~ r operating costs, and could be dcveloped and deli\"~red
with much less time and effort. And, unlike the larger launch vehicles, Litt[~
Joe could be shot from the existing facilities at Wallops Island. It still might
even be used to carry a man some day.
Twel\"~ companies responded during Novcmber to the invitations for bids
10 construct the airframr of T.inl!' Jne.
The technical evaluation of these proposals was carried on in much the same manner as for the spacecraft, except
that Langley Research Center itself carried the bulk or the administrative load.
H. H . Maxwell chaired the evaluation board, assisted b)' Roland D. English,
Johnson, Mershon, and Bland of the Space Task Group. English later became
Langley's Little Joe Project Engineer, Bland th~ STG Project Engineer, and
Mershon the NASA repr<'5Cntative at the airframe factory. The Missile Division of North American Aviation won the contract on December 29, 1958, and
began work immediately at Downey, California, on its order for seven hQ()Ster
airframes and one mobile launeher.~·
The primary mission objectives for Little J oe as secn in late 1958 (in addition to studying the capsule dynamics at progressively higher altitudes) .....erc
to test the capsule escape system at maximum dynamic pressure, to qualify the
parachute system, and to verify search and retrieval m~thods. But since each
grou p of specialists at work on th~ project sought to acquire firm empirical data
as soon a~ pC6sible, more exact priorities had to be established. The first fli ghts
were to secu re measurements of inflight and impact forces on the capsule; la ter
flights were to measure critical parameters at the progressively hjgh~r altitudes
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of 20,000, 250,000, and 500,000 feet. The minimum aims of each Little Joe
shot could be supp[emenloo from tillle to time with studies of noise le"els, heat
and pressure loads, heatshield separation, and the behavior of animal ridcrs, so
long as the measurements could bc accomplished with minimum telemetry.
Since all the capsules boosted by the Little J oe rockets were expected to be
reco\'ered, onboard recording techniques would also cOnlrihute to the simplicity
of the system. ,n
Unique as the only booster system designed specifically and solely for manned
caplUle qualifications, Lillic J oe was also one of the pioneer operational launch
vehicles using the rocket cluster principle. Since the four modified Sergeants
(called either Castor or Pollux rockets, depending upon modification) and four
supplemental Recruit rockets were arranged to fire in various sequences, the
takeoff thrust \'aricd greatly, but maximum design thrust was almost 230,000
pounds. Theoretically enough to lift a spacecraft of about 4000 pounds on a
ballistic path over 100 miles high, the push of these clustered main engines should
simulate the takeoff profile in thc cnvironmcnt that the manned Atlas would
experience. Furthermore, the additional powerful cxplosive pull of the tractorrocket escape system could be demonstrated under the most severe takeoff conditions imaginable. The engineers who mothered Little Joe to maturity knew it
was not much to look at, but they fondly hoped that their ungainly bastard would
prove the legitimacy of most of the ballistic capsule design concepts, thereby
earning its own honor.
Although Little J oe was designed to match the altitude-reaching capability
of the Redstone booster system, and thus to validate the concepts for suborbital
ballistic flights, it could not begin to match the burnout speed at orbiting altitude
given by the Atlas system. Valuable prelimin ary data on the especially critical
accelerations from aborts at intermediate speeds could be duplicatcd, but Little
Joe could lift the capsule only to 100 miles, not put it at that altitude with a
"clocily approaching 18,000 miles per hour. For this task, a great deal more,
some sort of Big Joe was nceded. A Jupiter boostcr might simulate fa irly closely
the worst reentry healing conditions but ultimately only the Atlas itself could
sufficc.
Therefore, paralleling the planning of the Little Joe project at Langley, a
counterpart test program was inaugu rated by the Spacc Task Group with special
assistance from the Lewis Research Center in Cleveland. Whereas Little Joe
was a test bXlSter conceived for many differcnt demonstration flight tests, "Big
Joe" was the name for a single test flight with a single ovcrriding objective- .o
learn at the earliest practicable date what would happen when the "steel·balloon"
rocket called Atlas powered a ballistic capsule on exit from E;)rth's atmos phere.
Specifically, an experiment matching the \'elocity, angle of entry, time, and
attitude at altitude for reentry from Earth orbit needed to be pcrformed as soon
and as exactl), as possible by a powered ballistic test flight so that designs for
thermal protection might be verified or modified. The Space T ask Group was
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IlI()5.t ,lllxious about thi~; lhe II hok manned '>'"l.tdlite program Wa!. b."l.lanced
tcnl1om:ly on thc ~ta bl c thru ~t of thc Atlas :md thc certain proteclion of the
heiltshicld.
Public C0nccrn (l\'cr whfthrr the NOltion pos~c~..cd an imerrontinental mis~iJc
wa~ allcl'i:lIed on :'\o\'eillher 2R, 19SB, whell an Atlas tim flew its designed
range- more th:lll 6.100 mile;. do,,!! the At!:lll tie i\ li!'.,ilc Range toward tUcen·
,ion 1,!:Ind, Thrce wcck- l:lIer, on Dcccmbc r 18, thc .\t!:ls !'cored again \Iith a
"Ccrctly prepared fir~l i.umch into orhit of the entirc Alias \chicle ( No. IO- B)
a~ a com1Hurlicaii oll ~ rcla y ~a le\litc called "Projcct Scorc,"
Roy Johnson of
ARPA c1aimr!! he I,'a.' ",kepin,!:: mOl'c cOlllfortab l ~ cach nigh I" after thal." I n
tht' mitlq of tl1e-.c dCll1oll,tration ~ of the power of the protot)'PC Atlas, NASA
Hcadquarter, and the Space T ask Group p!:lnned to !:lunch the first Atlas tC5t
for thc spacc fl i1: ht rr~rarn in J line or J uly 1959.
Gi lru th apl>ointed Alec k Bond. the forlller head of the Structural Dynilmics
Sution at Lang lc~', to la ke the reins a~ project engineer for Big Joe, Bond began
to coordinate, wilh a rcal scnsc of urgency, the work of L anglc~' and Lc wi~
on thc prOlOt ~pc capsule :lIld of thc Air Forcc Balli,tic ~Iissile Division a nd
COlw;lir ':\S{rOIl:luliC" on the Atla~ propulsion "I·~tcm, Two Big Joe shots werc
arranged initially, but Ihe seeond wa< to be me rcly insurance against the fai lu rc
of Ihe IITS!. Allhough the Lewis la horator) traditionally had becn most closely
associated with propu l~ion pro blems and therefore was the 10gic:l1 ccnter for
NAS.\'s IIrst experience with brge 1:l11IIch lehicle~. neither LCII i~ dircc tion nor
Lewis propulsion experts were directly illl-oiled, ~ASA ~i rn ply did not hal'e
lime 10 Jearn the intrieaelcs of bunc hing thc At l a ~ itself. Rathe r, Lewis con·
tribu ted Ihe expertise to d~ign the electronic in~tnHllent:lliOH :lnd the lIutQmillic
stabiliziltion and control system for thc boilerplate ca~u lcs being built jointly
by the Lewis at1d Langley sho p!;.
Bond recalled the initi:l l rationale for Big Joe, alias the Atlas ablation test :
At the time that the Hig Joe fli ght lest progl''IIm W:l$ conceil'ed, onl), lim·
ited cxpcrimemal flight tC'S1 data ('xisled on the behal'ior of mate rial~ and the
dynamics of bodies )eentcr;n~ th(' eanh's atmospherc :It hi ~h sprods. Thesc
(lata, which el'oked from the b.,lIistif ll1issik program, wcre uscful : hO\\'cI'er,
thc)' were nOl (Iircctly applicable to thc mann('(1 u tellite rCCntl)' C:lSC bcc:lllSC
of the vast dilTcn.'l1ces in the reenll)' el1l'ironmCI1l cllcOlll1lered ;'ind ;11 lhc
lcngth of time the , chicles were slIbjcct('(\ to the cmirolllll(,IlI, There was
considerable concern rep;a nling the n:ltme of Ihe motions of a blunt body as it
~r:ld\lall)' penetrated the ('arth's atillosphere and helj:ln to deceleratc,
Of
similar conceTll was the 1:I('k of after.bodr he:ld ng measurements an{1 knowl·
edge of integl'it)' of ahlatioll Inall'rials when exposed to the lebth'c!y low lel'('l,
long duradon heat pulse which is ch:II':lrte risti r of the reentry of bodies willI
10\' ballistic par:l.lnctcls , , , (' ntcrin,l{ the ennh's :llIIlosphere al shallo\\ emr)'
angles,':
Although for Big Joe the T ;bk Group could cellter it~ attcnt ion on the capsule,
whc(ea~ for Little Joe it had to de\'clop the boostcr a.~ well, the design and
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de"elopment problems for Big J oe still \\e~ sufficient to cause slippage in the
scheduled launch date from earl)' to !:tIe summer in 1959. T o launch and recover
thc capsule safely would require "ery extensivc familiaril..1.tion with new procedures. Central among the primary objecti\'es for Big J oe wcre the twin needs
to detennine the perfonnance of the thenna! pr()(ection materials and to learn
the Aight dynamics of the sp..1.ce<:rah during reentry. ~lany critical decisions for
the project depended upon early. ~Iiable data 011 the heatshield, the afterbody
radiati"e shingling, and the dynamic stability of the "raindrop" configuration
during Ihe craft's trajectory back through the atmosphere:'
Also necessary were c"aluations of the aerodynamic and thcnnodyn:'lIllic loads
on the capsule all along its Aight path and of the operation of its automatic
attitude control system. But certainly nothing was more important in thc fall
of 1958 than the need to settle the technical colllro\,ersy o\'er thc heat sink versus
ab!:ttion principles for the heatshield. Whether to usc absorbing or vaporizing
materials to shield the astronaut from reentry heating was one of thc fcw major
problems remaining to be solvcd when the manned satellite project was established.
H EAT S INK VERSUS ABL,,"TloN

Since t ~1.e peak heating ratcs for this blunt-body, high-drag configuration .....ere
expected to be one whole order of magnitude less than th~ experienced by
ballistic mio;silcs, no one competent to judge the iS$Ue now considered the "themlal
barrier" problem insoluble. Rather, it had been pro\'en to be no mo~ than a
"thermal thicket." Si nce the mid-fifties, various civilian and military experimental teams had studied the rttntry problems fol' ballistic missile warheads, but
only part of this research data was applicable to the differellt case of the spacecraft. Army and Vitro Corporation Tttntry experiments using ablation materials
(such as graphite, tellon, n),lon, or lucite ) had already demonstrated that Jupiter
nose cones worked quite well as ablators. But NACA preferred to rely on the
successful prior experience of the Air force with heat-sink metals, particularly
copper, for early Thor nose cones. The l1!Sults of these thennodynamie studies in
materials science were contradictory, or at least inconclusive. So the manned
satellite project began life officially in October without a commitment to either
method of heat shielding, but with a definite preference for fagct's prejudice."
Gilmth, Faget, and other members of thc Space T ask Group si nce March
1958 had been leaning toward the heat si nk. A 600-pound metallic heat sponge
might be a little hea\'ier but it would be more reliable than a ceramic heat dis~ipa tor, for the simple reason that there was more industrial experience with
fabricating refractory metals than with molding and bonding ablation materials.
Some officials were convinced by the Navy's successful use of a lightweight
beryllium heat sink on Polaris Ilight test" that beryllium was the answer. The
heat sink method also was thought to have the considerable advantage over ablating matcrials of cre:lting less of a "plasma sheath"- the envelope of ionized air
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generated by the friction of at mCE.phcric braking. Telemetry and communications blackoulS from this phenomcnon might be troubltsome. Pending further
study, the Task Group and Silverstcin dccided to retain the original specification
that a ber)lIium heat<hicld be provided by thc caflliule contractor. Requiring
all the bidders to a~<ume a beT} Ilium shield should give a fairer evaluation of thcir
proposals. Until Big Joe cou ld test the ablation technique, no final decision
would be made."
:\blation technology, imprecise by nature, was neither well understood nor
very highly sophisticatcd as ye t, whereas the melallograph)' of hc.1.t sink materials
was straightforward, and the thennodrnamics of metals was deducible. Fagel
belie\ed there would 1)(: no intrin~i e weight penalt)" for using a metal <hic1d j the
difficu lty of ditching a hot shield without danger had yct 10 be solved. There
was no disJ>O!'itio n to ignorc ablation in favor of heat sink. Big J oe was conCeived to resolve the problcm. By latc l\O\"ember, when A.leck Bond look charge
of it, his presumption was that Big Joe would provide the definitivc tts t of an
ablation healShieid.
Rocketry was not the only means considered for accomplishing h igh-altitudc
qualification teslS al thc beginning of the program. On Ihcir own initiativc in
thc summer of 1958, Jerome Hammack, J ohn B. Lee, Joe W. Dodson, and other
Langley engineers had begun a modest program of parachute and stability trials
by dropping boilerplate capsule models from C- 130 transports providcd by Ihe
Air Force. Balloon flighlS, however, ~emcd to promise cvcn morc effective and
econom ical means of qualifying by "space-soaking" the complete capsule and its
associatcd systcms. From the Montgolfier brothcrs in the l780s to David G.
Simons' Manhigh ascents in 1957 and the contempor.. .,. Strata-Lab proje:ct of Ihe:
Navy, baJlooning had always becn an attracti\'e wa)' to pierce the "ertical
dimension.'G
Believing that the cnvironmcntal condi tio ns at extreme altitude could be
experienced more easily than they could be simulated in vacuum chambers on
E.arth, thc Space Task Group proccedcd wit h plans to launch balloons carrying
ballistic capsulc.~ as gondolas. T ests of instmmentation, retrOrockclS, drogue and
main parachute systcms, and rccovery procedu re.<;, plus pilot orientation and
training, might be done within a yca r's time by lightcr-than-air asce nts. Contracts were let to thc Wcather Bureau, the Office of Naval R esearch, and the
Air Foree Cambridgc Research Center for planning this Right support program. "
No sooner had these feasibility studies becn sta rted than the Spacc Task
Grou p di<;co\"ered how intricate, vast, and elo:pensive had become stratospheric
sOl.Jl\dillg technology in recent ycars. The popular cra ze over Unidcntified Flying
Objects during the fifties had becn ca used partly by atmospheric and cosm i c -ra~
restarcl. with floating ohjecls, enOrnlOl!" :\{~ lar pla~tic g-as bag~ drifting around at
high a lt itud~. I'rcliminaT) balloon flights for the manned 'l.1tellite project
threatcncd to become much morc cxpensivc than had been origina!!)' anticipated."
Contract planlling, boosler procurement, and thc nccd for specialized help
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from the military service.~ were central concerns of NASA and the Space Task
Croup during their first three months of existence. The possibility of friction
in management relations between NASA and the Defense Departmen t was also
recognized as a potential problem. To facili tate coordinated work and plans,
STC needed in-house repn::sentati\'es in uniform. Efficient administration demanded liaison officers to serve a~ single points of contact betwttn STG and
each of the military services, So in Decemhcr orders were cut for Lieutenant
Colonel Keith C. Lindell of the Air Force, Lieutenant Colond Manin L. Rainr.s
of the Anny, and Commander Paul L. Haven_tein of the Navy to rcpon to the
Space Task Group for this fun ction.
In general, relations between NASA and the Department of Defense had
proceeded quite amicably since the drafting of a "i\lemorandum of UnderstandH owever, with so
ing·' in September by the Joint Manned Satellite Panel."
much initiative being taken by the Space Task Group, there was danger that
the conCUITent actions of NASA Headquarters and STG might cause some frustrations and confusions in the Pentagon and among military contractors. NASA
was still too young for its STG to be known. At this stage most of the planning
for budgeting, procurement, tracking, and recovery operations had to be done in
Washington; NASA Headquaners was carefully guarding its prerogative of
conducting interagenc), busincss.S(> Cooperation bl=tween Defense and NASA,
and between STG and its own Headquarters, was good, if not idyllic, during the
first 100 days. Nowhere was this more obvious than in astronaut selection.
PROJECT ASTROXAUT?

Preliminary procedures for pilot selection had been worked out by the
aeromedical consultants attached to the Space T ask Group at Langley during
November. Their plan called for a meeting with representativcs from industry
and the services to nominate a pool of 150 men from which 36 candidates would
be sdectcd for ph)'Sical and psychological testing. From this group 12 would be
chosen to go through a nine-month training and qualification program, after
which six finally would be expected to qualify."
On the basis of this plan, Donlan from Langley, and North in Washington,
together with Allen O. Gamble, a psychologist on leavc from the National Science
Foundation, drafted civil service job specifications for individuals who wished to
apply for the position of " Research Astronaut-Candidate." One of the carly
plans outlined \"eT)' well the original expectations of NASA and STG on the type
of man thought necessary. NASA Project A, announcement No, I, dated December 22, 1958, was a draft invitation to apply for the eivil service position of
research astronaut-candidate "with minimum staning salary range of $8,330 to
$12,770 (GS-12 to GS-IS ) depending upon qualifications." This document
caJled the manned ballistic satellitc program "Projcct Astronaut," and the first
section described the duties of the astronaut:
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Although the cntirc satcllite opCla tion "ill be possiblc, in the early phases,
without the presence of man, the :\5lrOliaut will play all important role during
the flight. li e will cOl1trihutc by monitoring the cabin environment and by
making IlCCt:U.11) :uljustmell1s. lie" ill ha,·c cominuous displa)"5 of his position
and altitude and othel· instrument readings, and will ha,·e the capo1bilil)" of
operating Ihe reaction cont rols, and of initiating the descent frolll orbit. lie
will contribute 10 the operation of the communications s}"5tem. In addition,
the astronaut will make TCSCareh ob5cn.·ations tha t cannot he made by instruments ; these include physiological, aSlI"onomical and me teorological
obscrva tions.·:
Only males between 25 and 40 )ears of age, less than 5 feet II inches in
height, and with ;,t least bachelor's degrees were to be considered. Stringent
profe"5ional experience or g raduate study requirements specified fi'·e p:.ttems of
career historie.~ most desirable. Candidates who had either three years of work
in any of the physical, mathcmatical, biological, or psychological sciences, or
who had threc ye:.rs of technical or cnginccring work in a re5(:areh :"Ind dcvelopment progr:'1TI or organization might apply. Or anyone with three rears of
o peration of .1ircr.1ft, balloons, or submarincs, as commander, pilot, navigator,
COllllllunieations officer, enginecr, or eompamble technical position, would be
digible, as would persons who had completed al! rcquirements for the Ph.D.
degree in any ap propri.1te ficld of science or engineering plus six months of
professional work. In the case of medical doctors, six months of clinical or
research work beyond thc license and inteTll<hip or residency would be required.
runhermore, the job qualifications required proof that .1pplicants had dcmonstrated recently their "(a) wil!ingnClis to accept hazards com parable to those
Cllcounlt:rcd in modem re;carch airplane flight: (bl capacity to IOlerllle rigorous
and scvere environmental conditions; and (c) ability to react adequ.1tcly under
condition.~ of Hrcss or emergcncy.·· The announcement addcd:
These three characteristics may ha\"C been demonstrated in connection with
certain professional occupations such as test pilot, crew member of experimental submarine or arctic or antarctic explorer. Or the)' may have been
demonstrated during wartime combat or military training. Parachute jumping
or moun tain climbing or dcep $Ca diving ( including SCUBA ) whedler as occupation or sport. may have provided opponullilics for dcmonstratiug these
characteristics, depending upon hei$hts or depths obtained, frequency and
duration, temperature and other en\'ltolllllent conditions, and emergency episodes encountered. Or they may have been demonstrated by experience as an
oh$CI"I."er-under-test for extremes of environmental conditions such as acceleration, high or low atlllosl)heric pressure, \·ariation in carbon dioxide and oxygen
concentration, high an{ 10\" ambient temperatures, C(C. :\-lany other examples
cou ld be givcn. It is possible that the different characteristics may have been
demonstrated by separate types of ex perience.
Finally, as a last check a ll ruling out the " lunatics" who might scnd in crank
ap plications, thi.~ proposed plan for astTOn.111l selection required that each applicant have the sponsorship of .1 respon~ible org.1nization. 1\ nomination form
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appended to this announcement \\ould have: required 17 multi-point e\'aluations
of the nominee by some official of the: sponsoring institution.
Clearly thi~ astronaut selection plan was sober enol.gh and stringent enough
to ensure an cxceptionan~ high qualit ~ applicallt, b\lt the plan itself was not
appro\'e:d and had to be abandoned. Prcsidelll F.iscnho\\er during the 1958
Chri~tmas holidays decided that the pool of military teH pilots already in existcnce
was quite sufficient a source from which to draw. Since certain classified aspects
would ine\itably be iO\'olvcd, milita~ test pilot~ could most conven iently s.1tisfy
security considerations.'"
Although some in NASA regrelted the incongruit)· of allowi ng volunteers for
the civilian manned space program to be drawn only from the military, the dccision
that the services would provide the candidates greatly simplified pi lot selection
procrourcs. A meeting held at NASA Headquarters during the first week of
Janua~' brought together W. Randolph Lovelace II , Brigadier General Don D.
Flickinger, Low, North, Gilruth, and scveral other members of the Space Task
Group. There the elaborate civil service criteria for selection wcre boiled down
to a scven-item formula;
I.
2.
3.
4.

Age- less than 40.
Height- less than 5 fee t, 11 inches.
Excellent physical cond ition,
Bachelor's degree or equivalent.
5. Graduate of test pilot school.
6, 1500 hours totnl nying time:.
7. Qualified jet pilot.

When these criteria wert given to the Pentagon, service record checks TCvealed
more than 100 men on acti\'C dut), who ap peared to be qualified. The military
services weTC ple~d to cooperate in further screening. NASA was rcJic\'ed not
to ha\'e to issue an open invitation, and STC was pleased to ha\'e Headquarters'
aid in the selection.5'
Contrary to the feding expressed in some quarters, even among experimental
test pilots, Ihat Ihe ballistic ca~ule pilot would be lillie more than "spam in a
can," most mcmbers of STG belicved from thc beginning that their pilots would
have to do some: piloting, As George Low explained their vie .....s to Administrator
Glennan, "These criteria were established because of the strong feeling that thc
success of the mission may well dcpend upon the: actions of the pilot ; either in his
performance of primary functions or backup fun ctions, A qualified jct test pilot
appearcd to be best suited for this task." OJ Exactly how much "piloting," in the
traditional sense, man could do in orbit \\as precisely the point in issue.
The \cast technical task facing NASA and il~ Space Task Croup in the fall
of 1958 was choosing a name or shon title for the manned ....1tdlitc project.
Customarily project names for aircraft and missiles were an administrativc con\'enience best chosen early so as to guarantee general usage by contractors, press,
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and public. Langley had earlier suggested to Headquarters three possible emblems or seals for the usc of NASA as a whole: one would ha\'e had Phaeton
pulling Apollo across the sky; another would have uscd thc Great Seal of the
United States encompassed by three orbital tracks; and a third proposed a map
of the globe circled by three orbits, These proposals, as well as the name suggested
by Spact< Task Group for the manned satellite project, lost out to symbols considered more appropriate in Washington, " Project Ast ronaut," preferred at first
by Gilruth to emphasize the man in the satellite, was o\'erruled largely because it
might le<"ld to overemphasis on the personality of the man.'"
Silverstein advocated a systemic name with allegorical overtones and neutral
underpinnings : The Olympian messenger Mercury, denatured by chemistry, advertising, an automobile, and Christianity, was the most familiar of the gods in the
Greek pantheon to Americans. Mercury, alias Hemles, the son of Zeus and
grandson of Atlas, with his winged 5.1 ndals and helmet and caduceus, was too
rich in symbolic associations to be denied, The esteemed Theodore von Kfmnan
had chosen to speak of Mercury, as had Lucian of Samosata, in terms of the
"reentry" problem and the safe return of man to Earth."
Had a mythologist been consulted, perhaps the additional associations of
Mercury with masterful thievery, the patronage of traders, and the divinity of
commerce would have proven too humorous. But "Mercuf)'," Glennan and
Dryden agreed on November 26, 1958, was the name most appropriate for the
manned satellite e nterpri se,~s
Greeks might worry about whether Mercury would function in his capacity as
di vine herald or as usher to the dead, but Americans, like the Rom ans, could be
trusted not to worry. On Wright Brothers' Day, December 17, 1958,55 years
after the famous flights at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, Glennan announced
publicly in Washington that the manned satellite program would be called "Project
1fercury." ~~
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VIT
From Design into Development
(JANUARY-JUNE [9$9)

ROl\l dreams into definitions and from design into dc,·clopmclll, the idea for a
manned satellite was growing toward fruition. During the first half of 1959,
the Space T ask Group (STG ) guided the translation of its conceptual designs into
detailed dCI'clo pmcntal plans for the molding of hardware. Creating an engineering program, planning precisely thc flight missions, organizing men, money,
and material to fulfill those missions, and establishing technical policy and mana gerial responsibility were thc prime necessities of thc moment. But this yea r
began Ivith thc rcalization of a Russian "d ream: ' M echla.
On January 2, J 959, thc Soviets announced thcy had successruJl y launched
a rocket toward the r.foon , thc final stage of which weighed 3245 pounds,

F

including nlmost 800 pounds o f paylond instrumentation inside its spherical shell.

The Soviet Afechta , also popularly called Lunik / , was the first man-made objcct
to attain the 25,OOO-mik-per.hour speed needed to bn:ak away from Earth's
gravitational field. By comparison the United States Moon probe Pioneer If/.
launched by a four-stage Jupiter called J uno II on December 6, 1958, had
weighed 13 pounds and attained a velocity of 24,000 miles per hour. And though
it miss«! its target, Lunik / nas hed past Earth's natural satellite to become the first
successful "deep space" (i.e., translunar ) probe and the first man-made artifact
to become a solar satellite.'
While M echta presumably went into solar orbit, and even while many incredulous Americans refused to accept this impressh'e claim, NASA mobilized for the
national effort to catch up with the Soviets ill propulsion and guidance, alld in
progress toward manned space Right . The project named Mercu ry embodied
the latter haU of those hopes.
Robert R . Gilruth and his STG associates at Langlcy, togcther with Abe
Silverstein and others in Washington, plunged knowi ngl y into one of the greatest
engineering adventures of all time. Somewhat self-conscious in the role of mcn
of action setting out to do what had ne,'er been done before , the y tricd to match
means to their ends without too much introspection and by avoiding useless
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.....orries O\'cr compara tivc scores in the space racc. Like all good engineers, they
.....ere also professors of efficicncy. They committed themselves to do their unique
task as effectively, economically, and quickly as po~i bl e. But the inexorable
conflict between thc novelty of the e;>;:peri ment and the e;>;:periellce with no\'elty that
alone can lead to efficiency they had to accept as an occupational hazard . Two
of their ideals--to perform orbital night safely and to pcrfonn it with economywere embodied in preliminary designs for Project Mcrcury long before those same
ideals became obligations duri ng the development of the program. Their third
ideal-timeliness-gradually became cru.~hed between pcrfonnance :md cost
considerations,
In the hectic three months of planning and procuremcnt from September
1958 to J anuary 1959, the original "objectivcs and basic plan" fo r Project
Mercury gradually clarified by abbreviation to an itcmized list. Continued
reiteration throughout preliminary development (january th rough June 1959)
fi nally reduced the aims, attitudcs, and means of the Space Task Group 10 a set
of nominative formulas used again and again as "Slide No. I" in briefings:

Objectives
I. Orbital flight and recovery
2, Man's capabilities in environment

Basic PrincipLes
I. Simplest and most reliable approach
2. Minimum of new developments
3. Progressive build-up of tests
M ethod
I. Drag vehicle
2. ICBM booster
3. Retrorocket
4. Parachute descent
5. Escape system
Red uced to this form by July 1959, the basic doctrine for Project Mercur:
remained essentially unchanged throughout the enti re li fe of the program. AI·
though the managers of Mercury found this a source of considerable pride, the)
were forced to make certain departu res from thei r basic principles and to refine
their methods continually.' The techniques and technology for landing, for
example, .....ere not speci fied this early. The cfforts to ensure a safe lOuchdown,
on water instead of land, became a critical concern over a ),ear later.
BRICKBAT PRIORITV

From thc beginning STG had sought to obtain the Nat ion '.~ highest priority for
the manned satellite program. But the White House, Co ngrcs.~, and NASA
Headquarters at first regarded a.~ equally imporlant the dc\'c!opmclll of a " 10","
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or one-million-pound-thrust, booster engine, and the elaboration of space sciences
through the continuation of instrumented s.l.Iellite programs similar to Vanguard.
Hugh L. Dryden initiated a request to the Department of Defense as early as
November 14, 1958, to put the "manned satellite and the one-million-pound-thrust
engine" in the DOD Master Urgency List alongside the Minuteman and Polaris
weapon systems. But the National Aeronautics and Space Council (NASC) had
deferred this request on December 3, pending a scheduled meeting the next wttk
of the Civilian-Millldry Liaison Committee (Cl\lLC). The Space Council did
recommend that NASA assign its highest in-house priority to Project Mercury.
When it met, the Liaison Committee rtcommended the " OX ," or highest
induStrial procurement priority, for the manned satellite. They assumed that the
Vanguard and Jupiter-C projects would be dropped from that category and that
the million-pound-thrust engine would be assigned the next lower, or a " DO,"
priority.'
New additions to the OX list required the ap proval of the National Secu rity
Council, but earlier that body had delegated authority to the Secreta ry of Defense
to decide on top priorities for satellite systems. Secretary Neil H. McElroy and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff received the Liaison Committcc's recommendations for
a new Master Urgency List on December 17. NASA Administrator T. Keith
Glennan protested to William M. Holaday, the Pentagon's Director of Guided
Missiles and chainn an of the Liaison Commilltt, that not only Mercury but the
big new boo~ter, to become known in February as the Saturn , should have top
priority. McElroy therefore direeled Holaday to review the entire OX category
before deciding what to do about Ihe dual NASA requests for the so-called " brickbat," or highcst, priority rating! Here matters stood at the end of the year.
For these reasons, fin ancial allowances for extensive (and expensive) overtime
work and the authorization for preferential acquisition of scarce materials were
delayed well into 1959. Maxime A. Fagel's optimistic belief before the program
started that a man might possibly be placed in orbit within 18 months, or during
the second quarter of the calend3r year 1960, depended upon Ihe immediate as~ignme nt of Ihc Nation's highest priority to l\[erc.lIry-and an enormous amount
of the besl po5Sible luck! One of the fi rs t official estimates of the launch schedule
for STG, made by Christopher C. Kraft , Jr., in earl y Dttember for the Air Force
~Iissilc T cst Center at Cape Canaveral pred icted concurrenl devclopment, qualification, and manned orbital flights from April through September in 1960}
This "guesstimate" was likewise prt:dicaled on an immed iate Defense Department
order to allow Projeel Mereu!")' 10 compete "on a non-interfert:nce basis" with the
milita!")' missile prog rams in obtain ing critical "off-the-shelf" components, particularly electronic and guidance items.
By the first of the new year, it was fairly clear that the large Saturn booster
would be continued by the Army's Wernher von Braun team and that the Defense
Department was not about 10 release von Braun and his associates to NASA.
Glennan, Dryden, and Silverstein had given Projecl Mercury the highest priority
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within NASA itself, but among ind ustrial suppliers and the Defense Department it
ranked second to several more urgent and competing demands. By March 1959,
definite evidence of equipment and material supply shortages accumulated . The
new prime contractor warned of delivery schedule slippages resulting from Mercury's DO rating. Holaday's reports were favorable toward Mercury, and Glennan compromiscd on thc " IO"-engines." For the Advanced Research Projrcts
Agency (ARPA) had directed the Army Ordnance Missile Command and the
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, respectively, to start independent development
of both a clustered first-stage booster (the Saturn) and a single-chamber rocket
engine (the F- I) able to generate about 1,500,000 pounds of thrust. G
So NASA finally presented a united front with the Defense Department to
thc President and Congressional committees. On April 27, 1959, Eisenhower
himself ap proved the request for the " brickbat" procurement rating for Mercury.
The prime contract and most of the major subcontracts for the space capsule had
been let weB before May 4, when Mercury was officially listed in the topmost
category on the Master Urgency List.' But the attendant privilege of not having
to seek the lowest bidder on every major item bought was probably less important
to the development of the p rogram than the added prestige and support the DX
rating brougbt to Mercury within the aerospace industry and among the military
services.
D uring the first quarter of 1959, confu sion reigned in Washington aerospace
circles as too many missile czars, too many space projects, and too many agencies
clamored for more funds and support. But journalists, scientists, and humanitarians applauded the successes of the Navy-NASA Vanguard II, a tiny weather
satellite; of the Air Force's DiscQverer I , fi rst satellite in fiolar orbit; and of the
Army-NASA Pioneer IV, which managed to duplicate Mechta's escape velocity. As a deep-space probe and the fi rst U.S. solar satellite, Pioneer IV, launched
March 3, was magnificently instrumental in expanding man's knowledge of the
plurality of the Van Allen radiation bclts and of the "solar winds," or radiation
storms, that permeate interplanetary space. Glenna n had resolved to identify all
NASA booster rockets with the name "United States" only, but other rocket
agcncies within the government were unlikely to follow suit. In the midst of all
this, Project Mercury seemed still an obscure conception to the public. Roy W.
Johnson of ARPA called it "very screwball" when first proposed; by the end of
March he said, " It looks a little less screwball now." I
Meanwhile, within STG itself, the most urgent task in getting on with the
program had already been accomplished by the end of 1958. On December 29
the Task Group had completed its tech nical assessments of the industrial proposals
for manufacturing the capsule and its subsystems. Eleven complete proposals
had been received. The narrowing of the field of possible manufacturers was
facilitated by the fact that so many alternate configurations were submitted. Fagct
had invited the bidders " to submit alternate capsule and configuration designs
if you so desire, provided that you incorporate the retrorocket principle, the non-
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lifting principle and the non-ablating heat sink principle. You arc not limited to
this particular approach only.'"
But some of thc bidders had taken him altogether too literally in this statement.
AWARDI NG Til E PRIM E CoNTRACT

During the first week in January, another group of me::n, led by Carl Schreiber
at NASA Headquarte::rs, evaluated the procurement aspect!> of thc com petitive
propos.1ls. This Management, Cost, and Production Assessment Committee was
requirtd to rank only eight companies, because four had been disqualified on
purely technical grounds. By January 6, four companics were reported to the
Source:: Scle::ction Board as having outstanding management capabilities for the
prime:: contract. But in the final analysis Abe Silverstein and the six members of
his board had to decide between only two firms with substantially equal technical
and managerial excellence; Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation and.
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. The NASA Administrator himself eventually
e:::l:plained the principal reaSOn for the final choice:
The TCason for choosi ng McDonnell o\·cr Grumman was the fact lhal
Grumman was heavily loaded with Navy projects in the conceptual 5tage. It
did not appear wise. 10 select Grumman in vicw of its rclati\·ely tight manpower
situation at the time, particularly since that situation might be reflected in a
slow start on the capsule project regardless of priority. ~Iorco\'er, serious
disruption in scheduling Navy work might occur if the higher priority capsule
rroject were awarded to Grumman.' o
NASA infomled McDonndl on January 12 that it had been chosen the:: prime
contractor for the Mercury spacecraft . Contract negotiations began immediatdy ;
aher thrte more weeks of " 'orking out the legal and technical details, the stickiest
of which was the fee, the corporation's founder and prc::sidcnt, Jamc::s S. McDonneil, Jr. , signed on February 5, [959. three originals of a contrac!." This document provided for an c::stimatcd cost of S 18,300,0CI0 and a fee of S I, [50,0CI0. At
the time, it was a small part of McDonnell 's business and a modest outlay of go'.emment funds, but it officially sc::t in motion what eventually became one of the
largc::st technical mobilizations in American peacetime history. Some 4000 supplie~, including 596 direct subcontractors from 25 states and over 1500 second· tier
subcontractors, soon came in to assist in the supply of parts for the capsule alone."
The prime contract was incompletd y entitled " Research and Development
Contract for Designing and Furnishing Manned Satellite Capsule." The omis~ion of an article before the word "manned" and the lack of the plural form for
the word "capsule" prefigurcd what was to happen within the next five months.
The original contract began e\"olving with the program, SO that instead of 12
capsules of identical design, as first specifie::d, 20 spacecraft, e::ach individually
dc::signecl for a specific mission and each only superficially like the others, were
produced by McDonnelL Contract change proposal~, or "CCPs," as the), were
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known, quickly grew into supplemental agreements that were to overshadow the·'
prime contract itself. 10
The relative roles of STG and McDonnell engineers in pushing the state
of the art from design into con~truction are difficult to assess. Cross-fertilization
of ideas and, after the contract was awarded, almost organically close teamwork
in implementing them characterized the STG-McDonncll relationship. For a
year before the company's sclection as prime contractor, original design studies
had been carried on with company funds. From a group of 12 engineers led by
Raymond A. Pepping, Albert UISCh, Lawrence M. Weeks, and john F. Yardley in
january 1958, the Advanced Design section at McDonnell grew to about 40
people by the time the company submitted its proposal to NASA. The proposal
itself stated that the company already had invested 32 man-years of effort in
the design for a manned satellite, and the elaborate three-volume prospectus
amply substantiated the claim."
In STG's 50-page sct of final "Specifications for a Manned Space Capsule,"
drawn up in November, Faget and associates had described in remarkable
detail their e.xpectations of what the capsule and somc 15 subsystems should be
like. Now the M cDonnell production engineers set about expanding the preliminary s pecification~, filJing gaps in the basic design, preparing blueprints and
specification control drawings, and retooling their factory for the translation of
idea.~ into tangible hardware.
Specification S-6 had enjoined the contractor It)
provide at his plant as soon as possible a mockup, or full·scale model made of
plywood and cardboard, of the capsule system. With high expectations the
Task Group awaited March 17 , the date by which M cDonnell had promised to
have ready their detailed specifications and a dummy Mercury capsule and
escape tower. " But the debut was not to be achieved easily.
Before the company could finish building the mockup, at least two technical
questions affecting the configuration had to be resolved: one was the type of
heatshield to be used ; the other was the exact design for the escape system. A
third detail, the shape of thc antenna canister and drogue chute housing atop the
cylindrical afterbody, was also tentative when STG and McDonnell engineers
began to work together officially on january 12, 1959. '"
H EATSHIEt.D RESOLUTIO:-;'

T o begin with, all capsuJc proposals had been evaluated on the basis of a
beryllium heat sink, but the search for an ablating heatshicld continued concurrently. George M. UlW reported thc tentative re."0lution of this conflict in
late january :
At a meeting held at Langley Field on Janual)' 16 (attended by Drs.
Dryden and Silvcr;tcin ) , it was dedded to negotiate with ~lcDonnell to design
the capsule so that it can be fined with either a beryllium heat sink or an
ablation heat shield. It was further derided tbat ;\-IcDonncll should supply
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a specified number (of the order of eight) ablation shields and a specified
number (of the order of six) beI)·lliutll heat sinks. It is anticipatcd that
flights with both types of heat protection will be made . . . . In case of a
recovcry 011 land, the capsule with a bel)·lIiurn heat sink will require c:ooling;
this is accomplished by circulating air either between the heat sink and the
pressure vessel, or by vcntilating the prcssure vessel after impact."

Regarding the escape system, McDonnell's propos."li had carefully weighed
the relative merits of STG's pylon, or tower, type of tractor rocket with the alternative idea, which used three sets of dual-pod pusher rockets, similar to JATO bottles, along either side of three fins at the base of the capsule. l\lcDonncll chose the
latter system for its design propo.~al, but the STG idea prevailed through the
contract negotiations, because the Redstone was calculated to become aerodynamically unstable with the pod-type escape system, and the Atlas would likely
be damaged by jettisoning the pod fins.' 3 The escape system for an aborted
launch was intimately interrelated with the problems of the heatshield and of the
nonnal, or nominal, landing plans. By mid-March Robert F. Thompson's detailed
proposals for a water landing helped clarify the nature of the test programs to be
conducted.
While McDonnell agreed to design the capsule so that it COuld be fitted alternatively with either a beryllium heat sink or an ablation heatshicld, the prime contractor farmed the fabrication of these clements to three subcontractors; Brush
Beryllium Company of Cleveland was to forge six heat-sink heatshields; General
Electric Company and Cincinnati Testing and Research Laboratory ( CTL )
were to fabricate 12 ablation shields. The Space Task Group relied on Andre
J. Meyer, Jr., to monitor this critical and scnsitive problem, the solution to which
would constitute the foremost technological secret in the specifications for the
manned capsule.
Meyer, one of the original STG members from Lewis in Cleveland, had been
commuting to Langley for JO months. He soon discovered a bottleneck in
the industrial availability of beryllium. Only two suppliers were found in this
country; only one of these, Brush, had a~ yet successfully forged ingots of acceptable
purity. But ablation technology was equally primitive, so plans had to be
made on dual tracks. Meyer had had much experience with laminated plastics
for aircraft structures. He had previously learned, in consultations with the
Cincinnati T esting Laboratory, how to design a "shingle layup" for fabrication of
an ablation heatshidd. While collecting all available information on both the
ablative plastic and the beryllium industries, Meyer listened to the Big J oe project
engineers, Aleck C. Bond and Edison M. Fields. They argued for ablation, specifically for a fiber glass-phenolic material, as the primary heat protection for the
astronaut. Before moving to Virginia in February, Meyer consulted on weekends
with Brush Beryllium in Cleveland, watching its pioneering progress in forging
ever larger spherical sections of the exotic metal, which is closely aki n to the preciousgem emerald. But Meyer, along with Bond and Fields, grew more skeptical
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of the elegant theoretical deductions that supportcd the case for bcryllium. Mcr·
cury would have a shallow angle of entry and consequently a long heat duration
and high total heat; they worried about the poMibility that any heat sink
might " pressure cook" the occupant of the capsuk. So Meyer, using CTL's
shingle concept, perfected his designs for an ablative shield.'"
There was something basieaUy appealing about the less tidy ablation prin·
ciple, something related to a basic principle in physics, where the heat necessary
to change the state (from solid to liquid to gas) of a material is vastly greater
th"n the heat absorbed by that material in raising its temperature by degrees.
Meyer became convinced by March that beryllium would be twice as expensive
and only half as safe. Consequently, Meyer and Fields concentrated their efforts
on proving their well-grounded intuition that ablation technology could be brought
to a workable state before the Big Joe shot in early summer.'o
While lively technical discussions over ablation versus heat sink continued
through the spring, the fact that Mercury officials had committed Big Joe to the
proof-tcsting of an ablative shield also rather effectively squelched any further
attempts at scientific comparisons. Whereas in January Paul E. Pur.;er recorded
that "we will procure both ablation and beryllium shields ... and neither will be
'backup,' they will be 'alternates; " by the end of April technological difficulties
in manufacturing the prototype ablation shields bc<:ame so acute as to monopolize
the attention of cognizant STG engineers!'
Glennan and Silverstein in Headquarters therefore directed continuation of
the heat sink dcvelopment as insurance, while STG gradually consigned thc
alternative beryllium shield to the role of substitute even before the fiber glass·
phenolic shield had proved its worth. By mid_year of 1959, apparently only
the Brush Beryllium Company still fclt confident that the metallic heat sponge
wa~ a viable alternative to thc glass heat vaJXlrizcr in protecting the mall in space
from the fate of a mcteor. The complica ted glass-cloth fabricating and curing
problems for the ablation shield were mostly conquered by July. J ohn H. Winter,
the heatshield project coordinator at the Cincinnati T~ting LaboratOf)', delivered
his first ablation shield 10 NASA in Cleveland on June 22 under heavy guard."
Thc critical question of whether to jettison the heatshield was active early in
1959. If the shield were a heat sink, it would bc so hal by the time it reached the
lower atmosphere that to retain it after the main parachute had deployed would
be hazardous to the pilot. Also in case of a dry landing such a hot spon~ could
easily start a prairie or forcst fire. On the other hand, a detachable shield would
add complexity to the ~rstem and increase the risk of it~ Ios.~ before performin/{
its reentry job. In one of the early airdrops a jettisoned shield actually went
into "a falling lColf pattenl aftcr dctachment. It glided back and collided with
the capsule, presenting an obvious potcntial haz.1.rd for the pilot in his vehiclc late
in the reentry cycle." " This incidCllt prompted thc decision that the heatshield
would be retained, although it might vcry well be lowered in the final moments
of thc night if it cou ld help attenuate impact. The memory of this early collision
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aft~r j~ttisoning continued

to haunt STG cng in~~rs until thcy rejected the beryllium
heat-sink shield altogether.
Although the healShicid problem \\a.~ highly debatable at the inc~ption of
the project, there wa... consolation in the fa ct that at least two major development
areas we~ virtually complete. The two items considered frozen at the end of
January 1959 were the external configuration of the eapm\c, except for the antenna
section, and the form-fitling couch in I\hich the astronaut would be able to endure
a force of 20 g or more, if it should come to that!' The Space T ask Group was
pleased to hal'e something as accomplished fa.ct when so many other areas were
still full of unc~rtainties.
To George Low's ninth weekly status report for Administrator Glennan on
STG's progress and plans for Proj~ct M ~rc u ry was appended a tabular night
test schedule that summarized the program and mission planning as ~nvisioned
in mid-March 1959. Five Little Joe flights, eight Redstone, two Jupiter, t~n
Atlas flights, and two balloon ascents were scheduled, the ca tego ric.~ o\'~ rl apping
each other from July 1959 through JanuaT)' 1961. The first manned ballistic
suborbi tal flight was desigllatcd i\lercury-Redstone flight No.3, or simply "l\IIR3," to be launched about April 26, 1960. And the first manned orbital flight ,
designated Mercury-Atlas No.7, or "MA-7," was targeted for Sepll~mber 1, 1960.
After that, STG hoped to fly several more, progressively longer orbital missions,
leading fina lly to 18 orbits or a full day for man in space. Although merely a
possible flight test plan, this schedule set a superhuman pac~ and fonned the
basis for NASA's earliest expectations.:'
ApPLIED RE SEARCII

By March I, Langley Research Qnter was fonnally supporting the T ask
Group in conducting five major programs of experimentation. Th~ first was
an airdrop study, begun the pre\~ous s umm~r, to d~te nni n~ the a~rodynamic
behavior of the capsul~ in frcc fall and und~r res traint by various kinds of parachute susp~nsion . B}" early JanuaT)' more than a hundred drops of drums filled
with concrete and of model capsules had produced a sizable amount of ~v iden ce
regarding spacecraft motion in free falls, spiraling and tumbling downward, with
and without canopied brakes, to impacts on both sea and land.'6 But what specific
kind of a parachute s)"St~m to cmplo}" for the final letdown rema ined a separate
and debatable question.
A Sttond group of experiments sought to prove the workability of the escape
s)'Stem designs in shots at Wallops Island. On March II the first " pad abort," a
full-scale escape-rocke t test, ~nded in a disappointing failure. After a promising
liftoff th~ Recruit tractor-rocket, jerking th ~ boil~rpl ate spacecraft skyward, suddenl}" nosed Ol'~r, made two complete loops, and plunged into the surf.
So disa ppointing was this test that for se\'eral weeks the fin -stabilized pod
rocket escape system was almost reinstituted." Three Langley ~ngine~rs, eha-
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grined by this threa t to their work, conducted a full postmortem following the
reCO\'ery of the capsule. Thcy blamcd the crratic behavior on a graphite liner
that had blown out of one of the three exhaust nozzlcs. Willard S. Blanchard, Jr.,
Sherwood Hoffman , a nd J ames R. Raper, working frantically for a month, were
able to perfect and prove out their design of the escape rocket nozzles by midApril. At the s.1me time they improved the pitch-rate of the s),stem by deliberately
misaligning the pylon about one inch ofT the capsule's centerline ,'"
The third applied research program Wal! a series of exhaustive wind-tunnel
investigations at Langley and at the Ames Research Center to fill in data on
previously unknown values in blunt-body stability at various speeds, altitudes, and
angles of attack. Model Mercury capsules of all sizes, including some smaller
than .22 rine bullets, were tested for static·stability lift, drag, and pitch in tunnels.
Larger moods were put into free night to determine dynamic.stability charactensues. Vibration and nutter tests were conducted also in tunnels. The variable location of the center of gravity was of critical interest here, as was also the
shifting meta-center of buoyancy.:lI
Using the thunderous forced-draft wind tunnels at Langley and Ames, acronautical research engineers pored over schlieren photographs of shock waves,
windstreams, boundary layers. and vortexes. Most of the NASA tunnel scientists had long been airplane men , committed to "streamlined" thinking. Now
that H. Julian Allen's blunt-body concept was to be used to bring a man back
from 100 miles up and travelling about five miles per second, both thought and
facilities had to be redirected toward making Mercury safe and stable.
Albin O. Pearson was one such airplane-tunnel investigator who was forced
to chang... his way nr Ihinking and his tools by tne ever higher mach numhcr r~_
search program for Mercury. Pearson worked at L'wgley coordinating all aerodynamic stability lests for Mercury with blunt models al trans-, super-, and
hypersonic speeds. While exhausting the local facilities for his transonic static
stability studies, Pear.;oll arranged for Dennis F. Hasson , Steve Brown, Kenneth
C. Weston, and other L1ngle)', STG, and McDonnell aerod ynamicists to usc
various Air Force tunnels at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, in
Tullahoma, T enncssce. Beginning on April 9, 1959, a number of Mercury
models and escape configurations were tested in the 16-foot propulsion wind
tunnel and 40-inch (mach 22 capability) " Hot Shot" facility at Tullahoma.
During tne next 16 months a total of 103 investigations utilizing 28 different
test facilities were made in the wind-tunnel program.'"
A fourth experiment program concerned spceiflCally the problem of landing
impact. Ideally touchdown should occur at a speed of no more than 30 feet
per second, but how to ensure this and how to guard against impacts in directions
other than vertical were exasperating problems. Landing.lrods tests in hydrodynamics laboratories for the alternative water landing had only begun. The
anticipated possibility of a ground impact, which would be far more serious, demanded shock absorbers rar beller than any yet devised . Although tnere was
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still no assurance that the astronaut inside a floating capsule could crawl O UI
through the throat without its capsizing, this egress problem was less demanding
at the moment th:m the need for some sort of c nL~h ab le material to absorb the
brunt of a landing on land.
Through April and May, McDonnell engineers fitted a series of four Yorkshire
pi~ into contour couches for impact landing tcst~ of the crushable aluminum
honeycomb energy-absorption system. These su pine swine sustained acceleration
peaks from 38 to 58 g before minor internal injuries were noted. The " pig drop"
tests were quite impressive, both to McDonnell employees who left their desks
and lathes to watch them and to STG engineers who studied the documentary
mo\·ies. But, still more significant, seeing the pigs get up and walk away from
their forced fall and stunning impact vastly increased the con fidence of the newly
chosen astronauts that they could do the same. The McDonnell report on these
experiments concluded, "Since neither the acceleration rates nor shock pulse
amplitudes applied to the specimens resulted in permanent or disabling damage,
the honeycomb energy absorption system of these experiments is considered su itable for controlling the landing shock applied to the Mercury capsule pi l ot."~·
Fifth, and finally , other parachute experiments for spacecraft descent "'ere
of major concern in the spring of 1959, because neither the drogue chute for
stabilization nor the main landing parachute was yet qualified for its task in
Project Mercury. Curiously, little research had been done on parachute behavior at extremely high altitudes. Around 70,000 feet, where the drogue chute
was at first designed to open, and down to about 10,000 feet, where the main
landing chute should deploy, tests had to be carried out to measure "snatch"
forces, shock forces, and stability parameters. Some peculiar phenomena--called
"squidding," "breathing," and "rebound" in the trade-were soon discovered
about parachute behavior at high altitude and speed. In March, one bad failure
of an extended-skirt ca rgo chute to open full y prompted a thorough review of
the parachute development program. Specialists from the Air Force, Langley,
McDonnell, and Radioplane, a d ivision of the Northrop Corporation, met together
in April and decided to abandon the extended-skirt chute in favor of a newly
proved, yet so far highly relia ble, 63-foot-diameter ringsail ca nopy. The size,
deployment, and reliability of the drogue chute remained highl y debatable while
STG sought outside help to acquire other parachute test facilities." The status
of most other major capsule systcms was still nexible enough to accommodate
knowledge and experience gained through ongoing tests.
Two other major problems on which Langley also workcd with STG, while
NASA Headquarters planned the role and functions of the new center in Beltsville, concerned the fonnulation of final landing and recovery procedures and
the establishment of a worldwide tracking network. Mercury planners had
assumed from the beginning that the Nav), could playa primary role in locating
and retrieving the capsule and its occupant after touchdown. But a parallel
assumption that existing military and International Geophysical Year traCking
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and communications faciliti es could ~ utilized I\ith rdatil·dy slight modifications
had to ~ ol'erhau led in the light of a more thorough analysis of Mercury
n:quirements.
The Navy's experience with ~ea rch and rescue operations at sea could Ix
trusted to apply directly without much modification to retrieval of the Mercury
caps-ule. But a multitude of ~afeg\l a rds had to be incorporated in the caps-ule to
ensure its safety during and immediately after impact and to reduce the time
required for recOl'ery to a bare mInimum. William C. Muhly, STG's shop
planner and scheduler, was mOiSt worried about these recol'ery aids for the Big
Joe tests. u
The mOiSt serious technical decision affecting the landing and recovery procedures concerned the feasibility of using an impact bag to cushion the sudden
~top at the surface of Eanh.
Gilruth liked the idea of using a crushable honeycomb of metal foil between the shield and the preSSure vessel to act as the primary
shock absorbc::r. But a pneumatic bag, perhaps a large inner tube or a torus
made of fabric and extending below the capsule, either with or without the
heatshie\d as its base, was still appealing. Associated with the recovery problem
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Wefe innumerable other fa ctors related to recover) operations. The scaworthin~~ of the capsule, its stability in a rough ~a, thc kinds of beacons and signaling
dcvices to be ured, and the provi sion~ for the possibility of a dry landing were foremost among thc.<;c worries."
The second major area of unccrtainty revealed in Jan uary 1959 came as
something of a surprise to T ask Group people. They had assumed that the
world was fairly well covered with commercial, military, and scientific telecommunications nctworks that could be a basis for the Mercury tracking and
communications grid. The Minitrack network established roughly north and
south along thc 75t h mcridian in the Westcrn H cmisphere for Projcct Vangua rd
turned out to be practically inapplicable. On the other h:md, the " Moonwatch"
program and thc optical tracking tcams using Baker-Nunn cameras developed
by the Smithsonian Institution Astroph ysical Laboratory supplied invaluable data
during 1958. Tracki ng of artificial satellites showed that al1 previous estimates
of atmospheric density were on thc low sidc. n Trajectory studies for equatorial
orbits showed a remarkable lack of radio and cable installations along the projected
track. Much depcnded upon the precise trajectory selections and orbital calculations for a Mercury-Atlas combination. New Atlas guidance equations that
would convert the ballistic missile into an orbital launch vehicle had been assigned
to the mathematicians of Space Technology Laboratories (STL) in Los Angeles.
But whatever these turned out to be, it was becoming apparent that the world
was far less well-wired around the middle and underside than had bct":n thought.
Furthennore the medical teams were insisting on continuous voice contact with
the pilot. So by the end of February, Charles W. Mathews had convinced Abe
Sih-er.r;tein that STC should be rclieved of the monumental tracking job, and
NASA Headquarters drafted another contingent of Langley men to Sl': t up a
brand-new commun ications girdle around the world."
A large part of the Instrument Research Division at Langley, under the
directorship of Hartley A. Soule, provided the manpower. Soule had previously
laid out a timetable of 18 months fOf com pletion of a tracking network. Now
he and the L."lngley Proc urement Officer, Shcrwood L. Butler, undertook to
manage thc design and procu rement of material for its construction." Ray W.
H ooker accepted the supervision of the mechanical and architectural engineering,
and C. Barry Graves began to direct the electronics engineering. By mid-March
the problem of providing a tracking network for Mercury was on the shoulders
of a special task unit that came to be known as the Tracking and Ground Instrumentation Unit, or by the barbarous acronym "TAGIU." Although by this
lime most of the other divisions at Langley were also acting partially in support
of Mercury, the Tracking Unit held a special position in direct support of the
Space T ask Group. Indirectly it provided NASA with ilS first equatorial tracking web for all artificial satellites. Some 35 people in the unit went to work
immediately on their biggest problem, described by Graves as "simply to decide
what all had to be done." M By the end of April, Soule had seell the imperative
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The Rose KnOl, Olle of the two
tracking ship! used durilZg Project
Mercury, is pictured at Maryland
Ship and Drydock, undergoing
modifications and illStallation of
.ww equipmcnt. When completed, the ship would izalle a
com maud transmitter as well as
FPS-16 radar mId other sophisticatcd trackillg and electronic
equipment. Below, actillity ill thc
commullicatiolZs support area of
Goddard Space Flight Center just
before a manned mission got underway. This was the relay point
for all tracking Iletwork communi·
catjom to and from the M ercury
Control Ccnter at Cape Canalleral.
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need for a high order of political as well as technical stau'Smanship to accomplish
his task on timc. A dctailcd report to Silverstein outlined his operational plans."
On March 17 and 18, 1959. at thc McDonnell plant in SI. Louis, lhe manufacturers presented to the Space Task Group for its I'Cview, inspection, and
approval the first full-scale mockup of the complele Project ~tercury manned
satellite capsule. This " Mockup Review Inspection" represented a rough dividing line between the design and developlllent phaSC'l for the projecl. The "Detail
Specifications," 80 pages in length. provided a program for the customers. Another McDon ncll documcnt provided a wrinen description of the "crew station"
procedures and capabilities. And the mockup itself showed the configuration
"exploded" into seven component parts: adapter ring, retrorocket package,
heatshicld bottom, pressure bulkhead, airframe, antenna canister, and escape
rocket pylon.· o
The chief designers, constructors, and managers of the program gathered
around the capsule to watch demonstrations of pilot entry, pilot mobility, accessibility of controls, pylon removal, adapter separation, and pilot escape. The bo.1Td
of inspcclion, chaired by Charles H. Zimmennan, thcn Chief of the Engineering
and Contract Administration Division of STG, included Gilruth, Mathews, Faget,
Low, Walter C. Williams, who was then still Chief of NASA's High Speed Flight
Station, and E. M. Flesh, thc engineering manager of Project Mercury for
McDonnell. In addition, eight official advisers of the board and 16 observers
from various other interested groups anended the meeting. The president of the
corporation himself introduced his chief lieutenants: Logan T. MacMillan,
company-wide project manager; John Yardley, chief project engineer; and Flesh.
In ((}IIsultatiuli during the two day!! with .'lOme 40 McDonnell engincers, the Task
Group recommended a total of 34 items for alteration or study. Of these recommendations 25 were approved immediately by the board, and Ihe rest were
assigned to study groups.·'
Among the significant changes approved allhis meeting were the addition of
a side escape hatch, window shades, steps or reinforced surfaces to be used as steps
in climbing out of the throat of the capsule, and a camera for photographing the
astronaut. Robert A. Champine, a Langley Icst pilot who had ridden the ccntrifugc with Carter C. Collins and R. Flanagan Gray thc previous summer to help
prove the feasibility of the Faget couch concept, suggested more than 20 minor
changes in instrumentation displays and the placcmenl of switches, fuses, and
other controls. Also attending this mockup review were Brigadier General Don D.
Flickinger; W. Randolph Lovelace II ; Gordon Vaclh, the new reprcscmalivc of
the Advanced Research Projects Agency; John P. Stapp, the Air Force physician
who had proved that man could take dceeleration impacts of up to 40 g; and a
relatively obscure Marine test pilot from the Nav), Bure.1u of Acronauties by the
name of John H. Glenn, Jr.
Whcn they returned to L1ngley Field, Task Group ofiicials were aware as
never before of the magnilude of their lasks.. Conversations with more than 50
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The .\lockup Rrt'iew bupccti01! !II St. Louis, March /7-/8, /959, was a clear-cut
j'!lricacics of climbillg oul of til e hatch of the M ercury mockup capsule (right).
Fagel, OI!e of tht principal eOllceptual engineers from STG, briefs on the concept
(left ), aud Gilbut NOTth, .lfcDo"" ..1I It'st pilol, is mil .. d tip ntltf tf('mO lltlml;ui lit ..

illtrocacirs of climbing out of th t houh of the M ucury mockup capsu/e ( right ).

i\fcDonnell engineering grou p leaders had convinced them that more formal
contract-monitoring arr.'IOgements were nceded. Working committees and study
groups had proliferated to such an extent that a capsule-coordination panel was
needed. Gilruth appointed j ohn H. Disher in mid-March to head the coordination temporarily. But by mid-june the panel was upgraded to an "office" and
Disher was recalled to Washington by Silverstein to work with Low and Warren J.
North."
From a nucleus of 35 people assigned to STG in October 1958, the Group had
grown to 150 by the end of j anuary 1959. Six months later, in july, about
350 pe<lple were working in or with the T ask Group, although some were still
nominally attached to the research centers at Lewis or Langley."
The rapid growth of STG, full y endorsed by Washington, was only one of the
problems facing its management in the spring of 1959. Perhaps the most difficult
lesson to learn in the first year of Project Mercury was the psychological reorientation required to meet new economic realities. Aeronautical research engineers
who became administrators under NACA were still essentially group leaders of
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research teams. But when NACA became NASA and embarked on several
large-scak development programs, those in develo pment, and in STG in particular,
became not primarily sellers of services but rather buyers of both services and
products. To manage a development prog ram required talents different from
those required to manage a research program, if only because Government procurement policies and procedures are so complex as to necessitate corps of experts in
supply and logistics. Senator Stuart SyminglOn of Missouri, one of the knowledgeable observers watching the transition at this time, remarked, " The big difference
between NACA and NASA is that NASA is a contracting agency." ..
CoSTS "ND C"NCELL"T10~'S

Trying to estimate wh at it should COSt to develop hardware from their designs
for a manned satellite, STG at first envisioned an expenditure of about $16 million
to manufacture the program's spacecraft. But well beforc the cont ractor had been
selected, Gilruth received a revised estimate based on new specifications, allowances
for overtime, the fixed fcc plus the estimated construction costs, and comparing
capsule cost per pound with that of the X-IS and Dyna-So..'lr programs. George
F. MacDougall, Jr., the aeronautical research scientist who signed this revised
estimate, advised that the capsule costs should be raised to $22 million. Neither
an economist nor a cost accountant, he did foresee the possibilit y " that the curnnt
estimated costs of $22,000,000 may be optimistically low." ••
The contract negotiated with McDonnell had compromised between the company's bid of $17,583,717, which was far from the lowest, and the more liberal
ST G estimate, to settle on a price of $1B,300,lXlO for manufacturing 12 capsules.
In view of this compromise upward, NASA officials were unprcpared for the
sudden acceleration of costs that the contractor claimed was necessary for spare
parts, ground support, and checkout equipment. Before the ink was dry on the
prime contract, the scope of research and development work was found to have
mushroomed. In March, when McDonnell advised NASA that spares and test
equipment would more than double the total contract costs, Abe Silverstein
applied counterpressure, saying indignantly, " I will not tolerate increases such
as those above in the contract for any reasons-utterly unreasonable to increase an
$18,000,000 contract to $4 1,000,000 by these deviccs." ,Meanwhile STG and McDonnell repre;cntatives held a meeting at the working
le"eI to consolidate and condense the requirements for spare pa rts and equipment.
Savings effected here were eventually greatly overridden by costs arising elsewherc.
No one could yet fores«: that the basic contract for 12 spacecraft would have an
evolutionary history of its own." Cost accounting for a development program
was recognized as a hazardous occupation, but just how hazardous and where to
look for particu lar pitfalls took time to learn.
Whereas cynics might expect that the private-enterprise contractor for the
capsule might have underbid to gain the contract, the civil servants in STG were
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more surprised to learn that the public enterprisc of furnishing the Nation'~
ballistic missile ddensc systems shou ld also have underc~till1ated costs by approximately one third. Infomled by the Air Force Balli,tie i\1i\.~ile Di\'i~ion in Januar,
that each Atla~ booster would cost $3.3 million instead of $25 million, George 1..0\\
tried for two months to get a s."Itisfactory expl;lIlation of this sudden innation."
When in May, however, the STG learned of an inCTC:lse by S8 million in the
:lmount the Army Ballistic Missile Agency proposed to chnrge for the Redstonc.~
and J upiters, the time h:ld come for :I thoroughgoing review of cost effeet i\'e nc.~,
and program requirements. Gilruth and Purser learned by imcstigation th:!t the
Ballistic i\lissile Agency was billing NASA a " burden" surch:!rge for the bencfit of
laboratory overhead costs at Huntsville. Purser's considcrcd reaction to thi.~ was to
threaten c:lnccllation of the Jupiter progr:lm, If NASA must p:ly for research
and de\'e!opment at the Redstone Arscn:!l, he ~:lid, then NASA, :lnd STG in
particular, must be morc fruga l in the cstimation of their needs.
The Jupiter roc ket had been selected to boost a full-seale capsule to about
16,000 feet per ~cond, a \'c1ocity midway between the c:lp:lcities of Little Joe and
Redstone (6000 feet per second), and of Ati:ls (25,000 fect per second). But
ra ther than insist on this step, Purser argued that the Atlas should be harnessed to
duplicate the mis~ion of the J upitcr flights, Since "the cost now I!quals or excttds
the cost of an Atlas for the same mission" and the J upiter system would not be a
"true duplicate of the Mercury capsule system," Purser recommended that the
two Jupiter shots be canceled.'"
After further consideration and more negotiations, Purser's recommendation
was adopted by NASA Headqu:lrters; the Jupiter series was eliminated from the
Mercury program. In the aftermath of this episode, Glennan made an ofhcl:ll
complaint to the Secretary of Defense about the necessity to curtail proposed
I~unchings to control costs, describing the situation with some chagrin:
:-'Iembcrs of Ihe staff who ha\'e visited Redstone Arsenal report that exceptionally high overhead rates apparently result from the necessity of wpporting
a large technical staff wilh a limited approved work program. The net result
to us has been the increased costs of a Jupiter launching to more than that of
an Alias, whereas a Redstone launching is about $200,000 less. than that of an
Atlas. The prices being 2.7 and 2.9 million respectively.""
At the same time Mercury enginetrs who .....ere looking for an alternative
to the balloon Aight program discovered that the altitude wind tunnel, the biggcst
physical installation at Lewis Research Center, could be used to simulate environ-

mental conditions up to 80,000 fect, Therefore the balloon flight test program,
primarily designed to "soak" the capsule at comparable altitudes, was in effect
canceled by May. De:-'farquis D. Wyall and other NASA Headqu arters staffer:<
preparing the budget requests for fiscal year 1960 now had evidence of STG's
cost consciousness. The cancellations of the J upiter series and the balloon program greatly simplified the program buildup toward manned space night. STG
enginetrs were pleased by the resulting concentratjon of effort. at
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One reason STG shed no tears over cancellation of Jupiter and the balloon
tests was that the Liu le J oe program was making good progreM. Blueprint work
for the Little J oe airframe had begun early in 1959. North American had assigned A. L. Lawbaugh as project engineer; Langley Research Center had appointed Carl A. Sandahl as its reprcsc:ntativc for support of this test booster
program; and William M. Bland, Jr., wa~ managing Little Joe for the Space T ask
Group. Throughout the year 1959 these three men were primarily responsible
for Little j oe.
Two significant design changes for Little j oc earl y in 1959 undoubtedly deb)'ed the program <lightly but contri buted greatly to ilS eventual sucCeM. The
first change, decided upon by Gilruth and Faget in j anuary, required a switch
from straight to ca nted nozzles on all the fom'ard-thrusting rocket motors. Little
J oc had no guidance system, and such a redesign would minimize any upset from
unsymmetrical thrust conditions. The other departu re from the original dcsign
was the addition of a so-called "booster destruct system." In the interest of
range s.1£ety there should be some provision to terminate by command the thrust
of the main motor units. Therefore Charles H. McFall and Samuel Sokol of
Langley devised :t booster blowout system, which North American and Thiokol
Chemical Corporation, the manufacturers of the rocket motor components, added
to the forward end of eaeh rocket combustion chamber."'
By mid-February it was apparent that a development program for rocket
hardware, even of such limited scope and relat ive simplicity as the Little J oe
booster, demanded a far more sophisticated management organization than either
Langley or the T ask Group had envisioned. Although informal arrangements
had sufficed to get the progmm slarted, funding allocntions, personnel ex.pansion,
and contract monitoring problems began to w~igh heavily. Carl Sandahl lamented in one weekly progress report that the transfer of Caldwell C. Johnson
from Langley to t h~ Space Task Croup could "just about break up the Little Joe
Project." Langley's loss was STG's gain in this respect, howe\'er, and cooperation
continued to be encouraging. Indeed, in May, Bland reportcd that the delivery
of the first Little J oe booster airframe could be expected appro"imately two weeks
e:trlier than scheduled."'
Pa rallel to the development of Ihe Little J oe test booster, STC and Langley
engi neers continued work on what now was called the Scout, the multistage, solid·
propellant research roc ket being designed since the previous year for sounding,
probe, or small s,1tellite missions. Langley had maintained its responsibility for
designing the Scout for the Air Force after NACA became NASA; and early in
1959, Robert O. Piland and Joseph G. Thibodeau" came to work with William
E. Stoney on the staging principles for the long, slim rocket. Although the Scout,
as a Langley project, was not an integral part of STG's activities in Project
Mercury, the Task Group held open the possibility of using this simple and
relathcl), ine"pcnsive rocket to launch scale models of the Mercury configuration
and 10 probe for further cri tical data on heat transfer and stability. Thus the
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Scout's capability could fill research gaps that might arise in the manned s.ltdlite
project."'
Sincc January, when it had become app.1fenl Ihat the Anny would not soon
relinquish to NASA iL~ rocket development team at Hunts\'ille, NASA Headquarters had encouraged the Space Task Group to proceed f ull.c;peed on per.;onnel
recruitment. The exact status of the organization and authority of STG was
left unspecified, while Headquarters felt ib way toward the establishment of the
"space projects center" at Beltsville, just outside Washington. Although NASA
had a "hunting licensc" as a result of it~ enabling legislation, STG's managers
could not, without full support from President Eisenhower or Administrator
Glennan, know ho'\ far or hOh hard to push the Sp.lce Task Group towa rd a
pennanen! semi·autonomous establishment."
STO'$ need for acquiring competent people without raiding established NASA
research centers "a.~ met in large degree by a fortuitous accident that dramatiJ:ed
.\nglo-European complaints about the "hrain drain" of their scientific-technological manpower to the United States. A group of over 100 Canadian and British
aeronautical engineers, who had I)f:en employed on a fighter-plane project for
the British A. V. R()(: (AVRO ) Company near Toronto, Canada, were out of
work. AVRO tried to find ne" jobs for them when the CF- 105 Arrow project
was canceled as a result of the Commonwealth's decision that the Bomare mi s.~ilc
made the Arrow obsolescent. Twent)'-fi\'e of these engineers, led by James A.
Chamberlin, a Canadian, were recruited by STG and immigrated to work at
NASA's Virginia colony in mid-April. They wen: a&<;igncd jobs as indi"iduals
with the existing teams wherever each could be most useful, and the)' quickly
pro"ed themselvcs invaluable additions to making Mercury mo\'e!"
:\t the Solme time, the chief business administrator of the new NASA eentel'
at Beltsville, J\lichad J. Vaccaro, was planning to accommodate a complement
of 425 people for fiscal year 1960 should Gilruth and· his manned satellite team
rno\'( to J\[arrland. On the first day of May 1959 the "space projects center,"
growing out of Naval Research Laboratory's Vanguard teanl , was renamed the
Goddard Space Flight Center, and Gilruth's second hat, as the Center's Assistant
Director for Manned Satellites, was ~amrmed. The Mercury program was
specified as one of the six di-'isional offices at Goddard.· r
While many questions of personnd, network management, and contract
procedures for the capsule were still pending, Glennan made his first visit to the
Space Task Group at Langley on :\1ay 18, 1959. He was impressed by the
enormLt)' of Project Mercury, by its working-)c"el complexities, and by the
extraordinarily fine morale in STG. Glennan returned to Washington n!Soh'cd
not to tamper with the esprit of STG. But he was also determined that NASA
as a whole ~hould not I)f:come a "space cadet" organization." The Administrator'~ resolution that !'\ \S_\ must not be oven,helmed by the complexities
of manned space night led to a Headquarters policy of minimal interference with
the Task Group. During the next year, however, the weight of pressure from
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NASA Administrator 1'. Keith Glellllall, right, arrives at Langley Field lor ilis {irst
visit to the Space Task Group. He is greeted by Robert R. Gi/ruth , left , Director of
Space Task Group, and Floyd L. ThompsolI, Director 0/ Langley Research Cellter.

the public pre>'> and lile ~cope of intr4govnnmental coordination rdated tu
Mercury was to strain this policy.
SUPPORTINC AGENCIES AND I NDUSTR IE S

One of these complexities had been pointed up in the course of planning
operational procedures for launching. Back in November 1958 the Air Force
:-'Iissile T est Center had accepted Melvin N. Gough as director of NASA tests,
hut it was May 1959 before the Center made any aUowanee for the functioning
of NASA's skeleton staff for the manned satellite program. When Herbert F.
York , the Pentagon's Director of Defense Research and Engineering, testified
before Congress early in June, he alluded to the coordination problem between
the Department of Defense and NASA and admitted, "We haven't worked out
exactly how to do that yet." B. Porter Brown, the first STG man to take up
residence at the Cape, told his superior, C harles Mathews, that the administration of the launch complexes at the Atlantic jHissile Range was as intricate as
the technical equipment there."Q
On i\o[ay I, 1959, when NASA set up its own liaison office at Canaveral,
Brown and the STG wefe still tl)'ing to understand all the interrelationships
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e:.:isting between the Air Force ( whose: proprietorship stemmed from the establishment in 1950 of the Long Range Proving Ground), the Na\1, and the t\nny.
The {\ ir Force Missile Test Center (AF MTC ) was the steward operating the
.\t1antic Missile Range ( AMR ) for the Department of Defense. The Aml y had
established its subsidiary Missile Firing Laboratory on the Cape as an integral
part of its Ballistic Missile Agency. By the end of January 1959, Kurt H.
Debus, director of the firing lab, had appointed a project engineer and coordinator for the Mercury-Redstone program, but the conversion of launch pads
Nos. 5 and 6 into " Launch Comple:.: No. 56" to meet the requirements for
Mercury-Redstone launchings was less impernti\(: than the need to prepare for
the Fourth of July launch of Mercury's Big Joe by an Air Force Atlas. oo
The pahnetto-co\'ercd dunes at Canaveral had several dozen differe nt kinds
of launch p..'lds, but they wt:re still in short supply and under heavy demands.
There were almost as mallY different military service and civilian contract organizations vying for them as there were pads. Proprietary intcfCSts were strongl)'
vested, security restrictions were rigorous, and the newly constituted space agency
was not p::t accepted in Ihe elite flight operations society there. Hangar 5, in
the industrial area of the Cape, had been tentatively assigned as "NASA space,"
but the former Naval Research Laboratory team that had built Hangar 5 and
was still active with the Vanguard project was there first. Although now incorporated with NASA, the Vanguard team hoped to carryon with a new booster
development program named Vega. Another group of half-NASA dC\'c:!opcrs,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, working with von Braun's people, were likewise
seeking more room to convert Juno I (Jupiter-C) into Juno II (Jupiter IRBM )
launch faeiJit;C!I for mon:: Explorer satellite mis.-;ions.~'
With space for space (as opposed to defense) activities at such a premium,
Porter Brown and his two advance-guard colleagues for STG at the Cape, Philip
R. Maloney and Elmer H. Buller, pressed for a higher priority in Hangar S.
But room was still scarce in early June when Scott H. Simpkinson with about
35 o( his test operations engineers from Lewis Research Center arrived to sct
up a preflight checkout laboratory for Big Joe. The}' found a comer founh of
Hangar 5 roped off for their usc, and instructions not to overstep these bounds."
Another problem arose over the scheduled allocation of lau nch pad No. 14,
which was one of only five available for Atlas launchings. Pad 14 was scheduled
to be used for the Air Force MIDAS ( Missile Defense Alann Satellite) launchings
throughout the 5."\me time period that the Mercury qualification nights were
expected to be ready. Although admitting that firing schedules for both the
Mercury-Redstone and the Mercury-Atlas programs were tentative, STG argued
that the same pad assigned for the Big Joe shot should be continuously available
for preparing all subsequent Mercury-Atlas launches.
The commander of the Air Force Missile Test Center disagreed. In the cause
of maximum utiliution of Cape (acilities, Major General Donald N. Yates ordered
switching of Mercury launches to various available launch stands. These initial
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conflicts of interests reachcd an impasse on June 24, when representatives of NASA
and the Advanced Rcsearch Projects Agency of the Dep,trtment of Defense met
to decide whose: shots to postpone. NASA was unable to obtain a concession:
the urgency of ICm.·[ and MIDAS development took precedence."
The complexity of organizational problems at lhe Cape might have led space
agency leaders to despair but for an auspicious space flight on May 28. On that
date in 1959 an Army Jupiter intermediate range ballistic missile launched a nose
cone carrying two primate passengers-Able, an American·bom rhesus monkey,
and Baker, a South American squirrel monkey-to a 3QO.mile altitude. At the
end of 15 minutes and a ISDO·mile trajectory, along which the cone reached a
speed of about 10,000 miles an hour, the Navy recovered Able and Baker alive
and hcalthy. The medical experiments were conducted by the Army Medical
Service and the Army Ballistic Missile Agency with the cooperation of the Nav)'
and Air Force Schools of Aviation Medicine. Not only was the flight a triumph
for space medicine; it also demonstrated an organizational symbiosis of significant
proportions for all of the services and branches involved."
But the "interface" problems within NASA, and between NASA and other
agencies, continued to exist, particularly at lower echelons in the planning of oper·
ational procedures for flight control. Mathe\\<g aod his staff in the Flight Oper·
ations Division of STG were required to plan and replan mission profiles. .schedules,
countdown procedures, and mission directives while accommodating the procedures
of other divisions and organizations contribuling to the operation. By mid.spring
these working relationships had become so in\'oh'ed that flight schedules had to
undergo radical revislon. It gradually became dear that the original schedules
nimed at achieving a manned orbital night carly in April 1960 could not possibly
be met.
On top of that, the production of spacecrnft hardware and flight equipment
began falling behind schedule. Only one month after the Mockup Review, it
became evident thal capsule and systems production slippages .....ere. going to be·
come endemic. On April 17 , 1959, Cilruth, speaking before the World Congress
of Flight mttting at Las Vegas, announced casually, "The first manned orbital
Right will not take place within the next two years." The first successful pad
abort using the tower·rockel escape syStem had just been completed on April 12two years to the day before Gagarin's orbital Right- but Gilruth cautiously reo
frained from pronouncing even the escape sequence finn. And he alluded to other
areas of uncertainty:
Although the Mercury concept is the simplest possible approach to manned
flight in space, involving a minimum of rlCW developments, as rou can sec,
a great deal of rescarch and de\'clopment remains to be done. For night
within the atmosphere, the capsule must be stable Over the widest speed range
}<Ct encountered by any \'ehicle- - from satellite vclocity 10 n vcry low impact
speed. And in orbital flight, all of the S)'StCIllS must function properly in a
weightless state. It must be compntihlc with the launch rocket and muSt be
at home on the sea while a waiting recovery.""
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In May 1959 the Mercury managers drew up a ne\, functional organization
chart dividing the supervisol)' activities of STC into fivc categories: capsules,
booMers and launch, " R and 0 " support, range, and recovery operations. The
design period for each of thcs.e areas having now evolved into developmental work,
each area could more plainly be seen in tCmlS of the contracts to be monitored
by STG personnel. Capsules were divided into th ree categories, the first of which
was the boilerplate models being built by Langley for the Little J oe program.
For Big j oe, alias the Atlas ablation test, another boilerplate capsule was under
construction jointl)" with the STG at Langley responsiblc for the upper ~ction
and the STG at Lewis for the lower prtSSure-vcsscl section of the capsule. This
meant that Langley in conjunction with Radioplane \,'ould pufect the recovery
gear and parachute canister, while Lewis people would handle the automatic
control system, the heatshield, sensors, and tdemetry,"
For the production modd capsule under McDonnell's aegis, a number of
major subcontractors had long since been selected. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company was developing the automatic stabiliz:ttion and control system;
the reaction control system was being built by Bell Aerospace Corporation; some
electronics and most radio gear were to be provided by Collins Radio Company;
and the environmental con trol system, the periscope, and the horizon scanner were
to be supplied by AiRcsearch, Perkin-Elmer Company, and Barnes Instrument
Company, respectively. The al ternative heatshiclds, as previously noted , were
being provided by several different subcontractors; and the solid rockets for escape
by Grand Cenlral Rocket Company and for the retrothrust package by Thiokol
Chemical Corporation.
With regard to boosters a.nd Ia.unching, STG could rely on the extensive experience of the Ballistic Missile Division/ Space Technology Laboratory/ Convair
complex for the Atlas, and on the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and the von
Braun/Debus team for the Redstones. Only the Little Joe shots from Wallops
Island would require extensive attention to launch problems because only Little
j oe was exclusively a NASA booster. North American, the prime contractor,
.....ould provide whatel'er Langley could not for Little Joe.
Under the miscellaneous category "R and D support," howel'er, Project
Mercury would not only require the help of all the other NASA research centersLangley, Ames, Lewis, and now Goddard-but also of the NASA stations for highspeed flight research at Edwards, California, and for pilotless aircraft research at
Wallops Island, Virginia, At least 10 separate commands under the Air Force
would be closely involved, and various facilities of the Navy Bu~au of Aeronautics,
especially the human centrifuge at j ohnsville, Pennsylvania, would likewise be
extensively used.
The range and tracking network requirements being supervised by the alter
ego to STG, namely the Tracking Unit (TAGI U) or the Mercury network group
at Langley, gradually became clear as contractors began to report on their feasibility and programming studies. The Lincoln Laboratory of the Massachusells
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Institute of Technology, Ihc Aeronutronics Division of the ford MOlOr Compan).
Space Eleclronics Corporation, and the RCA $crvice Company hdd four slUdy
contracts to help Soule decide on ground equipment, radar coverage, control
cenler arrangements, and the exact specifications for various contraCl~. Although
a preliminary bidders' briefing on Ihe tracking, telemetry, and telecommunications
plam for Project Mereu!)' took place at Langley 011 April I> the basic design
document, "Spccifications for Tracking and Cround Instrumentation System for
Project Mercury," did not appear until May 21. Consequently NASA did not
select the prime contractor for the tracking network until midsummer.G'
Finally, regarding recovery operations, a NASA and Department of Ddense
working group decided on May II to make usc of Ihe invcstment already made by
Grumman Aircraft Corporation in operations research for its spacecraft bid proposal on reco\'uy requirements. Concurrently arrangements were being made
with the Chid of Naval Operations, the Commander in Chid of the Atlantic
FI«t, the Ann)' Ballistic Missile AgenC)', the Strategic Air Command, the Atlantic
Missile Range, the Marines, and the Coast Guard for the specific help each could
render when the time should come for search and retrieval.
Although these rdations appeared to have grown e:'(cecdingly complex, they
had only just begun to multipl)" Gilruth, however, was confident that by careful
coordination and through the largely personal and infonnal working methods of
STG, he and his men could handle the problems arising in the Mercury development program. As an encouraging example, the booster and launch coordination
panels, established separatdy for the Atlas and the Redstone, had by mid-May
already achieved impressive understandings on what had to be done. In the case
of the Atlas, the coordination panel worked OUI the division of labor bc::twCCIL
NASA, McDonnell, the Ballistic Missile Division, Convair, and STG, Panel
members simply discussed until they had rcsoh'cd such key problerru on their agenda
as general launch operations procedures, trajectories and night plans for the first
two scheduled launches, general approach to an abort sensing system and procedures, range and pad safety procedures, general mechanical ilnd electrical mating, blockhouse space requirements, general countdown and checkout procedures,
and velocity cutoff in the event of overshooting the orbit insertion point. Six Redstone booster and launch panels, established at an important coordination meeting
on February II with STG and McDonnell at Redstone Arsenal, likewise rcsoh'ed
in monthly meetings many such items. co For both boosters, many details remained
outstanding, of course, but the fact that pending problems were being identified
early and systematically in May 1959 gave the STG confidence that no funhcr
schedule slippages could be charged 10 the lack of intelligent planning.ASTRO:-lAUT SELECTION
Now that the men had b«n chosen to serve as the (ocal points (or all this effort,
new spirits animated the Space Task Group. Indeed, the Nation as a whole
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began (0 participate vicariously in Project Mereu!") when, on April 9, 1959, at a
pres~ conference in Washington, Glennan introduced to the public the seven men
chosen to be this Nation's nominttS for the first human voyagers into space:o
They were to be called "astronauts," as the pioneers of ballooning had been
ca\Jed "aeronauts," and the legendary Greeks in search of the Golden Fleece wert
cal led " Argonauts," for they were to sail into a new, uncharted ocean. These
personable pilots were introduced in civilian dress; man y people in their audience
forgot that they we re volunteer test subjects and military officers. Their public
comments did not class them with any elite intelligentsia. Rather they were a
conti nge nt of mature Americans, average in build and visage, family men a!l,
college-educated as engineers, possessing excellent health, and professionally committed to nying advanced aircraft.
Compared with the average, white, middle-class American male, they enjoyed
better health, both physically and psychologically, and they had far more experience among and above the douds. Slightl y short of average in stature, they were
above average in seriousness of purpose. Otherwise these seven seemed almost
random samples of average American manhood. Yet the names of Carpenter,
Cooper, Glenn, Grissom, SchilTa, Shepard, and Slayton were perhaps to become as
familiar in American history as those of any actor, soldier, or athlete.
Despite the wishes of NASA Headquarters, and particularly of Dryden, Silverstein, and Gilruth, the fame of the astronauts quickly grew beyond all proportion
to their current activities and thcir prefl ight mission assignments. Perhaps it was
inevitable that the "crew-pool" members of STG were destined for premature
adulation, what with the enonnous public curiosity about them, the risk they
woul'] lake in :;par.:e flight , and their exotic training aclivitic:s. 8uI the power of
commercial competition for publicity and the pressure for political prestige in the
space race also whelted an insatiable public appetite for this new kind of celebrity.
Walter T. Bonney, long a public infonnation officer for NACA and now Glennan's
adviser on these matters, foresnw the public and press attention, asked for an enlarged staff, and laid the guidelines for public affairs policy in close accord with that
of other Government agencies!'
The astronauts wert first and foremost test pilots, men accustomed to flying
alone in the newest, most ndva nced, and most powerful vehicles this civilization
had produced. They we re talented specialists who loved to ny high-performance
aircraft and who had survived the nnlurnl sel('clion process in their profession.
The demand for excellence in piloting skills, in physical health, and psychologicnl
adaptability becomcs ever more stringent as one ascends the Indder toward the elite
among military aviators, thCR senior test pilots with upwards of 1500 hours' total
Aying time: 1
Eisenhower's decision that the military services could provide the pilots greatl y
simplified the astronnut selection procedure. From a total of 508 service records
screened in JnnuaTY 1959 by Stanley C. White, Robert B. Voas, nnd William S.
Augerson at the military personnel iJureaus in Washington, 110 men were found to
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meet the minimum standards spc:cified earlier. This list of names included five
Mannes, 47 Navy men, and 58 Air Foru pilots. Several Anny pilots' r«ords had
been screened earlier, but none was a graduate of a test pilot school. The selection process began while the po6&ibility of manned Redstone flights late in 1959 still
existed on paper.n
The evaluation committee at H eadquarters, headed by the Assistant Director
of STG, Charles J . Donlan, decided to divide the list of 110 arbitrarily into three
groups and to issue invitations for the first group of 35 to comc to Washington at
the beginning of February for briefings and interviews. Donlan was pleased to
learn from his staff, White, Veas, and Augerson, that 24 of the first group interviewed were happy with the prospects of participating in thc Mercury program.
Every one of the first 10 men interrogated on February 2 agreed to continue
through the elimination process. The next week another group of possible pilotcandidates arrived in Washington. The high rate of \'oluntecring made it
unnecessary to extend the invitations to the third grou p. Justifyi ng this action,
George Low reported:
During the briefings and interview$ it became apparent that the final number
of pilol$ should be smaller than the twelve originally planned for. The high
rate of in te rest in the project indicate; that few, if any, of the men will drop
out during the training program. It would, therefore, nOt be fair to the men
to carry along some who would not be able to participate in the fl ight program.
Consequentl y, a recommendation has been made to name only six fina lists."
Sixty. nine men had reported to Washington in two groups by the middle of
February. Of these, six were found to have grown too tall. Fifty-six test pilots
took the illitiall>attcry of " ri ttcll tC$1.5, technical intcrvic .... ~, p'ychiatric intervicw~,
and medical h istory revie....s. Those who declined or were eliminated reduced
the total at the beginning of March to 36 men. They were invited to undergo the
extraordinary physical examinations planned for them at the Lovelace Clinic in
Albuquerque. Thirty-two accepted and became candidates, knowing also that
they weTC scheduled to pass through extreme mental and physical environmental
tests at the Wright Air Development Center, in Dayton, Ohio, after Ixing certified
as physically qualified by the Lovelace Clinic. The 32 candidates were assured
that the data derived from these special examinations in New Mexico and Ohio
would not jeopardize their military careers, since none of the findings was to go into
their service records.
Although the psychophysiological criteria for the selection of the best po6&ibJe
pilots for manned space flight had b«n under discussion for several years, the
actual arrangement of the selection procedures for Mercury was directed by a
NASA selection committee consisting of a senior management engineer, Donlan ;
a tcst pilot engineer, North; two flight surgeons. White and Augerson; two psychologists, Allen O. Gamble and Voas; and two ps~c h iatr ists, George E. Ruff and
Edwin Z. Levy. These seven men had done the screening of records and the
interviews and testing in Washington, constituting phases one and two of the
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sdection program , before remanding their pool of 32 candidates to the medical
examiners at the Lovelace Foundation."
Tndh'idually each candidate arrived at Albuquerque to undergo approximately
a week of rrn:dical evaluations under each of five different schedules. In this
third phase of the program, over 30 different laboratory tests collected chemical, encephalographic, and cardiographic data. X-ray examinations thoroughly
mapped each rna n'~ bod)'. The ophthalmology section and thc otolaryngology
scction~ likewise Icarned almoo;t e\'erything about each candidate's eyes, and his
cal"'. nn"C. ri nd thro.·'lt. Special physiological examinations ineluded bicyele er~om cter t cst.~, a total-body radiation count, total-body water determination, and
the specific .ltravity of the whok b«I.y. Heart specialists made complete cardio100000icai examinations. and other clinicians worked out more complete medical
h i~t ori cs on these men than probably had ever be.fore be.cn attempted on human
beings. Nevertheless the selectees were so healthy that only one of the 32 was
found to have a medical problem potentially serious enough to eliminate him
from the subsequcnt teslS at the Wright Aeromedical Laboratory.a
Phase four of the selection program was an amazingly elaborate set of environ·
mental studies, physical endurance tests, anthropometric measurements, and psychiatric studies conducted at the Aeromedical L-tboratory of the Wright Air
Development Center. During March each of the 31 subjects spent another
week experiencing a wide rangc of stressful conditions. Voas explained phases
three and four: "While the purpose of the medical examinations at Lovelace
Clinic had been to determil1(: the ~ene ral health status of the candidates, the
purpose of the testing program at Wright Fidd was to determine the physical
and psychological capability of the individual to respond effectively and ap propriately to the various types of stresses associated with space missions."" In addition to prcssure suit tests, acceleration tests, vibration tests, heat tests. and loud nf)i~
tests. each candidate had to prove his physical endurrlnce on treadmills. tilt tables,
with his fee t in ice water, and by blowing up balloons until exhausted. Continuous
psychiatric interviews, the nect:SSity of living with two psychologists throughout
the week. an extensivc self-examination throu,Gt:h a batterY of 13 psychological tests
for permnality and motivation, and another dozen different tests on intellectual
fun ctions and special aptitudes-these were all part of the week of truth at
Dayton.'"
Two of the more interesting personality and motivation studies seemed like
parlor games at first , until it became evident how profound an exercise in Socratic
introspection was implied by conscientious answers to the test questions " Who am
J?" and " Whom would you assign to the mission if you could not go your.IClf?"
In the first case, by requi ring the subject to write down 20 definitional identifieation~ of himself, r:lnked in order of significance, find interpre ted projectively, the
psychologists elicited information on identity and perception of social roles. In
the pecr ra tings, each candidate was asked which of the other ffii!mbcrs of the
group of five accompanying him th rough this phase of the program he liked best,
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which one he would like to accompany him on a two-man mission , and whom he
would substitute for himself. Candidates who had proceeded this far in the seleclion process all agreed with one who complained, "Nothing is sacred any more." '"
Back at STG headquarters at Langley, late in March 1959, phase five began.
The final evaluation of data was made by correlating clinical and statistical information from New Mexico and Ohio. Eighteen of the 31 candidates came recommended without medical reservations for final consideration by Donlan and North.
Accord ing to Donlan, although the physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, and
physiologists had done their best to establish gradations, the attrition ratc was
too low. So the final criteria for selecting the candidates n::verted to the tcchnical
qualifications of the men and the technical requirements of the progr:lm, as judged
by Donlan, North, White, :lnd finally Gilruth. "We looked for real men and
valuable experience," said Donlan. The selection tests, as it turned out, were
largely tests of tests, "conducted as much for the research value in trying to formulate the characteristics of astronauts as for determining any deficicncies of the
group being examined." The verbal responses at the interviews, before and
afte r the psychophysiological testing, therefore, seem to have been as important
final determin:lnlS as the eandidatcs' test scores. so
Sitting in judgmcnt ovcr 18 finalists, Donlan, White, and North parcd down
the final pool of selectces, choosing each to complement the rest of the group.
The going was so difficult th:lt Ihey could not reach the magic number six,
so Gilruth decided to recommend se\·en. Donlan then telephoned each of the
seven individually to ask whether he was still willing to accept a position as a
Mercury astronaut. Each one gladly volunteered again. The 24 who were
passed over were notified and asked to reapply for reconsideration in some fut ure
program. Gilruth's endorsement of the final list was passed upward to Silverstein and Glennan for final review, :lnd by mid-April the faces of America's
original SC\'cn spacemen were shown to the ..... orld .
As the astronauts lost their priv:lte lives, Project Mercury found its first great
public notice. An eighth military officer and pilot came aboard STG about the
same time to manage the public information and press relations that were already
threatening to intrude on the time and talent of STG. The eighth personality
was an experienced Air Force pilot who had flown extensively in World War
II, on the Berlin Airlift, and in Korea, and who also had proven himself as a
public infonnation officer aher 1954, whcn he was charged with ameliorating
public fears and complaints over jet noiscs, sonic boom~, and the ballistic missile
programs.!' Lieutenant Colonel John A. Powers, USAF, came on board the STG
staff in early April 1959. Thercafter the mellifluous voice and impish grin of
"Shorty" Powers made his reputation as the primary buffer for STG in its relations with the press and the public. Throughout the Mercury program, he stood
before the ncws media and the people of the world as the one liying symbol of all
the anonymous human effort behind the astron:lut of the moment.
Powers propagated some oyersimplified images in many instances, as it was
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his job to do, but no one man then or now could completely understand or
communicate the complexity of the myriad research, devdopmenl, and operations
activities that lay behind a launch. Then, too, the caliber of the questions determined the quality of his answers, and all too often the questions asked were
simple. What was an astronaut really like? What did he eat for breakfast?
Which ones had been Boy Scouts? How did their wives take their commitment?
Such questions provoked many to abandon asking how these seven came to be
chosen and for what purpose they were entering training.
From the United States Marine Corps, Lieutenanl Colonel John Herschel
Glenn, Jr., received orders to report to the Space Task Group at Langley Field,
on the fir.;t of May. He then found himself the senior astropilot in age and date of
rank. From the Navy, Walter Marty Schirra, Jr., and Alan Bartlett Shepard,
Jr., both lieutenant commanders, and Lieutenant Malcolm Scott Carpenter
reported aboard STG. And the Air Force assigned three captains, Donald Kent
Slayton, Leroy Gordon Cooper, Jr., and Virgil L Grissom, to duty with NASA
as test pilots, alias Mercury astronauts.
On May 28, 1959, the astronauts were brought before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics in executive session. They were ru;ked to
reassure the Congressmen that they were content with the orderliness, safety,
and seriousness of Project Mercury. This they did vigorously, together and
separately, before Schirm mentioned the "seven-sided coin" of competition over
which one should get the first fiight.~·
The first scven American astronauts were an admirable group of individuals
chosen to sit at the apex of a pyramid of human effort. In training to transcend

Project M ercury adronou/j pont for on informal group portrait: From left to rigllt,
/ 01111 11. Git lin , /r.; Donald K. Slayton ; M . Scott Carpenter, Jr.; Virgil 1. Grissom;
Wall er M. Schirra , /r.; Alan B. Sh epard, Jr.; and L. Gordon Cooper, Jr.
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gravity they became a team of personalitics as well as a crew of pilots. They we~
lionized by laymen and adored by youth as he~ bcfo~ their courage was truly
tested. In volunteering to entrust their lives to Mercury's spirit and Atlas' strength
to blaze a trail for man into the empy~;m, they chose to lead by following the
opportunity that chance, circumstance, technology, and history had prcpa~d for
them. Influential 20th-century philosophers as di\ersc as Bertrand Russell, Teilh:lrCt de Chardin, and Walter Kaufmann tell us that man's profoundest aspiration
is to know himself and his uni\'ersc and that life's deepcst passion is a desire to
b«ome godlike. All men must balance their hubris with their humility, but, as
one of those aspiring astronauts said, " How could anyone turn down a chance to
be a part of somcthing like this?" ..,
Shortly after the astronauts were introduced to the public, a literate layman
asked directions of Mercury for mankind in general:
Which way will heal'en be then?
Up?
Down?
Across?
Or far within? 5 1
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Man-Rating the Machines
(JULY-DECE!lIBER 19.59)

ADDLING ballistic missiles for manned space flight was in some respects like
tTying to ride Sinbad's roc: the bird was not buill for a topside burden, and
man was not meant for that sort of punishment. Once accepted in theory that
this fabulous bird could be domesticated and that some men could tolerate, cn~n
enjoy, the stra ins and stresses of such a ride, practical questions of marrying the
separate abilities of man and machine demanded immediate ans\\crs. Engineers in the Space Task Group and other NASA researchers al Langley, Lewis,
and Ames were providing some of these answers; engineers and technicians in
induslJ;' and in quasi-military organizalions contributed equally important
answers. The primary task of the Task Group managing ~Iercury was to ask
the right questions and to insist on better answers from the industrial producers
of the parts and from the academic, industrial, and military suppliers of services.
In the latter half of 1959, as STG monitored the gathering momentum of the
\'arious manufacturers, the urgent search for ways to reduce the ultimate risk
of sending a man for a ride in an artificial moon lifted by a missik gradually
became more systematic and beller organized. The theme of this chapter is
the quest for reliability in the al,ltom:llic machinery developed for the Mercury
mISSion. JI.<faking these devices safe enough for man took longer and exposed
more doubts than STG had c.xpected originally. During the cu riously quiet
first half of 1960, Ihe ncxibilil), of the ,\Iercur)' astronaut com plemented and
speeded the s}mbioois of man and mi<;.<;ile, of astronaut and capsule. T echnology,
or hardware, and techniques, or procedurcs-sometimcs called "software" by
hardware engineers-both had to be developed. But because they were equally
novel, reliability had to be built into the new tools before dextcrit)· could be
acquired in their use.'
At the beginning of 1959 NASA Headquarters had worried abou t three
scientific unknowns needing resolu tion before actual attempts to conduct manned
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orbital Rig hts. In their contribution to a House Committee Staff Report prognosticating for Congress on Th t Ntxt T t ll Ytars ill SPtlCt, 1959- 1969, Administrator T . Keith Clennan and the chid scientists at the helm of NASA in Washington listed these imperatives that must be investigated before man could go into
space:
Thc problcms known to cxiSt include ( I) high-energy radi.1tion, both primary and cosmic ray and the newer plasma type discO\·cred in Ihe ICY satellite
series; (2) man's ability to withstand long periods of 10nclincS.'i and strain
while subjected to the strangc em·ironment of which weightlessness is the factor
least cvaluated ; and (3) reentry into the atmosphere and safe landing. T he
reliability of the launching rockct mmt be increased before a manned cap!iule
is used as a payload. Once these basic qUC5tions ha\·e been answered, thcn we
can place a manned \'chicle in orbit about the earth.'
By J uly 1959 Ihe enginttrs in the Space T ask Group were no longer concerned
by the unknowns in each of these problematic areas. They had obviated the
need for high-energy radiation shielding by sekcting a circular orbit around the
equatorial zone at an altitude between 80 and 120 miles, well above the stratosphere and well below the Van Allen belts. Loneliness would be no problem because the communications network would keep the astronaut in almost constant
voice contact with ground crews, Weightles'll1ess, to be sure, was the factor least
evaluated, but by now this was the prime scientific variable that Project Mercury
waS designed to answer. The psychological outlook was good anyway, argued
STG rhetorically, for does not everyone who has Ieamed to swim enjoy the freedom and relatively " weightless" state when immersed in water? As to reentry,
the strain of positive and negative acceleration forces had almost certl"linly been
conquered ; only a few questions remained unanswered about actual reentry and
recovery stresses. Indeed, what H eadquarters had left unnumbered in its presentation and therefore seemed to have regarded almost as an afterthought, the
T ask Group considered the paramount problem: the reliability of the rocket
boosters must be increased before manned capsules could be attached to them.
The first major proof test of a critical part of the Mercury spacecraft design
occurred on April 12, 1959. After a dismal failure a month before, the escapetower rocket attached to a full -scale boilerplate model demonstrated its ability
to lift both man and capsule away from a dangerous boosler still on the ground.
Giving first priority to providing a n escape system in case of failure at la unch was
evidence of a pervading lack of con fidence in the reliability of the big rockets.
The men of the Space Task Group were nOI liquid-fuel propulsion experts; they
had to rely on mis.,ile technicians and managers to com·crt weapon systcms into
launch ~ehides for spacecraft. Since no one was expert in spacecraft engineering,
STG had to rely on itself and on McDonndl Aircraft Corporation to gain as
much experience as rapidly as possible with the capsule and its systems. This
high adventure of learning how, specifically, to orbit a man safel y was shared
by a growing number of people supporting Project Mercury.
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Although Robert R. Cilruth's Space Ta~k Croup was growing rapidl), it remained small enough and intimate enough throughout 1959 to make everyone
reel his worth. The creative engineering challenge of the project inspired an
esprit that could be measured b) the amount of \oluntary o\ertime and vacation
time relinquished by the members of STC. Gilnllh's administratin~ assistant for
staff services, 46-year-old P:wl D. Taylor, died of a heart attack in May and was
mourned br his colleagues a~ a martl!" who o\erworked himself in the cause.'
According to its own estimates of present and fmure manpower requirements,
the Ta~k Group was hard pressed to meet all its commitments in mid-J959. At
the beginning of the new fiscal year 011 jul) I, NASA authorized the Task Group to
hire another 100 persons, Illostly recent college grad uates. A total of 488
authorized po~itions lias to be filled by the end of the calendar year. But STC
a rgued that only one of its three major divisions at work on i\[ercury-Operations,
under Charles W. }.lathew5- was fairly equal in numbers to the tasks at hand
so far. The Flight Systems Oil'ision, under ;\Iaxime A. Faget, was called "greatly
understaffed," and the Engineering and Contract Administration Division, now
under the acting leadership of the Canadian james A. Chamberlin, was in "such
urgent need" of more technical and :ldministrativc help that the Spacc Task
Croup requcstcd 200 addi tional positions, to be fillcd within the next three
months. Estimatcs of increased Langley and Lewis support activities fo r Project
)Iercur), :..lmo«t d oubled this personnel request. The shccr size and immense
scope of induslTial and milita0' personnel required to support Mercury stirred
STC to a premonition of precarious control:
In summary, a detailed study of staffing requirement! for Project i\!efCury
sho\\"5 that the presentl)" authorized complemcnt of 388 should be increased
by 330 positions during fiscal year 1960 in order to maintain the project schedules. Thi~ staff of 718 should be al'ailable by September of 1959, but orderly
recruitment and integration of the additional staff would defer the filling of the
complcmer,t until April of 1960. It is believed th:lt everythi ng practicable in
the line of contracting on Project "Iercury has been done without going to the
extreme of effccti"ely relinquishing control of the project. Failure to obtain
the additional personnel shown must result in either major slipP,;lge of Ihe
schedule or in 1\:\SI\ cffectively losing control of the project to the military
or to industry.'
Because there was still no official commitment to manned ~pace flight programs beyond "[ercur)" and because hope was still high that manned orbita l flight
could be accomplished by thc end of 1960, the Task Croup accepted its temporary status and planned to phase out the people working on Project ?"[ercury
beginning in junc 1961. Such plans were tentative, of course, and did not reckon
"ith the technical and organizational problems that were to stretch out the program, nor with thc ast ronautical and political e,'enlS that werc to changc the
course and expand the role of NASA's manned space flight efforts in 1961.
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Nevertheles:'l, by early August 1959, Gilruth was able to put his own field
element of the Goddard Space Flight Center in milch better order through a
major reorganization. ~ His new title, Director of Project Mercury, was indicative of the expanded size and activity of the Task Group. The functions of
" project manager" for engineering administration devolved upon Chamberlin,
who also headed the new Capsule Coordination Committee. Addition of staff
services and elaboration of branch and section working group leaders after
August 3 made STG's organization charts much more detailed. But the block
diagrams, while helpful to new recruits and to indllSlTial visitors at the crowded
old brick administration building at the eastern entrance to Langky Field, showed
rather artificial separations of activity and authority within STG. The intimacy
of the original group had suffered inevitable attrition as the result of an eightfold
increase in size in less than a year, but the "inner circle" still operated personally
rather than fonnally. Outside relationships, even those with Langley Research
Center, 00 the other side of the airbase, were rapidly demanding more fonnality.
A partiaJ solution to these problems, which in time grew to be one of the
most important organizational d«isions ever made for Project Mercury, was the
informal agreement made in August 1959 between the Defense Department and
NASA to sel('Ct two mcn to act as "single points-of-contact." DOD appointed
Major General Donald N. Yates, Commander of the Air Force Missile Tcst
Center, to become in October its representative for military support activities
for Proj«t Mercury. The job of mobilizing and coordinating such diverse activities as Air Force prelaunch and launch support, Navy search and recovery
operations, Army tracking and communications facilities, and joint service and
bioastronautics resources demanded systematic, formal organization." In turn,
Hugh L. Dryden for NASA asked the chid of the High Speed Flight Station,
Walter C. Williams, to join Gilruth to act as the contact point with Yates. Effectivc September I, 1959, Williams and his colleagues Kenneth S. Kleinknecht
and Martin A. Byrnes accepted transfers from NASA's High Spet:d Flight Station-shortly to be renamed the NASA Flight Research Center-to the Space
Task Group. Having pioneered since 1945 in airborne launches of rockct research aircraft, Williams was a koior convert to the vertical ground launch cause
of Mercury. Faget especially weleomed him. A personable and forcdulleader,
Williams look a position on a level with Charles 1- Donlan. Each was an :wociate director for Project Mercury, Williams specializing in operations and Donlan
in development. Williams had guided the NACA-NASA role in the Hight operations of the X-15 rocket plane to a point just two days short of its first powered
night, on September 17, with Nonh American Aviation's test pilot A. SCOII Crossfield at thc COnlroJs. When Williams, Kleinknecht, and Byrnes took up the
higher national priority and professional challenge of working with spacecraft
rather than aircraft, they brought to STG valuable operational and development
experience with the highest-performance manned flight vehicles then in existence.'
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Although there was pressure to get on with operatioas planning, engineering
the " (eTeu!)' capsule was still the primary task during these days. McDonnell
and STG had swapped pemlanent field representativcs during the spring in the
persons of Frank G. Morgan and Wilbur H. Gray. l\lorgan came to live in a
motel at Langley. Gray found a residence in St. Louis ncar the north side of
L111lbert Field, where the McDonnell plant was spread around the perimeter
of the municipal airport. Though their technical liaison work was he;wy, Morgan
and Gray acted as hosts and guidcs as much as consu ltants, because visits by
exchange delegations of engineers were so frequ ent. Just as the coordination of
these meetings and tri ps for the de,"elopment of the capsule became imperative
among the aircraft and spacecraft designers and developers, so were closer, more
order!} relations required with the developers of the ballistic missile boosters.
Aerospace engineers often used one word to express the adaptation of systems,
modules. organizations, and even technologies to one another: that word was
"i nterface"; it connoted problems of integration, convergence, and synthesis of
indetenninate magnitude.
CoNVERCING TECHNOLOCIES

The problem of man.rating the Redstone rocket was tackled with character·
i,tic gusto by J oachim P. Kucttner, the man Wernher \'on Braun had called
in 1958 to lead the Anny's effort if Project Adam had been authorized. Kuettner
had earned doctorates in law, physics, and meteorology before he became a Right
engineer and test pilot for Mcsscrschmitt during the Third Reich. Having been
vile vf tile Iin,ltv lest a manned version of the V-I in 19+4, Kuettner had madc
further use of his avocation as a jet aircraft and sailplane pilot for the U.S. Air
Force Cambridge Research Center before joining th~ Anny Ballistic Missile
Agency ( ABMA ) at HuntsviUe.
In retrospect KueHner has generalized about the problem of "Man.Rating
Space Carrier Vehicles" in tenns relating his experience with both aviation and
missile technologies:
While it is admittedly an oversimplification, the difference between the two
technologies may be stated in the following general terms. From an aviation
standpoint, man is not only the subject of transportation, and as such in need
of protection as a passenger j but he is also a most important integral part of
the machine over which he truly has control. His dedsions in expected and
unexpected situations are probably the greatcst contributions to his o",n safety.
Adation, to the best of our knowledge, has never seen the necessity for a fully
automatic initiation of emergency escape.
In contrast, rocket technology has been for 20 years a missile technology gov·
erned by th~ requirements of target accuracy and maximum range. As such,
it had to develop automatic controls. Unlike a human payload, a warhead
has no use except on the target. Once the missile fails, it may as well destroy
itself during Right. (For this reason, missilery has accepted aerodynamically
unstable vehicles which, in case of loss of thrust, nip over and break apart,
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destroying thelllsch-es in the aiL ) There has been no need to save the pa)'load aCier a succeuful Aight or in casc of a catastrophe.
The dcn:lopment of marl/led space flight is not JUSt a matter of replacing a
warhead by a manned cabi n. Suddenly, a switch is thrown between two
parallel tral;ks, those of miuik tcchnolog)· and those of avjation tel;hnology,
and an altempt is made to move the precious human par1o.'ld from one track
10 the other. As in alilast_mjnlLte switehings, one has to be I;areful to assure
that no dcrailmcl1I takes pl:u:e.s
In the spring of 1959, while KueHner was still signing himself the "Adam·
NASA Project Enginttr," he and his deputy, Earl M. Butler, began a series of
triangular conferences, with Kurt H. Debus and Emil P. Bertram of ABMA's
Missi le Firing Laboratory at the Cape, in one comer, and Charles Mathews and
J erome B. Hammack, the Mercury-Redstone project engineer for STG, in the
Langley corncr. Between these infonnal discussions and six formal stud y panels
inaugurated by von Braun, a consensus was supposed to arise on, among other
things, the SOft of emergency detection system naessary to warn of impending
catad),sms in thc booster and to triggcr some sort of automatic ejection. Pr~
liminary agreements on a design for an abort or safety system began early in good
accord. But the uncertain rcliability program , booster recovery proposal, capsule
design changes, and electrical interface problems fouled the substquent devclopment of the Redstone abort-sensing systcm.o In this respcct the Atlas ..... as more
nearly rcad y than the Redstone by the cnd of the year.
M any factors contributed to the slippage in the Mercury.Redstone schedule,
but one significant cause for delay grew out of a subtle difference between ABMA
and STG in their approach to pilot safety and reliability. The role of the astronaut .....as clearly at issuc here longer than anywhere else. Conditioned by their
designs for Project Adam, the Huntsville rocketmen thought of the astronaut
throughout 1959 as merely an "occupant" or " pa.sscnger." The Adam proposal
for an escape s)~tem during ofT·the-pad aborts would have ejected a biopack
capsule laterally into a tank of water alongside the launch pad. Having less trust
than STG in the reliability of " Old Reliable," the Rrdstone enginars insisted on
putting safety first and making it lully automatic where"er possible. Reliability,
they insisted, is only a COncept and should be secondary to safety. This attitudc
was illustrated in the introductory paragraphs of the AB~1A proposal for the
Redstonc emergency detection system. The author, Fred W. Brandner, began
by saying that the usc of missiles for transporting man would demand an automatic
escape system to assu re pilot safety :
This system has 10 rely on cmergeney scnsors. There are an enonnous number
of mi>sile components which may conceivably fail. Obviously, it would be
il1lpractieal and aelUall), unsafe to clutter up the mi>sile with emrrgency
sensors. IIowever, many malfunctions will lrad to identical rcsult ~, and, in
sensing these results and selecting tlu: proper quantities, one can reduce thc
number of scnsors to a few basic t}'pcs.'o
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The M ucury astronauts received their first detailed briefillg on the Redstolle booster
at the Army Ballistic MiSIile Agency, HUrrlsville, Ala., i,l June 1959. Facing the
briefer, Joachim P. Ku cttner, th e lI!crcur)'- RedstOlle project engineer ulldcr von
Braun, art : lefl to right, Glenn, Shepard, Schirra, Carpenter, Slay tall , Grissom, and
Cooper. Ku eltncr louches the fill-slabiliud R edstone model, I'xpfoilling the purpose
arid cOlls/ructiOIl of th e carbon jet valin barely visible below the single engine 1I0.zzie.

Brandner proposed to measure only three basic quantities : the control system
attitude and angular velocity, thc 60-\'0It control and 28-\"0[t general electrical
power supplic:s, and the chambe:r pressure of the propulsion system. To ensure
"a high degree of pa~nger (pilot ) safety" on the Mercury-Redstone rocket, if
operationaJ limits set on these sensors should ever be: exceeded the capsule would
eject from the booster and be lowered by parachute.
Brandner's modest proposal stated the issue but not the solution to the general
question of man-machine relationships in Project Mercury. In 1959 the technical
debate was still inextricably mixed up with previous attitudes toward the precise
role of man in a manned satellite. Could the pilot test the vehicle or shou ld the
\'ehicle test the pilot? Mercury was NASA's program and STG's responsibility,
bUI at this stage of development the military establishment and missile industries
still knew, or thought they knew, more about the technological path for man's
first climb into space than NASA-STG did."
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From the Pentagon, for example, Brigadier General Homer A. Boushey,
Director of Advanced Technology for the Air Force, had predicted in January
that the most imponant key to space flight in the next decade would be not simply
manned but rather piiOled spacecraft :
8y piloted spacecraft, ( refer to a vehicle wherein the pilot operates controls
and directs the \·chicle. This i~ quite a different concept from the so·called
man.in.space proposal ",hich merely takes a human "along for the ride" to
pertnit ob$er.ation of his reactions and assess his capabilitie~. The high·speed
Hight experience of the NACA and the Air Force has shown that piloted craft
return rcsean;h data more effectively and marc economically than do unmanned
vehicles. While there is a place, certainly, for automatic, instrumented
\'ehicJcs, I belie\"e man himseU will pro\'C "the essential payload" to the full
utilization of space. Orbital rendezvous, controlled landing aher reentry,
and space missiolU other than the simplest sen~ing and reporting type, will
require man. If for no other re;!..'lOll than that of reliability, man will more
than pay his way.'~
Boushey's percipient remarks illustrated the persistent residue of misundersta nding remaining from interagency competition for the manned satellite project
in Ihe pre.NASA, pre-Mercu!)' period. Task Group officials fell compelled to
defend the distinctive. nature of Mercury and 10 emphasize that NASA astronauts
were never intended to be passive passengers. Ralher, they were to prove their
full potential as pilots, within limits prescribed by the mis...ion requirements
programmed inlo the automatic systems. Although there were long and hard
arguments within STG as to whether man should be considered "in the loop" or
"out of the loop" in perfonning various tasks, the preponderance of NACA-bred
aeronautical engineers in STC usually voted for as nClivc an astronaut M pos'Iiblc.
Outside pressures from scientists and missile engineers also helped unify and
consolidate opinion within STG. The distinguished research chief of Bell Tele·
phone Laboratories and one of the bthers of communication satellites, John R.
Pierce, summed up the argument for automation: "AU we need. to louse thinqs
up completely is a skilled space pilot with his hands itching for the controls." U
The problem of man-rating the. Atlas was preoccupying another task force of
stilllargcr proportions than the onc concerned with the Redstone. The industrial
and military engineers in southern California and at the Cape who were tl)'ine;
to make the Atlas meet il<; design specifications could and did mobilize more
resources than either STG or -,\ BMA could command. A few individuals stood
out as leaders in the vast effort. Kuettner's counterpart for the Air Force was
Bernhard A. Hohmann, another fonner test pilot at Peenemuende West, who had
been project engineer on the first two models of Ihe Messerschmitt- 163, one of
the first rocket.powered aircraft. In August 1959, Major General Osmond J.
Ritland of the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division (BMD ) assignoo him the job
of supetvising the systems engineering at Space TeChnology Laboratories (STL)
for a pilot safety and reliability program on the Mercul)·.Allas series. A~
Brandner did for the Redstone, D. Richard White, an STL electronics enginetr,
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made the preliminary designs for the Atlas emergency detection system. White
was inspired, he said, "one Sunda r in M ar when I imagined myself silting atop
Edward B. Doli, STL's Atlas project manager, could never imagi ne
that bird."
anyone foolish enough to sit 0 11 an Atlas, but he :1 l1owed Hohmann and White
to proceed with their comm itments." STL performed an overall tech nic:11 direction o\'er the associate contrac tors for the Atl:1s similar to that perfonned by
STC for NASA, but with significant differences. STL had not bc::en in\'oln:d in
the original MX-774 design behind the Atlas, and al though it became closely
associated with conceptual de\'elopmelll of Atlas as a weapon, ultimate respo nsibility remained with the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division. Both 51'L and STC
were systems engineering organizations, but STC h:1d a deepe r background in
research and was directl y responsible for the development of the project it
managed; STL had broader experience in systems engineering, missile dC\'e!opment, and business management.
H ohmann and his assistant, Ernst R. Letsch, huddled elosely with the reliability
statisticians at STL, Jed by H arry R. PoweU, and with BMD's Mercury project
liaison officer, Lieutenant Colonel Robert H . Brundin, also appointed by Ritland
in August 1959. But the main responsibility for detail design, development, and
production work fell on the shoulders of the manufacturers, Ceneral Dynamics
(fonnerly Convair) / Astronautics ( CD/ A or CV/ A ) of San Diego. The details,
tooling, and implementation of the emergcncy detection or abo rt sensing system
for the Atlas were guided by Charles E. Wilson, T om E. H ein~h eimer, and Fra nk
Wendzel. Their boss, Philip E. Cu lbertson, the Mercury project manager for
General D ynamics/ Astronautics, conferred repc'atedly and sometimes heatedly
",ilh H uIUll,UIIJ, Bluudiu, Dull, .Hld hi!. OW II factory production enginccr.I, J oh ...
Hopman, Cus Grossaint, Frank B. Kemper, and R. W. Keeh n .'~
H ere, tOO, a triangular dialogue was going on during initial considerations for
man-rating the Atlas. But STC engineers we re far away, busy with other mallers,
and knew well how little they knew about the Atlas. NASA and the Air Force,
like STG and the Anny, infonnally had agreed to divide developmental re~ p onsi bilit y and labor at the ca psule-separation point in the traj«tol)·.
So STC
was not directly invol\'ed in the tripartite "'orkings of the so-called " Bl\·t O-STLGDI A complex" in southern California.
Looking at Proj«t Mercury from the West Coast in 1959 ga\'e a set of very
different perspecti\'es on the prospects for accomplishing the program on time and
in style. South of Los Angeles International Airport there was no consensus and
precious little communication of the confidence felt across the continent on the
COllSt of Virginia. But STL, Convair, and Air Force representatives at the Cape
gradually diffused some of the contagious enthusiasm of STC while commuting
between home and field operations. More important still, the sense of desperate
military urgency to develop an operational ICBM still pervaded the factories
and offices devoted to the Atlas in southern California. Moti vation already mobilized m ight usily be transfclTed if only the Alias could be proved by the end
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of the year. STG was more sanguine about this forthcoming proof than the
Adas people, and NASA Headquarters seemed even more optimistic.
Perhaps symbolic of the profound Air Force distrust of the "bare Atlas" approach and indicative of lingcring doubts about the competence of the STG
n«lphytes who had stolen the march on man in space was the acron)'mic name
imposed by Air Force officers on the abort sensing system. White and Wilson
wanted to call it simply the Atlas "abort sensing system." No, som«lne in authority
insisted, let's make the name more appropriate to STG's plans to use the Atlas
"as is." If So this play on words, "Abort Sensing and Implementation System,"
became the designator for the only part of the Atlas created solely for the purpose
of man-rating that missile. Reliability was truly designed into the "ASIS"; once
this component was provcn and installed, the Atlas I CBM should, it was hoped, be
clcctrom edanica ll~' transformed into the r.,·fercury-Atlas launch vchicle.

H . Julian Alltn, Amts Rtstarch Center atrodynamicist who pionctrtd in hyptrsonic
wind tunntl devtlopment and prouided the CO>lUpt of blunt TtentTy bodits, which
was a major contn'bulion to ballistic missilt "ast-cont tuhnoiag), and to the Mercury
capsult, britfs a dtltgatioll from th l! National Al!ronautics and Space Coullcil1)isiting
Amts on August 3, 1959. Visitors art, ll!/t to right, John 1'. Rtt/alia/a, Alan T.
lVaterman, Eucutivt Secretary Franklyn IV. PhifJips, William A. M. Burdl!lI,
NASA Administrator T. Kl!ith Gll!nllan, and Cl!nter Direclar Smith DeFrance.
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Astronaut Donald K. Sb yton ddcndcd his prospecti\'c role and STG's stance
on the issue of automation whcn hc :'Iddrcsscd his brethren in the Society of Experimental T est Pilots on October 9. By his own admis.~ion, these wcre some
"stubborn, fm nk" words:
Firsl, I would like to establish the requirement for the pilot. . .. Objections
to the pilot range from thc engineer, who semi-seriously notes thaI all problems of ~ ren;\Jr) would be tremendously simplified if we didn't have to worry
about the blood) astronaut, to the military man who wonders whether a college-trained chi mpanzee or the village idiot might not do as well in ~pace as
an ex perienced test pilot. The btter is associating Mercu!)' "ith the Air Force
:-.nss or Army Adam programs which were essentially man in a barrel ap_
proaches. The :1ll5wer to the engineer is obvious and simple. If you elimi nate the astronaut, you can set: man has no place in space. This answer doesn' t
satisfy the militat)' skeptic, however, since he is not t] ucslioning the concept
of a man in space but rathe r whattrpe man. I hale to hear anyone conlend
that present day' pilou have no place in the sp.1ce age and that non-pilots
can perronn the space mission effectively. If this were true, the aircraft drive r
could count himself among the dinosa urs not too man)' ycars hence.

•

•

•

Not only a pilot, but a hiShly trained experimental test pilot is desirable
as in anr scientific endeavor the individual who can collect maxim um \'alid
data in minimum time under adverse circumstances is highly desirable. The
one group of men highly trained and experienced in operating, observing, and
analyzing airborne vehicles is the body of experimental test pilots H'prcsented
here today. Seleclion of anyone for initial space flights who is not (IUalified
to be a member of this organization would be equivalrnt to selecting a new
flying sehool graduate for the firs t fl ight on the 8-70, as an example. Too
mueh is invoh'ed and the expense is too ireat."
Slayton's defense of Me rc ury before his professional colleagues o utside NASA
was echoW. time and again in the ncxt two years by NASA spokesmen . But
mall)' crities re maincd skeptical because it was obvious that Mercury was being
designed to Ay first without man. Flight controllers and electronics engi neers
who had specialized in ground contro l of supersonic interceptors and who had
confidence in the reliability of n;motc control of a utomatic wcapon systems were
the least enthusiastic about allowing the pilots to have manual overrides. Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., the chief flight directo r for STG, preceded Slayton on t he
same program at the meeting of the experimental tcst pilots. He reviewed the
mnge netwo rk to be provided and the operational plan to be used fo r the Mercury
orbital mission. At that time, Kraft circumspectl y avoided any public indication
of his person al views o n the role the astronaut would play, but rears later he
confessed his bias:
The real knowledge of :-'fereury lie! in the change of the basic philosoph)' of
the program. At the beginning, the capabilities of ~fan were not known, so
the systems had to be designed to function automatically. But with the addition of :\-fan to the loop, this philosophy chansed 180 degrees since primal)'
success of the mission depended on man backing up automatic equipment that
could faiL"
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rn public, thc managers of NASA and of M crcury, who had to reque;t funds
and justify their actions before Congress and the people, appeared as optimistic
as possible and poi nted out what could be ac hieved with successful missions. Privately, they not on ly had doubts, they cultivated a group of professional pessimists
whose job it was to con,ider every conceivable malevolent contingency, J ohn p,
Mayer, Carl R. Buss, and Howard W. Tindall, Jr., first led STG's l\fission Analysis
Branch and set a precedent for spcnding ten times as much effort on planning for
abnormal missions as for normal ones."
Although not always obvious to STG, there also were differcnces in auitudes
I,ithin the space medicine fraternit y. Since mid-1958, mcn likc Siegfried J.
Gerathcwohl and George R. Steinkamp had led the school of thought that be·
lic\Cd that man was more nearly machine-rated than machine; were man-rated.
Conlcrsely, the chief of the space medicine division of the Air Force's School of
\ \'iation Medicine, Colonel Pau l A. Campbell, influentially asse rted his belief
that "in these past two or three years the situation has suddenl y changed, and the
machine capability has advanced far beyond man's capability." 20 Other biologists and medical college specialists also had doubts about the peculiar combination of stresses-from high to zcro to high g loads-that the man in Mercury must
end ure. Whatever the majority medical opinion might have been, the Task
Group felt itself beleagucred by bioastronautical specialists who wanted to "animal·
rate" the ~p..1ce Oight machines all the way from amoebas through primates before
risking a man's life in orbit.
ApPROACHES

TO R E LIABII.ITY

" Reliability" was a slippery wo rd , connoting more than it denoted . Yet
as an engineering concept it had basic utility and a recognized place in both aviation and missile technology, The quest for somc means of predic ting failurcs
and thereby raising the odds toward success began modestl}' as a conscious eff'Jrt
among STO and MeDonncl1 engineers only in mid-1959, after design and development work on major systems was well under wa y. Other engineering groups
working in su pport of Project Mercury also began ra ther late to take special care
to stimulate quality control and formal reliability programs for booster and capsule
systems. Mcrcury would never have been undcrtaken in the first place if the
general "state-of-the·art" had not becn considered ready, but mathematical analyses of the wo rd " reliability" both elarified its operational meaning and stirred
resistance to the statistical ap proach to qual ity control.
The fifties had witnessed a remarkable growth in the application of statistical
quality control to ensurc the reliability of weapon systems and automatic machinery. The science of operations anal yo;;is and the art of quality managcment
had emcrged by the end of the decade as special vocations. Administrator GlenlIan hi mself, as president of Casc Institute of Technology, had encouraged the
development over the decade of one of the nation's foremost centers for operations
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at Case. :' STG esecuti"e engineers studied an almost pedestrian exampl~ of th~ ne w m~thods for more scicntific management of efficiency; it was
on~ gi"~n by an automobile esecutive who compared thc reliability of his corporation's product over 32 years before 1959:
If the parts going into the 1959 car were of the same '1nality level as those
that wem into the [927 car, chances would be e,erl that the cu.Tem model
would not run.
This docs not mean that the 1927 car was no good. On Ihe contra!)', its
quality was excellent for that time. Bnt it was a relatively simple prodnct,
containing only 232 critical partS. The 1959 ,ar has 688 such parts. The
more the critical parts, the higher the quali!)' level of eae-h indil'idual part must
be if the end product is to be reliable."

In view of the fact Ihat estimat~ showed o'er 40,000 critical parts in the
Atlas and 40,000 more in the capsule, the awesome scale and scope of a reliability program for i\-fercury made it difficult to decide where to begin.
To organize engineering design information and data on component performance, someone had first to classify, name, or define the "critical parts." To
create interrelated systems and to analyze them as separate entities at the same
time was difficult. The Space T ask Group and McDonnell worked on creation
at the expense of analysis through 1959. Gradually NASA Headquarters and
Air Force systems engineers steered attention to certain "semanlic" probl~ms in
thc primitive concepts being used for reliability analyses. For instance, what
constitutes a "system"? How should one define "(ailure"? What indices or coeflicients best "measure" ovcrall system performance from subsystem data? "
These and othcr features of reliability prediction were so distasteful to creative
engineers that many seriously questioned the validity and even the reliability of
reliability predictions. " Reliability engineering," admitted one apologist in this
field , "may ;cern to be more mysticism and black art than it is down-to-earth
engineering. In particular, many engineers look on reliability prediction as a
kind of space-age astrology in which failure ratc tables have been substituted for
the zodiac," 2' Around STG this skeptical altitude wa.~ fairly repr~ntative.
But at NASA Headquarters, Richard E. Homer, ne"ly arri\'ed in June 1959
as Associate Administrator and third man in command, had brought in a small
staff of mathematicians and statisticians. It was led bv Nicholas E. Golovin, whu
transferred (rom th~ Air Force to NASA some of the mathematical techniques
lending quantitali,e su pport to demands for qualitative assurance. Theary-inWashington versus praetice-at-Langley were in conflict for a yea r until the nature
of "reliability" for pilot safety on the one hand and for mission succes; on the
other becam~ more clearly understood by both parties. The pressure exertcd by
Golovin and NASA Headquartcrs to get the Task Group and McDonnell to change
irs approach to raising reliability Ie,ds becamc a significant feature in redesign
and reliability tcsting during 1960.:'
Scientists, statisticians, and actuaries, working with large populations of
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entities or e,enlS, had long been able to achieve excellent pred ictions by defini ng
reliabilit~ as a probability, but in so doing they s.1crificed a .• y claim to know what
would happen in a unique instance. Engineers and managers responsible for
a specific mission or project tended to ridicule probability theory and 10 call
it ifl\'idiously " the numbers game." Being limited to a small set of e\'enlS and
forced by lime to o\'erlap design. dc\'elopment, test, and operations phases, they
could not accept the statistical l'iewpoint. T hey demanded that reliability be
redefined as an ability. The senior statistician at Space Technology Laboratories
for the Atlas weapon system, H arry Powell, recognized and elaborated on this
di~tinction whik his colleagues became in\'Ol\'ed with man-ra ti ng Ihc Atlas.
H is rema rks indicatcd that STL and Convair/ Astronautics faced thc same
dil'ergence of opinion that NASA Headquarters and ST G confronted :
U reliability is to be truly understood and ooJltrolled, then it must be though t
of as a de\'ice, a phpiral propert), which behal'es in accordance wi th certain
ph)"Sical laws. In ortler to insure that a device will hal'e these ph),!;ical properties il is ne<::cssary to consider it firs t as a design parameter. In other words,
reliability is a property of the equipment which must be designed into the
equipment by the ellgineers. Reliability call1lot br tested illto a dn'icc alld it
call/lol br i,upec/cd i"lo a de:;icr; il call 0,,1)' be uchiclJed i/ it is (irst desiglled
;1110 a drlJicr. !\lost design engineers are acutcl)' aware that they are under

5.everal obligations-to meet schcdul('S, to design their equiplnent with certain
space and weight limitations, and 10 create a black box (a sub5)'l5tem) which
will give certain outputs when certain inputs are fed into it. It is imperative
that they also be aware of their obli£,':ltion to design a de"icc which will in fact
perform its required function under operation conditions \\ henen:r il is called
upon to do so.'·
There is a rule in probability Iheory that the reliabil;I)' of a s~'ste lll is eXlietly
equal to the product of the rel iabilit), of each of its subsystems in serio. The
obvious way to obviate untrustworth y black boxes was to connect two black
hoxes in pa rallel to perform the same function_ In other words, redundancy
was the tcchn ique most oft en used to ensure reliability.
After the cancellation of to."ercurr-J upiter, K ue n ner and others at /\BMA
sct about a serious effort to del'elop a p.1rachute system to reco\'e r the Redstone
booster. T hey al!iO began to concentrate on the simplifi cations necessary for the
sa ke of relia bility to custom-build a man-ra ted Redstone. Starting wi th the
advanced , elongated version of the rocke t, which had been renamed the "J upite r-G'in 1956 for the Army's ablatio n researc h on reentry tcst vehiclcs, Kueltner
called upon the expertise of all who could spare time from the Saturn progra m
to help decide how to man-rate their stock. The fundamental change made to
the J upiter-C ai rf rame was the el imi nation of ilS staging capability_ Other
modifica tions stripped it of its more sophisticated components wh ile permitting
it to retain greater pcrfom lance charac teristics than the original single-stage
Redstone.':
The designers of the Redstone and Jupiter missile systems proposed an extensi\'e list of basic mod ifica tions to ada pt the vehicle to the ]\·lercuT)· capsule. The
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elongated fuel tanks of the Jupiter-C had to be retained for 20 extra seconds of
engine burning time, especially since they decided to revert to alcohol for fuel
rather than usc the more powerful but more toxic hydyne tbat fueled the Jupiter-C. Another high-pressure nitrogen tank to preS5urize the larger fuel tank
and an auxiliary hydrogen peroxide fuel tank to power the engine turbopump
also had to be added. T o increase thc reliability of the ad,'anced Redstone,
the), had to simp lif~ other parts of the Jupiter-C system. Instead of the sophisticated autopilot called ST- BO, one of the first inertial guidance systems (the
LEV-3) was reinstalled as the guidance mechanism. The after unit of the
payload on the old Redstone, which had contained a pressu rized instrument
compartment, became the permanent forebody of the main tank assembly, there
being no need to pro"ide terminal guidance for the new payload. A spacecraft
adapter ring likewise had to be designed to simplify interface coordination and
to ensure clean separation between capsule and booster. At the other end of
the launch "ehicle it was necessary to use the most recent engine model, the A-7,
10 avoid a possibl.: shortage of spare parts.
Hans G. Paul and William E.
Davidson, AB:\IA propulsion engineers, took the basic responsibility for "manrating" this engine.:!
!\lthough STG engineers bought the Redstone in the first place because it
was considered an "ofJ-lhe-shel£" rocket, they gradually learned through H'lmmack's liaison with Butler that the Mercury-Redstone was in danger of being
modified in about 800 particulars, enough 10 "itiate the record of reliability
established by the earlier Redstones and Jupiter-Cs. Too much redesign also
meant reopening the Pandora's box of engineering " trade-offs," the compromises
between o,"erdcsign and underdesign. V<.m Brdun's tc:alll tcmlcu ill tile former
direction; GilrUlh's in the latter. To use Kuettner's distinction, ABMA wanted
"positi,'c redundancy" to ensure aborts whenever required, whereas STG wanted
more "negati\'e redundanc)," to avoid aborts unless absolutely essential.~u This
distinction was the crux of the dispute and the essence of the distinction between
"pilouafety" and "mission SUCCCM."
On Jul)' 22, 1959, STG engineers received a group of reliability experts from
von Braun's Development Operations Divi~on at Huntsville. Three decadrs
of rocket experience had ingrained strongly held views among the 100 or so
leaders of this organization about how to ensure successful missions. The
AB~{A representatives told STG that they did not play the "numbers game"
but attacked reliability from an exhaustive engineering test viewpoint. Their
experience had proved the adequacy of their own reliability program, carried
mlt by a separate working group on a level with other engineering groups and
staffed by persons from all departments in the De\'elopment Operations Division
of AB:\IA. In conferen ce with design engineers, ABMA reliability experts
nonnall)" set up test specifications and environmental requirements for proving
equipment compliance. STG felt sym pathetic to this approach to reliability,
but systems analysIS at NASA Headquarters did not.
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As for the prime contractor's rejiabilit) program, in the first major textbook
studied by the astro nauts, Mc Donnell's " Project Mercury Indoctrination"
manual, distributed in Ma~ 1959, the pilots read these reassuring words:
The problem of allainiug a high degn:c of reliability for Projcct :\Icrcury has
reeei,'w more attention than has any other pre,ious missile or aircraft system.
Reliability has been a primary design l>arnmeter since the inception of the
projC<:t.~G

Accompanying reliability diagrams ~ ho\, ed over 60 separate redundancies designed into the various capsule sy~tems, allowing alternate pilot actions in the
even t of equipment malfunctions during an orbital mission.
McDonncll specified three 5.1lient features of its reliability program in this
preliminary indoctrination manual. Firs t, by making reliability a design requircment and by allowing no more than a permissible number of failures before
redesig n and retesting were required, reliability was made a conscious goal from
the beginning of manufacture. Second, fi\'e separate procedures wcre to implement the development program: evaluations, stress analyses, design review.;,
fai lure reporting, and failure analysis. Third, reliability would bc demonstrated
finally by both qualification and reliability testing.
These assurances did not seem adequa tc; STG, as wcll as NASA-Washington,
requested McDonnell to clarify its reliability policy in more detail and to hold II
new symposium in mid-August to prove the claim that "reliability is everybody's
business at McDonnell." McDonnell I'esponded by changing its "design objective" approach to what may be called a "development objective" approach.
The new program, draw n by Walter A. Hamlan and Eugene A. Kun znick,
explicitly sct forth mean times to failure and added more exhaustive demonstrations, or " life tests," for certain critical components. Morc fundamental assumptions werc made explicit, such as: "the reliability of the crew is one ( 1.0) ," and
" the probability of a ca tas trophic explosion of the booster, of any of the rockel5,
of the reaction control s)·stem, or of the environmental control system is negligible." ~'
McDonnell's presentation at this symposium stressed ncw quality control procedures and effecti vely satisfied ST G for the moment. Golo\,in and his
NASA Headquarter.; statisticians .... ere pleased to note refinement in sophistication toward reliability prediccion in the capsule contractor's fi gures for the
ultimate 28-hour M ercury mission. At the August 1959 reliability symposium,
;"fcDonnell :-..ssigncd impressively high percentage figures as reliability goals for
both mission and s."Ifety success:

Boost ___ ___________________________ ___ ____
Orbit ____ ____________________ ____ ________
Retrograde _______ ______ _____ _____________ _
Reentry ______________________________ ___ •
O\'ernll
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Mission
.7917
.9890
.9946
.9992
.778 t

Safely
· 9963
· 9999

· 9946
· 9992
· 9914
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To John C. French, who began the first reliability studi~ for Gilruth's group,
this kind of table represented the "numbers gall1e," mere gambling odds that
might deeci\'C the naive into believing that if not the fourth, then the third,
decimal place was significant. French was an experienced systems engineer who
recognized that numbers like these did mean something: obviously the authors
fdt the weakest link in the chain of cvents necessary to achie\'e mission success
was the launch ,·ehiclc. McDonnell believed the safety of the a.~ tronaut would
be ensured by the escapc system, but the coefficient". 7917" diluted the confidence
in overall mi>.sion success to ".7781." !-.IcDonnell and STG agreed that the onu~
was on the Atlas to prove its safet y and reliability as a booster for the Mercury
mLSSlon.
That point was not disputed by the men responsible for the Atlas. They
professed e\'Cn less confidence in their product for this purpose than the capsule
contractor had. Not until November 13, 1959, did reprcsentati\'es of the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Division and Spacc Tcchnology Laboratories visit Langley
to present in detail their case for a thoroughgoing plan to man-rate the Atlas as
a Mercury booster. Harry Powell had prcparcd a carefully qualified chart that
estimated that the reliability of the Mercury booster would reach approximately
75 percent only in mid.1961, and the first upbcnd (at about 86 percent) on that
curve was to occur another year later." Such pessimism might have been overwhelming to STG except that no abort-sensing system was ye t computed as a
factor in this ext rapolation. Also STC and STL agreed never to entertain the
idea of "random failure" as a viable explanation.
Because aircraft designers and missile experts held different opinions about
which systems should be duplicated, redundancy itself was ohen a subject of
dispute. Passenger aircraft were provided with many redundant features, including multiple engines and automatic, semi-automatic, and manual control
systems, so that commercial night s.1.fcty had been made practically perfect. But
in the military missile programs of 1959, redundant)' to ensure mission success
had been relegated to the duplication of the complete missile, "by making and
launching enough to be sure that the required number will reach each target." ""
In the age of "o\,erkilJ," one out of four, for instance, might be considered quite
sufficien. to accomplish the destructi\'e mission of the ICBM . Both McDonnell
and the Task Croup placed more faith in qualll) control procedures and in
redundant system development than in mathematical models for reliability
prediction during design.
In the course of further symposia and conferences during the autumn, the
Space Task Croup, working with military systems analysts and industrial quality
controllers, learned more than it taught about improving reliability programs.
Abe Sih'erstein, whose H eadquarters office ..... as retitled Space Flight Programs
(instead 9f De\'elopment) at thc end of the year, wasespecialiy eager to sec STG
set up its own reliability program, with procedures for closer monitoring of
subcontracts.~'
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But befor~ STG could presum~ to t~ach , it had to l~am much mor~ about
th ~ mechanic; of th~ Redstone and the Atlas.
Math~ws had his own mathematicians check th~ case histories for failures of every Redstone, Jupiter, and
Atlas that had ever been launched . A statistical population of over 60 Redstone
and about 30 Atlas launches yielded clinical diagnOS(S for generalizing about
the most likely ways these boosters might fail . Gerald W. Brewer, Jack Cohen,
and Stanley H. Cohn collected much of this work for STG, and then Mathews,
Brandner of ABMA, White of STL, and oth~rs fonnulat~d some ground rules
for the development of Ihe IWO abart-sensing systems.
All the investigators werc pleasantly surprised to find relatively few catastrophic conditions among thc failures . Th~ir biggest probkm was not what
to look for or when to allow Ih~ escape rocket to blast away but rath~r how to
avoid "nuisan c~ aborts." Such unnect.SSary or premature escapes would arise
from ov~ remph asis on pilot sa f~ty or "positivc redundancy" at th~ ~xp~nse of
mlSSlon succas. Long arguments ~nsu~d over several questions: How simple
is saf~? How redundant can you get and still hav~ simplicity? How do you
design a fa il -s.1f~ abort-sensing system without ov~rdesigning ilS s~nsi tivity to
situations las than catastrophic? n
Without trying 10 d~fin~ every t ~ rm , Mathews and his associates agreed that
only imminenl catastrophic failures were to be sensed, that reliability should be
biased in lavor of pilol protection, and that all signals from abon sensing should
be displayed in th~ spacecraft . Application of these ground rules to the Redstone
led to development of an automatic abort-sensing system (AASS ) that sensed
"downstream" or fairly gross parameters, each of which was representative of
many different types of failures. :M:crcly "critical," as opposed to "eata.5trophie,"
situations were not allowed to trigger the escape syst~m automaticaJly. Such
m~rtly "critical" situations as partial lo!lS of thrust, a fir~ in the capsule, deviation
from flight path, or loss of tank pr~ssure might possibly be correct~d or tolerated.
But catastrophic situations were defined as cxisting where there were no seconds
of time for intelligent decisions, corrective actions, or manual abort. Th~ abort
system for the Mercury-Redstone senstd and was activatcd by such typical catastrophic situations as excessivc attitude deviations or turning rates (leading to
high angles of attack during high dynamic prasures and resulting in a structural
brtakup), as sudden loss of tank or bulkh~ad differential pressure in prcssUl'estabilized structu res, as loss of electrical pow ~ r in th~ control and instrumcnt
system, and as 1055 of thrust immediately after liftoff. "
If any of these situat)ollS should arise, the automatic abort-sensing systcm was
supposed to initiate an explosively rapid sequenec of e"~nts. First, the engine of
the Redstone would cut off (except during the initial moments O\'er the launch
site). Then the capsule would stpamle from th~ booster. And this would be
follow~d by the ignition of the e<iCape rocket, with acceleration up and away from
the booster, and finall y by the norm;'!l sequencing of c"cnts in the rccovel) phase
of the launch profile.
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During August, September, and OClObcr, the T ask Group improl'ed its understanding of the interrelated parts and procedures bcing de\"clopcd for :1\lercury"
New definitions were formu lated in hardware and \Iords" Some old worries-th'
heatshield, for instance-were abandoned as newer concerns replaced them. The
success of Big Joe and thc promise of Little Joe shms promoted confidence and
sustained enthusiasm. At the end of this period optimistic forecasts werc thc
role, not only for booster readiness but also for finn o~rational schedu1c5. T he
first ~ I ercur}"-Redstolle and .i\lereury-Atias qualification night tests were scheduled
for launchings in :1\lay 1960. [\'en the final goal of Project Mercu!)', the achie\'e·
ment of manneo orbital Oight around Earth, stitt appeared possible by March
1961."
But as autumn blended into winter in 1959, optimism cooled along "'ith the
wCathu. The job of keeping snow clear of its own drive was difficult enough,
but heavier equipment than that possessed br the Task Group was necessarr to
plow aside the drifts that sometimes CO\'ered the streets of interagency coo~ration.
In particular, the :\Iercu!)'-Rerutone schedule began to look progressi\"el~' more
snowbound ill the early winter of 1959, largely beeauM: the capsule and the Atlas
commanded primary anention,
At the end of August, Gilruth had proposed to -"lajor Gencral J ohn B. :M edaris,
commanding AB.i\fA, that the fi rst attempt at a .i\lercurr·Rcdstone launch from
the Cape be set for February I, 1960. This proposal represented a slippage of
about four months since Februa ry 1959, when the initial understanding between
ABMA and STC had been reached. But the pr05pccts for rapid accomplishments
in the next six months were brighter at Langley than at HUnlS\"illc, 51. Louis, or
the Cape. Plans to use eight :\ Iercury-Redstoncs for ballistic training I1ight ~
between February and October 1960 were still in elTect, and S-rC also hoped to
complete six manned Redstone flights by ;\Iarch 1961 before launching the first
of the manned Mcrcu ry.Atlas configurations. Such optimism was not entirely
the result of ~outhful nai\"ete or of underestimates of complexity, In large part.
target dates were set deliberately at the nearest edge of possible completion periods
to combat Parkinson's Law regarding bureaucratic administration, that work
expands to fill the time allotted for its completion.'·
Much of the fault for Redstone slippages must re\"en to STG for having
canceled the Mercury-Jupiter series rather precipitously, thereb}' unceremoniousl}
relegating the 4000 members of \"on Braun's di\"ision at H untsville almost to " task
element" status as far as M ercu!)' was concerned. Although the Jupiter program
~r se was being phased ou t at AB.i\[A , its si res, who spa rkcd the entire Anny
Ordnance team, were sensiti\"e to criticism of their strange love for space tra\"e1 .'~
STG engineers should not ha\"e been surprised that the cancellation of the ;\o[ercu~·
Jupiter series would cause a reaction in HuntSl"ille that would re"erberale to the
Ca~ and through Washington.'·
Although NASA H eadquarters had carefully coordinated STG's recommendation in this matter, many other factor.; contributed to the change in the Mereu!)'
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program manag~ m~nt plans that forecast th~ slip of MR-I paSt MA-l on the
flight test sc.hedul~. Th~n:: ..... ~n:: at least thr~e t~chnicat reasons for the MercuryRedstone slippages as well as several other, perhaps more important, priychological
and policy-planning reasons lor this change in the " progressive buildup of tests"
principle.
For~most among all causes of delay was Ihe lacllhat the pacing item, McDonnell's production model of Ihe Mercury capsule, look longer to build than anyone
supposed it would. " Because S)"Slems inlegration within the spacecraft was
lagging by several months, e\'ery other area would Ix delayed also to some degree.
~condly, the design and development of the abort-sensing systems for the Redstone
and Atlas wer~ attacked separately and not cross-Iertiliz~d. Th~ basic dispute
over safety ver-sus success, or positive versus negative redundancy, could be settled
only with actual night tcst experience.
A third technical reason for the fact that the Redstone team, with its ready
and waiting boosters, failed to lead ofT Ihe series of qualifieation flight tests was
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rel:tted to the Teutonic approach to reliability. Long years of experience with
rockets, toge ther perhaps with some n:lti"e cultuml concern for meticulous cmft smanship, ga\'e the von Braun group high confidence that most so-called "reliability" problrms could be ob\'iatcd by hard work, more flight tests, and intensive
engineering attention to every detail. Elaborate operational checkouts were to be
made at Huntsville and the Cape. STG agreed to these procedures in August,
but by November time was clearl y in contention between Huntsville and Langley.
The T ask Group wanted to launch its first tlHct: Redstones for Mercury during
~Iay and J une 1960, but if this were possible, it was hardly ad,·is.1ble from ABMA's
point of \'iew.':
By then, however, this could be considered a family dispute among stepbrothers within NASA. On October 21,1959, President Eisenhower announced
his decision, pending congressional appro"al, to transfer the "on Braun group and
the Saturn project from AB~IA to NASA. If this decision solved a morale
problem among members of the Development Operations Division at ABMA, it
undoubtedly complicatcd certain institutional and political problems. Jockeymg
for position probably imensified rather than abated, as plans for the future use of
the Saturn launch vchicle overshadowed MereuI)' for Ihe moment. Another fi ve
months were required to complete a transfer plan, and eight months would clapSl'
before the official transfer ,"as completed on July 1, 1960.'"
Although the plans for the escape of a pilot from a malfunctioning Redstone
were comple;.:, plans for a similar emergency detection system on the Atlas were
several times more complicated. T hree engines, rather than one, with an overall
ranJ::'e and thrust ca pability well o\'er three times greater, and with guidance.
gimbaling, and structural separation mechanisms far more comple;.: than those to
be used on the Redstone-these were some of the factors that PUl the problem of
man-rating the Atlas on a higher plane of difficult} .. The Mercury capsule escape
srstem was, of cou~, the same for both ~ters, but the emergency detection
systems had to be tailored to the differcnees between the launching vehiclcs. The
single-stage Redstone was a piece of battleficld artillery that could stand on its own
four tiM, for example, whereas Ihe fragile "gas-bag" Atlas would crumple if not
pressurized. And in flight, the Atlas' outboard engines must stage properly and
drop away from the central sustaincr engine before the escape tower could
be jettisoned.
Whilc Charles Wilson and his crcw at Convair in San Diego worked out the
detailed design and hardware for ASIS , Richard White led Space T echnology
Laboratories through more detailed analytical studies and simulation tests at EI
Segundo. Their concurrent efforts ensured that the airborne emergency detection
system for the Mercu ry-A tlas e\'olved, as Powell insisted it must, with the steadfast
goal of reliability. Inspection and tcst programs were inaugurated separately by
Hohmann , beginning in October. but reliability was designed into the ASrS black
box from ~h r onward. Wilson and White soon discovered that their biggest
problem concerned the pre\'ention of recontact between booster and capsule after
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separation. Alan B. Kehlet and Bruce G. Jackson of STG had the primary responsibility to determine the proper thrust offset of the escape rocket and to ensure
against recontact, but " Monte Carlo" probability analyses were done by both
Convair and the Space Task Group."
In addition to the AS IS, the Atlas D had to be modified in a number of other
ways before it could carry a man. Because the Mercury-Atlas configuration was
taller by approximately 20 feet than the Atlas D weapon system, the rate gyro
package for the autopilot had to be installed 20 feet higher on the airframe, so it
would scnsc more preciscly the rate of change of booster aUitude during launch.
The Atlas would not need posigrade rockets to assist separation because the Mercury capsule would embody its own posigrade rockets inside its retrorocket package.
Beeause the capsule's posigrade rockets could conceivably burn through the thin
skin of the liquid-oxygen dome, a fiber-glass shield covering the entire dome was
attached to the mating ring. The two small vernier rocket engines, which on the
IC BM had thrust on after sustainer engine cutoff, or "S Ee~ ," for last-minute
trajectory corrections, were regoverned to delete the "vernier solo" phase of operation, thus savi ng more weight and complexity. In addition to the use of older,
more reliable types of vak es and special lightweight telemetry, only one other
major booster modification was considered at first . The man-rated Atlas D would
use the so-called " wet start" instead of the newer, faster "dry start" method of
ignition. A water pulse sent ahead of the fuel into the combustion chambers
would effect slower and smoother initial thrust buildup, minimizing structural stress
on the engine before liftoff. This change saved approximately 60 pounds, by
enabling the use of a thinner skin gauge in the Atlas airframe. But the "thin~inuru " Alla!;!!iOOn proved tu be too thin-skinned, and the weight saved was lost
again in 1961, when a thicker skin was found to be csstntial in the conical tank
section just under the capsule; The longer, lighter spacecraft payload proved a
cause of additional d)'flamic loads and buffeting problems, catting for more strength
in the Atlas rorebod y.·~
After additional slUdy of the idiosyncracies of the Atlas missile, Mathews,
Wilson of Convair, and White decided on the parameters most in need of monitoring for abort indications; ( I ) the liquid oxygen tank pressure, (2 ) the differential
pressure across the intermediate bulkhead, ( 3) the booster attitude rates about all
three axes, (4 ) rocket engine injector manifold pressures, ( 5) sustai ner hydraulic
pressure, and ( 6) primary electrical power.
Dual sensor.; gaugi ng each of these catastrophic possibilities were fairly easily
developed. If anyone of these conditions should arise or any system should fail ,
thc ASIS would by itself initiate the explosive escape sequence. But anyone of
(om men with their fingers poised o\'er pushbuttons also could abort the mission;
the test conductor, the flight d irector in the con trol center, the range safety officer,
or the astronaut with his left thumb would lx: able to decide if and when the escape
rocket should be ignited. But these manual abort capabilities were only supplements, with built-in time delays, to the automatic abort sensing and implementation
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system. During the portion of the Aight po.....ered by the Atlas, human judgment
was to be secondary to a transis.lorized watchdog autopilol. Their moral obligation
to pilOi saft:ty made Ihe Atlas redesigncrs reduce man·control to this minimum.
Culbertson later explained, "While it was true that mis..~ion success provided pilot
safety, provision for pilot safety did not always improve the probability of mission
success." ••
One of the most imponant analytical tasks in man-rating the Atlas was the
cauful and continuous study of the mathematical guidance equations for the launch
phase of all the missions. Three men at Space T(:ehnology Laboratories shaud
this responsibility, C. L. Pittman, Roben M. Page, and Duncan McPherson.
While Convair was learning that it cost approximately 40 percent more to build
a man·rated Mercury-Atlas than a missile system, STL's math(:maticians and
systems engineers., like Hohmann and Letsch, were working out th(:ir differences
on how to control qualit), and augment reliability. By the end of 1959, Hohmann
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had sold his plans for pilot safet). The) were based on applying supercharged
aircraft production techniques to industrial practices for military missile production. T o livc with the Atlas required no less and eventually much more."
CRITICAL Co~II'O~'£NTS OF THE CAPSUU:

Basic as the boosl CI1i were for successful manned space night, they were not
the only machinl$ that had 10 be certified for safety before a man's life could be
entrusted to them. The capsule with all its systems and subsystems, dl$igned to
operate automatically on unmanned test nights at first , would also have to have
reliable provisions for operation with a normal, or even with an incapacitated or
unconscious, man aboard. Man-rating the spacecraft , therefore, involved the
paradoxical process of dehumanizing it first for rehumanizing later.
When the seven Mercury astronauts first visited the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation laboratories and factory, for three days in May 1959, each was handed
an indoctrination manual and given opportunitic.~ to inspect the mockup capsule
and to review the requests for alterations madc by the Mockup Review Board in
March. Immediately they expressed some uneasiness about the poor visibility
afforded by the two remotely placed portholl$ and about the difficulty of climbing
out the bottleneck top of the capsule.'! So, ba!.Cd on these and numerous other
criticisms expressed by the men for whom these machines were being built, redesign
studies were begun.
Just as Maxime Faget was the chief NACA-NASA designer of the capsule configuration and mission concept, so John F. Yardley, his closest counterpart in the
1\1' cDonnrl1 orgllni7.ation, was the chid developer of the Mercury capsule. Neither
Faget nor Yardley was the nominal leader of the vast team within which each
worked, but both animated the technical talents of their colleagu~, from design
through the final development stag~ of the Mercury hardwarc. John Yardley
held a master's degree in applied mechanics, had worked for McDonnell since
1946 as a stress analyst, strength engineer, and project leader, and he was exceptionally talented in his capacity for work and for synthesizing technical knowledge.
By telephone, teletype, and face to face, Faget and Yardley consulted each other
about the multitude of detailed design and development decisions involved in
production throughout 1959. But their bilateral agrcemenlS were restricted to
details. Larger decisions regarding the development of systems or interaction
between subsystems were rcsclVed for the 17 different working groups in STG and
the \0 or so at l\'lcDonnell. James Chamberlin instigated this capsule coordination system and gradually replaced J.'aget in relations with Yardley during the
next year."
In 1959 the McDonnell Aircrah Corporation became the lOOth.largest industrial company in the United States, employing approximately 24,000 people to
produce goods ( primarily the F4H-l Phantom twin-jet fighter for the Navy) and
services (mainly computer time, electronic cquipment, and systems engineering)
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valued at $436 million. Within this corporate context, the contract with NASA
for about $20 million to manufacture 12 or mo~ spaC(:craft, requiring only 300 or
400 workers and representing less than fh'e percent of McDonnell's annual sales
\'olume, appeared rather minuscule. The president of the corporation, J. S. McDonnell, in September 1959 wrote for his twentieth annual report to stockholders
that "there is no need to stampede away from the aircraft business."'·
When the prime contract for ~[crcury was awarded to McDonnell, the Corporation's vice-president for project management, David S. Lewis, assigned Logan
T. MacMillan, a tall, tactful test pilot and mechanical engineer with a winning
manner, to be compan)'widc project manager with authority to mobilize the resources of the Corporation for the new '·enture. ;\Iadlilbn, of the same :lge and
rank as Faget, soon found it difficult to reconcile McDonnell's development and
production phases with NASA's concurrent rescarch and test phases. Time, cost,
and quality control were interdependent, and now the astronauts and STG had
called for major design changes in the window size and placement, the side
entrance-exit hatch, the instrument panel, and switch accessibility. To his top
management, i\Iac:\Iillan reported on July 18, 1959;
The Space Task Group is a rather loosely knit organization of former Research
Engineers. The Coordination Officc is an attempt to channel and control
infonnation and requirements agaill5t ~IAC more closely and is a good movc.
It is clear, howe\'er, regardless of whether 01' not it succeeds, the NASA
philosophy of investigation and approval of the smallest technical details will
continuc, and request for changes will also continue. We will continue to
handle this by being responsive to requests for studies and recommendations
and to be as fle.xible as we posliibly can to incorporale changes It is imperativc
thaI wc continue to improve our capability 10 make Ihese studies promptly,
submit change proposals to co\er the increased work as soon as possible, and
evaluate the effect of changes on delivery schedules rapidly.· '
A month later i\laci\Iillan complained by teletypc message direcdy to Paul E.
Purser that coordination meetings were being held too frequently for effective
action on items from preceding meetings. He suggested that lata meetings be
scheduled "for one month from time minutes are received at MAC." But the
pace did not slow significantly; the finish line simply moved farther awa)'.
MacMillan and Yardley, together with Edward M. Flesh and William
Dubusker, two older, more experienced production engineers, supervised the bulk
of the load for McDonnell in tooling up, making jigs and fixtures, and organizing
their craftsmen and procedures for production. Kendall Perkins, McDonnell's
vice-president for engineering, had deliberately assigned Yardley and Flesh, combining youthful enthusiasm and e.xpericnced caution, to start the manufactureliterally the h,lOdmaking-of the fir:st spacdrame. The subsequent design and
technical development at McDonnell was carried out under their direction.!:
By July 1959, Dubu5ker, the tooling superintendent, had completed McDonnell's first surgically clean "white room" for the later manufacturing phasc;, had
taken on the job of manufacturing manager for Mereu!)', and had moved some
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Whitt-room manufa,tunng dandards typified the revolution in upgrading of prui1ion and reliability
in manufa,turing tllld ,hukout
techniques. AI the M cDonnell
plant, white-room ,ollditions prevail (left) as fabrication pro"leds
on a spacecraft; (below ) part of a
spacecraft's seven miles 01 wire is
installed on a breadbOQrd; and
(below, left) a tedlnidan a~m
bleJ a ,ompact spacecraft clock.
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200 workm ~n onto the n~w production lina. Learning to fusion-weld titanium
.01O-inch thin in an encapsulated argon atmosph~re was his first chall~ng~ and
proudest accomplishment. But before th~ year was over, Dubusker had to cont~nd with r~tooling for other unusual materials, with rising n:quirem~nts for cleanlin~, with stricter d~mancis for machined toleranccs, and with higher standards for
quality control.
Fksh, the engin~~ring manager, and Dubusker drew on all of McDonnell's
e."peri~nce with shingled-skin structures around j~t aft~rburners for h~a t prot~c
cion. Their machini5ts had pre"iously worked with the patented metal, Rene 41 ,
a nickel-base steel alloy purchasable onl y from General El~etric, but arc-jet t~
of the afterbody s hingl ~s on the outer shell of th~ capsule showed a need for som~
ing~nious new fabricating techniques.""
While Yardley and Flesh eonttntrat~d on developing the most critical components for th ~ M ~ rcury capsule, two oth~r McDonnell empl o}'~a began to play
significant roles in man-rating this machinery. The company was fortunat~ to
have its own so-called "astronaut" in the person of Gilbert 8. North, anoth~r testpilot engin~er but one with a unique relationship for th~ NASA contract. He was
always being confused with his identical twin broth~r, Warr~n J. North, who served
Si1v~rstein and George M. Low in Washington as NASA H~adquarters participant
and monitor in astronaut training. Gilbert North serv~d M cDonnell as chi~f
human guinea pig in th~ St. Louis ground tests. Warr~n and "Bert" North
actively promoted th~ incorporation of test-pilot conc~rns in the Mercury program
from two standpoints outsid~ STG.
Most of the astronauts and tat pilots, including the North twins, instinctively
rcsent~d the "interfer~nce" of psychologiSts and psychiatrists in Projttt M~rcury.
Willing to wager their careers and perhaps their n~cks on the au tomatic systems of
the capsule and booster, Ihe pilots preferred to study the reliability of th~ machines
and to assume themselves adaptable and self-reliant in any situation. They were
thus unprepared to discover that psychologists would b~ among their strongest allies
in gaining a more active role for man during Mercury missions. Throughout
1959, arguments over the necessity for the three-axis handcontroller, as opposed
to the more traditional two-axis stick and on~-axis pedal control system, demonstrat~d these pilots' confid~nc~ in themselves.
Distrusting what they regarded as
tender-minded psychology and psychiatry, Ihe astronauts-in-training s tudi~d hard
to b~com~ more lough-minded electromechanical engineers. And indeed thdr
first complaints r~garding spacecraft daign rault~d in change; adopt~d fonna!! y
during September for later models of th~ capsu l~. ··
John Yardley fortunately was not quite ~ tough-minded and recognized early
an imbalance in detail design consideratioru;. He insisted on having the crossfertilization of parallel human engineering studits. McDonnell hired in February
a "human engineering" expert, Edward R. Jones, to conduct studies of pilot tasks
and to analyze the various ways in which the man might fail his machine;. Proposing straightaway a thorough training regimen for the astronauts in procedures
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simulators, Jones went on to program a statistica l computation of the human·
factors implications of failures in the au tomatic systems in the Mercury capsule.
By Novemh<:r 1959, Yardley :lIId Jones together had convinced a ma jority of
McDonnell engineers that man should more oh en h<: in the automatic loop than
out of it....
Part of the problem faced by Jones, Yardley, and the astronauts in regard to
human factors and the "inhuman" automatic control systems was the initial posi.
lion taken by seven members of a study grou p at the Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company in M.arch 1959. Assigned to recommend approaches to
mission analysis and cockpit layout, this group, led by John W. Senders, James
Bailey, and Leif Arneson, had reported to McDonnell that since "this vehicle does
not behave like an airplane . . . . There is no apparent need for a complex,
highly integrated display configuration at a sacrifi ce of reliability." " J ones stud·
ied the Minneapolis-Honeywell reports carefully and said they expressed a "wooden
man" approach. Assuming pilot safety would be provided for, j ones believed
more provisions should be made for the pilot to assure m ission success. In August,
J ones and a colleague, David T. Grober, wrote for Yardley a description of the
quantifiable differences between Ilying this spacecraft and Ilying aireraft. They
admitted: "Primary control is automatic. For vehicle operation, man has been
added to /he system as a redundant component who can assume a number of
functions at his discretion dependent upon his diagnosis of the state of the system.
Thus, manual control is secondary."'; But J ones and Grober pointed to at least
eight ways in which automation for reliability could interact with the autonomy
of the astronaut to vary the chances both for pilot safety and for mission success.
They warned McDonnell's reliability engineers against ass uming, as they had in
their latest Connal reliability program given STG, that the reliability of the astra·
naut isul)-ity:
It has been assumed naively by those who arc not familiar with the capsule
that the operation of the systems will not be difficult because of the automatie
programming of the nonnal mission and because of an aMumed simplicity of
the systems. However, preliminary analysis indicates that the operation of the
capsule, considering the stri ngent mission requirements and the physiological
en\~ronment, \-.111 be as difficult or probably more difficult than high per·
fonnance aircraft. A vast number of different potential malfunctions may
occur in the capsule's systems, and thc isolation of these malfunctions can be
extremely difficult. Missioll reliobility dttcrmilintiollJ asBillit' the ill/ronout
con deteel ond operate '''til sySftms without error.

Only three months later jones read a paper before the American Rocket $0.
ciety that, while not a rcversal of primary and secondary control modes for the
manned satellite, marked a symbolic shift from automation to monitored automatic
flight. Man's function in space Ilight, argued j ones, should now be recognized
as something more than secondary, if stilllcss than primaT)':
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Serious discussions have ad,'ocated tha.t man should be anesthetized or tranquiJlized or rendered passive in some other maimer in order that he would not
interfere with the operation of thc ,chidc . . . . As equipment becomes available, a more realistic a.pproach evokes, It is now apparent with the Mercury
capsule that man, bc)'ond his scientific role, is an essential component who can
add considerably to systems effectiveness when he IS gi"en adequate instruments, controls, and is trained. Thus an e"olution has occurred, .. with
increased emphasis now on the positi\'e contribution the astronaut can make.'~
Jones spoke, presumably, of the general atlilUdes prevailing around McDonnell,
His fdlow psychologist in STG, Robert B. Voas, supported his evaluation.
Ne\·erthelc.ss, unlil some r-, [ercury missions were no ...,'O automatically to qualify
the integration of all s~'stems, man would not be allowed to !ly one. O f all the
critical systems in ~krcury, therefore, the automatic comrois, a part of which was
the "autopilot," were most crucial for man-rating the capsule.
Guidance and control engineers in Project Mercury were often plagued by
M'mantic confusions betwecn the different electromuhanical systems they designed
and developed to stabilize, guide, control, or adjust relative motion. Their nomenclature helped confound confusion by the similarity of initials in official usc to
denotc their oricntation systems: ACS, ASCS, RCS, and RSCS all looked similar
to men with other concerns, but some evolutionary reasons help explain the
technical differences behind the initials. ACS, for Attitude Control System, applied specifically only to the Big Joe capsule, becoming a generic tenn in Mercury
nomenclature after that launch ill September 1959. In its place the redundant
designation ASCS, for Attitude (or Automatic ) Stabilization and Control SySo
u~m, grew up as a name for the autopilot, an airborne dectr:mic com puter that
compared inputs of electronic sensory information with any deviation from preset
reference points on gyroscopes or with the horizon. Outputs from the autopilot
could then command small jets called thrusters to spe..... out small quantities of
hot gas in order to maintain balance in space. These hydrogen peroxide jets, their
fuc\ tanks, plumbing, and valvcs were called simply the RCS, or Reaction Control
System.... The last of this quartet of initials, RSCS, requires a more thorough
explanation.
In August and September 1959, the stabilization controls and drag-braking
drogue chute were proving troublesome, and everyone in STG knew this, Pro"isions for the astronaut, or "human black box," in the control loop complicated
e"er:' facet of the system, and yet the pilot had little choice over its operation.
Robert G. Chilton, Thomas V, Chambers, and ot her STG controls engineers
reco nsidered the scveral different ways in which the Mercury capsule was being
designed to act by chemical reflexes \\ith complete self-control.
From the very beginning of controls design for a manned ballistic satellite,
Honeywell had suggcsted using the same digital electronic system, for sim plicity'S
sake, to control all Mercury Rights. But this "simple" equipment ..... as unnues-
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sarily complicated for thc first flight tests and could cause some unnecessary problems. Also, a direct mechanical linkage to a completely independent, completely
redundant reaction control system had been provided to ensure that the pilot could
adjust manuruly and proportional!y his capsule's attitude in orbit. But this overweight and oversize manual redundancy, fundamental to the Mercury objective
of testing man's capability as a pilot in space, was an exceedingly uneconomical
part of the original design.
McDonncl! and H oneywell controls engineers moved ahead with their develop·
ment of the digital system while Chilton wrestled with the problem of raising the
efficiency of the thirsty manual proportional thrusters. A wired jumper from the
handcontroller to the jets for the ASCS should enable the astronaut to tilt or
rotate his craf! in its trajectory by electrically switching on and off the tin y solenoid valves that su pplied hydrogen peroxide gas to the automatic thruster combustion chambers. Because this "Ay-by-wire" system completely circumvented
the autopilot, inserting the a;;tronaut's senses and brain in its stead, it was not
automatic. Rather, it operated semi.automatically; it would allow the pilot to
aid or interfere with the automatic adjustment of rotation around his pilCh, roll,
and yaw axes. Thus in the autumn of 1959 the automatic attitude control system was already compromised by the addition of the semi-automatic fl y-by-wire
feature.
But this redundancy still seemed inadequate for mission success. Both Mc·
Donnell and STG controls enginttrs proposed various approaches to other attitude
control systems for the Mercury capsule in the spring and summer, but Logan
MacMillan resisted all such suggestions, awaiting NASA's fonnulation of a definite
policy for judging the urgency of contract change pmpa'Klb. Every changc would
invite inevitable delays, and the long leadtime for a new rutemate control. system
(an AASCS!) made MacMillan, Yardley. and Flesh very skepticru of that
approach.1N>
The fresh insight of one of the Canadians in STG's flight controls section,
Richard R . Carle)" helped Chilton to Stt the need for a second completely independent rate-command orientation system. Together they wrote a compromise
proposal Colrly in July that served as the midwife for a "rate damping" system for
stabilization control :
There is a natural reluctance 10 relinquish the mechanical linkage 10 the
solenoid \·akC$ but the redundan t fly-by-wire systems olTer mechanical simplification with regard to pJumbing and valving hydrogen peroxide 50 the overall
reliability may IlOt change appreciably. In fact , cOllsidcring the controlability
of the cap5ule:u a factor in mission reliability, a net gain should result. Simulation tests indicate that manual contml of the capsule attitude during retrograde firing will be a difficult task requiring much Jlr.:lctice on the part of
the pilot. By changing the cOlllmand function fmm accclerntion to rate, the
t:uk complexity will be greatly reduced and the developmental clTort on display
and controller characteristics can be reduced accordingly.'''
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Oul of interminable meetings and proliferating t«hnical committee<;, a com·
promise did finally emerge. Chilton's group, together with J. W. Twombly of
McDonnell, worked out the de<;ign for a semi·autOllll"llic rate augmentation system.
By connecting three more wire<; from the handcontroller to the three pairs of
solenoid valVe<; guarding the fuel Aow to the manual reaction jets, the designers
built a bcnch version of a rate·command control system that utilized the small rate
gyros fonnerJ y supplying the references only for cockpit instruments. For thc
production model, rate command fuel would bc takcn only from the manual
supply tank. By the end of October, Chilton's group and l\Iinncapolis·Honey.
well had completed preliminary designs of this rate orientat ion system, now offi·
cially sanctioned as contract change No. 61 and callro the " RSeS." But the
difficult electrical cireuit for its independent rate logic system ..... as only in the
breadboard stage: ..... ires had been stretched over the two--dimcnsional drawings
as a preliminary test of thc circuit designs.
The manual proportional method of slewing the capsule around required an
extravagant usc of fuel , but the rate mode relegated the manual to a last·ditch
method of attitude control. Now ..... ith "rate command," essentially another
fly·by-wire system superimposed on the manual reaction controls, the astronaut
might control precisely his movemcnts in pitch, yaw, and roil by smail spurts of
gas that would tip him up or down, right or left, and ovcr on one side or the
other. The exact attitude of the capsule at the critical time of retrograde firing
could be held by this method, and the slow-roll stabilization of the capsule during
reentry also could be accomplished by this system. Thus the que<;t for reliability
led to four different methods of orienting the capsule by the end of 1959. Making
both the automatic mode (through fl y-by·wire provisions) and the manual mode
(through the rate command, or RSCS) redundantly operable gave the astronaut
three out of four options.
McDonnell and STG already were working with nine major subcontractors
and 667 third-tier vendors, and the effort to man-rate all their products and all
these subsystems-indeed each part from tiny diodes to the pressure vcsscl-,,quired thawing out and rcfrttzing the specification control drawings several
times. When at the beginning of October NASA approved the funds for installation of an explosive side-egress hatch, a trapezoidal observation window, and
another stabilization and control system, McDonnell engineers had alrt:ady undertaken these and consequent redesign requirements. This independent advance
action was evidence of a more advanced approach to the need for concurrent
development and production."'
To save weight without sacrificing reliability, the electronic specialists-like
all other Mercury design engineers-looked for microminiaturized, solid-state components. But they found less than they hoped. Miniature parts were evolving
rapidly into microminiaturized parts, but the latter did not have good reliability
records yet. Collins Radio Company, for example, holding the subcontract for
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capsule communications equipment, emphasized the conservadve usc of miniaturized but not superminiaturized components to achieve greater reliability.'l
Since the beginning of the development program the target of an effective capsule
launch weight of 2700 pounds h:l.d been overshot continuously, primarily because
of slight but cumulative increments in electrical circuitry weights. Vendors consistently seemed to underestimate the weigh L~ of the parts they su pplied. At
the beginning of October the effe ctivc capsule weight was estimatcd at 2859
pounds. This seemed likely to grow to 3000 pounds unless finn action was taken.
A special coordination meeting in St. Louis at the beginning of October established
a weight-reduction diet for the capsule development program and admonished
NASA "all along the line to decide how much weight reduction should be sought
and what items of capsule equipment should be sacrificed in order to achieve the
desired reduction." 6'
At Ihe time STG was considering the RSCS, it was also thinking of eliminating
the 17,5-pound drogue parachute in Ihe interest of weightsaving. The "fist·
ribbon" drogue stabilizer, six feet in diameter and composed of concentric and
radial strips of nylon, was being tested at Edwards Air Force Base and at the EI
Centro Naval Parachute T est Facility, at subsonic and transonic speeds and at
altitudes down from 70,000 feet over the Salton Sea. One of the first canopies,
released at a speed of mach 1.08 from an F- l04 jet fighter at an altitude above
10 miles, plummeted into denser air whipping, fluttering, and spinning so badlr
that it disintegrated after a minute of this punishment. This test had put a
special premium on development of the rate stabilization control system.
The recent decision to substitute a ring.sail for the extended-skirt main
landing parachute made Gilruth fear that there might not be enough experience
with big parachutes to detennine whether they had similar bad characteristics.
Gilruth and Donlan were so unsettled by the chute tests in general that they
appealed to Washington for an expansion of applied research programs aimed
at Ihe development of more reliable parachute systems:
It is apparent that the large load cargo type of parachute is far from as reliable

as the personnel parachute that most people arc familiar with. Part of this
lack of reliability is due to unknown scale effects, perhaps. However, it is
known that a great deal of this loss of reliability is due to the various fixcs that
are employed on large parachutes to attenuate the opening shock. Such fixes
<u extended skirts, slots, reefing, and other devices are designed to cause a para·
chute 10 open more $lowly. Therefore, it is nOt surprising that this tendency
to open slo....'Cr is also accompanied by a tendency nOt to open at all.'"
Continued tests of the main parachute revealed few additional problems, but
the drogue chute tests were getting worse. By the end of September the problem
of drogue behavior at relatively high altitudes and barely supersonic speeds was
so critical that the director of Langley thought it might be "easicr to :l.void than
to solve."" 1\.11 sons of alternatives, including a fl exible inflatable-wing glider
proposed by Francis i\I. Rogallo of Langley, a string of discs tT:l.iling like a Chinese
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kite, and simple spherical balloons, wue proposed as possible means of avoiding
the instability of porous parachute canopies at high al titudes, where the air to
inflate them is so rare.
T oward the end of 1959 still another lesson learned from studies of the aerodynamic stability of the capsule in the rarefied upper atmosphere added a slight
refinement to the Mercury configuration. To break a possible " freeze" if the
stable capsule should reenter the atmosphere small end forward, a spring-loaded
destabilizing flap was installed under the escape pylon. Donlan and Purser asked
George Low to explain around Washington why this "mousetrap" destabilizing
flap was added to the antenna canister and why this innovation would requIre
further wind tunnel tests:
The Mercury exit configuration (antenna canister forward without escape
tower) has been shown to be statically stable at mach numbers greater than
four. This stability is uudesirable because of the possibility of the capsule
reentering the atmosphere antenna canister forward. Tunnel tests at a mach
Ilumber of six ha\'e indicated that a destabilizing flap prevents this undesirable
stability region. It is therefore llC<essary to know the effect of this d~tabilizing
flap at subsonic and supersonic speeds.c,
Continued poor performance of the fist-ribbon drogue convinced Fagel, Chamberlin, and Yardley by the end of 1959 thai the drogue chute should be eliminated
altogether, but Gilruth and Purser, among others, saw as yet no cheaper insurance
and no more workable altemative.'" The mousetrap destabilization flap and the
rate stabilization system would help to fill only the mid-portion of the gap in thc
reentry flight profile. It was still a long way down from 100,000 to 10,000 feet
D.bovc sen level- roughly 17 mile! as a rock might drop. But by this time, the
big questions concerning the first part of the reentry profile had been answered
by the Big Joe Right.
BIC JOE SHOT

On the same day, September 9, 1959, both the major preliminary flight ttst
of Project Mercury and the final qualification flight test of the operational Atlas
ICBM occurred, in .separate launches from opposite sides of the United States.
While NASA and STG were focusing their attention on the performance of
Atlas booster No. 10-0, being launched from Cape Canaveral, most of the men
behind the Atlas were watching missile No. 12-0 being launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. A novitiate crew of Strategic Air Command
(SAC ) officers and men had groomed No. 12-0 for this critical test flight south.....('Stward o\'er the Pacific Missile Range, Likewise, neophytes from NASA stood
by their payload on the Atlas 10-0, a .....aiting the results of its southeastward flight
over the Atlantic :\1issile Range. If all went well this day, the Atlas would have
proved h.self capable both as an operat ional ICBM and as a launch vehicle for
a Mercury ballistic flight. Reliability was something else again, but capability
could be proved with one demonstration.
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The men from Space Technology Laboratories; from Convair/Astronautics;
Rod::etdyne j General Electric; Pan American, who managed the "housekeeping"
of the Atlantic Missile Rangc; and numerous other contractors supporting the
Air Force development of the Atlas, deserved to be called expcrts. They had had
experience in launching this rocket. By contrast, NASA personnel were even
greener than the SAC crew going through the countdown at Vandenberg. NASA
did not intend to learn to launch its own Atlases, but STG did hope to gain some
expertise for living through its launches. The job of launching Big Joe belonged
to the Air Force, supported by the Convair/Astronautics team at the CapeByron G. McNabb, Travis L. Maloy, Thomas J. O'Malley, C. A. Johnston, and
others. Charles Mathews, the STG mission director, learned much about his
operational requirements working with these men on Big Joe.
Few people outside the military-industrial teams working on Ihe Alias could
have known what was happening in the ICBM program in mid-1959." The
fourth and supposedly standard version of the Atlas ICBM , des.ignated Ihe Atlas D,
rapidly supplanted the third development version, called Alias C, during the
summcr of 1959. Earlier A and B models, fired in 1957 and 1958, had phased
through C and into D concurrently. The Air Force had committed itsdf in
Dccember 1958 to supply NASA with standard Atlas Os for all Mercury missions. The first installment on this commitment came due in September, at the
same time that the weapon system was to prove itself operational. Since April 14,
1959, when the first serics-D missile exploded 30 seconds alter liftoff, only four
other Atlas Os had been launched, Ihe second and third of which were parfial
failures or partial successes, depending upon one's point of view.'o
In July and August, however, the two successful Atlas-D launchings were
supplemented by exceptionally encouraging flights of the last two series-C Atlases.
Atl:L~ 8-C had flown on July 21, bearing " RVX-2," or the first ablative reentry
nose cone adapted to the Atlas. It was especially welcome to STG officials; both
the flight and the recovery provided demonstrative evidence to reinforce STG's
commitment to the ablation principle for the Mercury heatshield.: 1
Joe is a common name, but there was nothing common about the big Atlas
missile and the Mercury payload that stood poised upright at launch complex 14
at Cape Canaveral on September 9, 1959. Some had hoped that Big Joe would
skyrocket on July 4, but the launch date was postponed until mid-August by the
Air Force bcc.1.use the booster did not check out perfectly at first. Then it was
put off until earl y September by STG engineers, who were stymied by troubles in
the sophisticated instrumentation and telemetry. Finally, on the evening of
September 8, Atlas IO-D, the sixth of this model to be flight tested, stood on its
launch pad at Cape Canaveral with a replica of the Mercury capsule (minus an
escape tower) at il5 tip. All NASA waited for the countdown to begin at midnight. About a founh of the Space Task Group members were at the Cape for
the "Atlas ablation test." From this first full-scale, full-throttle simulation of the
reentry problem, every member could expect further task definitions.
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If Atbs JO- O should bil, if the boilerpl:lle capsule should fail its teg or be
lost, then a backup shot, Big j oc II , h'ould ha\'e to be made. But without proof
that the ablation h ea t ~hicld could actually protect a man from the intense frictional heat of reent!)', and \\ithout dyna mic e:"idellee that the fruslUlIl-shape:d
spacecraft would actually align itsclf blulll-end-forward as it pierced the: atmosphere, all the: rest of the " R and D" in\'e~ted ill Fage!'s plan would avail little.'"
The nost-conc-capsulc for Big j oe, handcra ft ed by NASA machinists, had
no retrorocket package. The inner structure hcld onlr a half-size instrumented
pressure ":"55(1 instead of a pressurized cabin contoured to the outer configuration.
Built in two segments, the lower half by Lewis and the upper by Langley craftsmen, the: main body of the spacecraft replica was fabri cated of such rcl"tively
thin sheets of corrugated Inconcl alloy in monocoque construction that the
appellation "boilerplate" capsule was especially ironic."
For this model of the Mereu!)' payload, more than a hundred thermocouples
were installed around the capsule skin to register temperatures inside and under
the heatshield, side:s, and afterbody. jacob Moser and a group of instrume:ntation specia lists from Lewis had developed a multiple:x system for transmitting
data. o\'er a single u:lemetry link from all thermocouples plus 50 other instrum ent~,
including microphones, pressure gauges, and accelc:rome:ters.
Back in Clevcla.l1d, three: controls e:ngincers, Harold Gold, Robc:rt R. Millc:r,
and H. Warre:n Plohr, had designed a "cold-gas" attitude control syste:m, using
high-pressu re: nitrogen for fuel. They had worked directly with Minneapolis.
Honq'well to devise the gyros, logic, and thrusters for the critical about·face
maneuver after separation, It was essentially unique: in its usc of cold-gas nitroge:n thrusters rather than the "hOt-gas" hydrogen peroxide systems that Bell Ae:rosystems had developed for the X- IS progra m .~·
To STG novices watching Ihe launch preparations, the Atlas and the orga·
nization of people it requi red 10 get off the ground seemed incredibly complex.
But the:y themselves were not \\'ell organized e,'en for their sole rco; ponsibility with
the payload. Big J oe had three bosses, all at work under Mathews. Aleck C.
Bond, Ihe Langley heat-transfer ~pecia list , had accepted from Faget almO§t a year
ago the responsibility for the O"crall mission succ~. B. Porter Brown, the
Langley engineer first sent to pa\e: Ihe way for STG at the Cape, acted as STG's
chief liaison with the Air Foree-Com'ai r team. And Scotl H. Simpkinson, leading the group of about 45 tco;t-operations people from Lewis, had been living
with the capsule for Big j oc in a corner of Hangar S since the second we:e:k in
june, when checkout and preflight operations tCSts began, The NASA-Goddard
cre:w still held most of the hangar space ill preparation for Vanguard Ill , their
culminating launch, scheduled later in September."
Porter Brown bore the: title of NASA Atias-i\lercury T est Coordinator and
worke:d~along with NASA Headquarte:rs re:prcsentative l\Ic1vin Gough- under
nominal d ire:ction from the ~Iissile T est Center, T o fathom the complexity of
launch operations and organizations at the Cape: required expertise, tact, and
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Sketches by C. C. /oilnson of comparative boikrpiDte M ercury capsules used in Big
J ru and Lilltc Joe leJI flighb. The Jlit:t"",., daled February 26, 1959, show Ihe
Iransilion from the original Big Joe capsule dcsig1l (left ) to tlu one actually uSld
(center), which in turn would be a prECursor of the capsules used in Lillie Joe launches.

drive. Security restrictions were so strict for the Alias, and agencies and launch
crews so compartmentalized, that horizontal or interpersonal communications in
the lower echelons were virtually nonexistent. Brown had to keep vertical
communications open and establish STG's "nccd-to-know" at every SICp.'G
To launch a missile required a stack of documents almost as lall as a gantry.
Documents called "preliminary requirements," "o~rntions requirements," "o~ra.
tions directives," "test directives," and innumerable other coordinating catalogs
had to be circu lated and their orders followed bdore, during, and after getting
a rocket off the ground. To active young engineers with a mission, this paperwork could only be frustrating , but Air Force experience had shown the value of
the documentation system in imposing order on a chaotic situation."
Atlas 10-0 was programmed to risc, pitch over horizontally to the Atlantic
before it reached its 1000mile peak altitude, then pitch down slightly before
releas.ing its corrugated nose conc at a shallow angle barely below the horizontal.
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In the near vacuum of space at that altitude, tiny automatic thrusters in the
capsule should make it turn around for a sh(lllow reentry into the stratosphere.
The friction of the air, gradually braking the speed of the descent, would dissipate the kinetic energy imparted to the capsule by the Atlas. An incandescent
cauldron of this transformed energy would envelop the capsule like a crucible as
it penetrated denser air. II was hoped that enough of this hcat would be deflected
by the slip stream and boiled away into thc turbulent boundary layer of the
shock-wave to protcct the capsule from vaporization. This night should simulate
closely what a man must ride through if he was to live to talk about an Atlasboosted, iMercury-returned orbital flight around Earth.
About 2: 30 a.m., a 19·minute hold in the countdown was called to investigate
a peculiar indication from the Burroughs computer that was to guide the launch.
A malfunction was found in the Azusa impact prediction beacon, a transponder
in the booster. Since there were several redundant means, including an IBM
machine that was part of the range safety system, for predicting the impact point,
the trouble was ignored, the countdown resumed, and liftoff occurred at
3: 19 a.m:"
It was a beautiful launch. The night sky lit up and the beach trembled with
the roar of the Rocketdyne engines. For the first two minutes eve~one was
dated. Then suddenly oscillograph traces indicated that the two outboard
booster engines had not separated from the centerline sustainer engine,
as they were supposed to do when their fuel was exhausted. Flight controllers
and test conductors in the blockhouse and control celller began to worry about
"BECO" (or booster engine cutoff) as contradictol)· signals appeared on their
panels and computer readout rolls. Apparently all systems within the capsule
were performing as planned, but the capsule seemed not to do its half-somersault.
The added weight of the booster engines retarded velocity by 3000 feet per second.
The Burroughs computer predicted an impact point about 500 miles short. All
eight reaction control jets seemed to be working perfectly, yet the reent~ attitude
could not be verified before the telemetry blackout occurred as the capsule
skidded back into the atmosphere.'" No one could ascerlain what had happened
during thai lO-minute !light unless the recovery forces downrange could retrieve
the capsule and its onboard lape recordings.
Six ships of Deslroyer Flotilla Four began racing uprange at flank speed.
Patrol and tracking planes started flying their search patterns. Before dawn,
tracking ships and downrange tracking stations detected the sofar bomb explosion
underwater, and provided new coordinates for the point of impact. As the sun
rose over the sea, a Navy P2V Neptune patrol plane, homing in on a sarah beacon
signal, reported sighting the capsule bobbing in the water. It vectored the nearest
destroyer, now slill over 100 miles away, to the green-dyed area for retrieval. It
was still too early to tell whether the prima~ objectives of Big Joe had been
achieved. But as the morning progressed, morc evidence from the range made
it appear that all tclemet~ had functioned properly. If the capsule could be
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recovered before it sank, the most important objective, finding out how well~i:he
capsule>s ablation shield had endured reentry, could be evaluated quickly.
While eager newsmen at the Cape were being cautioned to avoid erroneously
identifying this custom-built prototype as the Mercury capsule, technicians were
busily analyzing "quick-look" data that would give more infonnation about
booster and payload separation perfonnance, the attitude control system, the
internal and external temperature history of the model, noise and vibration levels,
telemetry and tracking effectiveness, and acceleration and deceleration peaks.
About seven hours after launch, exultation swept over the Big Joe launch team
at the Cape when the destroyer Strong reported that she had netted the precious
capsule intact and secured it on deck. The terrestrial return trip by water and
air required another 12 hours. As soon as the transferring cargo plane arrived
at Patrick Air Force Base, the capsule was loaded onto a dolly, and a police escort
cleared the way for the shrouded trailer bearing the tangible remains of the Big
Joe mission along the 15 miles through Cocoa Beach to Cape Canaveral.
When the capsule arrived back home in Hangar S, about midnight, every
NASA person at the launch site that day gathered around the capsule for a joyous
autopsy. Gilruth, Faget, Mathews, Bond, Brown, and Simpkinson stood by as
someone dropped the canvas veiling the secret heatshield. The group marveled
at the superb condition of their archtypc. Bond ran his fingers over the now
cool glass beads on the face of the ablation shield, noticed that the afterbody was
barely singed. Brown scratched the white-paint legend "United States" and
found it hardly discolored. Although one of the afterbody recovery eyes was
welded shut by reentry heating, a piece of masking tape, which Simpkinson had
allowed to remain, was still intact inside the outer conical shell. A tired but
happy crew unscrewed the two halves of the inner pressure VC-'lSei and handed to
Gilruth a letter that had been sealed inside and signed by 53 people under Mathews
in anticipation of this occasion:
This note comes to you after being transported into space during the successful
flight of the "Big Joe" capsule, the first full-scale flight operation associated
with Project Mercury. The people who have worked on this projen herebr
send ~'ou greetings and congratulations. so
Within a week, data reduction made possible the reconstruction of the inf1ight
history of Big Joe. As suspected, the outboard engines had failed to stage aher
booster engine cutoff, and the additional weight degraded the Atlas velocity about
3000 feet per second. This meant the trajectory of the flight path had been
Steeper and slightly lower than planned and that the sllStainer engine had
powered the capsule into a steeper downward course before burnout. Without
a positive force to divide the two objects in free fall, the capsule had separated
from the booster about 138 seconds late, after all of its high-pressure nitrogen
fuel was expended in trying futilely to turn both booster and spacecraft around
for reentry. When it finally broke loose from the launch vehicle at an altitude
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of 345,000 feet and at a space-fixed speed of almost 15,0CI0 miles per hour, the
capsule was an exhausted, passive, free-falling body. Yet by virtue of its configuration and center of gr.wity, the capsule turned itself around without the aid
of either thrusters or damping controls and reentered the atmosphere successfull y.
The dynamic stability of the capsule configuration was so good that doubt of its
ability to damp out its entry oscillations was also ended.
The heat pulse sustained in the actual Big Joe trajectory was shorter but considerably more scvere than planned. If STG had been testing a beryllium heat
sink shield, these untoward conditions would not have proved anything. For the
ablation heatshield, the length of the heat pulse was sufficient to prove the value
of the approach. The sequencing, structures, instrumentation, and cooling system had all worked well. The recovery of the capsule inspin::d so much confid ence
among STG leaders that Big Joe II , the backup launch, was canceled within thl'«
weeks.
Th e M ercu.ry ,apsu.le Automati, St abilizatian and Control System.
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Cores and slices taken (rom the conservatively designw heatshic1d at many
locations provw that the heating was uniform over its face and tha t its structural
integrity had survived impact without compromise. The depth of ablation charring was shallow cnough to leave at least two-thirds of the fiber-glass mau:rial in
pristine condition. Bond and Andre 1- Meyer were especially pleased with the
large margin for eITor represented by the thickness of the heatshic1d remaining.
Subsequently, they were able to f(':duce the thi c kne<;.~ a nd the weight of the ~hicld
by almost one half.
One note of caution remained in all the jubilation following Big Joe. Leonard
Rabb, the head of Faget's theoretical heat transfer section, signed a memo on
October 7 demanding ac tion to prove that the short heat pulse on Big Joe could be
disregarded. "Calculations indicate," said Rabb, "that the present Mercury
heatshic1d will not survive a rt:entry due to natural decay." If retroroekets should
be lost or become inoperati\·e and if the ablation shield in orbit should have to
sustain and dissipate the long, slow building of the heat pulse over 24 hours or so,
catastrophe would resull, Rabb warned:
Under no circum3tanccs should the weight of the heat shield itself be shaved .
Recent calculations cast doubt on the shield's performance, no t only for natural
decay recntry but for the one Tetro [rocket instead of th ree or two) ca5l' as
well."
By the end of October, the working papers giving the results of Big Joe were
published, and gradually the lessons lcam ed from this shot were incorporated in a
number of major redesign decisions. The features that became standard for
Project Mercu ry as a result of Big Joe havc been summ:'lrized by Aled Bond:
( I) 11\ view of the excellent performance of the abla tion shield, the back-up
belj'llium heat sink shield was dropped from further consideration for ~Iercul')·
orbital missions.
(2) The basic heat shield fabrication tcch niques employed (or the Big Joe
shield were adopted for the Mercury heat shield.
( 3) The detailed temperature measurements made on the Big Joe shield provided for an efficient design thicknCS5 for the :-' Iercury shield.
(4) The aherbody heat transfe r measurements indicated a need for heavier
external thennal protection than had been provided for the :\1crcul')' spacecraft , and as a result the shingles on the conical afterbody were thickened and
on the cylindrical afterbody the original Rcn~ shi ngb were replaced wilh the
thick beryllium shingles in order to handle the high heating [o.'\ds in this region .

•

•

•

The ability of the spacecraft to survive the sc\·ere test of rcenll)' from nearorbital velocities in spite of its unprcce(lenled release conditions, is cerlainly
worthy of note. The heat shield performance was excellent and the results
indicated th:1I the original design concepts were sound. The spacecraft perfoonance a~ a frecbody rccmry \1!hiclc was exceptional. An iHrportant characteristic of the Mercury dC$ign was demonstra ted; that the spacecraft coul{1
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Big Joe

Sept. 9 , 1959
BIg Joe it'OS a critical flight in Mercury, combining II lest
of the uenlry concept employing the ablatilll! heatJhield
and a teJt 01 the as ),et only Itall-tested la/mch vehic/r ,
the Atlas D. At righi, Big Joe on thr Iaullclt pad al Cap r
Cal/averal, being groamcd lor thc big evelli. Bclaw,
Aluk C. Bond (left), Big Joe project ellgilleer, alld
Scoll H . SimpkillsOII, who had beell in charce of capsule
checkout at the Cape, kept track of their charge during
Ihe flight. Be/ow righi, Ihe slightly sillged bul gloriously
mlaet Big Joe capsule after its retrieval from the AI/anllc.
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Teenier the atmosphere at high angles of attack and maintain the heat shield
forward attitude without the aid of a control ~y.tcm! ••
The elation of the Task Group over the dynamic proof of its passive design of
Mercury was not shared by the Atlas people. Their booster IO-D, having failed
to stage, perfonned only marginally and in fact was classed a failure by the Air
Force and STL. But across the country, on the Pacific Coast, Atlas 12-D,
launched by the SAC crew under the tutelage of Convair/ Astronautics and STL,
performed as a true ICBM on a 52oo-mile flight to its target in the South Pacific.
Immediately thereafter the Air Force announced the Atlas was now operational.
Apparently the force-in·being totaled only the two missiles erected in training
gantries at Vandenberg, but the delicate balance of power could not wait for the
buildup of numbers."
LI1TLE JOE SERIES

While the results of the Big Joe launch were being studied, a five-man investigating committee at Langley was trying to learn why the first Litde Joe shot, on
August 21, 1959, had miscarried so badly. Out at Wallops Island that Friday
morning several weeks earlier, the first Little Joe (LJ-I) had sat on its launcher,
tilted toward the sea, with a full-sized model capsule and escape system on top. Its
test mission was to determine how well the escape rocket would function under the
most severe dynamic loading conditions anticipated during a Mercury·Atlas
launching. At 35 minutes before launch, evacuation of the area had been proceeding on schedule, and the batteries for the programmer and destruct system in
the test booster were being charged. Suddenly, half an hour before launchtime,
an explosive flash and roar startled several photographers and crewmen into diving
for cover.
No one was injured, but when the smoke cleared it was evident that only the
capsule-and-tower combination had been launched, on a trajectory similar to an
off-the-pad abort. The booster and adapter-clamp ring remained intact on the
launcher. Near apogee, at about 2000 feet, the clamping ring that held tower to
capsule re1eased and the little pyro-rocket for jettisoning the tower fired. a•
The accident report on LJ-I, issued on September 18, blamed the premature
firing of the Grand Central escape rocket on an e1ectrical leak, or what missile
engineers were calling "transients," "ghost" voltages or currents, or simply a
"glitch" in a relay cireuit. The fault was found in a coil. It had been specially
designed as a positive redundancy to protect biological specimens from too rapid
an abort and as a negative redundancy to prevent inadvertent destruction of the
test booster. Again the problem of upgrading the machines to provide safety for
animal payloads as well as 10 ensure mission success had created unexpected problems. This first trial of the brand-new Little Joe tcst boosler apparently had been
too ambitious. Fortunately the momentum of the Little Joe test series was not
disturbed by the debacle of the boilerplate payload on Little Joe No. I.
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North American A"iation finished and shipped on September 25 , 1959, its si:»th
and last airframc for the Little Joe booster as promised. The Space T ask Group
therefore had a"ailable at the beginning of October all the Little Joe test boosters
it had ordered. Designed primarily to mall-rate the escape systcm operating from
a Mercury-Atlas already in flight , the Little Joe booster also W<lS committed to pcrfonn some biological research before fulfilling its primary mission."
More by coincidence than by design, the lIe:»t three Little Joe boosters were
launched from Wallops Island e:»actly one month apart in the autumn of 1959.
Still the primary acrodynamic test objectives remained unfulfilled. But the fourth
shot, in January 1960, finally worked precisely as planncd. STG W<lS satisfied
that its own pilot safety provisions were viable under the worst possible acro..
dynamic conditions. The same kind of test on McDonllell's finished product,
rather than on boilerplate demonstration capsules, perhaps could be made the
following summer.
On October 4, 1959, the same booster that had been jilted by the capsu le and
escape rocket in August was finally fired, this time with a double dummy- ,"
uninstrumented boilerplate model fitted with an inert escape rocket system. After
the fiasco of Lj-I, the more modest purpose of this test, which later became kno ..... n
as Liule J oe 6 (LJ- 6), was to prove the "reliability" of the whole booster propulsion cluster. All four Poilu:» motors, plus four smaller Recruit motors, were set to
fire in sequence. Little Joe 6, 55 feet tall and weighing 20 tons at liftoff, blasted
up to a peak altitude barely short of 40 miles; then it was intentionally destroyed
after two and a half minutes of Right to prove the destruct sr:su~m. Impact wa~
o\'er 70 miles from Wallops Island. All went well.Satished that Little Joe had proved itself as a booster, the supervIsory team of
NASA engineers, consisting of John C. Palmer from Wallops, and Roland English,
James Mayo, Clifford Nelson, Charles i\fcFall of Langley, and William M. Bland
and Roben O. Piland of the Spacc Task Group, prcpared for a new effort to check
Ihe correct operation of the abort escape system at rna:»imum 1o0lding conditions.
The rcgion cJ.lled "rna:» q" (for ma:»irnum dynamic pressure) by acrodynarnicists
is the portion of the flight path at wllich relative ~peed betl\een the vchicle and
the atmosphere produces the greatest aiT resistance on the vehicle. Many variables were invoh'cd, but roughly both Little Joe and the Mercury-Atlas were e:»pecu~d to e:»perience dynamic pressures of almost I(XlO pounds per square fOOl at
an appro:»irnate altitude of si:» miles after about one minute of flight time.
For the second attempt at this primar) mission, Little Joe I-A ( LJ-JA )
needed to propel another dummy capsule and p~lon to the rna:» q region.
Both drogue and main parachute behavior were to he carefully studied on this
flight. Surprised by the insistent demands from the news media to witness these
devciopmental flight tests, STC gave the press a careful enumeration of situations
that might call for a " hold" or a "scratch" of the shot."'
On NO\'ember 4, 1959, when the second Little Joe booster was successfully
launched, newspapermen could see nothing wrong. The f1ighllookcd straight and
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true until the rocket was out of sight. But the tCSt engineers in the control center
observed that the escape motor did not fire until 10 seconds a fler the point of
maximum dynamic pressure. The parachutes and recovery operations performed
well enough to fulfill secondary and tertiary objectives, but precisely why escape
was too slow was ne\'er fully understood. Later analysis showed only that thc
dda)'ed ignition of the escape rocket caused the separation of capsule from booster
at a prCS'lure only one-tenth of that programmed." Because the next scheduled
launch of a Little J oe booster was already committed to a test for certain aeromedica l objectives and was now in a late stage of preparation , thc primary
aerodynamic test of the escape system was postponed until January, when a third
try, to be called Little Joe 1- B, could be made.
Back in May, STG had begun planning with tke Air Force School of Aviation
Medicine to include same biological packages in later Little J oe flights. The
booster designated No.5 was reserved specifically to qualify all systems in the
McDonndl capsule, carrying a chimpanzee occupant and escaping from a simulated Atlas explosion at the point of rna.'>: q .1O
After the disappointment of Little Joe I-A, Donlan, Bland, and Piland decided
to pull out the stops on Little J oe 2 and allow the aeromedical specialists to run
all the o.periments they wanted on a high-powered flight. The School of Aviation
Medicine had made ready a biological package for its primate passenger, a small
rhesus monkey named "Sam," after his alma mater. In addition to Sam's special
capsule for rocket flight, the military physicians now prepared barley seeds, rat
nerve cells, neurospora, tissue cultures, and insect packets to measure the effects
of primary radiation, changes in appearance and capacity for reproduction, and
ova and larvae rc\POI I5CS 10 the ~ace environment.
Little J oe 2 promised to be a spectacular flight if everything went as planned.
The engineers could see how the capsule escape system would function under
conditions of high mach number and low dynamic pressu re; more important
technically, they could measure the motions, aerod ynamic loads, and aerodynamic
heating expericnce of the capsule entering {rom the intenncdiate height of about
70 miles. The Air Force medical specialists might also learn about other things,
but their chid interest was to sec how well Sam himself would withstand weightlessness during the trip. This was also the chid interest of Alan B. Shepa rd and
Virgil I. Grissom, who came to st:e this launch.'"
On December 4, 1959, just before noon, the third Little j oe, LJ-2, ripped
through the air under fu ll power and burned out at an altitude of 100,000 feet.
The tower and capsule st:parated as planned and the escape rocket gave an
additional boost, throwing the capsule into a coasting trajectory that reached its
zenith just short of 280,000 fttt, or 53 miles. This peak height was about 100,000
feet lower than expected because of a serious windage error, SO Sam cxperienced
only three minutes of weightlessness instc.1d of four. He survived the mild reentry,
the not-sa-mild impact, and six hours of confinement before he was r«overed by
a destroyer and liberated from his inner envclope."'
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liHle Joe 2
Dec. 4, 1959
A IlIullch from Wllllllps Islllnd WaJ
II quieter, simpler IIDair thaI! at the
Cllpe. This photo 0/ LJ-2 being
,elldied lor launeh shows th e unpretentious galltry and servicc
Jt ructure . The liuc payload for
the {light, Sam, the rhesus monkey,
is shown before the {light strapped
into his miniature replica oJ the
Mercury aJlronaut couch.

/
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All prcliminar) indications reflectcd a highl~' successful flight. For the first
time LillIe Joe had achieved full succcss on all three orders of its programmed
test objecti\'(:s. Congratulatory letters sped around the circuit among those
responsible. It was a satisfying way to clOSe out the year. But STG engineers
knew that this full-perfonnanec test of the Little Joe was not the most crucial case
for man-rating the l\iercury escape system. They still had to prove that at
max q, where everything conspired to produce failure, the escape system could
be relied upon to save the life of any man who ventured into this region aboard
an Atlas.
Later evaluations of Little J oc 2 were somewhatlc.'lS sanguine. Biologists were
disappointed: although results were better than on any previous biological space
flight, they wcre still not good enough. STC engineers still awaited the more
crucial test of the escape system under maximum aerod)namic stress. And the
Mercury managers were disappointed at the way the news media had dramatized
the animal experi ments at the expense of the equally significant demonstration of
tec hnological progress."'
Public information officers John A. Powers of STC and E. Hany Koleum of
NASA H eadquarters tried to correct the "misplaced emphasis" in the news stories
before the fourth Little Joe shot, Little J oe I- B, occurred in J anuary. By this
time, C ilrut h wished the press would note " the relatively minor role of this
particular task in the contc.xt of the total Mercury program. " DJ But again, to the
reporters the star of the event was "Miss Sam," the female counterpart to the
occupant of LJ- 2, whose life was at stake and whose nervous system was to be
tested in psychomotor ~rformance tasks during the short but scvere flight. Some
of the newsmen p<:rhaps knew or divined that scveral of the astronauts wanted to
ride one of the next Little Jees into space.
Finally, 011 J anuary 21, 1960, with the fourth launching of the Litde Joe series,
the escape s)'~tem performcd as planned at the point of max q.... Propelled by
two Pollux main motors, Little Joe l- B blasted up to the nominal altitude of
slightly less than nine miles and attained a maximum velocity slight1~· over 2000
mjles per hour. Then the escape rocket kicked on the overdrive for an additional
250 fect in one second to " rescue" the Mercury replica from a simulated booster
failure at that point. O\'er a range of 11.5 miles out to sea, J\Iiss Sam, in her
biopack prepared by medical technicians from Brooks Air Forec Base and i~
School of Aviation Medicine. not only survi\'ed these severc g loads but also
performed well (except for a 3D-second lapse ) at her business of watching for
the light and pulling the lever. After 8.5 minutes of flight. during which the
sequence system and capsu le landing sySlelTL'> worked perfectly, Miss Sam touched
down. She was recovered almost immediately by a Marine helicopter, and was
returned in excellent condition to Wallops Station within 45 minutes after liftoff.?·
For half a minute after the escape rocket fired, the little rhesus monkcy had
been badly 5haken up and did not respond to stimuli, but other.l'ise Miss Sam
acted the role of the perfectly trained primate automaton th roughou t thc flight.
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Evidcnce of nystagmus ;I ller e:sc:ape rocket firing and after imp..'l.ct on the water did
cause concern, for it suggested that an astronaut's effectivene.<;s as a backup to thc
parachute system might be impaired. The internalnoisc level proved to be: higher
than e.xpected, likewise causing some other worries O\'er the provisions for communications and pilot comfort."
To this point, the Little Joe: series of fi\'e actual and attempted flights had
e... pc:nded four of the six test boosters North Amcrican had made for NASA
and five prototype capsules made in the Langley shops. The primary test objectives for these solid·fucl·boosted models were an integral part of the development flight program conducted within NASA by thc Space Task Group, with
Langley and Wallops support. Now only two Little Joe: boosters remained for the
qualification flight tests. North American had manufactured .seven Little J oe:
airframes, but one of these had been retained at the plant in Downey, California,
for static loading tests. STG ordered the rdurbishment of Ihis scvcnth airframe
so as to have thrce Little Joe boosters for the qualification flight program. The
success of Litlle J oe 1- 8 in January 1960 meant that the next flight , the sixth, to
be known as LJ- 5, would be the first to fly a real Mercury capsule from the
McDonnell production line.o, In passing from development flight tests with
boilerplate models to qualification flight tests with the " real McDonnell" capsule.
the Space Task Group moved furth er away from research into development
and toward operations.
ONE WORLD NETWORK

From the beginning of 1959, the United Stales' first manned space flight
program was committed to manned ballistic suborbital flights as prerequi~itc tu
a manned orbital flight, and to a world-wide tracking and communications network as a safeguard for its man in orbit. Both of these distinguishing features
were means of man-rating its machines. The s«ond began to be implemented
only in the latter half of 1959. after NASA Headquarters had relieved STG of
the burden of th~ n~twork.
N~ithc:r suborbital flight nor the tracking net ..... ork for M~rcury was established
with any real notion of what th~ Soviets were doing toward a manned spac~ flight
program. But that the Soviets were doing something toward this end was made
perfeclly dear by Premier Nikita Khrushchev during his autumn tour of the
United States. Having presented President Eisenhower with a medallion of the
Soviet coat-of-arms borne by Luni" II, the first manmade object to hit the Moon,
Khrushchev visited Hollywood, Iowa cornfidds, and the Presidential retrcat at
Camp David. His departure coincided with press announccments that Soviet
pilots wcr~ training for an assault on the cosmos. The first pictures of th~ back
of th~ Moon, made by Luni" III on Octob~r 4, demonstrated impressive Soviet
sophistication in guidance, control, and telem~try, if not in photography.os
If various American gov~rnment agencies late in 1959 knew more than the
public did about the probable speed and direction of the Soviet manned spac~
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program, this information was not passed down to the Space Task Group. Top
administrators in Washington ....ere undoubtedly accorded "need-to-know" briefings on Soviet progress, but at the working level around STG at Langley there
was no such privilegw information on the so-called "space race." In fact, not
until mid-December did STG learn some of the operational details of Air For.:e
programs then being conducted on thc West Coast. Even the Dyna-Soar program, so heavily influenced by Hartley A. Soule, John W. Ik<:keT, and others at
Langley, seemed at times to be out of reach to Mercury engineers.""
In the "spirit of Camp David" the seven astronauts themselves proposed an
exchange of visits and information with their Soviet counterparts, but to no
avail. Proof that the United States and the Soviet Union could agree was shown
in the Antarctic Treaty signed by 12 nations, including the two giams, on
Dceember I, 1959. In the same spirit only a week later the NASA Adminis_
trator offered the services of thc Mcrcury tracking network in support of any
manned space flight the U.S.S.R. might care to undertakc, but this offer also was
stillborn. So sparse sct:med available official information on Soviet manned
space plans that Paul Purser, asspccial assistant to Gilruth, assumed an e}ttTa duty
by beginning a scrapbook of published accounts relming to Soviet manned space
fligh t plans.'oo II would have been "nice to know" in more detail what the
Soviets were planning and how well they were proceeding, but STG's " need to
know" was mainly psychological curiosity. Such information, if available, probably would have made little difference to the technological momentum of Project
Mercury at the end of 1959. The impetus generated for the projcet by that time
was truly formidable and still accelerating.
NASA Headquarters had relieved STG of developing the global range net·
work in the spring of 1959, believing that the Tracking and Ground Instrumentation Unit (TAGIU ) at Langley and the communications center at Goddard
Space Flight Center together could develop radar and radio faci lities more
expeditiously. The wisdom of this assignment wou ld pro\'e itself; the communications network was never a cause for deJay in Mercury opcralional schedules.
The decision to build an extensive new tracking network girdling the globe had
derived largely from Langley studies of operational tracking requirements made
by Edmond C. Buckley, Charles Mathews, Howard C. Kyle, Harry H. Ricker,
and Clifford H . Nelson in the summer of 1958. Then followed four extensive
and independent studies by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Ford, Space
Electronics, and Radio Corporation of America in the spring of 1959. Many
interrelated technical, operational, and diplomatic considerations were involved
in the evolution of the network, with pilot safety and limited capsule battery power
setting the first standards.
Next to manufacturing the capsule itself, the Mercury network was the most
CJtpensive part of the entire program . But that network represented a capital
invcstment in tracking and com munications ability that NASA would also usc
effectively for scientific ~a teJlitcs and space probes. The full compass of the
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tr.lcking range and communications network built for Project Mercury is bc~ond
the scope of this \'olumc, but s.1lient features of the chain of tracking stations,
of the communications grid, and of the ground in~tnllTlentation planned for Mer·
cury set other basic parameters for the project. Hartley A. Soult, the aeronaUlieal scientist who directed Langley's part of the establishment, made a
eircumna\'igation of the Earth to prep.1re the circumferential path for orbital
oH~rAights.'·'

When Christopher Kraft spoke to the Society of Experimental Test Pilots
on O ctober 9, 1959, he explained certain of the major criteria uscd to choose thc
orbital plane for Mercury and to select ground stations to monitor the man in orbit.
"Since the first manned orbital flight will be a new typc of operation in\'olving
many new experiences," Kraft said, "it would be desirablc to keep the time in
orbit as short as practical, while at the same time making an orbital flight. "
Emphasizing the necessity to secure an accurate and almost instantaneous deteonina tion of the potential orbit before actual insertion, as wcll a.~ an exact retrofiring
point and thcreby a low.dispersion " footprint," or reco\'cry area, Kraft explained
how the first manncd orbital mission should shoot for three rather than one or two
orb i t~. H e also listed four speci fic reasons why the best orbit inclination to the
equatorial plane would be 32.5 degrees and the most desirable launching azimuth,
or direction, would be 73 dcgrees true: ( I ) maximum use should be made of
existing tracking stations and communications facilities; (2) the Atlantic Missile
Range should be used for both the launching and the planned reco\'(~ry area;
(3) the orbital track should pass directly o\'er the continental United States as
much as possible to maximize unbroken tracking, especially during reentryi and
(4) the orbital path should be planned to remain ovcr friendly territory and
temperate climatic zones. ,~.
These criteria constrained the choice of both Mercury's orbital plane and its
launching azimuth. East-northeast was an unusual firing direction from Cape
Cana\'eral, where ballistic missiles were normally shot southeastward down the
Atlantic range. Taking the sinusoidal track displaced for each orbit as it would
look on a Mercator world projection, SouU:, Francis B. Smith, and G. Barry
Graves of Langley, Mathews, Kraft, and Kyle in STG, and many others resolved
the complex trades between the Atlas booster charactcristics, capsule weight limi·
tations, launch safety considerations, suitable reco\'ery areas, exisling Defense
Department tracking and communications networks, and a\'ailable land for locating instrument stations. Soule and his Tracking Unit at Langley shouldered most
of the responsibility for the compromises between what should and could be done
with electronic eommun icalions and telemetry to promote pilot safety and ensure
mlSSlOn success.
While STG delegated such decisions as whether to select sites in Kenya or
Guadalcanal, where to use C· or S·band radars, and whether to lay a cable or
build a redundant control center on Bermuda, it kept tight control on al l matters
affecting con trol of the missions and especially of the decisions on orbilal param-
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eters. J ohn Ma)'cr and Carl Huss, leading STG's hlission Analysis Branch, had
learned their celestial mcc h a ni c.~ from the traditions established by Johannes
Kepler, Sir Is.1ac Newton, and Forest R. Moulton, but from 1957 through 1959
more and more d:lta from various artificial satellites continually refined their
calculations. Keeping in close touch with STL on the improving Atlas performance characteristics, Mayer's group sought to establish thc ideal "launch window"
or orbital insertion conditions. Not until May 1960 were these parameters
established. '0'
J ohn D. Hodge, another Anglo-Canadian, who helped Mathews learn how
the Ddcnse Departmcnt launching and tracking teams operated al the Atlanlic
and the Pacific mis~i le ranges, explained how the major compromise on man-rating
the worldwkle network was achieved in 1959. Physicians like Lieutenant Colonel
David G. Simons, of Project "M anhigh fam e; :\1ajor Stanley C. White, on loan to
STG from the Air Fortt; and Colonel George M. Knauf, the staff surgeo n at the
Air Force Missile Test Center, had argued for continuous medical mon itoring
and complete voice and television coverage around the world. Physicist-engineers,
like Soule, Smith, and Graves, saw these demands as virtually impossible. The
doctors were forced to retreat when asked what could possibly be done after
diagnosis had been made on an ailing astronaut in orbit. T wenty minutes would
be the absolute minimum time req uired to return him to Earth from orbital
altitude after retrofiring. "Aeromed ical clinicians finally had to agree late in
1959," said Hodge, "that they could do linle if anything to help the astronaut
until he was recovered." Once in orbit the pilot's !afety primarily depended upon
mission succc;s. Mission success depended at this stage pr imari l ~' upon positive
control over reentry and recovcry opcratioM. Thc ground command and tnlckillg
systems were consequently more important than complete voice or telemetry
coverage. ,0.
Aside from the tight security surrounding the Atlas IC BM , perhaps the most
elosely guarded operational secret in Project Mercury \\'as the ground COOlrol
command frequencies establi ~ hed at strategic points around the Earth to enable
fl ight controllers to retrieve capsule and astronaut from space in case of extreme
necessity. U nlike the technological secret of the heatshield, this highly reliable
command system was not elas.ifi ed as an industrial production secret, but rather
to avoid any possible tampering or sabotage by electronic countermeasures.'o.!
Once the specifications for the tracking and ground infomlation systems for
Project Mercury had been drawn lip and distributed at a bidders' briefing on
May 21, 1959, the Tracking Un it at Langley proceeded to select a prime contractor for thc tracking network. In mid-June the organization, membership,
and p~cdu res for a technical evaluation board and source selection panel were
specified. A month later the evaluation of industrial proposals was completed.
The Western Electric Company, supplier of the parts and builder of the n.etwork
for the American T elephone and Telcl!;raph system, won thc prime contract to
build the Mercury network. After NASA scnt Westem Electric a letter of intent
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on July 30, 1959, Rod Coetehius and Paul Lein began orgalliling toe resources
of Western Electric for Project Mcrcury.'"
Soult arranged for six sitc 5U..,:Cy teams chosen from hi~ group at Langley to
tra\'c! over Africa, .\ustralia, various Pacific isbnd5, and North America to choose
locations for communications command posts. r-.luch of the traveling Soule did
himself; he enjoyed both the technical intricacy and the scientific diplomacy of
gctting forei.f!n scientists to urge their governments to cooperate for the tracking
stations. .0:
~Ieallwhile NASI\ Headquarters acquired from the National Academy of
Sciences Arnold W. Frutkin, who had had experience during the ICY in dealing
with the Sta te Department and foreign governments for international cooperation in scientific aflairs. Beginning in September 1959, Frutkin laid the staffwork basis with the United Kingdom for Mercury tracking stations in Nigeria
and Zanzibar. Zanzibar and Mexico in particular appeared reluctant to accept
at face value the United States' good-that is, civilian- intentions for Mercury.
The Presidcnt's brother, Mihon Eisenhower, personally obtained consent for full
;\{exican cooperation .• os
By the end of November, preliminary designs for the Mercury tracking network ,,'erc almost com pleted and a five-company industrial team was de\'doping
facilities. Western Electric had subcontracted to the Bendix Corporation for
the search radars, telemetry equipment, and the unique display consoles for caeh
site. Bums and Roc, Ine., took over the engineering and construction of the
buildings, roads, to"'ers, and other structural facilities at 14 sites. International
Business Machines Corporation installed the computers at Goddard Space Flight
Center, the Cape, and Bermuda, and supplied programming and opcrntional
services. Bell Telephone Laboratories, ]ne., designed and developed the operations room of the Mercury Control Center at the Cape, and furnished a special
procedures trainer for night controllers as well as overall network systems analysis.
Eight«n gound stations were chosen for terminals in the communications
network. Ele\'en of these sites, equipped with long-range precision radar equipment, would double for the tracking system. Sixteen of the stations were to have
telemetry receivers, but only 8 of the 18 would be located on military missile
ranges where existing radar and other facilities could be used. One new station
(at Corpus Christi, Texas ) would ha\'e to be established in the United States.
Two stations were mobile, located on tracking ships at sea; scven were built in
foreign countries. In November 1959, the total COSt for the system was estimate(1
at S41,000,000. The target dates for operational readiness were set as June I,
1960, for suborbital Atlantic missions and as New Year's Day 196 I for worldwide
operat ions.
The tracking and communications network for Project Mercury was a monumental enterprise that spanned three oceans and three continents by means of
approximately 177,000 miles of hard-line communications circuitry. Although
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most of these wires were leased, the subtotaJs were likewise impressive: 102,000
miles of teletype, 60,000 miles of telephone, and over 15,000 miles of high-spttd
data circuits-plus the microwave radio telemetry and telecommunications circuits, which are not .so easily described in linear distances. Although colossal
in conception and execution, the Mercury tracking and communications network
fell far short of I OO-pcrcent voice contact, telemetry contact, or tracking capability,
no t to speak of complete television coverage, which some aeromedicaJ designers
would have ineluded.' Ot
Despite NASA's boast about "real-time," or instantaneous, communications,
the historical novelty of the Mercury communications network lay less in the
temporal than in thc spatial dimension. So-called "instantaneous" communications were born in the 19th century with the installation of "speed-of-light"
wired communications...-the telegra ph, submarine cables, and the telephone.
Neither radio nor radiotelephone of the 20th century brought strategic placement of telecommunications installations into such a unified network that the
time of signals from antipodal sidcs of the world could be reduced to an "instant."
Transoceanic telephone conversations between Hong Kong and H ouston, for
example, still delayed responses by enough time to give one the feeling of talking
to oneself. Synchronous communications satellites supposedly would soon change
all this, but surlace communications used for M ercury operations COSt some slight,
but nonet heless real, time in transmission. The real innovation of the Mercury
network lay in its combination of extremely rapid communications lines, linked
and cross-linked around the world, culminating in digital da ta processing, which
displayed its results in Florida virtually as soon as computed in Maryland. lIO
Only the development of digital electronic computers in recent decades made
possible quick enough data digestion and display to allow communications engineers to speak of "real-time" presentations for Project Mercury. Telemetry
grew more .sophisticated separately in industrial and military circles until biomedical telemetry became by 1959 a recognized part of the margin of safe:ty
for manned space flight. But computer technology did no t suffer this kind of
bifurcated development. In fac t, commercially .sold digital computers were
ready and actually operating under canvas tents while workme n were laying
block and brick for thc permanent building to surround them. No construction time could be lost if the communications a nd computing center was to be
completed at the Goddard Center early in 1960.'"
H arry J. Goett, formerly c hid of Ames' Full Scale and Flight Research
Division, took thc reins as director of Goddard in Septcmber 1959. He found
that the nucleus of some 150 Vanguard pC<lple had grown to approximately 500
employees. After V nngllard lJ I finally terminated that program successfully
on September 18, about one third of Goddard's complement turned to develo ping the facili ties and teamwork for a space operations data control a nd reduction
cen ter. Actual direction of all Mercury computer programming was done from
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The worldwide Project /lfcrcury trocking network was designed to provide the full
rOllge of commullicotions objectives-tracking, data collection, command aud control,
olld voice communication al.'lOlIg grollnd poilltJ alld with the capsule. If the Mercury
Control Cellter at Cape Canaveral was the illteUect of ille Mercury tliehts. the
Computing alld Commullications Center at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greellbelt,
/lId., was surely the nerve center. It acted as the eommullicatiollS link be/weell the
remote stations Dlld '\/e1Clay COlltral Cell/cr. Its tu:o IBM 7090 computers, operating
in paTallel, performed tlle continuous computation involved in determinillg poweredflight trajectory parameters, tile smoothed present position of the spacecraft, contilluous predictio11 of future spacecraft position, and constallt data acquisition from all
stations. Fi/lal/y the computers calcu./ated and transmitted to Mercury Control the
quantities l!Ceded for instolilaueous board display of the mission situatiou.

Langley by J. J. Donegan and H. W. Tindall, Jr., of the Tracking and Ground
Instrumentation Unit. But in August 1959, John T. Mengel of Goddard conferred with Soule; together with Edmond Buckley of NASA Headquarters they
decided to assign about 14 senior engineers to specific Mercury problems. From
October 1959 over the next 18 months this Goddard staff tripled in size and then
doubled again when the Tracking Unit's responsibility and key men were
transferred to Goddard.'"
To raise the rcliabililY of Ihe computers and telemetry used in Project Mercury,
redundancy and cybernetics were again incorporated in design. For example,
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"real-time multi-programming" was the name for a technique and some hardware de\'doped as digestive aids for Mercury data proee~ing machines. M. J.
Buist and G. M. Weinberg of Goddard tried 10 describe their efforts to achieve
" real-time" data:
The problem , .. is to develop a real-time computer system capable of receiving input arriving at asynchronous times and at different rates of transmission
with minimum delay. It must be capable of perfonning mathematical
computations while input is being received and edited. Simultaneously, it
must send out infonnalion 10 numerous sites in varied fonnalS and at varied
speeds without human intervention.,n
For this purpose two IBM 7090 transistorized computers we re installed at
Goddard, in Ma/)·land . Two older modc1IBM 709 vacuum tube computers, one
installed for NASA on Bermuda and the other an Air Force " IP" ( impact predictor ) for the Range Safety Officer at the Cape, were modified to handle a computer logic designed with equivalent altemati\'e programs rather than with the
usual subroutines. By means of special memory traps and automatic switching,
the most critical data reduction operations were redundantly programmed into
the IBM machincs to ensure cross-cheeks on the man-rated machines in orbi!.
Curiousl),. the difference between the IBM 709s and 7090s, so far as reliability
was concerned in 1959, was the same difference the Mereu/)' team encountered
with miniaturization techniques. Although solid-state electronic devices like
transistors, printed circuits, and molectronic capacitors promised tremendous S3\'.
ings in spacc, weight, and trouble-free operation , the)' were a.~ yet so new that
their reliability was not proved. The two 7090s at Goddard, therefore, were
neec!\6."I1)· redundancies for the hcart or bra;n of the glohnl trneking and target
acq uisition grid. The two independent and separa,te 709s at the Cape and
Bennuda, ampl y stocked with spare parts, had the more limited but no less critical
job of computing whether orbital launch conditions had been lIlet. The two
new transistorized computers at Goddard should man-rate the worldwide Mercury
switchboard and data reduc tion. The older, more reliable vacuum-tube computers in the Merell/)' launch area should ensure nearl y perfect orbital insertion
conditions before the point of no retum,'"
That point of no retum was fi rst selected as insurance agai nst landing in Africa.
Later refinemenl~ to the "go no go" decision point incorporated parameters from
the standardized atmosphere. better dr1\g coefficients, pertu rbation theory, preferred reeovcry areas, thc improved Atlas booster, and the hea\'ier r.. rereu/)' capsule.
These and many other intertwined considerations made the efforts of man-rating
the machines for Mercury seem almost as limitless a lask as space is a limitless
continuum. They had the effect of canceling, for the time being, STG's hopes
for an 18-orbit, or cl arlong, final Mercury mi~ ion.
By the end of 1959 Projec t Mercury \\:tS well under way on man y different
fronl~. The American astronauts, supposedl y shifting from academically oriented
training to practical engineering and operational e"ercises, were widely known as
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men in training to challenge the illlpres~i\·e Soviet performances in space. i\ lost
recently, L IIII;k III had photographed the IIUknO\\ll side of the i\[oon for the
first time. A lew So\·iet names and faces appeared in 'Vestern publications as
challenging ind ications that the U.S.S.R. too was training pilots for sp<lce n ghL~.
But the imagination and hopes of the American people were pinned on the seven
of their own, each of whom had thc chance of being the fiN hum<ln being to
orbit E:uth. Publicized in accord with the bw and in response to public demand, thc plans and progrCM of Project Jl.lercury were for the m~t p<ln op.. n
knowledge. NASA Headqua rters was swamped \Iith inquiries of all kinds from
all sorts of people. The field managers of :\ Iercury had ruefully disco\·ered that
people, or at least reporters, I,·ere more interested in people than machines, so
they allowed "Shorty·' Powers to ske,,· pllblicit~ tow<lrd machine-rating the men
rather than man-rating the machines. ""
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Machine-Rating thc Men
(JANUARY- JUNE 1960)

UST as the safety of the pilot fiying the Mercury mission depended primarily

J

on the reliability of the bOO5tCrs, so the overall success of the mission would de-

pend primarily on the adaptability of the man inside the capsule.

This proposi-

cion, recognizing man and machine as directl y interdependent, had been far from
e\'ident at the beginning of the project. But by the middle of 1960 the de\'el o pcr.~

of Mercury had encou ntered enough troubles with various automatic systems to
dissipate much of their faith in automata. They began to believe Ihat it might
be simpler to train toward human perftttion and safer to leach the operations Icam
to act automatically than to try to make electromechanical systems o perate fau lt·
lessly. If the gaps left after technologically man-r.uing the machines could be

filled with techniques learncd by machi ne-rating the men, then lack of experience
need not jeopardize ei th er the man or the mission.
Early in 1960 two peerless feats in hydronautics complemented mankind's
first infantile sleps toward astronautic<;. Two uncommon vessels named TrieJte
and Tritoll , sponsored b)' the United SlatCS Navy, made voyages probing the
plenum of the scas only a year before men became able to venture upward into
the near vacuum. While "space" was heing defined popularly as the region
above the atmosphere and below the ionosphere, man also conquered the aqueous
scven-tenths of Earth's surface space between the atmosphere and the lithosphere
(or the first time in h istory. Demonstrating remarkable dosed ecological systems
and ~ignificant integrations of men and machines, the TrieJte descended to the
bottom of the deepest known point in the oceans and the Triton "orbited" the
Earth underwater.'
The Trieste and Triton voyages symbol ized an accelerating translation of
science fiction into fact at the beginning of the sixth decade of the 20th century.
These voyages not only dramatically demonstrated man's abi lity to explore and
pionttr new frontiers but they also symbolized somc complex interrelationships in
the sociology of science, in\'ention, innovation, and discovery. Project Mereur~'
likewise promised to exhibit the social energy of a civilization intimately interlocked
with industrial technology, governmental organization of manpower, and an
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accumulation of usable knowledgc. ~ J oti \a tio n a ll ). too, Mercury grew OUI of
the curiosity, courage, and crc;Jti \'ity of individual men who wanted to do "u nnatural" deeds. An age-old question of huma nistic inquiry- what is human
nature?- reemed to become rhetorica l, and, as prcpar:ltion~ for manned ~pacc
night neared completion, inverted : what is tlot natural to man?
No one douhted at the beginning of 1960 that someonc was going upward
into ~pa cc ~ho rtly , but precisely who, when , where, and e\'Cn why were highly
controvcrsial questions. NASA Admini~trator T . Keith Glcnnan prroietw Ihe
first Mercury suborbital night within the rear. Soviet spokesmen previewed their
mid-January rocket tests over the Pacific as a preparation for placing man in
space. Wind.~ from connicting opinions exprcsscd by politic.,I, military, scientific,
and industrial critics of American policy regarding spacc technology began to
brew some squalls when NASA asked that almost $108 million of its total budget
request of $802 million be appropriated for manned space Right development in
fiscal 1961. Whether Mercury would finally cost $250 or $350 million, as was
now variously estimated, it would still be a small fraction of the cost of the great
Saturn rocket, not to mention other NASA projects?
While the Eisenhower administration rejected the "space race" image attached
to Mercury, Congress prcsscd for a greater sense of urgency, NASA Headquarters
sought supplemental funds, and the Space Task Group conccntrated on reconciling
schedules with quality control. There was a detente in the cold war until the
controversial U.·2 incident in May 1960. But evcn during this thaw STG, a~
the technical coaching staff for the prime American con testant , became steadily
more enmeshed in the confuscd competition between the United States and the
Soviet Union to be first with irs man in sp.lce. While Maximc A. Faget was
being honored as one of the lOp 10 young men in government service for his designs
of the Mercury capsule, couch, a nd escape conceprs, Abc Silverstein stated publicly, " We fed no urgency to movc thc program uns.l fdy." But the political
pressurc to produce would increase rapid ly as 1960 wore on.
Al the end of Ja nuary, Little J oe I- B finall y, with a boilerplate capsule, proved
the b.lSic aeroo )'namic via bility of the i\1crcur)' abort concept. ~ l c Donncll Aircraft Corporation's first production hardware. \,hich happened to be eapsulc No.
4, was delivered on demand onl y half-finished to Langley, whcre it was fitted with
instrumenl~ like Big J oe's for the fi rst Oight to mate the Atlas hoostcr with thc
" real McDonnell" he:ld . As it turned out, thc onl y other night test for Mercury
during this half year occurred at Wallops Isl:lnd on t\b y 9. There and then.
~1cDonnell 's Mercury capsule No. I. 50 namw because it had been first on the
assembly line, was ya nked b~' its escape rocket from thc beach abort ~i t ion to
begin successfully the qualifying Oighrs for the Mc Donnell capsule. It took onl~
14 month ~ to build and deliver thi ~ fir.;t eap;:ule with il~ m(l<t cri tical s)'l;tems
ready to be qualified for ba;:ic technical performance. Mcanwhilc qualification
tests in laboratoric~ hcgan in carnest. No mcc hani~llls \\erc more difficult to
q ualify than those most 1I1timatcly related to the human s)'Slcm.
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CONTROLLINC THE H OSTJI.E Er-:VIRO:-<MENT

To replace the old warhead payloads with inhabitable cockpits on Ihe missiles
uscd to transport man into space requircd reliable, lightweight means of sustaining
life bcyond Ihc atmosphere. When man ascends from thc bottom of the ocean
of air where life as we know it has evoh·cd, he muSt stay inside a pressurized cdl
of air or dic in Ihe vacuum of space. Engineering the environmental cocoon to
provide the basic metabolic needs of man became, through 1959 and 1960, one
of thc mCA';\ complex and critical aspects in Mercury's development. Aristotle's
classical anthropocentric c1-::ments-earth, water, air, and fire-correspond
roughly to man's need for the gravisphere and atmospheric pressure, for hydration
and waste d isposal, for oxygen to breathc Ihrough lungs and skin, and for temperature and humidil), cOlmo!. Safety required Ihal these lifc systems be rcdundam wherever feasible. The oxygen eJlvelope, for instance, should be contained
within the wdded walls of the pressur<: v~l, bUI in case of leak, puncture, or
blowout, the astronaut would wear a suit that was a second inner casing, fully
capable of life support in a decompressed capsule.'
The environmental control system for Mercury, logically dividcd into the
cabin and su it subsystcrns, grew dircctiy out of prcvious aviation expericnee in
maintaining men and machines at high altitudes. McDonnell had to seal hermetically the pressure vcsscl within prescribed limits; a subcontractor developed
thc dual air-condition ing systcm. Bccause thc clothing necdcd for space travel
turned out to be unavailable from the shelvcs of government i&rue, anOlhcr subcontractor was callcd upon to make a full-pressur<: suit that wou ld in effect bt: a
secondary cabin.
When M cDonncll and STG enginttrs first considered the problems of the
pressurizcd cabin, they sought thc experience of the foremost company of indusIrial specialists on the subjcct. Ai Research had grown since the 19305 into the
~·r anufacturing Division of the Garrell Corporation, the Nation's primary supplicr
of the nttds of the pressurized night industry.' In January 1959 thc three groups
began to discuss Ihe most realistic dt':!5ign criteria for ambient and partial gas
pressures, air and water r<:gencration mel hods, thcffilostats, and hcat exchangers.
R . A. Fischer, Edward H . Olling, and Richard C. Ndson of Garren, H erbert R.
Greider, John R . Barton, and Earl A. Reed of McDonnell, and Stanley C. Whitc
and Richard S. Johnston of STG were thc principal designers of this system.
While the process of fabricating the pressurc-vcsscl shell by thc fusion-wclding
techniques of William D ubuskcr and his production engineers was cut and tried
on thc fa clory Acor, the important question of cabin atmosphcr<: gas composition
was being debated by physicians and physicists. Should Ihc cabin air and pressu re imitate "sca Icvcl" air mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen, or shou ld the space
cabin cndorse Ihe experiencc of aviation and usc at highest altitudc whatever
wou ld guarantee oxygcnation? ~ Stanley White championed the latter position
forcdul1r, in response to rather late oUlside criticism that "shirtslc~c" environ-
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menial air might be preferable. John F. Yardley and Barton, Faget and Johnston
agreed emphatically that a five-pound-per-sq uare-inch pressu re of pu re oxygen
would he far more practical for saving weight, controlling leakage, and avoidi ng
the extremely difficult problem of providing reliable oxygen partial·pressure sensors. Faget explained ST G's choice;
T he most important consideration in choice of a single gas atmosphere is reliability of operation. If a mixed gas atmosphere were used, a major increase in
complexity in the atmospheric control system and in monitoring and display
instrumentation would have resulted. Furthennore, the usc of a mixed gas
system would have precluded the use of simple mechanical systems for a great
number of these functions which in itself would have decreased the reliability
of perfonnance!
Reduced to practice, these de£igns had evolved into hardware for three spheri.
cal oxygen bottles, tes ted at 7500 pounds per square inch, with simple regulator
valves, a lithium hydroxide canister to remove ca rbon diox ide and odors, an
evaporator heat exchanger (its water would boil around 35 degrees F at a 100-mile
altitude), and a simple pulsating-sponge water removal system, all to be located
beneath the astronau t's legs. Blowers, a fan, snorkclli, and plu mbi ng were :ilio
included to make the capsule livable under the ext remely diverse condi tions exist·
ing before, during, and ah er an orbital mission . The most novel parts of this
system were the high-p ressure oxygen bottles, the usc of lithium hydroxide, and
the "spongc squeezer" to collect perspiration and respiration wa ter vapor from
the cabin atmosphere. ClcanlinC$ in the manufacture of these components was
so important that AiResearch built the fi n t "surgery," or "white room," for Mercury fabrication in the summer of 1959.McDonnell and AiRcsearch engincen consulted the volu minous literature on
aeromedicine before imposing STG's specific requirements on top of the state of
their art. One of the best independent guidt5 to that state was a report prepared
in mid· 1959 by A. B. Thom pson of C hance Vought Astronautics, entitled " Physiological and Psychological Considera tions for Manned Space Flight." Thompson
compiled a consensus on environmental parameters derived from a wide num ber
of sources; then he presented these factors systematically in the order of their
occurrence on a typical orbital m ission. Concerning the internal atmospheric
environment, he drew heavily from submarine, as wdl as aviation, practice and
expressed particular concern over abnonnal toxici t ie.~ peculiar to space cond itions.
Regarding temperature tolerance, Thompson wrote:
Man can exist and carry out simple tasks in environmental temperatures from
-40 0 to 140 0 if suitable clothing is worn for the low, and if humidity is kept at
30-500/0 for the high. Time of exposure to high temperatures should be well
below man's tolcrnnce limits. Up to 160°F can be withstood for 20 minutes.
Such temperature highs are possible at reentry into atmosphere. I nsulation,
double walls, cabin temperature and aUnosph(!re cooling should limit the heat
of cabin to less than 140°F e,'en when skin temperature of the "chicle is much
higher.-
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John Barton of McDonn~lI and Edward Oiling of AiRescarch, the
s)'s l~m s~cification s for environmental conlrol ~g:Ln CO ~mergc in mid-1959,
subject to continuous reappraisal as oth~r systems alw took shape. Their original
set of design parameters rather arbitrarily selected 400 British thennal unils ~r
hour for one man's a\'~rag~ heat production rate over 28 hours, and an ambi~nt
pressure of 5 pounds per square inch circulating th rough the cabin, with a breathabk supply of ox)'gen at the partial pressure of 3.8 pounds. An assum~d oxygen
consumption rale of 500 cubic centim~ters per minute allowed a slight margin for
suit leakag~. Setting th~ av~rage rate of perspiratory and respiratory water production at 6 pounds per day dictated the weight and siz~ of their system's hardware.
Particularly knotty for th r development of the active ai r-condition ing system
and the passh'c insulation to.> control the cabin temperature was a probkm that
Barton described in terms of applied th~rmodynamics:
Studies of launch, orbit and reentry heating effects disclosed that the insulation
requirements for the cabin side-walb for the orbit and reentry phases were
diametrically opposed. In orbit it is desirable to lose heat from the side-walls
and during reentry it is necessary to prevent the entry of heat. The reen try
phase, being more critical, dictated the side-wall insulation. In orbit, the insulation becomes an almost perfect heat barrier and dictates that the cabin
cooling be primarily accomplished by the cabin heat exchanger.'·
At the

~nd

of July 1959, Barton and Frank G. Morgan, Jr., met with 18 STG
engine~rs, including all the astronauts, to describe the basic designs and developmental problems, especially leaky instrumentation fittings, for the system now
known as "th~ ECS." r aget, Whit~, William K . Douglas, William S. Augerson,
and Robert B. VOa3, and thc ECS 3)'Stems engineer.., Richard Johnston, Frank
H. Samonski, and ~forto n Schkr, all warned that the design parameters were
set too [ow. They demand~d larger margins of at least 1000 British thermal 'mits
per hour for astronaut h ~at generation, at least 7 pounds per day assumed water
production, and certainly no less oxyg~n pressure in the suit than in the cabin.11
Greider and Barton warned th~ astronau(S to learn early and thoroughly th~
symptoms of hypoxia in themselves so th ~y could take action soon enough to ensu re
an emergenc), oxygen supply. Otherwise probe sensors of some wrt in the nostrils
or the lungs might be n~c~ssary.
McDo nn ~1l hurried the building of a "man-rating" ~nvironm~ ntal syStem test
chamber through Se ptem~ r 1959, so that a reliability test program for each subsyst~m could be conduct~d , complete systems tests could be scheduled, and astronaut familiarization training could ~gin as soon as possible. By the end of the
month, Gi[~rt B. North, as McDonnell's tcst astronaut, had endured so many
failu res or inadequacies in the ~nch testing that STG sought the aid of physiologists
from Duke University School of Medicine and from the Navy Air Crew Equipment
Laboratory in Philadelphia to help speed th~ man-rating of the environmental
control s)'st~m. At the end of January 1960, neith~ r th~ cabin nor the suit environmental cont rol system had pa$Cd its test to operate as designed for 28 hours.
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Richard Johnston reported that experience with the s)"Stem was still " rather
meager." He urged aeromedical invcstigators to provide more " realistic metabolic data" for his engineers to usc in s)"Stem redesign."
Difficulties with the bod)' \enlilation and post-landing snorkel ventilation
subsystems continued troublesome through 1960. Extensi"e testing at AiRcsearch
and intensive manned test!; at ~IcDonnell beginning in June slowly eradicated
mO'lt of the "bugs" plaguing the reliability of the environmental control system .
A robot "erewman simulator," designed primarily b), Charles F. J ahn and Eugene
Wulfkehlcr at ;\l cDonndl, sen cd to calibrate the physical p.lrameters for average
human inputs and out puts to this dosed ecological system. Then, 100, Gilbert
North :md Herbert Greider learned to outwit the peculiarities of the mechanisms
to a"oid hypoxia, dysbarism, and hypen·elllilation. The initial manned lests of
Ihe ECS hardware wert endured by ;\IcOonneil \'olunteers; occasionally the
MercurI' astronauts would obscn ·e. Gas analysis problems delayed the accumulation of reliability records and the verification of certain operational procedures,
such as ground purge and ground cooling, until early 1961. u
Sumr>c Up FOR SPACE

The pressure suit for Project Mcrcury was designed and first dc"eloped during
1959 as;'l compromise between the requirements for ncxibility and adaptability.
Learning to live and move within aluminum-coated nylon and rubber garmenlS,
pre<;suriz~d at fi"e pounds per square inch, was like trying 10 adapt to life within
a pneumatic tire. Lcd by Walter M. Schirra, J r., whose speciality assignment
' his was, the astronauts literally wrestled with the most dementary problem in
becoming machine-rated-wearing thc suit.
Back in February 1959, Maxime Faget and Stanley White became convincro
that the so-called "pressure" suits bcing used by Air Force and Navy test pilou
were rather " high-pressure" and partially anti-g nying suits. Ever since 1947
the Air Force and the Navy, by nllltal agreement, had specialized in developing
partial-pressure and full -pressure nying suits, respcctivdy, but it dccade later
neithcr type was quitc satisfactory for the newest definition of extreme altitude
protcction. Such suits wou ld require extcnsive modifications, particularly in
their air circulation systems, to meet the needs of the ~1crcury space pilots. The
first sui t conference on Januar), 29, 1959, attended hy morc than 40 expcrts in the
art of tailoring for men engaged in high-altitude nying, had recommendcd an
extensive c"aluation program." Through thc spring th ree primary compctitorsthe David Clark Company of Worcester, Mas.....lchIlSCIlS (a prime supplier for
Air Force prCSl>ure suits), the International Latex Corporation of Dover, Delaware
(a bidder on a number of go\'ernmcm contracts involving rubberized material),
and the B. F. Goodrich Company of Akron, Ohio (~u ppliers of most of thc
pres<;urc suilS lised by thc Navyl-compcted to provide by the fi rst of June their
best products for a series of cvaluation tests.
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NASA had requested the \ir roree \eromedical Labo ralOry al Wright Air
Development Celller and the i'\;,\\ Air Crew Equipment Laboratory in Philadelphia to plan arl(llX'rfnrm e,alll:Jlion~ of the different test suit~ before mid-July.
The Clark all{1 Goodrich ~uig r:l1lkcd hi.!!hest in both evaluation programs, but
predictably the \ir Force (:,,'ore([ the Clilrk su it and the Na\)' the Goodrich
suit. After an evaluation conference on Jul~ 15 at L,wgley, the chairman,
Ricllilnl John~ton. informed all p:'Irtics of STG's decision to work with both the
Clark and the Goodrich rornpa nies for sel'eral more months 10 allow further concurrent dc,'c1opmem and evaluation of I'arious combinations of suits and \'entibtion ~\'S telUs." n~ the end of August, William Augerson and Lee N. McMillion
of ST G recommended that "the ~ui t should not be expected to cope with all the
dellcicnciC" of the :-'Iercury ("a p.~ulc.'· lbe dose interfacc between pressure suit
and enl'ironmental cOlltrol sy<;lelll caused enough problems to delay the formulation of ~uit ~pccifications until O ctober, but Goodrich was awarded the prime
eonlract for the ~Iercury space suit on July 22, 19S9,'~
One of the most '>enior employee.; of the Goodrich Company was Russdl M.
Colley. In 1933, Wiley PO'it returned from the first solo flight around the
\\orld and wanted w me kind of rubber suit that would enable him to Ay his
famou~ aircraft lI'i"";e Mfle above Ihe record 47.()()().fool altitude. Colle)' had
dc~iAned an aluminum helmet TC"(:mbling those used by marine di\'el'S and had
."titched together on his wife's sewing machine the first crude ~ pace suit. The
next year Colley and his company had designed and developed a more fle"ible
flying suit for Wiley PO"t. with an off-center filcc plate to accommodate POSI'S oneeycd vision. In 1952, Colley had dcsigned and hcll>cd dc,'c1op sw ivcl joints of
air-tight l)Carings and fluted fittin~ for pre~<;urt' .'Iuit); fahriratNt h~' Goodrich for
the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics. In 1959, Colley, along with Carl F. Effler,
D. Ewing, and other Goodrich employCCll, was instrumental in modifying the
famous Na\)' l\hrk IV pressure suit for NASA's needs in orbit:tl flight.
Although the decision to let the capsule itself provide primary protcction
minimized the difference between corseted, pressuriu:d Et: suiL~ and a "space suit"
for Project Mercury, the redundant suit ellvironmental control system requi red
complicilted modifications ilJld continual refittings.
lbe T ilsk Group had discoI'Cred during 1959 that each l\krcury capsule
would have to be spcciill1y tailored to its Ol,'n mi"'lion ohjeclivC5<. Pressure suits
also were designed indi vidually according to usc- some for training, others for
evaluation and development. Thirteen operational research suit ~ first were ordered
to fit astronauts Schirm and Glenn, their flight surgeoll Douglas, the twins Gilbert
and WalTcn j. North, at McDonnell and NASA Headquarters, TCSI>cctively, and
other astronauts :tnd engineers to be specificd later. A second order of eight
suits suppno;cdly would represent the final configuration :tnd provide adequate
protection for all flight condition~ inttw: Mercury program.
The Ihree major partS of the ... pace suit-the torso coveralls, the helmet, and
the gloves-were fabricated by techniques and procedures similar to those already
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in usc in the manufacture of full-pressure flying suits. But the air systcm operation
was unusual:
The }.!ercury headpiece is a single c;'\vil)' design ",ith suit \'enlilation air exiling through the exhaust ,-ake located in the right chttk area. This system is
kno\\ll as the "dosed" or "single g:\s" system and utilized one air source for
\"entilation as well as breathing. This concepl, which is desirable in sp.1ce mis_
sions, pcnnits simplicitr of design and minimum weight of the \'entilation and
respiration equipment. "
According to Lee Mdlillion of STG'~ Life Sy~tcms Branch, the Big Joe
reentry heating test in September 1959 allowed the de\'elopers of the pressurc suit
to remove much of the insulation previously thought necessary. Th is improved
somewhat the mobility of the astronaut under full pres..~urization . Dy the end
of the year l\fc:\[iJlion, Colley, Schin-a, and Glenn A. Shewmake, STG's "tailor,"
chose to modify the suit to facilitate mobility in the capsule rather thall repattem
for a more generally mobile suit. Schin-a had fclt many pressure point~ and was
severely constricted in recent tests. His discomfort was tract:d to tht: design conSt:rvatism that had aceeptt:d the g suit and oxygen mask conct:pts uSt:d for the
Na,y Mark IV and Air Force X-IS flying suits. Furthermore, each time these
prototype space suit, were pressurized and worn, they st retcht:d out of shape.'o
Throughout the ~pri n g of 1960, fittings and tt:Sts with new textiles, differcnt
materials, and other human models continut:d until they finally solvt:d the strctching problem. In mid-March a committee of eight members from STG, McDonnell, the Navy, and Goodrich decided on the final design ft:aturcs for the Mercury
space suits. AU kinds of minor troublcs with zippers, tht: visor, tht: St:gmt:nted
shoulder, lacings, straps, snaps, seams, valvt:S, underwear, glow'S, microphonf":';,
and neck dams continut:d. But after a "gripe ~ion " in mid-:\1ay 1960, the
astronauts and their tailors essentially agreed on what the wdl-dresst:d man
should wt:ar into space,lf
During an orbital flight , certain physiological limitations were expectt:d to
establish the rcquiremt:nts for matching man and machine in ont: smoothly functioning system."o In the art:a of noiSt: and vibration, for oample, research during
the 1950s had It:d to the conclusion that 140 decibels, in the broad spectrum
betwttn 100 and 12,000 cyclt:s per second, was the most that man could stand
for durations of four or five seconds. Accdt:ration tolerances wt:re rising, thanks
to knowledge gaint:d by centrifugt: and rocket sled tt:sts, but above 6 g pilots
could breathe only by forcing abdominal constriction and could movt: effectively
only their hands and fingers. An oxygen pressure inside the lungs corresponding
to that of 100 millimt:tt:rs of fluid mercury was judged nt:CCS'lary to preclude any
symptom of hypoxia. To guard against the danger of "bends" (caisson di5case
or dysbarism ), the cabin pressure should not be more than twice the suit emergency pressure of 180 millimeters of mereury. No mort: than two percent of
carbon dioxide by volume at sea level should be pcnnittt:d. " Other limitations,
including extremes of temperature, humidity, radiation, and accumulating toxic
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gases from carbon monoxide, O'I.OI1C, mctal, and plastic fumC5, also becamc
"human paramcters." Warning instrumenL~ in the capsule relied primarily on
stimulating the astronaut's senscs of sight and sound; psychologists also
studied the feasibility of using his senses of louch and smell to aid him in
diagnosing malfunctions.~:
During the fiftics academic and medical ,tudies in ~nso ry deprivation
made an important, if indirect, contribution to the building of Ihe spacecraft :,:nd
the training of the astronauts. Madc notorious hy thc eXJX:rience of Amcrican
prisoners of war who had been isolated and "brainwaohed" in North Kore.1n
prison ceUs, the effects of isolation were attacktd on many fronl$. At ~1cGiIl
University, in Canada, at the University of Rochestcr in New York, and at the
National Institute of Mental Htalth in Bethesda , ~I:!.r)'land, famous scnsory
deprivation experiments rcductd all physical stimu li 10 ncar zero. Susptnding people in waler of body temperature in blacked-out, soundproof rooms at
Bcthesda revealed that nomlal men, regardless of thtir motivations, could hardl)'
stay both conscious and sane if deprived of all scnsory stimuli beyond three hours.
Physicians and psychiatrists were warning in 1956 and 1957 that
if one is alonc enough and at levels of human and physical stimulation low
enough, the human mind turns inward and projects outward its own contents
and processes.... Man's mental slale is dependent on adequate perceptual
contact with thc outside world. , .. Isolation produces an intense de!ire for
extrinsic senwI)' stimuli and bodily motion, increased suggestibility, impainncnt
of organized thinking, oppression and depression, and in extreme cases, hallucinations, delusions, and confusion."

Such background slUdics strengthened aeromedical demands, originating OUl1idt
NASA and STG, for continuous communications betwttn the ground and an
orbi ting man, for increasing the number of meaningful cues to be given the man
in sp.'lcc, and for accenting significant tasks to be pcrfonned by the man inside the
capsule. There was room for controversy here, but STG and NASA bclie\'ed
the hypothetical risks did not justify the very large outlay of money, men, and
time th'" a continuous communication net ..... ork would ha\'e required.
If outside advice of this type was not always taken, there was still a conscious
effort to solicit it. One of the most useful means of dialogue \\as the presenting
of papers at mettings of professional societies. The size, lead time, and innovating
nature of Projtct Mercury, together wilh the impetus from NASA's open information policy, all reinforced the nonnal professional obligation to inform and
meet the judgment of one's colleagues. Thus it wa~ that, on January 25. [960,
scveral leading engineers from the Sp."lce T ask Group were in New York for
the annual mttting of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences and prescllted paptrs
reviewing the scope and rccent results of their rtS(:arch alld development program." In one of thtsc, Charles W. MathC\\lS sct forth thc operational plans
for the orbital IlllSSIOn. He did not mention the role of the pilot until the end
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of his remarks. He then offered a summary list of eight activities to illustrate
what the astronaut must be prepared to do: the Mercury pilot should communicate with ground stations, make scientific observations, monitor onboard
equipment, control capsule attitude, navigate and fire retrorockel~, initiate emergency procedures, activate escape system if necessary, and deploy landing parachute if required. Anyone of these activities could conceivably save the mission.: 1
The degree of control over his own dcstiny that the astronaut might have
during the first orbital flights steadily incrt.·\Scd throughout 1959 by virtue of the
development of two new semi-automatic control systems: fly-by-wire, interposed
in the automatic stabilization and control S)'Stem (ASCS), and the rate command
system (rate stabilization control system, or RSCS ), superimposed on thc manual
proportional control system. Further claboration and sophistication of the hardware took account of man's flexibility by providing for the use of more than one
system at a time. I n addition to the "last resort," or manual-proportional, method
of attitude control, other uses of the astronaut as a source of mechanical power
were being incorporated to the mutual advantage of reliability and flexibility.
Turnkey handles and pull rings were added to duplicate virtually every automatic
function of the mission sequence.
In April 1960, Edward R. Jones., the chief PSychologist at McDonnell, feeling
that a vigorous offense is the best defense, argued in public that man in the
M ercury capsule not only could act as an observer as well as the obse"'ed but
should be considered an integral part of the system to increase the probability of
miSSIon success. Having just completcd cxtensive studies of man's vision from
the new centerline window, Jones supervised studies of other expected sensations
during the Mercury orbital f1ight.n As the hardware and manned capsule
systems tests progressed, Jones had more reason for his optimism about
man's ability to perfonn effectively in space, once his life-support requironents
were met. Concerning higher mental processes, Jones, speaking in a symposium
at the Iowa Acad.::my of Science, where James A. Van Allen represented the
instrumentalists and John Paul Stapp represented the experimental physicians,
maintained his poshive approach:
Most of the astronaut's tasks will involve complex mental activity even though
some may be on a near reflex level as a resuh of constant practice. It is not
expected that impairment of these functions will occur under nomlal \'Chicle
operation. Stress and an abnormal atmospheric composition, if present, could
cause some impairment of the higher mental functions.
It should be apparent that the training of the astronaut in the operation of
the space vehicle will be critical. Much of the physiological training and
conditioning will be given on a part task basis in human centrifuges, and pressure and heal chambers. Thc operation of the vehicle can be practiced o\'er
and over again in a capsule simulator ... built for Mercury. Overlea111ing
far beyond the point that apparent pro~ress stops seems to be thc best guarantee
that the astronaut will have developed response patterns that are leist apt to
deteriorate under the stresscs of orbit.al Jlight."'
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Wh~n

the astronauts first had reported to the Task Group at the end of April
1959, ther had been oriented with a st:ries of lectures eovering eve!)' aspect of
STG's progress. After a welcoming general briefing br Paul E. Purser, Alan B.
Kehlet delivered their first lecture on April 29, explaining the configuration and
the escape system. Following two weeks of such leclUres, the group began to visit
contractor facilities for familiarization with mockups, hardware, and manufacturing processes. They went to the launch site at Cape Canaveral. At various
military and medical centers, each man learned to know himself still beuer
through training sessions in the pressure suit, in heat chambers, in heavy concentrations of carbon dioxide, and in parabolic flying. By July, Roben Voas, the
astronauts' training officer, had prepared tentath'e curricula and schedules; during
unscheduled times, each man was expected each week to fly for three hours, to
spend six hours on his specialty area, and to exercise at least four hours in athletics.
The primitire ju!)'-rigged air-bearing platfonn trainer also was ridden by each
astronaut for two hours per week at first.
During August 1959, each man spent approximately two weeks at Johnsville
riding the centrifuge in "closeloop" (i.e., with man in the control circuit) simulation of the exit and reentry profiles. In September each man spent a week at
~lcDonnell, another at the Cape for the Big Joe shot, and another at the Goodrich
plant in Akron being fitted for his pressure suit. And in October 1959, the seven
pilots, by now reluctant celebrities, traveled to Edwards and Vandenberg Air
Force Bases, to the AiResearch and Convair fa ctories, and to the Naval School of
Aviation Medicine at Pensacola for different kinds of centrifuge rUIl! and for
training in survival, disorientation, and communications.:s
Although evel)'one who read the news or looked at Lift magazine knew that
the Mereu!), astronauts had been assigned specialty areas befitting their profession
as engineering test pilots, few could sec the logic of those assignments.l~ M. Scott
Carpenter accepted responsibility for communications and navigation because as
a Navy lieutenant he had had special training in airborne electronics and celestial
pathfinding. Virgil I. Grissom, who had earned a degree in mechanical engineering from Purdue University in 1950, became the expert for the group on the
complicated electromechanical, automatic, and manual attitude-control systems.
The senior man in age and date of rank, John H. Glenn, Jr., had the most experience in flying varieties of aircraft and could therefore make the best contribution
to cpckpit layout. Walter M. Schirra, Jr., born to a flying family and a graduate
of the Naval Academy, took a special interest in life-support systems and the
pressure suits. Alan B. Shepard, Jr., like Carpenter and Schirm, had the background training of the naval flier for specializing in tracking and recovery operations. L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., and Donald K. SlaYlon, both Air Force captains,
accepted the jobs of astronaut liaison with the developers of the Redstone and the
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re;pecth'cly. Cooper, the younge<;t of the group, had be~n dedicat~d to flying since childhood and had worked with pcrronllance cngineering
similar to what he would cncounter at Redstone Arsenal. And Slayton, with a
degree in aeronautical engineering from the University of ~Iinnesota and having
worked for two rears with th~ B<>f:ing Company in Seattle, was best fitted to report
on th~ progress of the Atlas booster at Convair/ Astronautics.
The astronauts' specialty assignments had some direct effect 011 the redesign of
the Mercury suit, cockpit layout, and capsule hatch and window systems. :More
importantly, the assignments kept the crew infonned in depth on thc problems :md
progress in major areas of concern to all members. Carpcntcr and Shepard kept
tabs 011 the progress of the Tracking Unit at Langley and of the Goddard Space
Flight Center in preparing to operate the network. While Carpenter monilored
the development of onboard navigation equipment, such as the Earth-path
indicator and starfinder charts, Shepard paid special attention 10 recovery at sea
and to problems of egress from the capsule and survival on Earth in inhospitable
environments. Grissom stud ied the electromechanical worries of Robert G. Chilo
ton, Thomas V. Chambers, and Olher controls engineers. Schirm worked closely
with Richa rd Johnston and John Barton on the environmental srst~m, and with
Lee McMillion, Gilb~rt North, and Ihe Goodrich people in preliminary fittings
of the pressure suit. Cooper and Slayton spent much of their time traveling to
Huntsville and southern California, respcctively, attending meetings and offering
suggestions from the pilot's viewpoint on how best to mate a mann~d capsule with
the Redstone and Atlas missiles. Glenn, meanwhile, paid special attention 10
optimizing the cockpit and improving simulation training.""
\\'iLl,iu Hll)lHiJS alLl:/ jvilliJl~ thl: Spa ..e Task G,oup, the more eager than
anxious astronauts found themsch"cs barraged by qucstions regarding their
~motional feelings about being catapulted into orbit.
In answer to one such set
of questions, posed in an author's questionnaire for a high·schooltextbook, Schirm
perfunctorily repli ~d that it was only natural for a test pilot to want to participat~
in Ih~ mOSt advanced fonn of manned vehicular tTa\-cJ. Schirra's desir~ to "go
high~r, farther, and faster" than previously had been possible was to him n~ither
mysterious nor worthy of introspection; it was simply the profCS.'lional commitment
of th~m all and of STC to want to expand the test pilot's "envelope." n
Partly because of this kind of natural public int~rest and partir because th~
civilian spac~ agency had a statutory mandate to conduct educational publicity,
NASA H~adquarters, after im'cstigation and d~cision, encouraged the astronauts
to stay together and to accept the fring~ benefits of a ~inglc privatc·ent~rprise
publishing off~r armng~d in outlin~ evcn before their selection. This precluded
ev~ntual competiti\"~ bidding for individual story rights. On August 5, 1959,
the astronauts sold their "personal storics" to th~ highest bidder, Time.Lif~, Inc.,
for $500,000, an amount to be equally divid~d r~gardl~ss of who might be chosen
first to fl y in space. This mon~y was to be paid in installments throughout the
program. Th~ astronauts' wivcs also subscribed to the contract. Def~nse Dc·
Atlas

boost~rs,
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partment policy had been fo llowed by the NASA decision becausc the astronauts
were a ctive-dut)· military officers."' There we re similar precedents fo r test pilots,
Presidents, and submarine captains. Many Congressmen a ppro\'ed this fonn of
extra life insurance for the ast ronauts' wivcs.
A public furor, nevertheless, a rose in the press o \'cr these exelu~ive rights to
publish the Illemoirs of the SC\'(:Il. Few other peripheral policy decisions regard ing
Project ]\fercury were to become so contro\'er~ial in the lo ng run. As the waiting
period hefore an astronaut ncw in SP.1CC stretched on, public interest grew; the
competition a mo ng newsmen and mcdia increased ; the line betw ~1l personal and
public domains blurred. NASA a nd STG we rc forced to contend wi th no small
amoulll of adverse and c"en spiteful publicity from indignant correspondents who
were not of the favored few. Warren North , two days a ft er this contract was
signcd, ad vised Sikerstcin about it and warned of other impending difficulties,
including a loss of privacy to a degree: the astronauts might nOl have anticipated."
The ag rccment, arranged without fcc by C. Leo DeOrscy, a prominent Washing to n lawyer and s porl~man, assigned a ll ma~:tzine and book rights to TimeLife, Inc., fo r " non-official" feature stories on the astronauts and their famili es.
Since it was cleared by NASA's legal a nd public relations chiefs, John John~on ;md
Wa lter T . Bonney, the ast ronaul~ a nd the T ask Grollp had to adapt themsch·c.-;
to this policy. John A. "Shorty" Powers, a tleMt , was relie"ed of one headache a nd
was not displeased with the arra n geme n ts.~ ·
Although Robcrt Voas at firs t had designed a n o rd erly curriculum fo r the
astronauts, their ac tivities <.oon became so di\'erse and the g roup separated 0 11
sorties for their specialties so often that the academic approach became impossible.
Thc coordination of al>tronaut tra illin!;: Ixuuuc hi~ \ohier dut y. VO<\oS gathCN;d
a nd trained a team of training specialists. George C. Guthrie had responsibility fo r improving trai ning aids, procedures. alld simulation devices; R aymo nd
G. Zedeka r arranged the lecture series; Stanley Faber co nducted the four-phase
centrifuge training program on the Jo hnsville "wheeL" By the end of 1959,
each of the ast ron a uts had trained for about 10 hours riding the gondola at
J ohnsville. V oa.~, meanwhile, tumed his attention \0 a n extensive astronaut
tas k analysis, which p..1rallcled the work of Edward J ones at l\ !cDonncll.''' Ju~t
before Christmas [959, John Glenn privately described his tr:lining expericnces
in a letter to a friend and fellow pilot:
T his past 8 or 9 mont hs has rea lly been a hectic progr:1rn, to say the !rast ,
and by far the most interesti'l!; thing in "hich I have e,er t:lkell part, outside
of combat.
Following our selection in April, "e were assigned to the Space Tas k Grou p
portion of NAS,\ at Langh'y rield, a'l(l th:lt is where we :Ire ha$Cd when not
tra \·eling. T he way it has "..,. ked Out. we have spent so mud. lime on the
1'O:ld t hat Lan!;ky has amounted to a spot to fome hack to get dea n ski,·vil.'S
and shi rts and th:ll's about :lIt. Wc h.we had addition<ll ~ssions at Wriglll
fi eld in "hieh we did heat ch:lm hcr. pressure rh:l.Inbcr, :lnd e{"ntrifuf="c work
:l nd spent a couple of wcch this fall doing addition:ll centrifuge "'ork up :H
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Johnsville. This was some! program since we arc running It 1ll a laydown
position similar to that which we will usc in the capsule latcr on and we got
up to as high as 16 g's. That's a batch in an)' attit ude, laydown or not.
\\'ith the angles we were using, we found that cvcn lying down at 16 g's it
took just about ever)' bit of strength and technique you could muster to retain
consciousness. I found there was quite .1 bit more technique involved in taking this kind of g than we had thought. Our tolcr.lrlce$ from beginning 10 end
of rullS during the period we worked up there went up considerably as we eaeh
de\'clopcd our own technique for taking this high g. A few nllls a day like thai
can really get to you. Some other stuff we d id uptherc invoked what we call
tumble runs or going from a plus g in two seconds to a minus g and the most we
did on this was in going from a plus 9 g to a minus 9 g. Obviously a delta of
18. . . . When we first talked about doing this, I didn't think it would be
possible but in doing a careful buildup we happily discovered that this was not
so horrible. At plus 9 g to minus 9 g we were bouncing around a bit but it was
quite tolerable.

*

*

*

We just finished an interesting activity out at Edwards AFn doing some
weightless flying in the F-IOO. This was in the two.place F- IOO so that we
could ride in the rear seat and try various things such as eating and drinking
and mechanical procedures while going through the approximately 60 second
ballistic parabola that you make with a TF-IOO. That started at about 40,000
feet, 30 degrees dive to 25,000, picking up about 1.3 to 1.4 mach number, pull
out and get headed up hill again at 25,000 and about a 50 degree or 60 degree
climb angle, at which point they get a 1,cro'g parabola o\'Cr the tOp to abom 60
degrees downhill.
You can accomplish quite a bit in the full minute in those conditions and
contrary to Ihi~ being a problem, I think I ha\'C finally found the clement in
which I belong. We have done a little previous work no;uing around in the
cabin of the C-131 the)' used at Wright Field. That is even more fun )"CI,
because )'ou arc: not strapped down and can float around in the cabin doing
Aips, walk on Ihe ceiling or just come floating the full length of the cabin while
going through the approximately 15 seconds of weightlC5StlCSS that the)" can
maintain on their shorter parabola. That was a real ball and we get 5OI1le
more sessions with this machine sometime after the first of the year.Seasoned rocket experts, especially in Wemher \'on Braun's group, were worried
carly in the program over the human tolera nce to noise and vibration at the tip of
a miilSile leaving Earth's atmosphere. Biomedical experimentatio n during the
fifties had almost, but nol quite, con finned that a man literally can be shaken
to death by sympathetic vibrations induced through various harmonics upon
certain organs. No one was yet sure whether the 140-decibel noise limit would
be attenuated enoug h by the double-walled capsule and the astronaut's helmet
to keep him comfortable and able to communicate." In February 1960, a rep·
resentative from the Army Ballistic ~Iissile Agency at Huntsville proposed a
training project in which astronauts would experience contro!!ed noise and vibration inside a simulated ~1ercury capsule mounted above a Jupiter engine being
static-fired. The astronauts' personal physician, Wi!!iam Douglas, objected vchemently and saved the astronauts from this ordeal. Internal acoustic measure-
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menlS in the capsules riding Big J oe and Little J oc 2, however, gave concem that
aerodynamic noise at max q might blot out communications if it approached the
140-decibel limit. The astronauts decided to condition themselves to loud noises
in other ways by occasionally stationing th emselves ncar the blow-down exhauslS
of the wind tunnels around Langley. Carpenter, supported by the environmental
control system in capsule No.3, 5."lt through these static noise tests and provcd
that communications remained satisfactory in spite of extremely loud outside
noises."
Other carefully controlled trials by ordeal were arranged to teach the astro·
nauts how best to survive for a time :Inywhere on Earth beneath their planned
orbital track. During the spring and summer of 1960, capsule egress training,
and water, desert, and jungle survival courses wcre instituted for their lxnefit.
So exotic and picturesque were these excursions that publicity photographs flood ed
the news media."
Serious consideration was not given to the usc of a pcrsonal parac hute, with
which the astronaut might bail out from his explosive side hatch, until May 1960,
when Lee McMillion and Alan Shepard suggested the idea for the MercuryRedstone fligh ts at least. The exploits of the Air Force balloonist, Captain Joseph
W. Kittinger, Jr., who had been making solo stratopherie ascents for the Air Force
since 1957, were a signifi cant factor in this reevaluation of the personal parachute.
In Project Excelsior, Kittinger began a series of record-breaking sky dives. On
November 16, 1959, he jumped from an open gondola at an altitude of 76,400
feet. Three weeks later, from Excelsior /I, he bailed out at an altitude of 74,700
feet to establish a free-fall record of 55,000 feet before pulling his ripcord. STG
knew of Kittinger's plans for ExceiJior Ill , which he fulfilled on August 16, 1960,
by diving from his balloon at 103,000 (eet and falling 17 miles before opening his
chute at 17,500 (eet. If Kittinger could do it, so might the Mercury astronaul in
case the escape tower would not jettison or both main parachutes failed on a
Mercury-Redstone fl ighl.oo
Although supposedly the fi rst phase of astronaut training through 1959 was to
concentrate on academic studies in the eclectic new field of "space science," the
astronauts d id not relish book-learning at the el(pellSC of field trips, specialty assignmenlS, and familiarization with the dC\'eloping hardware. As soon as new train·
ing aids :Ind partial simulators became available, they would make full usc of them.
Lme in 1959, however, the only opera ble flight simulator was a crude " lash-up" of
analog com puters dri ving a cockpit panel display above a couch O il .,n air- bearing
floating platform at L"lngley. Craduall), ST G engineers Harold I. Johnson,
Rodney F. H iggins, and Gcorge Guthrie built more sophistication into this special
kind of Link trainer. B)' January 1960 they were calling it the Air Bearing
Orbital Attitude Simulator. In usc a nd development simultaneousl), through
1960, this machine slowly evolved into a major training aid called thc ALFA (for
"air lubricated free attitude" [or axisJ) traincr. McDonnell provided a capsule
shell as an egress trainer in mid-February 1960. But the mOSt valuable and
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elaborate training aids were the twO McDonnell-built simulators called "procedures
trainers." One for team training at the Cnpe and another at Langley were installed and in usc by April 1960. Through long hours of practice in these procedures trainers, the astronauts " overlearned" their tnsk!, as Jones had recommended,
so that they would ael almost refiexivciy during their mission ~quencc.
During the first year of the astronaut training program, the seven pilots heard
approximately 50 hours of space science lectures givcn primarily by senior members
of the Langley Research Center. Elementary mechanics and aerodynamics madc
up 10 hours of this time. Fonnal pre5l!ntations in space physics took up 12 hours.
Other courses included principles of guidance and control (4 hours), navigation
in space (6 hours ), elements of communications (2 hours), and basic physiology
(8 hours). Each astronaut spent approximately 8 hours at Morchcad Planetarium
at the Uni"ersitr of North Carolina on star recognition and practicing celestial
navigation.'!
"Phase Two" of the training program, based on simulation training and engineering invoh-ement, was to begin with the new year. But concurrent develo~
ments, individual study, and personal practice in various areas complicated the
astronauts' training calendar. At the end of one full year of assignment to STG,
nch of the scvcn had spent approximately 10 days in 51. Louis at the McDonnell
plant; five days in San Diego at the Convair/ Astronautics factory; and two days
each at the Cape, at Huntsville, at Edwards Air Force Base, in EI Segundo at Space
Technology Laboratories and the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, and at the
Goodrich plant in Akron. Each also spent one day at the Rocketdyne factO!)' of
North American Aviation to see thc engines ~ing produced for the Atlas, another
day at the Ai Research shops to meet the makers of their environmental umlrol
systems, and yet another at the Los Angeles plant of a subcontractor, Protection,
Incorporated, where individual headgear wns ~ing molded." These visits by the
astronauts to the various industrial production lines were found to be so valuable in
inspiring craftsmen and technicians at alllcvels to higher standards of workmanship thaI these personal contacts belween producers and the astronaut-consumers
became a regular feature of quality control programs. .Grissom's simple remark
on a visitation to Com'air, "Do good work!" ~came a mollo of incalculable value
to e"er), worker who heard it or shook his hand.
The astronauts also made many field trips to Govemment installations for
familiarization with specific conditions of 5pac~ flight. In addition to the training
for high accelerations on the centrifuges at Johnsville, Dayton, and Pensacola,
training for zero acceleration-weightlessness-was distilled from the short parabolic hops that were flown in C- 131s at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and in
F-JOO aircraft al the School of Aviation Medicine in San Antonio. Closer to
their Langler home, the astronauts mastered scuba diving at the Naval Amphibious
Base near Norfolk; at their home base swimming pool they practiced floating fully
suited. Also immersions in a Langley test tank gal'e them the scnsation of neutral
buoyancy. Both at Dayton and Philadelphia the astronauts borrowed military
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facilities to experience reduced ambient pressure; in decompreS.'lion chambers. For
conditioning to withstand high heating rates, the astronauts were toasted in the
Air Crew Equipment Laboratory ovens and in a "human calorimeter" at the
National Institute of Mental Health at Bethesda. Two facilities at Pensacola, the
"rotating room" and the "human disorientation device," provided some experience
with induced vertigo. But for complex tumbling experiences, each astronaut
spent some time al NASA's Lewis Center in Cleveland, in the curious test device
called the "MASTIF." Finally, each man learned to know his own idiosyncrasy
to high concentrations of carbon dioxide by experiments also done at Bethesda.
None of the mechanical aids for astronaut training could simulate more than a
few of the conditions of space Aight at a time. Even the seven Redstone ballistic
flights, one planned for each astronaut, would be only partial simulations. Harold
Johnson commented in February 1960 that the Redstone flights "mayor may not
be classified as training miS.'lions, depending on how sporting you may be." The
astronauts were not only sporting in this regard, they were also chafing at delays.
They suggested to Robert Gilruth that a rhesus monkey ride MR- l so the schedule
might be compressed enough to put the first chimp in orbit by the end of
November."
Perhaps the most impressive simulator, the whirligig called MASTIF (for
Multiple Axis Space T est Inertia Facility ), located at Lewis' cavernous altitude
wind tunnel, was publicized far beyond its value as a training aid. Conceived in
1959 by David S. Gabriel of Lewis as a rig to test space «Juipment in thltt degrees
of rotational and two degrees of linear freedom, the idea of eoncentric gimbaled
cages was translated into hardware in the altitude wind tunnel early in 1959, when
Lewis was assigned the job of testing .Big J~'s attitude control system. Robert R.
Miller directed the MASTIF project; Louis L. Corpas did the detail design work j
and Frank Stenger developed the air-jet propulsion arrangement. Soon they had
erttted a tinker-toy-like rig 21 feet in diameter at itS supporting yoke, capable of
mounting a 3000-pound space capsule inside its three sets of gimbals, and able to
tum and tumble the whole combination in three axes simultaneously at 60 noisy
revolutions ~r minute. An early trial revved the outer cage from zero to 50
revolutions ~r minute in hal( a tum."
James W. Usdler, another mechanical engineer at Lewis, was first to see the
potential in the MASTIF, if adapted, for astronaut training. Useller and a Lewis
tcst pilot, Joseph S. A1granti, began taking cautious rides inside the MASTIF as
soon as the controls engineers could spare it in mid-1959. They set up a fonnal
test program for about 10 pilots and physiologists who wanted to see what rolling,
pitching, and yawing at different speeds and for different lengths of time would do
to a man. A thorough literature search revealed some similar late-19th-century
Gennan experiments, but Useller and Algranti proceeded to confinn a condition
known as ocular nystagmus, an automatic flutter of the eyeballs induced by
the accderation of angular rotation. After extensive tcst~, they verified a rough
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limit of tolerance at about 30 revolutions per minute in th~e axes; beyond this
limit, even the moot experienced pilots could expect to get sick."
Thus, in February 1960, when the first pair of astronauts, Grissom and
Shepard, arrived in Cleveland for a week's stay to test the MASTIF and their
reactions to it, extensive experience had already bttn accumulated by other pilots.
After a hard night and a frustrating morning strapped in the seat while the
MASTIF was being adjusted, Shepard again stepped inside the three large gimbal
cages for his second sitting but first real ride in this machine. When MASTIF
finall)" started to spin, Shepard turned green and pressed the red "chicken switch,"
sounding a claxon hom as a signal to stop. To control the nausea and vertigo
induced by this maniacal carrousel required dogged determination. The next
day Shepard-and before the end of March all the astronauts-took examination
runs at 30 revolutions per minute in all three axcs and quickly learned, by using
the hand controller, to activate nitrogen reaction motor brakes, to halt their
rotation and bring themselves to a stop while the cages continued to spin. The
confidence gained from this experience was invaluable, but one series on the
MASTIF was enough. Reporters who watched a demonstration by Carpenter
were vivid in their descriptions of the piercing scream, multicolored cages, and
extraordinary contortions of MASTIF, billing it the ultimate in wild carnival
rides.'·
Far more important and critical was the second ph3SC of the Johnsville
centrifuge program, which began in mid-April to test much of the McDonnell
hardware, including the couch and hand controller, instrument panel and full
pressure suit, and the astronauts' responses to the dynamic simulation of the
g profiles. An STG status ~port for April listed eight multiplex objectives of the
ongoing centrifuge training program; (I) to test the retention by the astronaut
of the straining technique and other skills dcveloped in the August program; (2) to
familiarize the astronauts with straining under reduced pressure; (3) to familiarize
the astronauts with performing at high g levels in an inRated pressure suit; (4) to
evaluate the couch manufactured by McDonnell Aircraft; (5) to evaluate the
handcontroller developed by McDonnell; (6) to test proposed voice procedures
under acceleration and reduced pressure ; (7) to rehearse and evaluate the
feasibility of a two-hour countdown period following astronaut insertion; and
(8 ) to provide initial experience with Redstone acceleration patterns. ,r
With over 120 controls at his glove tips, including about 55 electrical switches,
30 fuses, and 35 mechanicallr:vers. the astronaut had to learn a great deal regarding the monitoring and operation of these points of contact with his machine.
From thc prime contractor came a series of operating and maintenance manuals
entitled "Service Engineering Department Reports," or "SEDRs" (pronounced
"cedars"). The indoctrination manual had been replaced by a familiarization
manual in the fall of 1959, and this in tum was replaced at the bcginning of 1960
bySEDR No. 109, called the "Astronauts' Handbook." Although the first capsule
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maintenance manual, SEDR No. 108, was not available umil mid-year, it was not
badly needed until the massmo\'e to Ihe Cape at Ihatlime.
The "Astronauts' Handbook" set forth operating procedures in three sections:
nonnal, emergency, and trouble-shooting acti\'ities. The checklist for procedures
cnvisioned in a nonnal orbital mission at that time included 130 items expected
of the astronaut, 69 of which were part of an extensive preflight interior inspection.
Under emergency operations procedures, 156 items were listed as possible pilol
actions in case of equipment malfunctions. The five phases of the missionlaunch, orbit, reentry, descent , and landing-cach required special responses to
emergencies ari~ing during that portion of Ihe mission. Finally, the mechanics
of five major subsystems of the capsule were outlined in the trouble-shooting section
and then condensed into checklists for the reaction and environmental control
systems and for Ihe electrical and communication systems. The attitude stabilization and control system checklist was promiseabut was not yet available."
As McDonnell technical writers prepared and revised the "Astronauts' Handbook," STG's operational plans were becoming systematized through concurrent
revisions of its "General Systems Infonnation Document." Lewis R . Fisher,
Donald D. Arabian, William M. Bland, Jr., and Sigurd A. Sjoberg first published
this basic guide as "Project Mercury Working Paper No. 118" in March 1960
and revised it twice within the next year. They outlined the general plans for
thc Mercu!)'-Atlas and ~{ercur)'-Redstone missions, includ ing overall test objectives, flight plans, capsule design eritcria, description of the capsule and systems,
and the gennal operational plan from prelaunch phase through recove!)·. Specific
mission directi\'cs were based on this fonnat , and the authors of moot later working
papers presupposed a familiarity with "Working Paper No. 118."··
While John Glenn and Walter Schirra studied the interrelations of the pressur·
ized suit and the cockpit layout, McDonnell design engineers rearranged the
Mercury control pand to place all controls in a V-shaped pattern around either
side and below the instruments. When an astronaut's suit was inAaled, he could
reach the right side and bottom of the panel with his right hand, and his left hand
could reach the left side and bottom , but the center and top of the panel were
inaccessible. Since Mercury gloves were thicker and heavier than those on Aring
suits, all controls had to be positive in operation, including guards for pushbuuons
and with key handlcs and pull rings designed for a good grip and the application
of considerable fo rce, up to 50 pounds in some cases.
In their efforts 10 integrate man and machine, psychologists Jones and Voas,
among others, had shown by late spring 1960 how Ihe reliability of Mercury could
be increased by the use of man's flexibility. Using the pilol as a troublc-shooter
engineer in many cases could make Ihe difference between mission failure and
success. Conversely, as man's limitations became more precisely known in relation
to the equipment to be used, correspondingly higher standards for the automatic
systems, particularly the attitude stabilization comrols, were introduced. Voas
later expressed a ncw consensus when he said:
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The astronaut's primary job is to control the \ehick::. The astronaut is not
a men: passenger, but an active controller of the vehicle who performs an
i~~rtant and complex task which is basic to the total reliability of thc
mIssIon.
System fle.xibility is increased by provision for thc use of more than one of
these [altitude control mode) systems at a time. Since thc automatic rcaction
jets and the manual reaction jets are completely independent, it is possible for
the man to exercise control through the manual jets whilc the auto-pilot is
exercising eontrol through the automatic Jets. One occasion for use of both
control systems would be in maneuvering in orbit when the astronaut desires
to let the autopilot control two axes such as roll and pitch while he takes control
in yaw.to
Meanwhile Jones and the human factors engineers at McDonnell wert dete rmining more ways in which man could hack up other automatic malfunctions
t hrough thei r "failure task analysis." Using the failure mode predictions from
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the design engineers' work on the reliability program, they elaborated " in detail
the probable sensory output characteristics of the failure, the corrective responses
required by the astronaut or ground monitor, and the failure effect." U
Jones' human-factors team worked elosely with McDonnell's Mercury reliability experts, Walter A. Harmon and Eugene A. Kunznick. They in tum
allied themselves with another McDonnell crew employed on a special check
of the Mercury reliability program instigated by NASA Headquarters. Programmers at McDonnell coded on punch cards all probable systemic failures ; by
June 1960 they had assembled massive computer printouts that detailed corrective
actions an astronaut could take in case the robots should go wrong. They found
that over a third of such failures would not show up on instruments or through
warning lights, but could be detected through symptoms presenting unusual
sights, sounds, smells, or vibrations. As many as 18 different failures, however,
might show the same set of multiple cues, so the work of categorizing and
organizing these data required another full year. Preliminary results from these
cooperative studies helped early to isolate malfunctions that needed new indicators, to rank the frequency of instrument use, and to shape the training program.
Efforts to predict the total system reliability by this evaluation intensified the
debate over the "numbers game." ..
LooKING OVER MER CUR Y AND BEYOND

In March and April 1960, NASA scored two spectacular triumphs by using
the Air Force's Thor-Able booster combination to launch Pioneer V and TirOl I.
The former was a highly successful instrumented probe to explore the space
between the orbits of Earth and Venus. Launched on March II , Pioneer V
established a new telecommunications record of 22.5 million miles by the end
of June and returned a bonanza of data on solar flares, particle energies and
distribution, and magnetic field phenomena in translunar space. The initial
T irOfi weather satellite, scnt up on April I, transmitted the first global cloudcoverage photographs from a circular orbit 450 miles high, thereby inaugurating
a new age for metcorology. The request for implementation of NASA's lO-year
plan presented to Congress on January 20 Sttmed off to a good start. An extensive congressional " Review of the Space Program" put Mercury, even in
the context of NASA's present programs, in perspective as a relatively minor
part of the civilian space agency's activities. In tenns of NASA's plans for the
future or of the total military-civilian space program already in action, Project
Mercury was hardly more than "an important first step in our manned exploration
of space." $3
Through the winter and spring of 1960, the big event toward which Mercury
watchers looked with most anticipation was the launch of the first Atlas vehicle
topped by a McDonnell capsule. Imu.ediately after Big Joe, Cilruth had requested the Ballistic Missile Division to fl y another Atlas along a Big Joe-type
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trajectory to qualify the McDonnell capsule for launch and reentl)' from a
circular orbit roughly 105 miles high. At the beginning of 1960, it still had
looked as though this could be accomplished by the end of May. A semifinal
Defense Department operations plan outlining the support tasks of a dozen
different military commands was under intensive study du ring this period.
Serious reappraisals of schedule requirements and alternatives were underway in
many areas, most of which threatened to delay the start of the qualification
flight. By the end of January it was obvious that the payload, McDonnell's
capsule No.6, for the first Mercury-Atlas launch ( MA- I) would not be ready
soon enough."
The bottleneck was the production line. Back in October 1959, when a
letter amendment to the prime contract for six additional Mercury capsules was
being processed, McDonnell had estimated it could deliver capsule No. I by the
end of November. To be sure, this would be a stripped model suitable only for
an off-the-pad or beach-abort mission, but at that time it looked as if the firing
date for this first qualification test could be set for the last day of 1959. It then
sttmed that capsule No.2, allocated to the first Mercury-Redstone flight, also
could be delivered before the end of the year and shot about March 20, 1960.
The sixth capsule, farther down McDonnell's production line, originally was
allotted to the first Mercury-Atlas flight . It was barely framed, but McDonndl
had hoped to deliver it by the end of February for a tentative launch date in
mid-May. While STG was immersed in the Little Joe program, how~er, the
production managers at McDonnell became aware that actual final assembly of
the first capsules and equipment would take far more time than anticipated.
On November 3, 1959, Sherwood L. Butler, the procurement officer al Langley,
had notified NASA Headquarters that capsules Nos. 1 and 2 each would be
delayed a month; No.6 might be expected by the end of February."
What, precisely, was causing these delays? Logan T. MacMillan, Edward
M. Flesh, Yardley, and Dubusker of McDonnell fclt constrained to answer as
the prtSSure for delivery increased-as did certain conditions that obviously
needed to be corrected. Incorporating the smallest changes during the final
3S5Cmbly of the first six capsules required many hout!" of disassembly, reassembly,
and rechecking. Only one or two men at most could work in the confined spac~
of the prCS/iure vessel's interior, and rising standards of quality control imposed
by McDonnell, STG, a=nd resident Navy inspectors required much reworking.
For example, on the first shift on January 6, 1960, J. E. Miller, the McDonnell
inspector on the floor at the time, logged in his record book a local cause of delay:
Insp. discontinued all work on Cap. # 1 this A.M. until the filthy condition of
the capsule was cleaned up. A meeting or Prod. Supervision Wali called by
Insp. & Engr., Wali aliked to set [sic) in. Quality control Wali main subject &
all agreed to extend more effort toward better quality control although Prod.
did not think they could do much better than what was already being done."
The next week at a capsule coordination meeting in St. Louis, Purser and
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MacMillan, Yardley and Faget persuaded Robert Gilruth to save MA-I by
swapping capsule No.6 for capsule No.4, which had been scheduled for a static
firing on the R~one . Number 4 should be tidied up as quickly as possible
and shipped to Langley by the end of the month. Only a structural shell, this
first ddi\'ered piece of production hardware did include the exterior shingles,
huuhidd, landing and recovery gear, missile adapter-ring, retropackage and
straps, with dummy retras and live posigrades. STG undertook to install Big
J~-type instrumentation and sequencing for its rescheduled use on the first
Mercury-Alias flight. The plan was to retum the capsule to McDonnell by
April I for final shingle fittings and adapter matings. then ship the completed
capsule to the Cape by mid-April. At the same time it was decided to eliminate
the flotation bags, which had proved to be too delicate to last long in the open
ocean, from all capsules and to keep the configuration of capsules Nos. 5 and 7
unchanged in hope of making possible an earlier manned shot. Problems with
the afterbody shingles and with the erosion of the window by the blast of the
escape rocket were among a number left unsettled.$f
As costs of solutions to these kinds of technological and training problems
rose, NASA administrators appeared more frequently before Congre;sional committees and admined their growing concern with manned space flight , as opposed
to other space activities. T. Keith Glennan requested $23 million supplemental
appropriation to the fiscal 1960 NASA budget of $500.6 million and justified
$19 million of that extra sum on the basis of the urgent technological demands
of Project Mercury. "It would be: no exaggeration to say that the immediate
focus of the U.S. space program is upon this project," stated Glennan."
MANAGEMENT LEARNS

ITs

LIMITS

The astronauts were not alone in their need to become in some sense machinerated. The managers of Mercury, both the civil servants and the contractors,
had found truth in the maxim of industrial management that short-term estimates of accomplishment are nearly always overestimated. Mercury, like virtually
all contractual development programs, entailed inherent technical and administrative difficulties impossible to foresee. A corollary to the rule of short-tenn
estimates, namely that long-term predictions of accomplishments are very often
underestimated, offered little solace at this stage of the development of Project
Mercury. In its fifth sta.tus report at the end of January 1960, the Space Task
Group related to Headquarters some of the lessons learned during its first year
of contractual operations:
A new capsule delivery schedule has recently been indicated by McDonnell
to reflect a delay in delivery of over 3 months in the early eapsules. This revi·
sion was made neeeuary by a realistic nppraisal of progress to date. Although
vadous pro~b for improving the situation have been considered, there docs
not seem to be any practical avenue open at this time for effecting any worth·
while ehange.
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ilet;ausc of these delars and the fa ct that it has not bcc:n possible to substantiate the shingle structure adequately on Ihe ground, it has been dC(:ided
to cancel the vibration program on capsule No.4 and instead 10 fillhis capsule
with an absolute minimum of equipment and instrumentation and to fire it on
an Alias as ~It\-I ... al the earliest practicable date.· 9
Gilruth, Charles J. Donlan, and their younger associates in STG grew older
rapidly during their first 15 months as a contracting agency. Graduallyattain.
ing more autonomy, thc Space Task Group still ex~ ted eventually to move to
Beltsville, Maryland. But in February NASA Headquaners made clear its in·
tention not to mO\'e STG until Project Mercury was essentially completed. Re·
lations with the Langley Research Center, STG's parent organization, improved
markedly with better organizational arrangements, such as job order procedures,
and with the growth of STG's own administrative staff. Close working exchanges
still prevailed in many arcas, especially with the Langley shopmen under Jack A.
Kinzler providing technical services. But on STG's first birthday, only two out
of Langley's 12 applied research divisions could still say with regard to Mercury
that "there is as much to be done as has been done." ..
The Pilotless Aircraft Research Division ( PARD ), renamed the Applied Materials and Physics Division at the end of 1959, and the Instrument Research Division
were still mOSt actively supporting Mercu!)·.
During STG's infant year, overall Langley support amounted to well over
100 separate preliminary data releases, contributed by more than 325 professional people, and costing approximately $1.9 million of Langley's own appropriations. STG's personnel complement in January 1960 was climbing above 500;
the total CMt of the prime contract with McDonnell, already modified in about
120 particulars, was approaching $70 million and rising. At the same time,
McDonnell estimated that more than half its total effort on Project Mercury was
still in engineering development; a third of its effort was on actual production;
and about to percent was on tooling. According to McDonnell's assistant contract manager, the overall weighted percentage of contract completion was JUSt
below 60 percen!. n
The magnitude of monitoring a contract of this size was reftected in another
reorganization of the Space Task Group in mid-January. Formalized in the new
block chart were the personnel office under Burney H. Goodwin, a budget and
finance office under J. P. Donovan, a procurement and supply office under Glenn
F. Bailey, and an administrative services office under Guy W. Boswick, Jr. STC
simplified its three line divisions by making James A. Chamberlin chief of its
"Engineering Division" instead of the "Engineering and Contract Administration
Division." l[nder Chamberlin, Andre J. Meyer, Jr., and Norman F. Smith served
as assistant chief and executive engineer. respectively. In Faget's Flight Systems
Division, Robert O. Piland and J. T. Markley were confirmed in their posts as
assistant chief and executive engineer.
At this time Faget unofficially set Robert Piland to work considering advanced
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vehicles suitable for a circumlunar space flight . This soft-spoken Virginian had
turned from mathematics to aeronautical engineering in 1947 and had served
as technical assistant to James T. Killian and the President's Science Advisory
Commillee during 1958. Technically able and politically experienced, Piland
directed the circumlunar pilot studies for four months before authorization for
an advanced vehicle team on May 25, 1960, fonnally added eight other senior
STG engineers to look to the fUlllre beyond Mercury.·:
Robert Piland also learned something from his older brother, Joseph V. Piland,
assistant head of the contracts and scheduling office, who had evolved from a
mech.mical engineer into a contract administrator. Joseph Piland was instrumental in smoothing STG's formal relationships with its industrial contractors.
His counterpart in McDonnell's organization was C. F. Picard, and together
they had now to supervise over 50 subcontractors and OVCT 5000 sub-subcontractors.
Charles Mathews' Operations Division was in a state of flux as he and Walter
C. Williams shuffled men and positions in preparation for manned operations.
Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., and C hris C. CrilwS stayed put, while G. Merritt Preston
went to the Cape and Scott H. Simpkinson was sent to St. Louis to help expedite
matters at McDonnell. Other names on the STG organization chart of January
I I, 1960, filled staff positions alongside Purser, Kennet h S. Kleinknecht, and
Martin A. Byrnes. Another assistant to the director was Ra ymond L. Zavasky;
heading the technical services liaison with Langley was Kinzler. The military
officers originally assigned to STG as liaison remained aboard and active. They
were Colonel Keith G. Lindell of thc Air Force. who doubled as head of the
astronaut and training section; Lieutenant Colonel Martin L. Raines of the Ann)';
and Commander Paul L. Havenstcin of the Navy. Even Langley Research Center, across the field, had its liaison man on STG 's staff: W. Kemble Johnson. ~
Beginning in January 1960, plans were made to integrate the astronaut with
a flight-control team as well as with his machine. Team training of the remote·
site ground crews required an extensive familiarization and orientation program.
The initial proposal for training these teams began with an admonition:
II is essential that the training of the flight control personnel be closely inte·
grated with that of the astronaut's. As long as the astronaut is conscious all
ground commands must be ex(:eutcd through or with the concurrence of the
pilot. To be effccti\'C, the pilot and the ground crew must work as a closely
knit team. An efficient system is dependent upon adetjuatc team training
and de\'clopmcnt of mutual eon fidenee.~'
In preparing to train and integrate the f1ight-control team for final operat ions,
Walter Williams first discussed the problem with Kurt H. Debus, the Director of
ABMA's Missile Firing Laboratory, and Major General Donald N. Yates, the
Defeosc Department's representative and Commander of the Air Force Missile
Test Center at Patrick Air Force Base, ncar Cape Canaveral. Manned missile
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operations weu as new to them as to him, so on J anuary 18, Williams wrote letten to each of these: gentlemen fonnalty proposing the establishment of new coordination committco for the upcoming night tests. NASA Headquarters mean·
while had appointed another Air Force missile expert, Major General Don R.
Ostrander, as Director of an Office of Launch Vehicles. H is appointment, it was
fdt, would help inte~rvice cooperation and reHeve Silverstein of management
responsibility for rocket development. ·~
In February M at hews and Williams organized a L1unch Operations Branch
within STG's Operations Division under Preston at the Cape. Then they specified
the duties, organ ization, and responsibilities of the Mercury launch coordination
office. App roac hing a phase of heavy operational activity, different in kind as
well as degree from Edwards and Wallops Island field operations, Williams and
Mathews' appointed Christopher K raft as Right director, Stanley White as chief
Right surgeon, M erritt Preston as launch operations manager, and Soon Simpkin.
son as capsule operat ions manager. By early March, 32 othcr position titles for
ground operations-in the Mercury Control Center, in the blockhouse, at Atlantic
~Essile Range Central Control, and in the launch pad area-were specified .
Capsule engineers al the Cape published quickly a thick "Manual for Launch
Operations," which indicated their readiness to assume responsibility for launch
operations. Williams also as ked Destroyer Flotilla Four 10 plan for the recovery
of MA- J tOh'ard the end of May.'"
If Debus and Yates were somewhat chagrined by the forcd ul speed and
decision exhibited by Williams and Mathews in setting NASA firm ly in control of
launching operations, they were not alonc in worrying about the future. Within
other divisions of the Space Task Group there was also some worry lest the operations division should m onopolize participation in the payoff phase of Project
Mercul)'. William Bland, for instance, wrote a memo to Maxime Faget earl y
in March urging that "the !pecialists who have matured with Project Mercury"
not be diverted to advanced vehicular planning before getting a chance to prove
in flight the systems the)' had designed:
As Project Mercury matures, the total workload with the Space TlUk
Group will increase with the greatest portion of the load carried by the opera·
tions division. This change in relative work does not mcan that per!Dnncl of
the fli ght systems division should decrease their participation in the project.
Actually pcr10nncl of the flight systems division, at this particular time, ha\'e
a much wider and deeper range of experience in preparations for launchings,
in launchings of rocket vehicles, and in flight data anal)'5i5 than the Mercury
launch pemnnel (NASA and MAC). This experience in detailed knowledge
which WlU coHccted during the Li ttle Joe and Hig Joe Right programs, the
beach abort tests, the differem s)'5tem development programs (such as th05C
conducted on escape motors, pyrotcchnics, parachutes, drogue chutes, controls,
etc.), and in the development of individual components which make up the
capsule system, must be available to the Space Task Croup organization con·
duet;n~ launch operations in order to insure direct approach to successful
launtht ngs."
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Bland expressed to Faget his concern about the possibility of being preempted from
participation in Mercury operations. Faget, restlessly pursuing his first loves
of conccptual design and initial dc\'dopmf:nt, first for Mercury and now for something soon to be called "Apollo," was in dange r of losing the support of some of
his lieutenants unless the Flight Systems Division got some role in the flying of their
systems.
Part of this dis.'\lTection had been precipitated by a major meeting regarding
the Mercury network, held on February 9 at Langley. Ostensibly this meeting
was to discuss the operational organization, maintenance and ofXrations training, and communications for the network. About 30 men from the Air Force,
Navy, Western Electric, Bendix Radio, the ocean ic missile ranges, and the Tracking U nit at Langley met with Williams, M athews, Kraft, and John D . Hodge, but
no representative of the Flight Systems Division was present. A .....eek later Gilruth
appointed the flight controllers and set C. Frederick Matthews, a Canadian whose
name was often confused with that of his chief, Charles W. Mathews, in charge
of coordi na ting the ground crew training programs. Walter Williams saw this
as a full time job in itself. By the first of March flight controller indoctrination
and training plans we re underway, and Philco contractors and medical monitors
were being brided for a larger role at various ground sites whenever their training
should warrant."
In mid-March Fage t confronted another problcm in machine-rating his technicians when he received another technical complaint, this one from William A.
Petynia, a conscientious engincer he had assigned to watch complete systems
tests of capsule No. I. Petynia had been working with McDonnell project engineer
A. M. Paolini since June 1959, preparing capsule No.1 for the beach-abort launch
from Wallops. But the complicated, specialized knowledge required to do a
faultless job seemed to Petynia to be overwhelming by the spring of 1960:
To detenni ne the "overall picwre" i$ nOI difficult, but I found addi tional
effort was required to be in a position to even partially understand capsule S)'Sterns. I do not mean to become a specialist in each of the capsule systems, but
J wanted to be able to recognize and understand problems and their relationship ...ith the flight.
The flight s)'lItems capsule enginecr is the one person in the te$! organization
who clearly understands the flight test objecti\'es ami the perfonnance of the
hardwa re in order to fulfill them. This I think is important! lIowever, I
think that due to the eomplexit)" of the capsule, the engineer cannot hope to
become familiar with the hardware to any great degree in the short period
before CST [Capsule S)'lItellls T est). J belie\'e that training classes [or the
engineers [should) be $taTted immediately under MAC's su perv ision.""
Petrnia's awareness of the necessity to machinc-rate himself so he could do
an adequate job of inspection was one individual manifestation within STC
of the problem of getting all the million or so people in\·oh-ed to do a pcriect job
in order to man-rate all the machines. From the highest level to the lowest,
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supuvisors sought lxtt~r methods to inspire the men at work on Mercury to make
the quest for reliability a personal matt~r.
On ~ of the methods used to good effect was identification, both of parts and of
workers in the project. The Redstone managers had ado pted in 1959 a seal
showing the anthropomorphic god Mercul), in winged cap and boots bearing
a missile and vaulting Earth. Atlas managers eventually selected the alchemical
and astrological symbol for Mercury, enclosing a bluc " R" for reliability, as their
identifying label for Mercury-Atlas compon~nts and laborcrs. On p~rsonnel
badges, these marks of distinction m~ant a record of highest perfonnancc, but on
hardware these deeals signified a test record that camc elosest to the nominal
design desiderata. Machin(!5 or compon~n ts that perfonned too well in certain
respects wer~ susp~ct as possible troublem ak~rs in oth~ r respects for th~ futurt: .'o
The astronauts were now making periodic appearances along the production
lines at McDonnell, Chrysler, Convair/ Astronautics, and elsewhere to encourage
the highest standards of craftsmanship among ~ven apprentices or semiskilled
workers handling or processing any components that bore the Mercury decal.
Having shaken the hand of one of the pilots whose lile depended on their
,,,ork, the factory workers presumably would treat with the greatest care and
tenderness the parts then still in their hands.
Credit (or having first worked out the guidelines for a coherent plan to
machine-ratc everybody probably should go to Bernhard A. Hohmann and Ernst
R. Letsch of Space Technology Laboratories (STL ) and lat~r of A~rospace
Corporation. Tog~th er with Major General Osmond J. Ritland, fonner test
pilot in command of th~ Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, Hohmann assured
the astronauts that their interests would never be sacrificed. Hohmann's study
of the "General Aspects of the Pilot Safcty Program for Project Mercury Atla~
Boosters" analyzed the differences lxtween the ideas of reliability, quality control,
and quality assurance before synthC:sizing them in a specific program adaptable to
oth~r arcas of M ercury development. Hohmann combined the approaches of the
mathematicians and systems engineers at STL with the viewpoints of production,
inspection, and test engineers at Convair/ Astronautics, RocketdYfle, and elsewhere." But some of the compromises he recommended, such as choosing most
nominal instead of highest perfonnance parts to assure a higher level of final
quality, were appropriated only gradually by NASA and STG.
Upgrading th~ intensity of quality control over raw materials, of inspections
and tests of systems integration in the plant, and of th~ requirements for a complete
vehicle at the time of the " fact ory rollout" were significant parts of the pilot safety
program. In the final analysis for flight readiness, a Flight Safety Review Board,
patterned on Air Force practice, should take the technical responsibility for
certifying the booster to be man-rated.': Even after all these precautions there
was always going to be an elem~nt of doubt. Procedural principles on paper
would require two more years-and at least five flight experiments-to become
realized in practice and working habits.
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I s PERFECT RELIABILITY POSSIBLE?

At NASA Headq uartel'll in Washington on February 29, 1960, the high-level
debate over the meticulous vel'llus the statistical approach to reliability was
feNently renewed. NASA, STO, and M cDonnell representatives that day met
in conference to decide whal weig ht to give the "numbel'll game" in their own
confidential estimates of readincss. Gilrut h, Donlan, a nd their chid of reliability,
John C. French, defended STO's practical procedu res against the theoretical
ap proach of Nicholas E. Golovin, Landis S. Ge phart, and Catherine D. H ock.
The third revision of McDonnell's reliabilit y program was delivered by Eugene
Kunznick, who also outlined the particulars of the prime contraCIOr's quality
cont rol measures. Walter Williams presented STO's latest views on operational
flight safety, and STG generally endorsed McDonnell's reliability program review
as its own. But neither Richard E. Hom er nor Golovin was satisfied that the pains
being take n by STG and McDonnell were sufficient or thorough enough."
A new Division of Life Sciences Programs was created in March at NASA
H eadquarters, wi th Clark 1'. Randt, a neurosurgeon from Cleveland, as its
director. Part of this division's purpose was to ensure machine-rated men for
the future of manned space Hights. Earlier in the year an Air Force aeromedical
leader, Brigadier General Don D . Flickinger, reported to NASA and STG on his
recen t trip to Russia and on the opinions he had fonned ahout Soviet progfU'>
toward manned space Hight. Flickinger estimated that the Sov)ets would a ttempt
without prior announccment to orbit a two-man laboratory ahout mid-year. The
American ast ronauts were "anxious to do anything possible to speed things up.""
But thc hardware was simply not ye t hard enough or wearable enough for the
insiders to get deeply excited ahout beating the Russians into space. Just after
capsule No.4 a rrived at Langley, Pur.;er went to look at it and'reported to Gilruth:
Although there are evidcncC$ of <;areless workmanship, I don't thin k it is
too much wone than standard aircraft practice. Also, I11O$t of the bumps,
patches, etc., seem to be on tnc unpressurized part of the $tructure. It was
abo mentioned by one of the bo)'$ that Capsule 4 was ne\-er intended ~ a Hight

vchiele, but only ~ a \·ibratioll-and-sta tic test article; this can a<;count for a lot
of the erron. While many of the bad spots could be caught by inspcctioo and
corrected, a lot arc non-fixable except by junking a cap$ute. These can only
be avoided by inspiring in some way, better workmanship. I would suggcst
documenting the bad spots on Capsule 4 and then having a good inspection by
STG people of the flight capsules now on the line. This could be repeatcd in
6 to 8 weeks to catch thc next batch and probably would cure the troublcs. 71
After Ihe late February meeting on reliability in Washington , a great deal of
ferment was evident in systems testing, quali ty control, engineering inspection, and
a new order of reliability testing. At the McDonnell factory, Robert L. Seat,
who t~ther with George Waldra m had drawn up the first capsule systems lest
plan, began to darify the differences between acceptable aircraft qualification test
practices a nd spa<;uraft S)'Stem!> integration and reliability tests.
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In early March, STG sent a delegation to Huntsville and Detroit for the latest
word on reliability program upgrading at AB:'-.tA and at Chrysler. J oachim P.
Kuellner, Eugene J. Buhmann, and von Braun's deputy, Eberhard F. M. Ree$,
cond ucted tours and arranged presentations for M.arch 7 and 8. The next day
at Chrysler's missile plant in Michigan, C. A. Brady, Bcnlard J. Meldrum, and
L. L. Baker presented a similar review, which apparently s.ltisfied their visitors
from STG that the Redstones for :Mereury could be trusted.'·
Through i\-larch and April the pressure on J\-lcDonnell to delive r the goods
unfinished and yet with perfect reliability records became so acute that J ames S.
McDonnell and his board of directors in St. [.(luis appointed their factory manager,
Walter F. Burke, to meet and satisfy that pres.~urc, Burke, already a company
vice-president, was named general manager for Project M ercury. Logan MacMillan remained as "company-wide project manager" for McDonnell, but the
addition of Burke signified the scale of the growth in size and scope of the
Mereu!)' contract."
M cDonnell would have been remiss if it had not responded at the highest
level to NASA's prt'S.'iu re. All the aerospace companies knew that Fagel and
Robert Piland were tra veling around the countl)' during April 1960 presenting
their preliminary ideas and plans for "advanced vehicular" space night programs
to other members of the NASA famil y, Technical speculation was rife over how
best to accomplish manned circumlunar night. Other corporate giants, including
Grumman and Convair/Astronautics, were competing for snippets of knowledge
about what was going on in these confidential delibcrations within NASA. But
James Chamberlin, among othcrs, was wondering, as he watched the difficulties
in manufacturing and ground testing McDonnell's first capsules, difficultia particularly acute with the sequence and wiring systems, whether speculation about
spacecraft ten years hence W:t.!i legitimate, profitable, or even necessary.a
While uneasinessovcr reliabilit}, was intenninable, there were limits-practical,
political, and social-to the amount of time that could be sacrificed for quality
assurance. Dedsions had to be made and, after close calculation, risks taken.
Abe Silverstein at NASA Headqua rters intervcned at th.is point, deciding to shortcircuit a duplicate sct of prelaunch checkout operations. On March 29, two
weeks after President Eisenhower had ordered that the big new NASA facility at
Huntsville should be called the George C, Marshall Space Flight Center, Silverstein
wrote von Braun a lengthy letter of explanalion :
I han'! just completed an extensive reexaminatiqn of all 1'- lercury schedules,
from the point of dew of expediting the entire 1'-lercury program. As a result
of this reexamination, I have arril"ed al the conclusion that it is of utm05t importance to obtain flight pcrfonnance data of certain critical components of
the :\Iercury systems at the earliest possible time. More specifically, it is important tO,initiate the Mercury-RcdslOne flights 3..\ soon as possible in order
to obtain inflight cvaluations of thc 1'- lereury capsules at an early da te.

•

•

•
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A detailed study of the checkou~ programs at McDonnell, Huntsville, and
Cape Canaveral has revealed that there exists a great deal of duplication; in
particular all the booster capsule compatibility checks are pcrfonm~d both al
Huntsville and at Ihe Cape. The only unique tests scheduled to be made at
Huntsville (on MR-l only ) is a vibration and noise test to be performed during
the booster static firing.

•

•

•

In view of these facts, it appears that the capsule prelaunch operations at
Huntsville arc no longer required. I have therefore direeted that the Men:ury
capsul~ assigned to the Redslone program be shipped from 51. Louis directly
10 Cape Canaveral, thereby gaining approximately two months in the launch
schedule. I suggesl that all parties concerned meet at NASA headquarters
in Washington in the near future to discuss delailed arrangements necessitated
by this !le\V procedure."
But a week late r Kueltner penuaded Silventein to relent on this decision and to
agree to a compromist:: the capsule for MR-l would be shipped to Huntsville for
a much shorter period to test the mating and to check on problems of radio frequency and electrical compatibility. Silventein now wrote von Braun a letter of
appreciation for rtducing the Huntsville ched out time "from 8 wttks to 16 days,
so that the Mercury-Redstone program can proceed as rapidly as possible."
Shortl y thereafter, Silventcin also learned that the Air Foftt Chief of Staff, General
Thomas D . White, was reaffinning in strong language to his troops that the Air
Force should cooperate with NASA "to the very limit of our ability, and even
beyond it to the extent of some risk to our own programs" if that wert necessary.Scheduling problems continued, becoming acute toward the end of June,
whl"n rhl". srherlules for qualification flight tesu were recogn ized to have slipped
by at least six months. Complete capsule system testing seemed to require new
organ ization, new procedures, and new ground test equipment. Purser filed a
note for himself on a major meeting on June 27-28, attended by Silverstein and
Dirtctor Harry J. Gactt of Goddard, wherein the lOp technical managen of
Mercury and STG began to admit that perfect reliability is indeed impossible.
Quality control and reliability testing must be raised to a new level of effort, and not
only man and machine but man-rating and machine-rating processes must be
integrated, reflected Purser.
One of the major problems facing l\lercury management is the conflict
between a real desire to meet schedules and the feeling of need for extensive
ground tesl$. The MAC capsule systems tests are not Ineeting this need sillce
they were not intended for this purpos.t alld sillce the pressure of time sometimes
forces bypassing of some details (to he caught later at the Cape). Further,
there has not been time available (or taken) on the part of MAC to study and
upda te the CST procedure! and SEDR's. It was concluded that a group
(m05i1y MAC effort) should he set up to review alld ulxlate the CST and
SEDR procedures. It is also finn that no details will be bypassed ill the Cape
checkout without the express approval of STG mallagemelll .

•
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There \\'3.'1 considerable discussion of a propo&al to elimi nate the unmanned
orbital shots on the basis that the systems could be qualified ill unmanned and
manned ballistic shots and that the presence of the man would reduce the
po$5ibility of failure in the first orbital shot5 and thus reduce chances for a consequent delay in the program ... il WQS duidtd to not change {sic] the program now but to keep the door open and reconsider when MA-5 and MA- 6
an:: closer. Since the astronauts have expressed considerable interest in this
proposal STG management is to discuss the above decision with them.1t
Just before the reliability meeting in February, the Task Group had received
welcome news of improving Atlas reliability as a result of more scries·D firings
since Big Joe. Already in mid. February STG had assigned a rough reliability
coefficient of 75 percent, bastd on virtually perfect ignition and running of the
engines and excellent performance from airborne and ground guidance systems
in recent tests. Studies of the Abort Sensing and Hnplementation System for
Mercury indicated that 13 of 43 series·D Rights would have been aborted had the
ASIS !xen aboan:!.; only one of those 13 would have been terminated unnecessarily
by the system's sensors.1: Hopt:s were high, therefore, that whenever qualification
flight tests should begin with Mercury.Atlas No. I (MA- I ), they would follow
each other rapidly at monthly intervals.
While Edison M.. Ficlds and Sigurd A. Sjoberg of STG began the arrange·
ments for adapting Atlas 50-D to capsule No.4 for the MA- l flight, Hohmann's
engineers at STL, including James W. McCurry and Ernst Letsch, together with
a reliability team supporting Philip E. Culbertson at Convair/ Astronautics, were
all warning of the consequences from the predicted increase in capsule weight.
Guidance and trajectory equations. dependent upon moments of inertia, center of
gravity, and a gross capsule weight now over 3750 pounds at launch, had to be
recalculated. A
The first Mercury.Atlll5 test flight was to be Virtually a repeat of Big Joe, with
the significant difference that a McDonnell capsule was to be qualified rather than
a NASA model danonstraled. Thc primary obje:ctives for MA-l were also
similar to those fo r Big Joe: 10 de:termine the: integrity and stability of the McDonnell·built structure and to mcasure heating rates on the afterbody shingles during
a critical abort and reentry.
MA-2, scheduled for September, should lest the integrity and Right dynamics
of McDonnell capsule No.6 during a simulated nominal reentry from orbit. H av·
ing decided to change the materials and increase the: thickness of the outer shingles
on both the conical and the cylindrical stction of the: capsule, STG had added 63
more pounds by specifying the Ust of Rene 41 nickel alloy .016-inch thick on the
conical section and 12 beryllium panels .22-inch thick on the cylindrical afterbody.
The reinstatement of the impact bag and the droguc chute, plus the addition of
insulation, a super sarah beacon, and heavier batte:ries, raised the: estimated weight
of the orbital configuration of the capsule to 3000 pounds."
Fe:verish, if not frantic, work and worry went into these de:cisions, beginning
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asM)()n as capsule No.4 arrivw at Langley. But Bond, Fields, and Meyer, taking
up where they had left off with Big Joe, ran a taut project through mid-April;
they "pmimistically and therefore," they believed, "realistically" estimated again
that they would see this rocket's red glare on July 4, 1960. Caldwell C. Johnson
and Jack Kinzler supervised the polishing of capsule No.4 as they had for the Big
Joe payload.
But summer arrived, and Chamberlin reported continual capsule delivery delays at the weekly STG capsule review board meetings. The slowdown and
stretchout of the flight-test schedule became ever more vexing and costl y. Meanwhile NASA Headquarters began to centralize and simplify its launeh operations
under Ostrander, leaving to Silverstein preflight worries and responsibility for
Mercury boosters only. Warren North justifiw a $7 million overrun on the
prime contract for which STG was seeking approval:
This overrun was, of course, anticipated. A major factor involved in the
McDonnell overron is the high level of engineering required in support of the
testing program. McDonnell previously planned to reduce their engineering
effort in early 1960. However, because of the increased scope of the testing
program and the capsule changes, these engineering reductions have not taken
place; in fact, in their last monthly report, McDonnell shows their engineering
head count at 913 and increasing. The procurement overron is due primarily
to subcontract overruns at Bell, Ai Research, Collins, Radioplane, and PerkinElmer."
To try to speed things up and to keep safety paramount, Silverstein instituted
biweekly meetings at NASA H eadquarters with Walter Burke of McDonnell and
Gilruth of STG. Both quality control and urgency militated against keeping cost
ccilings permanent. They abo militatw against the schedule. Glennan had
directed that no flight schwule changes should be made without his personal
explicit approvaJ. But the technological realities of ensuring highest technicaJ
perfonnance and STG's priority concern for the orbital objectives of Mercury,
rather than for suborbital man-in-space. allowed the first Mercury-Redstone flights
to slip past, or at least alongside, the Mercury-Atlas qualification flights.
HEAD AND HANOS OF

NASA

During March and April, Administrator Glennan called on the Space Task
Group, as well as all of NASA, to conduct a self-appraisal of NASA's contracting
policy and industria1 relations. A finn of management consultants, McKinsey
and Company, had entered into a contract with NASA on February 26, 1960,
for a comprehensive study of how NASA should utilize industry and private
institutions, how it could improve its utilization of its own research capability, and
what the extent and manner of sharing responsibility and authority between
Government and industry actually was. o•
The Space Task Group responded with a self-analysis which listed the major
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elements of Project Mercury, gave an explanatioo of the major ta~ks involved, and
discussed the ~asons for performing each task within NASA or on contract. The
preliminary draft of this information divided the tasks of the Task Group into
three subsystems-the capsule, boostcrs, and tracking and communications-each
of which was further subdivided into elements and tasks. When thc representative
of McKinsey and Company visited STG on April 19 to discuss the working
methods used in the conduct of Project Mcrcury, he was briefed by Purser,
Zavasky, Mathews, and Bond, and provided with documents tabulating the
distribution of STG personnel man-years, associated costs, and "R and D" fundings. Although McKinsey's final report did not appear until October, the Task
Group finished its part of the self-examination in May. STG learned from this
exercise that it had shifted from research and development into almost exclusively
development activities."
At the highest level within NASA Glennan and ~ciates recognized, as Robert
Rosholt has described it, that the "opportunity to make comprehensive changes in
NASA's organization and procedures would not exist too much longer, i.e.,
bureaucratic hardening of the arteries would make change more and more difficult
as the agency became older and larger." The final McKinsey rcport appea~d
to endorse the "integrated project managcment team" approach used by STG.
The Space Task Group, however, was still only a semi-independent subdivision of
NASA's Goddard center and still d05Cly related to the Langley center. The
General Accounting Office and NASA had clashed recently over executive privilege in withholding certain documents relating to the selection of McDonnell as
the prime contractor for Mercury. This furnished ammunition for some critics
of NASA's industrial relations. But the decentralization policy of NASA was
approved by McKinsey, with certain reservations taken in part from STG's
experience."
Through the winter and spring of J960 the managers of Mercury both in
Washington and in Virginia were learning to adjust to the limits imposed by a
new technology and by the necessity to coordinate diverse, far-flung, and sometimes perverse human organizations of technicians and craftsmen. While they
chafed at the slipping schedules, worried over technical details, swatted at gadfly
reporters, and tried to anticipate every "contingency in their planning for the
missions ahead, Gilruth and his associates in management and systems engineering
were just as surely learning to take their tumbles as were the astronauts in their
centrifuge rides and in other exotic simulators.
McDonnell's capsule No.1 finally arrived at Wallops Island on April I, 1960,
cleaned up but stripped of most of its subsystems, to be groomed for a test of its
escape rocket, parachute recovery, and landing system. Petynia and Dennis
F. Hasson had written a thick catalog of expectations, prescribed procedures,
schematics, and checkoff lists for this "off-the-pad abort" test. While Alan
Kehlet and Herbert G. Patterson worried over alignment and the abort sequence
system, Wallops personnel prepared the canted pad and supplied logistical support
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to the McDonnell and Task Group engineers for a month of preparation. Shake
tests and sled tests were run first to ensure readiness before firing.8~
Finally on May 9 the carefully weighed and balanced capsule pointed its pylon
toward the sea. The ignition switch was dosed and the escape rocket jerked the
capsule away (rom the ground on its short flight, lasting one minute and 16 seconds
but covering half a mile in an arc 2465 feet high. Recovery by a Marine Corps
helicopter took only 17 minutes. The only significant defect noted from this test
was a relatively poorscparation distance when the tower jettisoned.gO
The "beach abort" was a successful flight and a sterling qualification test,
but it was hardly spectacular to the public. Certainly it was not all that STG
had hoped to accomplish this long after the last of the devdopment flights late
in January. However, MA- J was coming along nicely. It should be far more
impressive in proving the "booster-capsule combination for exit flight and capsule
for entry flight."~' And spacecraft No.2 was to be ddivered to Huntsville at the
end of June for static tests and compatibility adjustments with the first Redstone
booster. Should it prove trouble-free, then presumably by the end of summer, if
everyone worked hard enough and thcre were no interlering defense launch
commitments, two more qualification flights on each of the big boosters should
bring the day of the first manned space flight much closer.
On May 15, 1960, however, an event occurred that rekindled premonitions
that the first manned space flight might be made by a Russian. In their only
announced space launching during the fiflit half of 1960, the Soviets orbited the
first capsule large enough (10,011 pounds) to contain a human passenger.
Called merely Spu.tnik IV by the' Western press but more accurately named
Korabl Spu.tnik, or Cosmic Ship No.1, this vehicle failed four days later when its
reaction control or attitude control system shot the ship containing its dummy
astronaut the wrong way for recovery.Q, Perhaps, just perhaps, the United States
might have better reaction and attitude controls than the Soviet Union.
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From Development into Qualification: Flight Tests
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N mid-1960, NASA and its Space Task Group hoped soon 10 begin launching
a major qualification Aight test for Project Mercury every six weeks. If all
went wdl, these tests of the opuational vchicles should pemlit it man to ride
into space before the end of the year. But if Mercury's developmental experience
to date was any guide, troubles could be expected 10 pyramid and might require
more than six months to correct. Since the ultimate goal of Project Mercury
was to achieve man-ill-orbit rather than merely a sounding-rocket ride by a man
into space, the T as k Group would be running concurrent flight tests with the Little
Joe, the Mercury-Redstone, and the Mercury-Atlas combinations. BUI attention and impetus were focused on the accomplishment of manned orbital
circumnavigation.
NASA Administrator T. Keith Glennan sent a memorandum to his D irector
of Space Flight Programs, Abe Silvcrstein, on July II , 1960, prompting him to
make every effort to put forward to November the launch of MR-3, long designated the first manned suborbital Aight. If that was not possible, Glennan
urged Silverstein to hold fast the schedule for the first manned launching before
the end of the year. Silverstein replied that the manned event had just been
reset for the week of D ecember 5. By mid-August 1960 the most realistic estimate
of the earliest possible man-launching changed the program management plans
once again and reset the MR-3 launching for mid-January 1961. As latc as
October 1960, this optimism prevailed while work on capsule No.7 for MR-3
proceeded "somewhat better than expected." ,
Having once called the Army's stillborn Project Adam a "circus stu nt" because
it proposed little more than shooting a man into space, Hugh L. Drydcn, Deputy
Administrator of NASA, had himself sct a precedent for the criticisms of those
inAuential scientists who came to regard Project Mercury as more of an exhibition
than a demonstration. During 1959 few had raised their voices against NASA's
plans and STG's development program for a manned satellite. But during this
election rear 01 1960, many citizens scrutinized-and Eisenhower even established
a commission to stud y-all national policies, goals, and ideals. This White
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Housc-s.1nctioned introspection led to some criticism, not entirely constructive, of
the civilian space agency, which all too oftcn was equated with Project Mercury!
Most Americans appeared to approve Mercury as a potentially stupendous
adventure, and many Congressmen anxiously hoped that NASA would mobilize
the Nation's vaunted technological know-how to put the first man above the
atmosphere. Although Dryden, George M. Low, and othcr NASA officials recently had warned repeatedly that the Rus."ians could and likely would ::chievc
manned space night first, no one in NASA seemed to wondcr whether thc Soviets
would send men on ballistic suborbital missions before committing a man to
orbital night. Most citizens seemed to confuse their feelings of hurt pride with
loss of prestige and were reluctant to accept Eisenhower's difficult rationalization
that America should abjure any "space race" with Soviet Russia. But NASA
foUowed Eisenhower's leadership in this matter and reinforced the official attitudc
by insisting that Mercu!"y was an " R and D" program whose pace could not be
forced.GIe.man in his public statements appeared tom between the pressures of public
sentiment expressed through Congress. and the news media, on one hand, and the
demands of loyalty to the Chief Executive and to technological realism, on
the other. Aware of the Nation's late start in rocket propulsion dC\'elopment and
yet of its amazingly rapid achievement of a workable ICB~'f , Glennan knew that
the United States still did not have the weight-lifting prowess to join an avowed
contest with the U.S.S.R. But Glennan also shared the aerospace community's
satisfaction on May 20, 1960, when the Atlas first ncw higher than 1000 miles
and over 9014 miles downrange from Cape Canaveral into the Indian O cean.
Oy thi~ liJlle tin: Ttmr and Jupiter intenm:diate-range missiles were opcrationalIy
deployed abroad. The Titan ICBM, in spite of some developmental failurC5,
was emerging into a second-generation intercontinental missile.'
Mercury still was only a fractional part of NASA's total space effort, but
publicity and public intcrest had reinforced each other until the manned program
dearly had become the most promising hope of "beating" the Russians into space.
When the Soviets orbited Korabf Sputnik If on August 19 and the next day
recovered two dogs, Strdka and Belb, from it, grounds for complacency among
Americans evaporated." National phobias. stimulated by partis.1n criticism of
the alleged "missile gap," were further distorted by technological chauvinism
with respect to Sovict accomplishments in space. Popular attitudes were exacerbated after thc "spirit or Camp David" wa.~ destroyed by the U-2 incident and
after Khrushchev used the U- 2 affair to destroy the summit conferencc in Paris.
Speculations on high policy and international relations were not the business
of the field workers on the Mercur), program. But as citizens they could not
avoid being aware of some wondrous possibilities for the historic significance of
their work. Both landlubbers a nd space lovers cou ld find man)' excellent reasons
to think that the ICBM and nuelcar warheads might possibly become plowshares
of peace rather than tools of terror if directed toward the exploration of space.
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Puccful coexistcnce and e\en international cooperation might be force-fed by
the e:.. orbitant ttonomics of the competition to put men into orbit. Whate\'er
one's particui:lr brand of concern, there were motives aplenty to work on Project
Mercury.
Toward the end of J une 1960, the Space Task Group took another hard look
at the status of Project Mercury. H,wing formalized three separate series of
engineering inspections and tests-progressing from de\'elopmcnt through qualification into reliability phascs-STG faced with increased confidence some
criticism from technical associates. It felt it could gauge accurately the soft spots
in the major systems for Mercury. Of the 17 nominal sysu:ms for the capsule, all
but five or six by June were reported finished with qualification tests and almost
done with reliability testing. The major unfinished items were the reaction control
system, pyrotechnics, the retrograde and posigrade rockets, and the satellite clock.
Capsule system tests had revealed that certain pressure regulators, solenoid and
relief valves, and thrust chambers for the reaction controls using corrosive hydrogen
peroxide were going to be troublesome whcn operating in a high "acuum. On the
other hand, the environmental system was progressing better than expected, with
only five com ponents still unqualified: Ihe emergency oxygen boltle, a pressure
reducer assembly, the odor and carbon dioxide absorber, a high-pressure oxygen
transducer, and a suit-ci rcuit water separator. The abort sensing and implementation system (AS IS ) for the Atlas was 95 percent qualified, but its counterpart
for the Redstone was not. G
The communications and tracking network faced fou r outstanding problems:
no one had much experience with Atlas guidance and tracking at long ranges
and low elevation angles; the reliability of the high-speed data links was unknown ;
capsule antenna patterns were erratic enough to make radar acquisition
problema!ic; and control procedures and techniques as yet .....ere untried.
Astronaut training, the Task Group believed, was virtually complete for disorientation, tumbling, and familiarization with high levels of carbon dioxide
absorption. Adaptation to .....eightlessness and lectures on space sciences were
90 percent complete, but training in navigation and communications ( at reduced
pressures and with high heating, noise, and vibration rates) was less than a third
finished. The training of ground cre .....s in procedures for preparing, launching,
and monitoring an astronaut in night had only just begun. And NASA's planning
for recovery operations in the summer of 1960 was grandiose, asking "virtually
for the deplo}'ment of the ..... hole Atlantic neet." This requirement came down
abruptly after NASA met with the Navy at the Pentagon and was shown that
Aee! operations of this scope might cost more Ihan the entire Mercury program!
The climax of the debale over reliability analyses came in early summer 1960,
..... hen NASA Headquarters decided to issue an independent contract with
McDonnell for making assurance doubly sure. Associate Administrator Richard
E. Homer and his deputy, Nicholas E. Golovin, Ihe mathematical systems analyst
who had come to NASA from the Advanced Research Projects Agency, achieved
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their first point on June 9, 1960, when a separate contract with McDonndl was
signed for a ~liability stud y of all Mercury capsule systems. Estimated to cost
$52,892 with a fixed fcc of $3,323 and planned to be administered by the Bureau
of Naval Weapons representatives in St. Louis, this small contract was designed to
provide Homer's office with the data it needed to anal)'Ze and evaluate the reliability efforts and achievements of McDonnell, of all 10 capsule subcontractors, of
some 200 suppliers, and indir«tly of STe's reliability monitoring and mission
planning.'
Colo\'in's approach to a rdiability prediction program was unusual to both
the Space Task Group and to many of his professional colleagues. It reversed the
common procedure of Ixginning with parts analysis and proceeding to the whole
system. Golovin had reeently explained his theoretical point of view before the
American Society for Quality Control, citing other missile program precedents for
inverting the crucial problem; "start with a definition of failure for the system,
and then work back through subsystems and components to the data on parts
failures." Glennan and Horner had approved this approach as an aid to fulfilling
their desirts for beller "confidence coefficienlS" Ixfore accepting the readiness of
the capsule for unmanned and manned suborbital and three-orbit missions. This
kind of systems analysis used deduction and fully exploited " numbers game"
techniques and data processing machines to check on the inductive systems engi.
neering of STG and McDonnell. The experimentalists at the working levels,
and many of the engineering managers, including STG's Director, Robert R.
Gilruth, believed they sa.w a worthless expenditure of effort in this innovation"
NASA Headquarters saw STG dragging its feet on this issue by the end
of June. Glennan therefore tried another tack. He wrote directly to James S.
McDonnell, shortly after a personal visit and briefing at the factory :
As you know, during the Ian month there have been a number of discussions
between my Office of Reliability and Systems Analysis and various members of
your stafT on the rroblem of Mercury capsule system reliability. These talks
were the result 0 my having directed the Office of Reliability and Systems
Analysis to prepare for me an objective quantitative evaluation of the anticipated mission and f1.ight safety reliability of the Mercury capsule system. It
has now been brought to my attention that discussions have not yet resulted in
mutual agreement on getting this job seriously unde.-way.
I would appreciate it if you would give the matter your personal anention
and have your stafT responsively COnsider providing, as promptly as possible, the
information det.1iled in the enclosed "Proposed Work StatemenLS for McDonnell
on Mercury Capsule System Reliability."
If you foresee any serious problems in this connection, I would appreciale
your bringing them directly to my attention, and I will be glad to sct up a meet·
ing in Washington to reach a full meeting of minds.'o
The work statements enclosed in this leller, prepared by Golovin's as.~istanlS Landis
S. Gephart, William Wolman, and Catherine D. Hock, called for precisely defined
reliability definitions, assumptions, diagrams, equatioTL~, and estimates of each
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subsystem design, together with all available test data from ever)' source. The
basic reasons for requesting this infonnation were to allow NASA "to review
and evaluate the techniques and the data employed by McDonnell" in its reliability
report (No. 7(07) issued almost a year earlier, and "to upda te and upgrade the
reliability predictions and probability equations" for mission success in the light
of uneven changes of component parts supplied to McDonnell:
With all its ~':bconlr:u;tors, l\lcDonnell has established a reliability requirement for each major equipment. This requirement has been expressed either
as a mean time between faIlures for a continuously operating device or as a prob.
ability of success for a single shot device, and has been incorporated as a finn
~ontractual requirement in the appropriate McDonnell Specification Control
Drawing. :McDonnell also recognizes that "a requirement without a t~t to
demonstrate compliance with it is meaningless." Accordingly, McDonnell has
specified a ,·ariety of tests aimed at dcmonstration of the reliability requirements
imposed on its subcontracton.
Golovin and associates wanted to examine all test plans :lnd test ruults on
every Mercury capsule component from pre-installation acceptance through sysU:ms, compatibility, qualification, and life tests. In short, they wanted virtually
a whole library of files at McDonnell opened for their inspcction promptly, within
two weeks if possible. This was not quite possible, but the founder of McDonnell
Aircraft did reply personally to Administrator Glennan in mid-July:
I am happy to infonn rou that our company started work on 91,une 1960,
the same day on which Dr. William Wolman made his fint speci IC request,
e\"en though this request was onl y verbal [sic]. Our company IS now at work
on e\'el)" one of the program, lhere in outlined even though we: still hI,,"" no
contractual authorization for any of it.

•

•

•

We are in full accord with providing as fast as humanly possible (without
diluting other Project Mercury effort) whatever work is desired by NASA to
assist in the reliability evaluations of Project Mercury. . . . "
A few days later Golovin's group, having requested Silverstein to show STG
hOI,· im·idious was its prejudice again ~t the " numbers game," journeyed down to
Langley Field and briefed the Task Croup on how H eadquarter.; proposed 10
raise quality by quantitative methods. Rt:liability goals for each major capsu le
system, progressive analyses, and periodic reviews, plus a new order of simulated
mission-testing stringency, were proposed and accepted by STG. Since the last
major rt:liability meeting at Headquarters on February 29, 1960, had been so
acrimoniou s, STG was su rprised to find how little difference there now appeared
to be between Golovin's approach to reliability and its own. On Jul y 21, Paul E.
PUTSCr logged this note for Gilruth: "Spent mO&t of the day in the meeting with Dr.
Golovin, et al. They sounded fairl y reasonable. If we had held such a meeting
several monlhs ago, there would have been a lot less misunderstanding." "
Shortly after Ihis rapprochement, Horner resigned from NASA to go to indus-
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11")', Golovin resigncd latcr to join the Prtsidcnt's Science Advisol")' Committee staff ,
and Gephart and Hock obtained an expansion of the McDonnell reliability contract to cover the astronaut's task description and performance evaluation .
Glennan meanwhile pressured Silverstein, who pressured Gihuth, to do something
fonnal about taking into account contemporary mathematical techniqut:S used
in missile programs to enhance managerial confidence in reliability, hence in
readiness before a launch. Gilroth in tum gave the job to J ohn C. French, who
proceeded to organize a " reliability and quality assurance office" in the Space
Task Group. There was spttial significance in the word "assurance," because
STG had by no means capitulated to the statistical approach no r to the mathematicians' belief in the efficacy of reliability prediction."
Had the qualification flight ttsts actually started earlier, perhaps much of the
debate over what to expect from Mtrcury launches would have been obviated.
But while still standing on the threshold of thc major flig ht ttst program after
almost two years of virtually simultaneous work on dctailtd design, engineering,
and manufacturing, the MereuI")' spacc:craft dtve!opers had to talk out some of
these difficultits before they could call for a vote. Far more significant than the
formal reliability program in the long run were the test philosophy, test prog rams,
and the test work in "space chambers" that could more realistically simulate the
hot/ cold vacuum of the exospheric environment." To move in that dirtction
required a move toward the "spaceport" at Cape Canaveral, Florida.
MOVING TO T H E LA UNCII SITE

The imminent shift from development Into the operational phase of Mercury
was renectcd in sevtral difTerent ways. Mi lital")' and industrial relations at Cape
Canaveral were undergoing rapid change as management and launch facilitits
were partially modified to accommodate the inRux of a new team for manned
space Right. Melvin N. Gough, the senior ttst pilot who had tstablished NASA's
basis for operations at the Cape, departed for a job with the Civil Aeronautics
Board, and into his shoes stepped G. Merritt Preston for STG and Kurt H. Debus
for M arshall's launch operations, now also a part of NASA. The Air Force
also added more help for NASA support ac tivities under Colonel Asa B. Gibbs
and J. W. Rosenberry. Overcrowded facilities and overlapping checkout and
launch schedults wert causes for interminable official dickering but not for any
program delay. Project Mercury eventually acqui rtd Hangar S and launch
complexes 56 fOI" Mercury-Redstone and 14 for Mercury-Atlas."
Although the ran k and file of the Space T ask Group were barely aware of the
new liaison between NASA Headquarters and McDonnell reliabi lity experts, the
quest for quality control at the working level was entering a ncw phase. In the
earl y summer of 1960, about 50 men from STG e<itablishcd reside nce in Florida.
John F. Yardley, along with about 80 McDonnell technicians, set up shop in
mobile-home trailers around Hangar S, in the industrial area within the fences
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of Cape Canaveral. By the end of thc ycar thc number of technicians working
on the capsules lor prcflight checkout at the Cape had grown to more than 400,
most of the increOlS(: made up by contract personnel.'~
At the McDonnell factory in SI. Louis, peak employment on Mercury systcms
had reached 880 in April 1960. After that, thcre was a gradual dccline in Mercury production workers as Yardley's field team increased to [20 by summer's end.
Because STG had called for the fir.;t four capsules from McDonnell's production
line belore they were entirely finished, the maximum of 427 workers on thc factory
floor in May 1960 declined with the buildup of preflight polishing activities at the
Cape. Yardley and his crews soon became the centcr of attention for unofficial
helpers and kibitzer.; from other organizations and contractor.;, many of whom
were glad to provide materials and tools that were urgently needed and in short
su pply among McDonnell people at the Cape."
Yardley, his assistants at the Cape-E. F. Peters and Robert L. Fosterand other working engineer.; knew little about the separate reliability contract
between NASA Headquarters and McDonnell. Walter F. Burke, Logan T. MacMillan, and the quality manager, N. E. Covinsky, did know that this extra busi·
ness was coming to their company through separate channels, but they and their
production engineer.; were so busy trying to make each capsule work properly that
they too could sec little sense in the " numbers game." Each S)'Slem and sublyslem
seemed to have its own personality. But to guard against overemphasizing these
individual idiosyncrasies, capsule No. 10 was set aside as the standard test article
at McDonnell. As preflight checkouts at the Cape uncovered more and more
unique difficulties, the need lor still more stringent quality control was made plain .
No one recognized this more than Yardley, who in the summer of 1960 urgnl
his company 10 institute a new order of reliability lests. He did not insist on
statistical performance data, but he did enjoin improvement of environmentalchamber reliability testing of components. Robert L. Seat, McDonnell's senior
test enginttr, was pressed by Silverstein in Washington, by Lewis R. Fisher of
STG, and by Yardley from the Cape, as wcll as by the burgeoning number of tcst
requests between McDonnell departments, to prepare specifications for an exhaustive environmental reliability testing program. On September 26, 1960,
the project to flight.test a man in orbit was supplemented by an authorization to
ground·test the capsule in a simulated mission through physical environments in
a "space chamber." This simulated orbital test program gradually became
known as "Project Orbit." '"
The reaction control system on capsule No.2 was giving Yardley headaches.
In general the power and sequential systems on all capsules were full of "glitches,"
or minute transient \'oltages from inexplicable origins. Surely morc problems
could be expected from space Gperations. So the simulated mission test program,
designed specifically to detect unknown anomalies arising from four and a half
hours of continuous operation in a vacuum alternately hot and cold, like "day"
and "night" for the manned satcllite, was welcomed by all hands. Unfortunatcly
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it would take six months to build, install, test, and modify the new spaee ehamber
test facility at the McDonnell plant. Several smaller, less sophisticated "manrating" vacuum chambers had already been used but none was capable of simulating the extremes of orbital conditions.
Prelaunch preparations at the launc h site began in June 1960 with an understanding between STG and McDonnell that some rework would be performed
there in addition to extravagant prenight checkout testS, but the extent of the
last-minute work to be ~rfonned and the number of disc repancies to be corrected
became so great that "prenight checkout" quickly came to be a misnomer. Under
Preston al the Cape, John J . W illiams C\·entually came to head the " Preflig ht Operations" division, instead of being simply "ched:out" crew chief. Paul C. Donnelly, Archibald E. Morse, J r., A. Martin Eiband, Walter J. Kapryan, and J acob
C. Moser gradually became involved with wholesale systems engineering as the
thoroughgoing checkouts in Hangar S ex panded.
Gilruth laid down the law " for what is perhaps the most important single requirement in our programs: that designs, procedures, and schedules must have
the flexibility to absorb a stead y stream of change generated by a continually increasing understanding of space problems." This policy of correcting every
discovered deficiency and of modifying each spacecraft down to the finish line
at launch time was what Gilruth meant by an " R and D " program; it sacrificed
cost and schedules if na~I)' in the interest of quality or reliability as the experimentalists understood it."
Through August 1960 "space chamber" ground testing for Mercury had consisted primarily of the capsule systems tests for integration and compatibility in a
relatively mild vacuum and of the manned environmental control system tests
simulating an altitude of 40,000 feet. McDonnell had detected many design
deficiencies in these tl'St programs. Now early development failures, arising from
unan ticipated interactions between parts and components and from errors in estimating the effects of environmental extremes, became most troublesome.
At St. Louis in mid-August, the " Development Engineering Inspection," a
milestone meeting comparable to the Mockup Review, brought together for three
days all the chief actor.; and participants in the hardware work on the capsule.
Walter C. Williams and Kenneth S. Kleinknecht were eager 10 institute this
old Air Foree custom- the " D.E.I.," as they called it-as a basic check on systems
integration and configuration control. When on August 18 the 30 members of
the NASA inspection team departed , they were well assured that the Mercury
capsule on display ( No.7) was safe for manned Right, but only for a
suborbital mission. O rbi tal night would requi re a higher order of precautions for
reliability. " Project Orbit," taking advantage of recent advances in vacuum technology, promised to pioneer this new dimension in de\'elopment engineering by
bringing the space climate dow n to Earth. Capsule No. 10 was specifically
set aside in September for environmental chamber tc.~ting at McDonnell for orbital
conditions!O
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While the T enney Engin«:ring Company of Union, Ne ..... Jersey, was building
the new vacuum chamber for man-rated environmental tcsting of the capsule
at the Cape, and ..... hile McDonnell engin«:rs were moving in to augment STG's
prtflight checkout group there, one NASA operations expert transferred back
to tidewater Virginia to help Gilruth and French formulate policy and establish
STG's competence to judge reliabilit}, and Right s.1.fety issues. F. John Bailey,
Jr., was Gilruth's choice (or the man most likely to reconcile the differences bet\\'«:n reliability based on experience and on expertise. Dailey believed an engin«:r needed 15 or 20 years' experience in any specialty to be a proper judge of
the state of his art; he also appreciated the value of mathematic:tl models in the
redesign stages of technological evolution. But he quickly became convinced,
particularly by studying the carefully balanced engineering compromises bctween
efforts to make the boostcrs perfect and to perfect the escape system, that Mercury
dependability could hardly be improved except by flight testing.~l
Everyone recognized dangers in the pragmatic experimental approach to
pilotless spacecraft research, but each calculated the risks differently. Silverstein
and the new Associate Administrator, Robert C. Seamans, Jr., who succeeded
Horner at this post on September I, 1960, were among those at Headquarters
who justly feared that overemphasis on the uniqueness of each production capsule
and on STG's policy of continuous rework might lead to so many "quick fixes"
that a pyramid of unobtrusive changes could covcr up the truth about whatever
might go wrong.::
Perhaps the most pertinent of these difficulties with systems integration
derived from NASA bench tests of the reaction control system. The manufacturer of the RCS, Bell Aerosystems Company, ran its qualification test program
from August through October 1960 and reported aU phases of the testing satisfactorily completed. Su~uent tests by McD onnell, STG, other NASA engineers, the preRight teams at the Cape, and c\'entually by the workers on Project
Orbit revealed innumerable electrochemical and electromechanical problems in
simulated environments that required small changes here and there and eventually C\·er),where. The thrust chambers, metering orifices, solenoid valves, expuls.ion bladder, and relief valves each presented developmental Raws that were
"soh'cd," more often by improvisations than by scientific redesign. Karl F. Grcil,
a thennodynamicist who was working Cor Grand Central Rocket Company in
1960 to pelictt the escape pyrotechnology for Mercury, joined STG and its
reaction controls lest team in 1961 and tried in vain to apply the same perfectionistic standards to this vastly more complicated and inherently less reliable
system of moving parts:
This is the irony: the results that counted in Mercury's RCS were due to
changes of the screen, hC!at barrier, and orificC!s, all of whieh wC!re made upon
simple first thought. On thC! other hand, the large amount of experimentation
on the valve resulted merely in the assurance that nothing needC!d to be changed
so far as valve design was concerned. This irony, that thC! simple approach
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did the entire job while the sophisticated approach merely resulted in an
"Amen", is inde<:d worth y of reflcction, bccawe it has in store both a risk and a
Jesson: a Jesson because there is so much glamor cast on sophisticated pretense
and so much disregard for the profane causes of all kinds of trouble; a risk because the simple remedy which did the job once without ever having become
clear just how it really worked, such IUCCI'S;S without perspiration is likely to
n:main confined to its own historical case. But ha\'ing established a precedent,
it is bound to seduce us i!llo relying on iI, if it is no\ even bound to become a
myth and a dogma.:'
Fortunately neither the reaction S)'Stetn nor the environmental control system
for the Mercu ry suborbital flight had to be so nearly perfected as the escape,
structu ral, and landing systems. The development engineering inspection con·
firmed the faith of most project engineers, in spite of a spate of impatient
criticism from outsiden, that capsule sequencing, electrical, communications,
stabilization, environment, pyrotechnical, instrumentation, and landing and recovery systems were virtually ready to fl y. M cDonnell issued a reviS«! set of
detail specifications for capsule No.7 soon afterward. The Aerospace Corporation, spawned from and now replacing Space Technology Laboratories (STL )
for Air Force systems engineering activities, published in September its basic
planning document, the " General Flight Plan: Atlas Boosten for Project
Mereu!)'." ..
If Project Mercury were on the verge of technological bankruptcy, as some
critics claimed, the problem was that man was still land-locked by inadequate
boosters. The Redstone for Mercury was still not man·rated. The first MercuryAtlas fl ight on July 29, 1960, not only did not qu:tlify any thing, it seemed
actually to havc drqualificd an indi~pcnsabJe part of M ercury. It c~t cverything
into doubt.
ATI.A$ · M£RCURY ONE:

A CoMP LETE FAILURE

Late in February 1960 the Air Force B:tllistic Missile Division (BMD ) and
Space Technology Laboratories (STL ) had been hosts for a meeting in Los Angdes
of people from Convair/ Astronautics, McDonnell, and the T ask Group who were
to detenninc the final details of the ultimate booster-capsule s),stem for Project
Mercury. Already STG had dC(:ided unilaterally, as was its prerogati\'e, to make
the next shot split the difference between the Big Joe development mission and a
full qualification flight test of the M ercury-Atlas configuration on a simulated
reentry from orbit. T o the Task Grou p, this configuration and mission had long
since been known as " MA- I ," but Air Force and Convair engineers usually trans·
posed the namcs and spoke of " Atlas.Mercury" No. I. As in many other particulars, which things should be fi rst still was debatable. Maxime A. Faget
recorded his impression of the central technical de bate at the Mercury-Atlas meet·
ing on Febroary 26:
STL/C VA fCpfCSCllla li\'es made an imp.'1Sl;ioned pica to usc the escape
tower 011 the MA- J shot. Only wilh Ihe escape lower on, (an the Atlas people
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detenninc the structural bcndillg lllode$ 011 the Atlas and, consC<Juentl)', the
adcqwlC)' of their control system to accommodate them, The writer explained
that the tower was deleted from this flight only ilftcr a great deal of deliberation
at the Space Ta.sk Group, that much water has gone o\'er Ihe dam since then,
and to change now would be \1:1)' difficult, Although I agreed to take back
to the Space Task Group management their desires for fU11hcr consideration,
they \\1:re infonncd that there was "irtuall), no chance that thc change would
be made,':;
As the MA- I launch date approached, the Langley outfitu:r.; of the Big Joe

capsule installed insidc the shell of " (cDonnell's capsule No.4 another instrumentation pacbge, built by Lewis ResI!a rch Center and STG electronics tcchnicians.
Shipped to the Cape in mid-May, loaded with 200 pounds of sensing instruments- including two cameras, two tape rccorder.;, and a l6-channel telemetry
s)"l>tem-the MA- I payload was equipped to measu n:: some 50 temperatu res
( Illost l ~' on the afterbody); pitch, yaw, and roll rates; positive and negativc
accelerations; cabin and extcrnal pressurcs; and noise and vibration extremes.
Besidc:s the missing I060-pound escape system, this payload also lacked the environmental control system, the astronaut couch and control panel, and the attitude-control and stabilization-control jcts. An inert paste replaced the solid fuel
in the retro rockets. For sevcral months before the Atlas 50- D boostcr arrived
at the Cape, J oscph M. Babik, of the STG Launch Operations Branch, had ..... ork
abundant as the inspector of the MA- I capsule. l\[eanwhilc Sigurd A. Sjoberg,
John D. H odge, R ichard G. Atbic, J ohn P. Mayer, and Robert E. McKann were
has til y revising the mission directive, data acquisition plan, and general information on rccOl ery req uirements, land ing area predictions, and a summa ry of
cnlculnled prenight trnjC(:lor~' dala. K Robert F. Thompson, Christopher C.
Kraft, Jr., and Cha rles W. Mathews listed in order of imponanee lhe test objectives
of the l\(A-l flight:
I. Recove r the capsule.
2. Detennine the structural integrity of the Mereu!)' capsule structure and
afterbody shingles under the maximum heating conditions which could
be encountered from an orbita1launching.
3. Detennine Mercury capsule afterbody heating rates d uri ng reen try (for
this purpose 51 thermocouplcs were installcd).
4. Determine the nigh t dynamic characteristics of the Mercury capsule
during reentry.
5. Detennine the adeq uacy of the Mercury capsule recovery systems.
6. Familiarize Project Mercu!)' operating personnel with launch and
rccovery operations."'
When capsule No. 4 actually arrived at Cape Canaveral on May 23, it was as
complete as it was supposed to be except for flight instrumentation, parachutes,
and p),rotechnic devices. Fo\lowing a satisfaetorv tcst of thc leakage rate of its
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pressure shell, the capsule's miles of wiring were verified while the instrumentation
system was subjected to final bench tests. Minor difficulties with instruments and
in using a new weight-and-balance fixtun:: added two weeks to the work period.
For integrated systcms tests to verify the sequencing and monitoring during the
reentry, the capsule was mO\ied into the newly constructed clean room in Hangar S.
When every minor discrepancy had been corrected and the calibration curves
for various units had been established, the spacecraft was mO\ied out to launch
complex 14 for the first mechanical mating of a Mercury capsule with an Atlas
booster. The alignment was good; no rework was required for the umbilicals or
for the complex wiring in blockhouse consoles. But mechanical problems with
Freon lines and with some electrical contacts in the mating ring caused a delay.
Taken back to Hangar S for dismantling to rework certain instrumentation and
telemetry packages, the capsule again was transported to the pad and mated to
the launch vehicle in preparation for the flight acceptance composite test, known
by its acronym, FACT. From July 13 to 18 engineers stood on the bascule of the
gantry, working to conclude the FACT satisfactorily.
Meanwhile the Atlas crews were checking out their vehicle. Friendly rivalry
between the propulsion and payload people produced many wagers over which
system would catlSC thc next postponement, and whether the capsule or the booster
would be first to report "all systems go." On Jul y 21, the flight readiness firing,
which was a dress-rehearsal static-firing test, tested the three Atlas engines and
measured the vibrations and acceleration strains suffered by the capsule. Atlas
partisans won a bet at this point; atop this particular capsule the short metal legs
of the "stub tower" created some unique antenna and telemetry difficulties with
power ampiificl"lI, l:OIllIllUlaIOTh, and a high voltage standing wave ratio. The
purpose of the "stub tower" was to support a thermal fairing O\ier the antenna and
parachute canister. Again the spacecraft was returned to the hangar. The tape
recorders and cameras were removed, reloaded, and reinstalled. The telemetry
was checked. The recovery section equipment was removed, then reassembled
with live pyrotechnics. The capsule again was balanced, weighed, and aligned
optically before its final union with the booster'"
McDonneJl's virgin spacecraft No.4 moved to the seaside launch pad dressed
in a polyethylene raincoat on July 24. This time it ne<;tled nicely on top the Atlas,
and the umbilical insertion and pull te<;ts shortly certified readinm to begin the
countdown. Wet weather made it difficult to keep the pyrotechnic connections
dry, but otherwise preAight checkouts were completed on July 26, 1960. For the
benefit of Administrator Glennan, George Low summarized the expectations for
Men:ury-Atlas I." 25
The primary objecti,"e of this test is to delennine the integrity of the Mercury capsule structure and afterbody shingles when subjected to the ma.""imum
heating conditions which could be encountered in any Mercury mission .
Maximum velocity: 19,000 (eet per second
Maximum altitude: 98 nautical miles
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Range: 1300 nauticalilliles
Peak deceleration : 16.3 g
Time of flight: 16 mimHes
Heavy rain pelted the Cape early on Friday morning, July 29, 1960, but the
cloud ceiling rose high enough to be considered acceptable for a launching. During the final 35 minute; of cOllntdown before launch time (T ), 48 minutes were
accumulated by delays or "holds" bc.cause of bad weather; liquid oxygen tanktopping delays; and telemetry receiver difficulties. In the blockhouse Gilruth and
Walter Burke watched Walter Williams direct operations and Aleck C. Bond, the
project engineer, sweat away Ihe minutes, while across the Cape al Central Control,
other Air Force, Navy, and Convair officers and officials also watched and waited.
Before their consoles in the blockhouse sat the Convair test conductors Kurt Johnston and William Williams; Scott H. Simpkinson, the payload test conductor;
H arold G. J ohnston, the ground instrumentation coordinator; Jacob Moser, the
instrumentation engineer; B. Porter Brown, the launch coordinator; Richard
Arbic, the ra nge coordinator; and Donald C. Cheatham, the recovery coordinator.
At 7: 25 the weather looked cooperative in the impact area, where recovery aircraft and ships were reporting a visibility of five miles and a sea stale of mild
swells. So thc gantry was ordered to back away, leaving MA-I poised alone in
the rai n, ready for the final count. Intermittent holds for minor status checks left
only 7 minutes of count at 9 o'clock.
Finally at 9: 13 the man-made thunder clapped as the Rocketdyne engines
spewed forth their reaction energy. The noise grew louder for several seconds as
the Atlas pushed itself up on its fiery blast by inches, feet , and yards. Out of sight
in seconds as it pierced the cloud cover, Atlas 50-D could still be heard roa ri ng off
in the distance. T he initial phases of the launching appeared to be normal. Then
everything went wrong:
About one minute after liftoff all contact with the Atlas was lost. Thi~
included telemetry and all beacons and lranspondel"$ About one second before telemetry was lost, the pressure difference between the lox and fuel tanks
suddenl)' went to zero. It is not known whether this caused the failure or was
an effect of the failure. There was no progression of unusual e"ents leading up
to this pressure loss. During the remaining second of telemetry, the Atlas
flight path appeared to be steady.
By telephone and teletype dala links, Low in Washington pieced together the bad
news on MA-I and continued to dictate an immediate preliminary report for the
administrator and hisstaA':
As you know, the abort scming system was flown open loop in this tcst.
This system gave two signals to abort, apparently about the same time as the
tank pressure differential was lost. These signals were monitoring missile
electrical power and thrust ; although the tank pressure differential was also
monitored, no abort signal was received from this source. In the MA- I mission, all of these signals were merely monitored, and were not connected to
any of the capsule s)'Stems.
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The current speculation is that the Atlas either exploded, or suffered a
cllastrophic structural failure. Some obser....ers reported that they heard an
explosion, but this is not verified. The failure occurred at the time of maximum dynamic pressure, at an altitude of about 32,000 fee t, and a \'docity of
about 1400 feet per second.
The capsule separation systems were not 10 be armed until abou t three
minutes after launch, and therefore the capsulP remained attached to the Atlas
or to pieces of the Atlas, until impact. Capsule telemetry continued to impact
and indicated violent motions after the Atlas tdemetl)' ceased. T emperatures
and shingle vibrations flutter were IC(;orded. Since all shingle thermocouples
gave readings to splash, it is inferred that none of the shingles tore off. Impact
occurred about SC\'cn miles off shore in an area where the water depth is roughly
40 fee t. At the time of this writing, sh ips were still searching for debris.'o

It was a sad day for Mercury.

It was especially frustrating for those nearest to
the Atlas-Mercury phase, for they knew onl y that MA-l, either Atlas 50-D or
capsule No.4, or both, exploded on ilS way through max q . They did not know
precisely what had ha ppened because the weather had been so bad as to prevent
visual and photographic coverage. In Washington, at Langley, at the Cape, and
in southern California, postmortems weTC held for two weeks, until a conference
on August II manhalled the panics most interested in the MA- J malfunction,
a long with all the flight records, telemetry, and tape recorder data. Salvage operations had been able to recover only small portions of the capsule, the adapter-ring,
and the booster. Presiding at this meeting was M ajor General Leighton I. Davis,
the new commander of the Air Fo rce Missile T est Center, who had relieved Major
General Donald N. Yates in June as the Department of Ddense single-point-of·
contact for support of P roject Mercury. On August 22, Warren J. North summarized the " quick-look" opinions of NASA and STL but not of Convair/
Astronautics:
Both the NASA and STG localized the difficulty within the interface area
between the capsule and the booster. A mctallurgist from STL explained
that it appeared the plumbing to the Atlas lox boiloff valve had failed due to
fatiguc. One would not ordinarily suspect a fatigue fa il ure after such a short
period of time, however, the NASA analysis showed that the lox valve plumbing
could have failed if a 30 g oscillation cxisted a t approxi mately 300 cycles per
second. Culbertson (Convair) admitted that the lox valve was poorly supf'U,lcJ allJ thai 30 g was a feasible mag nitude of acceleration. Vibration
measurements show a two and one-half g vibration of the booster airframe,
consequently a 12 g amplification factor would have been required at the lox
valve.
J im Chamberlin, STO, has been appointed chairman of a joint ("ommittcc
to resolve the MA-l incident and provide a fix prior to MA- 2. Initial reaction of this committee would cause the establishment of a hardware mockup
at McDonnell which would include the pressurized lox tank dome", lox valve,
adapter, and capsule. This mockup will be vibrated in order to isolate fCS()nance or amplification factors. 3 '
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MA-1
July 29, 1960
MA -I, a suborbital flight designed 10 chIc!; capsule
slrucllaal illtegril)' ulldcr maximum fll'ating condiliollf,
rose illio Iht loll' raill clouds abovt Cape Canaveral
(right) and mysteriously exploded one milllllc afta lift00. Pieces weTI' meticulously collected (b.-low) alld
painstakingly reassembled (bl'low right). The ellgineerhlg study delayed M ercury about G mOllths bUI ltd t o
vaslly improved illter/ace between spacecraft all1 booster.
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Two wttks lat~r in San Di~go, anoth~ r comm i tt~~ of nine metallurgical ~ngi
neers, a majority of whom were not from Convair, examined microscopically the
hypothesis that MA- J was destroyed by metal fatigue of the lox-vent valve elbow.
" All conferees agreed fin ally that t h~ fac tor at hand was not the primary one." ..
The official night test report issued two months later concluded with these
remarks:
The ~ I ercury Atlas No. I !tight test was abruptly termin:ued approximately
585 seconds aher launch by an in-flight failu re of an undetermined nature.
Solid cloud cover at thc timc of launch precluded the use of optical records
in the investigation of this failure. The following conclusions are drawn
regarding this fl ight test:
a. None of the primary capsule tcst objectives were met.
h. The structural integrity of the capsule was maintai ned throughout the
flight until impact with the wa ter. A substan tial part of the adapler
remained attached to the capsule to impact.
e. The capsule onboard instrumentation performed in a highly sat isfactory
manner throughout the flight.
d. The onboard instrumentation showed the presence of shingle vibration
of a non_destructive nature.
e. All Department of Defense support for the operation was vel)' good. u
In mid-September one of the most important of the regular monthly mtttings
of the M ercury-Atlas coordination panel took place in the administration building
at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. Lieutenant Colonel Robert H. Brondin,
Major Charles L. Gandy, and Captain I. B. Hanson were the BMD repr(Stntalives, while Philip E. Culbertson and C. J. Holden repr(Stnted Convair. Bernard
A. H ohmann and Ernst R . Letsch were represenling Aerospac~ Corporation, since
STL .....as phasing ou t of M ercur),. John Yardley, R. L. Foster, and J. T . Heard
were present for McDonnell.
First and last on the agenda of this mttting w~re questions concerning i)(:uer
.....ays of inspecting and solvi ng problems at the interface betwttn th~ capsule and
the booster. Charles Mathe .....s, the chairman, began the meeting by insisting that
in spite of the MA- l failu re, the overall Mercury-Atlas schedule could still be
maintained. Hohmann suggested that a ne ..... seven-man joint capsule-booster
interface inspeclion committee be established. This was done, and members
repr(Stnting all contributing organizations were named. Regarding Ihe unsettled
question of MA- I, Mathews brieRy described several fruitless fact-finding aClivilies
and the n~ed for additional inSlrumentation to determine the cause of failures like
MA- l. No new hypothesis had yet emerged fronl the several test programs.
so the 23 members of this coordination pand reexamined each other's previous
answers to the enigma of MA- I. The II members (rom STG vetoed a proposal
by the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division to establish still another "Mercury-Alias
inte rface panel." ~ '
Although the MA-I investigation was unsatisfying, the launch operations
committee reported thai MA-2 was so nearly ready for a November lau nching that
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there was little time for looking backward and no time for regret. Then on
Seplember 26,1960, a lunar probe attempt by NASA, using Atlas-Able 5-A, also
failed severell'. This forced a wholesale review of the Atlas as a launch \·ehicle.
E\·erybody responsible for MA-l was trying to detemline the cause of that failure,
but each only diseovered that there were 100 many olher bodies, both organic
and organizational, panly responsible.
Late in October, before the national eleclions and before another Mercury
Right test had come to pass, Gilruth and Williams held another periodic press
conference for the benefit of curious reportcrs. Inevitably the question WM
asked, "Arc you satisfied that you have pinpoimcd the reason for the MA-l
failure?" "No," Gilruth answered. "We successfully So'llvaged the capsule and
can account for all pans." His interrogator conlinued, " Do you belicve that
parts in the Atlas' upper stage caused the failure?" Gilruth replied, " We ha\"e
explored this. We have aflSwered all of Ihe qucstions we have asked oursdvesbut have we asked the right questions? We can't be SUTt. That is one of the
reasons we are repeating the test. And on MA-2 the interlace area will be
heavily instrumented.""
When MA-2 finally became ready for launch, toward the end of Februaf)'
1961, the managers of Mercury knew that a repetition of a tOlal failure like MA-I
could easily cause abandonmcnt of the project. The entire promise of the
American manned space Right program seemed to hang in the balance. The
technical aftennath of MA- I , during the politically sensitive period of Ihe
Presidential election and the lame-duck session of Congress, made interrelated
technical and political considerations more acute than e\'er. To distinguish
between the two soon became virtually impossible.
ELECTION YEAR ApPRAISALS

The day that Mercury-Atlas I fail ed so badly, NASA Headquarters announced
plans to foliow Project Mercury with a manned space Right program called
"Apollo"-a project conceived to carry three men either in sustained orbital flight
or on circumlunar High!. Several days later, Ihe X-IS set two new world records
when NASA pilot Joseph A. Walker flew the manned rocket on panial power to
a speed of 2196 miles per hour and when Major Roben M. White shot it up to a
height of 136,000 feet over Nevada and California. J ¢
In mid-August 1960, the Air Force accomplished two significant "firsts" within
eight days when it managed to recover instrumented packages from the thirteenth
and fourteenth attempts in its Thor-Agena-Iaunched Discoverer series of satellites.
DiscouereT. Xlii dropped its 8S-pound capsule into the Pacific off Hawaii on
August II ·after 16 orbits; although a mid-air retrieval had failed, frogmen and
helicopters from a naval vc.o.sel found and returned this, the first man-made object
recovered intact from an orbital journey. On August 19, 1960, an Air Force
G-119 cargo plane trailing a huge trapeze-like trawl succeeded in being at exactl),
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the right place at the right time to snare in mid·air the descending instruments
from Discoverer X IV . That same day, however, the Sovict~ launched an ark,
including the "mutlniks" Strtlka and Belka, and the next day they recoverttl the
dogs and thcir live companions (rats, mice, flies, pl:lnts, fungi, and seeds) after
18 orbi ts above Earth's atmosphert. This marked the first successful recovery
of living biological specimens from an orbit<l) voyagc. Thrcc months later, on
November 14, 1960, <lnother C- 11 9 aircraft succeeded in snatching the reentry
capsule from Discoverer XVII, which carried hu man tissuc, bactcria , spores, and
film emulsions to an orbital apogee of 616 miles. For the moment, though, the
Soviet achievement was oven"helming in its portents for manned spaCe flight."
On August 12, 1960, after an attempt that had failed in May, N ASA's Project
Echo succeeded in placing into orbi t the first passive comm unications s,1.tdlite, a
lOO·foot·diameter <lluminized M ylar plastic balloon, which reflected radio signals
beyond Earth's curvature. Launched by a Thor·Delta vehicle into an orbit
roughly 1000 miles from Eaflh and inclined 47 degrces to the equator, Echo I was
the first artificial moon that could be seen easily with the naked eye by :lll
mankind. Although stargazing aborigines in neolithic cultu res of Ne ..... Guinea
and Mozambique probably could sec the Echo balloon with the unaided eye better
than sophi~t i ca t es in the smog and haze of urban·indu.~rial centers from California
to Kazakhstan, the new pinpoint of light in the heavens was a visible manifestation
of the "space age." President Eisenhower's broadcast message reflected from this
sphere circling Eanh at 15,000 miles per hour proclaimed :
It is a grcal personal satisfaction to participate in this 11m experiment ;n <:ommun;e<>t;ons jn~'ol"ing the usc of a satellite ~lIoon known as E<:ho.
This is one morc signifkant step in the United States program of space researc h
and exploration. The program is being carried forward vigorously by the
United States for peaceful purpoocs for the benefit of all mankind.
The s,1.tellite balloon which has reflected these words may be used freely
by any nation for similar experiments in its own interests. Information ncccss.ary to prepare for such participation was widely distributed some weeks ago.
The United States "ill continue to make freel y available to thl' world the
scientific information acquired from this and other experiments in its plogram
of sp.1.ce I'xp[oTation.s,

While the President was pointing to these and other ac hievements of the
United States in the exploration :lnd usc of outer sp.1.ce, the Nation was in the
midst of a highly contested presidential camp.1.ign and congrC$Sional elections.
Four years ea rlier it had seemed sheer whimsy, but now the practical values of
space exploration and policy decisions on sp.1.ee, missiles, and the Nation were
being not only aamined but reexamined. [n September, a month after Streib
and Belka were orbited and recovered by the Soviet Union , Premier Khrushchev
again camc to the United States for some personal diplomacy and figurative
sabotage in the Uni ted Nations General Assembly. Aften\'ard hc told rcporters
that his people were rtady to lau nch a man into space but had not )'el madc any
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such aHem pt." No longer could Khrushche, '! brogan braggadocio be ignored.
~[eeling at Barcelona, on October 7, 1960, the Hdcration Acronautique
I nternationale adopted the first set of rules to go\'em the award of official rccords
for manned space flight. To be recognized under the " Code Sportif" that had
been setting the rules for aeronautical records since 1905, the fir.;t flight into space
must top at least 100 kilometer.;; later attempts to sct rtcords must exceed the
existing record by at least 10 percent. four categories of performance were sct
fonh: duration of night, altitude without orbiting Earth, altitude in orbit, and
ma.c:,s lifted abore 100 kilometer.;. To be "alid, all claims for rceords "must be
supported by information on the date, time , place of takeoff and landing, identity
of the "ehicle commander, and any special apparatus used to assist liftoff, landing,
or control."·o
When in mid-October Soviet tracking ships deployed to stations in the Pacific,
an alert went out to American forces to expect imminc::nt Soviet attempts to
fulfill Khrushchev's boast. In mid-August there had been much talk in the Ameri·
can press thai the United States had "rejoined" the space race as a result of
recent accomplishments, An Associated Press dispatch on August 8 reported that
Abe Silver.;tein was not particularly dismayed by the ~IA - I fiasco and bclie\'ed
that Project l\tercury was "csscntially along the same time schedule as was
init ially planned." Congressman Overton Brooks, Democrat from Louisiana and
chainnan of the House Committee on Science and Astronamia, waxed much
more critical of the speed with which Project Mercury was moving. In $(:ptember
Glennan warned Americans to be prepared for new Soviet announcements of
space spectaculars. The Mercury astronauts repeatedly were reported confident
that one of them could ride a ballistic trajectory either in December or J anuary."
In short, the dramatic race to be: fim to put a man in space made such colorful
copy that news editor.; genera II)' ran stories on the space conlest second only to
news about the political contest.
The news media both reflected and fostered a widesprtad restlessness over
the apparent failure of American know-how to equal and surpass Soviet rocket
technology. Back in October 1959, two years after Sputnik I. Newswuk had featured an article, " How to Lose the Space Race," itemizing blanket cri ticisms of
all American space programs. To ensure that you have the losing ticket, advised
Newswuk, simply "siart late, downgrade Russian feats, fragment authority, pinch
pennies, think small, shirk deci.sions." 01 At the beginning of 1960, Hanson W.
Baldl"in, the influential military affairs correspondent for the New York Times,
had chided the Eisenhower admini.stration for neglecting the power of intangible
ideas and had advised the go\'ernment to seck more advice from political rather
than ph}'Sical scientists: " It is not good enough to say that we have counted more
free electrons in the ionosphere than the Russians have . . . we must achieve the
obvious and the spectacular, as well as the erudite and the obscure." And in July
1960 one of the deans of space fiction and fact, Arthur C. Clarke, published a
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playful, widely viewed ardcle that suggested that the United States had "already
suffertd a failure of nerve" and forfeited its future by failing to "rocket to the
renaissance." "
Project Mercury specifically, as 1960 wore on without much to show for the
ta.xpayers' millions, began to be criticized mon:: minutely. Perhaps the most
p..1inful sting felt by the Mercury team came from advcrse publicity in M issiles and
R ockets, a weekly defense industry trade journal, on August 15. 1960. There,
under the heading " Is Mercury Program Headed for Disaster?" writer James
Barr excoriated Project Mercury:
NASA's Mercury manned_satellite program appears to be plummeting the
United States toward a new hu miliating disaster in the East-Wen space race.
This is the stark conclusion that looms in the lIlinds of a growing number
of eminent rocket scientists and engineers as the Mercury program continues 10
slip backward.
These experts, lIlany of whom arc already calling Mcn;uI)' a latter day
Vanguard, contend:
The program today is mon: than one year behind its original schedule and
is expected to slip to two. Therefore, it no longer offers any realistic hope of
beating Russia in launching the first man into orbit around the earth-much
less sen'e as an early stepping stone for reaching the moon.
Despite precautions and improvements, Men:u ry continues to be a tcchnically marginal program that could easily end in flaming tragedy. Mercury,
at best, is a technical stop-gap justifiable only as an exped ient. It is no
substitute for what is needed sooner or later, a maneuverable sp..1.cccraft similar
to the Air Force's much hampered Dyna-Soar.
Mercury originally had the supposed advantage of being cheap, an attribute
that made it particularly attractive to the Administration. However, Mercury
has proven to be a trip down a dead-end road that U.S. taxpayers aTe finding
themsch-es paving in gold. Appropriations have reachcd a quarter.billion to
date. They may double."'
Although Barr's animadversion could have been d iscounted in an election
year as a plug for more encouragement and fund ing to th'c Air Force's Dyna-Soar
program, the occasions for self-doubt inside Project Mercury indisputably were
becoming more numerous. On September 16, 1960, Gilruth i$ued a memorandum for his staff that showed the effects of barbs likc those from Barr on the
morale of the T ask Group. The subject of the memo was " Favo rablc Press Comments ( for a change)":
As most of you know, there have been some ad\·erse comments in the pren
and trade publications about the progress, or lack of progress, being made in
Project Mercury during recent weeks. A number of mcmbers of the Space
Task Croup hal·e expressed concern about these articles.
In any program as bro..1d and comple:.: and as important to our national
stature as Projttt Mercury, it is inevitable that there will be people around
us who f:ither will not agree with us, period, or who tend to disagree in one
clement or another just to be dis.1.,I!recable. At the 5.1.tlle time. there are a
number of people around our country who do understand how much work
and how much blood and sweat go into an undertaking of this kind.
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T am pcBOnally confidell1 that the work that all of )'ou arc doing will bear
fruit in the near future. In the interim, I urge all of you to put on )'our
thickest hide, to continue your concerted efforts to make Project Mercury the
kind of progr."Lm it was designed to be, and to reflect with me upon our past
ac("om plishmen ts."

At NASA H eadquarters there was scrious concern over how to answer public criticisms. On August 14 Wamn North sent the Administrator some argu menlS
filling in thc contextual background of Mcrcury schcdules:
Since the negotiation of the capsule contract, ~ l cDonnei l penonnel have
~I\"eraged 1 4~~ overtime for an equivalent 56 hour week.
~IcDonneli has
aS5igned approximately 13,000 people in direct support of Projcct r. lercury.
In October 1959, production went on a 7-day week, thItt shifts per day. Since
]anual)' 1960 capsule checkout personnel have worked three shifts per day
seven days per week. r.fcDonneli is also working three shifts at Cape Canaveral. Du ring the past eighteen months, Space Task Group personnel have
been using less than half their annual leave. Many ha\·e used essentially no
annual leave since February 1959. Space Task Group personnel at Cape
Canaveral worked approximately 50 hours a week preparing for Right operations. When the ~IA-l capsule was delivered to the Cape on Ma), 23, 1960,
this group went on a 50-hour week. During the final month of MA-1 preparations, the launch operations crew was working a seventy-hour week. T he
forthcoming simultaneous operations with Atlas and Redstone will require a
continuation of this type of cffort."
On S<!ptember 9, 1960, Gcorg<! Low addressed a United Pr(!SS International
editors confcrence at a hotel in Washi ngton on th<! subjttt of the progress made
in Projttt M ercury to date. Low ~egan by argu ing against three common misconceptions about the project in the public pr(!SS: Mercury was not, he said,
"merely a stunt," not " designed only to win an important first in the space
program," and should not "be terminated if the Soviets achieve manned orbital
Right before we do." Firmly convinced that thc Soviets now had the capability
of achieving manned orbital flight, Low tried to persuade the opinion molders
of the "fourth estate" to acce pt M ercury as an indispensable step toward Projcct
Apollo, one which "must be carried out regardless of Russian achievement."
This theme sulRqucntly beeam<! official NASA policy. The urgency of Project
Mercury was tra nsferred onto the higher level of the urgcncy of manned space
Right in general and for the future. " It has been a major engineering task," said
Low, "to design a capsule that is small enough to do the mission, light enough to
do the mission, and yet has reliable subsystems to accomplish the mission safely ." "
Within the aerospace community of industrialists, technicians, and Government
scientists and engineers, the context descrilxd by North and Low needed little
explication. Experience with federally sponsored " R and D" programs since
1940 helped them understand the difference betwcen a project rating the " DX,"
or highest industrial procurement priority, and one designated an all-out "crash"
program. Mercury was never a "crash" projttt in the sense that the Atlas ICBM
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or the Manhattan Project had been, in which duplicative and parallel solutions
were developed for its most difficult systems. The DX priority for materials,
NASA's own first rating, and STG's high "sense of urgency" were tempered always
by the rule of noninterference with priority defense programs. In mid-September
NASA and the Defense Department agreed to aid each other to avoid duplication
and waste by means of a new Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board,
with Dryden and Herbert F. York as co-chainnen. 4S
But the citizenry, through the press, saw these problems in simpler tenns.
" Project Mercury: Race or Pure Science?" was a banner headline in a Norfolk
newspaper of September 11. Richard M. Mansfield related therein how the
United States "space fever" had fluctuated over the previous three years:
Gilruth gcts a little angl)' when people talk about MereuI)' lagging behind
schedulc. Some say it is behind as much as a year. Gilrnth says this is pure
nonsense, that no one can properly put a specific targct date on a research program that explores "new frontiers," and is beset by such "detai led problems."

•

•

•

Citruth ga\·c assurance that extra money would not have cut time appreciably. He does not believe that a blank-check crash program would save
much timeevcn now.
" I think we've done our Optimum," he said. "It's just like having a baby.
Maybe (with more money) we could have had a lot more of them, but you
wouldn't have cut the time on anyone of them." .~
Reporter Mansfield went on to summarize the conflicting attitudes of scientists
who "are never in a hurry," with Government employees, including scientists, who
lIIU!jt r~pond to the demand of the electorate to "overtake the Soviets." The
eagerness of the seven American astronauts to make their suborbital flights was
tempered, he reported, by their recognition that the orbital venture into space
had already slipped too far. " There is little doubt among them that the Russians
will have been there first," said Mansfield.
Late in September members of the military and industrial community engaged
in aerospace and defense businC$ watched with interest for indications where
best to invest their votes. The editors o( Missiles and Rockets addressed an open
letter to both the Republican and the Democratic candidates for the Presidency,
inviting comments on a " modest proposal for surviva1." The journal sought specific commitments on the recognition as national policy of the strategic space race
with Russia a nd on the endorsement of a bold long.range program for space projects during the next decade. Candidate John F. Kennedy responded immediately
with his concurrence that "we are in a strategic space race with the Russians, and
we have been losing . . . . if a man orbits earth this year his name will be Ivan."
To this audience Kennedy also explained one meaning of his campaign slogans
on "moving ahead" into the " new frontier": "This is the new age o( exploration;
space is our great new frontier. " Vice-President Richard M. Nixon, seeing the
is'lues of an alleged "missile gap" and of national prestige loom ever larger in the
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later stages of the campaign, at last rep[i~d b) vigorously defending the record of
the Eisenhower administration." The issue of manned space Aight was never
dearly joined, here or in the television debates preceding the declion. But after
the fir.;1 Tuesday in November, even though the popular \·ot~ barely showed a
preference, it was dur that th~ next Chief Executive as well as the Congress
would be Democratic and that this meant change.
Project Mercury, as one large and unproven part of NASA, could expect to
be influenced by "the gathering stonn over space" and some sharp changes in
the Nation's defense and space programs." The most forthright change to be
expected with the new administration likely would be an honest and open admission of the competitive aspects of space technology. International negotiations
on disarmament had failed to produce any further arms control measures since
the 1958 Russian-American agreement to suspend atmospheric nuclear testing.
Efforts in the United Nations to exempt space as an arena for international
rivalries, following the example of the 1959 Antarctica treaty, had so far failed .
It seemed purely sentimental to act as if coexistence would become any less
competitive. Besides, recent successes of American missiles reinforced the United
States' foreign policy of steadfast resistance to Communist encroachments. An
Atlas ICBM had again flown 9000 miles for a bullseye in the Indian Ocean on
September 19, 1960; the Thor was operational, and the Polaris and Titan weapon
systems were in active test phases. A "booster gap" there admittedly was, but the
"missile gap" appeared dosed, at least to discussion, after the election. The new
President would probably find it politic to move speedily but cautiously toward a
more intensive national (in contrast to a scientific-international) spae~ program.
Kennedy was historically minded and could be trusted to see " the present in perspective," but whether he would consider, as one professional historian did,
"manned space flight as the main object of Russo-Amcrican rivalry" was entirely
moot'"
Congressional attitudcs beforc and after the election of 1960 seemed to change
less drastically because CongrC'iS was already Democratic and had been critical
of the Republican "no-race" thesis for three years now. Some of those legislative representath·cs who felt a need to justify their loyal opposition to Eisenhower and their support for manned ! paee exploration could do so by mailing
their constituents a congTCSsional staff report entitled "The Practical Values of
Space Exploration." Philip B. Yeager, a staff member of the H ouse Committee
on Science and Astronautics, wrote this pamphlet "to explain to the taxpayer
just why so many or his dollars are going into the American effort to explore
space, and to indicate what he can expect in return which is of value to him."
Two editions of this report, bt;fore and after the election, began with a quotation
from a Russian workman who reportedly complained in a letter published on
the front page of Pravda for June 12, 1960:
What do Sputniks give to a penon like me ... So much money is spent
on Sputniks it makes people gasp. If there were no Sputniks the Government
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could cu t the cost of cloth for an overcoat in half and put a few electric flatiro"-~ in the stores.
Rockets, rockeu, rockets. Who needs thcm now? $~
Neither edition of Yeager's staff report spoke explicitly about Project Mercury,
but both implicitly illustrated Mercury's motivation. The author delineated in
lay language five categories of values served by national space programs. Intangible values came first and included scientific curiosity and the human urge
to do as well as to know. National securit y was second, and included the argument for space rivalry as a substitute for war. Economic benefits, immediate
and remote, wen: described in social tenns for the third category. "Values for
everyday living" described some of the technological and medical "fallout" or
"spi n-off" Crom space-related research. And finally this pamphlet pointed to
long-range values and to possible interrelationships with the population explosion,
water shortages, soil erosion, new leisure time, and the scientific and spiritual
aspirations of humanity. In conclusion Yeager chose to quote a paragraph, from
an editorial in the magazine industrial R esearch, which "sober study indicates ...
may not be too 'Car out' after all":
Space technology is probably the fastest moving, typically free enterprise
and democratic industry yet created. It puts a premium not on salesmanship,
but on what it needs most- intellectual production, the research payoff.
Unlike any other existing industry, space functions on hope and future possibilities, I:onqueu of real estate unseen, of ncar vacuum unexplored. At once
it obliterates the economic reason for war, the threat of ovelJ>OP:ulation, or culIUral stagnation; it offers to replace guesswork with the SCientific method for
archeological, philosophical, and religious themes. 51
TECH N tCAL SPRINT FOR MAN IN SPACE

Although election year reexaminations and p~monitions of the Soviet Vostoks
we~ disconcerting, these: were the least of the consciouS worries of the men
teamed in the technological hames.s to get a Mercury astronaut off the ground.
They still had a plenitude of more prosaic problems of their own. The inexorable growth of the capsule weight, the marginal pc:rfonnance of the Atlas
as a launch vehicle, intcrface wiring and structu ral problems, and the worrisome
reaction and environmental cont rols for the cap!ule were outstanding. On the
other ha nd, some problems, like thermal protection during atmospheric entry
and the physiological effects of weightlessness for a short period, were assumed
solved for the moment.
Benjamine J. Garland, one of Faget's fellow authors of the seminal 1958
NACA paper for Mercury, prepa~d a special ~port for Gilruth on the probability of damage to the cap!uJc by micrometeoroids during an orbital night.
Garland advised that the danger to the capsule during an orbital night from
sporadic meteoroid activit y was vel)' small. He calculated probabilities of hits
during a major meteoroid shower and found the danger was "still small but
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an order of magnitude greater than the danger due to Ihe sporadic background.
Since the periods of acti\,ity of the major showers arc known, it is possible to
avoid operations during these periods and would be advisable to do so." ~~
Because qualification and reliability tests on the retrograde a nd posigrade
rocket systems proved disappointing in their later results, Gilruth's team called
for help from the Ames and Lewis Research Centers. Robert R. Nunemaker
led a group at Lewis, monitored b)' J ohn B. Lee of STG, who found some serious
difficulties with retrorocket alignment and escape tower separation. Among other
things, the)' found that some igniters were faulty and that the jettisoning of the
escape tower under certain conditions might pennit a smashing recontact.
But the most serious problem with capsule systems at this time was the outside
chance that one or more of the three retrograde braking rockets might fail.
There was considerable margin for error in the design of the retropackage, but
there was no emergency braking system. STG's mission analysis group under
John P. Mayer had thoroughly investigated an inflatable balloon for this pur·
pose, and Gilruth himself proposed an emergency brake-that would have looked
like a Chinese dragon kite trailing in the wake of the orbiting capsule. This
auxiliary drag device to back up the retrosystem and to bring Ihe capsule down
sooner than in the 24 hours theoretically required for a nonnal decay of Mercury's
orbit was independently appraised by Howard K. Larson and others at Ames.
Meanwhile John Glenn and the other astronauts asked STG's mission analysts
to study the effectiveness of a "fish-tailing" maneuver as a backup reentry mode
of last resort. Both ideas were rtported feasible, but the fonner was not pursued
past the end of the year, when the reliability of the retrorockets and pyrottthnia;
began to rise appreciably."
Among the number of unsol\'ed problems regarding man-machine integration
in late 1960, the complex final phase of the mission profile aroused much concem.
1£ an astronaut could survive launch, insertion, orbiting, reentry, and the free·fall,
nothing must jeopardize his chances to survive impact, exit from :he capsule, and
recovery. But as the capsule developed into night hardware. the differences
between its theoretical design and its measurable performance required constant
restudy, redesign, and in some cases redevelopment." While studying the Mer·
cury capsule's stability in water, for example, Peter J. Armitage and E. N. Harrin
of STG found that the deletion of the notation bags and the addition of the
impact skirts had ~riously compromised the noating trim if not the seaworthiness
of the capsule.~·
After summarizing recent investigations by both McDonnell and STG engineers, Annitage and Harrin pointed out a number of unknowns and recommended
close scrutin)" of any changes to capsule ccnter-of.gravity positions to keep the
capsule within acceptable stability limits. While the model-makers at Langley
were fabricating and testing 24 new impact skirts, Astronauts Shepard, Grissom,
and Schirm practiced getting out of the capsule; it now listed at severe angles
and sometimes even capsized.· o
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During September 1960 all the Mercury astronauts began to train more
pointedly for the Mercury-Redstone mission. Early in O ctoher they gathered
their personali"led couches, pressure suits, and accessories for centrifuge runs at
the Navy's Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory at J ohnsville, Pennsylva nia. Fitted with a production handcontrollcr assembly and environmental
control system, the gondola of the centrifuge whirled each man as if he were
experiencing the calcu lated acceleration profile of the MR- 3 flight. At J ohns-ville the astronauts gained CJ(pcrience in attitude and rate cont rol, monitored the
nonnal sequencing functions, and leamed to cope with emergency conditions
like ovuaccelcration and decompression. Alan Shepard, for instance, took 10
training " fli ghts" duri ng the October session."
On September 8, 1960, Silverstein called to Washington NASA's and McDonnell's chief engineers at work on Mereury to discu1l6 plans for compressing
the Mercury-Redstone schedule by expediting the capsule systems tests and checkout procedures for capsules Nos. 5 and 7, to be flown on MR- 2 and MR-3,
respectively. Once again Silverstein asked that M cDonnell llSIign independent
systems engineen to verify all hardware installations. Especially they were to
improve the quality of capsule No.7 before the fonnal systems testing period.
This was done during October and November; for 43 days No.7 underwent
perfonnantt trials of all its systems except its reaction controls, automatic stabili"lation controls, and instrumentation and communications gear. McDonnell, Navy,
and STG liaison inspectors tried hard to meet Silverstein's Cape delivery deadline
of November 15, but two major discrepancies could not be 31lowed to pass. One
problem had been perennial: overheating DCI AC inverters. Investigations disdosed that as 1uIII;; ali thc aillbient tClllperature was kept below 165 degrees F
they fun ctioned properly. McDonnell attempled to cure this overheating problem
by replacing the honeycombed inverter sockets with aluminum shelves that doubled
as heat sinks."
The second problem was new : tin y cracks were noticed in the outer titanium
skin of the capsule pressure vessels. Samples of fractured material were scnt to
the Battelle Memorial rnstitute, an endowed foundation for applied scientific
research, at Columbus, Ohio. Battelle found that the heated "lones adjacent to
the seam welds contained an excessive amount of precipitated hyd rides, compounds of hydrogen and other dements. These impurities lowered the ductility
of the skin of the pressure vessel, increased leakage ra tes, and increased the da nger
of structural collapse upon impact. But since capsu le No.7 had the best record
of 311 in the capsule systems tests, it p.""tSSCd muster to begin ilS final factory shakedown teslS on November 21,1960. For later capsules, welding methods, \.j bration testing, and microscopic inspections we re improved, but the long-standing
"skin-cracking" problem required that the search be renewed for ways to eliminate
hydride format ions near the beads of fusion welds."'
On December 1, 1960, Jerome B. Hammack, the MR- 3 project engincer for
STG, and his assistant, J ames T. Rose, certified that capsule No.7 was ready for
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NQrmal sequence 01 events lor lofercur),-R l'dston l' flight.

its manned mission, though some 20 days behind schedule. " The writers would
like to stress that thc majority of time spent during this period was spent on
correction and rework rather than the actual CST and that every effort should
be made in the future to achieve manufacturing perfection prior to the capsule
entering CST." II
Meanwhile capsule No.2, being readied for the first Mercury-Redstone flight ,
was delivered to the Cape at the beginning of August. This flight, MR- I, was
then scheduled for launching early in October. DOIh McDonndl and STG preflight checkout crews in Hangar S worked around the clock to make ready the
maze of systems in their capsule. Christopher Kraft talked over Mercury command functions with the Redstone ]nunch team under Debus and with Air Force
range safety officer Lieutenant Colonel R. D. Stephens early in September. They
then decided to fl y the MR- I mission with the automa'tic abort system in the
open-loop mode to lessen any possibility of a nuisance abort on this qualification
Right,
On a trial basis, a smaller flight Safety Review Board for the spacecraft
( tailored after the Atlas boards by the same name ), chaired by Walter Williams
and consisting of Astronaut Cooper, F. J. Bailey, Jr., Kenneth S. Kleinknecht,
and William M. Bland, Jr., was established at the Cape to pass final judgment
during the week before the countdown on the readiness of the mission. During
the first week in October, final preparations were made to launch MR- l , and
011 the morning of October 9, 1960, an unbroken countdown proceeded to within
22 minutes of launchtime before the shot was scrubbed because of a malfunction
in the capsule reaction control systcm. G'
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By the first of November both LJ- 5 and MR- I appeared ready for launching
on November 7, 1960. But both launches had to be postponed again (the day
before the election) because of inclement weather at \Vallops Is1and and becauS(:
at the Cape a S(:rious leak devcloped in the helium tank of capsule No.2. Without helium to pressurize the hydrogen peroxide thrusters, the payload after posigrade rdea.sc might not reorient itself properly for reentry. So heavy had the workload at the Cape become that Williams decreed a maximum of 12 hours' work
for anyone person in anyone day."
The possible political significance of these launches now was S(:en by the press
and by the legislative staffs on Capitol Hill and at NASA H eadquarters. George
Low's routine report for James P. Gleason, Assistant Administrator for Congrcssiona] Relations, carefully uplained the technical reasons first for delay and then
for speedup on the launch schedules. Regarding Little Joe 5, Gleason informed
the staff director of the ~ate space committee that NASA H eadquarters was
keeping close tabs on MR-I scheduling information becauS(: of the need to
coordinate interagency activi ty, but that Little Joe'missions "requiring no major
coordination with non-NASA organizations" had always been handled on a les'l
formal basis:
You will notice thai the launch target date was delayed from October 8,
1960, to November 11 , 1960, at the time when it became apparent that the
capsule delivery ....'Culd be dela)-ed until about August I, 1960. Between
August 17 and August 31, a large number of checkout difficulties was encountered in the noise and vibration ten program. It lvas then expected that
thc capsule would not arrive at Wallops until October 5, and hence the launch
date was moved to November 16.
In the early part of September, the rate of progre.u at Langley picked up,
and the capsule was ac tually shipped to Wallops on September 27th. Nevertheless, the projected launch date was not moved to an earlier date, since
simultaneous experience with MR-l at Cape Canaveral gave every indication
that the prelaunch checkout would take longer than planned.
In actual practice, the Wallops Island checkout ran very m1OOthly. Accordingly, a new target date of November 7 was cstablished late in October.
Barring difficulties during the fmal checkout period, and assuming that the
weather will be dear and calm, the launching will take place on that date.
. . . I feel that our project cnginccTli have done an excellent job at predicting these dates; it is very seldom that ac tual datcs on as complex a research
and development program as this one have come out so close to the predicted
dates as these have."
Uoss out of sensitivity to the political winds than because the facts seemed to
warrant it, the apolitical civil servants in the Task Group sent an encouraging
status report on Project Mercury to their administrative superiors in Washington
at the end of October 1960. There were a couple of negative items: the cause
of the MA-I failure was still unknown, and the checkout lime at the Cape for
capsule No.2 for MR- I was stretching interminably, it S(:emed. On the plus
side, three capsules (Nos. 2,5, and 6 for MR- I, MR-2, and MA-2, respectivel y)
were on hand, and tWO more (Nos. 7 and 8 for MR-3 and MA-3 ) were expectcd
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at the Cape momentarily. The Mercury Control Center, a command-post building trisecting the area between the two blockhouses beside the launching pads and
the industrial hangars, was open and almost rei\dy for operations. Four preflight checkout trailers supplied by McDonnell were already in full use. Procedures Trainer No.2 was being wired to its computer banks, and the groundtest qualification program seemed almost complete.
The trac.king and communications m:lwork was essentially finished, except
for the stations at Kano, Nigeria, and on Zanzibar. The Atlas ASIS was looking
good, and with luck the first truly complete Mercury-AtJas configuration, MA-2,
still might possibly be nown during the quarter. Cost accounting for the program was still a black art, but according to STG's own estimates the summary of
funds required to accomplish the Mercury mission as defined in October 1960
approached $110 million: .,
Mercury capsules (20) ... .
Mercury boosters .............. .
Mercury network (incl. operations) ..
Mercury recovery (incl. operations) ..
Biological and human engineering ....
Development program ... .... .

548,720,000
25,429,000
18,953,000
10,573,000
1,922,000
3,928,000
5109,525,000

Total. ..
LITTLE JOE

5

VOTES

No

On Election Day, November 8, 1960, Space T ask Group and McDonnell
engineers at Wa1lops Is.land fina1ly pulled the trigger on capsule No.3, attached to
Little Joc 5. Having planned LJ-5 for over a year as the first qualification flight
of a production capsule to sustain abort- conditions at maximum dynamic pressure,
the hard-working crews were especially chagrined to see the disintegration of all
their plans only 16 seconds after liftoff. At that time the escape rocket and the
tower jettison rocket both prematurely ignited while the booster was still thrusting.
Therefore booster, capsule, and tower stayed mated together throughout their
ballistic trajectory until impact shattered them to fragments.
Whether the limit switches at the damp rings below or above the spacecraft
were at fault, or whatever improper rigging, wiring, or voltage regulation was the
cause, it was exceedingly hard to rationalitc that something was learned from this
flight failure. Spacecraft and booster continued on their arc 10 miles high and
13 miles out to sea before being mangled on impact 2 minutes later. Sa1vage
operations in waler 72 feet deep recovered 60 percent of the booster but only
40 percent of the capsule. u Extensive tests on the damp-ring problem were
conducted on rocket sleds al the Naval Ordnance Test Station at Inyokern,
California.
For well over a year Holloman Air Force Base perronnel, led by Major John D.
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Mosely, of the Aeromedical Field Laboratory, had prepared a packaged payload
with a medium-sized ch impanzee to ride the LJ-5 qualification (light. As late
as mid-July 1960, operational plannir.g still included a first-order test objective
to determine the effects of a simulated Alias abort accderntion on a chimp. The
dday in capsule delivery and a large number of checkout difficulties encountered
in late August, espttially with the booster-capsule clamp rings and pyrotechnics,
led William Bland and Rodney G. Rose to persuade Gilruth to rule out the primate
on Little Joe 5. Besides that, the second Mercury-Recistone now being groomed
for a chimp (light represented a direct confl ict in scheduling.
As disappointing as this decision was to aeromedical personnd, including
J ames P. Henry, the physician who supervised the animal program for STG, the
managers of the T ask Group fdt they could not afford to risk further ddays.
Tl)e structural integrity of McDonnell's Mercury capsule and the escape system
during that most critical time in the region of highest dynamic pressure had to
be demonstrated as soon as possible. By deJiberatdy omitting the environmental
control system and its problems, the Task Group had hoped to concentrate on
hardware dynamics, taking extraordinary precautions "to minimize premature
fi ring of any of the capsule pyrotechnics on the launching pad ." - Obviously
something-no one knew what- had bttn overlooked.
After the dismal failure of Little Joe 5, thesc bleak days for Project Mercury
became even bleaker with the discovery that the hdium leak in the capsule for
MR- I could not be fixed quickly; it would require the replacement of certain
valves and the whole hydrogcn peroxide tank. Furthermore a change in the
MR-l wiring was dictated by the poor scquence and circuitry design on Lillie
Joe 5. NASA had one more Little Joe test booster on hand. One more airframe, the last one in existence, had recently been ordered as a backup to the
next shot. On November 10, NASA Headquarters was rea!$ured that a stripped
capsule on the backup booster could fulfill the Little Joe 5 mission, "an essential
one before manned (light," probably before the end of January. And both
Mercury-Redstone 2 and Mercu ry-Atla! 2 still were considered "not beyond the
realm of possibility" for launchings in Decemhcr.: o
There was precious little in Mercury to be thankful for during the Thanksgiving season of 1960, but there was more than enough work to keep everyone in
STG preoccupied. Caldwell C. Johnson wrote F.lget a summary memo concerning the capsule's weight growth and its effect upon Atlas performance and mission
profiles. While McDonnell was conducting extensive tests of the impact skirt
situation, J ohnson and others were. worried about whether it would ever work.
In the light of later developments, the fel"T\lent over redesign at this time became
~ignificanl , and j ohnson's words grew in significance:
We have been monitoring Mercury weight growth, McDonnell's airplaneweight history and the X-15 weight versus development phase and conclude
that Mercury orbit weight by the time of manned (light will exceed 3000
1)()I;ll(h! Capsule weight du ring parachute opwing mode will be 2600 pounds;
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Rotation weight is practically as great. These increases havc a dctnmental
cffect upon orbital Insertion probability, rctrograde action, parachute opening
loads, and water stability. Thc only singlc action that will cure the problem
is weight reduction in the capsule but iUi weight growth is inexorable. II
appears that scveral separate actions an!! IIccess..u),.
J. 1o.Iayer calculates that at 3000 pounds the probability of orbit insenion
is less than 96 percent ~'en when based upon certain Atlas pcriomlance in·
creases. Furthe nnorc, the possibility of all African landing from an early abon
is wI)' real. He 5a)"$ there are some reasons to believe that Atlas weight call
be further reduced a nd greater payload capacit)· reali7ed but so far this is but
speculation, and, in an)' case, doesn't do much for the African landing situation.
Some time ago increased retrograde capability was proposed but cou ld not
be justified at that time. Tllere is little doubt that such a change is justified
now-the question is whether posigrade impulse should likewise be increased
to aid orbit insertion. It is tcmpting to combine posigrade and retrograde
systems and to utilize theJ)Topcllant a~ required by the particular Right situa·
lion. But, this is a ralher rastic change. a

MR- J: TilE

FOUR·II\CH FLIGHT

November 21 , 1960, marked the absolute nadir of moralc among all the men
at ..... ork on Project Mercury. That was the day the MR- l countdown reached
zero, and when "all we did was to launch the escape towcr."
Capsulc No.2 had been chcckcd out at Huntsvillc on July 21 and shipped
to the Cape thc next day. Thc final standard trajectory was published on
August I, and Ihc Redstone booster was delivered two da ys later. From July 23,
when thc capsule was ai rlifted to the Cape, until October 7, extensive intcmal
reworking was required. Since this was the first complete capsule to be sub·
jected to preRight chccks, it was imJX:l$ible to know precisely how long thc
checkout would take. Gleason of NASA Headquarters had explai ned these
scheduling gymnastics to the Scnate committcc staff on Novcmbcr 3:
Between October 6 and October 31, 1960, the work proceeded exceedingly
well. By October 24, for example, first mate had been completed. The rework
had been accomplished and the simulated mission and selVicing had been
carried out. Not only had none of the contingency pcriod been used up, but
preparations were actually two days ahead of schedule! It was, thcrefore,
hoped for the first time, that the working level target date might aClUally be
met, assuming that some as yet unrcsokcd electrical troubles would not cause
any real delays.
On October 31, the final mating of the capsule and booster was aCCOm·
plished. Still two days ahead of the target date established on October 7.
Therefore, it became dear, upon examination of the remaining work, that the
launching might take place on No\'ember 7. Accordingly, the Project Mercu ry
operations director requestcd range clea rance for November i and also re·
quested support by Naval recovery forces for this dale.
Because of the continuing great urgency of Projcct Mercury, and because
each succeeding launching hinges critically on the dales of previous launchings,
the selection of NO\'embcr 7 as a launch date for MR- I was the only possible
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course of actIOn to take for thc Operations director. In making this decision,
he recognized that he was merely identifying the earliest possible launch date,
and that this date might ,,('II be deJal'ed if difficulties ,,'ere 10 be encountered
during the final checkout , or if bad weather was encountered. A later decision,
on the other hand, would have been inexcusable for this might have caused
unnecessary dela)", if all went well during the final checkout period."
MR- I was on the launch table on November 7, 1960, when the helium pressure dropped from 2250 pou nds per square inch to 500 pounds in the capsule
control S)'Stem, and the mission was scrubbed again . The capsule was removed
from its booster and the hC.l t shield was removed from the capsule so that a helium
relief valve and the toroidal hydrogen peroxide tank could be replaced. A wiring
change was made to avoid a fail ure of the Little Joe variety, and electrical sequence
checks were redone as reassembly proceeded. Then, on November 21, MR- I was
reassembled and the final countdown proceeded nonnalIy, with the exception of a
one·hour hold to fix anot her leak in the capsule's hydrogen peroxide system . The
Mercury Control Center was manned for the first time. At 9 a.m. Redstone
ignition occurred precisely as scheduled.
TIle expected blas t momentarily churned the air around launch complex No.
56. But then the roar stopped as suddenl y as it had started. Watching by peri.
scope from the blockhouse, the startled engin eers saw the booster wobble slightly on
its pedestal and settle back on its fins aft er, at the ve ry most, a four-or·five·in ch
liftoff. The Rocketd yne A- 7 engine shut down, and the escape pylon zipped up
4{)(K) feet and landed about 400 ya rds away from the launch she. Three seconds
after the esca~ rocket blew, the drogue package shot upward, and then the main
chute spurted out of the top of the capsule followed by Ihe resel vc "arachute, and
both Huttered down alongside the Redstone.
Mercury.Redstone I was the most distressing, not to say embarr:l$lng, failure
so far in Project M ercury. Critics waxed unrestrai ned. Even the Redstone experts
seemed d isconcerted. n Technically it seemed inexplicable that the nonnal, instead
of the abort ejeetion, sequence had follo ..... cd engine shutdown. George Low later
that day carried STG's report to the NASA Headquarters staff on what they
thought had happened ;
Apparently, sufficient thrust had developed to Ii£! the booster at least %2
inch, thereby activating all the systems. (This would require more than 85%
of nominal thrust. ) The booster sceded back dow n on Ihe pad, damaging the
(ail fins, and perhaps the structure as well (some wri nkles are visible in the
shell ) . The reason for this shutdown is unknown- the only shutdown to the
booster could have come from the booster programmer, at the end of the
normal night sequence. Just how this programmer malfunctioned cannot be
determined without a detailed inspection.
The capsule sequence ... was a nom)al one for the type of signal it
received. A closed.loop abort sensing system would have given an abort signal
under the conditions of this launching, carrying the capsule away in a regular
off.lhe·pad aborl sequence.
At the tillle of Ihis writing, the booster destruct system is still anned, and
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cannot be disanned until the battc!)· depletion dUfIn!:;, the Illollon!;: of No\'cmber 22. Capsule pyrotechnics t including posigradc and rctrogra(le rocket) arc
a lso anned. The problem is (\lnher complicated b)' the fact that thc main
parachute is still hallging from the capsule: thus the boo~ter could be blown
o\~r in a high-wind condition. \\'e::uher predictions, howcvcr, arc good. It is
pl:umed to put the gantry around Ihc booster ill thc morning, under the
3$Sumptioll Ihat the Redstone has not shiftcd sufficiently to Iliake this impossible. This will be followed by booster an(l capsule disarming and requence
checks to detennine the cause of the failure.
The extent of dama$"e to the capsule has nO{ reI been assessed. Assuming
a mi nimum of damage, It is planned to usc the sameeapsulc, together with the
I\IR-3 booster, for the ~ fR- 1 firing. It will probably take a month before
this launChing can lake place!'

\

MR-l

Nov_ 21 , 1960
MaCUTy-Redstone I has just " blown its
dock" on Ihe launch pad, uconds allllr
IgmtlOn . A fler, 01 most, a lour -or-fiue.
inch liftoD, MR-I launched its escape
10WiIT but not the capsule. T hen 101lowed the normal flight sequence 01
parachute deployment. T hc drogue
chute is shown here deploying just after
ejection of the antenna canister. A lew
uconds later would come th e main and
reser/,Je main parachutes.
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The day aft er the MR- J attempt, Walter Burke of McDonnell volunteered to
lead a squad of men to dis.um the p)'rotechnics and umbilical cable still hanging
fire. Two days later, :.fter intensive on-the-scene invcstigations of the puzzle
presented by M R-J, Low rcported a better conscnsus of expert opinion:
The i\fR-I failure is now believed to have bcen caused by a booster tail
plug which i$ pulled out about one inch after liftoff.
It has been detennined that Ihis two-prong plug is designed so loal one
prong disconncets aboUl one-half ineh before the second one docs. This time
inte\"\'al b~ !wcen disconnec t of the first and second prongs for i\IR- I was 21
milJiscwnds.
The booster circullry is such that if one of these prongs is disconnected
prior to the other and while the booster is not grounded, a relay wi11 close
giving a nomlal engine cutoff signal. The time interval between successive
disconnects was apparently just sufficient to allow the rclay to close.
It is reasoned that Redstone missiles are somewhat lighter than the Mercury Redstone (with its extended tank), thereby giving higher initial acceleration and shorter time ime\'\'als between disconnCCI5 between the two prongs.
This shorter time inte\"\'al would be sufficient to allow Ihe relay to dose, thtU
having avoided this type of failure in the past.
Thh relay behavior could not be detected during checkout procedu res since
it will only occur when the booster is not grounded.
The above theory of failure "as ad vanced by :\farshall personnel at Cape
Canaveral and has not bccn confinlled by ~larshall-HulllS\,j]]e. It is planned
to continue tesl5 at lIullIsvilJe usinK the :\lercury-Redstone No.2 booster to
verify this hypothesis."
Within a week, MR- I was rescheduled for December 19, and MR-2 and
MR-3 had been postponed until 1961. Low informed SilvwlIein tha t "The
MR- I capsule will be used as is, together with the escape tower from Capsuk 8,
and the antenna fairing from Capsule 10. The MR-3 booster will be used
for this shOL"'~ There was no longer any question that the mating of bOClSter and
spacecraflsh ould be done at the Cape.
Physicists observing MR- J might have expected someone among the 5000
members of the Marshall Cl=nter to have guarded against the relativity of simultaneity where electrical signals we re concerned, but :\1cDonnell and Task Group
engineers dared not taunt their fellow workers on the Redstone about the cause
of the " four-inch flight" of MR- l. They were happy that the sequence system
on the capsuk perlonned perfectly, but the), too felt responsible for the failure
of the MR- I capsule to abort. Meanwhile Joachim P. KueHner and Earl Butler
at H untsville, and Ku rt Debus and Emil P. Bertram at the Cape, franti cally
drove the men of their respective Redstone-Mercury Office and Lau nch Operations
Directorate to hasten preparations for MR- It\. By mid-December 1960, the
Redstone team assured Washi ng ton that the repeat flight was almost ready:
The Novelllber 21 type cvent will be a\'oided, in thc future, by thc addition
of a ground cable suffieiemly 10llg to maintain a good ground connection until
all umbilical plugs are pulled. In addi tion, the boostcr circuitry has beell
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modified so th:l1 a cutorT signal can 0111) get 10 the capsule after 130 ~eollds
of boostcr Ihrust (normal cutorT occurs at HO secoIKls) . Before Ihat time, the
capsule can only be released from the boostCI' through an aOort signal, manuall)' gi\'cn from the grotlnd.l>
Minor additional improvemellts were made to the capsule systems, a revised
master operational schedule was issued, the t\lerwry ground control optrations
team was brought up to full strength. and Jerome Hammack, STG's RedSlOne
proje-ct engineer, along I,ith Paul C. DonneJl~, the i\fcreury-Redstone tcst conductor in the blockhouse. worried through each day, hour. and minute before
December J 9.
MR-IA:

SUBORBITAL QUALITY PROVE1\"

Early ill the morning of December 19, winds of 150 knots aloft in the jet
stream required a 40-minute hold. During the countdown another solenoid valve
in the capsule's hydrogen peroxide system had to be replaced, necessitating a recycle of the count by one hour. So it was 45 minutes before noon when the
dramatic final 10 seconds of countdown for MR- lA occurred. This time there
were no fouls. The 83-foot ~lcrcur)"-Redstone a~mbl) was cheerro on-"Go!
Fir, bird! Go! "· as it lifted off, burning brightl~ for 143 5econds to a velocity
(slightly high ) of 7120 feet per second at cu toff. With this impetus, MR- IA
coastro on up to 131 miles, its maximum altitude, then noscd over while the bolts
in the mating-ring exploded as planned and the booster and its payload partro
company. The capsule behaved ptrfectly in its attitude control and came down
along its predestined trajectory to impact 235 miles from Cape Canaveral, 18 miles
beyond the desirro target Impact POIOt.
A P2V aircraft pilot Si' W the capsule descending on its parachute at 4000 feet ,
and about 35 minutes after launch a Marine helicoptcr from the aircraft carrier
Vallty Forge retricved the capsule, and returned it secure to the night deck of the
carrier within 48 minutes from launch. This time Low elatedly reported to
Glennan that "the launching was an unqualified success." a
The Goddard Space Flight Center computers, both men and machines, performed admirably in making their fint " real-time" impact prediction. On the
Valley Forge sailors crowded everywhere topside. Visual inspections of the
capsule by a NASA recovery inspection team revealed no d:lmage except a crack
in one outer la~'er of glass in one capsule porthole.
Exuberance was obvious in the post launch reports of the various participants.
Howard C. Kyle, the capsule communicator, said, "Except for a few minor discrepancies during the countdown, all equipment appeared to oJX:rate nonnaJly.
Technical support was universally superb." Teewyn Roberts, the flight dynamics
officer, wrote, " All communications checked A. OK. Data selection loop had
some noise, but intelligible communication was possible at all times." Henry E.
Clements, a captain in the Air Force and network status monitor, reported all
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MR-IA
Oec. 19, 1960
M r rcury-R cdstollt lA, th e repeat /light to M eTcury-Rt dslOII C I , was succtssfuUy under/oken 28
days lalcr, all December /9, 1960. Th e dectrical
gro und cablt that had couud th e failure of
MR- l had bllen length ened. Here, during loxi"g for a /light readitltss lest, frost shows all. the
ro cket and steam on lite grolHl d. Slighl oueracce/eralioll of bolh this Qlld the MR- 2 boosler
cau sed an extra R edstone flight 10 be inserted in
th e M I' TCury schedule. Tlt e recovered spacecraft is shown below th e doya/t er the flight ot IIle
Capt being inspccted by ChaT/IS J. Donlon (teft) ,
R obert Gilruth , 11IId Mlfxim e Foget ; it ca me
through the brief {l ight in excelil'nt condition.
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iru;trumcntation ":\. O K ," with few discrepancies. One notc of caution was
entered by Stanley C. White, the MercuT) Control Center night surgeon:
The accelcl1nion as.sociated with the rcent!)' exceeded by at [cast I g the
calculah.-d \·aluc. If a similar o\'enhoot occun with the new profile being
proposed on future MR Rights, we arc reaching the point where the astronaut
has demonstrated jnabilit), to stay alert and to keep up with the events. The
eOIl\C<Juenee of this aberration from predicted should be discussed before the
new profile is acccpted. a
Later. whcn the mo\';cs from the onboard camera were de\'e1oped and shown,
clean-room engineers and wo rkers saw the necessity for still higher standards of
cleanliness. Washers, nuts, and wire clippings came out from hidden niches and
fl cmted frccly arou nd the cabin during the weightkss period. But otherwise,
the M ercury team felt the pendulum of luck beginning to swing back in their favor
al the end of 1960. They were proud of Ihe Christmas gift represented by the
demonstration of suborbital capabilit), of the hardware in MR-IA.
Perhaps the most significant result of the Little Joe 5 and MR- I failures was
a profound reexamination among the managers of Project Mercury of their original
design philosophy. Warren Nonh reported to Silverstein at Headquarters on
December 6 Ihe results of a series of discussions among field hands on the subject
of man·machine integration:
During the week of Novcmber 27, MC$SfS. Gilrulh, Williams, ~ ( at hews,
Preston, Bland, Ricker, Fields, Roberts and others conducted a major review
of the capsule and booster sequence logic in an effort to detennine what impro\"ements could be made to pre\-Cnt incidents such;u occurred duri ng Little
Joe.') and MR-1. Also in\'oh-ed in the week long series or discussiOIl5 al Cape
Canaveral were key personnel from McDonnell (including Burke). Convair,
Marshall, and Aerospace.
As a result of operational experience, it was apparent that some of the
original design philosophy should be changed, especially insofar as the role of
the pilot is concerned. It has becomc obvious that the complexity of the
capsule and booster automatic system is compounded during the integralion
of the s}'stems. T he desirability of avoiding, for manned missions, a direct
link between capsule and booster SYSIClllS, is therdore being studied. For
example, the Little Joe-type failure would be a\-crte<! by the use of an open
loop manua!ly controlled abort system. Similarly, the escape tower would
not have jettisoned during the l\ IR-l launch attempt if this had been a manned
fli ghl with manual control over the escape rocket and capsule sequence
system.'·
Meanwhile Ihe Atlas, the basic vehicle to propel Mercury into orbit, also was
undergoing its most critical examination. A special ad hoc technical investigating
committee, established on December 19, 1960. composed of both NASA and
Air Force personncl, and headed by Richard V. Rhode or NASA Headqua ners
and Colonel Paul E. Worthman of the Ballistic Missile D ivision, was ordered
to investigate the reaso ns why the Atlas had fai led so often on NASA launches.
Called the Rhode-Worthman Committee infonnally, the dozen members, rep-
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rescnling all concerned organizations, looked carefully at three recent failures in
the Atlas-Able series of lunar probes, at MA- I, and even at Big Joe, hoping
to prevent another fiaxo. Since the conferees at the last major coordination
meeting, on November 16, had issued a Icst program summary reviewing MA- I
and subsequent action, the Rhode-Worthma n group began with those inconclusive
records and a set of 12 agreements on launch conditions for MA-2. Paul Purser
and Robert E. Vale flew to Los Angeles the day after Christmas to defend STG's
po;ition on MA- I and to expedite Convair's construction of a "quick-fix " solution for MA- 2 and its fabrication of " thick·skin" Atlases for suhsequent Mercury
flights. Other members of the committee distrusted the origin:.l design for the
" quick fix," which was in the form of a "belly band," or girdle. to strengt hen the
interface art.""! around "station 502" on the Atlas booster, where the adapter ring
for the capsule nested against the lox dome. Later the d~nting committee
members supported a rev~d version of the fix after a number of their suggestions
had been integrated. Both Chamberlin and Yardley had suggested the "belly
band," but Hohmann disagreed. On December 3 1, 1960, Purser warned
Charles Donlan, back at Langley Field, that ST G and Convair might be overruled
by Aerospace. STL. BMD, and NASA Headquarters representatives. As it turned
out, on the second day of the new year Rhode scnt a message to Seamans at NASA
Headquaners th at recommended great caution regarding the decision to incorporate the "quick fix," as many of the committee felt that it added uncertainty and
possibly a new set of hazards. If so, MA- 2 might havc to wait three to six months
more for a "th ick -skin" Atlas from the fa ctor)',"'
The ycar 1960 ended in suspense for the Mercury team. The Soviet attempt
u ll DecclIIlJcl" 1- 2, 1960, to orbit and retrievc two more dogs from space had, as
the Soviets admitted, ended in cremation for " Pehelka" and " M ushka" when their
attilUde control system failed at retrofire and their vehicle, Karabi Sputnik liT,
burned up on reentry from its rathcr too shallow orbit. T o appraise the meaning
oC the flight of the Soviets' third man-sized spaceship from available information
was exceedingly difficult. Obviously the Soviets were close to the day when
they eould put a man into orbit, but the similar failures of their first and third
"cosmic ships," on May 19 and December 2, respectively, had made the question
" How close?" highly debatable."
On December 5, a member of the Soviet Academy of Science, G. Pokrovsky,
had extolled the "socialist systcm," in spite of its failure to recover Pchdka and
Mushka, and OOasted that " we arc on thc threshold of manned space flight, and
the first man to be in space will undoubtedly be a Soviet citizen." That same d ay,
Time magazine had bemoaned "Lead-Footed Mercury" and ridiculed Wernher
von Braun's calling MR- I "a little mish:.p" : " Project Mercury's latest failure,
third in a TOW, just alxlut evaporated the last faint wisp of hope that the U.S.
might put a man into spaee before Russia does," A New f ork Tim es editorial
agreed with that evaluation and advised the new President-elcct to persevere:
"The fir:st man in space will not be the last, and after the tributes have ~n paid
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to that first man and those "ho made his feat possible the more important question
will arise of what man can do ill space lhal is "orth the immense cost of putting
him there." S~
Although there was some cxultation in the United States after the success of
l\lR- IA on Dccemlx:r 19, the public seemed to scnse, without an)' deep under·
standing, a difference of sc\'eral orders of magnitude between Soviet space night
t~ts and American qualification flight difficultics.
Wilhin the Space Task Group,
NASA, and the l\lefeur)' team, technical understanding, sometimes divorced from
political intuition, appeared to butlress the hope that an American manned bal·
listic flight into space might slill precede the substantially morc diffic ult manned
orbital flig ht around Earth. ~ I anncd space fligh t was a name for a series of ficfd
cvents in the space olympics. Although the odds were with Ihe Soviet.s to win thc
marathon of the first orbital circumnavigation, perhaps Mercury might win the
suborbital sprint.
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Tests Versus Time in the Race for Space
(JANUARY-APRIL 1961)

O

N January 3, 1961 , two yurs and three months after it was formed, the
Space Task Group officially became a separate, autonomous NASA field

clement charged with the conduct of Project Mercury and an)' other manned space

flight programs that might follow it. 'Ine Task Group, now composed of 667
~opk, was stiJllocated physically on the Hampton Roads side of the Langley Air
Force Base and was supported by the Langley Research Center, but now the
administrative marriage of STG with the Goddard Space Flight Center in Beltsville,

Maryland, was annulled.'

The Mercury team had not yet managed to launch a

manned rocket, but neither apparently had their Russian counterparts. The
United States still had a good chance to place the first man in space, at least for
five minutes. Tne Soviet lead in orbital flight tests argued heavily against the first
manned satellite being American, but to score first would still be some consolation.
In only three years and three mOnlhs since Sputnik I, the Soviet Union and
the United States had launched into space a total of 42 vehicles, 38 of which were
Earth satellites, three were solar satellites, and one was a lunar probe. The box
score in the "space race" between the United States and the Soviet Union was 33
to 9 in fa vor of the home team, as far as publicly successful space launchings were
concerned. But wilh only nine acknowledged launchings the U.S.S.R. had
hoisted some 87,000 pounds (as opposed to Ihe U.S. lotal of 34,240 pounds),
the Soviet" had hit the Moon and photographed its backside, and they had
recovered two dogs from one E<lrth orhital flight. Of the 33 American space
launches, only three had been done by NASA launch vehicles and crews. Of
the remainder, 24 had been launched by Air Force rockets, five by Army boosters,
one by the Navy. In contrast to the responsibility for launching these 3 1 Earth
satellites and two solar satellites, the credit for building Ihe instrumented payloads
was spread more widely; the Air Force counted 15 successes, the Army and Navy
four each, and NASA 10 spacecraft. Already thc complexity of accounting
properly for mankind's successful satellite and space probe projects was reaching
formidable proportions.'
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On January II, 196 1, three Soviet tracking ships were reported moving into
the central Pacific once again. The next day, in his final State of the Union
address, President Eisenhower commended the young space administration for
its "startling strides" and "real progress toward the goal of manned space nights,"
After listing all the successes of American instrumented payloads in space, Eisenhower said:
These achicvements make us unquestionably preeminent today in space
exploration for the bettennem of mankind. I believe the present organizational arrangements in this area, with the revisions proposed last year, are
completely adequate for the tasks ahead."
.
At this same time, President-clect John F. Kennedy announced that Jerome
B. Wiesner of the Massachusetts Institute of T echnology, who had chaired the
Democratic science advisory committee for the campaign, would become Ihe new
Presidential special assistant for science and technology. And with this announcement Kennedy released most of a special report made to him by Wiesner's committee of nine campaign advisers on the state of the Nation's security and prestige.
A political document, the "Wiesner Report" called for a sweeping reorganization
of the national space program. It was critical of past leadership and direction,
and it called for more effective use of the National Aeronautics and Space Council,
better coordination with the Department of Defense, stronger technical management, and a closer partnership with industry. On top of all this came the uncorroborated ncws that an Anny officer had told a seminar of almost 500 civilian
and military participanL~ that the United States had good evidence that at least
one and probably two Soviet cosmonauts had been killed in unsuccessful attempts
to orbit a man during rremier Khrushche v's visit to tlu; Ulliled State; ill September
1960.'
I NTE RREC:-: UM

On January 16, 1961, Presidcnt Eisenhower delivered his annual budget
message to Congress, asking for amendments to the Space Act of 1958 and
referring to Project Mercury with far less confidence than he had shown five days
earlier:
In the program for manned space flight, thc reliability of complex booster,
capsule, escape, and life-support components of thc Mercury system is now
being tested to assure a safe manned baHistic flight into space, and hopefully
a u,a,,,,,,J ud);l<ll flight, in calendar year \961. Further testing and experimentation will be necessary to establish whether Ihere are any valid scientific
reasons for extending manned spaceflight beyond the Mercury program.~
Members of the Space Task Group and nf the Mercury team at large could
take little comfort from the fact that this speaker was an outgoing President, for
they also knew that the incoming Prcsidelll·s scientific policy adviser had been
quite critical of the "marginal" 1\lercur)"-Atlas program. Regarding "man-inspace," the \Viesner Committee had said:
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We arc rapidly approaching the lime whell the state of technology will
make it possible for man to go out into space. It is sure th:H as soon as this
possibilil)' exists, man will be fompelled to make usc of it, by the same motivcs
that have compelled him to tr.l\'el to the potes and to dimb the highest moun·
taiM of the earth. There arc also dimly pe~eivcd military and sciemific
missiolls in Simfe which lIlar Pl'o\'c to be \'cry importam.
By having placed highest national priority on the !\le~ury program, we
have strengthened the popular belief that man in spaee is the mOSt important
aim of our non.milital)' space cfTort. The manner in which this program has
beell publicizcd in our press has further crystalli7_cd such belief. It exaggerates
the \'alue of that aspect of space activity where wc are less likely to achieve
success, and discounts those as/letts in which we ha\-e already achieved great
success and will probablr reap urther successcs in the flJtllrc.~
When the managers of NASA and of STC, a few days later, became aware
of the carlicr, longcr, confidential \'crsion of the Wiesner report , they wcrc re·
minded of l\{ereury's tenuous standing as an urgent, but not an indispensable,
"crash" program . If thc ~ should fail 0 11 their first attempt to place a man in
sp.1ee, or to put him in orbit, or to recover him from orbit, they not only would
s,1crificc a human life but create a national humiliation. Mercury managers had
alwa}"S been acutely aware of these portents, but the low status of Mercury in real
and rumored polie~ papers made these da}"S darker than ever. Wiesner's Com·
mittee recommended that Kennedy not allow " the present Mercury program
to continue unchanged for more than a "ery few months," and that he not "effecti\'cly cndorse this program and take the blame for its possible failures." Above all
clsc the Wiesner Committee recommended that:
lVe llwuld l lop adverluinl! ,lferruT'J' as QIH major objulil'c in space acliv·
ilirs. Indeed, we should make an effon to diminish the signifICance of this
pro~ram to its proper proponion before the public, both at home and abro.1d.
We ~hould find effective means to make people appreciate the cultural, public
sen·ice, and military imponance of space acti\-lties other than Sp3CC tra\'eI!
Next to Mercury, the Wiesner group \\as most critical of the Nation's booster
program, particularly of the inability of United States rockets to lift heavy pay·
loads into space. Measured by rocket thrust, Russian superiorit y continued
unchallenged. Profound criticism was levelled at the Atlas, which was now
truly operational as a weapon system, bot which had failed signally in its five most
recent tests as a launch \'ehicle for NASA paylo.1ds. Wiesner's committee reeom·
mended vigorous study of the Titan missile as an alternative Mercury launcher,
but ST C had already studicd and rejected the Titan as a launch vehicle.'
Whereas there seemed 10 be threats of cancelb tion or modification of Project
:-.tercury from all sidc.', the :-'Iercury teammates knew from their ]\'{R- IA expe·
rience of December 19, 1960, that nothing succeeds likc success. While some of
them carefully but hurri edl~ made ready for :-'IR -2, others jU.~1 as dcspe ratcl~
sought to ensure the success of ~ I A 2.
Tn moments of respite fr olll ib hectic pace, STC cou ld ~e three essential tasks
that had to be performed \\ ithin a matter of weeks if the Task Group was to
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be kept together and fun ctioning. First was the necessity to send a chimpanzee
on a successful Redstone flight. Second was the need to qualify the McDonnell
capsule and all its systems by a LitlIe Joe flight under max q conditions similar
to the worst possible Atlas abo rt. Third, but perhaps most important, was the
imperative need to test and prove as soon as possible the Mercury-Atlas combination, even if only on an elemcntary ballistic flight. "
The admittedly "hasty" Wiesner ~port was received by the press with mixed
reactions. According to the Washington Post, the study was tacitly adopted by
the Pn:sidenl-elect when he naml'!d Wiesner, simultaneously with its release,
Chairman of the Presiden t's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC ) for the new
ad ministration. Aviation Week s.,id that Kennedy had rejected the committl'!e's
advice to rl'!vamp or scrap Ml'!rcury and that he had decided to risk receiving thl'!
bl:lme jf the first manned shot fa iled. To Roscoe Drummond, a syndicated
columnist, the Wiesner n::port read like "a melange of observatioru based on superficial study." Drummond was highly critical of the entire political transition,
noting that T. Keith Glennan had departed from Washington on Inauguration
Day, January 20,196 1, leaving NASA headless, since noone had yet bttn named
as his successor. Hugh L. Dryden, too, had resigned in accordance with protocol,
but he remained on hand until he should be relieved . Drummond further
charged that no Kennedy representative had consulted NASA to study the workings of the agency nor had any Kennedy official read or listened to briefings that
had been prepared for the new leaders by outgoing Administrator Glennan and
his staff.'o
In this time of transition NASA officials expected a stronger challenge to the
civilian space agency's sphere of influence from the military, perhaps supported
by some defense industry contractors. Part of the "military-industrial complex" against which Eisenhower had warned in his farewell address seemed
to be lobbying to shrink NASA's function to that of the former NACA-applied
rt:scarch and development t:ngineering." The retiring President also had
warned against the domination of science by the needs of the Federal government
and against the domination of public policy by a "scientific-technological elite."
On tht: other hand, the editors of Aviation Week had expressed alarm several
times over NASA's tendency toward enlargement of its own technical bureaucracy
and as;imilation of other space research organizations." Whetht: r or not there
was actually any "powt:r struggk" among the Air Force, Army, and Navy over
the spoils from a stripped NASA, any such fears of the Pentagon were premature
while the Mercury-Redstone attempt to fly and recover an "astrochimp" was still
IXnding.
For some time, NASA had endured attacks from va rious eminent American
mt:n of science. The Wiesner report both reflected and encouraged such attitudes. Vannevar Bush, James R. Killian, and George B. Kistiakowsky were all
long since on record as considering manned space flight a technological [u;>;:ury
that ought not to Ix: allowed to eclipse more urgent scientific necessities. Even
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within NASA, some scientists would have reallocated rcsourcc=s for manned
space efforts beyond Mercury so as to give more fu nds a.nd priority to instrumented, more purely scientific. resea.rch flights."
Such political opinions of scientists to a large degree had been translated
into official policy under the Eisenhower administration, whose last budget recommended a manned space flight research and development cut of $190.1 million
from NASA's requc:st for fiscal rear 1962 of $1,109,600,000. The Bureau of the
Budget in January allowed a total NASA request of $919.5 million, only $114
million of which was earmarked for manned space flight, including Project
l\Iercury. Some $584 million was requested for military astronautics within the
total $41.2 billion request for the Defense Department's budget. H Surely this
contrast in fund ing carried significant meaning.
The criticisms of NASA and its struggle for money in Washington were serious
enough, but of far greater concern to the civil servants, contractors, and servicemen working with NASA and STG was the problem of " Mercury-rating" the
Atlas. Since the unsolved ~ tA- 1 d isaster at the end of J uly 1960 had been blamed
on, but never isolated in, the interface area where the capsule and booster
were mated, both the Air Force and I'\ASA shared uneasily the respomibility
for finding preventive medicine before MA-2 could be launched.
The Wiesner Committee apparently had been unaware of the Rhode-Worthman Committee, established on December 19, 1960, four days after the explosion
of the Atlas-Able 5-D Moon proble. NASA and the Air Force, acutely aware
of Wiesner's activity, were pressuring the high-Ie\'el investigating committee of
seasoned engineers to find solutions to the interface problem. NASA Headquarters was very much concerned by the poor performance of the lighter-gauge
Atlas modified for NASA launches and by the inability of STG and the Air Force
comp1e.x to pinpoint the reason for the MA- I failure. Richard V. Rhode, NASA
Headquarters' senior structural engineer, was sent to California to press for a
solution. The Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, under Major General O . J .
Ritland and Brigadier General H. W. Powel1, likewise had appointed a senior
technical officer, Colonel Paul E. Worthman, to work with Rhode as co-chairman.
During the last week of December 1960 and tile fi rst week of January 1961, the
12 members of the Rhode-Worthman Committee met continuously at Convair/
Astronautic; in San Diego and a t the Air Force Bal1istic Missile Division in Los
Angeles. One of the objectives of this meeting was to find a majority agree·
menton the diagnosis for MA-I and the prognosis for MA-2. Paul E. Purser and
Robert E. Vale, representing STG, with the aid of G. L. Annstrong of Convair,
argued that a "quick-fix belly band" could be effectively used to reinforce the
structural strength of the " thin-skinned" Atlas. Specifical1y they had in mind
Atlas No. 67-0, which had been at the Cape since September, being prepared
for mating with capsule No.6 for the 1o.1A-2 launch. On the other hand, Bernhard A. Hohmann of Aerospace urged strengthening the adapter ring. James A.
Chamberlin forthwith had redesigned the fillets and st ringers in that casing also.
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Because a "thick-skinned" Atlas--one whose upper conical sections would be
made of stainless steel app roximately .02 instead of .01 inch in thickness, costing
thereby an extra 100 pounds in weight-could not be finished and shipped to the
Cape berate late March 1961, the Rhode-Worthman Committee finally, but not
unanimously, agreed not to wait for a replacement booster. NASA assumed
the risk of a messy technical and political situation in the event of failure, and
the Air Force agreed to make every effort to pu~h MA- 2 through the region of
maximum aerodynamic and political stress as soon as possible. Bul precisely how
to do this still remained debatable."
New band stiffeners in the adapter ring, some 20 extra accelerometers, strain
gauges, pressure sensors, and mandatory operational restrictions for mild weather,
winds, and complete photographic coverage, plus the use of the impro\'ised truss
or corset, called the "belly band," for MA- 2, were alJ included in the interim
report of the Rhode-Worthman Committee, issued on January 19, 1961 . The
joint team effort required for these decisions, said Purser to Rhode, "admittedly
has not always been easy, but we believe it has worked. 'Resolution of conflicts of technical judgment' has been ac hieved by mutual discussion and education rather than by manager edicts." If. The reluctance of Aerospace and
STL representatives to acce pt the " belly band" truss was symbolized at first by
their use of the invidious metaphor " horse collar" to describe it. So apt and
fitting was the " horse collar" in distributing the load of max q over the Atlas
airframe that all parties accepted the nickname and the hardware by midFebruary. M eanwhile work proceeded frantically in laooratorics and wind
tunnels at Ames and at Tullahoma, T ennessee, to provide all the information
possible through simulated conditions before subjecting this "quick-fix" to a
flight test. But there was great drama and suspense in the technological preparations for the vitally important launching known as Mercury-Atlas 2."
Now that Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson, an early advocate of a strong
space program and slated to become the new chairman of the strengthened Space
Council, promised energetic leadership among the countervai ling powers in
Washington, the aerospace community waited impatiently to hear who would be
named the new NASA Administrator. Kennedy assigned J ohnson this task of
selection. Considering Johnson'S long-standing imerest in space matters, many
observers had supposed that the selection would be made soon after the election
and that the designee might be a member of the Wiesner Committee.'" But the
case was not so simple. The problem seemed to be one of settling on qualifications
and then find ing a man who would agree to preside over an agency with an uncer'
tain future. The risk of becoming a political scapegoat was great indeed. The
Wiesner report stipulated that one of the prerequisites for a member of the Space
Council was that he be technically wcll-infomled, and this requirement would
apply also to the NASA Administrator. But whereas a university scientist with
engineering and executive experience might meet this qualification, Washington
and management experience also was essential."
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Kcnned y remarked at a press conferencc, five days aftcr his inauguration,
that the NASA Administrator should be chosen by the end of the week, thcreby
dcAttting newsmen's attention to the Vicc-President for the name of the new
Administrator. J ohnson, in turn, received suggestions from his former Congressional colleagues on the space committees, and Wiesner called to Washington
the man who accepted the post. On February 2, 1961, Senator Robert S. Kerr,
Democrat from Oklahoma and Johnson's successor as chairman of the Senate
Committee on Aeronautical and Spacc Scicnces, presidcd at the confinnation
hearings on the nomination of James Edwin Wcbb.
An experienced business hcad of numcrous corporations, a lawycr, Director
of the Bureau of the Budget from 1946 to 1949, and Under Secretary of the
Dcpartment of State from 1949 to 1951, James E. Wcbb also had been a directnr
of the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and a reserve officer and pilot in the
Marine Corps. Although his background was not that of a scientist, he was
widdr known in gO\·cmmental and industrial circles for having worked with
scientists on committees and with engineers as a director of such organizations
as Educational Services, Incorporated; the Oak Ridge Imtitute of Nuclear
Studies; Sperry Gyroscope Company; and as a trustee of George Washington
University.:IO
Webb's appointment as NASA Administrator came as a surprise to those
who expected onc of the Wiesner Committee to be chosen. A few critics said
that he lacked the technical background nece>sary to attract scientists and eminent
engineers to NASA and that his nominatiOfl was a result of Senator Kerr's inAuence. But Wiesner supported and the Senate confinned Webb's nomination
after Webb severed all his business connections with McDonneJl Aircraft. His
active interest in science suggested that Webb would strivc 10 keep a balance
between science and technology in space activities. His governmental and
executive experience promised that he could work well with the Bureau of the
Budget and with the aerospace industries to promote NASA's interests. Webb's
intellectual interests in public administration and international affairs indicated
that he might become instrumental in achieving international agreements to
prevent space from becoming a new theater for conllict in the cold war. Indeed,
Webb's supporlers felt certain that he actively would invite the Soviets to cooperate in American space exploration proj«ts, a proposal that Kennedy had
made notable in his inaugural address."
With a vigorous new Administrator as its spokesman, and with the reconfirmation of Dryden as second in command, NASA quickly regained confidence
regarding the scientific, budgetary, and military-industrial obstacles to its manned
space Aight program. In facing the military, Webb had the support of Representative O\-erton Brooks, chainnan of the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics. Early in 1961, Brooks became the first highly placed government
official to lambaste the presumed campaign to build, at the expense: of NASA,
a stronger military space program."
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By the end of January 1961, the t«hnical outlook for Project Mercury was
much improved. The end of the qualification flight teas was in sight, if only
the Little J~, Redstone, and Atlas boosten would cooperate. First priority was
to make su re the Mercury-Redstone combination was preparttl for the fint
manned suborbital flights. Now, according to the progressive buildup plan, the
reliability of the system requircd demonstration by the second Mercury.Redstone
(MR-2) flight , with a chimpanzee aboard, as a final check to man·rate the
capsule and launch vehicle.
Preparations for thc MR- 2 mission had begun long before the actual flight.
Between manufacturing the capsule and flight readiness certification, several
months of testing and reworking were necessary at the McDonnell plant , at
Marshall Space Flight Center, and at Cape Canavcral. Capsule No.5, designated for the I\-fR- 2 flight, had been ncar the end of its manufacturing phase
in May 1960. When it was completed, inspccton from the Navy Bureau of
Weapons stationed at St. Louis, in cooperation with STG's liaison personnel at
McDonnell, watched it go through a spccified series of tests, and the contractor
corrected all detected deficiencics."' After capsule systems tcsts and factory acceptance tests, capsule No.5 was loaded into an Air Force cargo plane and
shipped to Marshall Space Flight Center on September 3,1960. At Huntsville,
Wemher von Braun's team hurried through its checkouts of the compatibility
of capsule No.5 with Redstone booster No.2, and had finished well before its
16-day time limit."' On October 11,1960, the capsule arrived by air at the
Cape, where the first checkout inspections, under the direction of F. M. Crichton,
uncovered mort discrepancies, raising to 150 the total of minor rework jobs to
be done. Because of the complexities of the stacked and interlaced scven miles
of wiring and plumbing systems in the Mercury capsule, however, each minor
discrepancy Ixcame a major cost in the time ncccs.~ry for its correction. Check·
out work in Hangar S required 50 days for systems tests and 60 days for rework.
The capsule designated for the first manned space flight, No.7, also had arrived
at the Cape for preflight checkoutS, but the launch \·chicle for MR-2 was delivered to the Cape b)' air freight on December 20,1960, the day after MR- IA
was launched. It too had undergone cxhaustive reliability testing in the shops
and on the stands in the hills wcst of Hun tsville, Alabama. When Joachim
P. KueHner, representing von Braun, transferred the MR-2 booster to Emil P.
Bertram, representing Kurt H. Debus' Launch Operations Directorate, their
confidence in this particular booster of the "Old Reliable" series was high but
not towcring.:.!
Using thc "quick-look" c\')dence from the MR- 1A flight , Marshall guidance
engineers stt about correcting the conditions that had made the trajectory too
steep and accelerations too high. MR-IA had climbed to its programmed
apogee of about 130 miles and landed 235 miles downrange, and high altitude
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winds had carried it too close to the range borders. Range safety restrictions
dictated that a launch vehicle must get out and away from the Cape as soon as
possible. For these reasons, Walter C. Williams, STG's Associate Director for
Operations, agreed with H. F. Gruene and Kuellner that the MR-2 trajectory
shou ld be flattened. An apogee of 115 miles on a downrange distance of 290
miles should be well within the allowable safelY limits. Gruene and others
calculated that this trajectory would still provide almost five minutes of weightless flight and a reentl)' deceleration of 10 g. Since this g load was slightly
less than that desired by STG, Williams had to use his best persuasion during a
series of consultations on the reentry loads to get ?o.hrshallto match the 12·g median
reentry load by moving the engine cutoff time ahead to assure such conditions.
At the same time, the range safety officer felt that the designated 105-degree
launching azimuth was uncomfonahly close to the shoreline. Williams, Charles
W. Mathe....s, and Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., hdd out against a requested change to
a llJO.degree azimuth, because they wanted to minimize pilot retrieval time in
case of an abort. To this STG later acceded, in exchange for its point on the
12-g reentry load; Marshall added a timer switch that would cut off the ignition
if the accderometer cutoff signal should fail before fud depletion.:·
Capsule No.5 contained several significant innovations. There were five
new systems or components that had not been qualified in previous flights:
the environmental control system, the attitude stabilization control system, the
live retrorockets, the voice communications system, and the "dosed loop" abort
sensing system. Capsule No.5 also was the first in the flight series to be fitted
with a pneumatic landing bag. This plasticized fabric, accordion-like device was
auached to the heatshield and the lo....er pressure bulkhead; after reentry and
before landing the heatshield and porous bag were to drop down about four feet ,
filling with air to help cushion the impact. Once in the water, the bag and
hcatshield should act as a sort of sea anchor, helping the spacecraft to remain
upright in the water. Chronic problems with wave-induced fatigue of the fabric bag led STG and il.fcDonneli engineers to concentrate on the harness linkages
inside. After the Big JD(! ablation flight test in September 1959, STG had
decided to use on the Redstone Rights, simply because they were on hand, the
expensive beryllium heatshields that had first been ordered for orbital reentry.
Since the anticipated reentry temperature would reach only 1000 degrees F,
the beryllium shields were not necessary as heat sinks, but they sen'ed as readymade
impact bumpers. Temperatures on the conical portion of the spacecraft might
approach 250 to 300 degrees F, but, compared with about 1000 to 2000 degrees
for an orbital mission, the ballistic flights should be cooP'
Publicity once again focused on the biological subject in the MR-2 experiment.
The living being chosen to validate the environmental control system before
committing a man to flight was a trained chimpanzee about 44 months old.
Intelligent and normally docile, the chimpanzee is a primate of sufficient size
and sapience to provide a reasonable facsimile of human behavior. Its average
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response time to a given physical stimu lus is.7 of a second, compared with man's
average .5 second. Having the same organ placement and internal suspension
as man, plus a long medical rescarch background, the chimpanzee chosen to ride
the Redstone and perroml a lever-pulling chore throughout the mission should
not on ly test out the life-support systems but prove that h~\'er.> could be pulled
during launch, weightlcs.~ne~, and reentry.i'1
A colony of six chimpanzees (four female and two male), accompanied by
20 medical specialists and animal handlers from Holloman Air Force Base, when:
the "astrochimps" wcrc stationed and trained, mO\'ed into quarter.> Ixhind Hangar
Son janu:,ry 2, 1961. There the animals became acclimatized to the change
from the SOOO-feet altitllde in New Mexico to their sea level surroundings al Ihe
Cape. Scparaled into two groups as a precaution against the spread of any
contagion among the whole colony, the animals were led through exercises by
their handlers. l\lereury capsule moekups were installed in cach 01 the
compounds. I n these, thc animals worked daily at their psychomotor perfonnanee
tasks. Dy the third week in january, 29 traini ng sessions had made each of the
six chimps a bored but well-fed expert at the job of lever-pulling. To condition
the chimps to respond properly, they received hanana pellets as rewards and mild
electrical shocks as punishments.'"
Although recovery procedures had worked well unti l now, recovery operations for ~IR-2, carrying life into space from the Cape rather than from Wallops
Island, dem:tnded extra carc and attention. So STG provided the Navy with
thc detailed requirements, and the Navy again assigncd Rear Admiral F. V. H.
Hilles to command thc recovery forees. Under Hilles were several task clements.
One, located on the beach ncar the launch pad, consisted of numerous amphibious
vehicles and sel'eral helicopter.>. Should an abort occur ncar the pad, thesc
vehicles on the scene would pick up the pieces. Offshore the next rccovery
perimeter was covered by a small naval vcsscl, the Opporlune (Auxiliary Recovery
Ship 41). The largest recovery unit, the one in the anticipated landing area,
consisted of six destroyers and a landing ship dock ( LSD ) with three helicopters
on hoard. If the capsule were shot !>e)"ond the c.xpected impact an:a, an air
w:overy unit consisting of four P2V aircraft from jacksonville, Florida, would
go into action ....
STG's man in charge of recovery oJXrations was Roben F. Thompson, a
Navy vcteran who once had hccn first licutcnant of the deck crew aboard a
destroyer and who by now had coordinated STG's recovery requirements for
over two years. Through Walter Williams, Thompson asked the Na\'~ to
provide for the recovery personnel participating in the exereise and to take along
photographers and public in formation people as well. Thompson assigncd
Donald C. Cheatham to brief the n:l\'r1l crews from Charloton, South Carolina,
on postnighl procedures for removing the biopaek and primate from the
spaeecraft. 31
According to the "Master Operational Schedule," a guidebook prepared by
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Debus' e:..perienced staff, a simulated or dress rehearsal flight must always be
conducted three days before launch. For this esercise, the countdown started
only 180 minutes before "launch ," when Comples 56, Pad 5, the site of all the
Mercury-Redstone bUll che~, switched on the power to all systems in the Redstone.
The team training of thc launch crew, e"en for the old Redstone, required thousands of coordinated actions and easy familiarity by each of the 70 or so members of the blockhouse crew, by cach of the 100 men in the Mission Cont rol
Center, and by each of another 100 people around the launch site to get a flight
off the ground. While the booster was ready for mate with the capsule as scheduled in mid-January, the capsule was not ready, and the simulated flight test
was carried out on January 27 for a "mission" that bsted 455 minutcs.:I1
One of the procedural safeguards de"eloped in the effort to man·rate the
Redstone was the "split.count;' with a bllilt-in hold in the countdown cheek list.
The cOllnt began at 640 minutcs before launch and stopped for a rest period
390 minutes short of liftoff time (T ) . At 640 minutes the complex went on
critica l power and the prescribed sylltems checks wcre started , the communication
networ),; readiness was verified, range equipment was checked, and the launch
\·ehide telemetry was tuned. At T minus 390 minutcs all systcms were secured
fo r the standby period so that the crew cou ld rela:... This "split.count" became
a standard p:'lrt of manned preflight operations.
Berore the second half of the count bcg;m, on the following day, the booster
was again supplied its elcetrical power, the escape rocket igniter was installed but
not connected, the liquid o:..ygen trailer truck was mo\cd into position, weather
forecast and range clearances were checked, and the iJoo5ter guidance and control
battery safety wire:; were iw.tallcd. \Vhell the l:UUllt Wit:> u;lIumcd at T m.inus 390,
there were still :It least 330 specific jobs to be performed or functions to be
validated before liftoff.
The launch plan for the MR-2 mission followed closely all of the foregoing
preparations, with cach cvcnt preplanncd and budgeted on the schedule. Many
new systems were being qualified and, with the chimpanzce aboa rd, thc control
systems had to operate in the automatic mode. The operations directive for
~IR-2 specified that in case of an unduly long hold, the test would be:. canceled
at high noon to avoid the risks of a recovery in darkness. u
Telemetry was to be all·important for thc MR-2 mission. For that purpose
twO transmitters "'erc installed in the capsule, providing eight channels of information to ground stations. These included three aeromedical channels to transmit
pulse, respiration rate, and breath-depth infomlation. The other channels carricd
information on structural heating, cabin tcmperatures, pressures, noise, and
vibrations from 90 different points throughout the spacecraft."
All six chimps in the colony \,'ere accorded cqual !reatmenl until the day
before the flight, when James P. Henry of STG and John D. Mosely, the veteri·
narian from Holfoman, had to chOOSl! the test subject and his substitute. First
the animals \,·erc~ given a physical examination, and thcn they were each checked
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on sensors, the psychomotor programmer, and consoles for comparative ratings.
The competition W<lS fierce, but one of the males was exceptionally frisky and in
good humor. A female W<lS selected <IS his alternate. At nineteen hours before
launch these two animals were put on low-residue diets, fitted with biosensors,
and checked out in their pressuri:.ted couch-cabins. Seven and one-half hours
before the flight a second physical examination was given, followed by more sensor
and psychomotor tests. About four hours before launch, the two chimps were
~ui ted up. placed in their couches, and brought aboard the transfer van, where
their environmental control equipment was attached. The trailer truck arrived
at the gantry alongside MR-2, and there, an hour and a half before the scheduled
launch lime, the chimpanu:e named " Ham," in honor of Holloman Aerospace
Medical ~nter, still active and spirited although encased in his biopack, boarded
the elevator to meet his destiny.u
At sunrise on January 31, 1961 , feverish preparations were underway in the
community around Launch Complex 56. Walter Williams was directing opera·
tions for the third time from the newly completed Mercury Control Center.
Supponing him were some 500 men from NASA, the military services, and
industrial contractors. Key supervisors included the recovery force commander,
range commander, launch director, capsule test coordinator, Hight director,
Atlantic Missile Range coordinator, network status monitor. range ~fety observer,
and director of mcdical operations.·~ About 5 o'clock systems checks were
progressing well, and Tecwyn Roberts, flight dynamics officer, reported that the
command checks were all working "A. OK."" Communications checks were
the same, with the exception of the Goddard link from Mercury Control on the
data selection loop, and trajectory checks and displays appeared to be in order.
The broken link with Goddard, discovered well before the flight, was cleared and
the data selection loop restored. Although the weather was threatening and
five-foot waves were reponed in the recovery area, the sttond half of the countdown began at 7;25 a.m. After the count had progressed 20 minutes, the first
trouble of the morning appeared with a report that a tiny but important electronic
inverter in the cap~ule au tomatic control system was overheating. Nevertheless,
at 7; 53 Ham was inserted into the spacecraft, and the dcar-the-pad signal hom
was sounded.
A few minutes after Ham went abo.'\rd, the inverter temperature began to
rise again, causing several more holds. As the wait won:! on, Christopher Kraft,
the flight director, sought advice about Ham's ability to endure a long hold.
William S. Augerson, medical monitor in the blockhouse, assured Kraft that the
animal was all right. Ham's suit temperature: remained in the comfortable
mid.60s, while the inverter temperature was at least thret times that hot. Eventually the inverter cooled to 150 degrees F, and the count was resumed at 10;45.
As soon as the power was turned on again, the inverter temperature shot up again.
So another cooling.off period was called until 20 minutes before noon, when it
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was decided that now or never was the time to go today. The countdown had
been delayed almost four hours because of the hot inverter, but there were some
other minor problems as well. The gantry elevator got stuck; too many people
took too long to clear the pad area; checking the environmental control system
required 20 minutes longer than planned; and the booster tail-plug cover flaps
were jammed for a while. n
At last, five minutes before high noon on the last day of January 1961, MR-2
ignition occurred and liftoff of the Redstone followed in less than a second. As
the launch vehicle rose, a transistorized television camera mounted externally
near the top of the Redstone scanned the surface of the capsule and adapter ring
to provide engineers with bird's-eye data on the flight behavior of the spacecraft
when it blasted away from the launch vehicle. Computers sensed one minute
after launch that the flight path angle was at least one degree high and rising.
At two minutes, the computers predicted a 17-g load. Then, 137 seconds into
the Right, the liquid oxygen supply became depleted, and in another half second
the engine shut down according to the new timer-programmed plan. The dosedloop abort system on the Redstone sensed the change in engine chamber pressure
upon depletion of the lox supply and fired the capsule escape system earlier
than planned, within another half second. The abort properly signalled the
expected Mayday message to the recovery forces, and they sped off toward a
computed impact point farther downrange.~~
The high flight angle, coupled with the early abort, added 52,000 pounds of
thrust for one second, and yidded a maximum velocity of 7540 feet per second,
against a planned 6465 feet. The retrorockets jettisoned prematurcly when the
tower aborted, which meant that the spacecraft on reentry would not be artificially
slowed down and therefore would gain still morc downrange mileage.· o
An unexpected and nearly ultimate test of the chimpanzee's air circuit arose
just before the abort, 2 minutes and 18 seconds into the flight, when cabin pressure
dropped from 5.5 to I pound per square inch. This'malfunction was traced
later to the air inlet snorkel valve, a device that was spring-loaded to the closed
position and held in place by a small detent pin. Apparently vibrations had
loosened this pin and allowed the valve to open, as it was intended to do only
after the main parachute opened on descent toward a water landing. Ham did
not suffer, for aithough cabin pressure was lost, his couch pressure remained
nominal, and suit temperature stayed well within the 60- to 80-degree optimum
range. But the open valve caused problems aftel' the capsule splashed."
Because of overaceeleration of the launch vehicle plus the added energy of
the escape rocket, a speed of 5857 miles per hour was attained instead of the
4400 miles per hour planned, resulting in an apogee of 157 miles rather than the
charted liS. At its zenith Ham's spacecraft was already 48 milcs farther downrange than programmed, and Ham endured the weightless state for 1.7 minutes
longer (6.6 minutes total) than the 4.9 minutes scheduled. He landed 422 miles
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downrange after a 16.5-minute flight; the pn::planned figures called for 290 miles
and 14.25 minutes. His peak reentry g was 14.7, almost 3 g greater than
planned.'z
How did Ham fan:: through all this? The physician in the blockhouse, William Augcrson, reported that at liftoff he was stable and working his levers perfec tly to avoid the punishment that came from inattention. AI waist level in
the chimpanzee's couch was a dashboard with two lights and two levers thai
required two pounds of effort 10 depress. Ham knew well how 10 stay comfortable
by avoiding a series of electrical shocks. Each operation of his rig ht-hand lever,
cued by a white warning light, poslponed the next scheduled shock for IS seconds.
At the s,1me time, the animal had to push the left-hand lever within five seconds
after a blue lighl flashed, about every two minutes, in order 10 avoid another series
of shocks to the soles of his feet.
Ham performed these tasks well, pushing the continuous avoidance (right )
lever about 50 times and n::ceiving only two shocks for bad timing. On the discn::te
avoidance (left) lever, his score was perfect. Reaction time on the blue-light
lever averaged .82 second, compan::d with a preflight performance of .8 second.
Ham had gone from a heavy acceleration g load on exit through six minutes of
weightlCSl!nCSl! and to another heavy g load on reentry hardly missing a trick.
Onboard cameras fi lming Ham's reaction to weightlessness also recorded a surprising amount of dust and dcbris floating aro und inside the capsule during its
zenith. The cleanliness problem still was not licked.n
When Ham's capsule touched down , about 12 : 12 p.m., no human being was
in sight. Some 12 minutes later, the first electronic recovery signal from the
capsule was Jttcived, and quick triangulations showed that the capsule was
about 60 miles from the nearest r«overy ship, the destroyer Ellison . Some 27
minutes aftcr landing, T echnieian G. T. Bcldervack, aboard a P2V search plane,
sighted the capsule floating upright alonc in the Atlantic. Reckoni ng that the
Ellison would n::quire at least two hours to n::ach that point, STG officials decided
to request the Navy to dispatch its helicopters from the next closest ship, the LSD
Donner. Wh<:n the helicopters arrived on the scene, they found the spacecraft on
its side, taking on waler, and submerging. Wave action after impact had
apparently punished the capsulc and its occupant severely. The beryllium
h<:atshield upon impact had skipped on the water and bounced against the capsule
bottom, punching two holes in the titanium prcssun:: bulkhead. The plastic fabric
in the landing bag had worn badly, and the heatshield was tom free from the
spac<:craft belon:: n::covery. After the craft capsized , the open cabin pressun::
n::licf valve let still mon:: sea water <:nter Ihe capsule. When the helicopter pilot,
First Lieutenant John R. Hellriegcl, and his copilot George F. Cox, finall y latched
onto and picked up Ham's spacecraft at 2:52 p.m.. they <:stimate<i then:: was
about 800 pounds of sea water aboard." After a dangling RighI back to thc
Donner, the spacccraft was lowered to the deck and nine minutes later Ham
was out. H<: appean::d to be in good condition and n::adily accepted an apple and
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MR-2
Jan. 21, 1961
Mercury_RedstOll e 2, laullched January 21,1961, had tIll' Chl/llpa/lul! Ham tJs 02
passenger, At left, H am COIl templates the psychomotor test lelftrs III his s/Ucial
"biopack" couch prior to the {liglr/. At right, James Clzamhcrfill (feft ) and j1!101l1t:
Hammack look at the spacecraft UPOIl ill fetUrI! to the Cape the !allolt-int: day. Th e
landing bag (bottom) had been badly damaged and 1111: hea/shield tom free when
the spouuaft was recovered by the helicopters 01 the U.s.S. Donner. I m/Mcl/.t'lU'
probably responsible lor th e punctured prcsslue hulkhc(ld, bUI tlu land;n!: bag was
more 1iA;~ly mangled by Ih " fatigue 0/ wa,,<'1 aelion IU the capsule bobbed bilfo,s pidup.
This led to a gTtal deal of lilli-minute redevelopment be/ore the first manned missicI/_
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half an orange." Ham had functioned like a normal chimpanzee in his flight
into space. Could homo sapiens do as well?
Ham's flight on MR-2 was a significant accomplishment on the American
route toward manned space flight. Now the Space Task Group knew that even
with some hazardous malfunction it might reasonably hope to complete a manned
ballistic mission successfully. Ham's survival, despite a host of harrowing mis:chances over which he had no control, raised the confidence of the astronau!S
and the capsule engineers alike. Except for an intensive effort to redesign the
harness and impact attenuation system inside the landing bag, an exhausting final
"quick-fix" led by Rodney G. Rose and Peter J. Armitage of STG, the Mercury
capsule and all its systems seemed ready to carry man into space. Since overacceleration had occurred in both the MR-IA and MR-2 missions, however,
the booster engineers responsible for "Old Reliable," Wernher von Braun and
Joachim KueHner, Kurt Debus and Emil Bertram, neither shared STG's optimism
nor yet were satisfied that their launch vehicle was man-rated.<6
MA-2: TRUSSED ATLAS QUALIFIES THE CAPSULE

So long and anguished had been the time since July 29, 1960, when the first
Mercury-Atlas combination had exploded out of sight overhead, that members
of the Mercury-Atlas launch tcam from STG were most eager to try to fly MA-2.
Laboratory and wind tunnel tests of the "belly band," or "horse collar," in late
January were practically prejudged as offering no ill omens. On Inauguration
Day, January 20, 1961, Robert R. Gilruth, Charles J. Donlan, Williams, Maxime
A. Faget, Mathews, \Villiam M. Bland, Jr., and Purser had attended an important
meeting of the STG senior staff to decide what to do about MA-2. The preliminal)' recommendations of the Rhode-Worthman Committee were reconsidered; after more technical talks STG decided to accept the risk and
proceed with the trussed Atlas for MA- 2 if top NASA management could be
persuaded. While a speedup of the flight schedule leading to the orbital mission
and of plans for a program to follow after Mercury's manned IS-orbit mission
were being discussed at length, the STG senior staff advised NASA Headquarters
that MA-2 could wait no longer."
A few days later the basic mission directive document appeared in its third
revised edition; in turn it was superseded by a fourth edition and by a technical
information summary. At the end of January, Robert Seamans and Abe Silver·
stein of Headquarters accepted Gilruth's STG recommendation to fly MA-2.
Before the middle of February preparations were complete. NASA had become
convinced, but the Air Force was not sure MA-2 should fly yet. This was a
hazardous and complex decision, shared by a number of people in Washington,
at Langley, S1. Louis, Los Angeles, and San Diego'" On February 17, Seamans
called Rhode at Convair, asking his technical judgment as to MA-2's chances
(or success with its "belly-band fix." Rhode replied that MA-2 was structurally
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MA-2

Feb. 21 , 1961
Mercury-Atlas 2 ( right) featurl!d tilt
"horse (o llar" or "belly band," an 8·

inch·wide slcel corset /0 strengthen th e
illurface area between this last of thc
thin-skinned Atlo.us and the adaptu
ring on th t spocuraft . Below, M cDonnell arid NASA. officials Ch fll at tilt

loundl sile: left to rigllt, John Yardley.
IVol/tr Burke, and jamn S. Aff:;Do",u:U,

Jr ., all of IohDonn ell Aircraft Corpora.
tion; Wernntr vo n Braun and Kurt
Debu s 0/ NASA.'s Marshall Cenler.
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ready wi thin acceptable wind velocities at launch.'" George M. Low reported
to the new Administrator, James Webb, that MA- 2 was scheduled for launch on
February 21 at 8 a.m.:
Atlas 67- D wili be the launch vehicle for this test. This is the last of the
"thin·skinned" Atlases to be used in the Mercury program. It differs frpm the
boostcr used in the MA- l test in that the uppe r part of the Atlas has been
strengthened by the addition of an 8-ineh-wide stainless steel band. This band
will markedly decrease the stres~cs of the wcl.d l~ate~ just below the a.dapter
ring 011 top of the Atlas; the high stress regIOn IS shifted by about 8 IIlches,
to a point where the allowable stresses are considerably higher. In addition to
this strengthening of the top section of the Atlas, the bracing on the oxygen
vent valve, which fits into the top of the Atlas tank, has been changed. The
ada pter between the Atlas and the capsule has also been stiffened .

•

•

•

The Atlas will be cut off prematurely at a velocity of abou t 18,000 fect per
second . The resulting trajectory will yield. the most sc\·cre reen try conditions
that could occur du ri ng an abort in an orbital launching.""
Webb and Seamans, pressed by Air Force worries over the technical, political, and
public effects if MA-2 should fail , decided to trust the judgment of Rhodc and
GiJruth and to hack NASA's commitment 10 accept all the blame if the worst
should happen. Timely decisions by NASA had been required to permit deployment of the recovery forces to maintain the scheduled launch date.
There was so much concern over the Atlas-Mercury compatibility problem
that many people almost forgot the fi rst of several first-order objectives for the
capsule and its booster. That was to test the integrity of the structure, ablation
shield, and afterbooy shingles of the capsule for reentry from the most critical
abort situation. A second first-order objective required the Atlas abort sensing and implementation system (ASIS) to be operated "closed-loop" on the
Mercury-Atlas configuration for the first time. But because MA-2 had already
been made into a Federal test case, with the President, Congress, and top echelons
in the Pentagon and NASA Headquarters vitally interested in its outcome, the
engineers at the working levels were more a nxious than ever to make this one
go. Its specific results were politically less important than its general appearance
of success.
The preflight checkouts had ticked off nicely the last several days before cap·
sule No.6 was to undergo its ordeal. And spirits were rising with the Sun on
the morning of February 21, 1961. The Mercury crew for launch operations
was much the same as that for MR-2, hut just as Atlas was a n entirely different
ve hicle from the Redstone, so was its military/ industrial launch operations crew
quite different. From the factory in San Diego had come most of the senior engineers in the Mercury booster program office, including Philip E. Culbertson,
Charles S. Ames, Howard Neumann, Joseph A. Moore, and Richard W. Keehn,
as well as the &"\me machinists, wclders, and test supe rvisors who had made the
" horse collar" work in bench and tunnel tests in California. At the Cape they
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worked alongside the executive agent for Mercury-Atlas launchings, the 6555th
Aerospace Test Wing of the Air Forcc, and with Thomas O'Malley and Calvin
O. Fowler, who had the industrial responsibility for actual launch operations of
the Atlas. The Air Force Ballistic Missile Division rep~ntatives, Lieutenant
Colonel R. H. Brondin and Major C. L. Gandy, together with Aerospace engineers Bernhard Hohmann and Ernst R. Letsch, were also on hand, watching final
preparations to make this "bird" fly. Their special concern with the design and
implementation of the chief reliability componem of the Atlas, namely the abon
.»'Stem or "ASIS," also brought Charles Wilson and J. W. Schaelchlin of Convair/ Astronautics, and D. R. White of Space T echnology Laboratories, into the
blockhouse of Launch Complex 14 on this special morning. John J. Williams
was the Mercury-Atlas test conductor presiding therc.
Engineers and workers at lower levels in Ihe industrial and military hierarchy
were beginning to call all these senior men "tigers" and to speak of them collectively as "tiger teams." They weTC Ihe senior designers and the old-line
specialists on Atlas subsystems who came out to the launch site to help the field
engineers actually doing the work of final prcparation for a launch."' Walter
Williams and Christopher Kraft, in the Mercury Control Center about three
miles southwest of the beach-side launch pad, watched the lights turn green one
by one as the gantry backed away and "laxing" commenced about 7: 30 a.m. The
weather was perfect at the Cape, but 1200 miles downrange in the recovcry area
there were scattered squalls, which delayed the launch for one hour. Outside
the Control Center that day stood Gilruth, Low, and Major General Ritland of
the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, waiting and watching for the liftoff.
Each had prepared press releases in his pocket making this shot a NASA "overload" tCSt in case of failure.
MA-2 roared off its pad at 9: 12 a.m., and for the next 2 minutes the tiger
teams and the managers of Mercury hardly dared breathe. An audible sigh
of relief spread through the Control Center and blockhouse about one minute
after liftoff, when it was announced that the "horse-coJJared" booster had gone
through max q intact and was accelerating. At that point, said Low, "Gilruth
became a young man again." Telemetry verified "BECO" and the staging of
the booster engines, escape tower separation, a good trajectory, capsule separation, capsule retrofire attitude, retrorocket firing, and retropackage jettison."
Capsule entry attitude looked excellent at the time tracking and telemetry were
lost, because of extremc range, about 9: 22 a.m. Three minutes later, lookouts
aboard the uprange dcstroyer Greene reported observing the reentry of both
capsule No.6 and Atlas booster No. 67-0.
The capsule passed directl)' overhead and was lost in the sun at 09:37.
Reentry was clearly visible and the capsule could be seen ahead of the boostcr
tankage. The capsule was not glowing but a distinct smoke trail was seen
streaming behind it. The booster tankage was glowing \"ith an intense \"hite
glow. Several fragments appeared to be traveling along with the tankage
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and tumbling at a high rate. One of the ship's observers tracked the reentry
on a gun mourn and indicated a separation distance between the capsule and
tankage of .so mils when it passed overhead."
The landing shi p dock Donner, almost at the center of the 20·by.4(}.milc
elliptical dispersion area, also sighted the reentry but lost sight over the horizon
northeastward before the parachute descent. Within to minutes, however, radio
signals from the sarah beacon pinpointed the floating capsule's location, and
helicopters were dispatched to pick it up after only 24 minutes in the water. It
was returned to the LSD less than one hour after launch.
MA-2 was a magnificent flight, "nominal in nearly every respect." This
second mission followed a flight path essentially the same as that for MA- I.
The Atlas.Mercury compatibility problem had been resolved, the sequence system for the booster·capsule combination had worked perlectly, and the tracking
and real·time data transmission had given immediate and excellent impact prediction from the computers at Goddard to thc control centers at the Cape and
on Bermuda and to the recovery forces at sea. The capsule. was in e.xtremely
good condition, its ablation he.atshie.ld being charre.d no worse. than that for Big
Joe,· its afterbody shingles neithe.r burne.d nor warped. The Space Task Group
was pleasantly surprised to find the jettisoned antenna canister and to learn, even
more surprisingly, that the "mousetrap" aerodynamic destabilizing flap had
not, as expected, burned away.'"
At a press conference later that day, Gilruth beamed as he: announced that
this was "a very successful test" that "gives us new confidence in the integrity
of the: system, although I would like to caution you all that there are still a number of critical tests that have to be made before we oonte.mplate manned orbital
fligh!." Asked if a man could have survived this flight, Gilruth said yes. When
asked whether this flight also would aid the Mercu ry-Redstone program, Gilruth
again gave an affirmative amwer, stressi ng the identical nature of the capsule
c.lectrical, power, abort, and parachute systems. The Earth-fixed maximum
velocity of the MA-2 capsule had been approximately 12,000 miles per hour,
the highest velocity achie:\"ed by a Mercury launch since: Big Joe had demonstrated
the boilerplate model of the Mereury concept. As a capstone for this happy
occasion, Gilruth read a statement announcing that three out of thc seven astronauts, namely "Glenn, Grissom and Shepard, in alphabetical order," had been
.selected to begin concentrated preparations for the initial manned Mercury space
flights. The nominees had known about and been in training for thelr missions
5ince January, but most Mercury engineers did not know who was assigned to
which flight. "
WH.EN I s A VEHICLE MAN-RAn;o?

As soon as they had recovered from their jubilant celebration after the MA-2
night, the men respomible for Project Mercury at NASA Headquarters and in the
Space Task Group looked east and west to sec where they stood in the race to
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th~ first man
F~bruary 12, two

into spac~ . Th~ Sovicts had announc~d, on F~bruary 4- and
more uruuccessful attempts, with heavy Sputniks IV and V, to
launch interplanetary space probes to Venus. These were impressive attempts
by instrumented vehicles to achieve scientific firsts, but they apparently had no
direct relationship to any immediate manned space flight. It had been three
months since the failure of Sputnik COlmic Ship No.3 on December 2, 1960.
At the end of February 1961 , the Soviets' open record of two failures out of three
attempts with their prototype manned spacecraft made it appear that they were
having as many technical difficulties as the Americans were.
During the last week in February, therefore, the international space race:
sceme:d to have cooled. At home the rdiability of the Redstone was very much
at issue. It was at this juncture that the von Braun and Debus Mercury-Redstone
teams presented to NASA Headquarters the results of three intensive reliability
studies that they had made at Marshall since the overacceleration of MR-2 had
given Ham such a rough ride. The first of thcse three separate probability studies
was based on 69 Redstone and Jupiter flight histories; the second was based on a
mathematical model using a reconstruction of the flight record of all components
and subsystems of the Mercury-Redstone ; and the third was a still more refined
reliability study using adjusted values for the human factor and system design
improvements. T ogether these studies yidded confidence figures that " led MSFC
to the opinion that the Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle reliability was in the
range of 88 percent to 98 percent probability for launch success and crew survival,
respectivdy." ·· While President Kennedy, Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara, and Administrator Webb were learning their executive empires and
were instituting a thorough review of the Nation's space program, Dryden,
Seamans, Silverstein, and GiJruth accepted von Braun's insistence to postpone
the first manned flight and to insert an exira Redstone booster test into the Mercury
flight schedule.· t
Whereas the Space Task Group had been elated with the pcrlonnance of
Ham in spite:: of difficulties with the capsule and the booster on the MR-2 flight
the last day in January, the von Braun te::am at Marshall and the Cape had
undergone an anguished period of reappraisal during the first two weeks in
February as they trie::d once again to cxplain the "chatter" in thc guidance system
of their Redstone rocket. On February 6, Debus recorded in his daily journal
his position with respect to the readiness status of the booster to be used for the
first manned flight: "At least onc unmanned shot must be obtaine::d with flawless
perlonnance of the Mercury-Redstone mission booster flight, or at least no
major shortcoming must be discovered in the vehicle system." Eberhard F. M.
Rees, von Braun's Deputy Dircctor for Research and Development, concurred
and so infonncd von Braun. The next day Kuettne::r drew up an elaborate memo
for internal usc:: in deciding what should bc Marshall's te::chnical recommendation
on whether to man the next Mercury-Redstone flight. In a cove::ring note,
put
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Kuettner explained the situation to von Braun ,"' and concluded that he ~rronally
would not advise calling a halt yet.
On Monday, Febru ary 13, 1961, Gilruth, Williams. Faget, Jerome B. Hammack, G. Merritt Preston, and Kenneth S. Kleinknecht of STG, along with
John F. Yardley and R. L. Foster of McDonnell, met with the von Braun group
at Huntsville to decide on "man or no man" for MR-3. By that date Debus
had provided KueHner with a list of 10 weak links, both in the hardware and in
procedure, that needed correction before MR-3. The Marshall engineers incorporated their numerical guesswork into a "priority list of weak spots" that
itemized seven major component problems, five minor component discrepancies,
and six procedural difficulties still under study in mid-February."
As Kuettner expected, political and medical considerations in the final decision
.' to launch the first manned flight elevated the final choice to NASA Headquarters
in Washington. Gilruth, his Redstone project engineer. Hammack , and the rest
of STG were satisfied with the "quick fixes" made by Marshall and ground tested
alter MR- 2. Certainly the seven astronauts felt impatiently ready to go. But
von Braun and Debus reminded the Task Group of its own original ground rule
for reliability : no manned flight would be undertaken until all parties responsible
felt perfectly assurtti that everything was in readiness. Marshall engineers
doubted that the difficulties encountered on the MR- I A and MR-2 misliions would
have endangered a human passenger. But they were committed to scrupulousnw
in their reliability program, too, and during the last week in February there wert
still seven significant modifications to the Redstone hoosier that seemed to require
another unmanned flight test. So during this last w«k in February, Robert SeamalU, Abc Silve~tein, and Robert Gilruth acquit:ICed in the demalldsofManha.ll
Space Flight Center to insert one more Redstone flight into the Mercury schedule.
The fateful decision was made to postpone MR-3, the fint manned flight, until
April 25 so something then called "MR- 2A" could be inserted for a launch on
March 28. On March 3 there seemed little question of the technical wisdom of
this decision, although there was extreme sensitivity about the time set for the
launch and about its possible public consequences. to
Marshall undertook to correct everything and asked STG only to provide the
payload for the additional mission. Neither the Task Group nor McDonnell had
an extra production capsule, so the boilerplate modellha. had been used 0:'1 Little
Joc-1B in January 1960 was refurbished and sent to Huntsville for the first
mating with Redstone booster No.5. Instead of the nonnal designation for the
second try at an unfulfilled mission, MR- 2A was renamed "MR- BO" (MercuryRedstone Boo5ter Development ). Gilruth and company made no plans either to
separate the capsule from the launch vehicle or (0 recover the remains. MR- BD
was left primarily to von Braun and Debus. while STG turned most of its attention
to Little Joe 5A. Only the operations team from STG would participate in
manning the Control Center. As Marshall and the Cape made ready this flight
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with the booster that had formerl)' been designated for the third manncd suborbital training flight ( MR-5), they were unaware that the Soviet Union was
making ready another series of heavy Sputniks."
On March 9, 1961, the U.s.s.R. announced it had launched into orbit its
fourth cosmic ship, or Korabl Sputnik IV, weighing some 4700 kilograms
(10,364 pounds) and containing a dog passengcr named Chernushka. When thc
dog was recovered, later that day, the Soviet recovcry rccord suddenly became
two out of four tries, and NASA saw the possible consequence of its MR- BD
decision. Outside of NASA, the implications were by no means clear. The
newspapcrspace race continued unabated .
In a highly publicized letter, Representative Overton Brooks wrote to President
Kennedy on March 9, 1961, of his concern over military and trade journal reports
that the space program might veer toward military control. Brooks thought the
Wiesner report had implied this, and he knew of a special PSAC investigating
committee of scientists, called thc "Hornig pancl" after its chairman, Donald F.
Hornig. This group, charged with an overall review of the manned space program, had just finished spending the first four days of March traveling around
investigating Project Mercury. Brooks reminded the new President that the
intent of the Space Act of 1958 was to ensure that control of space research
remain in civilian hands so that resulting information and technological applications would be open for the benefit of all enterprise, both private and public.
Too much information would become classified, he said, if the military were
preeminent in space research, development, and exploration. Brooks askal for
and received Kennedy's reassurance that neither he nor Wiesner had considered
subordinating NASA to the military.·'
With Kennedy's affirmation of NASA's leadership role and its iO-year plan
for space research, de\'elopment, and exploration, Administrator Webb concentrated on the scientific criticisms and budgetary deficiencies of the agency.
Program priorities and the funds necessary for them were taken up first. Webb
found that most of his staff and field scientists were enthusiastic about getting
on with advanced manned space exploration beyond Mercury. They wanttd
largt boosttr dtvelopmcnt and manntd spacecraft and space Right development
leading to txploration of the Moon. Webb also learned that thc scientific community outside of NASA was not so disenchanted with manned space Right as
somt had supposed. Lloyd V. Bcrkncr. a geophysicist and chairman or the Space
Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences, championed tht cause of
NASA programs. Berkner and Hugh Odishaw had just edittd an anthology,
Science in Space. autmpting to garner tht support of many disciplines for an
expanded space program. OJ
On March 13 and 14, Adminislrator Webb and his chief litutcnants began
a new series of annual presemations to Congress justifying thtir financial re:quests
for the coming fiscal year 1962. Abe Silverstein, spurred several times by Chair-
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man Brooks of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, departed from
his prepared text on the progress of Mercury to explain the MR-BD decision in
connection with the imminent first manned mission into space:
1 don't know whether you heard our briefing here several weeks ago in
which we pointed out that this Redstone booster traveled 400 miles out when
it should have gone 293, and went to an altitude of about 150 miles, when it
should have gone to 110. These were due to some booster malfunctions. We
have tracked these down and we intend to go ahead and make changes in the
booster so that we have better control of it. We are not about to operate
with a booster that is as sloppy in perfonnance as that."'
Several days later in a speech before the American Astronautical Society,
Administrator Webb publicly stated that NASA's program should be expanded
to include more scientific space exploration." The effort of NASA management
to get White House ap proval at this time for post-Mercury manned flight and
basic funding for booster development was to prove of historical importance.6G
On March 22, President Kennedy called Webb, Dryden, and Seamans to meet
with himself, the Vice-President, and key White House staff to review the need for
supplementing the NASA fiscal 1962 budget. As a result a $125.76 million
increase was approved for NASA."' In the mind of the general public, unaware
of these deliberations on an accelerated space program, NASA was thoroughly
identified with Project Mercury and attention was pointing toward the first
manned mission in the near future.$!
LJ-5A

STILI. PREMATURE

"The purpose of the Little Joe SA," began the technical information summary
document issued for this flight on March 6, 1961 , "is to qualify the Mercury
capsule, escape system, and other systems which must function during and after
escape at the combination of dynamic pressure, mach number, and flight path
angle that represent the most severe conditions that can be anticipated during
an orbital launch on an Atlas booster." Using McDonnell's capsule No. 14, the
Little Joe flight test engineers at Wallops Island were behind schedule and eager
to improve on the Little J oe 5 test, which had failed on Election Day in 1960.
The premature ignition of the escape rocket motor, followed by the failure of
the capsule to separate from the booster, still remained unexplained. It had
made the prevention of such a recurrence one of the unstated Ii.rst-order test
objectives of LJ-5A. Using another of the beryllium heat-sink heatshields, two
Castor and four Recruit rocket motors in the booster, a special backup retrorocket
system, and much better instrumentation, William Bland and his crew from STG,
together with John C. Palmer, the Wallops Island range director, also hoped to
get better data on the capsule's structural integrity and on its sequential, landing,
and recovery systems.$9 The close simulation that Little Joe 5A should have with
the Mercury-Atlas configuration was shown by the following table: 70
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Time ($Ce.) ..... .
Max. q (p.d.) .... .
Mach numlxr ...... .
Flight path angle (deg) .....
,\lti tude {ft)... . ...

LJ-jA

,tf"cll'r AlltJJ

344
972

60
973

1 .52
486°
30,960

'58
56.4°
34,300

On Saturday, M arch 18, 1961, aher a four-hour dday caustd by checkout
problerru, Little J oe 5A roared and soared up from the beach at Wallops Island
at II minutes before noon. The takeoff looked good, but 20 seconds later and
14 seconds too early the capsule escape rocket again fired without the capsule.
Warun North described this flight graphically:
At 35 sc<:onds the nonnal abo rt signal released the capsule damp ring. A
single retrorocke t, which was installed as an emergency separation device,
received a premature firing signal at 43 seconds. The dynamic pressure at this
point was 400 psf- ten times as great as dyna mic pressure at apogee where
emergency capsule separatio n should have taken place. The capsule tumbled
immediatdy upon separating and narrowly missed the booster as it decelerated.
The retropack and escape tower were inadvertently jettisoned or torn off as
the capsule tumbled. Apparently the centrifugal force and/or the escape
tower removed thc antenna. ca.nister, deploying both the main and rescrve
parachutes. The capsule descended on both parachutes which were only
slightly damaged durmg high q deployment."
Postflight analyses showed that both LJ- 5 and LJ- 5A had failed primarily
because of structura l deformations near the damp rings that fouled the electromechanical separation systems.
The impact bag on Little J oe 5A was deplored by its barostat at 10,000 feet.
The capsule drifted 10 miles on both its parachutes and finall y splashed down
18 miles from the launch site, almost twice as far as planned. On top of that,
the parachutes fell unreleased O\'er the capsule as it floated in the water, thereby
preventing helicopters from recovering it ; a Navy salvage ship made the pickup
an hour later. The capsule was in fairly good condition, with only one shingle
damaged from its ordeal, and parachute loads six times higher than expected
had caused no significant damage to its structure.
Spectacular but disappointing had been this tcst. The primary objective of
qualifyi ng a ~1ercur}" capsule during a maximum-q abort had to be rescheduled
four weeks later, utilizing the last Little J oe booster. Capsule No. 14 was
cleaned up, repaired when:: necessary, and furnished with another set of sensors,
instrumentation, and telemetry for the reOight coming up, the seventh in the
Little Joe series and for that reason called prematurely " LJ- 7." The postlaunch
report for LJ- SA summarized the reason for rena ming the last Little Joe Hight

LJ- 58 ,
Analysis of data show that the escape· rocket motor fired prematurely and
priOL" to cap~ule release, thus precluding accomplishment of most of the firstorder test objectives. The premature ignition was apparently cau5Cid by un·
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scheduled closure of at least h,O of the capsule main damp nng limit switches.
Operation of a capsule backup s)"stem b)" ground command .separated the
capsule from the booster and released the tower, making it possible for thc
parachutes to deploy. The main and reserve p3rachutes were deplo)'ed simultaneousl)" under very 5Cvere fligh t conditions and enabled the capsule to make
a safe landing. However, in spite of the descent rate of 60 percent less than
nonnal, the heat shield caused some damage upon recon tact. Examination
of the reco\ered capsule showed that it did not sustain an)" structural damage
sufficient to preclude its rapid refurbishment for another flight test.'"
There wa~ no time for marc contingency planning if the United States hoped 10
orbit a man before the end of 1961. But for the moment the question in STG was
not what could be done in nine months but what might be done in nine weeks.
MR- BD Is

NOT

MR-3

In the midst of the restudies of ~fercury-RcdslOnc n:liability in earl y Februarr, Wernher \'on Braun talkcd with hi~ chief of public information, Bart J.
Slattery, Jr., about the war the public had been "conditioned" to believe that
the Mercury astronaut would not be allowed to ride the vehicle until 100 percent
assurance of his safe retum was obtained from testing. "There isn't such a
thing!" proclai med von Braun, and he added that future publicitr releases should
emphasize that there "iJ (I riJk," perhaps greater than the traffic risks Americans
take every dar but possibly no greater than test pilots takc with maiden flights
of new jet aircraft. '3
During the follo....·ing month, while trying to rcduce that risk to :\ minimum,
thc von Braun tt'am "'prt"";;t'nTrd h)' Sbllrrr. tht' Sp:lrr T:l~ k (;rollp rrprf'~n'f'd
b~' John A. Powers, and NASA H eadquar ters represented by Paul P. Haner,
agreed to plan the public information for MR- BD to avoid "over-em phasis or
overl )" optimistic assumptions relating to future manned flights." "
Redstone engineers meanwhile quickly fixed the :\fR BD launch \'ehic1e,
making their seven technical changes duri ng the first two weeks in M arch 1961.
The foremost cause of previous Redstone booster ovcraccelerations was a small
seryo control vah"e that had failed to regulate properl)" thc flow of h)'drogen
peroxide to the steam generator, which in tum powered, a nd in the case of
MR-IA and MR 2 overpowered, the fuel pumps. Modifications were made
to the thrust regulator and velocity integra tor, in hopes that MR- BD would be
physically incapable of exceeding the sp«:d limit again. Another technical diffi·
cult)' had bccn some harmonic vibrations induced by aerodynamic stress in the
topmost section of the elongated Redstone. Four stiffeners were added to the
ballast section and 210 pounds of insulation was a pplied to the inner skin of the
upper part of the instrument comp.trtment. /\hhough oscillations at the second
hc nding mode frequencies were less on MR- 2 than on MR- 1A , several other
electronic changes were made to reduce the dangers from noise and vibration.
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Mar. 24, 1961
The boilerplate spacecraft used
all th e IH cTcuTy. R cdstone-Doosll!T
Development flight on March 24
is liltcd by erallc t o its place atop

the Redstoll c.

This was an extra

fligh t insertcd inlo the schedull!
01 th e request of von Braull to acquire lurth er experience with the
man-roled R edstone be/ore a mall.ud flight was actuaUy attempted.

High winds aloft probably had added some extra stress in the former case, but
in any event the next trajectory would smooth out the tilling maneuver in the
region of high d ynamic pressure, a nd 65 telemetry sensors were placed where the
rocket's bending moments ne~cd to be monitored. Finally, aher a great deal
of diagnostic study, five resettings were made to ensure thai the booster cngine
cutoff time would n OI precede oxidizer depiction and hence cause another premature abort signal, as had happened wit h MR 2. All these changes proceeded
smoothly while the boilerplate capsule was ballasted and corrugated to approximate the production model, tl.fcDonnell spacecraft No.7, and fitted with an
inert escape rocket. The capsule did oot have a posi-retrorocket package."
On Ihe morning of :\[arch 24, 1961, the second half of the split countdown
for MR- BD was in progress, and SO far e\er~thing had proceeded without a
hitch or a "glitch." T o tCSt procedu res for the launch pad rescue crews, a
manned :\1- 113 armored personnel carricr was parked only 1000 feet southwest
of the unmanned Redstone. The firemen in this vehiele were going to endure
bone· jangling noise and vibration during Ihe launch 10 see how much emergenc),
rescue crews could stand . Closer still, an unmanned asbestos-covered truck was
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parked 65 feet from the MR- BD blast deflector to simulate the position that the
"cherry picker," or mobile egress tower, would occupy d uring the launch of a
manned missile.
Liquid oxygen loading for MR- BD began only two hour.; Wor<: the scheduled launch time. During the automatically controlled loading process, winds
of about 20 knots swayed the Redstone and produced sICl'>hing during the " topoff"
operation. The fuel temperature began to rise toward the boiling point, and
soon an ovcrRow bled out Ihe booster standpipe and boil-off valve. This p0tentially dangerous situation was governed by a computer, which, when its
clectronic bias in the topping circuit was lowered, continued the "lox-topping"
nonnally. No holds were called, and the countdown proceeded to launch
without further incident.
At 12:30 p.m., MR- BD lifted of( straight and smooth from Cape Canaveral
un its prog rammed trajectory. The people in the annored vehicle on the ground
watched it all without discomfort, and a truck driver later moved the simulated
"cherry picker" away undamaged. Although Ihe actual exit velocity was 89 feet
per second higher than planned, there was in general, said Hammack in his report
to STG, "hardly a plotting difference between the actual trajectory data computed . . . and the nominal trajectory published in NASA working paper 178." "
The whole configuration impacted in the Atlantic 307 miles downrange (five miles
short of the plan ) and sank to Ihe bottom, exploding a sofar bomb en roule.
MR- 8D was highly successJuij as George Low reported to Administrator Webb,
it "demonstrated that all major booster problems have been eliminated.""
Telemetry revealed that the Redstone still wriggled a bit with high vibrations
in the instrUlllellt cUlllyarlmcllt, but all the " quick-fixe" h ad wurko.:d pruperi}.

MR- BD satisfied von Braun's team, Debus' crew, and all of NASA that the
Redstone was now trustworthy enough to be called "man-rated." Enough experience was al hand to tackle the next step in Project Mercury, manned suborbital
flight/a
But the very next day, March 25, the Soviets announced the successful launch
and recovery of their fifth K orabi Sputnik, containing a dog named Zvesdochka, or
Little Star. Three out of five was their record now for succc:ssful recovery of
"cosmic ships" and dogs from orbit. Three days later, at a Soviet Academy of
Science press conference in Moscow, six of Strelka's pups, as well as four other
space dogs, wae on exhibit as evidence and harbinger.; of the imminent flight
of man into space. MR- BD might have 1>«n that first flight had it been
" MR-3," as originally scheduled, but the decision of a month before froze the
Mercury-Redstone schedule for al least two months afterward. And the Mercury team, aware of but not dominated by the space race, could only ho~ thai
the "Sputnik Spacecraft T eam" was having comparable final chedout difficulties.
At the beginning of April 1961, Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle No.7 was
erected on its launch pedestal at pad No.5 and made ready for the first mating
of the man-rated capsule No.7. Feverish activity pervaded Hangar S and the
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~rvice structure,

where another " ..... hite room" was being hastily rigged on the third
level of the gantry at MR-3's capsule height. Rework on the capsule's reaction
control system was completed during the fi rst wet:k in April, while the three chosen
astronauts went through final procedures training and acceleration conditioning
in centrifuge runs at Johnsville. The Space Task Group now believed that the
developmenl phase of the project was practically over. Symbolizing this shift,
the Associate Director responsible for development, Charles Donlan, left STG formally on the first of April to return to Langley Research Center, leaving Walter
Williams, the operations chid, as Gilruth's sole Associate Director.:'
The Space T ask Group nevertheless could not afford to become too preoccupied with the preparations for MR-3 becau~ MA-3 and Little Joe 58 were scheduled first, and within two weeks, as p~requisites for the orbital objective. On
April 10, foreign correspondents in Moscow reported rampant rumors sweeping
the city that the U.S.S.R. had placed a man into space. That same day at Langley
Field, Virginia, another rumor reached the attention of STG to the effect that
the 10 members and four consultants of the President's Hornig panel were recommending at least 50 more chimpanzee runs before putting man in space. Gilruth
remarked facetiously that if this were true, the Mercury program ought to move
to Afriea. 'o
This hearsay recommendation did not become a part of the "Report of the Ad
Hoc Mercury Panel" or of the Hornig Committee, as it was more widely known,
which was submitted on April 12, 1961. Having been delegated by President
Kennedy and his scientific adviser, Wiesner, the panel visited the McDonnell plant,
Cape Canaveral, and Langley Field and talked with rtpresentatives of supporting
~rvices and contraClOrs.
In its IS-page report it reviewed the accomplishments
and failures of the Mercury program, assessed the risks and probability of success,
and commented upon medical aspects of Project Mercury as a whole and medical
readiness for manned suborbital night in particular. It co'ncluded with some reasonable medical reservations that a Redstone night now would be "a high risk
undertaking but not higher than we a~ accustomed to taking in other ventures,"
such as in the initial flights of the Wright Brothers, Lindbergh, and the X-series
of research aircraft...
In its reliability assessmenlS, the Hornig panel graded the Mercury subsystems
or components according to three classes of reliability percentages: Class 1, 95-100
percent; Class 2, 85-95 percent; Class 3,70-85 percent. Eleven items were rated
as Class I: Capsule structure and reentry properties; separation mechanism and
posigrade rocket; tower and abort rockets; voice communications; abort sensing
instrumentation system; manual control system; retrorocket system: parachute
landing system; ground environment system: recovery operation; and pilot training. Three items were rated in Class 2: Landing bag; environmental control system ; and automatic stabilization and control system, The two items in the Class
3 category, hooster (Redstone or Atlas) and telemetry, were explained as "not
per se a cause for alarm" for pilot safety but only for mission suceess,lI
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VOSTOK WINS TilE FIRST L Ar

The first unofficial rumors out of Moscow were confinned by an Associated
Press dispatch on April 12 that translated an official Soviet nt!ws agency Tass
announcement:
The world's fin! space ship Vostok with a man on board, has b«n
launched on April 12 in the Soviet Union on a round·the-canh orbit.
The fin! space navigator is Soviet citizen pilot Maj. Yuri Alck5e)'evich
Gagarin. nilalcral radio communication has bttn established and is main·
tained wi th Gagarin.
Asidt! from this assertion, the news out of Moscow and Turkestan on April 12
was neither crisp nor very detailed. For a few days a great deal of spttulation
over conA icting reports, fuzzy photographs, and the lack of eyewitnesses encouragt!d
those disappointed Westernt!rs who wished 10 belit!ve that Gagarin's Aight in
Vostok I (meaning East ) had not occurrt!d. The danger that history might be
made to order in a d oSt!d socit!ty was compounded by the rumors in tht! London
Daily Worker and clscwhae since April 7. The propagandistic exploitation of
this magnificent dttd was evident from the fa ct that no confinned announcement
was made during the 108 minutes of flight-not until Yuri Gagarin landed intact
near the Volga River, some 15 miles south of the city of SaralOv. The present
tense in the T ass dispatch above could easily have been doctored for control
purposes, drama, or t!\"t!n for more St!rious reasons. U
Be that as it may, NASA officials from Webb and Dryden down 10 Gilruth
and Powen, at least six months earlier, had planned their comments for this
OCC3!liOIl, just ill W5(;. Awul 4 a. m., tdcphoncs began bm:zing up and dowJl the
east coast of the Unitt!d States as rt!porters demanded responses from NASA
officials to the Tass dispatch. John A. "Shorl y" Powen half-consciously rtplied
to his first inquisitor, " Wt!'re all aslee p down here." Some journalists ignortd
the faci that Gilruth had long since gone on record as saying he would not be
surprised to be awakened some morning in this manner. Webb went on nationwide nelwork television at 7:45 a. m. to extend congratulations to the Soviets,
to express NASA's disappointment, and to reassurt the nation that Projt!ct Mercury would not Ix stampedt!d or panicked into a prematurt! speedup of the
Mercury timelablt!. The ncxt morning Webb and Dryden were roasted before
the verbal lirt of tht! House space commillcc as they were asked to f".>:plain what
had happened. All the infonnation availabk 10 Iht! United States goVt!rnment,
said Dryden, and past experience with Soviet technical statements, tt!nded to
confirm the report of Gagarin's flight. Representatives J ames G. Fulton of
Pen nsylvania, J. Edgar Chenowelh of Colorado, Victor L. Anfuso of New York,
and David S. King of Utah wt!re espttially disappoinled that the name Gagarin
would "go down in the hislory books." Webb and Dryde n hdd up well under
this heat, taking the position that Ihis particular race was lost "before the space
agency was founded." But Rt!prcsentati\"t! Joseph E. Karth, a Democrat from
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MinneSOIa, gave the mOSt popular rationale of why a Russian had won the tint lap
in the manned space race:
The United States and the Soviet Union have proceeded along Iwo different lines of nuack , The Sovicu have Il I'CUy much rifled their program, if
I may use the word, as opposed to the United States shotgunning their effort.
We hal'C been inlcl"CSlcd in m31l Y progr.l.ms nnd I think th e Soviets have been
interested primarily in puning a mall in sp;lcc. u

The flight of the first cosmonaut seemed remarkably similar in many respects
to the plans for the first Mercury astronaut's orbital mission, but there were
momentous differences as well- the single ncar-polar orbit, the lack of a worldwide tracking network, and the pro\'isions (or pilot ejection before impact. ~·
According to the corrected and reduced data obtained from their measurements
and published in Pra IJda on April 25, 1961 , the twin module spaceship-satellite,
or Korabl Spulnik VI , was renamed generically as the first in the Vostok series.
Specifically its call sign was Swallow. The payload compartment, manned by
27-year-old, 154-pound Gagarin, weighed ahogether 10,417 pounds, and attained
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an apr'gee of 203 miles and a perigee of 112 miles, with an orbital inclination
of 65 d~ets to the equator. Cosmonaut Gagarin was probably launched by a
two-sta~ booster from the Baikonur c05modrome, cast of the Aral Sea, south of
the industrial district of Magnitogorsk, ncar Tyura Tam, a boom town comparable
to Coco.l Beach, Florida. Apparently the Gagarin flight had not been preceded
by a parabolic manned woorbital flight into space. The anonymous engineers
behind him, mysteriously called "the chief designer" and " thc chief engineer,"
evidently had developed a mixed-gas air supply at sea-level pressures for his life
support system. Vostok / also had a separate and scparable instrument section
and retrorocket package for telemetry, television, and radio telephone communications during orbit and for braking the spacecrah velocity 5000 miles and 30 minutes before the desired impact point. Cagarin rode in a capsule almost th ree
times the weight of the Mercury spacecraft and inside a spherical pressure vessel
7.5 fect in diameter, both of which were au tomatically controlled. Gagarin was
the first person in history to attain an Eanh-fixed speed of 17,400 miles ptt hour,
and at this speed aro und his 25,OOO-mile course:, as high as 203 miles from sea level,
he was also the first man ever to endu re 89 minute.~ of weightlessness."
What the SovieL~ announced ah er the fact was indeed true:
History's. lirst night in outcr spaee, accomplished by the Soviet cosmonaut
Yuri Cagann in the space ship Vostok, has made it possible to draw the immensely important scientifIC conclusion that manned flights in sp.'lcc arc practioble. It demonstrated that man can nomlally bear up against the conditions
of a space Oight, the placing of a ship in oroit, and the return to earth. This
night showed that in a stale of weightlCS$ncss man fully retains his capacity for
work, his coordination of mo\"cmenlS, and his clarity of thought."'
And while it was hardly an overstatement to claim, as the Soviets did after
the celebratiorlS in Red Square were over, that " in the progress of science, the
flight of a Soviet man in outer space pushed all other dC'o"elopments into the
baCkground," it must cenainly have bttn an oversimplification that prompted
Gagarin to say in retrospect: " I felt very well before the flight. I was fully
confident of its successful outcome. Our machines and equipment are very
reliable and 1 and all my comrades, the scientists, engineers and technicians, never
doubted the success of the undertaking." U
Gagarin's flight, while not having the depressive impact of Sputnik / in
October 1957, nonetheless came as a crushing disappointment to many Americans.
The announcement was received in this country with a variety of reactions:
admiration for the flight's purely scientific meritsj d isbelief, since various Russian
accounL" calTied conflicting statements, at lea.~t in transliteration and at most in
thcir technical sccTCtivenwj and the feeling that the United States had lost face
once again. The A.<roeiated Press conducted a poll in Miami, Detroit, Akron,
Charlotte, Denver, Dallas, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, Oklahoma City, and
Washington, D.C., b)" having its reportcrs call all the Joe Smiths in the telcphone
directories. The Joe Smiths registered a wide range of emotions, but perhaps
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the persons feeling the keencst dis:1ppointment ,,'ere the American astronauts.
They knew how close and yet how far they had comc toward being first in space,
if not in orbit. Of the four who made statements, Glenn was most articulate and
magnammous:
The Russi:1n accomplishment was a great one. It was apparently very
successful and I am looking forward to seeing more detailed infonnation. I
am, naturally. disappointed that we did not make the first flight to open this
newer:!. The important goals of Project Mercury, however, remain the
s.ame-()lIl'S is peaceful exploration of space. The!.e first flights, whether Russian or American, will go a long wa}' in detennining the direction of future
endea\UfS. There is certainl), work for all to soh·e the tremendous problems
irl\"oh-ed. I hope the Runians have the same objectives and that we can
proccc:d with mutual dissemination of information $0 that these go.."\1s which
all mankind shares can be gained rapidl)", safel)"~and on a progressive scientific
basis."
" NEWS WILL BE WORSE BEFORE IT

Is

BF-TTER":

MA-3

AND

LJ- 5B

Although Project Mercury was not stampeded by the Aight of Vostok 1,
Congress nearly was. As Mercury approached its goal, its ends became merely
a means to the Moon. While the funding for Project Apollo was being discussed
in Congress, the Gagarin flight provided a tremendous impetus to the desircs of
Americans, as mirrored in the lower house of their national legislature, to become
first on,:e again. In the chagrin of the moment, some Congressmen appeared
willing to appropriate more money than NASA could spend. Roberl Seamans,
third in command of NASA as Associate Administrator and general manager,
actually had difficuhy restraining the House space comn-Littee's demands for an
all-out crash program for a lunar landing. President Kenned y, consistent with
one of his campaign promises, reacted to the Gagann announcement by saying,
"We are behind ... the ne ....'S will be worse before it is better, and it will be some
time before we catch up." ...
The President knew not how well he had prophesied the major Mercury
e\·ents of the next two weeks. The time was up for Mercury to be first in space,
but the qualification Right tests were still far from o\'cr. Mercury-Atlas 3, composed of "thick-skinned" Atlas IOO-D and capsule No.8, was, on April 10, 1961,
standing on the pad at the Cape being groomed for a long b:tllistic flight over
BelTlluda and the Atlantic Ocean. A primary purpose of ~1.\-3 was to tCSt the
dual ab;lities of the Cape and Bermud:l to handle an :tbort about the time 01
orbital insertion. Walter Williams had already s.1tisfied himself that this was no
problem and that the MA-3 mission should be more :lmbitious. After Gagarin's
Right the Mercury senior sta.ff on April 14 decided it was technically feasible to
change the MA-3 mission objectives to a full-scale one-orbit goal. When Warren
North informed Silverstein of this change on April 17, he also noted that MA-4
should be a chimp-carrying orbital flight about mid-July." However, Low,
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MA-3
Apr. 25, 1961
Mercury.Atlas 3 (lell) 1(I0S /oundtd 'rom
tn t CalM April 25, 1961 . Its miuiofl W&
upgraded Irom a suborbital 10 an orbital
Q/lempl only Q few do)'s he/ort th t f1~·ght .

.",11.-3

/l'af dutroYl'd by tht TlmK' softl}'
","" o/fiu , 0/1 1:' 40 JUOllds of flight , tht inn/ wi

t'"----

Cuidauu sysUm houing /a iit!d 10 pilch. th e
v .. hid , Qve, /oWQ,d tire horizon. T ht
spaucra/I Juu essfull) , abort ed a nd WaI rtt,ic flcd a short dis/a'IC' offshou. T h is was
Ih' last majo, flight failu " in M ercu,y.

LJ-S8
Apr. 28, 1961
Lillie / 0('-58 ( " ~ hl ) was lormcfl t d /rOI1l
Wallops Islmlli 11./1111 28, 196 1. Although
'101 /lOIl/iunl i'l (IH: hl tra}N /Of)', LJ-5R did
fiuaUy lit' flI Qlu t ra /r lilt obi/it), of tlU'
('ItaIM and fe!funl Ct I )'SI I' 7I11 / 0 IUI/dioll

properly III lIlox" 1 CQ II//il joll s ' 'Iuol to til('
u:o rSl 0 Mrr r ury'.Aliar (o uld r rl Co ulltfl(.
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acting for Silvcrstdn, in din';ct consultation with Seamans, Gilruth, Williams,
and others after Gagarin's flight, had alre:ldy appro\-cd the specdup in the mission
objc<:ti\'es for ~(A-3,
Carrying a "crewman simulator," an electronic manncquin that could "inhale"
and "exhale" manlike qu:tntities of gas, heat, and ,,'atcr vapor, I\lA-3 should test
not onl~· the capsule systems but also the reliability of this standard l\1ercury-Atlas.
Thc critical tracking system and computcr arrangemcnt at Goddard, thc Capc,
and &rmuda must provc its ability to predict the "go/no go" dccision before the
danger of impacting in Africa. It was tOO late to change most of the documentation for l\1A-3, including the information summary and mission directi\·e, but
revised preflight trajectory data were hastily computed and disseminated. Computer programmers James J. Doncgan of Goddard and John p, Maye r of STG
worked their men through the eve of thc flight chccking the changed night plan!'
]\IA-3 failed tactically, but stratcgically this orbital flight attempt probably
did more than anything else in the Mercury progr:lm to implement the "goldplating," or the re:ll man-rating of the Atlas. It carried the last of the first series
of capsules with the dual ports and without a landing impact bag. The capsule
was 10 be inserted into orbit at an altitude of 100 miles and a slant rangc of 515
miles from Cape Canaveral. If the \·elocity of Atlas 100- 0 was not high
enough, it could be aborted into anyone of se\'eral preplanncd recovery zones
between Bermuda and the Canary Islands.
As it happened, the Atlas attempt to orbit a robot, made at II: 15 a.m, on
April 25, 1961 , was intcntionally destroyed by the range safety officer onlr 40
seconds after launch when the autopilot programmer on Ihe Adas failed to roll
<1110 pit ... h tht vthidt ovtr to"anl tht ho,i.wn. The mi5sion having aborted,
however, the entire 11ercury escape system worked perfectly and the launch site
recO\'ery team responded exactly as if there had been a pilot's lifc at stake, The
spac(';craft was tow(';d to a maximum .. ltitude of 24,000 fect by the escape rocket
and loweud gently by its main parachutc a short distance offshore, The capsule
came through this relative\l' easy abort with only minor damages and was quickly
reco\·ered and refurbished for reuse on ~IA-4 .'~ Destroyed after its failure to
initiate roll and pitch progr.. ms, booster 1000D left few artifacts as memorials of
its existence, Before the official investigation board could complete its r(';port
two months lat(';r, howe\'er, a significant piece of the l\tA-3 autopilot, th('; progranuner, was found buried in the mud ncar the beach, th(';reby leading to the
corroboration of one of the prime hypotheses for this failure.o,
Meanwhile, back al Wallops Island, the seventh and last booster in the Little
Joe series was fitted with capsule No. 14 and made r(';ady for a repeat of LJ-5
and LJ-5A in hopes that the third tr)' would be charmed, This was to be all
extremely critical test before ~IR-3 . Gilruth, from Low's home in Washington.
called William Bland at Wallops Island to cncourage the launrhillg if weather
permitted. The preAight documentation was virtually identical to that of the
previous Litt.le Joe flight, as was the refurbished spacecraft. Still more instru-
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mentation and even more careful checkout procedures to ensure that the abort
would occur at the tight time were instituted in addition to the redesigned clamp
ring and limit switches. A steep trajectory up to about 45,000 feel was desired
before tower separation and drogue chute deployment. The max-q punishment of about 990 pounds per ~uare foot was desired to match the worst of the
Atlas abort conditions.n
When on April 28, 1961, :II 9:03 a.m., LJ-5 B rammed upward, technical
observers cringed when they l\;!.W immediately that one of the booster's Castor
rocket motors failed to ignite for 5 sttonds after liftoff. This rcsulted in a much
lower lrajecto!)' than planned, giving a maximum altitude of only 14,600 feet,
but the dynamic pressure, instead of 990 pounds per square foot, W;'lS abou t twice
that amount, 1920 pounds. The abort was initiau:d about 33 seconds after launch
as intended, and all events following the abort occurred as they should have.
Recovery by hclicopter was quick and clean, e"en though the low-flying capsule
impacted two miles farther downrange after skidding through the atmosphere
rather than vaulting through it. Lewis R. Fisher, Lro T. Chauvin, and Nonnan
F. Smith of the STO Little J oe team were able thereforc to wind up theiT program
with a boast despite the erroneous trajectory:
This launching successfully demonstrated the structural integrity of the
Mercury capsule and escape system and sequential system under significantly
more severe conditions than those expected to be encountered during a nontumbling type of abort from an Atlas booster during a Mercury orbital
launch . . . . Changes in circuitry and redesign of clamp_limit_switch installatiom in Capsule 14 for the Liltle Joe 5-B mission successfully eliminated the
problem of premature ignition of the escape rocket motor....
One by onc the major obstacles to thc growth of the manned space flight
enterprise seemed to ha\'e dissolved. The opposition of some in the scientific
community was not expected to become a fa ctor in national policy. The S()o
called "military-industrial complex" had failed, if indeed it had ever tried, to
reduce NASA. The White House and NASA administrators were detenn ined to
advance nalional capability in space technology. Political dangcrs were now
neutralized. Except for the Atlas and the spacecraft's orbital capacities, all
Mercury systems were qualified. Despite the emb;'lrrassment to American
nationalism brought by Cagarin's flight, Mercu!)' as a technological accomplishment was on the verge of sending a man to visit the edge of the black sea of space.
And certainl), this year of grace 1961 shou ld also see an American citizen orbit the
globe'"
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Suborbital Flights into Space

AT 9:34 a.m. o n May 5,1961, about 45 million Americans s:\t tensely before
.l1... their television screens and watched a slim black-and-white Redstone
boosler, capped with a :\(crcury spacecraft manned by Astronaut Alan B.
Shepard, Jr., lift off its pad al Cape Canaveral and go roaring upward through
blue sky toward black space.

At 2.3 sc::conds aher launch, Shepard's ,"oice came through clearly to Mercury
Control; minutes later the millions heard the historic transmission:
Ahh, Roger; lift-off and the clock is started . . . Yes, sir, reading rou loud
and clear. This is Freedom 7. The fu el is go; 1.2 gj cabin -:'It 14 psi ; O:l:ygen
is go .. . Freedom 7 is still go!
America's first man in ~ pace wa~ in night only 15 minutes and 22 seconds
and was wtightlcss only a third of that tim~. Freedom 7 ros~ to an altitude of
116.5 miles, attain~d a ma:"(imum s pe~d of 5180 miles per hour, and land~d 302
miles downrange from the Cape. Shepard experienccd a peak Slress of 6 g
during booster accderation and less than 12 g on rttntl1'. Rcro\'el)' operations
went perf~ctly, th~ spacecraft was undamag~d, and Shepard was in excdlent and
exuberant condition.'
In the light of lat~r American space accomplishments, the flight of Freedom 7
was impressive for its benchmark of technical e:"(cellence in the new technology
of manned space flight and its hallmark of open m~dia reporting. When compared, as it inevitably was, with the previous April 12 orbital flight of Yuri
Gagarin, MR-3 was anticlimatic.
Ev~r since Dec~mb~r 1958, when T. K~it h Glennan, th~ NASA Administrator,
had announced Project ?o.'!ercury, the America n public had awaited th~ first
manned ?o. [ ~rcury flight with fairly general misgivings. Many people whose
~:"(pecta t ions had been stimulated by publicity became impatient at the long ddays
and postponements. Some deplored the whole space program as wasteful and
of doubtful value. A few still beli~\"ed spac~ travd was impossible for human
beings.
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Then, on February 22,1961 , the Spacc Task Group an nounced that Shepard,
John H. Glwn, and Virgil I. Gri.~l had bun chosen to Ix:gin special training
for the MR-3 vault into space. More than a month before the public announcemcnt, Robert R . Gilruth perronally had made his choice, even to the exact flight
order of the men selected. In early January, back at Langley, the day after he had
bid outgoing Administrator Glennan good bye in Washington, Gilruth had decided
to inform thc night crewmen of their selection status. He drove over to the
temporary building housing the astronaut offices, called the SC\'en men togethcr,
and told them of his decision that Shepard would be thc first flight astronaut.~
And while thc West awaited the next dC\'e!opment, Gagarin made his 108minute near- polar orbit of Earth aboard the five-ton Voslok I (meaning East)
spacecraft.
Although some Americans professed disbelief in the Gaga rin night, a majority
surely felt a twi nge of nationalistic pain in admitting the Soviets had won the
first honor in the two-nation race into space. When Shepard's flight took place,
barel), a month after Gagarin, even the skeptics appeared to derive consolation
from the fact that the American launch and rceovery had been made in the light
of full publicity, with all world news media participating, whereas the Vostok
flight had been veiled in official secrecy until after the fact.
Freedom 7, Shepard's capsule, missed what had been widely considered a
"realistic" launch schedule by six months. When the capsule had finally been
delivered to the Cape on Ikcember 9, 1960, some assumed the fli ght could Ix:
made at once. But 21 weeks of preparation- not a ll of it anticipated-were
required by STG's Cape preflight checkout group and a host of M cDonnell engin t't'MI ha.<;/'"d :II Ihe Florida sileo Reaction control s}"Stem checkout and rcwork
were responsible for a launch schedule postponement to March 6, 1961. Re·
placement of damaged and corroded peroxide lines forced a funh er delay of
eight days. Rerunning the simulated mission test and correcting structural and
equipment defects were other time-<:onsuming problems. J
Thus, technically, it was May 2 before the launch of capsule No.7 might
have been made. Then why nOI use capsule No.8 or 9 or II? Because capsule
No.7 had becn selected in the summer and groomed since O ctober 1960 as
McDonnell's best product to date, the only porthole \'(';rsion of the C.lpsUIe that
had been or would be man-rated in all respects. By January 1961 , after the
MR- IA flight had used up M ercury-Redstone booster No.3, the onc originally
intended for the first man-launch vehicle, it was clear that Redstone No.7 would
boost capsule No.7. At the cnd of March , when booster No.7 arrived at the
Cape, Shepard already knew he was Roben R. Cilruth's prime choice to fly it.
"There was no hope," said Shepard , " that a later model of the capsule incorporating our suggestions could be ready in time for MR-3." So capsule No.7 on
boostcr No.7 should be the first combin ation of a series of at least scvcn flights to
put Americans into space. "What better name or call-sign couId I choose than
Freedom 7?" asked Shepard .'
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SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS INTO SPACE.
Although the dcla)'S werl~ disheartening, there were compcns.:l.tory benefits in
the way of astrona ut trai ning. Some psychologists (c:lrcd that this long time lapse
Wore the flight actually took place might cause "O\'cr training" and staleness.
But in the postflight debriefing, Shep.1rd complimented thc so-called "orcr training"; he remarked that the similarity of training conditions to actual night
conditions was a key factor in making the mission seem alma;t routine. In addition, new and better procedures were developed during repeated rchcar~als of the
mission, which might not ha\'e come to light had the training not bet'!n cxpanded a
few weeks.
FtNAL PREPARATION FOR

MR-3

The Space T ask Group had decided to train Shepard, Glenn, and Grissom
especially for the MR-3 mission because the com petitive field had to be narrowed
for this particular mission to allow the remaining as tronauts to preparc for
ground support jobs and the M ercury-Atlas orbital missions. Shepa rd's ac tivity
chart for Ft'!bruary 196 1 shows that he spent 18 days at Cape Canavcral becoming
oriented to spacecraft No.7 and its peculiarities. Long before the final phases
of pilot preparations came about, Shepard and Walter C. Williams had insisted
that the designated astronaut must become an integral part of the preflight
checkout activities. So, based on this procedure, Shepard and Glenn acquired the
special feel of No. 7's attitude control system in hangar checkouts. When the
capsule was placed in the altitude test chamber, Shepard went along for the
" ride" and exercised the environmental control system.
The most valuable operational traini ng the astronaut rccei\'ed before his
mission came from sessions in two McDonnell-built, Link-type tr .. iners, one at
Langley and the other at the Cape. These devices were first called "procedures
trainers" and later " Mercury simulators." Here the space pilot, supine in a mockup capsule, reheafS(:d the flight plan for a specific mission. The trainer instruments
were capable of being tied in with computers at the Mercury Control Center.
Overall operations team practice welded ground control1ers and astronaut into a
unit. Although not devo ted exclusively to the MR-3 mission, the simulators
were in use 55 to 60 hours a wcek during the three months preceding the
flight of Freedom 7. D uri ng the entire training period, Shepard "flew" 120
simulated Mercury-Redstone flights-"
For an eight-week period immediately preceding the flight, the rehearsals
became e"en more exacting. In preparing for the altitude chambcr runs at
space equivalent altitudes, the astronaut was examined in preflight physicals,
fitted with medical sensors, including a rectal thermometer, and helped into his
20-pound pressure suit. The pilot and his medical attendants then went through
the mission as realistically as conditions would allow, conducting pressure and
medical checks.
Another carefully rehearsed phase of the program consisted of the transfer
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of the pilot from his quarters on the balcony of Hangar S to the transfer \'an, the
ride to the pad, and simulated fligh ts Ilith the astronaut sitting in the actual
spacecraft. Countdowns were conducted II hile controllers manned their consoles.
The fi rs t two rthe:us.""I1 " flights ," held on April 18 and 19, kept the scr"\'ice
structure, or gantry, against thc I'chide, and the capsule hatch was not dosed.
But the next day, on a third simulated mission, the hatch was dosed, Ihe gantr),
was pulled away, and the spacecraft was pur~ed with oxygen as if an actual
miSSion were in progress. Training like this and in the procedures trainer contin ued until two da rs bdore the schedulcd flight. '
Three purposes ,,'ere served by this extensile training program. The astronaut became intimately fam iliar with the role and voice of each person supporting
the mi$!iion. He acquired more physical and mental familiarity with all of the
associated hardware. And he was made e\'en marc aware of the day-ta-day
status leading to launch date. The operations team benefited by having the
astronaut attend the team's technical briefings. These discussions cO\'crtd both
the spacecraft and the launch "ehiele and ineludcd mission rCI· jews held the
week before launch.
On the eve of the launch, a briefing was conducted exclusively for the astronaut, with specialists in each s)"Stem reporting on final readiness. Walter J.
Kapryan presented the capsule and booster status; Robert B. Voas reviewed
astronaut flight tasks; Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., brided the astronaut on flight
control and network status; Robert F. Thompson told him of recol'ery procedu res;
and Ernest A. Amman gave him the forecast on weather conditions. Next
morning, L. Gordon Cooper, blockhouse communicator, obtained reports from
key operations personnel and gave the astronaut hiS final ready-room briefing
before he ascendw the gantry. Plans for the postflight deb riefing sessions,
wh~rein the student astronaut would become the teacher of his pref1.ight instructors, were also laid out in detail by the end of April.'
The planning or recovery operations was as important as any other phase of
the mission. Rear Admiral F. V. H. HilIes, in command of Ihe experienced
flotilla of eight destroyen known as DesFlotFour, worked with another Rag
officer, G. P. Koch, aboard Ihe carrier Lake Champlain, on the tactia for this
mission. STG's primary strategy was to rtcover both man and ca psule by using
land-based Marine helicopters for launch-site abort situations I"ithin about 80
miles of the Cape and carrier-based helicopters in the primary recovery area,
within a hundred-mile radius. Makeup of the recovery force was similar to that
for MR-2, with tiered groups of men and equ ipment, beginning at Cape Canaveral, ready to cover all contingencies-abort, nonnal Right , or ol·erRighl.
The main rCLover)' force of ships was deplo),ed in an elongated pattern 500 miles
down along the range. It consistw of Ihe carrier, eight destroyers, and one
Atlantic Missile Range radar tracking ship. The helicopten again were manned
by Marine Air Group 26, a veteran recover}' unit.Some innovations were added to the recovery plans as a result of experience
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gained in the f\IR -2 chimpanzee flight. For one thing, there was still the
~<;ibi l ity that Frudom 7 might overshoot its landing target, in which case the
time betor could he vital. Obviously a highly mobile unit was desirable.
Walter Williams, operation~ director. requested :)n amphibian SA- 16 aircraft
with a pararcsclle team as :111 emergency rescue measure. Two such teams were
provided , adding the support of the J\ir Rescue Service and Navy frogmen to
Projcct ~ Ic:relllj.
r\ ~eo nd change im'olved communications. When the spacecraft was ncar
impact it passed below the radio horizon; Williams reminded the Air Force
~Iissi lc T cst ('.entcr commander that continuous voice communications with the
astronaut in the final moments of flight and after impact required a communications relay plane. The .\ir Force assigned a communications aircraft, codenamed Cardfilc 23, to the mission.'
The helicopter recover), tcchnique was perfected late during the astronaut
pttparation period. .\ccording to the original helicopter recovery procedures,
the chopper would lift the spacecraft with the pilot inside and ferry both to the
ship. John Glcnn protested that the dangcr in this procedure to both astronaut
and helicopter pilots was too great in case trouble developed during the operation.
He strongly recommended further review. After much study and practicc of
proccdures, STG decided at a conference on April 15, 1961, to use helicopters
as the primary mode of recover..... TIle helicopter would arrive, hover over the
spacecraft, and talk with the pilot by U HF. The helicopter copilot would snip
off the capsule's high-frequency :lOtcnna, snarc the capsule recovery loop, and
raisc the "ehick slightly out of the water. By this time the astronaut would be
completely out of harneo;s and the hatch would be clcar of thc water. ]"en the
astronaut would open the side hatch, crawl through, and catch a second sling
lowered from the helicopter. The helicoptcr would hoist both astronaut and
spacecraft and carr)' them to the main recovery ship.'o
Since a man was to bc aboard th is flight , another vital part of the planning
activities invoh'ed weather rcporting and surveillance. Beginning in June 1960,
Francis W. Reichelderfer, chief of the United States Weathcr Buttau, had
promised to Administrator Glennan and provided for the Space Task Group
full meteorological support for Projcct ~'lcrcur)'. By mid-April 1961 , a special
weather support group, consisting of three units under Kenneth M. Nagler, was
utilizing ever)' resource of the Bureau (including the satellite TirOl II ) to forecast
the weather accurately for STG ."
Before MR-3, the se,'cn-man Miami forecast unit, headed by Jesse R. Gulick,
analyzed tteonnaiss."mce data on weather conditions for 200 miles beyond the
planned launch and recovery attaJ;. Weather Bmeau aircraft from Miami
overflew thc area at altitudes of 5000 to 20,000 feet , then, thT« hours befott
launch, dipped down below 1500 feel. The flight plan followcd a box pattcrn,
with the amount of surveillance dictated by weather conditions at a particular
point. The recovery ships were integratcd into a weather.reporting nl1SSlon,
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making reports at assigned times and provid ing specbl surface oi>scr.;ations, such
:1.5 sea ~t:lte and wind \"doeit'", :1.t the critical timc ncar launch. 'Ve:lther ob'iCl"\ern at the launch site also kept a cardul watch on air :lnd seawater temperatures, rd:ui\·e humidity, cloud cover, and winds."
As the flight date neared, STG personnel briefed the ship crews of the
recovery force. i\fartin A. Byrnes, Rohert Thompson, and Charles I. Tynan, Jr.,
of STG found the 1l3\·al crews not wholly trained in the ~pccifics of this particular
1ll1"'~lon. So they inlllledi:ltcl)· initiated a brief cducation program, giving tal~,
pro,·iding reading material, and showing motion pieturcs of the i\tR-2 chimpanzee flight. Tynan also carefully briefed each Illan charged with capsulehandling duties on his particuL·u role. To cradle the rcco\ered capsule the
Navy had cOllS10leted 20-by-25-foot dollies and topped them with old mattresses.
Then aeromedical teams arrived, prepared sick bay areas, and briefed the ships'
m«lical personnel. . \fter one medical group found that two members of one
of the destroyers h:ld recently contracted hepatitis, the crew members of that
, hip were bMred from donating blood , e\·en in an emergency. B~ rnes, who fclt
that the reco\·ery-force briefings should become st:1.ndard procedure for succeeding flights, said that the Navy was pleased with the pcp talks."
LAST-MINUTE QUAUIS

While the entire NASA program was under review by the new Administration
in Washington early in 1961 , Project ~lercul)' was nearing its m:lnned space flight
phase. During the first fou r months of the year the major discussion would
Ll:lllcr around a prupo.>ed ,tll..dCr.,lioli of the entilc United Stato' ~pacc program
to include a lunar-landing mission. Conversely, the :\1"ereury program in the same
time frame came under direct scrut iny of the President's Science Advisor), Commillce ( PSAC ), which was charged with TC\"iewing the scientific contents of all
major F«leral projects. Some members of PSAC were not fully satisfied that
Project :\tercury was all it should be, particularly with regard 10 the reliability of
the Redstone and Atlas boosters and to the novel life«ience hazards.
The Mercury-Atlas and Mercur)"-Red~tone failures of the year before, as was
made e\1dent in the January 1961 report of the President-elect's Space Task Force
under the leadership of Jerome ·B. Wiesner, had not hclped build the confidence
of physical and life scientists that Mercul)' was truly a man-rated program. An
ad hoc Mercury panel was created by PSAC to delve into the scientific details and
reliability of the overall Mercury system and advise the Prcsident if it appeared
likely that the United Statcs would be beset with another well-publicized but
inexplicable failure. Basically, the PSAC panel sought to invcstigate the level of
risk involved in Mercury before a man was to be committed to an actual space
flight. This inquiry \\"as penetrating. Panel members spent five days in March
visiting McDonnell, Space Task Group, and Cape Cana\·eral, rcceiving a series
of detailed briefings and interviews. Several medical uncertainties appeared
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ou tstanding and worrisome, althoug h the panel had fou nd the NASA presentations to be frank, competent , and impressive.
The scientific objective of ~1ercury in dete rmining the effects of weightlessness
upon man, some felt, might have been pursued in a more clinical manner. Before
the first manned night there might have heen a greater number of animal Ilights
prog ressing toward absolute physiological and psychologieallimits. Past Mercury
flight tests appeared more systematic for hardware engineering than for medical
problems. A~ a case in point, it was noted by the pancl members that the ~1R-2
mission had demonstra ted exces'!ive vibration and overacceleration in the launch
phase, so that an additional booster test flig ht ( MR- BD ) had been inscrted to
prtttde the first manned suborbital Ilight. Pilots in the X- 15 rocket resea rch
airplane, as well as Ham, the "~ paee chimp" aboard ~ rR-2, had recorded SUTprisingly high pulse rates concurrently with low blood pressures, yet there were
no plans to include a blood-pressure measuring device in the upcoming manned
night (efforts 10 develop ~uch a device were as yet unsuccessJul). In addilion,
Ihe panel members learned Ihat Ham had ta ken his turn ou lhe centrifuge, but Ihat
the aceeleralion profiles had no precise correlation with stresses and forces of those
predicted for the ~ [R-2 miMion.
Despite these gnawing medical doubts, in general the PSAC p.lnel members
fe lt that the Mercury hardware ;md its reliability had been developed with great
care. The)' were especially impressed with the redundant systems of the spattcraft, a.~ welt as the procedures and devices that had been integrated to assu re
pi lol safety during launch. In fact, several panel members stated at STG that
it seemed everyt hing necessary to assure pilot surviv<ll had been considered.
In their final analysis, the PSAC panel assessed all risks and agreed that
Mercury W<lS ready to Ily <I man. The sc ientific purpose indeed was to determine
man's suitability for the stresses and weightles.~ ncss associated with space fli ght."
The orbitaillight of Yuri Gagarin on April 12 seems to h<l\'e removed any
lingering medical qualms about manned Ilight. Mercury Director Gilruth had
fu ll confidence in the Space T ask Grou p physicians and thei r endorsement by the
space medicine community long before Vostok / . W. Randolph Lovelace II ,
Brigadier General Don D. Flickinger, and others familiar with the medical stresses
of Right likewise had been convinced that pilot safety was fuJly assured. Yet
if the med ical profession as a whole had voiced scientific opposition to manned
Ilight in Mercury, or if Voslok I had not Ilown when it did, it would have been
impossible to proceed \,ith a man in ;\IR-3 immediately."
Centrifuge tests of the astron<lut's couch continued to raise NASA confidence
in the adequacy of Mercury s}"~tems to maintain :111 astronaut's s,"lfet)' under acceleration into and deceleration from the space environment. But the ahmpt negative acceleration of the final impact on Earth re ma ined <I nagging worry, particularly in case of a land bnding. The aluminum honeycomb shock-attenuation
material under the couch had been bought as insurance, but was it enough?
Continued experiments earl y in 1961 at Wright-Pallerson Air Force Base, Ohio,
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were conducted to detennine how rapidly one could stop, facing aft in the semisupine position, without e.xcecding human tolerance. These tcsts showed that
forces up to 35 times a person's weight could bt endured for a fraction of a second.
But the \'olunteel'S so tested were momentarily stunned. In theory, this meant
that a spacecraft could land without an impact bag, but the idea of having a
"slightly stunned" aStronaut in what should bt made a routine operation was
unacceptable. So STG had reassigned the development of a suitable impact
bag system to Jack A. Kinzler's technical services team and to Rodney G. Rose
and Peter J. Armitage. These men worked around the clock in March and April
trying to perrect a seaworthy shock-absorber. All other pilot-safety systems wen:;
ready for a safe and successful fligh!.' c
Bardy a month had passed after the three chosen astronau ts began training
for MR-3 when the press began speculating as to which one would make the
flight. On March 25, J ohn Glenn became the favorite contender, although one
n:;port added that there was plcnt)· of betting on Grissom, since the Air Force had
been designated by the Defense Department to manage and conduct military
space mlSSlons. This intimation of service competition spread quickly. Some
newspapers even implied that the Army and Navy strongly suspected the Air Force
had leaked Glenn's name to embarrass NASA and reduce his chances."
The astronauts themselvcs watched all these conjectures \\ith amusement,
keeping tight the secret knowledge of their order of succession. According to
Voas, their psychologist and training officer, there was only one thing that terrified
all seven; the rear that something might prevent one of thcm from flring his own
mission when the lime eame.'Speculation on the designated pilot abated shortly after Robert C. Seamans,
Jr., third in command at NASA Headquarter.>, appeared before Ihe House Scicnce
and Astronauties Committee and testified that each astronaut would have his flight
training opportunit), aboard a Mercury-Redstone at six-week intervals. Gilruth
had, of course, long since decided on an order of preference among the threc astronauts designated, and had infonned Ihem of it, but cvcryone kept the secret well
because of the everprescnt likelihood of unforcseen changes."
Toward the end of April thcre was so much publicit}' Ihat some Senators,
among them Republican John J. Williams of Delaware and Democrat J. W.
Fulbright of Arkansas,. thought the flight should be postponed and then conducted in secret lest it become a well-publicized failure. This was not the general
view in Congress, however. Most member.>, while aware of the danger of too much
publicity, fell tradition required the press to have free access to evenlS of such
magnitude as the fir.>t American manned space flight. Besides, thc Russians had
received international criticism for conducting an ultra-secret space program.
While many highly placed officials, scveral clost: to President Kennedy, were
apprehensive aboUI the possibility of an overly publicized fiasco, others pressed
to get the manned space flight program moving. On ~1arch 22, at a White
House meeting, Hugh L. Dryden had explained to the President that no unwar-
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ra nted risks would be invoh'ed in the first manned :\fercu ry flight, and that the
decision to "go" was that of the project management best qualified to assess the
operational hazards. When the notion was r:lised in late April that ~ [R-3 should
be post poned until all possible h:lzards had been removed, Edward C. Wdsh,
Executive Secretary of the National Aeron:lutics and Space Council, observed to
the President, " Why postpone a success?"
President Kennedy wanted to be assured of a much better than average chance
for suceess and asked for these assur:lnces :llmost until launch. On the day
preceding the fli gln, the President's personal secretary, Evelyn Lincoln, called
NASA Headquarters Public Infonnation Officer Paul P. Hane), at the i\fR-3
News Center in Cocoa Beach, Florida. She said the President wanted to review
television coverage plans. Live coverage was to begin two minutes before launch.
After some delay, Mrs. Lincoln said the Pre;ident had asked Press Secretary Pierre
Salinger to handle the call. Salinger said the President was concerned over the
reliability of the escape s),stem in the event of a Redstone malfunction. Hane)'
revieww the history of the launch escape system for the President's office and
Salinger s.\id the infonnation should sati<;fy the President's inquiry,'O
Cancellation of the flight on T uesday, May 2, because of inclement weather,
forced a recycle of the systems countdown for a 48-hour period. On Thursday
unfavorable weather again prevented the launch. Cou ntdown did begin, however, for a Friday launch."
As it happened, the press and public learned the MR- 3 astronaut's identity
only after the countdown had been canceled , 2 hours and 20 minutes before launch,
on May 2. Shepard had been waitin~ in H a n~ar S in his pressure suit read y to
go for more than 3 hours. Gilruth reaffinncd his prime pilot decision a day before
the scheduled launch, basing Shepard's selection on advice from his medical, training, and technical assistants." But he had withhcld his announcement because
of the chance for a last-minute change.
The American public participated vicariously in the experiment. For the first
time, the maiden flight of a revolu tionary manned vchicle, climaxing years of
research and development , was open wide to public view. Only a handful of
spectators saw the Wright Brothers accomplish man's first powered flig ht in 1903.
In many parts of the country and the world , people accepted that event onl)' years
aft erward. But for the American tax payers' fi rst mannw space flight, NASA
arranged procedures well in advance to enable all domestic news media and foreign
news services to view and report the events surrounding "'iR-3. By April 24,
some 350 correspondents were registered. As a result of their activities, the dateline "Cape Canaveral" soon became fam iliar to all the world. Radio and television
coverage was equalJy encrgetic; telecasts origin:lting at the Cape, particularly
on May 5, were enthralling.:U
Starting at 8: 30 p.m. on May 4, the countdown proceeded without a hitch.
Around midnight a built-in hold was called for the purpose of installing the
pyrotechnics, servicing the hydrogen peroxide system, and allowi ng the opera-
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tions team some rest. The counldol\ n \\'a~ resullled in the earl~ morning hours
of :\Iay 5, and another intended hold occurred :-ome 1110 and a half hour,,> before
the 7 a.m. anticipated launch to assure that ~paccc rah checkout lIas complete
before transporting the astronaut to the pad area.
Shepard, all'akened at I: 10 a.m., began an unhurried but precise routine
in"olving a shower and a shave. With his ph~"1)iciall, William K. Douglas, his
understudy, John Glenn, and a few other members of the operational team, he
sat do\\"n to a breakfast consisting of orange juice, a filet mignon wrapped in
bacon, and some scrambled eggs. Shepard had begun a low-residue diet three
dars before the anticipated launch. :\t 2: 40 a.m. he reccivcd a ph)~ical examination. This was followed by the placement of biosensor.> at points indicated by
tattoo marks on his body. H e was now read y for Joe W. Schmitt, an STG suit
technician, to assist him in donning the pressure ~u it ."
Shepard entered the transfer I'an at 3:55 a.lll. In the lan, on the way to
the pad, he lay on a couch II hile technicians purged his suit wilh oxygen. When
the van arril'cd at the pad, Schmitt began to attach the astronaut's gloves while
Gordon Cooper briefed him on the launch status.
At 5: 15 a.m. Shepard, carrying his portable air conditioner, ascended the
gantry, and five minutes later he entered the spacecraft. If el'erything went
well, he had two houI"$ and five minutes to wait before liftoff. While Shepard
was preparing to lower himself into the couch, his right foot slipped off the
right elbow support. But he cased himself into position without further
difficulty.
Schmitt fastened the harness and helped with the hose connections. Then
he solemnly shook the spaceman's glo"cd hand. ;' Happ), landings, Commander! " chorused the gantry crew.
For Alan Shepard, this lI'as Ihe mOllt dramatic moment of his 37 years,
a moment he would recall with the most acute poignancy for the rest of his
life. Afterward he told hall' his heart quickened as the hatch was closed.
The sensation was brief; his heartbeat soon returned to normal. At 6:25
a.m. he began a denitrogenation procedure by breathing pure oxygen. This
was to prevent aeroembolism, or decompression sickness, the ainnan's equil'alent of the deep-sea diver's bends .!~
Now the countdown resumed.
At 15 minutes before launch the sky became slightly overcast, so photographic conditions were below par. Weathennen said the conditions would
clear in 35 to 40 minutes, and a hold was called. Shepard became resigned
to this hold and relaxed by peering through the periscope. He was not uncomfortable, because he was able to shift his body in the couch. Telcmetcred
biomerlical data confinned that his condition was good. While waiting for
the clouds to clear away, a hold was called to replace a 115-l'olt, 400-cycle
inverter in the electrical system of the launch vehicle. This hold lasted for
52 minutes, after which the count was recycled to 35 minutes before launch.
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At thl! 15-minUlI! point, onc of Ihc Goddard IBM 7090 computers in Maryland was found to be in error. Making th is correction required a complete
computer rtthttk-run. After a lotal hold time of two hours and 34 minutes,
the count continued and progr~d without more trouble_ Shepard had been
in thc capsule four hours and 14 minutes when Ihe final seconds ticked off to
liftoff!"
Two minutcs before the launch, voice communications between the astronaut and the opcrations team switched from Cooper in the blockhouse to Donald K. Slayton in the Mercury Control Center. From that point until launch,
the "talk" was continuous as each panel monitor advised Slayton of his systl!ffi'S
status for relay to Shepard. T o the astronaut the monitors seemed slow in
reporting the go condition, and this he attributed to his own eagerness to be
off. Schirra \\a5 now circling above in his F-106 chasc plane, waiting to follow the Redstone and Shep<'ltd as high as hc could. Because of his excitement, Shepard said he failed to hear much of the clooing countdown , with the
exception of the fi ri ng command. During this period his pulse rate rose from
80 per minute to 126 at the liftoff signal. This rise caused no medical concern,
for it WM about the same as that of an automobile driver moving out from a
service road to a frttway crowded with hcavy traffi c. Shepard was not alone
in his excitcment; he was joined by the operations team, the press corps at the
Cape, and millions of people viewing the liftoff on television."
SHEPARD'S R IDE

Shepard MW the umbilical cabk ~u pl'lyillg: prelaunch electrical power 10
the Mercury-Redstonc and its supporting boom fall away. He raised his hand
to start the elapsed-time clock that ticked off the seconds of the flight. The
onboard camera, clicking at six frames per second, confinned his alertness as
the MR-3 combination roared and began to climb. He was surprised by the
smoothness of the liftoff and the clearness of Slayton's voice in Mercury Control. All his transmissions were acknowledged without requests for repeat.
The ride continued smoothly for abo ut 45 seconds; then the rocket, capsule,
and astronaut began vibrating. Conditioned to thcsl! circumstances, Shepard
~alizl!d that he was passing through the transonic speed zone, where turbulence
built up. The buffeting became rugged at the point of maximum aerodynamic
pressures, about 88 seconds aft er liftoff; Shepard's head and helmet were bouncing so hard that he could not ~ad his pand dials. Sound levels were noticeably higher at that point but slill not uncomfortable. Shortly the~after both
the noise and the vibration abated. Now enjoying a much smoother ride,
Shepard told Slayton that the dial..scanning procedure he was supposed 10 follow
was impractical. He had to omit reading the electrical power dials to pay
more attention to his oxygen and hydrogen peroxide su pply indicators.
The cabin pressure inside Freedom 7 sealed off al 5.5 pounds per square inch,
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as programmed. Pressed by 6 g at two minutes after launch, Shepard slill was
able to report "all systems go." The Redstone's engine shut down on schedule
at 142 seconds, having accekraled the aqronaut to a ,·c1ocitr of 5134 miles per
hour, close to the nominal speed. The tr:ljecto,")', similar to that of the ~IR-BD
flight, was only one degree ofT course, which meant a variation of slightly morc
than a mile in peak altitude. After engine cmoff, Shepard heard the towerjettison rocket fire and turned his head to peer Out the port, hoping that he might
sec the smoke from the pyrotechnics. There was no ~ moke , but the green towerjettison light on his panel assured him that the pylon was gone. Shepard strained
in his couch under an acceleration that hit a peak g load of 6.3. Outside the
capsule the shingle temperature reached 220 degrees F, but inside the cabin the
temperature was only 91 degrees. Tht astronaut was hardly perspiring in his
pressure suit at 75 degrees.
After tower separation, which occurred two minutes and 32 seconds after
launch, Shepard disarmed the retrorocket-jettison switch and advised Slayton
that his capsule was free from the booster. At three minutes the automatic
attitude control 5r~tell1 about-faced the capsule to a heatshield.forward position
for the remainder of the flight. Momentary oscillations climaxed the turnaround
maneu\·cr, whereupon the aUlOmatic thrnsters cut in for fivc 5ttonds to steady,
or "damp," the capsule into its propcr attitude. Now almost at the top of his
suborbital trajectory, Shepard went to work on his most important task, determining whether an astronaut could control his spacecraft's auitude.
He began to switch the control system to manual, one axis at a time. First
he took over pitch , which he was able to adjust by moving the handcomroller
in his right grip forward or backward to gh·c the spacecraft the proper up or
down attitude. His first action was to position the spacecraft in the retrofire
attitude, tilted 34 degrees above a local horizontal mark. The pitch indicator on
FTeedom 7 was scribed at 45 deg~es, as earlier studies had proposed, but mOTe
recent im·cstigations had indicated th'\I 34 degrees was a better angle.
While Shepard was in control of pitch, the automat e system was comrolling
yaw, or left and right motion, and roll, or revolving motions. When Shepard
assumed control of all three axes, he was plea<ed to find that the feci was about
the same as in the procedures trainer, the l\teccury simulator. Although he could
control his ship well, he was unable to hear the spurting control jets above the
noise of his radio. He encountered one small problem while using his handcontroller: when he moved his hand to yaw, the wrist seal bearing of his suit
bumped into his personal parachute. T o make the proper displacement, he had
to push hard.2~
When he tried to carry out another of his flight objectives, observing the scene
below him, Shepard immediately noticed that the peri">Cope had the medium gray
filter in place. While waiting on the pad, he h;\d used this filter to eliminate
the glare of the intermittently bright sunlight and had planned to remo\'e the
filter when he retracted the periscope, JUSt before launch. But being othenvisc
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oceupk:d at the time, he had forgotten to make the change. During spacecraft
tunJaround he tried to remove the filter, but as he reached for the filter kllob
the pressure gauge on his left wrist ballged into the abort handle. He carefull y
pulled his hand away. After that he forgot about the intellsit) filte r and observed
the wond rous sights below through the gray slidc. Hc first tried to estimate the
sp.1.n of his terrestrial \·isioll. The periscopc, locatcd two feet in front of him,
had two scttings, low and high magnification. On low at the lDO-mile altitude,
there theoretically should ha\'e been a ficld \'iew of about 1900 miles in diameter,
and on high, a scgment 80 miles in diameter. Shepard was able to distinguish
clearly the continental land masses from the cloud masses. He first reported
seeing the outlines of the wcst coast of Florida :!nd the Gulf of Mexico. He S,1W
Lake Okeechobee, in the central part of Florida, but could not see any cit} .
.\ndros Island and the Bahamas also appeared in the scope. Later Shepard would
remark that Earth displays flashed before him in his air-lubricated free-axis trainer
had been most \'aluable in helping him to distinguish land masses passing beneath
the spacecraft.
As Shepard sped o\'er the peak of his trajectory, now under fully automatic
attitude control, he began to notice a slow pilCh rate. At this point his flight plan
dictated that he switch to the fly-by-wire mode of operation, wherein the astronaut
operated the handcontroller to change the position of the capsule, using the
hydrogen peroxide jets of the automatic system to effect th e changes rat her than
those of the manual system. Thus Shepard would manually position Freedom 7
for the retrofire that was scheduled to occur shortly after attaining the zenith of
his trajectory at 116.5 miles. The astronaut switched to fly-by. wire, but as he
slarted to make a yaw and roll maneuver he notIced that the spacecraft pItch
position was low, being 20 to 25 degrees rather than the desired 34 degrees for
retrofire attitude. Although he could not remember exactly whether he: made a
ya\\' or roll m:me:u\,er, he did immediately begi n to work on his pitch problem.
Then the retrorockets fired, creating a noi~ that was easily heard but was not
as loud as the sound of the ALF A trainer jets. This provided what later astronauts
on orbital missions described as "a comforting kick in the pants." Pieces of debris,
including a restraining Sirap, flashed by the capsule portholes as the retropack was
jettisoned. Glancing back to the control panel, Shepa rd saw no confirming
sequence light, but Sla) ton radioed his telemetered knowledge 01 retropack jettison.
So the astronaut pushed the manual override; finally the reluctant light appeared.
This was the only failure of an e\'ent-sequence light during the MR-3 mission.
While riding down the reentry cur\'e toward a w:'Iter landing, Shepa rd again
assumed the fl y- by-wi re mode of control. He later reported that the feci of
fly-by-wire was very similar to that of the trainers. Although he had a tendency
to overcontrol in the fly-by-wire mode, he had the pleasant feeli ng of being in
full command, for a few minutes at least, of his spacecraft's attitude. Then
Shepard allowed the automatic system to regain control and stabilize the spacec raft
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for reentry. The periscope automatically retracted when Freedom 7 began its
plummet into E:'lrth 's atmosphere.
On Ihe way down, Shep:'lrd tried to look out Ihe awkwardly placed ports 10
observc the slars. He saw nOlhing, not even the horizon. Th~ futile attempts
at star-finding got him behind in his work. /\ 5 he commented later, this was
the only timc during the flight when he did not feel "on top" of the situation
and ready for anything. The feeling of indecision passed quickly. He immediatdy reported when the .05-g light came on, the indication that the g-load buildup
was about to commence. He was surprised that Ihe light flashed and zero gended
about a minute ahead of the time he had come to expect from his si mulated
experience in the procedures trainer. As the reentry loads began to build up to
a peak of 11.6 g, the oscillations also increased moderately. As !lOOn as the
highest g point had passed and the spacecraft had steadied, Shepard left fly-by·wire
and cut in the automatic control system.
Shepard was supposed to give an altimeter reading between 80,000 and
90,000 feet, but since his rate of descent was fasler than he expected, he became
worricd over the deployment of the drogue parachute and forgot to report his
altitude. As the altimeter dial slipped past 40,000 fcct, the astronaut braced and
listened closely for the drogue mortar to fire. He gave the Cape a reading of
30,000 feet, and 9000 feel later the drogue snapped out without a kick. Once
his fall was broken the periscope extended, giving a view of the trailing and
reassuring drogue. The opening of the air-inlet snorkel valve to accept ambient
air pressure at 15,000 feel struck Shepard as coming a trifle late. The antenna
canister atop the spacecraft blew off as planned at 10,000 feet, pulling the main
parachute with it. Shepard clearly S,lW <lnd fclt it in its initial ~cfed and
partially unfurled condition, which pre\"ented the lines from snapping. Within
seconds it spread to its 63·foot diameter, giving the astronaut a reassuring jolt,
but one considerably less violent Ihan he had received in eemrifuge simulated
training. " I was delighted to see it," Shepard remarked with considerable understalemem. And well he might be, for at that stage of the flight most of thc
critical moments had passed. Frudom 7 had closely followed its assigned
trajectory and the recovery forces were standing by for its pickup.
Falling toward the water at a T:lte of 35 feet per second, in contrast to the
maximum rate of 6550 feet per second during the powered ph:lSC of the night,
Shepard pushed the switch to dump the remaining hydrogen peroxide fuel.
Glancing at the dials, he noted another green light, indicating that the bnding bag
wilh its four-foot impact skirt had dropped down to cushion the water landing.
He reported to the Cape that everything was in order before f'reedom 7 dropped
below the radio horiwn.
The astronaut used the brief remaining time before impact to removc his
knee straps, open the faccplatc shield, and remove the h05C connections of his
pressurc suit. Then came the thud of water impact, comparable to hnding an
aircraft on a carrier. Frudom 7 spl:'lshed and listed over into the water on the
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astronaut's right side, about 60 degrees h om an upright position. The chutes
cast loose automatically on impact to pre\'ent dragging. As thc water sloshed
over the ports, the spaceman saw the fluorescein dye spreading over an cver·
increasing area. Shepard quickl y checkcd the spacecraft interior to sec if any
leaks had resulted from impact. There were none; it was dry. Now slowly
Put dom 7 came to an upright position, taking about a minute's time, and
Sh.epard jubilantly reported to Cardfilc 23, the communications airplane, that he
was all right.
Helicopters of Marine Air Force Group 26 wcrc waiting. Wayne E. Koons
and Ckorge F. Cox, pilot and copiloc, respectively, of the primary helicopter, had
v.atched the spacecraft for about five minutes on its descent. After splashdown,
Koons quickly maneuvered his chopper into position for the rctrieval exercise.
Glancing at Fuedom 7, Cox noted that the high.frcqucncy antenna was not in
its correct position as he hooked the cable through the recovery loop. Koons
maneuvered the helicopter to lift the spacecraft partially out of the water, awaiting
pilot egress. All of a sudden the high. frequency antenna pronged upward, hit
and dented the bOltom of the helicopter, and broke off. But no damage was done ;
Shepard told Koons he would debark as soon as Freedom 7'5 hatch cleared the
water.
While Shepard worked himself into a sitting posture, Koons asked again if he
was ready. Not yet, he replied; he was still removing his restraint harness and
he could still see water against the ports. So the chopper raised the spacecraft
further and Shepard unlocked the hatch.
The astronaut then wormed his way over the hatch sill and grappled for his
"horse collar" hoisting sling. He soon grasped the line and fitted the sling
under his anns. On the way up he brushed against the remainder of the high.
frequency antenna, but it was flexible ·and did no hann. The hovering chopper
had no difficulty getting Shepard aboard and in lifting Frudom 7 from the water
and transporting it to the carrier Lake Champlain. When Shepard finally stepped
on the carrier's deck, only II minutes had elapsed since the water landing. About
half an hour after he had begun his free-dictation report, Shepard was called to the
flag bridge to answer an unexpected telephone call from President Kennedy, who
had watched the launching and followed flight details closely via television and
who now congratulated the astronaut on his flight into ~ pace.:O
Aboard the Lake Champlain, the immediate task was determining what shape
Shepard was in after that brief but awesome excursion through space, with its ac·
companying high acceleration load, weightlessness, and deceleration loads. Some
physiologists had feared that even a few minutes of weightlessness could cause disorientation, while some psychologists were equally apprehensive about what would
happen to a space passenger's mind. But Shepard reported that he found his
five minutes of weightlessness quite pleasant. In fact, he said, he was already in
the weightless state before he realized it. For evidcnce. he cited a washer that
had floated beside his left ear. The weightl~ Shepard had grabbed for the
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weightless "asher- and mi$Cd. Anticipati ng his dcbriefing, thc astronaut
had uscd an analogy from his professional c:-;:pcrienee to describe his sensations.
The best comparison in his memory was riding in the IX1Ck scat of :"Ill F- IOOF airplane. " It was painlcs..~," he said, "ju~t a pleasant ride." As for any other effects
of "eightlessncss and g streSSC'l, Shepard had demonstrated by assuming direct pilot
control that man was quite capable of fun ctioning in space. He experienced
no impairment of his faculties. He had reponed to Mercury Control with perfect
clarity regarding his l\nd the spacecraft's status, and whcn tWO physicians, i\L
J erome Strong and Robert L.1ning, made a preliminary postflight physical examination of Shepard aboard the carrier, they found him to be in excellent condition.
From beginning to end the flight mission had been almost perfect. The jubilant
but technically perfectionist enginccrs called it only an "unqualified success." '"
Now there remained no possiblc doubt that man could fun ction intelligently
aboa rd the 1I.[ercury spacecraft and with relative safety in a true space environment
for 15 minutes. What of the primitive spacecraft that hc had inhabited? H ow
well did it perform? The a nswcr seemed to be, vcry well indeed. But could its
systems be trusted to work under even more demanding conditions in orbital
flights? Had all the night preparations been adequate? These wc:re only a few
of the questions that the returning aslrona ut would have to answer, if only par_
tially and indirectly, at the seemingly interminable debriefings.
BRIEFt;";G TilE BRIEFE RS

The initial postflight period of debriefing, held aboard the recovery ship,
included a medical c:-;:aminatio n and free dictation by the as tronaut of his
flight impressions. This was followed by a short debriefing questionnaire. From
the ship, the astronaut was taken to Grand B.1hama Island for an exhaustive twoday debriefing by medical and technical personnel. This sc:ssion uscd a prepared
list of questions. Interrogations were led by Carmault B. J ackson on medical
matters, by Robert Voas on pilot activities and performance, and by Harold 1.
Johnson and Sigurd t\. Sjoberg on systems performance. Some 32 specialists
joinc:d in the Grand Bahama debriefing, including progra m managcrs, operations
physicians, engmeers, pholOgraphers, and public relatio ns personnel.

As/,ollout Shepard arrives lit
G,olld Bohomo Island for medi·
col lmd {light debriefillg following
his {light ill Freedom 7. He is
{lonked b)' (left to right) Slo)"ton,
Keith Lyndell, and G,issom.
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His pressure suit, Shepard said, was genuaUy comfortable and allowed
sufficient mobility, but the left wrist pressurc gaugc was difficult to sec during
acceleration. It should be mO" ed, perhaps to the knec. And there W<lS a
circubtion problem caused by the rubber cot.~ at thc cnds of his gloved fingers,
which meant he had to keep drawing his fingers back inside the gloves to maintain
comfort. The helmet was satisfactory. Shepard had obtained an enlarged faceplate for his own helmet to gain better vision. He had no compbints against
the couch or restrain! harness. He remembered only minor pressure points from
the couch while waiting on the pad. The straps around his shoulders had
seemed tight at times Ix:fore launch, but slight shrugs had relieved the tension and
stimulated circulation.
The biosensors caused some skin irritation for Shepard, as they had for othel1l
in the ]o.{ercury program, both astronauts and test s\.bjeets. Beller adhesives
were promised. Throughout the mission the suit temperature and humidity had
been quite comfortable, Shepard reported. During the hours while he was
waiting on the pad he was able to maintain a suit reading of 75 degrees, although
this rose to 77 degrtt!l a minute or two before liftoff. His suit temperature dropped
back to 74.5 degrees for most of the Aight, with a brief rise to 82 degrees during
reentry. Just before the loss of contact as the spacecraft dropped below the
radio horizon, his suit tempcrature dropped to 77 degrees. Then, in the capsule
awaiting pickup, Shepard experienced the hottest part of the mission. When
Byrnes suggested that ventilation procedures should be improved , Shepard remarked that he could have obtained some relief by simply unzipping his suit.~ '
Other parts of the environmental control system also worked s.1Iisfaclorily.
The cabin temperature inside Frudom 7 stared within a tolerable range from 92
to 100 degrees. Only part of one of the two four-pound bottles of oxygen aboard
had been needed. The drain on the coolant supply had been slight.
The engineers among the debriefing team quizzed Shepard about the whole
of the spacecraft altitude control systems, but especially abou t the workings of
manual control. According to the flight plan, Shepard was to exercise three modes
of control-automatic, manual, and the Ay-by-wire combination of the two.
He reponed that the manual mode was quite responsive and felt the same as
the manual mode in the procedures trainers. Thcre seemed to be a tendency
for the spacecrah to roll slightl y clockwise while in the manual controL Postflight
inspectors found a small piece of debris lodged in the hydrogen peroxide tubing,
which probably caused the jets to leak a tiny increment of thrust. Ncar the sixminute point in the flight, according to plan, Shepard was supposed to switch
to the Ay-by-'''ire mode of controL Apparently he forgot to turn off the manual
valve, so thc capsule's attitude control system sucked fuel from both manual and
automatic tanks. The debriefing interrogators asked him whether he got more
control than desired; he replied that rate changes seemed high but that he thought
this was caused by microswitch positions ralher than the addition of manualproportional fueL Shepard could not recall for certain whether he had turned
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off the manual valve; telemetry data monitoring the spacecraft movements and
countermovements indicated that he had not.
The accessory rockcts and pyrotcchnics on the capsule performed adequately
duri ng the Freedom 7 mission, each sequence firing on time and as designed. One
exception was a secondary escape-tower jettison rocket, which was later disassembled and found to have ignited by manual P\lll-ring actuation. Since Shepard
did not remember whether or not he pulled that ring, how the rocket fired remained a mystery. It was known that this backu p component had not been
used to separate the escape tower from the spacecraft. Otherwise the capsule
rocketry had per(onned Il awlessly. The posigrades effected spacecraft separation,
the three retrograde rockets ripple-fired to provide a 51 O-feet-per-second velocity
decrement, and the drogue p arachute mortar di!ICharged correctly. The green
sequence lights appeared on Shepard's pand with heartwarming regularity except
for the retropack jettison indicator.
At impact the landing bag had performed as designed to cushion the shock,
but one heat sink stud did pierce the fiber-glass protective shield. While the pressure vessel was undamaged, recovery had been too rapid for the seaworthiness
of the impact bag to be tested. Several rips observed in the impact skirt aboard
the carrier apparently occurred during postflight handling rather than at impact
or by bobbing in the water.
In general the radio communications during flight had been extremely clear.
Slayton, the Mercury Control ~nler capsule communicator ("Cap Com")' said
Shepard's voice transmissions were slightly garbled at liftoff but that seconds later
the quality improved markedly. Using the ultra-high-frequency system, SlaytOil was able 10 maiulaill cri~JJ w uta,-t wid, F":ed,,m 7. SI,epa"d and Slayton
stayed on U HF, using the Cape antenna, but then as distance increased, voice
communications deteriorated. In Mercury Control Center the communications
technician monitoring the Grand Bahama Island antenna reception switched
Slayton onto a relay from Bahama, and Shepard came in loud and dear once
again. Slayton and Shepard communicated well with each other until main
parachute deployment. The Mercury Control Center communicalOr then tried
unsuccessfully to use Cardfile 23, the commu nications relay airplane. Having
lost contact with Cap Com, Shepard had expected the recovery forces to garble
the radio in competition to talk with him, but circuit discipline was businC5.'!like
both before and after countdown."'
PR £CIPtTATION FROM

MR-3

The I<unqualified" success of the Shepard suborbital Ilight brought immense
joy and satisfaction to the managers, engineers, associates, and astronauts of the
Space Task Group. They had labored almost two and a half ycars for this first
triumph. Flight failures, schcdule slippages, press criticism, and most recently
the U.S.S.R.'s attainment of thc first orbital night, all had tempercd the pride of
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the Mercury team. But May 5, 1961, sa,,' the Nation rejoice widl relief and
pleasure in the success and safct y of Alan Shepard. President Kennedy's shore-toship radio telcphone call to the astronaut wa~ spontaneous, though difficult to link,
and symbolic of thc American mood that day. Although the seven-member corps
of astronauts had combat records and test-pilot experience to their credit, one of
them at last was truly a hero and not just a celebrity.
In the aftermath of the flight of Freedom 7, Gilruth once again ptlblished a
morale memorandum for his staff. This time the subject was not a single favorable newspaper article, as had been thc ca~e of a story by Los Angcles newspaperman Marvin ~file<> the year before, bllt a compilation of formal congratulations to Alan Shepard from individuals in various walks of life, including the
King of ~Iorocco and a group of scientiSL~ in Peru.:Il
At the postflight press conference, Admiral Hillcs quipped that the space
race had turned into a world series played with a space ball, and that the Navy,
naturally, had "caught the crucial fly." But the much more impressive Gagarin
flight tempered e\'e ryone '~ pride but the So"iets'. What most enhanced the
United States' prestige was not the technical prowess exhibited by MR- 3 but the
contrast between the open-door policy toward news coverage of its night and
the impenetrable secrecy surrounding the Soviet program.
One result of all this publicity was a widespread skepticism toward the space
claims of the U.S.S.R. Many people around the world questioned whether a
Red cosmonaut had flown at all. An Istanbul newspaper called Afillyft, for
example, reported that Turkish journalists, after viewing official films of both
Shepard's and Gagarin's flights, asked of the Soviet consul general, "In the
Shepard film we followed all phases of his flight, but in yours we followed only
Khrushchev. Why don't you show us your space flight, too!''' A Tass correspondent, replying for the consul general, was quoted as having explained, "We
are mainly interested in the people's excitement and reaction. This is what we
wanted you to see."~· Premier Nikita Khrushchel' was supposed to have been
much chagrined because the "up and down" flight of Shepard gained such
extensive media publicity cven though Gagarin had long since orbited the world.
Although NASA had kept a few secrCL-.-such as ground-control command
frequencies and persisting classifications of old military data~the agency made
reasonable efforts to cooperate with newsmen.
PTesidtmt Kennedy presents the
NASA Distinguished S e r v ic e
Medal to Astronaut Shepard in
the White House Rose Garden.
They aTe flanked by the other astronauts and Administrator Webb.
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The President ;'l\\ :mled NASA's Distinguished Sen ice ?-.fedal to Alan Shepard
in a Rose Gardcn ccremony:lt thc Whitc House on ~la y 8. Although little notice
was gi\cn, crowds of people lincd Pcnnsyh':lni:l A\'enue, cheering the velemn
Navy pilot and 11t':1' ~ pacema l1 as he rode to Ihe Capitol for lunch and b.lek. Here
and abroad, million; of people later filed by an itineranl NASA display 10 inspect
Freedom 7 at close hand. M embers of Congress sensed a fonnidable change in
the p\lbli c'~ attitude toward th t': space program. Tn place of \\idespread apath)'
or lack of understanding: toward ~pace exploration, man y of their constilUtents
now st':cmt':d awart': of the mt':aning of tht': ad\'enturcs into tht': space \"oid. Con_
g rc.~lltcn who had becn re\"iewing mannt':d ~pace flight pbns and proposals sinct':
carly April began thinking abou t increased alloc:ltions of national resou rces, such
as scientific manpower, for futu re manned space explomtion.
On May 25, 1961, President Kennt':dy prt':SCntt':d a special message to Congress on "urgent national needs." At one point he spoke of space and of Shepard:
Now is the time \0 take longer strides-time for a great new American
enterprise- time fOf this nation to take a clearl y leading role in 5pace achievement, which in many ways may hold the key to our futufe on earth.
I believe we posscss nil the resources and talents necessary. But the facts
of the matter arc that we have never made the national dedsion or marshal1ed
the national resources fC<)uired for such Icader.;hip. ' Ve have never specified
long-range goals on an urgenl time schedu le, or managed oll r rCSOlll"{"es and ollr
time so as to insure their fulfillment.
Recognizing the head start obtained by the SOl'iets with their large rOCket
engines ... and recognizing the likelihood that the)' will esploit this lead
for some timc to come ill stillmore impressive successes, we ncvcrthek:S$ nrc
required to mnke new e fforts on OU1" own. For' whi le we ca nnot guamntee thnt
we shall one day be fil'St, we call guarantee that an)' failure to make this effort
will make liS last. We take an additionnl risk by making it in fu ll view of the
world, but as showl! by the feat of Astronaut Shepard, this very risk cnhanres
ou r stature when we arc successful. ...
I belie\"C this nation should cOlllmit itsclf to achieving the gO'-ll, before this
decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safdy to the
earth. No single space project in this pcriod will be mOle impl"Cssi\'e to mankind, or more important fo r the long_range c;'(ploration of space; and 1I0ne will
be so difficult or espensive to aeeomplish.3 '
The Congress, believi ng that the America n people were also rcady to slipport
an expanded and ambitious long-tt':nn sp..lce uploration program, quickly
endorsed these words of leadership from President Kenned y. Project Apollo
shifted from a circumlunar expedition plan to a lunar landing endeavor, to be
achieved before 1970, or "before th is decade is out."
All through March, April, and May, mt':mbcrs of the space committees
of the Senate and the House busil)' quizzcd James E. Webb, Dryden, Seamans,
and other It':aders of N ASA nbou t the implications of thc Russian program :lnd
abou t how tilt': planned time for the de\"elopment of Apollo could be cut in half.
But the appropriations debate was brief. By August 7, the Senators and Reprc-
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"Cntatives had agreed on S I,67 1,750,000 for NASA's fi scal J 962 budget. This was
the first time Congress had appropriatcd O\'cr a billion dollars for NASA's space
program at one time. Only $1 [3 million less than Prcsidcnt Kcnncdy had
requested, this billion and a half dollars was but an initial appropriation, for the
legislators undcrstood that NASA would ask for a supplement about January
1962.SG
Thus American aspirations in space, personalizcd by Astronaut Shepard on
:\Iay 5 and codified by President Kennedy's endorsement of NASA's follow-on
plans on )\[ay 25, 196 J, gained clear direction, amplc funds, and official s:l.Ilction.
The nation:!l mood for space had definitd~ changed from what it had be<:n at
the uncertain beginning of the Kennedy administration. A goal of de\eloping
space technology for space exploration was a tangihle means to "get the country
moving again."
Industries bonl of the frantic missile race of the mid-fifties would turn more
and more to space-related research and de\·e1opment. Unlike military technology, such products were not needed in quantity ; reliable performancc was
their highest criterion. Whereas Project Mercury, toward the cnd of its manufacturing ph:!sc in June 196 1, supposedly affected approximately one out of
90 people in thc Unitcd States through industrial support of some 10,000 companics, Project Apollo a.~ redcfined by NASA and appro\ed by the President
would take far more of a national cffort." Kennedy had promised that expanded conquest of space would be difficult and costly. But so impressi\'e and
dramatic an enterprise was Apollo, so full of engineering and gadgetry. that the
project seemed made to order for a new American destiny. To President
KenneJ), the UnitcJ StatC1l could win an open competition with the Soviet
linion in space because of the inherent superiority of an o~n soeiet)'.
Besides its portents, the President's decision had an immediate impact on the
Space Task Group, an organization that had been stud ring the possibilities of
advanced manned night as earlr as 1959. In September 1960, the Apollo
projects office fonnally appeared Oil the organization chart of the Space Task
Group's Flight Systems Division, indicating thc fulltime status of planners for
Apollo. But thc day aflcr President Kennedy's speech of ]\[ay 25, Wesley L.
Hjornc\"ik, formerly Glennan's administrativc assist:mt and now Gilruth's, signcd
a notice to the Space Task Grou'p that reassurcd thc Mercury team of a future
with Apollo. New funds and facilities, if approved by Congress as expected,
would certainly affect the personal lh'es of the Space Task Group members by
the necessity to rcorganize and perhaps to relocate."'
NASA Headquartcrs had recognized for some time that a center was needed
to sUfyey the whole spectrum of manned space night programs. On January
3, 1961 , the Space Task Group had at last been designatcd an autonomous
field element , no longer to be considered a part of the Goddard Space Flight
Center. The Space Task Group's personnel strcngth had increased to a total
of 794 people in mid-1961. Until Kenncdy's lunar landing decision was en-
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dorsed by the Congrcs.~, the Space Task Group had had only o ne responsibility,
Projec t M ercury, and no au thorization to proceed with more ambitio us endeavors.
The end of Project Mercury could have meant the e nd of the Space Task Group.
But President Kenned y'~ dario n message to Congress verified a new cou rse
for the Space Task Group's ci\'i l serVants. Hack in Februa ry 1961, Gilruth had
asked his second in command, Charles]. Donlan, to begin considering thc most
feasible program~ to succeed Project Mercu r),. Whatever the future programs
were, they would rcquire new, separa tc, functional facili ties. By Maya draft
stud y W:lS completcd on how such unde rta kings should be managed. Entitled
" Orga ni7.ational Concepts and Staffing Requiremen ts" fo r a " M an ned Spacec raft Development O:nter," the study declared in its preamble:
One of the ~ntial elements requi red to implement an agressive national
effort for manned space exploration is a capabilit)' within govcrnment to can·
cei"e, m·anage, and technically monitor the development of large manned
srmcecraft and to operate the spacecraft and related ground support equipment. This portion of the total job is in itsclf one of the largest, if not the
largest research and development job ever undertaken in wa r or peace.
The nucleus of the cap-abilil)' now exists in the Space Task Group, which
has handled, with iooustry and other gO\'emmellt resources, the Mercury Program. However, a program of the much larger magnitude now contemplated
would require a substantial cxp..1llSion of staff and facilities and instituting
an organi7.ational and management concept consistent with the magnitude
of the program. How-and how effective-the c.1pabil ity is organiled will
have a direct bearing on the success or failure of the tOl.11 program. 't
Only a few dars had elapsed after President Kenncd y's call to Congress for
approval of thl' hm:! r bnrt ing pmgr:lm w hen t he rank ;wd fire O1ember'l of th#'
Space Task Group began to read speculations in their local Virginia newspapers
abou t where they might have to mo\·e. Few were eager to leave the Virginia
peninsula. Many we rc glad to stop worrying abou t :t move 10 Belts\'ille, M a ryland, but no onc knew what thc alternative site would be. While wh'es and
families fretted , the men and womcn of the Space T ask Group were busicr than
ever before, because the g roup had just entered the final manned phase of the
Mercury program. In August 1961, NASA Headquarters ordered John F.
Parsons, Associate Director of the Ames Research Cente r, to head a survey tcam
to recommcnd the permanent location for a manned spacecraft center. One of
the members of thc Parsons team, Martin B)TIles, was subsequently assigned to
stud )' relocation progrnms for STG's lllembers.<O
Responsihilities lay heavil), upon STG . It had to aceder.\te the ~tercu r)'
program to achieve its primar)' objective, manned orbital night. It shou ld start
to recruit personnel and organi7.e acti"ities for thc newly autho ri zed Projcct Apollo.
And, Illost immediately, it must carry out the second suborbital !\ Iere ury night
as scheduled. Once the next ast ronaut was recol'erect, the operntiolls team in
concert with the Space Task Group management wou ld ha\'e to decide just how
fa r to carry the M ercury.Redstone suborbital program. M ;:InY of the 30 or so
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who had attended Shepard's postflight debriefing felt th;!t this ph;u;e h;!d served
its purpose and th;!t now the m;!nned orbit"l ph;!se should be initbted. This point
",;!S discussed in June but not by any me;tns decided. From Shep;trd's success,
however, one thing seemed clear: it was ccrt"inly not nceC$.1ry to train all the
astronauts on suborbital flights before uying to duplicate or triplicate Gagarin's
feat.
SECO:-:D SUBORBITAl. TRIAl.

Preparalion for the second suborbital flight of man illlo space was essentially the s."lme as that for Shepard and Freedom 7. Much of the astronaut
and ground support training, sp."\cecraft chcckout, and booster preparation
had been accomplished concurrently with the grooming of M R-3, since the
anticipated six-week interval was too short to begin ;!new. Thus Air Force
Captain Virgil I. Grissom, told by Gilruth in J anua!), 1961 that he would
probably be the pilot for Mercury-Redstone 4, and J ohn H. Glenn, Jr., once again
the suborbital backup pilot, returned to work quickl y after Shep;!rd's flight.
In April all three had undergone refresher centrifuge training at J ohnsville.
and now they were well fortified to endure the actual Redstone acceleration
profile.
Most of their training period was spent at the Cape so that Grissom and
Glenn could follow the technical progress of spacecraft and launch vehicle by
participating in minute checkout operations. In Hangar S the aStronauts
exercised themselves and all their capsulc systems in the simulated high-altitude
chamber tests. Their physicians recorded metabolic data and refined physiological reactions. Communicl'ltion checks, manual comrol s)'Stem checks,
sequence system verifications, and man}' simulated missions in the procedures
trainer kept them busy. Twice Grissom and Glenn went back to Langley for sessions in the ALFA trainer. In aU;-each simu lated about 100 Mercury-Redstone
flights before the upcoming MR-4 launch, scheduled for July."
Spacecraft No. II , designated since October for the second manned Mercury
flight, had come off the production line at McDonnell in May 1960. As the
first operational capsule with a centerline window, No. II more nearly approximated the orbital version of the Mercu!)' capsule than Shepard's Freedom 7,
or spacecraft No.7.0f
Among other innovations in No. II for MR-4 was an explosive side hatch,
whose evolution, encouraged by the astronaut corps, had begun early in Ihe
Mercury program. The original egress procedure had been to climb out
through the antenna compartment, a difficult maneuver that requirtd the removal of a small pressure bulkhead. Since all thc astronauts had found it
hard to snake out Ihe top of Ihe frustum and c)linder, the STG and McDonnell
designers had concluded that removal of an injured astronaut would be e\'en
more precarious. Moreover, valuable lime would be lost in such a rescue
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At left, Grissom in spacecraft check. At right, Grissom (sealed inside) testr spacecrafl 011 the galltry with GUCfiter Wendt of M cDollndl Aircraft Corporatioll.

MR-4

Preflight
MR-4 Mission Review ConfererlCe at the Cape: left to right, Slayton, Grissom, K er!nelh li1. Nagler, W arren J. No,lh, William K. Douglas, Glen", Shepard, Charles
W. Mathews, Jalm D. Hodge, Stanley C. Whit e, and Christopher C. Kraft, Jr.
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operation ; to open the hatch from the outside, someone had to remove scvcral
shingles and 70 bollS.
McDonnell enginttrs set to work on the pro blem and came up with two
egress hatch models--one with a latch, which was used on Ham's ~IR-2 and
Shepard 's MR-3 miS!iions, the oth er with an explosil"e hatch COI'er. The
simple latch mechanism weighed 69 pounds, too much of a weight addition
for incorporation in the orbital yersion of the spacecraft. The explosi" e hatch,
on the other hand, utilized the 70 bolts of the original design; a ,06-inch liolc
was bored into each of the quarter-inch titanium boits to provide a weak point.
When a mild detonating fusc, placed in a groO\c around each bolt, was energized, the bollS were shearcl simultaneousl ~ and the h:"IIch sprang open.
There were two wars to activate the explosin:: egrtsS halch during reco'·e!")'.
About six to eight inches from Ihe astronaut's right arm, as he lay in his couch,
was a knobbed plunger. Thc pilot would remO\'e a pin and press the plunger
with a fist-force of lil'e or six pounds, detonating the small explosil'e charge and
blasting Ihe hatch 25 feel away in a second. If the pin was in place, a list-force
of 40 pounds was required. A rescuer outside the capsule could blow open the
hatch simply by removing a small panel from the fuselage side and pulling a
lanyard. This complete explosive hatch weighed only 23 pounds.U
The welcome new trapezoidal window assembly on spacecraft No. II replaced the two IO-inch side ports through which Shepard strained to sec. The
pilot now could look upward slightly and sec direetl)' outside. Visually the
field covered 30 degrees in the horizontal plane and 33 degrees in the I"erlieal.
The Corning Glass Works of Coming, New York, designed and developed the
muhilayered panes. The outer pane was made of Vrcor glass, .35-ineh thick,
and could withstand temperatures on the order of l50Q to 1800 degrees F.
Three panels were bonded to make the inner pane, one a .17 -inch-thick sheet
of Vycor, the t\\"o others made of tempered glass. This fenestration was as
strong as any part of the capsule pressure vessel."
The manual controls for the second manned !light incorporated the new
rate stabilization control syslCm. With it the astronaut could control the rate
of spacecraft attitude movements by small turns of his hand controller rather
than by jockeying the device to attain the desired position. This rate damping
or rate augmentation system, like power liteering on an automobile, gave finer
and easier handling qualities and another redundant means of driving the pitch.
yaw, and roll thrusters.
B)' the time of the MR--4 !light, Lewis Research Center and Space Task
Group engineers had analyzed the thrust rating of the posigrade rockeL~ and
bad made a valuable discovery. Fired into the booster-spacecraft adapter, the
posigrade rockets developed 78 percent greater thrust than when fired openly.
;\ccordingly the capsule separation rockets when ignited inside the adapter,
producing what the NASA testers called a " popgun effect ," afforded an initial
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separation \'elocity of about 28.1 fr:r:t pc::r second . This dr:tennination provided
the enginer:rs with the eonfidencr: thai spacecraft-boostcr separation would occur
with littlc likelihood of rccontact.
STG's calculations indicatr:d that thc Redstone booster and the Mercury
spacecraft should be about 4000 feet apart on their suborbital trajectory at
retrofire. The unbraked booster wou ld hit the water somr: 566.2 scconds after
launch, while the longer and stcepcr trajectory of the spacecraft would keep it
aloft 911.1 seconds. The boostr:r would land about 16V2 milr:s br:yond thr: spacecraft.'" Because of the relatively short distancr: bttweell the two impact points,
ST G was concerned enough to as<>ign John P. Mayer and T r:d H. Skopinski
\0 stud y the problem, espr:cially as related to possibk recontact of the spacecraft
and the boostr: r aft er separation. As a result of the studies, Skopinski's recommendations for minor changes in the sequencing of retrofire were accr:ptr:d as
solutions to prevent recontact.
Other hardware changes involved attaching a redesigned fairing for the
capsule adaptr:r clam p-ring, rr:arrangi ng the capsule instrument pand, and adding mort foam paddi ng to the head area of the contour couch. Thc fairing
and somr: more insulation should overcome the vibration and consequent blurred
vision Shr:pard had complai ned about, while the rearrangement of the instrumclllS sought to improvr: the r:ye-scan pattern, which Shepard had found poor.
These changes cost several more wttks' time. On Jul y 15, 1961, Gilruth
affirmro that Grissom would be Ihe prime pilot for Mercury-Redstone No. <land that Glenn would be his stand-in. Grissom in IUrn announced that he had
chosen the name Liberty Bell 7 as the most ap propriatr: caU-sign for his bellshaped up!Sulc, heeaWiC the name was to Americans almost synonymous
with "frr:edom" and symbolic numerically of the continuous teamwork it
represented."
Modifications made on Grissom's p(('$Ure suit reflected the expc::riences of
Shepard's flight. Nylon-scaled ball-bearing rings were litted at the glo\'e connections to allow full rotation of the wrists while the suit was pressurized. A
new personal parachutr: harness was designed to ker:p the chute out of thr: way.
On the chest of Grissom's suit was a convex mirror, called :\ " hero's medal" by
the astronaut corps, that scn'cd simply to allow the pilot-obsen'er eamr:ra to
photograph instrument readings. Another wdeomr: addi tion to the suit was
a urine resen 'oir, fabricated the day before the flight. Although during his
flight Grissom would find the contraption somr:what b inding, it did ,,·ork.
Lastl y, Grissom's helmet was equippc::d with new microphones that promised to
filter out more noise and make transmission quality even bctter. u
Materials successfully llsed in other phases of thr: space program also became
a part of thc second manned fl ight. In the continuing quest for wcight red uction,
a lightweight, rad:\r-refleetive lifr: raft was developed jointly by the Langley
Research Center and the Spaer: T ask Group. Weighing three pounds and four
ou nces (45 percent lighter th:\n the original version), this raft was constructed
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of Mylar and nylon, the same materials used in Echo I , the passi\C communication
satellite balloon that began circling the globe in Augu5t 1960. The survival pack,
with the raft inside, was secured on a shdf in the spacecraft com'eniently ncar the
astrona·Jt's left arm.'s
Grissom's flight plan was redscd rapidly and altered substantially as a result
of ~IR-3. Shepard had really been overloaded with actiyities during his five
minutes of weightlessness. Now Grissom was given a chance to look through his
lIew trapezoidal window to learn more about man's \'isual abilities in space. If
he could recognize landmarks for llight reference, the pilot tasks for the Mercury
orbital flights might be considerably simplified. Shepard had assumed manual
control of only one axis of mO\'ement-yaw, pitch, or roll-at a time, whereas
Grissom had instOictiolls to assume complete manual control as soon as he could,
to make three maneuycrs in about one minute instead of Shepa rd's 12 minutes,
and then to spend as much time as possible making exterior observations.
Mercury-Redstone booster No.8 had arrived at Cape Canaveral on June 8.
Kurt H. Debus' contingent of Wemher \'on Braun's team and G. Merritt Preston's
capsule checkout team had proceeded with the mating of the launch vehicle and
capsule and the checkout requirements. On Jul y 13, the flight safety review was
hdd and the spacecraft was pronounced ready for flight. Two days later
Walter Williams heard the reports during the mission review; the Redstone and
Liberty Bell 7 were pronounced ready to go. The recovery ships, anticipating
the launch date on Tuesday, July 18, moved into their assigned positions.
Essentially a repeat of MR-3, Grissom's flight was to reach an apogee of
116 miles, o\'er a range of 299 miles, with the astronaut feeling a maximum
acceleration load of 6.33 g and deceleration of 10.96 g. Only the launChing
azimuth, changed by threc degrees to stay within range bounds, vaned from
Shepard's flight into space."
On July 16 the news media received a weather bulletin pn:dicting that the
cloud cover in the launch an:a for the ncxt 48 hours would be below average,
but that the impact area would be slightly cloudier than usual. The mission was
postponed early Tuesday, the 18th, in hope of better weather. Fortunately the
frost)' liquid oxygen had not been loaded so the launch delay wa~ only 24, rather
than 48, hours.
Earl~' Wednesday, Jul y 19, Grissom, asleep in his quarters on the balcony of
Hangar S, was awakened b)' his physician, William Douglas, who told him that
Walter Williams' operations team was pushing for a 7 a.m. launch to beat the
weather. The launch day routine began again. By 5 a.m. Grissom was up in
the gantry. He slid into his niche; the COUIlt resumed and continued unbroken
until 10 minutes and 30 seconds before launch, when a. hold was called to wait
for a rift in the cloud cover. When no break appeared, the mission was scrubbed
again. This time the liquid oxygen had been tanked. so a dreary 48-hour delay
would be necessary.~o
The weather conditions on July 21 were ~tiJl not ideal. The "iew from an
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ahitude of a hund~d miles would show that all the no rthern portion of Florida
was completely obscured b y high cirrus a nd lowe r patches o f cumulus clouds.
Southern Florida and Cuba would be splotched by scattered cumulus. The
o perations tcam new:rthcless decided that since the vicw was not csscntial to the
success of the mission, th e: launch should cOllle ofT as scheduled. ~l
Because Grissom had sh;n-ed a nd showered brforc going to bed rather than
before his low-residue breakfast, and because Slayton, the b lockhouse communicator, briefed the astronau t nn the status of the capsule and booster during the
van ride to the pad rathe r than just before g antry ascent, the routine was a bit
less hurried. George E. Ruff, an A ir Force psych iatrist, had time to interrogate
Grissom about his feelings befo re he lay in his contour couch for MR-4's lihofP!
Gri ~m was unruflkd, calm, and poised as he cntc n::d Liberty Bell 7 again.
The counl rC!iumed a nd proceeded smooth ly until 45 minutC!i before laun ch time,
when a gan try tec hnicia n disco\·e red that one of the 70 h atc h bolts was m isaligned.
A 30-minute hold was called, du ring which the M cDo nnell and STG supervisory
eng ineers dec ided that the rcmaining 69 bolts were sufficient to hold and blow
the hatc h, so the misaligned bolt waS not replaced. The countdown was resumed,
but two more holds for minor reasons cost another hour's wait."
Alone in h is ca psule a waiting liftoff , Grissom experien ced a wide range o f
impres~ ions. As the gantry, or service struc ture, m oved back from the launch
vchicle, he had the illusion that he was falling. H is pulse rate ranged from 64 to
162 beats per m inute, d epending upon his feelings. H is heart beat rose during
the oxygen purge, fell w hile the hatch bolt repa ir de cision was being made, rose
again when the go d ecision was made, a nd finally doubled at launch. H is liftoff
was at 7:20a.m."
LtBERTV BELL TOLL S

Grissom late r admi tted a t the postAight debriefing that he was "a bit scared"
a t liftoff, but he added that he soon gained confidence along with the g buildup.
H earing the engine roar at the pedestal, he thought that h is elapsed-time d ock
had sta rted late. Like She pard , h e was amazed al the smooth quality o f the
liftoff, but then he noticed g radually m ore severe vibrat ions, ne\·er violent enoug h
to impair his vision. T o the watchers on the grou nd, t he R edstone and the
capsule appeared to rise slowl y and 10 pass throug h a thin, broken cloud window.
Theil the rocket disa ppeared , bwing a contrail that was visi ble o n the beach for
abou t a minute. Gris'iOm's cabin p ressure sealed off at the proprr altitude, about
27,000 fcct, and he felt elated t hat the environmental control system was in good
working o rder. The suit and cabin iempcratu re, about 57.5 and 97 degrees F,
r~pccti\·cly, were quilc comfortable. Watc hing his instruments for the pitch rate
of the Red,tone, G rissom ""w it fo llow directions as programmed, tilting o\·er
about one degree per second.
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Under a g-g load on the up-kg of his night, Grissom noticed a sudden change
in the color of the horizon from light blue to jet black. His attelllion was distracted by the noise of the tower· jenison rocket firing on schedule. The pilot felt
the separation and watched the tower through the window as it drifted 01T, trailing
smoke, to his right. .\t two minutes and 22 seconds after launch, the Redstone's
Rocketdyne engine cut off after building a velocity of 6561 feet per second.
Grissom had a strong sensation of tumbling during the transItIOn from high to
lero g, and, while he had become familiar with this sensation in centrifuge
training, for a moment he lost his bearings.
The Redstone coasted for 10 seconds after its engine cut off; then a sharp
report signaled thal the posigrade rockets were popping the capsule loose from
the booster. Although Grissom peered out his window throughou t his ship's
turnaround maneuver, he never caught sight of his launch vehicle. Angular
motion was perceptible to Grissom only by watching the needle move on the dial
or by seeing an Earth reference by chance. Another cue to the spacecraft's
movement was the Sun's rays, which gradually moved up his torso toward his
face, threatening temporary blindness. Grissom fretted over the automatic tum·
around that should have reversed the capsule faster.
With turnaround accomplished, the Air Force jet pilot for the first time
became a space pilot, assuming manual-proportional control. A constant urge
to look out the window made concentrating on his control tasks difficult. He told
Shepard back in Mercul)' Control that the panorama of Earth's horizon, presenting
an aOO-mile arc at peak altitude, was fascinating. His instruments rated a poor
second to the spectacle below.
Turning reluctantly to his dials and control stick, Grissom made a pitch movement change but was past his desired mark. He jockeyed the handcontrolkr
stick for position, trying \0 damp out all oscillations, then made a yaw movement
and went too far in that direction. By the time the proper attitude was attained,
the short time allocated (or these maneuvers had been used, so he omiued the roll
movement altogether. The manual controls impressed Grissom as \'ery sluggish
when compared to the Mercul)' procedurC!i trainer. Then he switched to the
new rate command control system and found perfect rC!iponse, although fuel
consumption was high.'~
After Ihe pitch and yaw maneuvers, Grissom made a roll-over movement so
he could sec the ground from his window. Some land beneath the douds (later
determined to be WC!itern Florida around the Apalachicola area) appeared in
the hazy distance, but the pilot was unable to identify it. Suddenly Cape Canaveral came into view so dearly that GriS.'lom found it hard to believe that his slant·
range was over 150 miles.
He saw Merritt Island, the Banana River, the Indian River, and what appeared
to be a large airport runway, South of Cape Canaveral, he saw what he believed
to be \Vest Palm Beach. He tried to report to Shepard on the high·frequency
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communications circuit evcry landmark he saw, but his transmissions were not
received. These observations got Gri~1TI locitiruJ ill IJi~ \\urk pn.".;cu lln:~, as lIe
realized when he saw the periscope retract.
With Liberty Bell 7 at an ahitudc of 118.26 miles, it was now time to position
the spacecraft in its reentry attitude. Grissom had initiated the retrorocket
sequence and the capsule was arcing downward. His pulse reached \71 beats
per minute. Retrofire gave him the distinct and peculiar feeling that he had
reversed his backward flight through space and was actually moving face forward.
As he plummeted downward, he saw what appeared to be two of the spent retrorockets pass across the periscope vicw aftcr Ihe retrorocket package had been
jettisoned.
Pitching the spacecraft over into a rcentr,' attitude of 14 degrees from Earthvertical, the pilot tried to see the stars out his observation window. Instead the
glare of sunlight filled his capsule, making it difficult to read the panel dials,
particularly those with blue lights. Grissom felt that he.would not have noticed
the .05·g light if he had not known il was about to flash on.
Reentry presented no problem. Grissom could not feel the oscillations following the g buildup; he could only read, thcm on the rale indicators. Meanwhile
he continued 10 report to the Mercury Control Center on his electric current
reading, fuel quantity, g loads, and other instrumcnt indications. Condensation
and smoke trailed 01T the hcat~hicJd at about 65,000 feel as Libert), Bell 7 plunged
back into the atmosphere.
The drogue parachute deployed on schedule at 21,000 feet. Grissom said
he sa.w the deploymcnt and felt some resulting pulsating motion, but not enough
to WOrl)' him. Main parachute deployment occurred al 12,300 feet, which was
about 1000 feet highcr than the design nominal altitude. Watching thc main
chute unfurl, Grissom spotted a six·inch L-shapcd tear and another two-inch
puncture in the canopy. Although he worried about them, the holes grew no
bigger and his rale of descent soon slowed to abollt 28 feet per sccond. Dumping
his peroxide control fuel , the pilot began transmitting his panel readings.
A "dunk" confirmed that the landing bag had dropped in preparation for
impact. Grissom then rcmoved his oxygen hose and opened his visor but
deliberately left Ihe suit ventilation hooe altached. Impact was mildcr than he
had expected, although the capsule heeled o\'cr in the water until Grissom was
lying on his left side. He thought he was facing downward. The capsule
gradually righted itself, and, as the window clearcd the water, Grissom jettisoned
the reserve parachute and activated thc rescue aid~ switch. Liberly Bell 7 still
ap pearcd watertight, although it was rolling badly with the swells.
Preparing for recovery, he disconnected his helmct and checkcd himself for
dcbarkation. Thc ncek dam did not unroll easily; Grissom tinkered with his
suit collar to ensurc his buoyancy if he had to get out of the spacecraft quickly.
Whcn the recovery helicopters, whieh had taken to the air at launch timc and
visually followed the contrails and parachute descent, were still about two miles
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from the impact poinl, which \,'as only dm:e miles beyond the bullseye, Lieutenant
James L. Lewis, pilot of the primary recovery helicopter, radioed Grissom to ask
if he was ready for pickup. He replied that he wanted them to wait file minutes
while he recorded his cockpit pand data. Using a grease pencil with the pressure
suit gloves was awkward, and several limes the suit ventilation caused the neck
dam to balloon, but the pilot simply placed his finger between neck and dam to
allow the air to escape.
Aher logging the panel data, Grissom asked the helicopters to begin the
approach for pickup. He rtmoved the pin from the hatch-cover detonator
and lay back in the dry couch. " I was lying there, minding my own business,"
he s,1id afterward, " when I heard a dull thud." The hatch cover blew away,
and s.,lt water swished into the capsule as it bobbed in the ocean. The third man
to retum from space was faced with the first serious emcrgency; Liberty BeU 7
was shipping water and sinking fast.
Grissom had difficulty recollecting his actions at this point, bu t he was certain
that he had not touchcd the hatch-activation plunger. He doffed his hdmet,
grasped the instrument panel with his right hand, and scurricd out the sloshing
hatchway. Floating in the sea, he was thankful that he had unbuckled himself
earlier from most of his harness, including the chest restrainlS. Othcrwise he
might not have been able to abandon ship.
Lieutenant J ohn Reinhard, copilot of the nearest recovery helicopter, reported
aherward that the choppers were making their final approach for pickup. He
was preparing to cut the capsulc's antenna whip (according to a new procedu re)
with a squib-actuated cutter al the end of a pole, when he S.1W the hatch cover
fly off, strike the water at a distance of about five feet rrom the hatCh, and then
go skipping over the wavcs. Next he saw Grissom's head appear, and the astronaut began climbing through the hatch. Once out, the pressure-suited spaceman
swam away.
Instead of turning his attention to Grissom, Lewis completed his approach to
the sinking spacecraft, as both he and Reinhard were intent on capsule recovery.
This action was a conditioned rene>: based on past training experience. While
Iraining off Ihe Virginia beachcs the helicopter pilots had noted that the astronauts
seemed at home in and to enjoy the watcr. So Reinhard quickly clipped the
high-frequency antenna as soon as the helicoptcr reached Liberly Bell 7. Throwing aside the antenna cutting device, Reinhard picked up the shepherd's hook
recovcry pole and carefully threaded the crook through the recovery loop on tOP
of the capsule. By this time Lewis had lowcred the helicopter to assist Reinhard
in his task to a point that the chopper's three wheels were in the water. Li berl)'
Bell 7 sank OUt of sight , but the pickup pole twanged as the attached cable wenl
taut, indicating to the helicopter pilots that thc)' had made their catch.
Reinhard immediatd)' prepared to pass the noating astronaut the perso nnel
hoist. But at that moment Lewis called a warning that a detector light had
Aashed on the instrument panel, indicating that metal chips were in the oil sump
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Grissom js helped inlo Liberty
Bell 7 by backup pilot Glenn.

Waler-filled Liberty Bell 7
denies Ille helicopters li/t.

Flight of

liberty Bell 7
July 21, 1961
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Ixcause of engine strain . Con~idering the implication of impending engine
failure, Lewis told Reinhard to retract the personnel hoist while he called the
seeond chopper to retrieve the pilot.
Meanwhile Grissom, having made certain that he was not ~nared by any lin c~,
noticed that the primary hdicopter was hadng trouble rai>ing the submerged
spacecraft. H e swam back to the capsule to sec if he cou ld assist but found the
cable properly attached. When he looked up for the personnel line, he saw the
helicopter start to mo,'e away.
Suddenly Grissom realized that he wa~ not riding as high in the water as he
had been. All the time he had been in the water he kept feel ing air eseape
through the neck dam. The more air he lost, the le!'..~ buo}:lIlcy he had. ~Iore
o\'er, he had forgotten to ~cure his su it inlet vahe. Swimming was becoming
difficult, and now with thc second helicopter moving in hc found the rotor wash
between the two aircraft was making swimming more difficult. Bobbing under
the wavcs, Grissom was scared, angry, and looking for a swimmer from one of
the hdico pters to hel p him tread water. Then he caught sight of a familiar
face, that of George Cox, aboard the second helicopter. Cox was the copilot
"'ho had retrie\'ed both thc chimpanzee Ham and Astronaut Shepard. With
his head barely above w:lter, Grissom found the sight of Cox hearten ing.
Cox tossed the "horse-collar" lifeline straight to Grissom, who immediatdy
wrapped hi mself into thc sling backwards. Lack of orthodoxy mattered little
to Grissom now, for he was on his way to the sa fet ~ of the helicopter, e,'en though
swells dunked him twice more before he got aboard. His first though t was to
get a life preser.·er on. Grissom had been either swimming or (Ioating for a
period of only four or five minutes, "although it s«med like an eternity to me,"
as he said aherward.
As the first helicopter moved away from Grissom, it struggled valian tl y to
raise the spacecraft high enough to drain the water from the impact bag. Once
the capsule was almost clear of the water, but like an anchor it prevented the
helicopter from moving forward. The (Iooded Liberty nell 7 weighed over 5000
pounds, a thousand pounds beyond the helicopter's lifting capacity. The pilot,
watching his insistent red warning light, decided not to chance losing two cmft
in one day. He finally cast loose, allo\\'ing the spacecraft to sink swiftly. Martin
Byrnes, aboard the carrier, suggcsted that a marker be placed at the point so that
the capsule might be recovered later. Rear Admiral J. E. Clark advised Byrnes
that in that area the depth was about 2800 fathoms.
On the carrier Randolph , examining phy~icians Strong and Laning, the
same men who had gone over Shepard, found Grissom extremely tired. But
the MR-4 astronaut elected to proceed with his preliminary debriefi ng before
going on to Grand Bahama. The recovery finale, of course, continually intruded
in the discussion. Grissom said he was extremely grateful to Walter Schir m for
the developmental work he had done on the neck dam. He felt that this had
saved his life, although later tests disclosed other difficulties. The debriefing
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sessions aboard the Rondo/ph and at Grand Bahama centered on the need for
more egress training (there had been none since April ) and the fonnulation
of specific emergency rccovery procedures. Grissom said that he thought he
should have been a little more precise in his attitude control functions. This was
a moot point in view of the sluggishness he had encountered with the manual
system and the apparent play in the control stick linkage. Other than this
anomaly, the spacecraft had performed well; noises of the sequential events had
provided good cucs; vibrations had been minimal ; the new window had been a
delight and should prove useful on orbital nights; and the environmental control
system had hmctioned well. But, said Grissom, there were too many couch
~cstraint stra ps; the panel lights wen: too dim ; thc oxygen consumption rate was
high; the urinal de vice needed further development; the high-frequency communication circuit was unsuccessful; and hydrogen peroxide fuel consumption
proved 10 be high on the rate control system. The last item of that list caused
little concern among the Space T ask Group engineers, for they had decided that
the rate command mode would be used primarily for reen try, when fuel economy
was less important.
At Grand Bahama, Grissom rested and appeared to have suffered no abno nnal
effects from flight in to space. The evalu a t o~ conceded , however, that the abnormal recovel)' experience would have made any suc h cffeets difficult to analyze
or to attribute to flight causes. Further que;tioning of the astronaut followed
the routine established in Shepard's debriefing."
Obviousl)' one of the major problems to be explained and resolved following
the flight of Libert), Bell 7 was the malfunction of the explosive egress hatch.
Before the mission, Minneapolis-Honeywell had conducted en,·ironmental tests
to qualify the hatch and igniter assembly. Although the tests had bttn run with
the pin installed, conditions had been severe. The component had been subjected to low and high tem perature ranges, a lOO-g shock force, :md sa lt-spray
and water-immersion tests. After MR-4, the Space T ask Group established
a committee that included Astronaut Schirra to study the hatch problem. T ests
were conducted in an environment even more severe than that used by the
manufacturer, but no premature ex plosions occurred. Studies were made or
individuals operating the pancl switches on the side nearest the actuator; the
clearance margin a ppeared to be adequate. According to Schirra, " There was
only a vel)' remote possibility that the plunger could have been actuated
inadvertently by the pilot."
The mystery of Grissom's hatch was nevcr solved to everyone's satisfaction.
Among the favorite hypotheses were that thc exterior lanyard might have become
entangled with the landing bag straps ; that the ring seal might havc been omitted
on thc detonation plunger, reducing the pressure necessal)' to actuate it; or that
static cleclricity genera ted by the helicopter had fired the hatch co\'er. But with
the spacecraft and its onbo.,rd cvidence Iring 15 ,000 feet down on thc bottom
of the Atlan tic Ocean, it was impossible to determine the true cause. The only
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solution was to draft a procedure that would precilldc a recurrence: henceforth
the astronaut would not touch the plunger pin until the helicopter hooked
on and the line was taut. As it turned out, Liberty /Jell 7 was the last manned
flight in Project lI.[ercury ill which helicopter retrieval of the spacecraft was
planned. In addition, Grissom would be the only astron:lUt who used the hatch
without recei\'ing a slight hand injury. As he later reminded Glenn , Schirra, and
Cooper, this helpcd prove he had not touched his hatch plunge r. ~'
TITOV WIDEN S TilE

GAl'

Despite the loss of Libert), Bell 7, the lHercury-Redstone phase of the program
had been so successful that there was little reason for keeping it alive. The
termination of the manned suborbital flights had seemed predictable after
Gagarin and certain after Shepard. A month and a half before Grissom flew,
the Space Task Group had decided to cancel the fourth such flight, MR-6.
Silverstein and Gilruth also had considered canceling the third flight , MR-5,
to concentrate Oil Mercury-Atlas operations. But Silverstein believed that data
obtained from Grissom's MR-4 should be appraised before deciding whether
to bypass the MR- 5.
Besides, at that time the subject was politically sensitive. Since three astronauts were training for the Mercury-Redstone missions, the public expectation,
expressed in Congress and through the press, was that there would be at least
three manned Redstone fli ghts. BUI if Mercury-Atlas could be o;pcdited, an
astronaut making three orbits would eclipse the cosmonaut who had made one
orbit.
On August 7, 1961, ali such hopes weTC erased by the dar-long, 17-orbit
flight and successful recovery of Cosmonaut Gherman S. Titov. When
the U.S.S.R . announcw its spectacular second space flight, some Americans were
filled with awe, some with admiration, and some e\'en \\ith fear , while a few
expr~d only scornful disbelicf.
At 9 a.m., Moscow time, on August 6, 1961,
the Soviet pilot rocketed into orbit aboard lIos/ok II. The space \'oyage of this
26-year-old Russian cO\'ered 17.5 orbits and took 25 hour.; and 18 minutes.'"
After the data gathered from the Crissom flight had been e\'aluated, NASA
and Space Task Group manager.; decided that little could be gained from any
further Mercury-Redstone missions. On August 14, Paul Pu~r drafted a
termination recommendation for Gilruth's submittal to Silverstein. Purser pointed
out that the Redstone had done well its job of qualifying the spacecraft, astronauts,
and most other critical aspects of the operation. Mercury-Rcdstone also had
validated the various training devices. and it had unco\'ered many technical
problems, none of which appeared to be insoluble before an American orbital
flight. '" Now it was time to IUrn to the principal Mercury-Atlas problem areas,
such as o;plosive hatch. invertcr heating, oxygen usage rate, control systcm linkage,
and egress training, and to cope with the more complex Atlas program. Four
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days later, on t\ugust 18, NASA Headquaners publicly annou nced that the objecti\'cs of the ~ l e rcury.Reds t one program had bttn achicvcd, and that accordingly
it was canceled. Six da\"s later, Jo.1chim P. Kuettner, Mercury-Rcdstone Project
Chid at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, told his subordinates that
the Redstone must now be retired after helping gain a toehold on s pace. ~o
Several accounts of the Soviet manned space feats indicated striking similarities
in cosmonaut and astronaut selection ;'!nd training. The Russi:IOS were chosen
b)' a strenuous stkction program, which was much like the American procedure,
but their selection emphasized youth and st:lmina, mther than night experience
and engineering. Sor iet training, like Americ:ln, employed thc hum:ln centrifuge,
altitude chamber, isolation, techn ical systems st ud y, and personal physical training.
Also, three pilots trained in competition for thc first flight , Titov being Gagann's
backup pilot on Voslok I of Apri[ [2. Gag:lrin's and Titoy's accounts of liftoff
and orbital flight described the same phenomcna-g-Ioad buildup, \"ibr:"ltions, and
impressions of weightlcssness.
Titov was reported 10 have exercised manual COntrol. This tmnsliteralion was
taken in some circles to mean that he changed his orbital plane. bUI the ~ fereury
experts believcd that Titoy's manual control wa~ for attitude onl)" like that
exercised by Shcpard and Grissom, T itov reported sleeping seren hours or more,
and some tmnslations indicated th;'!t he was awakened by his weightless arms
floating. This last claim was too much for David Lawrence:, a syndicated
columnist, who suggested that the flight might ha\'c been a hom.:. But the members of the Space Task Group never doubted the authenticity of either VOl/ok I
or Voslok II . T oo much was similar. Although only two or three people in Ihe
Sp.1ce T ask Group could read Russian, the repom translated from Soviet journals
seemed to correspond to their own experience.
One of Titov's publicized problems caused concern among NASA and Space
T ask Group medical specialists. Before entering his rest period, TilOv complained
of feelings "akin to seasickness" and became nauseated. He had to be careful
not to move his head too swift ly in any direction. After sleep, his nausea apparently abated; it finally disappeared complelely whcn Titov began to feel reentry
prcssures. NASA aeromedical advisers suggested that the first American in
orbital flight ought to gua rd against, watch for. and test out this peculiar
physiological reaction reponed by Titov and the Soviets.<t
Psychologically, the Russian Vostok feats created some uneasiness in the
United States. Many people admired the Soviet's techno[ogical proficiency but
were concerned by the strate.l!:ic implications. The fact that Titov's orbital track
in a ncar-polar plane carried him o\"er the United States thrce times was alarmi ng
to some people. In spite of the b ct that the decision for the :lccclerilted space
program was confinned, the term "space l:lg" began appe a rin~ more frcquently
in the prcs.~ and in the statements of some Congressmen. Criticism of NASA,
the departed Eisenhower administration, ilnd even the Kennedy administration
mounted. After the Gagann flight, for example, Democratic Senator StUi"lrt
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Symington of ~Iis.wuri caustic:'lllr pointed to the years of indecision that had so
long delayed the Saturn l:'lunch \'ehiele. After the TiIO\' flight, John W. Finney,
aerospace and science writer for the New )'ork Times, pictured Washington
officialdom as carping O\'er NASA's "cas) pace" in implementing the IUIl:'lr
landing program outlined by President Kennedy. No specifications for :t lunar
~p:t cec raft }ct were C\'ident; no :tgrccmcllt on thc route to take or on the necessary
launch \'ehicle had been reached, But these were mostly NASA Headquarters
wOrTies; the primal)' task of the Space Task Group still lar ahead. Regardless
of the faCt that Mercurr could 1I0W only duplicate the fealS of the Vostoks,
1Projttt Apollo, the manned lunar-landing project, depended upon Mercu!)'
:\Iark (( ( later named Cemini), the two-man rendezvous and docking project;
and Gemini depended upon the fulfillment of Mcrcury; in tum, that depended
upon the strength and stability of Alias. The day Titov came baek to Earth,
NASA's Space Task Group announced candidly, if not calmly, that the first try
al putting an America n in orbit might slip unavoidably into January 1962.12
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Final Rehearsals

W

ITH the 1961 Lahor Day holiday passed, thc Space Task Group buckled
down to an exceptionally busy staron, one that was to be climaxed with
STG's own demise and phoenix-like: resurre<:tion. Its activities had become
farflung. Dead ahead, at CalX Canaveral, loomed the first orbital night test
of a :\lercury capsule, carrying a true "black box," called a "crewman simulator," instead of an astronaut. Then, tOG, plans long had been ripening for
a multi-orbital Mercury-Scoul flight to qualify the ground tracking and communications network. A second orbital flight carrying a chimp.lnzce in the
spacterart couch also had an early place in thc program.
Meanwhile NASA agents had completw an extensive survcy of potential
sites for thC': new den':lopm~nt and operations installation for manncd space
projeclS of the future. At its Langley Air Force Base domicile, STG was bu~y
planning for its ~xpanding role in manned spac~ cxploration. Its personnel
\q::re weighing persistent rumors that th~ new ]\[anned Spacecraft Center might
bt located in Texas, somewhere near the booming city of Houston.
The first objective of all this simultaneous activity was Mercury-Atlas 4,
the fifth flight of an Atlas-launched spacecraft. This mission had been planned
and replanned many times before the unsuccessful launch of MA- 3 back in
April 1961, and the failure of that mission directly affected the MA-4 plans.
During the early months of 1960, ;\[A ·3 had been schedukd for a. suborbital
fl ight, with a crewman simulator aboard. First plans calkd for the Atlas booster
to be held 150 fcct per second below orbital velocity, with capsule separation
occurring at the nonnal lOO-mile-orbital-insertion ahitude. Forty seconds after
separation, retrofire was to have produced a landing beyond the Canary Islands
and about 100 miles short of the African coast. And when this test was comp le t~d successfully, :\IA-4 was to repeat :\1A- 3, but with a chimpanzee in the
cockpit. Spacecraft No.9 was to be ~peCLallr fitted for the MA-4 flight.
Toward the end of 1960, however, Walter C. Williams advised the commanding officer of the recovery force, Dcstroyer Flotilla Four, that l\1A-4 would
try for threc orbits with a crewman simulator aboard and that the targeted
launch date was April I, 1961. But the MA-3 launch, still schedukd for a sub-
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orbital flight with its "mechanical astronaut," slipped to April 25. While many
Americans worried over the Soviet space coup represented by Yuri Gagarin's
one-orbit flight on April 12, Roben R. Gilruth and Williams alre:\dy had made
the decision to change MA- 3 to a one-orbit mission.'
April 25, 1961, came, bUi the day's recorded resulL~ wefe far from heancning. The i\IA- 3 launch vehicle failed to program o\er into the proper trajector),; aher 40 seconds of flight straight upward the Air Force range safety officer dc:strovcd the Atlas Ixx>ster. So it was necessary. on 1\o1A-4 to strive for the
same one-orbit objective and to delay still furth er the nominal three-orbit Mercury mission.
iMeanwhile, for various reasons, production of the spacecraft and booster
for MA-4 fell bchind schedule. Atlas No. 88-0, allottcd for i\lA-4, did not
receive its factory rollout acceptance inspection until June 29- 30, 1961 , and it
was July 15 before it was delivered to Cape Canaveral. And sp.1cecraft No.9
was not used, though originally planned. Instead No.8 was fished from the
Atlantic after its ill-fated flight in MA- 3 and shipped back to McDonnell in
51. Louis on April 27 for extensive overhauling. That meant cleaning, installing new insulation, replacing the extemal portion of the hydrogen peroxide
control system, making spot-weld repairs in the large pressure bulkhead, and
replacing the heatshield, antenna canister, escape tower, tower damp ring,
adapter, main clamp ring, and the inlet and outlet air snorkels. The overhauled
spacecraft, redesignated 8- A, was returned to the C:\pe, but G. Merritt Preston's
crew still had plcnty of work. A leak had to be repaired in a reaction control
system fuel tank; the environmental control s}':!item and the automatic stabilization and control system had to be re ..... orked. A fairing to reduce launch vibration, like the one used on the Little J oe 5-B flight on April 28, 1961, and similar
to that used on Virgil I. Grissom's suborbital mission in Jul y, was added to the
.
adapter elamp ring!
Because of all this modification and overhaul, it was August 3 before the
spacecraft for MA-4 was delivered to the pad and mated with the booster, su pposedly to be launched on August 22. The day before the scheduled flight the
Air Force's Space Systems Division in California called Cape Canaveral and
reported that solder balls had been found in some transistors of the same brand
thai had been installed in the 1-.'(A-4 booster. Coordination of this information
among the various Mercury-Atlas teams at the Cape brought to light the fact
that these types of transistors also had been used in the spacecraft. There was
nothing left to do but ~tpone the launch and give both vehicles a thorough
going-over 10 replace the defective transistors. On August 25 the spacecraft
was returned to Hangar S, when it became apparent that this ..... ork might encompass several days. After tht:SC labors in the hangar, spacecraft 8-A was
mated with the booster again on September I. This time the engineers conducting the prelaunch checkouts found nothing wrong. Although 8-A was a
secondhand capsule, its landing bag had not b«:n installed, it had pons instead

.
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of the new window, and the explosive egress hatch had been omitted, it still passed
inspection.'
Besides the problem with the defective transistors, the M ercury-Atlas booster
had been proceeding along the same tortuous route as the capsule toward flight
qualification. By September, the Atlas had undergone so many changes that
had to be integrated into launch vehicle No. SS- D, and expericnced so many
setbac ks, that a successful orbital mission was necc<;,\.lI''Y for thc sake of NASA
and national morale and to forestall any new attacks on the Atlas as the Mercury
launch vehicle. The year in which the So\'iets had orbited a man now was in
its ninth month, yet the United States was still preparing to orbit a bo:< full of
instruments. The Mercury-Atlas Ilight record had produced only one completely successful launch-the ~'lA-2 reentry heating tcst-out of four tries.
This was scarcely all enviable record. Many hours, days, and mo nths had
been spent by special committees and working groups in ferreting out the sources
of trouble. The ST G, Space Technology Laboratories, Convair, and Air Force
engineers who had reviewed the fai lure of MA- I had concluded that the forward end of the Atlas was not designed to withstand the flight dynamic loads
fed through the adapter section, that the adapter was too nexible, and that
stiffeners \\lere needed. MA-2 had eonfinned the controversial " fix " of the
adapter section. MA-4 \\lol1ld be the second of the "thick-skin" Atlases. Reviewing the MA-3 abort, the engineers assumed that the programmer's failure to
pitch the booster into a proper trajectory was due to a transient voltage. Also,
some two years previously. another anomaly caused the B i~ Joe Ada~ to fail to
stage, and even in MA-2 there had been 50me propellant sloshing in the booster.
T o correct the programmer problem, Convair modified the autopilot controls
to give the gimbaling engines of the Atlas a preventive counteraction cap.1bility.
One objective of MA-4, therefore, was to aSSC5S this innovation.' In September
the NASA-Air Force-contractor engineering team that had been beset with Atlas
problems for two years fdt tha t the ICBM-turned-space-Iaunc her was ready to
do its part in Project Mercury. In the words of Scott H . Simpkinson, STG's
liaison man at the Convair fa ctory, " MA-4 just had to work."
Not only would a successful orbital mis.~ion on 1\lA--4 provide the neceMary
data on the pcrfonnance of systems and com ponents, but the M ercury tracking
network crews and Department of Defense recovery forces would receive valuable training for supporting a manned orbital circumnavigation by an American.
~hny com ponents, elements, procedures, and Ilight maneuvers had to be
watched and aSsessed before one of the " M ercury scven" could be committed
to an orbital mission around Earth.
Of the manifold segments of an orbital night, reentry was perhaps the most
critical. As it dropped back into the heavy atmosphere, the capsule would be
subjected to scaring temperatures of about 2000 to 3000 degrees F for six or seven
minutes, or about eight times longer than on the previous Mercury suborbital
shots. Retrofire between Hawaii and Guaymas, ).{o::ico, would bring about a
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gradual descent over the North American continent. About 345 miles east of
Savannah, the first contact with atmospheric resistance would begin, at an altitude
of 55 miles. At this point the appearance of the .05-g light on the panel would
telemeter a signal that reentry was coming up. Peak aerodynamic heating would
come when the spacecraft had descended to an altitude of 37 miles and was
traveling at 15,000 miles per hour. Braking would Ix: dramatic. Between 46
and 12 miles high, traveli ng over a slant range of 460 miles, the capsule's air speed
would be reduced from about 17,()(H) to 1350 miles per hour. Aerodynamic
stresses in this region would provide a scvere lest of the spacecraft's structural
strength, particularly the heatshield and the afterbody shingles.
Perhaps the second most critical segment of the orbital mission would come
during the powered phase of the flight. The Space Task Group, supported by
the DOD and industry, would also monitor carefully the vibration levels to ascertain
if they would be tolerable for an astronaut. Even more important as the capsule
was rocketed toward orbit was a reliable escape system, to wrench the capsule
clear if the launch vehicle failed to perform. Also it was necessary to judge the
ability of the Atlas to release the spacecraft, to evaluate thc abort sensing and
implementation system, to determine if the launch vehicle could withstand the
aerodynamic loads of max q, and to demonstrate the capability of the Mercury
network to perform its intended flight-control and data-collection functions. '
If all went well, MA-4 would provide data proving the validity of years of engineering calculations.
MA-4 would be launched from complex 14 at the Cape on a true azimuth
heading of 12.51 degrees east of north. Following engine ignition, after being
held to the pad for three seconds to ensure smooth combustion, the
Atlas boosu:r engines would propel the spacecraft within two minutes to
a speed of about 6500 miles per hour and an altitude of 35 miles ovcr a
downrange distance of 45 miles. The sustainer engine would continue to
hurn. A gradual pitch program .....ould begin to tilt the Alias toward the sea about
20 seconds after liftoff. Seconds after booster engine cutoff (callcd "BECO" by
the various Mercury-Atlas working teams at the Cape), or at about 41 miles' altitude and a slant range of 56 miles from the pad, the launch \'ehide programmer
.....ould trigger a greater pitch-over maneuver to put the Mercury_Atlas combination
on a course parallel to Earth's surface. At this time the escape tower would be
jettisoned. After capsule separation, orbital insertion would occur about 498 miles
downrange from the pad at an altitude of about 100 miles. The nominal inertial
velocity at this point was su pposed to be 25,695 feet per second, increased to 25,719
feet per second by the ignition of the posigrade rockets, which separated the spacecraft from the booster. Within 50 seconds, the spacecraft should have drifted
some 790 feet from the bo<:6ter. The Atlas, rather than falling a ..... ay, would trail
the orbiting spacccraft around Earth at an altitude of about 100 miles, and should
complete each circle about once every 90 minutes for an estimated three days.~
Instrumentation affixed to the spacecraft would provide data from nearly
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e\"ery conceivable poin! about the capsule. Noise levels in the vicinity where an
astronaut's head would res t would be measured and recorded on magnetic tape.
Excess ,"ibration, a problem during carh Mercury-Redstone nights, would bc
monitored closely b\" sevcn strategically placed sell~rs, mostly in the area where
capsule and ada pter joined. To detenninc wllat radiation dosages a pilot would
encounter, four standard and two special film packs would be carried. The
standard pack<; were placed on the sidc.~ and at the top and bottom of the couch.
Carl)'ing a heavier emulsion, the two extra packs would measure the radiation
~pectrum-th e range of all kinds of radiation to which the ca psule would be
exposed-as "ell as penetration levels. Flight data other than radiation would
be transmitted by two separate telenu:tr,' link~, each providing essentially the
s..1me information.
The night wou ld be well covered photographically. Located on the left side
of the capsule cabin was the instrument panel camera, which wou ld start operati ng
at liftoff, provide about 20,000 frames of panel infonnation during the mission ,
and cease fi ve seconds after impact. Placed ncar the right-side port, the Earthsky camera was lo..1dcd for about 600 frames of pictorial da ta, which would be
exhausted somewhere over thc Indian Ocean. A third camera, affixed to the
periscope, was loaded with about 10,000 frames of film for the mission. Th is
camera would provide especially useful information on the spacecraft's orbital
attitude reference to Earth at points where landmarks were recognizable.
Five recorders aboard the spacecraft would tape most of the mission data.
Thrce wcre sc"en-track systems to rccord all telemctry outputs, \"ibration Icvels,
noise, and shin.t::le strain. Thc two others wert sin.t::Jc-track recorucrs, to be
operated in tandem and used to check the reliability of the tracking nctwork
communications system.'
Plans for spacecraft operations after the powered phase wen:: essentially the
same as those for the suborbital n ighL~, only on a much large r scale. Retrofire
was schedu led at J hour, 29 minutes, and 4 seconds after launch, with the three
roc kets firing at five-second inte .... als in order: top-left , bottom, top-right!
RecO\'cry plans for orbital mis.~ions were eonsiderabl)' more complicated than
ther had been for the suborbital A ighL~, since man>' more contingency artas,
including abort and o\'cr:shoot, had to 1:lI:: considered . Besides thc nomina! !anding arta off the coast of Bcnnuda, fi\e sccnndar,' landing arcas wcrc selected.
Pro\'iding that the launch was nomin .. 1 and proceeded according to the prenight
calculated trajcclOf)', the abo rt rCCO\'cry areas wcre spaced ..s follows: Arc.. A
began about 13 miles from the launch pad and continued along thc tr .. ck for 2200
miles. For the first 550 miles the coverage extcnded 30 miles to each side of the
track. This area eo\"ertd the first 72 seconds aft er launch, or th roug h booster
staging. The remainder of Area A, accounting for the period up to 298 seconds
aftcr launch, narrowed to about 15 miles on either ~ ide of the track. Areas B
and C were small elliptical blips on thc track, 4 and 8 degrces of longi tude beyond
.\ . The;c "ere designated for a possible abo rt at 298 or at 30 1 seconds, respec-
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tively. The third contingency site, Area D, was a longer ellipse (20 by 122 miles)
beginning about 7 degrees of longitude past C. At this point the "go/no go" flight
decision would be made. The last, Area E, an ellipse 24 by 231 miles along the
track, covered aborts up to 304 seconds after the go/ no go decision?
The MA-4 capsule also was fitted with a number of aids to assist the DOD
forces in their recovcry task. Two one-pound sofar bombs, one set to eject upon
main parachute deployment and the other set to detonate at 4000 feet of hydrostatic pressure if the spacecraft s.mk, were carried. A flashing light with a life
of about 24 hours was set to activate upon impact. Fluorescein dye, ejected at
touchdown, would be visible for about six hours. Navy recovery forces were asked
to attempt the recovery of the drogue and main chutes and the spacecraft antenna
canister. Balsa wood blocks and Styrofoam had been attached to these components
for flotation.'·
As the launch date of the Mercury-Atlas 4 combination neared, weather
problems began to threaten this attempt to orbit a "mechanical astronaut." Not
one but two hurricanes thrashed the Mercury tracking areas. "Carla" raked
the Corpus Christi tracking station, while " Debbie" moved in a northerly direction
on the day before the launch, menacing and ca using the ships to get rather a
"rough ride" in the prime recovery w ne. The equipment at the Texas site withstood the storm without damage. The STG-Air Force-Navy recovery planners
at the Cape felt that Weather Bureau support predictions had given them a
sufficient margin of safety in the Atlantic to allow the mission to proceed."
MERCURY ORBITS AT LA ST

On launch day, September 13, the eloud coverage was scattered; visibility was
9 miles·; the wind velocity was about II miles pcr hour ; and the temperature was
78 degrees. Ninety minutes before launch time a half-hour hold was called to
replace a broken screw in one of the afterbody shingles. The liquid oxygen was
loaded by 8: 30 a.m., and 5 minutes later the operations crew determined that all
systems were go. At 8;57, however, the low-speed data timing was momentarily
lost at the Bennuda tracking site, and the countdown was recycled to T minus 3
minutes and 30 seconds.
A little after 9:04 a.m. on September 13, 1961, MA-4 was launched on its
one-orbit mission, During the first 20 seconds from liftoff, fairly severe booster
vibrations were detected by the flight dynamics officer in the Control Center.
The "thick-skin" Atlas passed its max-q test. At the 52-second point, a spacecr<lft invertcr that was converting electrical power from direct to alternating current failed, but the standby inverter switched on automatically. Guidance data
soon disclosed that the trajectory wa<; .75-dcgrce high; later, at engine cutoff, it
was .14-degrec low, Although hooster engine cutoff occurred 2,5 seconds early,
booster velocity wa~ abollt 100 fect per second too high. Then the sustainer
engine cut ofT 10 seconds carly, so the desired velocity was essentially achieved.
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Despite these disper.<ions, which "erc "uhin design limits, perigee and apogee of
the orbit were only slightly more than a mil<: and 12 miles, respectively, below
plan. The Goddard computers instantly indicated a go for the mission. The
powered phase, plus posigrade rocket increment, provided a peak velocity of 25,705
feet per second; g loads during the powered phase reached a peak of 7.6."
Despite a slight disturbance in the roll, pitch, and }aw of the booster, separation
occu rred properly, and after as-second stead)ing or damping period the capsule
began its turnaround maneu\'er. Soon, however, large attitude excursions were
observed, and the spaccerah took 50 seconds to reverse its ends to heatshield
forward, a, opposed to a nonnal 20 seconds, using 9.5 pounds of hydrogen
peroxide allitude control fuel against the 2.2 pounds supposed ly required. Even
with the abnormal turnaround, the spacecraft attitudc gyros and scanners soon
transmitted nominal readings, and there seemed no doubt that the mission would
proceed to its orbital conclusion. The cause of these undue excursions later was
found to be an open electrical connection in the pitch.fate gyro.'3
A high oxygen usage rate like that on Grissom's suborbital mission cropped
up early and continued throughout the flight. At the 27,OOO-foot point the
system se:tled off at 5.5 pounds per square inch; then an abrupt drop was indicated in the primary oxygen supply and a concurrent rise in cabin and suit
pres.'lurel·a]ues to 6 pounds per square inch. "Primary oxygen going down fast,"
Paul E. Purser jOlled in his notes as he listcned to the communications circuit.
"Zanzibar reported 30 percent of primary oxygen left," he later added. Toward
the end of the mission, with thc primary supply depleted, the system switched
over to secondary. Usage from this source was so slight, however, that Walter
Williams. commenting on the high us-1ge problem in a press conference following
the mission, said that the secondary supply was virtuall)' unt~uehed. Throughoul
the flight the crewman simulator continued to use oxygen to produce moisture
and carbon dioxide, and to monitor the operations while recording heat and suit
pressure changes."
Despite the abnormalities with the oxygen supply, once the automated Mercury sp:lcccraft was on its orbital course, the compulCrs indicated that the mission
could go for more than sel'en orbits. In general, the control systems operated
well, although on thrtt occasions the spacecraft dropped out of its 34.degree,
Eanh-reference mode, once just before the ignition of the retrorockets and twice
just before the .05-g light telemetry signal. These attitude variations came from
the failure of a one·pound yaw-positive thruster and a one· pound roU-negative
thruster.
Communications between the capsu le and the tracking stations were good,
especially on high frequencies, which on the earlier suborbilaJ flight s had been
virtually unsuccessful. In some ca,cs radar tTaeking was not good, largely because
a few of the operators lacked experience. Telemetry reception was excellent,
wilh somc 137 observations received by the variOIlS tracking stations during the
Right. U
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One hour, 28 minutes, and 59 seconds after MA- 4's liftoff , the fir.;t reuorocket
fired in the "icinity of Ha\\'aii. Monitors at the Guaymas Slation in Mexico
indicated that retrofire, triggered by the spacecraft dock, had gone off as planned.
Within the range of the Cape Canaveral eonlrol center, telemetry data disclosed
that MA-4 was in the proper reentry altitude. Over the Atlantic the drogue
p.1rachulc opened at 41 ,750 ket, and the main chute dcployed at 10,050 fcel.
AI 10:55 a.m. the cap,ule splashed down 176 miles ea~t of Bermuda. After an
hour and 22 minutes, the destroyer DUll/lIT. which had been about 34 miles from
the impact poinl, pulled alongside the spacecraft and hoisted it aboard. From
there the capsule and its robot "astronaut" rode to Iknnuda, whence they were
airlifted to the Cape for an exhaustive examination.'"
The cause of the oxygen supply malfunction was immediately attacked by
Ihe STG and :-,rcDonnell engineers. Onboard film, they found, disclosed that
the oxygen supply emergenc~' light had blinked on, which would havc signaled
an astronaut to take corrective action. The inspectors also learned that vibration
had dislodged the rate handle from its detent, allowing a "alve to crack open.
But the flow rate had nOI been sufficient to trip the micr05witch that would have
gi\'en the !o.·[ercury Control Center a telemetry indication of an cmergency rate
actuation while the mission was in progress. Normally a force of from three to
eight pounds was needed to break the handle free from the detent, whereas in
this case the inspectors mO\'ed the handle with very little forct'. A new emergency
rate handle with a positive latching mechanism was to be dcviscd for later
missions."
Other postflight analySt'S by the engineers found the MA-4 spacecraft and
its systems in good condition. There was no afterbody shingle buckling or warp·
ing, and the structural materials were only mildly discolored. The horizon
scanner window was partially coaled with a film of oxidized material caused by
aerodynamic heating. Some inlernal dcbris, including solder balls and washers,
had apparently escaped preAight tumbling and vacuum cleaning. Six buckled
~ki n panels between the base ring and the lower pressure bulkhead indicated that
the capsule landed with the heaL~hield edge striking the water first. Still the in~pectors concluded that the 5tructural damage was nOI enough 10 have endangered
an astronaut. The center section of the heatshield was panially delaminated and
the center plug was loose, conditions apparently caused by water impact and
cooling. Two cracks were found on the shield in the vicinity of the water-impact
point. Thc depth of the char on the ablation shield was very shallow."
NASA officials showed their pleasure at the SUCCCM of ~'[A-4 al the press
conference held at the Cape immediately after the flight. GilrUlh pointed out
that this had been the hardest test flight in thc whole NASA program. He added
that the Alias had demonstrated that it wa~ cap.1ble of boosting a man into Orbil,
as he, Maxime A. Faget, Purser, and olhers from NACA-Langley days had long
believed. Without hesitation Gilruth concluded that a man would have survived
the flight.
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About, architut's conctption of the new NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Hou.don,
Tum, as of early /962. Right, the Gtnter rmdcr constru ction as 0/ th t end of Project M ercury, Ma y 1963. The struct!4Te in the cenler is th e administration building.

At tnat point a reporter asked wnetner a man would fly tne next Mercury
orbital miso;ion. Walter Williams answered tnat a threc-orbit circuit, either
unmanned or carrying a chimpanzee, was still necessary. Then why was the
upcoming Mercu ry-Scout mission necessary, asked a ne ....'Sman. Again Williams
affinned his confid ence in the wisdom of the agreed-upon schedule of flights."
S "A CF. TA S K GROUP GETS A NEW HOME AND NAME

Between flight planning and scheduling launches in August 1961 , a NASA
~te survey team headed by John F. Parsons, A~ociate Director of Ames Research
Center, had insp«tcd a number of sites compeling for the pennanent location
of a center for manned space flight projects. The new center had been appro\led
in principle by President Kennedy in accordance with his strategic decision, endorsed by the Congress, to accelerate the space program. The team appraised the
sit<'S on 10 poin ts, briefly stated as follows: a\lailability of educational institutions
and other faciliti es for advanced scientific stud y, electric power and other utilities,
water suppl y, climate. housing, acreage, proximity to \laried industrial enterprises,
water transportation, air transportation , and local cultural and recreational resources. On September 19, 1961, NASA Administrator James E. Webb announced that the new Manned Spacecraft Center ( MSC) would be established
on a lOOO-aere tract to be transferred to the Government by Rice Uni\lersity, ncar
Houston. The site was in Harri~ Count y, Texas, on the edge of Clear Lake, an
inlet of GaI\leston Bay on the Gulf of Mexico.!O
Webb maintained th at selection of the Houston site had been influenced by
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reeent decisions lO expand the launch complex at the Atlantic Missile Range and
to establish a fabrication facility for large booster and space vehicle stagcs at the
~lic houd Plant, near N ew Orleans, where torpedo boats had been manufactured
during World War II . The Manned Spacecraft Center, th<: Michoud Operations, and the Cape Canaveral complex would become a vast integrated enter·
prise coordinating the development, manufacture, and operation of the manned
space flight program.
Not unexpectedl y, th en~ was some criticism of the Texas site chosen for the
lIew development center. Chargcs of mordmate pohtlcal ll'\fluence involved the
names of Vice-President johnson, a Texan and chainnan of the National Aeronautics and Space Council, and Democratic Representative Albert Thomas of
Houston, Chainnan of the House of Representativcs Independent Offices Subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee. NAS,\ spokesmen categorically
denied that there had been any improper influence. Particularly crestfallen were
the citizens of the Virginia peninsula, who realized they were losing some of the
activities at the Langley Research ~n t e r and the Wallops Station. All through
August, September, and O ctober, the dailies of Newport News echoed this disappointment. To HouSlon, of COU I1iC, this was "wonderful news," as the Chamber of Commerce proclaimed, and local business leaders dispatched representatives
to brief the transferring NASA employees in Virgi nia on the advantages of the
Texas coast."
Less than a month after Webb's announcement, a Houston journalist went
on an inspection tour of the site planned for the spacecraft center. He found
cowboys driving herds of cattle to new pasture, a crew of sur...·e)·ors from the
.-\nny Corps of Engineers mapping the prairie ncar Clear Lake and fighting
snakes, and a lone wolf hunter with the carcass of a freshly slain wolf. The
hunter said he had just seen several wild turkeys, a fox, and many deer tracks."
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Gilruth and other officials of the Space T ask Group reacted quickly to the
Webb announcement. The very next day they new into Houston to begin a
search for an estimated 100,000 square fcet of temporary noor space. Moving
began in October 1961, whcn Martin A. Byrnes, as thc local manager, and a
s.mall cadre of center opc ration.~, procurement, and personnel employees opened
offices in Houston's G ulfgate Shopping City. By mid-1962, when the move was
com pleted, activities were scattered in II locations, occupying 295,996 square
feet of leased office and laboratory space in the vicinity of Telephone Road and
the Gulf Freeway. For both old and new cmployees, a street map was a necessity
in the coordination of information among the various offices located in the d ispersed buildings. Besides the leased quarters, NASA personnel liberally used
surplus facilities availablc at nearby Ellington Air Force Basc. n
By early O ctober 196 1, the Space Task Group had established an infonnation
relocation centcr in its Public Affairs Office to help personnel facing the move.
Inquirics from the employees about schools and housing were numerous. Shortl y
thereafter, members of the Space T ask Group received procedure directions for
permanent change of duty station and then were advis.::d on November I, 1961,
that "the Spacc Task Group is officially redesignated the Manned Spacecraft
Center." The cen ter was now a de facto ' NASA unit, a nerve center of the
acceleratcd manned space night program. It was se\'eral months, ho .....ever,
before thc administration of projects was subdivided for management of the
three major programs-Mcrcury, Gemini, and Apollo. NASA outlined its
building requirements for the center on October 1:3, 1961, at which time two
plans wcrc under consideration, one with J:3 major buildings and the other with
11, to Accommodate 3151 pcople. The C'ltimatcd COllt w~ $60 million for the
first )·ear's construction.:'
WIRES GET CROSSED:

MERCURy-SCOUT

I

Despite Ihe flurry of activity at Hampton , Virginia, Houston, and elsewhere,
generaled by Ihe imJXnding move, STG did not pause in its scheduled Mercury
nighl test program. Plans had been in progress for several months and by the
summer of 1961 were .....ell del"eloped for Mercury-Scout, whose flight was to
provide a dynamic checkout of the Mercury tracking network.
Early in May, Pu rser and Williams of STG, C harles J. Donlan, who had
returned to the L1ngley Research Cen ter rolls in April, and Warren J. North of
NASA Headquarters had met to discuss how the Mercury tracking network,
completed at the end of March, could be excrcised and evaluated. They agreed
thai Ihe four-stage, solid-propellant Scout , originally designed at Langley and
popularly called the " poor man '.~ rockcI," could perform this lask economically.
North briefed Abe Silverstein, NASA Director of Space Flight Programs, when
he returned to Washington from Langley. In the meantime, William E. Stoney
of STG had inquired of thc Air Force, which also used the Scout, about the
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availabilit) of a Scout launch \chicle. The planners proposed to use the Air
Force and its contractors for pa~load design and construction and for vehicle
assembly and launch. On ~tar II , .\ir Forcc officials replicd that a Scout was
available, but concurrently North reported that Sikerstein was not interested in
a Scout shot. Purser, rdaying this information on to Gilrulh, remarked that
"you or Williams will have to talk to him [Silvcrstein] about it." Mercur)Scout miMion planning, meanwhile, was alrcad) in progress, and Marion R.
Franklin of STG was tcmporaril) appointed as projttt cngineer. This responsibility took on the aspects of a revolving door, with the assignment being shuffled
among scveral Task Group engineel"l'. J ames T. Rose was named to head thc
project :1 few days later; then Rose and Lewis R. Fisher had co-responsibility,
until Rose wa.~ relieved to continue his work with J ames A. Chamberlin on what
became the Gemini two-man spacecraft project proposals.OJ
Although Silverstein at Headquarters opposed such a test, those on the operations end of Mercury felt that a flight to train the operators and check the
tracking stations was a necessity. On May 15, 1961 , personnel of NASA Headquarters and se,·cral of its cognizant.centers, including Harry J. Goeu of Goddard,
Williams and Purser of Space Task Group, Low from NASA Headquartcrs, and
Thomas A. Harris, G. Barry Graves, and Paul Vavra from Langle)" met to
review the proposed Scout launch in view of Silverstein's reluctance. They still
concluded that the Scout was the best booster (or network checkout purposes.
The problem was how to sell the idea to Silverstein.
Low and Graves saw Silverstein the ncxt day. They told him that only a
one-orbit flight, possibly carrying a chimpanzee, was scheduled for the next six
munths; mureover, the Air Force had a spare research and development Bluc
Scout booster. This readiness gave promise of a reasonably early launch date,
which was necessary if the communications exercise were to be worthwhile.
Silverstein tentalivel)· acquiesced, but he demanded a....~urance that all the design
problems, including payload and antennas, would be resolved before he gave
final Headquarters approval. After that approval, he added, all effort should be
made to meet an August 15, 1961 , firing date."" This stipulation apparently
was made so that the flight would precede the scheduled August 22 launch date
of the M /\-4 one-orbit flight.
With Silven.lein's reluctant blessing, the planners wasted no time in getting
the Scout enterprise rolling. I\t a meeting at Langley on Ma), 17, attended b)'
Williams, Purser, Merritt Preston, Franklin, and Chamberlin of STG; North of
NAS.'\ Headquaners; and Graves, Virgil F. Gardner, and Elmer J. Wolff of
Langley, responsibilities were assigned and some general requirements were outlined. As noted, Rose and Fisher were named project engineers. Rose was in
Los Angeles discussing boosters for the two-man project at the time. He received
a call from Chamberlin requesting him to go to Aeronutronic in Newport Beach,
California, to talk about instrumentation for the pa),lo.1d. He was joined there
by Earl Patton, communications expen from McDonnell Aircraft Corporation.
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Graves asked the Goddard Space Flight Center to supply minitrack equipment
aud Goddard tentatively agrccd lo du ~o. nlc purpose uf lilc miuilrack cquipment (used in the instrumented satellite program~) wa~ to furnish data for comparison with that which would be transmitted by Mercury instrumentation.
Mercury instrumentation wa~ to include C- and S-band beacons, telemetry
carriers, and either a command channel on the minitrack or a receiver operated
by a command transmitter. Graves also planned to arrange with Goddard for
minitrack drawings, and Chamberlin volunteered to contact McDonnell for the
Mercury instrumentation drawings and hardware components. Some thought
was brielly given to the possibility of using the Langley Research Center to instru ment the payload; otherwise the Ford Motor Company's Aeronutronic
··Division, Air Force contractor for the Scout, probably would provide the
in~trumen tation .~'

On May 23, North in Wamington telephoned Purser at Langley and reported
that Silverstein " had bought the Scout." There was a qualification, however: planning could proceed, but money was not to be committed until Robert C. Seamans,
Jr., NASA's "general manager," approved. Silverstein immediately sought Seamans' concurrence, offering the inducement that only the payload would require
NASA funding ($130,000); the Air Force, using the operation to provide experience for its launch crews, would bear the cost of the launch vehicle and launch.
Silverstein argued to Seamans that delays in the Mercury-Atlas program, with a
reduction of the nights to be conducted before a man ned orbital mission, made
using the Scout to check out the network seem sensible. The proposed payload,
he said, would be prepared by Ford Aeronutronic, using components from
Mercury capsule No. 14, which had already flown in the Little Joe 5- B te!.t of
April 28, 1961. The STG planners estimated that the earliest poosible launch
date was sometime in july, but Silverstein told Seamans that an August date
seemed more realistic . Seamans agreed and retu rned the formal STG request
on.May 26, stamped "approved." ·s
Now that the blessing was official, the Space T ask Group made a sustained
effort to launch in j uly. In june STG engineers considered the components that
were to make up the ISO-pound payload. Since Associate Administrator Seamam
at NASA Headquarters had suggested in his approval document that a backup
launch vehicle be obtained, STG secured the Air Force SSD's commitment to
supply a second four-stage Scout. Seamans' suggestion proved to be prophetic ;
although no second Mercury-Scout mission wa.<; ever launched, the backup fourth
stage had to be used in the first attempt!'
By early j uly, the trajectory data and mission directive for Mercury-Scout
were completed. M5-J would be laullched at the Cape from complex No. 18- B,
formerly the Project Vanguard launching site, on a tnle azimuth heading of
72 .2 degrees cast of north, aiming at an apogee of about 400 miles and a perigee
of about 232 miles. Orbital insertion of the payload was to occur w me 1100
miles from the Cape, at a speed of 25,458 feet per second and an altitude of
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232 miles. A small rectangular box held the payload, which consisted of a Cand S-band beacon, two minitrack beacons, t\\'o command receivers, and Iwo
telemetry transmillers, all with antennas; a 1500 watt-hour battery; and the
fourth-stage instrumentation package. The pa)load equipment was to fun ct ion
for 18 0t hours in orbit. T o consen'e electrical power while in flight, the equipment would be turned off by a ground command after the first three orbi ts. During
shutdown, the results would be analyzed, and Ihe equipment would then be
activated to make ano ther three-orbit data collection. The planners felt that by
re peating the shutdown and reactivation operation they could obtai n data equivalent to three full missions, gather a wealth of information for comparison, and
give the DOD and NASA trackers a good workout.""
The launch I'ehicle for the mission was a 70-foOI, solid-propellant Seoul
rocket ,\eighing 36,863 pounds at liftoff. The booster had four stages. Starting
from the bottom, these included an Aerojet Algol engine wi th a steel case and
steel nozzle, burning polyurethane fuel and guided by hydraulic exhaust vanes;
a Thiokol Castor motor, also with steel case and nozzle, burning a polybutadieneacrylic acid propellant, with a precision au topilot employing hydrogen peroxide
reaction motors ; an Allegheny Ball istic Laboratories Antares motor encased in
filament-wound fiber impregnated wi th epoxy resin , propelled by nitrocellulose.
nitroglycerin, and guided by an autopilot identical to that in the Castor; and
:111 Allegheny Altai r engine of the same construction as stage 3, using the same
prope:llant, but with a spin-stabilizing control mechanism. 3 '
The Scout was erected on the pad on Jul y 25 to await mating wit h the payload. Ford Aeronutronic had completed what turned out to be the initial
packagi ng and had shLpped the payload to the Cape on July 3. There the equipment underwent spin -ballast and operational checks and was mated with the
booster. But trouble with faulty solid-state te:lemetl)' tra nsmitters, deve:loping
during the pad checkout, caused such a delay that a J uly launching became
impossible. At abou t that same time NASA Headquarters decided that the
payload had nOl had sufficient vibration testing, so it was shipped to Aeronutronic
at Newport Beach, California, for testing and repackaging. After it returned to
the Cape, malfunctions appeared in the Scout's fourth stage, and the Cape engineers had to lift the fourth stage from thc. backup \'ehiele. The question in August
was which would be ready first, the launch vehicle or the payload. Then on
September 13, MA-4, carrying its mechanical astronaut, essentially preempted
the Mercury-Scout by its orbital trek around Earth . The Scout payload reached
the Cape on September 20, but all four Scou t stages did not return to the pad
until October 22. The anticlimactic Scout launch was supposed to take place
on the 3ht.:12
On Halloween, 1961 . a launc h crew under the technical supervision of the
Air Force launch director ( who, in turn, was responsible to the NASA operations
director ) attempted the Mercury-Scout launch . The countdown proceeded well
down to the moment of ignition-when nothing whatever happened. The
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ignition circuits wtre rechtd:ed and repaired and the next day, Novtmber I,
1961 , Mercury-Scout took ofT . Immediately after liftofT, the vehicle cle\'clopcd
erratic mOlions, and after 28 S('eonds the booster began tearing apart. The range
safety officer gavt the dtstruct signal 43 seconds ahcr bunch. The failure, it
was later detemlined, rtsulted simply from a personal error by a technician who
had transposed the connectors bclwten the pitch and yaw rate gyros, so that
ya w rate error signals ,,'ere transmitted to pitch control, and vict versa." Six
months of plans and labors had disintegrated in less than a minute.
Ambitions for a second Mercury-Scout, such as had been advocated earlier
by Stamans, collided with the reality that anot her Scout rocket would not be
ready before a ~[ercury-Atlas launch afforded a satisfactory and complete groundtrac king network checkout. The first stage of the backup Scout rocket fa iled
it! inspection tests, while the fourth stage had bten used on the ill-fated MercuryScout 1 mission. Besides, Mercury-Atlas 5 was scheduled to go in mid.November,
and the first manned orbital mission was sct for December 19. Consequentl y, Low
recommended the cancellation of the Mercury-Scout program to D. Brainerd
Holmes, who had taken on manned space flight duties in NASA Htadquarters."
So the Scout had a short but chaotic life as a member of the Mercury family of
launch vehicles.
MA N OR CIIIMPANZEE FOR

MA-5?

Fran'! its unsttmly beginning embodi td in the Mercul)"ScoUl failu ~ on the
first day of its formal existenct, the newly titltd Manned Spacecraft Center would
go on in November to direct and record a resoundi ng success, Mercul)'-Atlas 5.
A curious atmosphere surrounded the approaching animal orbilal mission, a sense
of impatienct, as though the Nation wanted to sec it done quickly so the program
could hurry forward \0 a manned orbital shot. The press clea rly deplortd any
slip in MA-5 that would dday the manned Aight. Puning an American into
orbit before the end of 1961 was popularly rtgardtd as something sorely needed
for national prestige. NASA officials obviously wert inAuenced by these pressures,
and rank-and-filers in the space program wtrc like member<; of a football team
committed to a warmup game befort a confertnceclassic."
Some NASA ltaders Aatly opposed tht chimpanzee Aight. Administrator
Webb's offict qucstiontd MSC on the need for another unmanntd Mercury
mission in vit\\ of the suecl'S';ful orbital Aights of Cosmonauts Gagarin and Tito\'.
A Washington ntwsman suggcstcd tha t the President's advisers feared another
Amt rican animal Aight would only invite Soviet ridicule. Paul P. Haney, a publicaffairs spokesman at NASA Headquan trs, finally cle'lred the ai r when he announced to tnt public, "The men in charge of Project Mercury havt insisted on
orbiting the chimpanzee as a neccs.o;.ary preliminary checkout of the entire Mercury
program before risking a human astronaut." .~
Other spact-related events soon distracted public attention from the impend-
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ing primate voyage on MA- S, One was thc perfect launching of thc mammoth
Saturn I on its maiden night. On the morning of October 27, the 163·foot-tall
"chick, with its 1.3 million pounds of thrus t, rocketed 215 miles into space.
lne fl ight immediately triggcred public discussion of whcther a super·Saturn
might be selected for launching the lunar mission spaeee raft.~' In Houston,
the Manned SpacecraCt Center, site for the direction of manned space projects
of the future, captured the imagination of local 'citizens. A space·age tradi·
tion was bo::l when H . T. Christman, a procurement officer, became the first
member of the organization to buy a home in the H ouston area, which was located
in the Timber Cove residential devdopment that was to become the neighbor.
hood of scveral Mercury astronauts, near the site of the to-he-constructed Spacecraft Center.
Preparation for MA-S, initiated many months previously, continued without
much fanfare. As earl y as Jan uary 1961 , notes on the status of hardware for
this mission had begun to appc.1.r in STG's quarterly progress re ports to NASA
H eadquarters. Both booster and spacecraft then were being manufactured
and tested. On February 24, spacecraft No.9 had arri ved at the Cape to begin
a 4Q.wcek preflight prepara tion. This lengthy period, longest in the Mercury
project, derived from the va rious flight program changes that requircd corrc·
sponding configuration changes. No. 9 had been confi£l.,red initially for a
ballistic in.~trume nted fli ght, then for a ballistic primate flight, next for a threeorbit instrumented mission, and finally for a three-orbit chimpanzee flight, "
Another factor contributing to the long preparatory period was that the
da ta obtai ncd from the MA-4 mission demanded a number of modifications.
For thc environmental control system, a luc king dcvice W,L'l added to the o.\}gen emergency rate handle, while the inverters, one of which had failed during
MA-4, were put through a scvere vibration-test program. Since some unbonding had occurred on the heatshicld of the MA-4 spacecraft , x·rays twice were
made of the ablative layer to detennine the soundness of the gluc line. For
the explosive side egress hatch, as ye t untried on an orbital mission, thermocouples were added and a limit swi tch was installed to signal any premature
hatch firing, an experience that cost the iOAA of a flight-tcsted spacecraft in MR- 4.
And the horizon scanner sensor system was modified to avoid the erroneous
signals transmitted during the orbit of the " mechanical man." ..
Thus the spacecraft mounted on At!as No. 93-D for MA-5 differed con·
siderably from that used on the September orbital fl ight. This was another
reason Haney had .":lid that " the men in charge of Project Mercury" wanted
another quaJi(ying round before a manned mission. Besides modifications
already described, No.9 had a landing hag installed and a large viewing window.
Although the window had been used on MR- 4 and had proved useful to Astronaut Grissom , it had not been su bjected to the milch greater reentry heat the
MA-5 capsule would encountcr. Aside from these ncw componcnts, No. 9
had about the samc equipment as carried in MA-4-tape reco rders for gather-
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ing data and exercising the communications net\\ork, cameras, and radiation
film packs. Of course, "Enos," the chimpanzee c\"clltuall)' sdectcd from the
colony in training, would nttd no simulator to do his breathing or perspiring.
He had his own metal-plastic pressu rc couch, which was connccted to the suit
circuit of the environmcntal control s}'stell1.·~
The spacecraft operated in a fashion similar to the first orbital Mercury
\ehide, Once again, as during MA- 4, the h ~ drogell peroxide fuel supplies for
the automatic and manual control systems were linked to provide a common
rcscl"\·oir. The autolllatic stabilization and control and r;1te stabilization control systems would be operated separately, so that the performance of each could
bt: evaluatcd. The automatic system was programmed to exercise capsule attitude control until one minute after the .05-g light signal; then the rate s)'stem
would take over for reentry, providing a constant-roll rate of about 7.5 degrees
per second as well as damping motions in the yaw and pitch axes. The rate
system would switch 01T at main parachute deployment."
Recovery aids and operations, too, were about the same as for MA-4, including radar chaIT, sofar bombs, a nashing light, and dye marker. The probable
launch abort recovcty areas were spaced and designated as before, although
there were more contingency reco\'ery areas bequse the mission I\as longer.
For each of the three planned orbits about fi\'e contingenC)· locations were
selected, During the second orbit, for example, the emergenq landing areas
included the Atlantic Ocean ncar the west coast of Africa, the Indian Ocean
ncar the easl coast of Africa, the Indian O cean ncar the west eoaM of Australia ,
and the Pacific Ocean either 440 miles southeast of Hawaii or 165 miles southwest of San Diego, The primary reco\'ery zone shifted (ollowing the completion of each full orbit.·~
Space Task Group officials expected deli\'ery of the ~'IA-5 launch \'ehicle,
.\t\as No, 93- D, about mid-August 1961, but it was decided by STG and the
Air Force to dela)' shipment until the night of 1\IA- 4. Then, when fault)
transistors had delayw the MA-4 launch, intensi\·e quality assurance inspections of the transistors had to be initiated. The electronic gear of the rocket was
also modified, its loo-watt telemetry s)'stem was replaced b)' a 3-wa1l transistorized unit, and the autopilot circuitry was altered to allc\'iate the high \'ibrations
e:.. pcrienced during the first orbital ~t e rc UlT flight. These changes dragged
the delivery date uack to O ctober 9, 1961. In Washington, George Low warned
Seamans that the time needed to secure several components necessary for these
modifications might affect the deli\'cry date of Atlas No. 109- 0 , the booster
<;cheduled to launch the first astronaut into orbit, No, 93-0 was the third
"thick skin" Atlas booster, employing a heavier ga uge of metal in its forward
tank."
According to plans, which now werc to approximatc those for the manned
orbital mission as nearl) a.~ possible, 1\IA 5 would rise from complex 14 at Cape
Canaveral on a heading 72.51 degrees cast of north. Orbital insertion of the
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spacecraft should occur about 480 miles from the Cape at an altitude of 100
miles and at a speed of aboul 25,695 feet per second. Retrofire to initiate entl')'
into the atmosphere was planned for 4 hours, 32 minutes, and 26 seconds after
launch. Twenty-one minutes and 49 seconds later the spacecraft should hit
the water in the Atlantic. Estimated temperatures during reentry should be
about 3(M)Q degrees F on the heatshield, 2000 degrees on the antenna housing,
1080 degrees on the cylindrical section, and 1260 degrees on the conical section.
The STG opera tion planners estimated that the spent Atlas sustainer engine
would reenter the atmosphere after 9 V3 orbits, a considerable change from their
estimates for the descent of the MA-4 rocket."
TRAINING PRIMATES AND MEN

For the all-important task of checking out the environmental control system
on a long-duration Right, a chimpanzee was ch05en to "stand in" for man. As
in the preparation for Ham's subo1"bital mission on MR- 2, two colonies of chimps
traveled to the Cape about three wttks before the flight date. Again the mili·
tary handlers from Holloman Air Force Base separated the colonies to prevent
cross-infection . Training involved restraining the animals in a prCMurized flight
couch, with biosensors attached to their bodies at various points. And psychomotor training that had been started in New Mo;ico was continued at the Cape
so that the animals' proficiency would not deteriorate:u
On O ctober 29, 1961, three chimps and 12 medical specialists moved into
their Cape quarters to join two other simians and eight per1o()fls already in flight
preparation status. The name given 10 " Enos," the animal selected as the flight
test subject, in Greek or Hebrew means "man," and the training and night
perfonnance recorded by this chimpanzee proved the sobriquet to be well chosen.
Captain Jerry Fineg, chief veterinarian for the mission, described Enos as "quite
a cool guy and not the performing type at all." This " immigrant" from the
French Cameroons had none of the tendencies of his circus-trained counterparts.
Enos' backup "pilots," listed in order of their night readiness ability, were
" Duane," named for Duane Mitch, a veterinarian; "Jim," named for Major
James Cook, of the same profession; "Rocky," named for a well-known pugilist
(Graziano) because of his cauliflowered ear and pugnacious spirit; and "Ham,"
the astrochimp veteran . The ratings were made by Fineg and another Air
Force officer Marvin Grunzke. Fineg later learned that when these same chimps
had gone through thei r earlier launch and reentry training on the centrifuge at
the University of Southern California, they had been rated in the same order.""
The psychomotor equipment used by Enos on the MA- 5 mission was more
complicated than that operated by Ham during the Mercury-Redstone 2 suborbital Right . Housed in the cover of his pr~urized couch, Enos' package was
rigged to pn:sent a four· probkm cycle. The first would last for about 12 minutes,
and the second followed six minutes of rest. The routine .....ould proceed until the
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cycle was completed, then th<! four probkms would be repeated until the mission
ended. Problem onc would offcr right- and left-hand le" en; that Enos could use
to tum off lights, avoiding a mild shock in th<! leCt foot ( the s,,\mc as for Ham ) .
The sccond problem planned was a dcla red-response c:-;periment. Twcmy seconds aftcr a green light would appear on the panel, Enos would have to press a
lever to receive a drink of water. Although there would be no penalty for his
fai lure to respond, if the chimpanzee should pull tm: Icver too ea rl y thc problem
would simply rccrc1e and he would receive nothing. The third, a fixed-ratio
problem, would involvc pulling a lever exactly 50 times to rtteivc a banana pellet.
This would also bc volunta ry and without penalty. Chimpanzee intelligencc
would be tested in the fourth. Tb ree symbol ____ cirdes, triangles, and squarcswould appear in various two-of-a-kind combinations, with the task being to pull
a lel"er under the odd symbol to avoid a mild shock . Lack of response during
rest periods would give the indication that the animal was well oriented to his
spacecraft cnvironment."
Pl anning for this second trial of the Mercury worldwide tracking network
was elaborate. Supporting the ~fA-5 mission were IS stations, plus the Goddard
Space Flight Center and the M ercury Control Center. Goddard and the Control
Center fu rnished computcr support and management of the overall operation,
respectively.
StatiQII
Typ e
Mercury Control Center ________ _____________ _ Launch
Cape Canaveral (AMR ) _________ ______ _____ _ Launch
Grand Bahama Island (AMR ) ___ __________ __ Downrangc tracking
Grand Turk________________ _____ _______ ____
Bermuda ___________________ __ ____ ________ _ o...WII,.""»,, ''''',; kill!)
Computer
Atlantic Ocean Ship _____ ______ ____ _________ _ RemOte tracking
Canary Islands _____________ _____ ____ __ _____ _ Remote tracking
" ______ ___ ___ __ _______________ _ Remote tracking
Igena
K ano, .N "
Zanzibar, Africa ________ ___ _______ _________ _ Remotc tracking
Indian Ocean Ship ____ ______ _____________ ___ Remote tracking
:\iuchea, Australia ____ __ ____ ________ _______ _ Command
Woomera, Australia ___ _________ ______ ______ _ Remote trac king
Canton h land __________________ _____ _._ ••• _ Remote tracking
aual," H awau"" ____ ________ __ ____ __ _._. _. ___ _
K
Command
Point Arguello, California _______________ ____ _ Command
Gua)1naS,
______ __________ • _._ •• ____ _ Command
White Sands, New Mexico __ • __ • • _____ ____ __ __ Remote tracking
Corpus Christi, T exas ___ • __ _• __ • ____________ _ Remote tracking
Eglin Air Fora: lhsc, Florida ___ . ________ _____ _ I~emote tracking
Goddard Space Flight Center, :\larr land ______ __ Computing and
communications
~iexico

With the exception of Whitc Sands, all stations would rtteive "real time" tclemctl)
data, con~isting of magnetic tape recordings, Sanborn recorder displays, meter
displays, and clock displays. Thc O\'crall operation or this network was a vast
cooperative undertaking of the Dcpartnlent of Defense, NASA, and industry."
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MA-5

Nov. 29. 1961

Enos in liis couch
lJ1ior to launch.

EI/OS re/uTllS 10

the Cape

follolt,jng his space flir;hl.

Scventy-three key people assigned to the \arious stations received their final
mission briefing on OClObcr 23. Once again the tracking tcams included several
:\1ercury astronauts. Shepard was 3S'ligncd to Bermuda, Schirm to Australia,
Sla yton to Guaym~ and Cooper tv P"iJll Argucllu, wlJ ik at tho.; Cape, CarpclIlcl
had a station in the blockhouse, Grissom W:\5 the capsule comrnunic:lIor in the
Mercury Control Center, and Glenn served as backup capsule communicator in
the cen lcr.·~
C H UIPANZEE INTO ORBIT

By mid-October, reported George Low 10 NASA Headquarters, problems
with capsule No.9 and booster No. 93 I) had forced STG to delay the launch
from November 7 to November 14 . On Novcmlx:r II. ho ..... c\·cr. after the
preflight checkout crew found a h~drogen peroxide leak in the fuel line of the
capsule manuill control system, the earliest possible launch date slipped to
No\'ember 29,'''" Although NASA did not comment officially on the effect of
thc delay, chancD; for a manned orbital mission in 1961 now .....ere dim."
On Novcmber 28, 1961, an II !4.hour launch preparation count began for
,\1.'\-5. Thc count stopped at T minus 390 minutes, to be resumed the next da),.
Some II hours beforc the launc h, Enos, the 39·pound chimpanzee, underwent
his final physical cxami n:lIion, qood still a..~ his medical sensors were taped on,
.tHowed him'IClf to be secured in the spcciall> constructed primate couch, and
rode in the transfer \'an to the gantry. About 5 hours Ix:fore launch thc couch
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was inserted in Ihe spacecrah. Thercaher Enos' condition was monitorcd by
lines connccted to his couch in the ~.(crcury cap<;ulc and by radio telemetry. He
was relaxed during countdown. His temperaturc rangcd from 97.8 to 98.4
degreC'S, nonnal for Ihc suit inlet temperature of about 65 degrces; his respir:1tion
a\'craged 14; and his pulse rale was 94. Thc only lime Enos displayed agitation
was whcn he was roused by the opening of the halch during a cou ntdown hold
caused by a telcmetry link failure at T minus 30 minutes. The gantry W:1S hauled
back to the spacecraft, the hatch was opened, and an off-amI-on switch was
correctly positioncd. This hold la~ted 85 minutes. Some members in Ihc control
center joked that Enos had turned the switch off becaust he had talkcd to Ham
and did not want to go.O:
In the ~[ercury Control Centcr the night control monitors had manned their
stations and were busily chccking out their consoles. Tecwyn Roberts, serving
as night dynamics officer, noted thc intermittcnt problems cropping up in the
data-gathering and translating computers. A faulty transislor in the direct data
receiver caused one hold, and when the replacemcnt was also faulty, sc\'eral more
minutes were lost in repairing the computer. Monon SchIer, the capsule environment monitor, reported that the environmental control system was working
~moothly. The Freon flow rate, he reported, leveled at a comfortable 20 pounds
per hour in the prelaunch period. From the oxygen partial-pressure transducer
some erratic readings proved erroneous; Mercury Control teletyped the tracking
,tations to discount these readings as the spacecraft passed over.»
Holds during the countdown amounted to almost 2 hours and 38 minutes.
Shortly after the hatch was bolted at T minus 90 minutes, the technicians dis-covered that they had fnilcd to install some hatch cover heat insulation material.
Thcy took a little more than an hour to correct this o\·ersight. Then, at T minus
30 minutes, the disco\'cl)' of an improperlr positioned switch neeessitattd the
85-minute hatch-opening hold. And finallr , at T minus 15 minutes, a 4-minutc
hold wa~ called to correct a data-link problem between :\1ercury Control and the
General Electric ground command guidance equipmelll.
Walter William.s, the mission director, listtned :l5the various difficulties arose
and bt:came somewhat :lgitated at thc chain of events. .\Ithough his usual positron
during such limes was at a console in the mission control ctnter, hc left tht building
and quickly drove Ihe distance to pad 14 to personally express his expectations
that things would procttd in a more orderly manner. As a member of Convair
later said, " Williams was a ma~te r in imparting a need for orderly urgency."
Despilt these holds, weather conditions remained favorable. Only a few thin
cirrus douds hung in the sk~', \'isibility was 10 miles, and the surfact wind velocity
was at a modtratc II milC'i per hour from the northwest. In the landing area
the weather was C\'en bener.··
The Goddard computers rtc6\"ed the liftoff signal 13 seconds before the
booster actually rose from the pad, an error apparently caused by feedback between
two recorders. Nor was this the last incorrect signal. The Goddard computers
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registered sustainer engine cutoff twice bdore tha t event happened, once shortl y
after liftoff and again t\\O minutes aft er launch. In each case the Mercury Control
Center had to switch to override the signal unti l the pand indicator cleared."'
Liftoff came at 10:08 a.m . The powered phase of the night went well, although
there were minor di'iCfepancies. Between liftoff and staging, the horizon-scanner
signal was lost briefly. All spacecraft systems neverthelC5.'! appeared to be working normally, with the guidance system of the All a.~ keeping the booster on an
almost perfect insertion trajectory. Guidance system noise was only abo ut half
tha t recorded during MA--4, and vehicular vi bration also was much lower. Four
and a half minutes after launch, Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., unhesitatingly made
the go-lor-orbit decision. At sustai ner engine cutoff, the velocity, flight angle, and
altitude were nearl y perfect. The Atlas hurled the spacecraft into an orbit with
a perigee of about 99 miles and an apogee of 147 miles, ..1 and 5.4 miles low,
respec tively.'·
Spacecraft and booster separation occurred p recisely as planned, while the
turna round maneuver took less than 30 seconds. The capsule's position excursions were very slight, which cont rasted sharpl y with the erratic turnaround of
MA 4. The spacecraft quickl y dropped into its 34-degrec orbit mode and began
~t rca king over the oceans and conti nems.
O f the 61.5 pounds of control fuel
aboa rd, turnarou nd and dampi ng had consumed 6 pounds, as oppo5(Xl to 9.5
for MA 4. From that point and on through the fi rst orbit the thnlSten; used
only 1.5 pounds to maintain a correct position, with the automatic stabilization
and control system functioning perfectl y.
The environmcntal control system and the tracking and communications
network performed in a satisfactory fashion . Un thiS mISSion, for Ih(: first time,
the prima ry and secondary oxygen bottles were prcssu ri7.cd at 7500 pounds per
<;quare inch (the design specification ) rather than at 3000, as on previous nights.
A functioning water separator also was used for the first time. Eac h tracking
station·s range on the ultra-high-frequency band lasted for aboul six minutes; on
high frequenq', overlap communications between stations were similar to that
el\perienced during MA 4. The Goddard computen; received valid telcmctry dat:t
from all stations except Woomera, but there were instances when communications were moment:trily 1000t at particular stations. J ust before retrofire, for example, Poilll Arg uello, the site giving the firing command, lost conlact with the Cape.
In each in~tance, as Walter Williams wou ld point ou t at Ihe postflight press
conference, communications were reestablished whenever that particular station
was needed.07
Enos, the orbiting chimpanzee. fared well. He wit hstood a peak of 6.8 g
during booster-engine acceleration and 7.6 g with the rush of the sustainer engine.
He had been performing hi~ lever-pulling duties for some t ..... o minutes before the
Atlas roared and rose from the p:ld. During his t .....o orbits he made 29 pulls
(divided among fOllr sessions) on the continuous-a\'oidance and discrete-avoidance
levers, recciving only olle shock in each c ltegor). On his sccoml problem, which
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f«Iuired at least a 20-second dela)ed response to recel\e a drink of water, his
average delay was about 33.8 seconds. For th~ labors he was rewarded with a
total of 47 measures of water, or about a pint during the three-hour mission. For
the fi"cd·ratio task, problem three, Enos pumpcd his lever and received 13
banana pellets during his four opportunities. On the first session of problem Four,
Enos was corrcct for 18 out of 28 symbol presentations (64.2 percent), thus
receiving 10 shocks as a result of his miscues. On the second session of problem
four, however, the center lever malfunctioned, causing shocks e'en if he pulled
the correct lever. He receh'ed 36 and 43 successh-e shocks on the third and fourth
sessions, respectively, because a manmade de"ice had failed. The shocked and
frustrated chimpanzee nevertheless kept pulling the levers. As he was also trained
to do, Enos remained at rest during the si,,-minute intervals between problems.~s
Near the end of the first orbit, thc tracking monitors noted that the capsule
clock was about 18 seconds too fast and as it passed over the Cape a corrective
command was dispatched to and accepted by the clock. At that lime the Mercury
Control Center display panels indicated that all spacecraft systems were in good
order. Suddenly the Atlantic tracking ship reported that im'ener temperatures
were rismg. The Canary Island trackers confirmed the environmental control
system malfunction. Since abnormal heating had occurred on earlier nights
and the im·erter.; had continued working or had switched to standby, there
was no alarm among members at Mercury Control. Then, across the world from
the Cape, Muchea, Australia, detected high thruster signals and capsule motion
excursions, although other data indicated that the 34-degree orbit mode was
being maintained. The Woomcra, Australia, tracking station failed to confi rm
this report, and it was discounted.$f
By the time the M.'\-5 capsule reached the vicinity of the Canton Island
station, the operations t~am realized that th~ attitude control system was allowing
the vehicle to go out of its proper orbital mode. A metal chip in a fuel supply
line (the postflight inspection would re"eal) had cut off the propellant flow to one
of the clockwise roll thrusters. This inactive thruster allowed the spacecraft to
drift minus 30 degrees from its normal attitude, at which point the automatic
stabilization and control system brought the spacecraft to zero in a normal roll·
tum maneuver. Then the spacecraft swung briefly back into the nominal 34degree orbital attitude. and the sequence started again. The spacecraft repeated
this process of drift and correction nine times before retrofire and once more
between retrofire and the receipt of the .OS.g light telemetry signal. The still-active
thrusters used about 9.5 pounds of control fuel working to keep the capsule
properly aligned. Each loss of orbit mode cost a little over a pound of fuel
compared with a first-orbit expenditure of only 1.5 pounds."
The cool ing equipment in the environmental control system also began
to give trouble during the second orbit. Between the Canary Islands and Kano,
the suit circuit temperature rose rapidly from 65 to 80 degrees, indicating a freezing condition in the heat exchanger. As water in the felt evaporator pad of the
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exchanger turned to icc, Enos' body temperature climlx:d to 99, then to 100
degrees. The medical observers began to worry, especially about the chimp's
ability to handle his ps)·chomotor test problems. Then, at 100.5 degrees, his body
tcmperature appeared to stabilize, suggesting that the environmental system
was ceasing to ovcrheat. Their fears relic vcd, the physicians felt that Ihe mission
could continue. Although the cooling system had seemed to correct itself, Kraft,
the flight dircetor, later ~marked that a ddcing unit should be added to warm
the troublesome unit, which had also caused a freeze-up on MA-4."' Although
the medical monitors were willing to allow the mission to proceed through its
scheduled third pa.'i~ around the world, the operations team believed that the
problem of the spacecnft's crra tic :lUitude was too grave to live with. The enginc<:rs felt that there simply was not enough attitude fuel left to complete the
circuit and then go through Ihe reentry phase, in whiCh, e\·cn under normal circumstances, fuel usage would be high.
After the attitude aberr.ltions were fim. noted, Krah had alerted thc tracking
IInit in Hawaii for a pos."ible clock change to initiate relrofire during the second
orbit. Then he decided to continue the flight toward California and notified
Gordon Cooper at Point Arguello that that station might have to initiate a
ground command for retrofire. Meanwhile, the capsule continued to drift and
... wing in and out of thc orbital modc, demonstrating that the attitude control
system, unlike the environmental control system, would not solve its own problems.
Twelvc seconds before the retrofire point wa.~ reached for the normal secondorbit primary recovery point, Kraft dc<:ided to bring Enos back to Earth. Arnold
Aldrich, MSC's chief flight controller at Poilll Arguello, correctly executed thc
command!'"
With the exception of the one repeated variation in attitude position, caused
by the dead roll thruster, reentry went according to plan. 'nle destroyers Stormts
and Compton and a P5M airplane began preparing for spacecraft retrieval in
Station 8, the predicted impact point. Three hours and 13 minutes after launeh
and about nine minutes from water impact, the P5M spotted the descending
~pacecraft at an altitude of about 5000 feet and radioed the Stormt's and the Compton , 30 miles away. All spacecraft recovery aid.~ exccpt the s,1rah be:l.con functioned properly. During thc spacecraft's descellt, the airplane circled :l.nd
reported landing events, then remained in the area until the Stormes arrived.
an hour and 15 minutes after the landing, and hauled Enos and his spacecraft
aboard. Shortly thereafter the hatch was e"plosivcly released from outside the
capsule by a pull on its lanya rd , causing thc chimp's "picture" window to crack."'
Aboard the Stormes :tnd later at Cape Canaveral, Manned Sp:l.cccraft Center
a nd McDonnell engineers gave the capsule the usual dose scrutiny and happil~
found that it had held up well. Except for a slight discoloration causcd by aero·
dynamic heating, the extcrior show.::d no buckling or warping. The interior
was in good shape, lOO, although the inspectors d id find a small :l.nlount of ~llt
waler. Activation of the cxpl06i\'e hatch caused minor damage ill the fann
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of the cracked window. senral bolts pulled from the 5kin , and a slight buckle.
Thermodynamic effects on the ablation heatshield had produced se"eral radial
and circular cracks, none of which had becn ~c\'cre enough to threaten the
capsule's structural integrity. The ccnter plug of the heatshield was missing (it
hold onl) worked loose on :\[A-4 ). hut do~e inspection of thc opcning showed th:!t
the plug had e\'idently been in placc during reentry. Condition of the impact
bag, which had survived its first orbital test, was fairly good, although several
straps were broken and others were severely bent. Again the plastic bulkhead was
pierced, probably by the heatshield, and the honeycomb matcrial was crushed in
scveraJ places. There was no damage 10 the tubing or wiring in this area. e •
At the Cape postflight press conference the leade" of Project ;\fercury revealed
no regrets o,'er missing a third orbit. They seemed to regard the: reprogramming operation, conduete:d in the middle of the mi.....,ion, as a !.1tisfying technical
accomplishment. In view of the: decisi\'eness with \\hich the various potentially
criticaJ difficulties had been o\'ercome or circumvented, MA-5 had to be te:rmed
an excellent operation, one that had achieved most of its objecti\'cs and that
would become: a milestone: on the road into the unknown .
Enos had bc:en weightless for lSI minutes and had performe:d his psycho·
motor dutio; with aplomb. Operations director Williams felt that an astro·
naut riding in the ?\'fA- 5 space:craft could ha\'e made the: ne:c(5Sary corrections
in flight to complete the: three-orbit mission nonnally. Oil the: spacecraft altitude control problem, for e:xample:, a man could simply ha\'e: switche:d from
automatic to manual mode:, he: said. At the same: time:, Williams was pleased
that the: automatic syste:ms had worked well for o\'e:r two hours. Equally significant, the: vast ne:twork of NASA, military, and industry pe:rsonnd had pe:rfonne:d like: \'eterans during the: eme:rge:ncy. The: space:craft had ree:nte:n:d and
landc:d without handing the Kavy any unexpectcd n::co\'ery problc:ms.
Now

A MAN IN ORBIT?

The: prdS corps at the usual postflight press conference: liste:ned courte:ously
to this te:chnical postmOrle:m, but their main concern was whe:the:f anothe:r tc:st
mission would be flown before a manned orbital night. Williams and Gilruth
eautiously re:plied that first the: MA-5 data would have to be thoroughly evaluated. The:n the: reporte:rs wanted to know who had bun sdecte:d to make:
:\[ercury's first manned orbital flight. Gilruth was ready for that one; he: announee:d the team membc:rs for the: next two missions. John H . Glenn was
Ihe sde:cted prime: pilot for the: first mission, with M. Scott Carpe:nter as his
backup. Donald K. Slayton and Walte:r M. Schirm were: pilot and backup,
rc:spttti\'dy, for the sc:cond mission. ou This announcement re:presented a considerable change: from the tighter ne:ws policy re:garding crew selection that had
prevailed in suborbital da)'ll.
Mc:anwhile Enos had his moment. After the urbane: anthropoid carne
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aboard the Stormts , he ate t..... o oranges and two apples, his first fresh food since
he had gone on a low-residue pellet diet. The destroye r dropped Enos at the
K indley Air Force Base hospital in Bennuda, where J erry Fineg took over. The
chimp was walked in the corridors and appeared to be in good shape. H is body
tempcrature was 97.6 degrees; his respi ratory mte was 16 ; and his pulse was 100.
Apparently ~entry , ~aching a peak of 7.8 g, had not hurt him. His composure
at his "preIS conference" surprised the correspondents. Onc rcpo rter remarkcd
that Enos, unlike Ham, did not become "unhinged" with the popping of the
nash bulb;;. On December 1, Enos ~ached the Cape for another round of
physicals, and a week laler he departed for his home station at Holloman, and
well-deserved retirement. u
Enos' fame was short-lived. Public attention now lumed to the supposedl)"
imminent American manned orbital Right, although there still was no assurance that a spacecraft would next carry a man . Speculation mou nted when
Atlas 109- D was hauled in to the Capc on the night of November 30. Newsmen immediately gathered around 8. G. M acNa bb, the Convair p~parat ion
chief, to ask when the checkout would start. "Tomorrow," he re plied. When
a~ ked if there would be a crash effort in order to make Ihe Right in 196 1, Wil-

" We're a Little Behind the Rus5ian5 and
A Little Ahead of the Americon5"

A fumloTolI.s vitw of tht impficaliolls of tht "mollkty flights" to
th e spact ract was oOered by
cartoonist John Fischetti of the
Ntwspaper Elltcrprisc Association.
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Iiams said that three s hifL~ were \lorking a 168-hour \Ieek (all the hours pos.~i
ble ), and that no 5pccial pre;.~ure lIould he applied. None of these statementl'
dampened ~peculation by the pre;.~ earl~ in Decemher. Signs, rumo~, and
portents cropped up dail~'. One correspondent, for example, noted that John
Glenn had movcd iOlo special quaners at thc Cape, adding that NASA had
requcstoo Atlantic ~Iissilc Range support l'leg-inning 011 December 20 and continuing to yca r's end.-'
If NASA had el'er been involved in a drile to put an American in orbit ill
the year of the Vostoks, that eflon halted on Dccemuer 7, the 20th anniversary
of the Pearl Harbor attack. Almost casualh Cilruth and Williams announced
that !he flight was now ~chcduled for early 1962. The decision, said MSC officials, had been influenced b~ "minor problems dealing with the cooling s)'stelll
and pa;itioning devices in the ;"lercllr~ capsule." The official prc.<;.\ release did
~tate that NASA considered the spaceer<lft, its systems, and the tracking network
qualified for manned flight. It had been apparent to many NASA officials for
some time that the manned orbital launch might have to be postponed until
1962. George Low, at NASA Headquarters, had recognized thc probability
soon after mid-October, when he wrote, "The pad conversion time between
~IA-5 and MA-6 is exceedingly short if ~IA 6 is to remain on schedule."
On
schedule meant December 19.
Hugh L. Dryden su mmed up his philosophy regarding adherence to schedules for manned flight when he said, "You like to have a man go with e"ery·
thing just as near perfect as possible. This business is risky. You can't avoid
this, but you can take all the precautions you know about.""
Although thcre was regret that this coum!) did not get a man into orvit
before the Soviets, or at least in the same year, 1961 had recorded substantial
progress toward making the United States a spaecfaring nation. In contrast
with the atmosphere of uneasiness marking the end of 1960, the ~1anned Spaee.
craft Center engineers now knell that they were on the brink on fulfilling Project
l\lercur)"'s basic objeetivcs. The rehearsals were over.
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Mercury Mission Accomplished

ROSPECTS looked bright to Ihc managers of Project Mercury a l the beginning of 1962. In store was Mercury-Atlas 6, scheduled as a manned orbital
flight and viewed by some as a sah'agc operation for ,\merica's space prestige.
If one of its ci tizens, Marine pilot John Gknn, journeyed successfully through
~pace on a multi-orbit global mission, the United States would .11 least begin
matching the pace set by the Soviet Union. .\llhough a 3-orbit trek would by
no means equal the 17-orbit, day-long voyage of Ghcrm<ln S. TiIO", the immi·
ncnce of the mission had helped to allay nalional uneasintsS somewhat. The
notion that the manned orbital launch should be made in 1961 to coincide with
Russia n feats in the history books subsided with thc end of the old year; 1962
was now here. Whatever regrets the American people had harbored over the
nUlllerou~ dda>'s in Project ~[ercury, thcy 'OCcmcd rcconciled 10 ~ hcdule $lippages
if safety demanded them.
But the new year was bardy three days old when the news media learned
that the announeed launeh date of January 16 had been postponed until January
23, at the earliest, because of u:chnieal problems in the booster fuel tanks. With
each succeeding delay, and then:: would be several more, journalists and Congressmen became a little more critical and fidgety. Once again, as on several
pre\'ious occasion~, the press spoke of the "space gap," and doubts were raised
by some writers that the Mercury undenaking would ever succeed. A senior
member of the House Commiuee on Science and .\stronauties, Republican James
G. Fulton of Pennsyh'ania, apparently subscribed to this feeling when he re·
marked, after \'iewing a January 27 ~IA -6 launch attempt, that the Mercury
'pacecraft and .\tlas booster could be described as " a Rube Goldberg device on
top of a plumber's nightmare:" President Kennedy disclosed at a news conference on February 14 that he too shared the general disappointment voiced
abol..u delays in the program, hut he added that the deci.~ion to go or nOt to go
should be left to the "group who are making the judgment. " Moreover, he
reaffirmed his faith in the NASA ~{ercury learn: " J'm going to follow their
judgment, even though we've had bad luck.'"

P
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Statements issued by the Manned Spacecraft Center's operations learn after
each postponcment of thc 1\11\-6 mission were terse and technical, and their
frankness in reporting the reaso ns for these delays prompted some favorable news
comment. The Wall Street Journal commended NASA for its open infonnation
policy, and pointed ou( that anything but "Candor at Canaveral" could only
hurt the "national image." In response to their persistent and sometimes annoying questions, reporters were quietly told that this mission had been in the
planning processes for almost three years and that a few more days' or weeks'
delay was of liule consequence if confidence in its success could be raised another
notch. This acceptance of the situation by the Cape launch crew and operations
team stemmed from the program's composite Aight test experience. John Glenn ,
"knowing all of this, enjoined the press representatives covering the event not to
worry: •
This mission has been in preparation for a long time. I can't get particularly
shook up about a couple of days' delay. As a !lY.l.ttcr of fact, I'm so happy to
have been chosen to be the pilot for this mission that I'm not about to get
panicky o\"er these delays. I learned very early in the flight-test business
that you have to control your emotions-you don't let these things throw you
or affect your ability to perfoOll the mission.
The Mercury team alone knew what had to be right to make it go.
Back in October 1959, the MA-6 flight, possibly carrying a chimpanzee in
spacecraft No. 18, had been scheduled for launch in January 1961. But the
fortunes or misfortunes of manufacture and the ensuing flight test program forced
many schedule slippages, redcsignation of Aight order, and capsule configuration
changes to meet altered test objectives. According to an April 1960 chart, the
first manned orbital attempt (originally MA-7) was slated for a May 1961
launch. Six months later the planners moved the target date for this mission
to July, and after a similar interval they foresaw October as the likcly launch
date. NASA Headquarters' approval of the proposal to add one-day missions
to the Mercury flight series required further schedule alterations. Several spacecraft had to be modified for the Aights of longer duration. Spacecraft No. 13
was allocated to the MA- 6 mission, replacing No. 18, which now was entered
into the modification cycle. In spite of all this shuffiing, as late as October 1961
the program managers held hopefully to an anticipated manned orbital liftoff
within 1961. MA-6, instead of MA- 7, the managers indicated, would carry
the fir"t ,1"truIMut iulu uruit, pruviuillg the MA-5 chimpanzcc flight succecucU
in November.'
A host of manufacturing changes had delayed the progress of spacecraft No. 13
as it traveled through the McDonnell production and checkout line. Number
13, beginning to take foml in May 1960, also met with the usual fabrication
problems its predecessors had faced during assembly. On October 10, for example, McDonnell reported to the Space Task Group that a shortage of
environmental control system components had completely halted work on the cap·
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sule's interior, At the cnd of January 1961 , however, the company had started
a three-month test shakedown of the vchicle, Shortl) arter the completion of
this work the failure of the MA-3 mi.~ion on \pril 25 had forced a rearrangement of spacecraft allocations, and I\lcOonnclJ had been told by thc NASA
planners to redesign No, 13 for the initial manned orbital mission. The fact ory
finishcd and delivered the spacecraft to the Cape on .\ugust 27. Four months
later, after a thorough checkout by the Manned Spacecraft Center's (fonnedy
Space Task Group ) Cape team, on Janual)' 2, 1962, it was mated to its launch
vehicle, Atlas 109-D.·
These had been some of the trials that made planning and schcdu ling difficult
occupations, especially in a program that had been so often under national
scrutiny. Therefore, the successi\'e MA- 6 launching delays logged in the early
days of 1962 simply were noted and accepted, and the planners mct to decide
I"hen they could be ready to try again.
PREPARING A MAN TO ORBIT

Of course, hardware was only part of the problem of readying MA- 6. What
about the second half of the "spacecraft-man" combination? Would the man
be just a passenger-observer or a participating system? By mid-September 1961 ,
Robert B. Voas, the astronauts' training officer, had drawn up a number of basic
specifications concenling the pilot's duties in MA-6 in answer to questions of this
sort. If some part of the automatic attitude control system should fail , for example, Ihe pilot would need to control spacecraft attitude using the manual
system. Or if displayed information on the spacecraft's attitude position should
malfunction, the pilot would have to take over and rdy on his visual abilities for
position reckoning by external references. Voas had studied high-altitude photographs of the MA-4- night and he knew that on the sunlit side of Earth the
horizon should quickly provide an excellent Co1p5ule attitude reference, but the
nightside might prescnt problems unless there was bright moonlight. Possibly
known stars could serve as attitude reference points, he theorized. Voas also
felt that a comparison of window and periscope reference was needed. 6
To measure man's potential as a spatial navigator, Voas wanted the astronaut
to look for the smallest detectable landmark, to estimate the effects of weather
conditions on visibility, and to judge precisely the occultation of the stars by
Earth's atmosphere. Theoretically, from the vantage point of the orbital Hight
trajectory an astronaut should sec about a 900-mile arc of the horizon, He
should be able to determine how much of this was effective horizon in tenns of
his ability to recognize a landmark with the unaided e)'c. One important facet
of any later space exploration, Voas said, would be man's visual acuity in estimating spatial depth and distance; tracking an artificial object in a nearly identical
orbit during a Mercury circumnavigation would partially test this ability. The
spent Atlas tankage trailing the capsule shou ld offer an ucellent opportunity
in this respect.
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Ever since the Soviet reports of Gherman Titov's sensations of dizzintSS and
nausea caused by his head and body movements, some aeromedical specialists had
worried that perhaps the prolonged absence of gravitational str~s did adversely
affect a space passenger or pilot. Voas, considering this subject, contended that
it was impossible to say whether Titov had had a purely personal aversion to
weightlessness or whether men in general would have similar troubles under
zero g. Keither Alan Shepard nor Virgil Grissom had experienced vertigo during the two Mercury suborbital Aights. Voas felt that if disorientation and
nausea were in fact products of longer durations of weightlessness, as some physicians and physiologists believed, the symptoms could be remedied through
preflight training, proper flig ht procedures, or, if necessary, by drugs.
Voas acquainted the astronauts with the probable effects of weightlessness on
their sensory organs. The otoliths, the ear's angular accelerometers, should not
be affected, he said. Muscle and skin sensol)' fun ctions should be affected only
slightly, but those muscles sensing the amount of gravity would lose their acuity
completely. By and large, the general diminution of sensol)' perception accom·
panying space flight should be overcome by the astronaut's eyes and his memory.
To test his theories, Voas prescribed an experiment to be conducted on the dark
side of Earth. The pilot would touch certain panel dials with his eyes open and
then with his eyes closed, after moving his head quickly to the right, left, and
forward. Gordon Cooper expressed qualms felt by several people over Voas'
"blind flying" test when he remarked, "You shouldn't be reaching over on this
panel with your eyes shut."
Other tasks planned by Voas included taking pictures through the window and
periscope with a hand· held camera, describing the cloud cover on the day side,
and looking for lightning in squall lines as requested by the United States Weather
Bureau. On the night side the pilot should repeat those tasks and observe the
aurora and luminescence of Earth's clouds. Finally, he should scan the star fields,
the Milky Way, and note the size and appeara nce of the Moon as well as describe
a moonset.~
The September study by Voas induded the initial efforts of the Space Task
Group to foster a scientific inroad into the manned space flight program. After
distributing his paper among the astronauts and receiving favorable comment
from several, Voas then sought the assistance of NASA Headquarters to obtain
a broader base for possible astronaut activities in space from the various scientific
disciplines that were available. Homer E. Newell and Nancy G. Roman of that
organization reacted by directing the fonnation of an ad hoc committee for
astronomical tasks for the Mercury pilots, assigning J ocelyn R. Gill as the committee chairman. This group was an offshoot of the formal Astronomy Subcommittee, a part of NASA's Space Sciences Steering Committee.'
As a beginning Gill and Voas attended a meeting of the Astronomy Subcommittee held at the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage, New
York, on October 30- 31, 196 1. Voas reviewed the abilities of the astrona\ll~
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to assume some additional tasks, such as olJSt:rvations of astronomica l phcnomcna.

Hc also cautioned that an)' integration of ~icmific equipmcnt insidc thc spacccraft would h:\.\"e to be sc\"erely restricted in weight. The Astronomy Subcommittec discussed the possibilities and thcn suggested 10 lash th ;)t ;)n astronaut
might accomplish. A few of these werc: observe the night airglow as to its
intensity and structure, look for comets before sunset ;)nd aftcr d;)wn, note thc
frequency of metcor flashes, look for thc aurora and describe its intensit)·, sketch
the zodiacal light relati\'e to the star background, and obscrve the size and position
relative to the star background of the gegenschein.~
Besides generally acquainting the l\tercury astronauts with the spatial environment, their possible reactions, and what they might accomplish in the way of
operations and scientific obscr,ations, Voas also had pressed forward with a pl:ln
for a specific training program to prepare the crewmen to operate and manage the
spacecraft systems on orbital missions. He first compiled a list of proposed training
activities, and then he called ;t meeting at Langley on September 26 to discuss
his report. The STG officers prescnt adopted the training proposal, which became
a formal working paper Oil October 13. With slight subsequcnt amendments,
this working paper, No. 206, spelled out the astronaut training and preparation
procedures that would be followed for the rest of the l\lerrury program.~
The first stated prerequisite for the astronaut, as formulated by Ra ymond G.
Zedekar of STG, was a thorough familiarity with the spacecraft and all its systems.
He must know every mission detail, including every flight and ground rule; he
would be expected to demonstrate peak performance in e\'ery task during the
flight; and his skills must include making failure diagnoses and taking the proper
corrtctive action.
Preparing the pilot for his role during an orbital mis.sion, the astronaut
training personnel ob"iously could draw hea"ily on Shepard's and Grissom's
suborbital experiences. The nine separate checkouts of the spacecraft after it
arrived at the Cape, the), felt , would pro\'ide excellent familiarization and systems
training for the prime pilot and his alternate, who would be assigned to take turns
in the capsule's contour couch. Then, if any modifications to the hardware or
change in methods should become necessar} , either man would be fully prepared
to gh'e "aluable ad"ice as well as to learn how the component change or new
procedure would affect the mission. But by all accounts, as particularly ascribed
to by the :\Iercury suborbital pilots, the best training $CS.<;sions for practicing both
normal and abnormal flight conditions in the Mercury program were those held
in the procedures trainer. There all phases of a mission-prelaunch, countdown,
launch, orbit, reentry, reconry, and emergency- could be simulated. The training planners decided that at least 30 hours of practice would be scheduled ill thi ~
:\IcDonneJJ-made trainer. On some occasions the simulation called for hookillg
the trainer in ,,·ith the Mercur: Control Cellter and the Bermuda trac king ~ite,
an exercise that also would help the flight controllers check, promulgate, or
practice their communications and control procedures.
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Voas and his colleagues scheduled numerous other training activities that
would supposedly hone the astronauts to a fine edge. One such plan called for
the pilot or his designated stand-in to attend the spacecraft scheduling meetings,
operational planning sessions, and booster, spacecraft, and mission reviews. Aller
the spacecraft had been mated with the booster, the astronaut would have a key
role in the capsule systems lest, sequential and abort exercises, and the simulated
!light that accompanied each countdown launch si mulation. With the astronaut
sitting in the spacecraft, all countdown checks would be run up to the poinl of
hatch installation. Voas' training document stipulated that even the exercise of
slipping the pilot into his capsule should be practiced until the insertion crew had
it down perfectly. Besides all this work at the Cape, preflight trips were planned
to the Mon::head Planetarium in North Carolina, so that the astronaut and his
backup pilot could fix star patterns in their minds as an aid to their orbital celestial
observations. To obtain a famili arity with angular motion, they would attend
sessions in the Pensacola Naval Air Station's "rotating room" and on the human
disorientation device. Egress training, the value of which Grissom ,'ouched for
after his harrowing recovery, was scheduled on the open water in the Atlantic.
Finally, there were Morse code instruction, map stud y, and briefings by the
Weather Bureau support team on observation procedurcs.'o
All these varied tasks had to be scheduled in logical progression to bring about
a stat us of " flight readiness." The original training directive specified that an intensive training program for an upcoming flight should begin with a comprehensive
study of all capsule instrumentation about 8 1 days before the launch was sched uled.
Nine days later, after the astronaut and his alternate had memorized everything
they could about the capsule instrument panel, they would start spendmg at least
three hours per week in the procedures trainer, making brief excursions to Langley
for sessions on the air-lubricated, free-axis (ALFA) tminer. In the procedures
trainer they would go through specific mi5Sion profiles. These included a nonnal
one-orbit mission, lasting about 90 minutes, with the astronaut in casual clothes;
five-hour sessions simulating three orbits, with the astronaut wearing a pressure
suit on some occasions; and 3D-minute abort simulations, including such hazards
as the failure of the rctropackage to jettison, failure of the s paeec raft'~ main batteries shortly after orbital insertion, and many other malfunctions covering every
conceivable contingency that the training officers could devise."
By December 1961 , after Glenn and Carpenter had been publicly named for
the Mercury-A tlas 6 mission, training plans were expanded to include thei r medical
evaluations. For the altitude chamber simulated flight conducted about 45 to 60
da ys before the anticipated launch, Glenn was exam ined, fitted with biosensors,
suited, pressure-checked, and then loaded into the transfer van and medically
observed during the trip to the altitude test chamber. After he seated himself
in the couch, his biosensor data were checked, his electrocardiogram leads were
monitored, and the newly fabricated blood pressure equipment was exercised.
Also there was a checkout of the spacecraft'S environmental control system."
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Jocelyn Gill also began planning the scientific ~pttts that Glenn might attend
to while he was in orbit, when she called the first meeting of the ad hoc committ~e
in Washington on December I, 1961. William K. Douglas, Voas, and John J.
Van Bockel attended from the Manned Spacecraft Ctnter. The main purpose of
this gathering was to adjust the suggestions emanating from the earlier meeting of
the Astronomy Subcommittee into a workable order to provide the astronauts with
as much background as pos.,ible of what Ihey might expect to see in space. The
first piece of equipment for scientific purposts aboard the spacecraft discu~d was
a small filler planned for usc in stud ying the irregularities of the night-sky illumination and aurorae. For later missions an ultraviolet camera was suggested for p0ssible usc in photographing the stellar spectra."
Some eight days later Glenn, Carpenter, and Schirra accompanied Voas and
Douglas to a second meeting called by Gilt. Point by point the requested astronomical observations were explained to the three astronauts. Because of their
evident interest, Gill was of the opinion that such briefings, perhaps with even more
detailed information, should be provided at intervals as well as just before flight
time."
During the month before the MA-6 mission, Glenn underwent at the launch
site a realistic teu termed " Pad R ehearsal No. J." This exercise started with biosensor and suiting-up preparations at the hangar, transportation to the pad, and
insertion of the astronaut into the spacecraft. Both the blockhouse and the Mercury Control Ctnter were tied into and participated in this exercise. Several days
later this operation was carried out again, and this time the gantry was pulled away
to make conditions more realistic. Then about three days before the scheduled
flight. after he had already begun his low.residue diet, Glenn went through a
simulated mission encompassing the.entire night plan.
Other preflight medical ae ti\'itics included a complete physical examination
IwO days before the anticipated launch. The Mercury physicians issued Glenn
a number of medications for his survival pack, including morphine for pain,
mephentermine sulfate for shock, benzylamine hydrochloride for motion sickness,
and racemic amphetamine sulfate (a common pcp pill) for" stimulant. Radia·
tion-measuring film packs were tucked inside the spacecraft."
Glenn and Carpenter had completed most of their preftight training program
by the end of January, but ule cominuing delay of the MA-6 launch forced them
to go on with their crowded routine. Glenn spent 25 hours and 25 minutes in the
spacecraft during the hangar and altitude test chamber checks and uncounted
hours on the pad after the launch rocket and spacecraft were mated. On the procedures trainer between December 13, 1961, and February 17, 1962, he logged 59
hours and 45 minutes (far beyond the 30 required by the training directive ) and
worked through 70 sim ulated missions in the process, reacting to some 189 simu·
lated system failures. Glenn and Carpenter, along with Donald Slayton and
Walter Schirra, alrcadr picked for MA- 7, participated in a two-day (December
I I and 13, 1961) recovery exercise on the Back River ncar Langley Air Force
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Base, Virginia, c:asily making both top and side hatch exits. Later Glenn and
Carpenter, wearing life n:sts, carried out a sun'ival cquipment excrcise off the
beach at Cape Cana\·cral.'6
Not only the pilots but many ()(hers were training for the MA-6 mission. On
January 15, 16, and 17, 1962, recm'ery team swimmers practiced jumping from
helicopters and placing the new auxiliary fl otation collar around a boilerplate capsule. The flight controllers who were to deploy to the remote tracking sites got
their final briefing on January 3 and left for their respective stations, where they
engaged in seven rather extcnsi\'(: network exercises. Mercury Control, Goddard,
and the Bemmda site conducted tests to check the Control Center-Bermuda abort
command sequence. On January 25, Eugene F. Kranz reported to Christopher
C. Kraft, the flight director, that the network team was at its peak condition. He
feared that moti\'ation and perfomlance might decline if the night continued to be
delayed."
Although this was to be the first manned orbital flight in Project Mercury, earlier flights set many precedents in the planning process for such items as recovery requirtments, mission rules, and test objectives, and consequen tl y the mission planning for I\IA- 6 was almost routine. Thc launch azimuth heading was to be the
same that Enos had followed into orbit riding MA-S; the recovery forces, now
thoroughly seasoned, although somewhat larger than for :\1A-5, were stationed
to cover essentially the same landing areas; ignition procedures and range rules
for the launch were about the same as on previous Mercury-Atlas missions."
BUILDur FOR TilE Sr.... cl: OFn:N6IvE

Again NASA inviled the world 's news media 10 send representatives to eo\'er
one of its launches. On December 5,1961, Headquarters infonned newspaper
and magazine editors that NASA was planning to accommodate up to 400 accredited reporters. No exact flight date was mentioned, but the press was told
that Ihe launch would occur "either late this year or early the next." l~ All hopes
for a 1961 shot were dashed two days later when NASA Headquarters announced
the postponement of MA- 6 until early 1962.
Work to assist the news media in covering the event had been proceeding at Ihe
:\lanned Spacecraft Centc:r for somc time. Several months before the MA-6
launch, its Public Affairs Office, then under the direction of Lieutenant Colonel
John A. "Shorty" Powers, began preparing a "Public Infomlalion Operating
Plan," giving the estimated dates on which particular phases of the mission rlan
would be carried out. PO\"ers c:valu aled each segment of the plan and recommended to the press various training and hardware preparation activities that the
reporters lIlight be interested in covering, as well a.~ arranging for the rtporters 10
cover night-day activities. News release handollb were prepared covering almost
every conceivable phase of the flight, from what the pilot would have for breakfast
10 an intricate discussion of how a spacecraft attitllde con trol system should work.
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About five days before the anticipated launch date, Powers and his troupe established a news ccnter at Cocoa Beach, Florida. Some of his men were assigned
to pas.~ out fact shcets, somc werc to record pictorial c"cnts surrounding thc flight
for use by the news media, same werc to seck answers to the myriad technical
queries posed b)' newsmen, and some were assigned to prepare advisories concern_
ing mission progress status.
Correspondcnts accredited b) NASA, mall}" clad in colorful beach raiment, descended on the area. They avidly consu med the space agency's prepared info_rna_
tion, intervie ....ed ke} figures of the NASA-ODD-industry operations learn, sunned
on the beach, and prcsscd for more news and anecdotes after the evening meal.
Some critics likened the atmosphere to that of a circus, but literally hundreds of
thousands of words about every conceivable phase of the manned space program
poured out for thc ed ification of the tax-paying masses.~o Surely in history no
program that still essentially was in its rc:scareh and development stage had ever
been sa open to the public through the eycsof the Fourth Estate.
The first "gathering on the beach" to view the JHA- 6 launch occurred on a
cloudy Saturday morning, J anuary 27, 196'2, after bad weather had forced the
lanneh to slip daY-lo-da y from J anuary 23, when the firing was first intended.
The countdown ticked on but the overcast remai ned solid, and a general feeling
s....ept through the crowd of faithrul "bird watchcrs" that this still was not the
day. Finally, at T minus 20 minutes Walter C. Williams, the mission director,
eanccled the shot. The overcast was so heavy that the necessary camera coverage
of the early trajectory events would be impossible, " It was one of those days,"
S<1id Williams later, "when nothing was wrong but nothing was just right either.
I "clc';'me,j Ihal .;.verC3.';I."" John Glenn had been in his spacccrafl, Friendship
7, [lamed in a conte'lt b) his o.... n family, a lillie over fi\'e hours. The rescheduling of the launch for February I, four days ahead, necessitated em ptying and
purging the Atlas of its propellants.
On Jan uary 30 the ground support crew once more began fueling Atlas 109- D.
During preflight checkout, a mechanic discovered, by a routine opening of a drain
plug, Ihat there was fuel in Ihc cavity bet.....een thc structural bulkhead and an
in<ulalion bulkhead separating the fuel and oxidizer t.. nks. The launch vehicle
team cstimated that, since the insulation had to be rcmo\'ed, a maximum of 10
work days would be nttded to correct the problem and to check out the sys tem~.
This dclav would .lip thc launch date, and slipping the lau nch date caused problems for Ihe recovery force. Some 24 ships, more than 60 aircraft, and ..
num ber of specialized units, manned by a combined total of 18,000 personnel
around the world, had to con<ider whether they could remain at their stalioos
for a new datc that might \ery well slip again. When all the ta ll ie.~ from Ihe
....idespread units were hefore Ihe rcco\'er} force commander, Rear Admir.\1 John
L. Chew, FebruaT) 13 seemed thc earliest possible next try at MA-6.~'
On Januar) 31, amidst an audible groan from more than 600 news-media
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Press site 2, Cape Callaveral, i,l the early mQmmg /wurs 01 January 27, 1962.
Friendship 7 is silhouetted against gray clouds that would postpolle th e missioll .

represcnlatives who had managed to become accredited, the new launch date
two weeks ahead was announced. Two weeks more at the Cape was too much
for most of the benumbed newsmen; Ihe exodus from the Florida peninsula
began immediately. Only the spacecraft and launch "chick technicians were
lefl to minister, as Walter Williams tenned it, to the "sick bird ." Glenn took
<;cveral days off to spend some time with his family at home in Arlington, Virginia.
On one occasion he crossed the Potomac River to the White RouS(: for a brief
visit with President Kennedy, who asked him man)' scmitechnkal questions about
plam: and systems for the orbital Right. D
On February 9, as NASA personnel began to move back to the Cape, the
weather was still foul. Evidently the newsm~ felt there was little chance
for a launching on the scheduled date; by the 13th only 200 had checked in at
the motels in nemby Cocoa Beach . They received some grist for the journalistic
mill at a press briefing arranged by NASA's Paul P. Haney and "Shorty" Powers.
Robert L. Fastcr from McDonncll answcrcd somc questions about the spacecraft and Major Chalie; L. Gandy and Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth E. Grine of
Ihe Air Force answered others on Ihe launch vehicle work and the general
stale of readiness for the Right.!'
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The turbulent February weather in Florida improved little in succeeding days,
and the space pilot continued to train. On the 15th, for example, Glenn, learning
upon awakening that the weather still held up the launch, slept until 9:30 a.m".,
had breakfast, spent two hou rs on the procedures trainer, and that afternoon
studied the flight plan and technical documentation.
On February 19 the sky brightened; so did the spirits of the operations crew,
who immediate1y began the 6to-minute split countdown. During Ihe afternoon
the Department of Defense recovery force weather observers in thc Atlantic reported to Williams that they had favorable weather conditions. At the Cape,
however, the " ' cather Bureau personnel observed a frontal system moving across
central Florida which, they surmised, could cause broken cloudincs:s over the
Cape area on Tuesday m:>ming (February 20) . Williams, hoping for the best,
decided to continue and ordered the launch crew to pick up the second half of
the countdown at 11: 30 p.m. on the evening of the 19th."
Meanwhile Glenn restudied the detailed mission sequence, first reviewing the
countdown progress and then looking over his night plan :md checking the equipment list. That afternoon he attended another "final" mission review meeting,
called by Williams. Glenn believed an astronaut should study his spacecraft's
systems until the last possible minute before a flight. Shortly before he went to
bed that night he read a section in the flight cont roller's handbook on the au tomatic
stabilization and control system.~
AN AMERICAN IN ORBIT

Clenn was awakened once again at 2 :20 a.lll. on February 20. After showering, he sat down to a breakfast of steak, scrambled eggs, toast, orange juice, and
coffee, At 3:05 the astronauts' flight surgeon, William Douglas, gave him a
brief physical examination .
Douglas, Glenn, and his suit technician, Joe W. Schmitt, wefe only three of a
multitude hard at work on the cloudy February morning. In the Mercury
Control Center procedures log, the fli ght control team noted at 3: 40 that they
were " up and at it." The team immediately conducted a radar check, and
although ionospheric conditions made the results poor the controllers believed the
situation would improve soon. So they went on to check booster telemetry and
the Control Center's voice intercom system, both of which were in good order.
Shortly thereafter they found a faulty communication link that was supposed
to be obtaining infoonation about the capsule's oxygen ~yste m, bllt withi n minutes
they had corrected the problem."
At 4: 27 a.m. Christopher Kraft , sitting before his night direetor's console,
received word that the global trad ing network had been checked out and was
ready. In Hangar S, Douglas placed the bioscnsors all Glenn, and Joe Schmitt
began helping the astronaut don his 20-pound pressure suit. At 5: 01 the
:\-fercury Control Celller Icamed that the astronaut was in the van and on his
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way to the launch pad. The van mo\·cd slowly and arrived at S : 17, 20 minutes
behind schedule. But the delay was of little consequence, for at 5 :25 (T minus
120 minutes) trouble had cropped up in the booster's guidance system. Since
this came during the built-in go-minute hold part of the countdown for the
astronalll insertion activity, the delay was not likely to halt thc readying procedures (or very long. The installation of a spare unit and an additional
45 minutes required for its checkout, however, made a total of 135 minutes lost.~"
Beeausc of o\'ercast weather and the guidance problem in the Atlas, Glenn
rdaxed comfortably in the van until 5: 58, when the sky began to clear. The
capsule and boosler validation checks were progressing noml ally as he emerged
from the van, saluted the onlookers, and boarded the gantry elevator. At 6;03,
the operations team noted in its procedures log, the astronaut " put a foot into thc
~ pacecraft. " Once inside Friendship 7, Glenn noticed that the respiration scn",,-a thennistor attached to the astronaut's microphone in the air stream of
his breath- had shifted from where it had been fixed during the simulated Right.
Stanley C. White pointed out to Williams that a correction could only be made
by opening the suit, a very tricky operation atop the gantry. So the two officials
decided to disregard the slipped thermistor, even though faulty data would result.
Whit.: advised the range to ignore all respiratory transmissions."
At last the techn icians began to bolt the hatch onto the spacecraft, but at 7; 10,
with the countdown proceeding and most of the 70 bolts secured, a broken bolt
was discovered. Although Grissom had flown in MR-4 with a broken hatch boh,
Williams, taking no chances this time, orderni removal and repair. T aking the
hatch off and rebolting would require about 40 minutC5, so the operations team
took this opportunity 10 run sill! another check of the guidance system on Atlas
109-0. Glenn evidl:nl1y maintained his composure during this hold, with his
pulse ranging between 60 and 80 beats per minute. Whl:n a little more than
half of the bolts had bttn secured, he peered through the puiSCOpl: and remarked
to Scott Carpenter and Alan Shepard in the Con lrol Caner, "Looks like thl:
weathl:r is breaking up.""
Minutes later the hatch installation was completed and the cabin purge was
started. A check of the cabin oxygen leakage rate indicated 500 cubic centimeters per minute, well within design specifications. At 8: OS, T minus 60 minutes, the countdown continued, but after 15 minutes a hold was called to add about
10 gallons of propellant to the booster's tanks. Glenn had been busily going over
his capsule systems checklist. As the holds continued, he occupied his time and
relieved the pressure at various points on his cramped body by pulling on the
bungee-cord exercising device in front of his head in the capsule. The countdown
resumed while the liquid oxygen was being pumped aboard the Atlas, but at T
minus 22 minutes, 8: 58, a fuel pump outlet valve stuck, causing still another hold."
At that point in the countdown, Glenn, the blockhouse and Control Center
crews, and workers scurrying around and climbing on the gantry were joined by
some 100 million people watching television sets in about 40 million homes
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throughout the United States. Countless others huddled around radios in their
homes or places of business and about 50,000 "bird watchers" stood on the beaches
near Cape Canaveral, squinting toward the erect rocket gleaming in the distance.
Some of the morc hearty and sun-tanm:d spectators had been at the Cape since midJanuary and had organized trailer towns, complete with "mayors." Mission announcer Powers, popularly known as "the voice of Mercury Control," who had
been at his post in the Control Center since 5 o'clock that morning, went on the
air to advise the waiting public of the status of the countdown and the cause for
the present hold.
With the stuck valve cleared, the count picked up at 9:25, but another suspenseful moment came at 6Y2 minutes before launch time, when the Bennuda
tracking station experienced an electrical power failure . Although the breakdown
was brief, it took several more minutes to steady the Bermuda computer.
At 9 :47, after two hours and 17 minutcs of holds and three hours and 44 minutcs after Glenn entered his "office," Friendship 7 was launched on its orbital journey. The Atlas, supported by its tail of fire, lifted off its pad, and Powers made
the announcement that this country had waited three long years to hear: "Glenn
reports all spacecraft systems go! Mercury Control is go!" As Atlas 109- D
lunged spaceward, Glcnn's pulse rate climbed to 110, as expected. The Atlas and
its control systems telemetered signals that they were functioning perfectly."
Half a minute after liftoff the General Electric-Burroughs guidance system
locked onto a radio transponder in the booster to guide the vehicle until it was
through the orbital insertion "window." The vibration at liftoff hardly bothered
Glenn, but a hundred seconds later at max-q he reported, "It's a little bumpy
about here." After the rocket plunged through the max-q region, the flight
smoothed out; then two minutes and 14 seconds after launch, the outboard booster
engines cut off and dropped away. Glenn saw a wisp of smoke and fleetingly
thought the escape tower had jettisoned early, but that event occurred exactly on
time, 20 seconds later."'
When the tower separated, the vehicle combination pitched over stiD {urther,
giving Glenn his first view of the horizon, which he described a.<; "a beautiful sight,
looking ea.<;tward across the Atlantic." Vibration increased as the fuel supply
spewed out the sustainer enginc nozzle, then abruptly stopped when the sustainer
shut down. The sustainer had accelerated the capsule to a velocity only seven
feet !ler second below nominal and had put the Atlas into an orbital trajectory only
.05 of a degree low. Joyously the operations team noted in the log, "9: 52- - -We
are through the gates." Glenn received word that he could make at least seven
orbits with the orbital conditions MA- 6 had achieved. To Goddard's computers
in Maryland the orbital insertion conditions appeared good enough for almost 100
orbits. 3 '
Although the posigradc rockets kicked thc capsule loose from the booster at the
corrcct instant, thc fivc-sccond rate-damping operation started two and a half
seconds latc. This brief lapse caused a substantial initial roll error just as the
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capsule began its turnaround. The attitude control s)'Stem managed the deviation
\'ery well, but it was some 38 seconds before friendship 7 dropped inlO its proper
orbital attitude. Turnaround spent 5.4 pounds of fud from a total supply of 60.4
pounds (36 for automatic and 24.4 for manual control). Despite his slow automatic positioning maneuver, Glenn made his control checks with such ~ that it
-.eemed, he said, as if he wcre silting in thc proccdures traincr. As Voas had asked
him 10 do, the :lStronaut peered through the \>'indow at the tumbling Atlas tankag<:o It had come into \'iew exactly as Ben F. McCreary of MSC had predicted it
"ould. He could sce the spent \'ehick turning end o\'er end, and he called out
estimates of distances between the separating vehieles: "One hundred yards, two
hundred p rds." .\t one point Glenn's estimate matched the tdemetry signal
o.:actJy. He visually tracked the sustainer intermittently for about eight minutes.~"
Glenn. noticing the onset of weightlessness, settled into orbital free night with
an inertial \-clocity of 17,544 miles per hour and reported that zero g W:lS wholly
pleasant. Although he could move well and sec; much through his trapezoidal
window, he wanted to sec even more. " I guess I'd like a glass capsule," he later
quipped. Weightlessness also helped him as he used the hand-held camera.
When his attention was drawn to a panel switch or readout, he simply kfl the
"lI'cightles.," camera suspended and reached for the switch. Dutifully carrying
out all of the head and body movements requested by Voas, he experienced none
of the sensations reported by Ghennan Titov. While any Glenn-Tito\' comparison might be ruled invalid since Titoy reportedly became nauseated on his ~ixth
orbit and Glenn fiew only three orbits, MA-6 at least was to demonstrate 10 the
.·\merican medical communit), that there were no discernible adverse physiological
effects from over four hours o f weightlC5llnCill. 3f

The first orbit of "'riendship 7 began ticking off like clockwork with the Canary
Islands reporting all capsule systems in perfect working order. Looking at the
. \friean coastline, and later the interior over Kano, Nigeria, Glenn told the tracking
station team that he could see a dust storm. Kana flight communicators replied
that the winds had bttn quite heavy for the pasl week.~1
Glenn. completing his spacecraft systcms checks oyer the Canaries, had commented that he was getting a little behind in his schedule but that all systems ~till
"'ere "go."' Then, o\'er Kana, he had commenced his own fir.;t major yaw adjustment, in\"ohing a complete turnaround of the capsule until he was facing his flight
path. Glenn noted thai the attitude indicators disagreed with what he cou ld see
were true spacecraft attitudes. Despite the incorrect panel readouts, he was
pleased to he facing the direction his spacecraft was going."
O\'cr the Indian Ocean on his first orbit, Glenn became the first American to
witness the sunsct from above [00 miles. Awed but not poetically inclined, the
astronaut described the moment of twilight simply a~ "beautiful." Space sky
was very black, he said, with a thin band of blue along the horizon. He could
~e the cloud strata below, but the clouds in tum prevented his seeing a mortar
flare fired by the Indian Ocean tracking ship. Glenn described the remarkable
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sunset: the su n went dowl1 fast but not quite ,\S quickly as I,e had expected ; for
five or six minutes thert; wa.~ a ~IO\, but continuous reduction in light intensity;
and brilliant orange and blue layerli .;pread out 45 to 60 deg:rees on either side of
the sun, tapering gradually toward the hori·l.On.
On the nighL~ide of Earth, nearing the Australian coastline, Glenn made
his planned star, weather, and landmark observations. He failed to see the dim
light phenomenon of the heavens called the zodiacal light; he thought his eyes had
not had suffieiellt time to ada pt to the darklleS$. Within voice radio range of
the Muchea, Au~t rali a, tracking station, Glenll and Gordon Cooper began a
long space·to-Earth convers.'uion. Thc astronaut reported that he felt fine, that
he had no problems, and that he could sec a very bright light and what appeared
to be the outline of a cit~. Cooper answered that he probably saw the lights of
Penh and Rockingham. Glenn also Solid that he could sec stars as he looked
down toward Ihe " real" horizon as distinguished from the haze layer he esli·
mated to be about seven or eight degrees above the horizon on the nightsidc-ood
douds reflecting Ihe moonlight. "That sure was a shan day," he excitedly told
Cooper. " That was about the shortest day I've ever run illto." =Moving onward abo"e the Pacific over C.lnton Island, Glenn experienced
an even shoner 45-minute night and prep.lred his periseope for viewing his first
sunrise in orbit. As the day dawned over the island, he saw literally thousands
of "little specks, brilliant specks, floating around outsidc the capsule." Glenn's
first impression was that the spacecraft was tumbling or that he was looking into
a star fidd, but a quick hard look out of the capsule window coITtcted this momentary illusion. He definitely thought the luminescent "firefli es," as he dubbed the
specks, were streaming past hi~ spacecraft from ahead. TIlcy SCCIII••:t1 tv nuw
leisurely but not to be originating from any pan of the capsule. As Friendship 7
sped over the Pacific expanse into brighter sunlight , the "firefl tes" dis.lppcarcd."
The global circuit was proceeding without any major problems, and Glenn
still was enjoyin,:::- his extended encou nter with zero g. He ran into some bothersome interference Oil hi.~ broadband HF radio when he tried to talk with the
Hawaiian sitc at Kauai. An aircraft from the Pacific Missile Range tried unsuccessfully to locate the noise source, Other than the mystery of the "fireflies"
and the illtermittent HF interference, the mission was going fine , with the capsule
attitude control system pcrfonning perfectly,
Then the tracking station at Guaymas, Mexico, infonned the control center
in Florida that a yaw reaction jct was giving Glcnn an attitude control problem
that, as he later recalled, "was to stick with mc for the rest of the flight." This
was disheanen ing news for those in the operations team, who remembered that
a sticking fuel valve discovered during thc second orbital P.1SS of the chimpanzee
Enos had caused the earl y tennination of MA- 5. If Glenn could ovcrcome this
control problem he would furnish confinnation for Williams' and others' contention that man was an c<;.~ntial dement in the loop. If the psychologists'
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failure task analyses were correct, the flexibilit y of man should now demonstrate
the way to augment the reliability of the machine.
Glenn first noticed the control trouble when the automatic stabilization and
control system allowed the spacecraft to drift about a degree and a half per
second to the right, much like an automobile with its front wheels well out of
alignment. This drift initiated a signal in the system that called for a one-pound
yaw-left thrust, but then: was no rate response. Glenn immediately switched
to his manual-proportional control mode and eased Fn'tndl hip 7 back to orbital
attitude. Then, switching from mode to mode, he sought to determine how to
maintain the correct auitude position with the least cost in fuel. He reported
that fly-br-wire seemed most effective and economical. Mercury Control Center
recommended that he stay with this control system. After about 20 minutes the
malfunctioning thruster mysteriously began working again, and with the exception of a few weak responses it seemed to be working well by the time Glenn was
over Texas. After only about a minute of automated flight, however, the opposing yaw-right thruster ceased to function. When similar trials and waiting
did not restore the yaw-right jet, Glenn realized that he would have to live with
the problem and become a full-time pilot responsible for his own well-being."
To the operations team at the Cape and to the crews at the tracking sites,
Glenn appeared 10 be coping with his attitude control problem well, even though
he had to omit Tn:!ny of his observational assignments. But a sti ll more serious
problem bothered the Cape monitors as Friendlhip 7 moved over them . An
engineer at the telemetry control console, William Saunders, noted that "segment
51," an instrument providing data on the spacecraft landing system , was presenting a strange reading. According to the signal, the spacecraft heatshield and the
compr~d landing bag were no longer locked in position.
If this was really
the case, the all-important heatshield was being held on the capsule only by the
straps of the retropackage. Almost immediately the Mercury Control Center
ordered all tracking sites to monitor the instrumentation segment closely and, in
their conversations with the pilot, to mention that the landing-bag deploy switch
should be in the "off" position. Although Glenn was not immediately aware of
his potential danger, he became suspicious when site after site consecutively
asked him to make sure that the deploy switch was off. Meanwhile the operations team had to decide how to get the capsule and the astronaut back through
the .. tmosphere with a loose heatshield. After huddling for several minutes, they
decided that after retrofire the spent retropackage should be retained to keep the
shield secure during reentry. William M. Bland, Jr., in the control center, hurriedly telephoned Maxime A. Faget, the chief designer of the Mercury spacecraft, in Houston, to ask if there were any special considerations they nceded to
know or to watch. Faget replied that everything should be all right, providing
all the retrorockets fired. If they did not, the retropack would have to be
jettisoned, because any unburned solid propellaOl would ignite during reentry.
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The operations team concluded that ~taining the retropack was the only possible
way of holding the shield in place and protecting Glenn during the early portion
of his return to the dense atmosphere. The men in Mercury Control reali7.ed that
the metallic retropaek would bum away, but they fclt that by the time it did,
aerodynamic pressures would be strong enough to keep the shield in place. The
decision once made, the members of the operations team fought off a gnawing
uneasiness throughout the rest of the flight.': This uneasiness was transmitted
to the TV and radio audience before actual retrofire.
Meanwhile Fritndship 7 wa~ vaulting the Atlantic on its second orbital pass,
and Glenn was busy keeping his capsule's attitude COrTect and trying to accomplish
as many of the flight plan tasks as possible. He had advised Virgil Grissom at
&nnuda that the oculogyric test, involving visually following a light spot, had
just been completed. Near the Canary Islands the sun, streaming through his
window, made Glenn a little wann, but he refused to adjust the water coolant control on his suit circuit. This time around he observed that evidently the "fircflies" oubide the spacecraft had no connection with the gas from the reaction
control jets. Glenn skillfully positioned his ship to take some photographs 01
the cloud masses and Earth spinning past beneath him. As he mused over a
small bolt floating around inside the capsule, the Kano and Zanzibar sites monitoring the capsule suddenly noted a 12 percent drop in the secondary oxygen supply."
Meanwhile the Indian Ocean tracking ship was p~paring for the secondpass observation expc::rimcnl. Battened down for heavy weather, the Mercury
support crew decided that releasing balloons for Glenn to try to see was out of
the question and instead they fired star-shell parachute flares. Glenn, however,
was able to observe on ly lightning Rashes in the stoml clouds below.
Over the Indian Ocean, Glenn finally decided to adjust the water coolant flow
in the suit cireuit to improve on a condition he described a.~ "comfortably warm."
By the time he was over Woomcra , Australia, the light signal warning of excess
cabin water told him that the humidity level was rising. From thcn on throughout the rest of the Right he had to balance his suit cooling carefully against the
cabin humidity, but the tcmpc::rature inside hi.~ suit was never more than moderately uncomfortable. Another warning light appc::ared over Australia, indicating
that thc hydrogen peroxide fu el supply for the automatic system was down to 62
percent. Mercury Control Center recommended letting the capsule drift in orbit
to conscrve fuel. Glenn also complained that the roll horizon scanner did not seem
to be working too well on the nighL~ide of Earth and that it wa.~ difficult for him
to obtain a visual reference to check the situation. To get a better view of Earth's
horizon he pitched the spacecraft slightly downward, which helpc::d some.
FOr the remainder of the second orbit and while going on into the third
pass, Friendship 7 cncountered no new troubles. Glenn continued to control his
attitude without allowing too much drift, and consequently consumed considerably
more fuel than the automatic system would have used had the control system becn
working normally. He had used six pounds from the automatic tank and 11.8
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pounds from the manual on the second orbit, or almost 30 percent of his total
supply. While he had to pay close altenlion 10 the control system to hold the fuel
expenditure as low as possible. he still had opportunities for making ~rvations,
photographing the constellation Orion, and executing a third ISO-degree pw
maneuver.
On the last orbital circuit of Frinldship 7, the Indian Ocean tracking ship ga\'e
up on the release of objects for pilot ob6errationj cloud cO\'erage was still too thick.
There was still time enough for a little joking between Cooper, at ],\"fuchea, and
Glenn. The pilot quite formally requested the "down unde r" communicator to
tell General Da\'id Shoup, Commandant of the l'.brine Corps, that three orbil~
~hould s\lfficc for his minimal monthl) requiremellt of four hou~' flying time.
Glenn a~ked that he be certified as eligible for his regular flight pay increment.
Now that Friendship 7 was halfway through its last orbit, Williams and
Kraft decided to try once more to rind out all they could about the heatshield before
Glenn and his ship plunged through the scaring reentry zone. At Kraft's order,
the Hawaiian tTaeking ~ite told Glenn to place the bnding bag deploy switch in
the automatic position . Then. if a light came on, he should enter with the retropack in place. Coupling this with past queries about this switch, Glenn thoroughly
deduced his situation. He ran the test, reported that no light appeared, and added
that h<: could hear no loo~ bumping Iloises whcn the spacecraft's attitude changed.
The ground crew leaders differed regarding the beSi possible procedure to follow:
Capsule systems monitors in the Control Center thought that the retropack should
be jellison<:d, while the data reduction crew urged that it be retained. This left
th<: final d<:cision up to Kraft and Williams. They weighed the infonnation they
had r<:eel\'ed and deCIded It would be safer to keep the retropack. Walter Schirra,
the California communicator, pa<;sed th<: order to Glenn to retain the retropack
until he was over the Texas tracking station."
Meanwhile Glenn was preparing for reentry. K<:eping the retrorocket p:l.ckage on meant that he had to retract the periscope manually and activate the .05-g
sequence by pushing the o\"erride switch. Then, while nearing th<: California coastline, a little more than four hours and 33 minutCli after launch, the spacecraft
assumed its critical retrofire attitude alignment and the first retrorocket fired.
"Boy, feels like I'm going halfway back to Hawaii," Glenn reported. Seconds
later, in orderly succession, the t\\'o remaining rockets executed the braking proccs.~.
The attitude controls maintained spacecraft position exactly throughout the retrofire sequencej about six minutCli after the first retrorocket fired, Gl<:nn carefully
pitched the conical end of the spacecraft up to the correct, 14.dcgree negativepitch attitude for its downward plunge through the atmosphere.
Now came one of the most dramatic and critical m omenL~ in all of Project
~rercurr.
In the ~lercury Control Center, at the tracking stations. and on the
recovery ships ringing the globe, engineers, technicians, physicians, recovery personnel, and fellow astronauts stood nervously, stared at their consoles, and listened to
the communications circuil~, 'Vas the segment 51 reading on the landing bag and
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healS hicid correct? If so, would Ihe straps on the retropack keep thc ht:atshid d in
place long enough during reentry? And c\'cn if they did, ..... as the thermal protection designed and developed into the Mercury spacttraft tn.lly adequate? Would
this, America's fi rst manned orbital flight, end in the incinera tion of the astronaut?
T he whole Mercury team felt itself on trial and awaited its verd ict.
Glenn and Friendship 7 slowed down duri ng their long reen try glide over thc
continental United States toward the hoped-for ~plashd own ill thc Atlantic. The
Corpus Christi station told Glenn to relain the retrcpack until the g meter before
him read 1.5. Busily involved with his control problems, Glenn repo rted over thc
Cape that he had been handling the capsule ma nually and would use the fly-bywire control mode as a backup. Mereu!)' Controllhen gave him the .05-g ma rk,
a nd thc pilot punched the override button, saying late r tha t he Sl!emed to be in the
fringes of the g field before he pushed. Almosl immediately Glenn heard noises
that sounded like "small things brushing against the ca psule." "That's a real fiuball outside," he radioed the Cape, with a trace of a nxiety perhaps evident in his
tone. T hen a strap from Ihe rctro package swung around and fluttered over the
window, and he saw smoke as the whole a ppara tus was consumed. Although his
control system seemed to be holding well, his manual fu d supply was down to 15
percent, with Ihe deceleration peak still 10 come. So he switched to Ay-by-wire
and the au tomatic tank su p pl y.'~
Friendship 7 came now to the most fearful and fatdul point of its voyage. The
terrific friclional heat of uentry enveloped Ihe capsule, a nd Glenn expuienced his
worst emotional stress of the fl ight. " I thought Ihe rctropack had jettisoned a nd
saw chunks coming off and fl ying by the window," he said later. H e feared tha t
the chun k.,. W( I C lJi(t.:C> of his a bla tion proll:ction, that the heatshield migh t be d isintegrating, but he knew there was nothing to gain from stopping work.'·
Shortly after passing the peak g region, the spacecraft began oscillating so
SI!\"erely that Glenn could not control the ship man ually. Friendship 7 swung far
past the " tolerable" 10 degrees on both sides of Ihe zero-degrce point. " I felt like
a falling leaf," Glenn would recall. So he cut in the a uxiliary dn mping system,
which helped to stabilize the large yaw and ro ll rates to a more comfortable level.
Fuel in the automatic ta nks, however, was gelling low. Obvio usly the heatshield
had stayed in place; Glenn was still alive. But now he wondered whether his capsule would remain stable down to an alti tude a t whic h the d rogue parachute could
be deployed safely.
T he pilot's fears proved real when both fuel supplies ran dry. Automatic fuel
gave out al III Sl!conds, and ma nual fuel depicted at 5 1 seconds, before Ihe drogue
deployment. The oscillations rapidly resumed, and a t a bou t 35,000 feet Glenn
decided he had better try to deploy the drogue ma nually lest the spacecraft Aip over
into an antenna-downwa rd instead of a heats.hield-downward position. But just
as he lifted his hand toward the ~Wi I C h , the drogue au tomatically shot out a t 28,CXXl
fect instead of the nominal 2 1,000. Suddenl y the spacecraft straightened out a nd,
as Glenn reported, "evc!),thing was in good sha pe." "
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All systems in Friendship 7 worked with precision for the remainder of the
flight . AI about 17,000 feel the periscol>C opened again for the pilot's use.
Glenn , instead, glanced out the window, but it was coated with so much smoke
and film that he cou ld see \'cry little. The sp.1cecrah stabilizcd in its descent; the
antenna seetion jettisoned ; and Glenn, with immense relief, watched the main
ehute stream out, reef, a nd blo,<;,<;Ol11 . The rlorida control center reminded Glenn
to deploy the landing bag. H e nipped the switch, saw the green light confinnation,
and felt a comforting "clu nk" a.~ the ~hield and impact bag dropped into position
four feet below the capsule. Glenn watched theotea n coming up to mcet him and
braced as the gap closed. Jolted by an impact that was more rea~urjng than
stunning, he bobbed in the water, checked his watertight integrity, and relayed his
elation that a successful MA- 6 mission seemed assured.U
Friendship 7 had splashed into the Atlantic about 40 miles short of the predicted area, as retrofire calculations had not taken into account the spacecraft's
weight Io,<;,~ in eonsumables. The Noa , a destroyer code-named SteeJhead ,
had spotted the spacecraft during its descent. From a distance of about six
miles the destroyer radioed Glenn that it could reach him shortly. $(:venteen minutes later, the Noa cruised alongside; a sailor smartly cleared the spacecraft antenna; and Boatswain's Mate David Bell deftly attached a davit line for pickup.
During the hoist upward the spacecraft bumped solidly against the side of the
destroyer. Once Friendship 7 was lowered to the mattress pallet, Glenn began
removing paneling, intending to lca\'e the capsule through the upper hatch. But it
was too hot, and the opcration was too slow for the already long day. So he told
the ship's crew to stand clear, carefully removed the hatch detonator, and hit the
plunger with the back of his hand. The plunger recoiled, cutting Glenn's knuckles
dightl y through his glove and giving him the only inju~' he received during the
whole mission . A loud report indicated that the hatch was off. Eager hands
pulled out the smiling astro naut, whose first words were " It was hot in there."
Lieutenant Commander Robert Mulin of the Navy and Captain Gene McIver
of the Anny, physicians assigned to the Mercury recove~' team, described Glenn
as being hot, sweating profusely, and fatigued. He was lucid but not loquacious,
thirsty but not hungry. After drin king a glass of water and showering, he becamc
more talkati\Oe. Asked if he felt any "stomach uneasiness" either during the
Righi or while he lolled the 17 minutes in the Aoating spacecraft waiting for
pickup, Glenn admitted onl y to some "stomach awareness," beginning after he
was down on the water. But there was no nausea, and the examining physicians
assured themselva that Glenn's condition was caused b)' heat, humidity, and
some dehydration. He had lost fi\'e pounds, five ounces from his preAight weight
of 171 pounds, seven ounces. He had consumed the equivalent of only 94 cubic
centimeters of water, in the fonn of applesauce puree, during the Right, while
hi~ urine outpu t wa.~ 800 cubic centimeters.
He al';O had perspired profusely
while awaiting pickup.
Glenn's temperature an hOllr after landing was 99.2 degrces, or only a degree
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highcr than his prcAight reading, and by midnight he recorded a normal temperature. H is blood pressure registered only a fraclion higher than the preflight
readings. Thc cond ition of his hean and lungs was normal before and after the
mission, and there was nothing unusu:l1 about his skin except the superficial
abrasions on the kn uc kles, caused by opening the h:ltch. By the time President
Kennedy called his personal congratulations by radio telephone to Glenn aboard
the Noa , the "wonderful trip-almost unbelievablc" was over, Glenn was safe and
sound , and 100 million American television viewers had ha ppily ceased their
vigil.
After recording on tape a ".<;elf-debriefing" aboard the Noa, Glenn was transferred to the carrier Randolph, where his chest was x-rayed, an electrocardiogram
was madc, and the initial phase of the technical debriefing was started. From
there thc astronaut was transported to Grand Turk Island, where a much more
thorough physical began about 9: 30 p.m., under the direction of Carmault B.
J ac kson, assistant to Flight Surgeon Douglas. February 20, 1962, proved to be
"a long day at the offi ce" for Glenn. After exhaustive tests and observations
the attending physicians could find no adverse effects from Glenn's threefold
circu mna vigation in space. Technical debriefings continued for two days on the
island and then moved to the Cape for another day's session.
The postAight analysis of Glenn's use of the three-axis handeontroller during
reentry showed Ihat about half of the thrust pulses he initiated opposed the direction of spacecraft motion, as they were supposed to. But the other half of the
handconlroller movements either reinforced oscillating motions or had no net
damping effect. The issue of " pilot-induced efror" was picked up by some
newsmen and reported as a controversy ra ther than a problem.
Now that the primary objectives of Project Mercury had been achieved at
last in grand style, the drive for perfection in performance, so indispens.1ble to
manned space fl ight, still did not slow down ."
TilE HERO

The American reaction to this country's first manned orbital flight was a
mixture of relief, pride, and exaltation. From the Rose Garden at the White
House, President Kennedy echoed the sentiments of the Nation: .0
I know that I express the great happiness and thanksgiving of all or us
that Colonel Glenn has completed his trip, and I know Ihal this is particularly
kit by Mf$. Glenn and his two children.
I also want to say a word for ",-II of those who participated with Colonel
Glenn at Canaveral. T hey faced m:lIly disappointments and dela)'S-th'
?urdens upon them were great-but they kept their heads and Ihey made a
Judgment, '::Ind T think their judgment has been vindi<:ated.
We have a long way to go ill this space race. nut this is the new ocean,
and I helieve the Uniled Slates must sail on it and be in a posilion second 10
none.
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Not only Americans but fri endly foreigners h:tStencd to add their praises for
Glenn and Project ~·fercur}'. India's ne,,",s media gave the flight lop billing o\'er
an important national election. Most of the South American press viewed the
space gap as already closed or being closed, while a sel1SC of relief that a more
fa\'orable balance of po\\'er existed w:tS evident in the African newspapers. Western Europeans were pleased with the openness of the undertaking, with the fact,
frequently mentioned, that the United States had not used this momentous event
to intimidate either opponent or neutral, and that the astronaut had kept his
inftight remarks strictly apolitical. Numcrous expressions of hope were voiced,
as Khrushchev suggested and Kennedy repeated that Russians and Americans
could enter into some sort of cooperative space program."
The mcn of NASA, the Defense Department, and the aerospace industry
\iewoo the feat more pros."\ically. They realized something o( its impact on
mankind, but most of their pride stemmed from the smooth-working demonstration of their space hardware and the reco\'ery forces in action. And their intercst quickly returned to the tasks of full exploitation of men and machines (or
Mercury.
Those who in the past had been the targets of technical kibitzing, domestic
skepticism, and political pressure now were lauded by the American press for
having "stuck by their guns." Periodicals pra~d Hugh 1. Dryden, Robert R.
Gilruth, Williams, Faget, Kraft, George M. Low, and Hartley A. Soult, the
" leaders of this technical team who did their work on civil scrvice pay and sold
no serial rights to national magazines. . . .".'
The MA- 6 honors and celebrations consumed $l!veral days. Glenn, his
famil y, Vil:e-Pr~iuel1l Juhll~m, allu the ~fen;ury elltour.tge passed in review on
February 26 before an estimated 250,000 people lining rainy streets in Washington, after which the astronaut gave a 20-minute infonnal report to a joint
session of Congress. New York Cit)' proclaimed March I " John Glenn Day,"
and :\fayor Robert Wagner presented medals to Glenn and Gilruth. The next
day there was an infonnal rtteption in honor of the orbiting American at United
Nations Headquarters. Glenn then journeyed to his home town, New Concord
(population 23(0), Ohio, where about 75,000 greeted him on March 3.
While everyone else feted Glenn, Mercury and contractor engineers at the
Care subjected his spaceship to a minute examination. Except for the usual
discoloration, the interior and exterior of the capsule were in excellent condition.
In several places where there were separations between the shingles, deposits of
aluminum alloy had accumulated from the disintegration of the retrorocket
package during reentry, A brownish film of undctennined origin covered the exterior surface of the window. Heatshidd slices and cores showed about the same
minor char depth found after the MA-4 and MA- 5 missions; the center plug
w:tS sticking out about half an inch. There was also a wedge-shaped darker
area on the shield , striated by SC\'cral radial marks about four inches long, which
the inspectors theorized was caused by the slipping rttropack. The investigation
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team also found that the rotary switch that was to be actuated by the heatshield
deployment had a 100L'lC stem, causing the electrical contact to break when the
stem was moved up and down. This, they believed, accounted for the false
deploy signal that worried everyone so much during the flight. Although there
were several tears in the landing bag, caused either by impact or retrieval handling,
for the first time no cables or straps in the landing system were broken. And
while the lower pressure bulkhead again was slightly damaged, the equipment
there escaped hann.·'
Aftcr this thorough JXlStflight analysis, Glenn's spacecraft , McDonnell capsule No. 13, went on a global tour, popularly known as the " fourth orbit of Friendship 7." Literally millions of people stood patiently in line to look inside the
spacecraft as it was exhibited in 17 countries and Hawaii. By August 1962
Friendship 7 had reached the "Century 2 1 Exposition" at Seattle. There, thousands more viewed the craft that had carried man on an orbital joumey through
space. Finally, on the first anniversary of its voyage, Friendship 7 came officially
to rest near the Wright Brothers' original airplane and Lindbergh 's Spirit of St.
Louis in the Smithsonian Institution. s,
PROGRAM GROWTII

The drama tic series of nents surrounding the MA-6 mission tended to obscure
what was happening elsewhere in the national space program. While Project
Mercury fi nally was fulfilling its prime objective, NASA picked the launch vehicle
for its Apollo program. Headquarters announced on J an uary 9, 1962, that a
"Super Saturn" (also known lei "Advanced Saturn" and "Saturn 0-5") would be
the Moon program rockct. The Saturn was then described as being as tall as a
27-story building gencrating 7.5 million pounds of thrust in its first stage, which
would make it abou t 20 times more powerful than the Atlas. On January 25, the
Marshall Space Flight Centcr reccived orders from NASA Headquarters to develop
this booster that could support manned circumlunar fli ghts and manned lunar
landings. Thc Saturn was to place 120 tons in low-Earth orbit or send 45 tons of
spacecraft toward the M oon. At the same ti me, thc public got its first view of
drawings of the Apollo and Gem ini spacecraft'"
Whcn thc House Committee on Scicnce and Astronautics opened its annu<l l
budget hcarings on Febmary 27, 1962, among thc first witnesses to testify were
John Glenn, Alan Shepard , and Virgil Gri!iSOm. Representative George P. Miller
of California, chainnan of thc committcc, introduced the three as "men who have
been closest to thc angcls and still remain on Earth ." All committee members
expressed their satisfa ction with the management of Project Mercury, and thcy
rcmi nded NASA that thc agency was the commi ttee's protege. Every tax dollar
required to make Project M ercury and the rest of the civilian space program a suee(SS so far had resultcd from the committee's stud y, a pproval, and a uthorization.~·
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Friendship 7
Aftermath

About, President Kenntdy ridts with
Glenn and Gen. Leighton I . Dauis at
Cocoa Beach. At right, Glenn talks
to a joint session of the COI/grtH in
lVashingloll. Below right, Gltnn,
Ids wife, alld (lice·President Lyndon
B. johnsoll arc welcomed by 4 mil.
lioll in New York. Finally, in W ashiligtOIi (below), Friendship 7 is prestI/ltd 10 the Smilhsonian I nstilutioll.
Show ll hue art Senator Clinton P.
A'ldrrson, Glenn, and NASA Dep.
uly Administrator H ugh L. Dryden.

Astro",... tJ Grissom, Shepard, and Glem. teJtily b"lon I/ouu C(}",mittrt 0"
Scie"", ond AstrollQulies ali Febfl/ar)' 28, 1962. S/Qlldillg bellilld tllem art'
(ll'ft to right) Repf('sclltolius Kelt I/uhler, Afph oll~O Ikff, Q/ltf PeTti/IS Bau.
Qlld Paul Dembiillg, Director, NASA Offict! 01 Lt!gisfolit'l' ADairs .

. \hcr thc :l.stronauts had made hrief SlatCmCnb a nd allSllercd some qUC5tiom
posed by the eommillcc mcmbcrs, .\dmiuistrator JUlies E. Webb outlined the
NASA budget requcst for fiseal )ear 1963. The lotal N.\S'\ requcst wa') for
$3,787,276,000, of which $2.26 billion was eannarked for de\'cloping Gemini and
Apollo and for further explor:l.tion with l\lcrcury in ll1:lnued space fii~ht. Robert
Gilmth testified :l.bout Ihe i\ lcreury portion of NASA's undertaking. By:\ugust
1962, whcn Congress passed the authori7.ation bill, the I\'I\S.\ appropriation had
been pruned to $3,644,115,000. This reduction included $90 million from research, del'clopmenL, aud opcratioml rC(]llcsts. and :l.bout $52.8 million asked for
construction of new faeilitic.'i. iJut the lotal N. \SA money bill, coupled with almost
$1 billion th'lt the Department of Defensc received for iL~ space projects, nwanl
that the Nation was going to spend almost $5 billion annually on its space efforts."
The second phase of the Space Age seemed about to commence.
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cammunicallon oj slalu!
mlmmalion Iram ant pari 01 STG
la analhu, from STC 10 SASA
Hq. and alhtr tltmtnh of Iht
Ca .. trnmtnl, and btl;i:trn STG
and ils canlraclars accupltd much
all/,f I,mt of apaalmg and SlaD
jlCrJanntl. AI righl i, a Iypical
prt{k:hl briefmg, Ihi! one laking
pia, r allll( Ai, Fora Balii!lic ,\tilflit Di;:iJlOn lor personnel of BJID,
'iSD, and ACTO)paCe Carp.,- in; ah:ed in IhiJ parlicular discussion
are, It/I 10 ugh I, Christopher C, Krafl 0/ STG, Byron G. ,\fcSabb of Gentral Dy'
tlamics/AJlronauli(J, and Bernhard A. /lal!mann of AeroJpa{t Carp, And in Iht
Unst almasphtrt of .Ilercury Conlral durin~ a {Ii£hl, communication u'aJ al a premium
Btlow, in Ihe fronl row ollhe ''JP ;;ita:ing room 01 -'Iercur)" Conlrol, Gtargl La:, 0/
S AS A IIq, leans foru'ard 10 make noles 10' Ihe report Ihal lit: /a'ilardtd 10 Ihe SA5A
Adminisl,ala. immedialtly afltr ti.'t.)' .\letcurr mimon , nexl 10 him D. Braintrd
I/olmes, NASA DtPIJly Associale Admimsltalor for ,\fanned Space Flighl, and Roberl
R, Gilruth, Director 01 STG, lillen 10 Ihe f/i~111 narration and a:alcl! 'he diJplay baard.
Con)lanl
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Meanwhile the Manned Spacecraft Center had been undergoing rapid changes,
even though it was still located at the Langley Research Center pending the move
to Houston. On January 15, 1962, the Mercury Project Office was established,
rtporting d irectly to Gilruth, together with the Gemini and Apollo management
offices. Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, a former leader in NASA's X- 15 project and
technical assistant on Gilruth's staff since January II , 1960, was picked to manage
the completion of Mercury's program. Under ili charter, the Mercury Project
Office was "responsible for the technical direction of the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and other industrial contractors assigned work on the Mercury Project." "
Project Office staffing and division of duties had been completed by the end of
January. Kleinknecht chose William Bland, who had been associated with numerous engineering phases of the manned satellite enterprise since its inception, as
his deputy. The internal labor divisions of the Office were: Project Engineering
Office, Project Engineering Field Office (Cape), Engineering Operations Office,
and Engineering and Data Measurements Office. At the outset, 42 people worked
in the Project Office primarily on scheduling, procurement, and technical monitoring tasks. Thc similar management organizations set up for the Gemini and
Apollo programs had James A. Chamberlin (manager of Mercury until the inception of Project Gemini ) and Charles W. Frick as their managers, rtSpectively."
Moving MSC from tidewater Virginia to the Gulf Coast of Texas could have
had adverse effects on its staffing. Quite a number of the employees had long
years of scrvice with NACA and its successor NASA, and had established det:p
personal roots at Langley and around Hampton, Virginia. Now they would
be uprooted and transplanted some 1500 miles away in Texas. Many would face
inconvenience:: and monetary and penonal I~ n:sulting from the transfer.
Stuart H. Clarke, chid of the Penonnel Office of MSC, polled the staff to determine how many favored the move. Of 1152 employees, only 84 indicated that
they would not go."" Gilruth and Williams decided that ..... hile people, n!cords,
and equipment .....ere being transferred, the operational and Mercury Project Office
activities should ~main at Langley to prevent the disruption of Project Mercury's
flight planning. This meant that mana~ment in Mercury would be din!cted from
Langley at least through Mercury-Atlas 7."
THE SLAYTON CASE

Donald K. Slayton and Walter M. Schirm, pilot and backup, respectively, for
Mercury-Atlas 7, had been in training side by side with Glenn and Carpenter sinee
the team announcements were made after the MA-5 flight. On March 15,
1962, NASA announced that Slayton, because of an "erratic heart rate," had been
replaced by Carpenter as the pilot for MA-7. The suddennC$ of this announcement surprised almost everyone, especially journalists who had begun turning out
" human interest" copy about Slayton. The obvious question was: How could an
astronaut, su pposedly a perfect ph)'Sieal specimen, develop, of all things, a heart
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condition? The truth w:ts th:tt Sbyton had been under d~ medical suneillanec
for ovcr two years, and he and his fellow astronauts each knew how prccarious a
thing is perfect health.
The astronauts' physician, Willi:tm Douglas, recognized that Slayton had a
condition medica lly tcrmed as idiopathic atrial fibrillation---occasional irrcgularity
of a muscle at the top of the heart, caused by unknown fac tors-when the astronauts first rode the centrifuge in August 1959 at j ohnsville. Douglas noted Slayton was performing his tasks in magnificelll fashion, but he still thought it best \0
consult with the chief of cardiology service at the Philadelphia Navy H ospital.
The consuh am assured Slayton and Douglas that the condition was of no consequence and shou ld not influence Slayton's e\'entu:tl choice as a flight ast ronaut.
The astronaut's ph)'sician did not accept this apprai5.11 as a final diagnostic decISIon. H e and Sb)'ton dsited the Air Force's School of Aviation Medicine in
San Antonio, Texas, where a member of the internal medicine staff voiced the
same opinIOn. Sometime later Douglas learned that this individual wrote to
Administrator j ames E. Webb, making a recommendation that Slayton should
not be assig ned a flight.
After sojourns at \'arious medical centers, Douglas informed Mercury Director
Gilruth of Slayton's condition du ring the fall of 1959. Gilruth, in turn, briefed
NASA Headquarters in Washington. Douglas also relayed the information to the
.\ir Force Surgeon General's office and was advised \0 take no action. For some
timc thereafter the "Slayton file" lay dormant. The astronaut was selected as a
pilot in November 1961 and began training for his flight.
Shortl y after the beginning of the new yea r, NASA Administrator Webb,
remembering the dissenting vote he had received from an Air Force phys.ician,
and, mindful of the fact that Slayton was an Air Force officer on loan, directed
a complete reevaluation of the case. In response Douglas called together Stanley
White, William S. Augerson, and James P . H enry, pt.ysicians assigned to the Mercury program, to study the matter in detail. Their considered recommendation
was that Slayton should continue as the pilot for ~fA-7. From MSC, Douglas
journeyed to Washington to brid Brigad ier General Charles H . Roadman and
Colonel George M. Knauf, Chid and Deputy C hief of the Office of Space Medicine in NASA H eadquarte rs. These doctors also recommended that SlaYlon remain on space flight status. The reopening of the case was brought to the
attention of the Air Force Surgeon General, who convened a board of eight flight
surgeons to review the matter. The MSC physician appeared berore that body,
presenting it with ever)' facet of the medical file. Slayton also appeared. The
board judged Slayton to be " full y qualified as an Air Force pilot and as a n
astronaut."
Administrator Webb referred the case to a group of three nationally eminen t
cardiologists-Proctor H arvey, professor of cardiology, Georgetown University;
Thomas Mattingly, heart specialist, Washington Hospital Center; and Eugene
Braunwall, National Institutes of Health . Their consensus was that they were
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unable to state conclusively whethcr Slayton's physiological pcrfonnance would be
j..,opan.lil:..,d loy his Ile.ut wllditioll. Because of this unknown, they felt that if
NASA had an available astro naut who did not "fibrillate," then he should be
used rather than Slayton. Braunwall added that if there was sufficient time he
would like to subject Slayton to some physiological tests.6'
Asked several years later if he had known about his heart condition when
he was chosen for Project Mercury, Slayton replied:'"
No, I didn't, but in the c.>;aminations prior to the August 1959 centrifuge
program at AMAL the medics discovered that my heart skipped a beat now
and then. I went ahead with the centrifuge runs and began to watch myself
"ery closely, noticing that quite often after supper my pulse would be irregular.
I would get out and run a mile and everything was nortllal again. I was
terribly concenled over what in my diet might be causing it, but every hypothesis turned up wrong. Concem in STG and even NASA Headquarters got
so great in 1960 that I was sent to all kinds of exhaustive examinations under
the best heart specialists in the country-in Philadelphia, San Antonio, and
New York City. I was examined by different groups of heart specialists who
could find nothing wrong. E,"en Paul Dudley White, Ike's personal physician,
gave me a clean bill of health but rendered an operational rather than u diagliostic decision, recommending that the unknown factor in my heart munnur
not be added to all the other unknowns for manned space flight.
The Slayton decision was irrevocable, even though Gilruth and William
Douglas disagreed with the high-le\"eI medical verdict. Slayton, they felt, had
withstood greater stresses in the training program than he would have experienced
had he been rocketed into orbit. On the other hand, Administrator Webb,
because of the unknown elements, concurred with the cardiologists that it was
neither safe nor politic to subject an individual who had a heart condition, howcver slight, to the stresses of orbital flight when there were other night-trained
astronauts available.
Shortly after the replacement, Douglas, having completed a three-year tour
of detached duty with NASA, returned to his career service, the Air Force. Some
newsmen were quick to conclude that this action suggested bitterness. They had
not known that Douglas had been invited to the medical hearings but had known
tha t Douglas had been outspokcn in his opposition to Slayton's removal from
flight status. Stanley White denied the charge in a news conference, maintain·
ing that Douglas' return to the Air Force had been arranged for "better than six
m(\nl h ~ "6' Of the original team of astronauts, Sbyton had been considered
the professional tcst pilot par excellence, largely because of his o\'erwhelming ex·
pericnce and flight time. He soon became the coordinator of astronaut activities.
He ncvcr abandoned hope that he still might make a space night. As late as
December 1964, more than a year and a half after Project Mercury had completed its last flight and when Project Gemini was nearing its first manncd flight,
the unlucky astronaut remarked, "I've never been grounded and I'm not now.
I still hope to get my chance to go beyond the atmosphere."
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PREPARATIOSS

One would have expected, in keeping with the "hackup" concept, that
Schirr,1, the :\11\- 7 alternate pilot, now would step in as prime astronaut. But
ill view of the numcrous delays and cOllStquent lengthy training preparations
for i\lA 6, William!, as the operations team leader, recommended to Gilruth that
Carpenter, Clenn'~ backup pilot, was most primed for the upcoming mission.
C:'Itpcllter had logged 79y~ hour.! of preflight checkout and training time in
Glenn's Friclldship 7, more than twice the 31 !/:I hour.! he would spend ill his own
lil/rora 7 for thc s.1111e purpost:s,G'
Although Glcnn'~ mission had been highly successful, thc Mercury operations
te:un \,'as still in the learning process. Experience with a component in the
:>.Icreury capsule or a flight procedure during the MA-6 orbital /light served to
gtlide ~IA · 7 mission planning. Glenn had shown that man definitely could be
more than just a passt:nger, so the MSC planners adjusted the MA-7 flight plan
to allow more pilot control of the mission. Combined yaw-ron maneuvers were
scheduled to permit observation of the sunrise, as well as maneuver.! to determine
the usc of day and night horizons, landmarks, and stars as navigation rderences.
One of the more interesting planned innovations for Carpenter's voyage involved
a pcriod of inverted flight (head toward Earth ) to determine the effect of Earthup and skr-down on pilot orientation. Flight planners recognized the need
for perceptual rMrientation in space /light as well as for the motor skills that had
been demonstrated so well by Glenn. The next Mercury mission ought to be a.~
much of a scientific experiment as possible, not only to corroborate MA-6 but
also to explore new possibilities with the manned Mercury spaeecrafl."
Since Glenn had been able to respond to many of the scientific astronomical
obSl':n'ation requests, Homer Newell, who had been Director of NASA's Office
of Space Sciences since November 1, 1961, decided that the direction of the scientific portion of the manned space flight program should now become the responsibility of a fonnal committee. Jocelyn Gill again was chosen to scn:e as chairman
of a group called the Ad Hoc Committee on Scientific Tasks and Training for
~[an-in-Space.
Two days after receiving the mandate, Dr. Gill called a ll1«:ting
of members, consisting of repn::scntatives from the various scientific disciplines,
on March 16, 1962, to outline objecti,'cs, review past activities in this rcsp«t,
present a preliminar)' analysis of the scientific debriefing of Glenn, and outline
tasks and goals for the next meeting. One of the aims of Ihc new committee was
to devise a curriculum that would provide the aSlronau ts with the best infonnational sources available about the spatial phenomena they might scc. In addition
to this, they proceeded to suggest several experiments to the Manned Spaeecraft
Center. G1
So without jeopardizing either pilot safety or mission success, the MA-7
flight wou ld be designed to yield as much scientific, as opposed to engineering,
infonnation as possible. Kleinknecht, head of the MSC Mercury Project Office,
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named Lewis R. Fisher chainnan of the MereuI)' Scientific Experiments Panel,
as a parallel 10 tht: NASA Ht:adljuarters unit, to manage and arrange for the
experiments being suggested. Fisher and his associates were d:.arged with reviewing all proposed experiments from an engineering feasibility standpoint in
tenns of their scientific \'alue, relative priority, and suitability for orbital flight."s
The Fisher panel fi rst met at Cape Canaveral on April 24, 1962, and decided
to emphasize fi ve suggested experiments: releasing a multi-colored balloon that
would remain tethered to the capsule, obselVing the behavior of liquid in a
weightless state inside a dosed glass bottle, using a special light meter to determine
the visibility of a ground flare, making weather photographs with hand-held
cameras, and studying the airglow layer for which Carpenter would receive speCia! trammg.
The tethered balloon was a 30-inch mylar inflatable sphere, which
wa~ folded, packaged, and housed with its gas expansion boltle in the antenna
canister. The whole balloon package weighed two pounds. Divided into five
sections of different colors-uncolored aluminum, yellow, orange, white, and a
phosphorescent coating that appeared white by day and blue by night-the balloon was to be cast off ncar perigee after the first orbital pass to float fredy at the
end of a loo-foot nylon line. The purposes of the balloon experiment wcre to
study the effects of space on the reflection properties of colored surfaces through
visual observation and photographic studies and to obtain aerodynamic drag
measurements by use of a strain gauge."9
Some experimentation on the effects of reduced gravity on liquids previously
had been conducted at Holloman Air Force Base, at the Air Force School of
Aviation Medicine in San Antonio, and at the Lewis Research Center. But the
rlmalinn of Ih~e experiments, involving parabolic airplane flights and drOp_IOWf'r
tests, had been necessarily short. Results of an extended study would have both
immediate and long-range implications in manned space flight operations.
Already the problem of gas or fuel vapor ullage in space vehicles and in storage
tanks was causing some difficulties, and later there would be related problems
in orbital rendezvous fuel transfer. Before fuel tanks and pumps for extended
use in space could be designed, the behavior of surface tension and capillary
action of liquids in the weightless state had to be determined. For this experiment the Lewis Center provided a small glass sphere containing a capillal)' tube
with tiny semicircular holes at the bottom of the open tube. The sphere, only
20 percent filled, contained 60 milliliters of a mixture of distilled water, green
dye, aerosol solUlion, and silicone. The liquid had a surface tension of 32 dynes
per centimeter on Earth.
Thc Massachusetts Institute of Technology requested photographs of the daylight horizon through blue and red filters to define more precisely the Earthhorizon limb as seen from above the atmosphere. These findings would be particularly valuable for navigation studies in the Apollo program. The Weather
Bureau wanted information on the best wavelengths for meteorological satellite
photography. J ohn A. O'Keefe and Jocelyn Gill at the Goddard Space Flight
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Center and NASA Headquarters, rupectiveiy, wanted a distance measurement
of the airglow layer above the horizon, its angular width, and a description of its
characteristics, and for this experimer,t Carpenter was provided with a photometer and trained to use it. Paul D. Lowman, also of Goddard, requt'Sted special
photography of the North Amt':rican and African land masses. Lowman's interest
was based on his studies of planetary surfaces, particularly regarding meteoroid
impact features.!"O
A number of technical changes based on MA-6 mission results were made for
MA-7, mqstly involving deletions of ct':rtain equipmcnt from the spacecraft to
reduct': weight. Kleinknecht's office e1iminated the sofar bombs and radar chaff
recovery aids, which seemcd unnecessary in view of the effectivenm that had
been demonstrated by the sarah beacon and dye markers. Otht':r de1etions included the knee and chest straps on the couch, which had botherttl Grissom ; the
red filter in the window; the moderate1y heavy Earth-path indicator; and the
instrument panel camera, which had already gathered sufficient data.
Modifications made to improve spacecraft, network, and astronaut performance included a radio frequency change in the telemetry system to eradicate
transmission interference like that experienced on Glenn's flight. The two
landing-bag switches were rewired so that both had to bc clOS(:d to activate
the dqlJoy signal. To correct temporarily the control problem experienccd by
Glenn, Karl F. Greil of the Mercury Project Office studied masses of data and con·
cluded that the problem lay in the fuel line filters. So the dutch-weave filters
in the fuel lines were replaced with platinum screens, and a stainless-steel fuel
line was substituted. This was intended as an "interim fix," but it became pennanent in the: Mercury proje:ct for the later flights. Even the astronaut's attire
underwent some modifications. Pockets were added on the upper sleeves and on
the lower legs of the preMure suit for pencils, a handkerchief, and other small
accessories. And the waterwing life vc:;t, first carried by Glenn, was installed
on the chest beneath the parabolic mirror. To add to Carpenter's comfort while
he was waiting in his capsule on the launch pad, a new and more resilient liner
was fitted in the couch. n
The three principal components of the MA-7 mission-spacecraft, launch
rocket, and astronaut-were in preparation for several months. Spacecraft No.
18 was the first of these to reach the Cape, arriving on Novembcr 15, 196J.
During its long checkout period by G. Merritt Preston's crew, this vehicle was
reworked twice to incorporate lessons learned during MA-5 and MA-6. Some
equipment and systems in the capsule had to be exchanged because what it had
carried to Florida simply did not work properly. The original periscope, for
example, failed to latch in the retracted position. Glenn's drogue p'arachute
mortar supposedly had fired before the pilot triggercd its button; the McDonnell
engineers decided that a barostat in the recovery arming circuit should prevent
another premature action. Since there still were questions concerning the temperatUft at different places on the capsule while it was in orbit, a device known as a
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"low-level commutator" was addcd, and tcmperaturc pickups wcre strategically
located at 28 points on thc spacc<:rn ft to record temperature data on a tape
recorder carried on board."
When in J\hrch he learned that he would fly spacecraft No. 18, Scott
Carpenter named his capsule Aurora 7. He chose this name deliberately, "Because I think of Project l\lercul)' and the open manner in which we arc conducting
it for the benefit of all as a light in the sky . Aurora also means dawn- in this
case the da\\n of a new age. The 7, of cour~e, stands for the origi nal scven
astronauts." Coincidentally, the astronaut as a boy had lived at the corner of
Aurora and Seventh Avenues in Boulder, Colorado.
The Atlas, the astronaut, and the ground support personnel entered into their
final preparatory phase in M3rch 1962. On March 8, six days after the Air
Force accepted it at the rollout inspection at the Convair fac[Qry in San Diego,
Atlas 107- 0 arrived at the Cape and was erected on the pad. Since the pre\'ious
Atlas had performed well in boosting Glenn into orbit and since the MA-7 launch
requirements were to du plicate those of MA-6, few changes were necessary for
107-0 . One alteration was a slight reduction in the staging time, from 131.3 to
130.1 scconds after liftoff. to improve the launch vehicle's ability to reach the
precise center of the insertion "window.";' [ntensi\,e training for the astronaut,
his backup, and the tracking teams on the MA- 7 mi<sion began on March \6.
Mission simulations, Right controller training, and an cxercise of the Defense Dcpartmcnt rccovery forces proceeded much as they had for MA-6. The Atlantic
tracking ship, howel'er, was not on station for MA- 7 because she was at a Baltimore shipyard, being converted into a command ship to support the longerdura tion Mercury missions."
At the time of Glenn's flight, the launch of MA- 7 had been scheduled for
the second week in April, but the installation of new components, such as the
temperature sun'ey instrumentation and the baT05tat in the drogue p3raehute
circuit, as well as ot her work, delayed the launching until M:iY. Also contributing
to the postponement was an Atlantic Fleet tactical exercise that requi red participation b)' the recovery shi ps and aircraft for scveral weeks. The week beginning
May 20 looked the most feasi ble for sending a second American into orbit.'s
FLIGHT OF

Aurora 7

At I : 15 a.m., May 24, 1962, Scott Carpenter .....as awakened in his quarters
in Hangar S at Cape Canaveral. H e ate a breakfast of filet mignon, poached
eggs, strained orange juice, toa.u, and coffee, prepared by his dielitian. During
the nixt hour, starting about 2: 15 a.m., he had a physical examinat ion and stood
patiently in his undenvear as the sensors were attached at various spots on his
lean body, and by 3: 25 he had donned his silver suit and had it checked . E\'erything had gone so smoothly that Carpenter had time to relax in a contour chair
while waiting to board the van.
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At 3:45, Carpenter and his retinue, ineluding Joe Schmitt and John Glenn,
marched from the hangar and climbed aboard the \'ehiele for a slow ride to Pad
14, where Aurora 7 sal atop the Atlas. Again there was a pause, during which a
Weather Bureau reprcscntati\'e presented a briefing to the astronaut-of-the-day,
predicting a dispersal of the ground fog then hovering around the launch site.
Finally, at 4:35, Carpenter received word from Mercury Control to ascend the
gantry. Just before he boarded the elevator he stopped to swap greetings with
and to thank the flight support crewmen. After the final checks in the gantry
white room, the astronau t crawled into tht: capsule and got sc:ttlc:d with only
minor difficulties, and soon the capsule crew I"as bolting the hatch. This time
all 70 bolts were aligned propcrly."
j\feanwhile the booster countdown was racing along. Christopher Kraft recalled that thc countdown was "as ncar perfect as could be hoped for." The onl y
thing complicating the ' prelaunch scquenct: was the persistent ground fog and
broken cloudiness at dawn . Strapped in the contour couch, and finding the nt:w
couch liner comfortable, Carpenter was busy verifying his preflight checklist. Just
II minutes before the scheduled launc h time, the operations team decided that
adequate camera coverage was not ret possible, and three consc:cutive 15-minutc
hold ~ ,,,ere called. Although Carpenter fclt that hc could continue in a hold status
indefinitely, he was thirsty and drank some cold tea from his squeeze bottle supply.
During the holds he talked "'ith his wiCc Rene and thei r four children at the Cape,
assuring them that all was well."
The rising su n rapidl}' dispelled the ground fog. Then at 7 :45 a.m., after the
smoothcst countdown of an American manned spact: mission to date, MercuryAtlas 7, oo,ring AurQra 7, ro:.c IlIajQ>t jLd ll ~ ulT the patl whilc. some 40 million
people watched by television."
Kraft, the flight director, described the powered phase of the flight as so "excellent" that thc dccision to "go-far-mission" was almost routine. Seventy-three
seconds from launch, the booster's radio inertial guidance system locked on and
directed the flight from staging until T plus 5: 38 minutes. Actually this amounted
to somc 28 seconds after the Atlas sustainer engine had died, but no guidance input~
were possible aher engine shutdown. Carpenter tried u~ing the parabolic mirror
on his chest to watch the booster's programming, but he could sec only a rcnection
of the pitch attitude. AI about 35,000 f~t he noticed out his window a contrail,
and then an airplane producing another contrail. Thesky began to darken; i, was
not ret black, but it was no longer a light blue.
The booster performcd much more quictly than Carpentcr had expected from
all its awesome power. Vibration had been slight at liftoff. Booster cngine cutoff
was smooth and gentle, but a Ccw seconds later the noise accompanying maximum
aerodynamic stress began to build up. A wisp of smoke that appeared out the
window gave Carpenter the impression that the escape tower had jettisoned, but
a glance showed that it was still there. Shortly thereaher, when the tower did
separate from the capsule, Carpenter "fdt a biggt:r joll than at staging." He
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watched the tower cartwheel b :l.ily toward the horizon, smoke trailing from its
three rocket nozzles."
Sustainer engine cutoff came only as a gentle drop in acceleration. Two bangs
were cues that the damp-ring cxplosive bolts had fired and that the posigradc
rockets had propelled the space<:raft dear of the booster. Now Aurora 7 was on
its own and in space. Becoming immediatcly aware that he was weightless, Carpentcr elatedly rcported that zero g was pleasant. Just as the capsule and ~ter
separated, the astronaut had noticed Ihallhe capillary tube in his liquid-test apparatus se.::mcd to fill. Then he averted his gaze; it was time to tum the spacecraft
around to its normal backward fl yi ng orbital attitude. Since Glenn had left this
mancuver to Ihc automatic control system and Ihe cost in fuel had been high,
Carpentcr used f1 y-by-wire. The spacecraft came smartly around at an cxpel1$C
of only 1.6 pounds of fuel, compared with over 5 pounds used on Glcnn's MA-6
maneuver.' o
As the capsule swung around from antenna-canister-forward to heatshicJdforward, Carpenter was imprcs.scd by the fact that he fell absolutcly no angular
motion; his instruments provided the only evidence that the turnaround maneuver
was being executed. Like Glenn, he was amazed that he fclt no sensation of speed,
although he knew he was traveling at orbital velocilY (actually 17,549 miles per
hour ). Soon he had his first awe-inspiring view of the horizon- "an arresting
sight," as he described it. Quickly checking his control systems, he found everything in order. Unknown to him, howcvcr, the horizon scanner optically sensing
his spacecraft 's pitch attitude was off by about 20 degrees. It was some time
before he deduccl this system was in error.
A:; Glenn had done, Carpenter peered out Ihe window to track the spent Atlas
sU5tainer engine. The tankage appeartd to fall downward, as the engineers had
predicted, and was tumbling away slowly. A trail of icc crystals two or three
times longer than the launch vehiele streamed from its noulc. O\'er the Canary
Islands, Carpenter still could sec the sustaincr tagging along below the spacecraft. Meanwhile the astronaut continued to check the capsule systems and report
his find ings to the tracking sites. O ver Kano, in mid-Nigeria, he said that he was
getting behind in his flight plan beC.1USC of difficulty in loading his eamera with the
special film to photograph the Earth-horizon limb. Before he moved beyond
radio range of Kano. however, he m:lflaged to snap a few phowgraphs. Although
it was now almost dusk on his fi rst " 45-minu te day." Carpenter was becoming increasingly waml and began adjusting his suit-temperature knob."
Over the Indian Ocean on hi.~ first pass, Carpenter glanced down for a view
through the periseope, which he found to be quile ineffective on the dark side of
Earth. Concluding Ihal the periscope seemed 10 be useless at night, he returned
to the window for visual rcfertncC'l. Evcn when the gyros were caged and he was
not exactly sure of his al!itudc position, he fclt absolutely no sensation of disorientation; it was a simple matter in the daylight to roll the spacecraft over and watch for
a landmark to pop into view. Carpenter mentioned many recognizahlc land448
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marks, such as Lake Chad, Africa, the rain forests of that continent, and Madagascar. But he was a little surprised to find out that most of Earth when seen
from orbit is covered by douds the greater part of the time.~:
While on~r the Indian Ocean, Carpenter discovered that his cclestial observations were hampered by glare. from light seepage around the s.·Hellite dock inside
the capsule. The light from the rim of the clock, which should presumably have
been screened, made it hard for him to adjust his eyes to night vision. To Slayton
at the Muchea station, Carpenter reported that he could sec no more stars from his
vantage point in space than he could have seen on Earth. Also he 5.1id that the
stars were not particularly useful in gaining heading information.1J
Like his orbital predecessor, Carpenter failed to sec the star-shell nares fired
in an ob5er.·ation experiment. This time the narcs shot up from the Great Victoria Desert ncar Woomera, Anstralia, rather than from the Indian Ocean ~h ip.
f\ccording to the plan, four narcs of one-million candlepower were to be launched
for Carpenter's benefit on his first orbit, and three more each on his second and
third passes. On the first try Ihe narcs, each having a burning lime of I Y2 minutes, were ignited at 60-second intervals. At this time most of the Woomera area
was cO\'ered by clouds that hid the illumination of the flarcs; the astronaut consequently sml' nothing and the experiment was discontinued on the succeeding two
passes, as weather conditions did not improve."'
Out over the Pacific on its first circuit, Aurora 7 perfonned nicely. The Canton Island station receivcd the tclemetered body temperature reading of 102 degrttS
and asked Carpenter if he was uncomfortable at that temperature. "No, 1 don't
bclie\'e that's correct," Carpenter replied. "I can't imagine I'm that hot. I'm
qUIte comfortable, but sweatmg some." The medical monitors accepted Carpen.
ter's self·assessment :"Ind concluded that the feverish temperature reading resulted
from an error in the equipment. For the rest of the journey, however, the elevated
temperatures persisted, causing the va rious communicators to ask frequently about
Carpenter's physical status. u
The food Carpenter carried on his voyage was different from Glenn's which
was of the squeeze·tube, habr-food variety. For Carpenter the Pillsbury Company
had prepared three kinds of snacks, composed of chocolate, figs, and dates with
high·protein cereals ; and the Nestle Company had provided some "bonbons," composed of orange pee) with almonds, high.protein cereals with almonds, and cereals
with raisins. These foods were processed into particles about three-fourths of an
inch square. Coated with an edible glaze. each piece was packaged separately
a:1d stored in an opaque plastic bag. As he passed over Canton he reported that
he had eaten one bite of the innight food . which was crumbling badly. Wcightlas crumbs drifting around in the cabin were not only bothersome but also potentially dangerous to his brea'hing. Though he had been :"Ible to cat one piece, his
glo,·cd hands made it awkward to get the food to his mouth around the helmet
microphoncs."" Once in his mouth, howe\·er. the food was tasty enough and easy
enough to eat.
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During the second orbit, as he had on the first , Carpenter made frequent
capsule maneuvers with the fly-by-wire and manual-proportional modes of atti·
tudc controL He slewcd his ship around to makc photographs; he pitched the
capsule down 80 degrees in case the ground flares were fired over Woomera; he
yawed around to observe and photograph the airglow phenomenon; and he rolled
the capsule until Earth was "up" for the inverted flight expcriment. Carpenter
cven stood the capsule on its antenna canister and found that the view was
exhilarating. Although the manual control system worked well, the MA-7 pilot
had some difficulty caging the attitutude gyros to zero before invcrting the spacecraft. On two occasions he had to recycle the caging operation after the gyros
tumbled beyond their responsive limits.
Working under his crowded experiment schedule and the heavy manual
maneuver program, on six occasions Carpenter accidentally actuated the sensitive.to.the.touch, high-thrust attitude control jets, which brought about "double
authority control," or the redundant operation of both the automatic and the
manual systems. So by the end of the first two orbits Carpenter's control fuel
supply had dipped to about 42 percent in the manual tanks and 45 percent in
the autom"tic t"nks. During his second orbit, ground capsule communicators at
various Ir"cking sites repeatedly reminded him to conserve his fuel.
Although his fuel usage was high during the second circumnavigation, Car·
pentcr still man"ged to continue the experiments. Just as he passed over the
Cape, for example, an hour "nd 38 minutes from launch, Carpenter deployed
the multicolored balloon. For a few seconds he s..1W the confetti spray, signaling
deployment. Then, as the line lazily played out, he realized that the balloon had
not inflated properly; only two of the five colors--orange and dull aluminumwere visible, the orange clearly the more brilliant. Two small, earl ike appendages
about six to eight inches each, described as "sausages," emerged on the sides of
the partially inflated sphere. The movement of the haIr·infiated baJloon was
erratic and unpredictable, but Carpenter managed to obtain a few drag resistance
measurcments. A little more than a h"lf hour "fler the balloon was launched,
Carpenter began some spacecrah mancuvers and the tether line twined to some
extent about the capsule's antenna canister. Carpenter wanted to get rid of the
balloon and attempted to release it going into the third orbit over the Cape, but
the partially successful experimental device stayed doggedly ncar the spacecraft.Sf
As Carpenter entered the last orbit, both his automatic and manual control
fuel tanks were less tn"n half full. So Aurora 7 began a long period of drifting
flight. Short recess periods to conserve fuel had occurred earlier in the flight, but
now Carpenter and his ship were to drift in orbit almost around the world.
Although his rapidly depleting fuel supply had made the drift a necessity, this
vehicle control relaxation maneuver, if successful, would be a valuable engineering experiment. The rcsults would be most useful in planning the rest and
sleep periods for an astronaut Oil a longer Mercury mission. Carpenter enjoyed
his floating orbit, observing that it was a simple matter to start a roll rate of per·
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haps one degree per second and let the capsule slowly revolve as long as desired.
Aurora 7 drifted gracefully through space for more than an hour, or almost until
retrofire time.
While in his drifting Aight, Carpenter used the Moon to check his capsule's
attitude. John Glenn had reported some difficulty in obtaining and holding an
absolute zero.degree heading. Carpenter, noting that the Moon appeared almost
in the center of his window, oriented the spacecraft so that it held the Moon on
the exact center mark and maintained the position with ease."
During the third o rbital pass, Carpenter caught on film the phenomenon of
the Aattened Sun at sunset. John O 'Keefe and his fellow scientists at Goddard
had taught Carpenter that the color layers at sunset might provide infonnation
on light transfusion characteristics of the upper atmosphere. Carpenter furnished
a vivid description of the sunset to the capsule communicator on the Indian Ocean
ship :
The sunsets arc most spcctacuhr. The earth is blaek after the sun has
sct. .. TIle fiT!i{ band close to the earth is red, the next is )'ellow, the next
is blue, the next is green, a nd the next is sort of a-sort of a purple. h 's
almost like a very brilliant rninoow. These layers extend from at least 90
degrees either side of the sun at sunset. This brigh t horl7.on band extended
at least 90 deg rees north and south of the position at sunset.
He took some 19 pictures of the Aattencd Sun.n
As Carpenter drifted over oceans and land masses, he observed and reported
on the haze layer, or airglow phenomenon, about which Glenn had marvded.
Carpenter's brief moments of airglow study during thc sccond orbit failed to
m:'IIch thl' f'lI:rrrl:Hinn~ hI' had dtrivtd from elenn's reports. and the Goddard
scientists' predictions on the phenomenon. Having morc leisure on his. third
circuit, Carpenter described the airglow laye r in dctail to Slayton a t the Muchca
tracking site:
. . . the ha7£ layer is very bright. r would s.'l.y about 8 to 10 degrees
above the real horizon. And r would say tha t thc haze la~r is about twice as
high above the horizon as the bright blue band a t sunset is; it's twice '3S thick.
A star~tars are occluded as we pass through this haze layer. I have a good
sct of stars to watch going through at this time. I'll try to get some photometer readings... . It is nOI twice as thick. It's thinner, but it is located at
a dismnce about twice as far away as the top or the band at sunset. It's very
narrow, and as bright as the horilon or the earth itself.
The single star, not stars, that Carpenter tracked was Phecda Ursae Majoris, in
the Big Dipper or Great Bear constelbtion, with a magnitude of 2.5."
'Vith cach sunrisc, Carpentcr also saw the " fireAies," or " Glenn effect," as
the Russians were calling it. T o him the particles looked more like snowAakcs
than fireOies, and they did not $Cern to be trul y luminous, as Glenn had s.1jd. The
particlco; varied in size, brightllC$, and color. Some were gray, some wcrc white,
and one in particular, s.'\id Carpenter, lookcd likc a helical shaving from a lathe.
Althoug h they sccmcd to travel at different speeds, they did not move out and
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away from the spacecraft as the confetti had in the balloon experiment.
At dawn on the third pass Carpenter reached for a device known as a densitometer, that measured light intensity. Accidentally his gloved hand bumped
against the capsule hatch, and suddenly a cloud of particles Ilew past the window.
He yawed right to investigate, noting that the particles tra\'eled across the front
of the window from right to leh. Another tap of the hand on the hatch sent off
a second shower ; a tap on the wall produced another. Since the exterior of the
spacecraft evidently was covered with frost, Glenn's "firellies" became Carpenter's
"frostflies." tl
Until Aurora 7 reached the communication range of the Hawaiian station on
the third pass, Christopher Kraft, directing the flight from the Florida control
center, considered this mission the most successful to date; everything had gone
perfectly except for some overexpcnditure of hydrogen peroxide fuel. Carpenter
had e:-..;ercised his manual controls with ease in a number of spacecraft maneuvers
:and had made numerous and valuable observalions in the interest of space science.
Even though the control fuel usage had been excessive in the first two orbits, by
the time he drifted near Hawaii on the third pass Carpenter had successfully maintained more than 40 percent of his fud ill both the automatic and the manual
tanks. According to the mission rules, this ought to be quite enough hydrogen
peroxide, reckoned Kraft, to thrust the capsule into the retrofire attitude, hold it,
and then to reenter the atmosphere using either the automatic or the manual
conlrol system. 9 '
The lracking site at Hawaii instructed Carpenter to start his prerctrofire countdown and to shift from manual control to the automatic stabilization and control
system. He eAplaiued to tile ground station over which he was paMing at five miles
per second that he had gotten somewhat behind on the preretro checkoff list while
\·erifying his hypothesis about the snowllake-like particles outside his window.
Then as Carpenter began aligning the spacecraft and shifting control to the automatic mode, he suddenly found himself to be in trouble. The au tomatic stabilization system would not hold the 34-degree pitch and zero-degree yaw attitude. As
he tried to determine what was wrong, he fell behind in his check of other ilems.
When he hurricdly switched to the fly-by-wire control mode, he forgot 10 switch off
the manual system. For about 10 minutes fuel from both systems was being used
rtdundantly.1I
Finally, Carpenter felt that he had managed 10' align the spacecraft for the
retrofire sequence. The Hawaiian communicator urged him 10 complete as much
of the checklist as possible before he passed out of that site's communications range.
Now Alan Shepard's voice from the Arguello, Cali fornia, station came in loud and
clear, asking whether the Aurora 7 pilot had bypassed the automatic relroa ttitude
switch. Carpenter quickly acted on this timely reminder. Then the countdown
for retrofire began. Because the automatic system was misbehaving, Carpenler
was to push the button to ignite the solid-fuel retrorockets strapped to the healshield. About three seconds after Shepard's call of "Mark! Fire One," the first
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rocket ignited and blew, Then the second and the third followed in reassuring
succession, Carpcntcr s,1.W wi ~ps of smokc inside hi~ cabin as the rockcts braked
him out of orbit,"
Carpenter's attitudc crrol' was more than he estimated when he reported his
attitude nearly correct. AClILall} Aurortl 7 was canted at retrofire about 25
degrees to the right, and thu~ the rew:rse thrust vector was not in line with the night
path vector, Thi~ misalignment alolle would h:lI c caused thc spacecraft to o\'ershoot thc planned impact point by about 175 miles, But the retrorockets bc~an
firing three seconds late, adding :lIlother 15 miles or "0 to the trajectol) error,
Later analyses also revealed a thrust decrement in the relTorockets that was ahout
three percent helow nominal , con tributing 60 more mik~ to the o\'ershoot. If
Carpenter had not bypassed the automatic retroattitude switch and manually
ignitcd the retrorockcts he could have overshot his pickup point in the Atlantic b}
an e\'ell greater distance.' "
Unlike Glenn, Carpenter had no illusion that he was being driven back to
Hawaii at retrofire. Instead he had the fecling Ih:\{ AU10m 7 had simply stopped
and that if he looked toward Earth he \\ould sec it coming straight up. One
glance out the window, however, and the "impression was washed awa)'."·& The
completion of retrofire produced no changes the pilot could feci until his reentl)'
hegan in earnest about 10 minutes later.
Aftcr the ret rorockets had fired, Carpenter realized that the manual control
syst~m was ~till on,
Quickly hc turned off the n)-b~-I,ire systcm, intcnding to
check the manual controls. Although the manual fuel gauge read six pereentleh.
there was, in fa el, no fuel and consequentl y no manual control. So Carpenter
switched had to ny- by-wire. t\t that time the :mtomatie system supply read 15
percent, but the astronaut wondered hal\' much really remained. Could it be onl~
about JO percent? With this gnawing doubt and realizing that it was still 10
minutes before .05-g time, Carpenter kept hands strictl y off for mO'lt of his drifting
glide. Whate\'er fuel there was left must be 5;l\"cd for the critical tumble. This
I O-minute inteTl'al ~e med like eternity to the pilol. The attitude indicators appeared to he u<;(iess, and there was little fuel to control attitude anyway. The only
thing he IrusH:d for reference was the I·iew out of the window; using fly-by-wire
~parin glr he tried to keep the horizon in view. Although concerned about the fuel
(On~T1'ation problem, Carpenter gained some momentary relief frolll the fascinating vistas below : " I can make out vel)" very small- farm land, pasture land below.
I sec individu:l1 field ~, ril'el'S, lak~, r0.1d5, 1 think. ['11 get hack to reentry
attitude," ,:
Finall)" Aurora 7 reached the ,05-g acceleration point about 500 miles ofT the
co.1St of Florida. \ 5 he he~an to feel his wci~ht Orlee again, Carpenter noted
that the automatic fuel nudle Slill read 15 percent. Within seconds the capsule
began to oscillate badl). A quick ~wjtch to the au)\iliar} damping mode steadied
the sp.1cccraft. Grissom, the c.1.pe commu nicator, rcmindcd him to dose his
faccplate ....
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AIITora 7 was 1101'1 in the midst of its bbzing return to Earth.

Carpenter hcard
the hissing souud_~ reported by Glenn, the cues that his ~hip was running into acrodynamic resistancc. Immediately the capsule began to roll ~lowl)', as programmed,
to minimize the bnding point dispersion. Carpenter looked out the windo\\
for the bright orange glow, the "fireball," as G lenn had described it, but there was
only a moderate increase in light intensity. Rather than an orange glow, Carpenter SolW a light-green glow apparently surrounding the cylindrical section. Was
this radiant portion of the ~pacecraft ablating? Was the trim angle correct? The
el·ennc..<s of the oscillations argued to Carpenter that the trim angle was good. /\11
the wa)' through this zonc Carpenter ke pt talking. Gradually it became difficult
to squeeze the \\'ord~ out; the heaviest deceleration load was coming. The peak
g period bsted longer than he had cxpected, and it took forceful breath control to
utter allyth i ng.~o
T he automatic fllellank on II l/rora 7 was.cmptied hetween 80,000 and 70,000
feet. As the pbsma sheath of ionized air enl'eloped his spacenaft, communica tion
efforts \\llh Carpenter became usclcs;;, but the Iclemetered signals recei\'ed by the
radar stations at the Cape and on San Sakador predicted a successful reent!)'.
The oscillations were increasing :ts the capsule appro:tched the 50,000-foot b·d.
Allfora 7 was swinging beyond the to-degree "lOlerable" limits. Carpenter
strained upward to am} the drogue at 45,000 feet, but he forced himself to ride out
stili more ~el·ere osci llations before he fired the drogue p.1rachulc mortar at 25,000
feet. T he chute pulsed out and \'ibr:tted like thin, quil'ering sheets of metal. At
15,000 feet Carpenter armed the main parachute s..... iteh, and at 9.500 feet he deployed the chute manually. The fab ric qu ivered, but the giant umbrella
streamed, reefed, and unfu rled as it should. The rolle of descent was 30 fect per
second, Ihe exact design specification. The spacecraft landing bag deploy was on
autumatic. Carpenter listened for Ihc "dunk," he;,rd the he:ttshidd faU into
pa;ition, :tnd waited to hit the ..... ate r. Aurora 7 seemed to be ready for the land·
ing, and the recol'e ry forces knew within a fell" mi les the location of the spacecraft
as radar tracking after retrofi re had given and confirmed the landing point.'"
Splashdown lI'as noisy hut less of:t jolt than the spaceman had expected. The
capsule, hOll'ever, did not right il~lf within a minute as it was sup(XlSCd to do.
Carpenter, noticing some drops of water on his lapc recorder, wondered if II urora
i was about to mect the fate of Liberl)' Bell 7, and then sighed in relief when he
could find no evidence of a leak. He wailed a lillie longer for the spacecraft to
~traigh len up. but it continued 10 list to his left.
Grissom's last Iran~miS'lion from
~ I e rcury Control had told Carpenter that it would take the parare$Cue men about
an hour to reach him, and the astronaut realized that he had evidently ol'etshot
thc planned landing zone. When he failed to raise a response 011 his radio, he
decided to get out of the cramped capsule. Then he saw that the capsule was
noating rather deeply, which meant thaI it mighl be dangerous to remove the
hatch. Sweating profusely in the WI -degree tempcrature of the cabin, he pulled
off his helmet and began the job of egress as il had been originally planned. Car-
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wonncd his way upward through the throat of the spacecraft, a hard, hot
job made bearable by his leaving the suit circuit hose attached and not unrolling
the neck dam. He struggled with the camera, packaged life raft, survival kit, and
kink y hose before he finally got his head outside.
Half out of the top hatch, Carpenter rested on his elbows momentarily, rel_t~_it_~tfu~t.~t~ndd_~_t~_inl~

and surveyed the sea. Lazy swells. some as high as six fcct, did not look too
forbidding . So he carefully laid his hand camera on top of the recovery compartment, squeC7.ed out of the top, and carefully lowered himself into the water,
tipping the listing spacuraft slightly in the process. Holding onto the capsule,
he was able to easily innate the life raft- upside down. By this time, feeling
some water in his boots, he secured the hose inlet to the suit. He then held on
to the spacecraft's side and managed to flip the raft upright. After crawling
onto the yeJlow raft, he retrieved the camera, unrolled the suit neck dam, and prepared to wait for as long as it took the recovery searchers to find him. The recovery
beacon was operating and the green dye pervaded the sea alI around him.'o,
The status of Carpenter and Aurora 7 was unknown to the public. Everyone following the night by radio or television knew that the spacecraft must be
down. But was the pilot safe? What the public did not know was that one
P2V airplane had received the spacecraft's beacon signal from a distance of only
50 miles, while another plane had picked up the signal from 250 miles. Aurora
7's posi tion was well known to the recovery forces in the area. About eight
minutes before the spacecraft landed, an SA- 16 seaplane of the Air Force Air
Rescue Service had taken off from Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico, for the radarpredicted landing point. Thr« ships-a Coast Guard cutter at St. Thomas
Island, a merchantman 31 miles from the plotted point, and the destroyer Farragut
about 75 miles away to the southwest- were in the vicinity of the impact point.
But it would certainly take longer than an hour for any recovery unit to reach
the site. Since Carpenter's rah had no radio, the d rama was heightened. What
exactly had hap~ned to Carpenter aher his landing was known only to the
astronaut and perhaps \0 a few sea gulls and sea bass,'''
Carpenter settled down on his raft and waited patiently for his rescuers. He
mused over some seaweed Aoating nearby and "a black fish that was just as
friendly as he could be- right down by the raft." In time, 36 minutes after
splashdown , he saw two aircraft , a P2V and, unexpectedly, a Piper Apache. The
astronaut watched the planes circle, saw that the Apache pilot was photographing
thc area, and knew that he had been found. Twenty minutes later several SC-54
aircraft arrived, and one dropped two frogmen, but Carpenter, watching other
planes, did not see them bail O Ul. '~l
Airman First Class J ohn F. Heitsch, dropping from the SC- 54 transport about
an hour and seven minutes after Carpenter had first hit the watcr, missed the
life raft by a considerable distance. Releasi ng his chute harness, he dove under
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the w;wes and swam the distance to the side of Carpenter's raft. " Hey!" called
the huglllitu to the spaeem:tn. Carpenter tumcd and with complete surprise
asked, " How did you get here?" Shortly thereafter a sccond pararescue man,
Sergeant Ray r-,'fcClure, swam alongside and clutched the astronaut's raft. The
two frogmen quickly inflated two other rafts and locked them to the spacecraft.
~fcClure and Hcitsch laler described the astronaut as smiling, happy, and not at
all tircd. The pilot brokc out his survival rations and offered some to the two
Air Forcc swimmers, who declined the space food but drank some space waler.'o,
The three men, still without radio contact, perched on the three ralts and
watched the planes circling above. One plane dropped the spacecraft flotation
collar, which hit the water with a loud bang, brcaking one of its compressed-air
bottles. The s\"immcrs retricved and attached the fl otation collar with only its
top loop inflated and then crawled back onto their rafts. Shortly a parachute
with a box at the end came fl oating lazily down some distance from the spacecraft. The men on the rafts supposed this was the needed radio, and one of
the frogmen swam a considerablc distance to get it. He returned with the container, opened it, and found that there was no radio inside, only a battery. Later
Carpenter laughingly declined to repeat the swimmer's heated remarks.'u
The Air Force SA-16 seaplane from R~velt Roads arrived at the scene
about an hour and a half after the spacecraft landed in the Atlantic. To the
SA-16 pilot the sea seemed calm enough to set his craft down upon and pick up
the astronaut, but the Mereu!)' Control Center directed the seaplane not to land.
As later depicted by thc news media and thoroughly discussed in Congress, this
delay grew Out of traditional rivalry between the Air Force and the Navy. Brigadier General Thomas J. Dubose, a former commander of the Air Rescue Service,
wrote to Florida's Unitcd States Scnator Spessard L. Holland, charging that
Carpenter floated in the raft an hour and 2Q minutes longer than was necessary.
D. Brainerd Holmes, a NASA official, testified at the hearings that Admiral John
L. Chew, commander of the Project Mercury recovery forces, feared the seaplane
might break apart if it landed on the choppy waters. Because of this, according
to Holmes, the decision had been made to proceed with helicopter and ship pickup
as originally planned.'o~
After three hours of sitting on the sea in his raft, Carpenter was picked up by
an HSS-2 helicopter, but either the rotorcraft settled as a swell arose or the
winch operator accidentally lowered away, and the astronaut was dunked. Up
went his ann and the hand holding the camera to keep the precious film dry.
With nothing else amiss, Carpenter was hoisted aboard the helicopter, a drenched
but happy astronaut. Richard A. Rink, a physician aboard, described Carpenter
as exhilarated. The astronaut draped one leg out of the helicopter and, by
cutting a hole in his sock, drained most of the water from his pressure suit. He
then stood up and proceeded to pace around, sometimes settling in a seat, and
intennittently talking about his flight . Carpenter arrived aboard the carrier
Intrepid some four hours and 15 minutes after his return to Earth. The medical
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examinations began immediately but Ilere interrupt~d when th ~ astronaut was
L'lllcd [ 0 thc phone to receive what was by now President K~nn~dy's lraditiona l
congratulatory call. The President c"pressed his relief that Carpenter was safe
and well, while Carpenter gavc his "apologies for not having aimed a little beller
on reentry,"
From the IlZtrepid the astronaut W;tS fl own to Grand Turk Island,
where, as Howard A. Minners, an Air Force physician assigned to Mercury,
described it, Carpenta wanted to stay up late and talk.'o'
A l!rora 7, picked up by the destroyer Pierce, was returned to Cape Canaveral
thc ne"t day. When rctricved, the spacecraft was listing ;Jbout 45 degrees comp;Jred to thc normal 15 to 20 degrees, and it contained about 65 gallons of sea
water, which would h;Jml>cr the inspection and postflight analyses. Carpenter
recalled IWO occasions on which the spacecr;Jft had shipped small amounts of
wa ter, bUI he was unable to explain t h~ larger amou nt found by the picku p crew.
The e"terior of the spacecraft shol"ed the usual bluish and orange tinges on the
~hingle<. ~\"cra l of which "er~ slightly dented and scratched as after previous
m i s.~lons. Since there was no evidcnce of innight damage, these slight scars pre~\lll1ably Ilcre the result of post night handling. The spacecraft heatshield and
l11:1ill prK'ure bulkhead werc in good cOlldition except for a mi ~jng shield center
plllg, which h;Jd definitely Ucen ;n place during reentry. Somc of the hon~y
rOIl[h was cru.';hed, rtSu ltin.l: in minor deformation of the sma ll tubing in that
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arc;!. Hcitsdl and ~lcC[ure, the para rescue men, had reponed the landing bag
in good condition, but when it was hauled ou t of the water most of the straps were
broken, probably by w:l.\'e action. All in all, A «fora 7 was in good shape :md
had pcrfonned well for Project Mercury's second manned orbital flight.'o ,
The postflight celebrations and honors followed the precedents and pattems
established by Glenn's flight. Administrator Webb prcscnu:d to Carpenter and
Williams NASA Distinguished Service Medals in a ceremony at the Cape. Carpenter also learned of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's cabled eongratul ation~.
Then the astronaut's hometown, Boulder, Colorado, gat'e him a hero's weleome.
\£ttr being "h'arded a degree by the Uni\'Crsity of Colorado, where he had lacked
" credit in " heaHr:msfcr course, the astronaut facetiously commented that the
blazing ~[A-7 reentry surely qualified him as a master in the field of thennody!lamics. ~Iemorial Dar found the pilot in Denver, where" crowd of 300,000
people cheered and honored him. The next day he relUrned to work at Langley,
where exhaustive technical debriefings were held to glean all the knowledge pas~iblc from MA-7.'"
In these postflight sessions the astronaut insisted that he knew what he wanted
to do at all times, but that every task took a little longer than the time allotted
by the flight plan. Some of the equipment, he said, was not easy to handle,
particularly the special films that he had to load into a camera. As a eon~e
quenee he had been unable to get all the pictures the Weather Bureau had requested for its satellite photography program. Moreover, the flight plan that had
been available during training was only a tentative one, and the final plan had
been completed only a short while before he suited up for the launch. Carpentt:r
fdt that the l;Ulllplctnl plan ::;hould be: in the a'!tronaUI'~ hand~ at lea~ 1 two months
before a scheduled flight and that the flight agenda should allow more time
for the pilot to observe, evaluate, and record. When asked about fuel consumption by the high thrusters, Carpenter replied that the 24-pounders werc unnecessary for the orbital phase of a flight.
The astronaut recommended that somc mdhod be de\·jsed for elosing off the
high thrusters whilc the automatic control system was in opt;ration. He grantcd
that on the fly-by-wire, low-thruster operation, thc spacecraft changed its attitude
slowly, as was shown by the needle movement, and that the pilot would have to
wait momentarily to pick up thc desircd attitude change rate. For tracking
tasks, however, the manual-proportional mode served well; attitude changes could
be made with only a gentle touch of the handcontroller. Talking with ncwsmen after the flight, Carpenter assumed full responsibility for his high fuel consum ption. He pointed out, howc\·cr, that what he had learned would be valuable
for longer Mercury missions." o
As mid-year 1962 approached, Project Mercury faced yct another crossroad.
Had enough been learned during the two three-orbit flights to justify going on to
longer missions? Joe W. Dodson, a Manned Spacecraft Center engineer, speaking
before Ihe Exchangt: Club of Hampton, Virginia, indicated that the MSC designers
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and planners and the opcrati on.~ team were well pleased with the Icssons derived
from Glenn, from Carpenter, and from their spaeeerah . They were pleased
especially at how well the combination of man and mach inc had worked .
Shortly thereafter, the puss lxgan to speculate that NASA might try a one-day
orbital flight before 1963. Administrator Webb, howc,·cr, sought to scotch any
prematuregucsswork until Gilruth and his MSC team could made a firm decision.
He stated that there might wdl be: another three-orbit mission, but added that
consideration \\a.~ being given to a flight of as many as six orbjl~ with recovery
in the Pacific. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., NASA's "general manager," told congressionallcadersthat if a decision had to be made on the day on which he was speaking,
it would probably be for ano ther flight such as Glenn and Carpenter had made.
But many members of Congress wanted 10 drop a third triplc-orbit mission in fa vor
of a flight that would come closer to or even surpass Gherman Titov's 17 ·orbit
cxpcnence.
On June 27, 1962. NASA Headqujlrlers ended the ~pccu lation b)' announcing
that Walter Schirra would pilot the next mission for as many as six orbits, possibly
by the coming September, with L. Gordon Cooper as alternate pilo!.'" The
original Mercury objectives had been met and pa5Sed ; now it was lime to proceed
to ncw objecti ves- longer missions, different in quality as wcll as quantity of
orbits. Project Mcrc ury had twice accomplished the mission for which it was
designed, but in so doing its end had become the means for further ends.
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ALTER M. Schirr:t, a naval aviator who had won thc Distinguished
Flying Cross for his combat missions o\'cr Kort:a, received his most
important assignment to date on July 27,1962. It was the flight plan for Mer·
cury-Atbs 8, a six-orbit flight that was to qualify the spacecraft and man's cndUTanet for an extended spatial mission. A new plan, rcvi~cd slightly for yaw.rdcrcnce experiments using the periscope, was delivered on August 8. This was almost
60 days bdore Ihc mission, allowing the period for training that Scoll Carpenter
had recommended. Carpenter had received his M A-7 docurncnt 1:1\(:, and major
revisions had been in~rtcd almost until launch day. Although Schirm's flight
plan was altered in September, it did escape a thorough last·minute rewrite.
1\1A-8 was to be an engineering flight , in contrast with the exploratory nature
of Glenn's flight in MA-6 and the de\'dopmental and scientific nature of MA-7.
Schirra was expected to concern himself largely with the management and operation of the spacecraft's systems to consen'e hydrogen peroxide atlitude control fuel
and electrical power. The l\fSC planners had examined the minute-by-minute
details from launch to reco"er~ in the interest of spacecraft endurance and had pro-grammed onl y a few experiments that would require fucl or electrical power.
The pilot was to try to obsen 'e a ground xenon light of l40-mil1ion candlepower at
Durban, South Africa, and four Rares of I-million candlepower each that would
be lau nched ncar Woomera, Australi... The only other experiment requiring
astronaut participation included some weather and terrestrial photography as the
pilot sighted targets of opportunity. Besides these experiments, several passi"e
test de"ices were superimposed on the spacecraft 's extcrior. Eight ablation panels,
consisting of several ty pes of material, were fused onto the afterbody'S beryllium
shingles, and a white paint patch was brushed on the capsule's side for still more
e\'alu.. tions of spatial thermal effects on \'arious materials.'
Earl y in August, Sehirra trained energetically for a targeted September launch ;
spacecraft No. 16 was almost ready for a si mulated night in Hangar S; and Atlas
No. 113- 0 had arri\'ed at the Cape. Then on August II , the Soviet Union, with·
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out prior announcelllent, launched /'oJ/ok 111. N.\S.\ leaders, \\ho had endured
much needling on the spacc gap s inc~ Gher/nan S. Tito\,'5 17-orhit flight. a little
more than a year earlier, grimly n::ad the press reporL~. The (h'e-ton Vostok spacecraft , with Major Andrian G. Nikola)~\' aboard , was in an orbit wit h a 156-mil~
apogee and a 11 3-mile perigee, inclined ( as usual for VoslOks ) at 65 dcgrees.
Thc "gap" scemcd to become a "glllf' the following dar, when VOllok IV,
carrying Licllten:l nt Colonel P:lvel R. Popovich, shot into an orbit with an apogee
of 157 miles and a pcrigec of 112 miles. Soon ahcr the second launch, Nikolayc\'
reported til at he had sightcd Popovich's ~pacecraft. Western tracking stations
variousl), reported that the two craft werc a.~ close as 3 and as far as 300 miles apart.
Intercepted communications between Nikofaye\' (code-named Faleon ) and Popovich (Golden Eagle ) caused serious speculation that the Vostoks might try to
rendcz\'ous, but apparently no such attempt was made.
On August IS, Nikolay~\' landed aftcr 64 orbits and morc than 95 hours in
space. Popovich touched down six minutes latef, after 48 orbits and more than
70 hours' night.! The U.S. decision to accelerate the space program called for by
President Kennedy in :\1ay 1961 seemed more than validated to most critical
observers. M~an while engineers who were designing what became the Gemini
vehiele for rendezvous with an orbiting Agena rocket studied the possibility of
adding a space-maneuvering capability to MerCllry. On August 24, Kenneth S.
Kleinknecht, th~ Project Office chief, reported that such an innovation would
require at least 400 pounds of additional spacecraft hardware and fue\. Upon
hearing this, Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., the Mercury night director, dourly obser\'~d
that this added weight might dangerously degrade the capsule's chances of reaching
orbit, but Kobc::rt K. Gilruth asked Kleinknecht 10 continue his studies. A few days
later the Mercury Project Offie~ and the Flight Crew Oper:ltions Division handed
Ihe MSC director a joint proposal for maneuvering an orbiting Mercury spacecraft
dose to a pas9\'e Echo-type satellite. But because of time, weight, and safety
considerations, Gilruth and his management lieutenants rejected the proposal,
abandoned the idea o( a maneuverable Mercury spacecraft for the time being, and
turned back to the more pros.1.ic but csscnti:ll business of preparing for the mode5t
doubled-dislance, six-orbit night slated for Walter Schirra .'
LO:\'CER LEC S }'OR MEReuR\'

Specific pl:lnlling for MA- 8 had begun b:lck in February during the technical
debriefing of J ohn Glenn following the MA-6 mission. While a lt~ nding the
Grand Turk Island meetings, Kleinknecht and Don:lld K. Slayton had agreed Ihat
a nigh,t of six or scven orbiL'i seemed to be a logical intermediate step from thc
three-l)aSS flight of Clenn toward an ultima te IS-orhit go.1.1 then under ~tlld )'.
When Kleinknecht returned to hi~offi ee (then at Langley) hc put his staff to work
in conju nction with J ohn F. Yardley', group of McDonnell engineers on the
chnngcs ncces.~a ry to aeeompli~h a sc\,en-orbit Mercury flight.'
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The st;'lff's problem was to :.pprai...:: the sp:.ceer;'lft comfX!nents' lifetime in terlllS
of the ;'Ibility of each system to perform two or three times longer than the operating
limits origin:.lt\' built into them. Flight rules so far had specificd an :.Imost continuous opcmtion of the automatic stabil i:wtion and control system, which caused
a hea\'y drain on the spacecraft's electrical power suppl)'. Also critical were
oxygen reservcs. reaction control fuel supplies, "nel increased rccovery requirements. The tmcking and communications net" ork, built for thrce-orbit co,·eT:.ge,
would require ~xtcn~i\e modification if the tmcking: eriteri" applied to three orbits
should "ppl~' to six orsc\"en.
The three-orbit ~lcrcury spaceemft, with all its elcclrie:.lly fX!wered systems in
ac tion, consumed about 7080 watt-hours of battery po"'er from:. total of :.bout
13.500 watt-hours a,·ailable. Thlls a scven-orbit m is.~ion , obeying previous flight
rules. would consume about 11, 190 wa tt.hou N, lea\"ing a reser\"(: supply of only 6. 7
percent. :'-.Iereu,:· Project Office engineers in~istcd there should be at least a 10
percent postlanding rese rve as a ~:.fc t y fa ctor and suggested at least two conscr\'ation methods to all:.in and surpass this amount. One w:ts drawn from an earlier
recommendation pr~e nted by .\fcOonnell designers and planners; the y had outlined possibilities for :tn IS-orbit mission, proposing that some of the systems be
turned off during:t substantial portion of the flight. In :.ddition to this, the MSC
engineers recommended switching telemetry transmitter and radar beacon opcmtions to ground command. These me:lSures, they kit, would r:lise the rCSCf\'e
power levels to about 15 percent.
,\ftcr stud ying Ihe spacecraft's environmental control system, the project engineers at io.-lSC concluded that about 4.4 pounds of oxygen would be consumed
during a se\"en-orbit flight, taking pilot usage and cabin leabge rates into consideration. By prC\"ailing mission rules, this would leave an insufficient supply to
meet possible contingencies of abnonnal recovery. A su pply of 8.6 pounds would
meet the requirement, but the s)"Stem carried only two 4-pound capacity bottles.
So, either the rules had to be relaxed or the system had to be modified . Thc MSC
stud y group recommended the modification possibility, adding that :t strenuous
program to reduce cabin leakage rates to 600 cubic centimeters per minute should
be started. Formerly up to 1000 cubic centimeters had becn within design specifications. To co\'Cr the increasc in carbon dioxide production from the longer night ,
the project office planners pointed out that the canister carried in the threc-orbit
spacecr:lft could be fillcd with lithium hydroxidc to its 5.4 pound c:.pacity. This
amount represented an increase from the 4.6 pounds that had been carried on the
three-pass flights and should be sufficient exlen(ion of the CO: removal capabi lity.
At the same time that these efforts were being made to provide the spacecraft
systems with all the power they needed and the astronaut with enough breathabk
oxygen, some NASA and McDonnell engineers ,,'ere wrestling with mOTe advanced problems of tripling, quadrupling, and evcn raising by factors of six and
eight the capabilities of Ihe ~lercury spacecraft to orbit Earth. But :.t this stage,
planning for the day-long, IS-orbit mission depended heavily on some positive proof
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from MA-8 that man and machines could tolerate, over a longer period and witn
larger margins for pilot safety and mission success, tne vacuous, weightless, not-cold
extremes of space.
The most critical problem in preparations for the extended mission was providing enough hydrogen peroxide fuel 10 power Ine capsule's reaction control
syslem. A seven-orbit mission operating in Ihe fully automalic control mode
would consume about 28 pounds of fuel, providing the systems were functioning
nonnalli. The Mercury Project Office suggested alternating a combination of
automatic and manual modes to provide safer fucl reserves at the end of the flight.
Such a procedure would expend 23 pounds of automatic and 18 pounds of manual
fucl , leaving rcsc:lVes of 12 and 15 pounds, respectively. Then, in case of malfunction in one of the control modes, the aSlronaut would be assured of an adequate fuel supply in the other mode.
Recovery procwures changed considerably for tne proposed seven-orbil
mISSion. The fourth, fifth , sixth, and seventh sinusoidal CUlVes of the orbital
ground trace passed over geographical points that almost intersected, while the
fifth and sixth orbi ts did intersect in the northern Pacific about 275 miles northeast
of Midway Island. This pattern shifted to the Pacific Ocean the optimum
recovery arta that had ocen in the Atlantic for MA-4 through MA-7. Kleinknecht's staff poinled out that a once-an-orbit primary rccovery capability could
be maintained with only a slight increase in the recovery forces. The primary
landing area during thc seventh orbit could be covered easily by Navy v~1s
moving to the zone from their base at Pearl H arbor, but some of the aircraft staging
bases for past con tingency landing areas would have to be rtlocated.
Then Sigurd A. Sjoberg, Robert F. Thompson, and other mission and rtcovery
planner.; discovered a slight flaw in the scl'en-orbit night profile. A hard mission
rule required a contingency rtcovery capability within 18 hours after landing.
This requirement could be easily met for a six-orbit mission, but adding a seventh
orbit require:d additional recovery forces to satisfy that mission rule. So NASA
de:cided 10 make MA-8 a six-orbit flight. "
During August 1962 the MA-8 mission planners continue:d to wrestle: with
many other operational considerations. But within the month they wert able to
issue thc mission rules, data acquisition plan , a slight revision to the flight plan,
recovery requirements and procedures, and the mission dirtctive, only to find on
some occasions that closer stud y of cngineering preparations rtvealed new constrain ts, requiring minor changes to most of their guidebooks.'
PREPARATIONS FOR

MA- 8

While the long-duration mission studies were in progress and Ihe mission rules
and directives wcre being prepared and issued, other personnel of the: NASAmililary-industry complex werc readying thc spacecraft, booster, and recovcry
forces. 1lle astronaut and altcmate pilot wert in intensive training.
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The Manned Spacecraft Cmter allocated spacecraft Nos. 16 and 19 for the
six.orbit mission, with No. 16 as the preferred vehicle. No. 16 had arrived
at Cape Canaveral in January 1962, while No. 19 had followed two months later.
Rework to incorporate a six.orbit capability W:\.S done at the Cape by the MSC
Prellight Operations Division with the help of McDonnell technicians. The
work and testing began slowly but were well underway in April. In that month
temperature sur\'eys at the critical points on the capsule were completed, the
environmental control system passed its altitude-chamber tests, and the reaction
control s)'Stem was exercised satisfactorily. Minor troubles cropped up, as usual.
Emergency oxygen rate valves stuck. Watcr coolant Aowed too frcdy. The
cabin's oxygen leakage rate was too high. Each difficulty slowly was overcome,
but it became evident that a hoped-for Augu$t launching might slip at least a
month.'
The Mercury Project Office had pronounced 5.4 pounds of lithium hydroxide
sufficient for oxygen purification for the MA-8 mission, but the MSC Life Systems Division personnel checking this theory found the absorbers unsatisfactory.
Canisters containing 4.6 pounds of the mixture had been used in the three-(lrbit
spacecraft and tests showed that this amount of the chemical functioned to keep
the air breathable for 34.5 hours before carbon-dioxide levels rose too high. Then
canisters supposedly containing 5.4 pounds of absorbent were tested, with both fixed
and \'ariable inputs of heat, water vapor, and carbon dioxide, and with a human
subject breathing thc oxygen. To the amazement of the testers, Ihe lifetimes
of these canisters a\'eraged only slightly higher than those that were panly filled.
Then it occurred to somebody in the division to weigh the canisters. Each
proved to have been packed about half a pound short. Finally the completely
filled canisters were tested for as long as 71 hours bdore bre:l.king down, demonstrating that the original design met tht' development demands, after all. Wcllfilled absorbers would qualify for a day-long mission as wdl as for six orbits. A
As the work continued at the Cape on spacecraft No. 16, Scott Carpenter
made his fud-thirsty, three-orbit Aight on May 24. During Aurora 7's postAight
analysis 1fSC engineers, including G. Merritt Preston's checkout crew, took new
and closer looks at the attitude and reaction control systems. They decided that
attitude thrusters slightly differt'nt in design would ha\'e to be instaUed in the
MA--8 spacecraft. While Preston's men were implementing this decision, they
also managed. to get No. 16's cabin oxygen leakage rate down to a highly satisfactory 460 cubic centimeters per minute, although in the weeks ahead this ral.e
would rise slightly.'
Other results from l\IA- 7, as recorded from tdemetry data, as reponed by
Carpenter, and as revealed by examination of night-tested Aurora 7, had intensified
the Aurry of activity all along the line to prepare No. 16 for its Aight. Carpenter
had many suggestions regarding spacecraft configuration. The hea\')' periscope,
he said, was useless on Earth's nightside ; the window alone could be used to
find the spacecraft's attitude. The determined workers for spacecraft weight re-
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duction were delighted to hear this assessment. But thc MA-7 postflight inspection team reported th at Carpenter's landing error had been caused by a faulty
yaw altitude, largely because Carpenter had performed a final control systems
check just prior to retrofire and had used the window mainly as his chief yaw
reference. Could the window and the pilot be trusted? the Mercury team
wondered. Would the periscope have assisted in correcting the attitude and the
resultant overshoot? The only way to find out the answers was to fly the periscope
again. In
So for MA-8 the periscope became, in a sense, an experimental instrument.
Using both the periscope and Ihe window for spacecraft attitude reference,
Schirra would check the position of his capsule carefully on Earth 's day and
night sides. Then he would chcck his visual judgment to gauge attitude, comparing his ability against the scope and instrument readings.
Having decided to retain the periseope, the mission planners and Cape
preparations team for MA-8 butted into fresh difficulties. The experimenlschedule had called for an ultraviolet airglow spectrograph to be put in the periscope's well. This spectrograph had been developed through the intensive work
of Albert Boggess, I II , at the Goddard Space Flight Center upon the request of the
N ASA H eadquarters Ad Hoc Committee on Scientific Tasks and Training for
Man-in-Space. Now the decision to carry the periscope forced the withdrawal of
the experiment, creating some disappointmenl among NASA's scientifically inlerested personnel. Even the implementation of this decision turned out to be somewhat of a problem . Preston's men tried to usc the periscope from the alternate
spacecraft (No. 19) but found it to be defective. By the end of August they
managed to install a standard periscope, "cannib<llized" from spacecraft No. 15."
Carpenter, the second astronaut to land with empty fuel tanks in the manned
orbital program, also suggested 'that a control·mode selector switch be integrated
with the control system to seal off the high th rusters until they were needed for
fast reaction maneuvers. The Project Office ap proved, and this fueJ-s<lving
switch was installed in the MA- 8 spacecralt. "
Aside from these and other minor modifications spacecraft No. 16 was a
duplicate of AUTora 7. Many of the technical changes were aimed at weight
reduction, fuel conservation , and adding extra su pplies for a longer mis.<;ion.
Deletions included the astronaut-observer camcra, one of two redundant command receiver.decoders, and the high-frequency voice transceiver. To increase
pilot comfort and save weight, the preflight preparations crew extracted the lower
leg section of the couch and substituted toe, heel , and knee rcs trainL~. During
the orbital phase of the mission, the knee restraints (auld be loosened. An
extra 15 pound~ of coolant water and an improved fastening technique for the
heatshicld center plug completed the list of additions."
While the engineers were working, Astronaut Schirm proceeded through the
most efficient fli ght tT;lining program yet undertaken. Except for added yaw.
recognition displays, he used the same procedures trainers that his predecessors
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had used; having a definite night plan, he could practice on his own specific mis~ion profile. He was able to work through his simulated retrofire and reentry
tasks in the Langley procedures trainer before the de\'ice was dismantled for shiplllent 10 Houston. And for personal physical conditioning, he oft en went swimming and water skiing."
L1.\e in Jllly, Preston reported that the work schedule for spacecraft No. 16
was aimed at a September 18 lau nch date. When the night preparation crews
added a sixth da y to their work week to compensate for various delays, the MSC
managers remained optimistic."
Some worry among the mission planners had been injected in July when
Project Dominic, an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC ) high.atmosphere nuclear
test ovcr the Pacific, had created a ncw zone of radiation, lower than the Van
\llen Ixlts. In the facc of this possible thrcat to an orbiting man, AEC, NASA,
and ~ l cDonnel l carefully studied a number of satellite and probe launchings in
August designcd to c.xplorc the bclt. After the solar batteries of 5Cveral s.1.tellites
failed- including A rill I , thc world 's first international satellite project, which
de\'eloped operational difficulties probably attributable to Dominic-t he investi·
g::ttors reported that the new radiation circlcd Earth at the ~omagnetic equator
and wa~ about 400 miles widc and 4000 miles deep. Sounding rockets by
telemetry data indicated rapid and continuing decay of radioactivity in the corridors of the next Mercury mission. By the cnd of August the radiation hazards
seemed negligible. The MSC engineers, distrusting the reports that all danger
had disappeared , installed a radiation dosimeter on the spacecraft hatch, provided the pilot with a hand-held model, and au achcd four more to Schirra's
prCSliurc suit. '· The h:md-held model could provide real-time indications during
the night.
Besides somc labor-managcment difficulties that momentarily hampered the
activities of the aerospace industry at this time, the booster for MA-8 contributed
its share of troubles. Atlas 11 3-0 was to havc been delivered to Cape Canaveral
toward thc end of July, but it failed its inilial composite tcst at the San Diego
factory. Finally it was shipped on August S. Then the Air Force, revealing
that its Atlas program had suffered fou r recent turbopum p failures, advised the
:'lhnned Spacecraft Center that No. 113- D would be put through a flight-readi.
ness static firing. Since the MA-S launch \'ehide would be the first onc in the
:'llercury program not having the two-second post-ignition hold-down time, the
O\ir Force felt the static firing to be an important requirement .
.-\. one-week slippagc was now added. But before the test could be made, the
Air Force and Convair inspectors found a fuel leak in a scam weld on the boostcr.
Calculating the time required for work to be done, on September 6 the MercuryAtlas launch operations committee rescheduled the mechanical and c1ectrical
matings of spacecraft and booster and three planned simulated flights. These
tests would continue through Septcmber 24, making October 3 the most likely
day for the l\IA-8 Iaunch.
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CLIMAX OF PROJECT MERCURY

Atlas 113- D actually differed little from its predttesoors in the manned flight
program. It incorporated a dozen or so technical changes from the 107-D configuration that had propelled Carpenter into orbic The fucl tank insulation
had been removed as a solution to some of the difficulties that had beset John
Glenn's booster (Carpenter's launch vehicle had retained the insulation). More
important, baffled fuel injecton (which had been found in static firing tests to
virtually eliminate the possibility of combustion instability) and thc accompanying
hypergolic ignition (in which fuel and oxidizer ignite on contact) were added to
I I 3-D. These innovations, therefore, eliminated the two-second hold-down at
ignition, saved fud, made for smoother initial combustion, and provided a safer
liftoff.1T
The tracking network for MA- 8 was augmented by five airborne relay stations, in Ihe form of five Air Force C-130s, to cover areas that otherwise would
have been out of communications range of the ground sitcs. The C-130s, each
equipped with ultra-high-frequency and very-high-frequency equipment for voice
relay, were based at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida; Ramey Air Force Base,
Puerto Rico; and Midway Island." The mixed recovery force, deployed by the
Department of Defense, included 19 ships in the Atlantic and nine in the Pacific.
Aircraft numbering 134 of various types covered primary and secondary spacecraft landing areas. In all, about 17,000 men, including over 100 aeromedical
monitors and specialists, made up the global MA-8 recovery forces.
Recovcry commandcrs in the Pacific directed a training course in spacecraft
and astronaut retrieval for appropriate teams, using boilerplate capsules, flotation
collars, and other gear provided by MSC. Major General Leighton I. Davis and
Walter C. Williams made an inspection tour to the Pacific to evaluate the training program and the overall recovery readiness picture. Later Kraft, reading
their findings, reported that preparations and materials seemed "reasonably well"
developed. But he was disappointed that NASA had been unable to enli!t the
support of another Navy radar ship equipped with FPS- 16 equipment for Cband operation and thus had to rely on two S-band ships instead. Kraft felt
that S-band radar, called "VCTlort" for its 7oo-mile "vcr)' long range tracking"
ability, was 1es5 reliable than the C_band. l t
H recovCTy was to go smoothly, interscrvice misunderstandings like the one
that had developed during Carpenter's rescue wouid have to be avoided. General Davis, the DOD military representative for Mercury support operations, had
reported to Sttretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara that the dday at Mercury
Control in the decision to pick up Carpenter had stemmed partially from a lack
of direct communication with the astronaut. To overcome this breakdown, the
recovery room in the Control Center was modified to permit almost instantaneous
communication between tracking stations and recovery forces; and Schirra's spacccraft was equipped with a long extension line, which would permit him to maintain voice contact even in the life raft. The extended period of suspense that
climaxed Carpenter's mission should never happen again in Projcct Mercury.~o
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.\t this juncturc, Prc.~idcnt Kenned> set out on .1 tour of the space centers of the
South to inspect and show his interest not only in the preparations for MA- 8 but
also in Ihc \ast array of technological talents being mobilized for the accelerated
space program, including the first lunar voyage. Kennedy new down to Cape
Canaveral to sec the Merritt Island Launch Area that was being built for the huge
Saturn V rockels. Then he wellt on to Houston to see the site for the managcment
and control eellIer on the Te;l.as eo.1stal prairie. Before a sweltering crowd halffilling the 72,OOO-.reat Rice Universit)" stadium , the President spoke on September
12, 1962, in e;lrncst defense of his proclaimed program for manned exploration of
the 1\ loon. "No man can fully grasp how far and how fast we have come," said
Kennedy. " The exploration of space will go ahead, whether we join it or
nO( . . . . It is one of the great adventures of all time, and no nation which expects
10 be the leader of other nations can expect 10 stay behind in the race for
space . . . . We intend to be first . . . . to become the world 's leading spacefaring nation." The youthful President then addressed one of his memorable
statements 10 those who had asked, " Why scnd a man to thc Moon?"
We SCI sail on this new sea. because there is !leW knowledge to be gained and
new rights 10 be won, and Ihe)" lIlust be won and "sed for the progress of all
people. For space science, like nuclear science and all !lxhnology, has no
conscience of iu own. Whelher it will become a fon::e for good or ill depends
on us, and only if Ihe United Stales occupies a position of preeminence can
we help dl.""eide whether this new ocean will be a $Ca of peace or a new, terrifying Ihealer of war. . .. Space can be explored and mastered without feeding
the fires of wa r, wi thout repeating the mistake that man has made in extending
his wril around this globe of ours."
If Presidcnt Kenn ed~··s remarks in Houston, later at the McDonnell fa ctor)"
III SI. I..()ui" and cI.>cwhere, prO\·ed an acc ura te reneetion of most Americans'
senti m enl~ about the space progra m , his words persuaded few of the vocal economic, political, and .«ieillifie conser....atives who were watching costs soar along
wilh Ihe engineering eITort . TIle NASA space budget alone for this fiscal year was
over $5 billion, I' hieh represented a tax of about 40 cents on each American per
week; but the Nation wa.~ prosperou$, the economy seemed sou nd, :'Ind critics of the
"spacc circ u ~·' were seldom hcard.
Toward the end of Scplcmi>er, all mission preparations, the a.~tronaut, the
spacecraft, and Ihe launch vc hide reached a high state of readiness. The space·
craft and thc booster mated well; Ihc ~imulated tCSb before mission ticked oIT
without furth er hitches; and Octohcr 3 thus rem;linoo a promising launch date.
Sehirra, \"iel'ing the elabor:\te preparation eITort , stud)ing his night plan, and
knowing that hi~ mi",ion invok ed the e\·a luation of the ca psule's ability to aceOlllpli~h a da\"-long night, recogn ized the immcnsit)· of the engineering etroct
behind him . In honor of tht~ labors, he selected the flame Sigm(l 7 for his spacecraft. "Since thi~ was to 1x:.01 engineering evaluation," he explained , Ihe nallle
chosen for Gllhlllc No. 16 wa.~ Ih .• t of an engineering ~) mbol for summation, Sigma,
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with the number seven added to 11 for the se\en·member r-. tereur)' astronaut
team. " Thus," he said. "was deri\'ed the name and symbol that was p.linted on
the spacecraft. Sigma 7." "
On the final lap toward lau nch day. Schirr" began a controlled diet on September 21; nine days later physician Ho\,aru .\. :\Iinncrs placed him on his lowresidue diet. Schirr3 complained mildly while adjusting to the low·residue food,
but in e\'ery other respect he was primed and ready. men tally and ph ysically .
. \ 5 al\\'ay~ when night day neared, the Mercury operations team th rough the
Weather Bureau su pport group kept a watchful eye on existing weather disturbances in both the Atlantic and Pacific areas. About 400 miles north by northeast of Puerto Rico, tropical ,torm Dai~~ churned the waters of the Atlantic, while
three ty phoons, Din ah , Emma, and Frieda, whipped Pacific wa\·cs. On October
I, 'Valtcr 'Villiams told the new~ corps eo\ering the night at the Cape tha t except
for the weather "a ll clements of the :\1 \ -8 nigh t arc in a go condition ae; of t hi~
time." Br.1 p.m . the foll owing da y, Willi am~ wa~ <;'l tisfied with the chances for
suecc-"s and decided to launch as planned ."
Notified b~ Williams that he had a 7 o'clock li ftoff ";l ppointment" the next
mo rning, Schirra dined lei~urcl r and retired ea rl y. Withou t any sleep-inducing
medication", the pitot drifted into , Iumher ~ h o rtl~ aft er 8 p.m. and got about five
hours of sound re~t . :\Iinnel" roused Schirra at I: 40 a.llI. to begin thc precise
readiness rOll tine, The astronaut showered. ~ h a\ed. and met with Gilruth, Williams, Sla\{on, and .\finnt:rs for breakfast. He ate heartily the "ast fonaut launch-
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ing breakfast," consisting of eggs, filet, dry toast, orange juice, and coffee, plus a
portion of a bluefISh that he had speared the day before. The major preflight
physical having taken place two days earlier, Minners checked Schirra briefly, pronouncing him in excellent physical condition. After Minners applied the physiological sensors to the astronaut's body, $chiTTa signaled to Joe W. Schmitt to assist
him in donning the silvery pressure suit. At a little past 4 o'clock, Schirra and his
attending retinue emerged from H anga r S.
As Schirra headed for the transfer van, Alvin B. Webb, a veteran space-newsman assigned by the press pool to report activities in that area, observed that the
ast ronaut seemed to be unusually relaxed and smiling, as compared to previous
astronaut~ on their way to the launch pad.
Seconds later, $chiTTa, carrying his
portable air conditioner, climbed aboa rd the van for a lcisurely ride toward the
flood-lit spire in the distance. As the van reached the blockhouse and gantry complex, Byron G. MacNabb, representing the Convair-Atlas team, greeted Schirra
a nd 5<1id : "On behalf of the crew of Pad 14, I wish you a successful flight and a
happy landing." Acknowledging this salutation, -Schirm boarded the elevator
and moved up the gantry. At 4:41 a.m. the astronaut slid inside Sigma 7."
THE TEXTBOOK FUGHT

As O ctober 3, 1962, dawned, television viewers and radio listeners in the

United States faced the day with a spectacular doubleheader in store: in the new
"world series" in space, the orbiting of il third Americ.1n; in the older W orld Series
on Eart h, the opening baseball game between the New York Yankees and the San
francisco Giants. Many d ials switched later in the day to the traditional nineinning sports event, hut two of the three major networks continued to compete for
the attention of Americans with minute-by-minute coverage of Sigma 7's six orbits:'
Schirra slipped into his capsule, buckled himself comfortably in the couch,
and smiled when he saw an automobile ignition key hanging from the handcontroller safety latch. This represented a tension breaker provided by the ground
crew. Then he began to inventor}' his geM inside the cabin-flight-plan bar
charts nead r placed in a slot just below the instrument panel, star charts arranged
in a rack to his side, cameras in place, and accessories stowed in his diu y bag.
When he stuck his hand in the glove compartment, he found some crinkly plastic
wrapped around a soft object that turned out to be a steak sandwich. Otherwise,
everything was as it should be, and Schirra began his prelaunch checkout tests. n
Outside thc spacecraft, technicians busily bolted on the side halch , and every
bolt sank neatly in its threads. From there 011 , the countdown proceeded rapidly
until about 6: 15 (T minus 45 minutes), when the Canary Island stalion reported
a malfullction in one of il~ radar sets. Since this equipment would be critical in
ascertaining the orbital parameters, Williams quickly called a hold in the countdown. The Canary radar required only 15 minutes 10 be fixed and for the next 45
minutes the countdown ticked off with precision.
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At 7: 15 a.m., the engines of Atlas 113-0 roared and the big booster rose from
the pad to rocket Schirm and Sigma 7 on their journey through space. " I have
the lift-off," Schirra shouted into his microphont!: to Slayton in the Mercury Control
Center, "and she feels real nice." Ten seconds above the pad, however, No. 113o telemetered signals showing an unexpected clockwise roll. Both primary and
secondary sensors inside the bunch vehicle, monitoring such movements to determine the seriousness of the situation, registered a rifling roll only 20 percent short
of an abort condition. Then, to the relief of the capsule and booster monitors in
thc control center, the threatening twist suddenly smoothed out. Schirra began
transmitting the status of his supplies and systems' operation. After a little more
than a minute, he realized that he seemed to be talking to himsell. Glancing
around the cockpit, he noted that evidently the noise associated with max q had
incorrectly operated the sound-activated radio microphone, and so he pushed the
button to talk to Slayton. Surely something should be done to obviate this problem, he thought, because he needed to keep his hand on the abort handle, or
"chicken switch," rather than having to press the "talk" button manually.
Schirra listened for booster engine cutoff; it came two seconds earlier than
programmcd. He saw a flash of light and smoke reflected from the booster engines
at the time the aft section parted from the sustainer. Seconds later the escape
tower jerked away from the top of Sigma 7, its rocket blast spreading a spotty film
on the window. Sustainer engine acceleration seemed slow, Schirra mused, but
since his escape tower had "really said 'sayonara,' " he could only wait and see if
the sustainer would bum long enough to accelerate him into orbit. Acceleration
seemed to drive on and on, the pilot said, and finally the sustainer engine cut off,
about 10 seconds late. Data registered on the control panels at the Cape indicated
a 15-foot-per-second overspeed that would send Schirra higher-176 miles-and
faster- 17,557 miles per hour-than any other astronaut had gone or would go
during Project Mercury.2f
When Sigma 7 parted from its Atlas rocket, Schirra turned on the auxiliary
damping controls to eliminate the spacecraft quivers produced by the blast of the
posigradc- rockets. Although he dearly wanted to look out the spacecraft window
at the scene below, Schirra fixed his eyes on the instrument pancl, flipped his
attitude control to the fly-by-wirc mode, and started a leisurely four-degree-persecond cartwhecl movement to obtain his correct orbital attitude position. Turnaround, which was deliberately slow to conserve fuel, used only three-tenths of a
pound from a total supply of almost 59 pounds of hydrogen peroxide. To Schirra
the thruster jets operated as if they had been programmed by a computer, providing
tiny single pulse spurts to obtain exactly the position he desired.1S
Now he could look out the window to track the sustainer tankage. Peering at
a prescribed spot, Schirra saw the spent vehicle come into view in the upper left
comer of his "picture" window, just as his prcdecC5S0rs had said it should. Glenn
and Carpenter had mentioned that their tankage appeared to be silvery in color;
to Schirra, his looked almost black, "with a white belly band of frost." The spent
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launch vehick seemed 10 have completed the same turnaround maneuver as the
spacecraft, because Schirra looked down its nouk. The Sigma 7 pilot saw none
of the ice crystals or contrails streaming from the tankage reported by Carpenter.
SchiTTa said that the Ay-by-wirc system that had been redesigned to use only the
low thrusters, if desired, served well to adjust his attitude to track the spent sustainer. The thrusters responded crisply and cut off without residual reactions.
Tracking the booster seemed even easier than following a target in an aircraft on an
air-to-air gunnery problem. SchiTTa nevertheless knew that he had neither the
attitude control and maneuvering thrust nor the computalional ability to perform
a rendezvous. There were simply too many conditions to be judged if he were to
solve the orbital mechanics task so shortly after launching. Schirra later expressed
the opinion that rendezvous with another vehicle in space appeared to be possible,
but that he belicved a pilot would have to have very precise attitude data to dfect a
coupling. He confirmed what students of celotial mechanics already knew, while
providing them with a feel for the problems of perceiving relative motion. Differences in velocity of only 20 to 30 feet per second between two objects in space
could be disastrous, he said.
As Schirra neared the Canary Islands, he turned aside from tracking the booster
to chcd: out the manual-proportional mode of spacecraft control. The pitchingup man~ver matched well with his experience on the procedures trainer. As
Grissom had done before him in Mercury-Redstone 4, Schirra noted that he tended
to overshoot his desired attitude position and that the manual mode of control
seemed "sloppy" compared with the semi-automatic modes. Manual-proportional
control clearly was not the best way to "park" the spacecraft in one attitude.
A far bcner method, he learned, WM to rely 0 11 ll}-b)-wire wilh luw thn.lslcl'!i uuly.
Passing over Nigeria, Schirra transferred spacecraft control to the automatic
stabilization and control system and busily monitored his panel dials. Minutes
later he had traversed the African continent without yidding more than once to
tht: temptation to watch the panorama passing beneath him. Moving toward
Zanzibar. SchiTTa began to feel warm. He d«ided to devote full attention to this
before somebody. as he said later in the poslfl.ight debriding, started "jumping up
and down in the control. center" and yanked him out of orbit. Frank H. Samonski,
the environmental control system monitor in the Mercury Control Center, had also
watched the temperature rise. At Mercury Controllhe suit heat signal, crttping
steadily upward, had indeed caused the ground controller.; to think about tenninaling the mission after the fir.;t circuit. Samonski conferred with Charles A. Berry,
who had relieved Stanley C. White as Right surgeon in the Control Center. 1kIT)'
believed that the astronaut was in good condition. He advised trying a second
orbit to s::e if the suit and its occupant could senle their temperature differences.
Kraft, the flight director, listened to the two men and deddt:d to give the go-ahead
to SchiTTa for a second orbit. Wrestling with communications checks and with
his suit temperature, he found himself halfway around the world before the Guaymas station relayed the official green light for his second orbit.
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Wh~n th~ t~mperatur~

probkm first appt:arcd, th~ control knob setting was at
Position 4. Prior to th~ flight, Schirra had established a proc~dur~ fOf just this
situation. Rath~r than rushing to a high St:tting, he slowly advanced the knob by
half a mark at a time, th~n waited about 10 minut~s to ~va1uat~ th~ chang~. Had
th~ valve ~n advanc~d too quickly, Ihe h~at ~xchang~r mighl have frozen and
reduced its effecti\'~ness ~v~n mort. By th~ time Position 7 was reached, Schirr3.
was much cooler and felt sur~ that his temJ)(:ratur~ problem was nearing resolution,
bUI for good measure he turned to Position 8. Shortly he became a little cool, and
Samonski recommended Ihal he return to Position 3.5. Schirra, thinking that
som~ kind of analysis had be~n performed in Ih~ M~rcury Control Ce nt~f, complied.
Immediat~ly noting that Ihe I~mperalur~ was rising again, h ~ quickly returned
Ih~ sctting to 7.5 and leEt it alon~ for a while.
Rounding Muchea, Australia, on his first pass, Schirra had nosed the small end
of Sigma 7 down to watch for the first ground fl are launch. He said that he saw
the flare before realizing the flash was only lightning. Shortly thereafter,
Woom~ra reported flare ignition; the pilot still saw lightning-but only as a big
blob of light, never like the jagged streaks seen nearer Earth. Again, as on past
missions, the flare launching afea was cloaked by clouds. Minutes later, howev~r,
h~ reported ~ing the outline of a city, which he guessed to be Brisbane, Australia.
With careful adjustments, Schirra pe~red into the periscope on his first night
trip through space, endeavoring to prov~ its optical advantages. Very graphically,
he finally reported, "I couldn't see schmalze Ihrough it. Schmatze translatro
m~ans nothing."
H~, lik~ Carpenter, found th~ periscope was excess baggag~
during the daytime and nearly useless at night. R~achi ng the morning side of
Earth nur Hawaii, he recoiled when the Sun, glaring through the scope, almost
blind~d him. Placing a chart over the scope, he commen t~d that it "helps no end
to cover up that blasted periscope."
Though h~ did not f~el rush~d in his few tasks, Schirra did notic~ a remarkable
"speeding up of ti me" as distance flew by so rapidly. After crossing the Pacific,
he reported to Scott Carpcnt~r at Cuaymas, Mexico, "I'm in chimp configuration," meaning that th~ capsule systems were all on automatic and working
beautifully. Even th~ t~mperatur~ range had now become mor~ comfortable,
and one more adjustment of the knob would end that problem. H e then told
Carpenter that he would soon !tart his first daytim~ yaw man~uver, using the
window as a refe renc~. Schirm said to Slayton, while sailing over the Cape,
that the "n::ticle is working well for yaw, as well as for almost any other attitude."
An)' objttt that could be seen on Eanh could be center~d on th~ window reticle
long enough to judg~ yaw misalignment. Always the most difficult of the three
axes to judge precisely, as demonstrat~d during MA- 7, yaw alignment with the
Right palh was a major control task to 'be tested by the MA-8 mission. Over
areas of extreme cloudiness, there was no worry so long as rihs or thunderheads
provided br~aks in th~ blanket of cloud cover. By the end of his first circuit,
Schirra felt he had become so ad~pt in determining yaw attitud~ that he could
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estimate any yaw angle his ship happened to take away from the night path.
The pilot for a .second time cardully compared hi5 visual ability, both with
and without the periscope, to position the capsule's attitude correctly. H e fdt
satisfied with the results. He eonced«:l that by using the periscope on high magnification he could obtain the yaw attitude faster than with the window, but
speed was unnecessary in most cases.
Schirm had to devote much of his time during the first orbit and a good portion of the second to correcting his suit temperature settings. Perspiration salted
around his mouth a~ a rc.~ult of suit inlet temperature reaching 82 degrees F; he
became quite thirsty, but he resisted opening the visor so the suit could have every
opportunity to settle in a more comfortable range. Despite the heat- which he
described as comparable to what he had endured mowing his lawn in Texas on
a summer's day- all other aspects of the night weTC going well. Sigma 7 had
consumed 1.4 pounds of fuel on the first orbit, Schirra noted as he reported the
status of the spaa:c rah systems. He saw the exterior particles first reported by
Glenn and tapped the cabin wall to obtain the same shower effect Carpenter
reported. Much of his conversation with the tracking sites invoh'ed the status
of his suit circuit. He Sttmed to enjoy talking with the communicaton during
hi5 fi rst orbit, but later he would complain that this became a chore, especially
when he was trying to concentrate on his work.
On Earth's nightside, Schirra reported that the Moon made an excellent yaw
rderence; after completing and reporting on the yaw maneuver, SchiTTa told
Slayton in the Mucury Control Center that he had shifted back to the automatic
system. By now the temperature had subsided enough to permit a quick drink
of water. He took the opportunity during this respite 10 report that all systems
were pcrfonning very well. So far he had felt only one unwanted spurt from a
24-pound thruster when he returned to ny-by-wire for a yaw-maneuver ex~rdse.
Becoming a little bored with automatic flight haUway around th~ world, $chiTTa
shifted to the manual-proportional syst~m and produced a similar moment of
double authority. About two perc~nt of the manual supply spat out in a pitch.
down motion of the spacecraft. " It was my boo-boo," he confCSSl!<l.
Over Muchea, Australia, on his second pass, Schirm began a more serious and
considcrably more difficult night-yaw experim~nt. He was to test his ability to
use celestial navigation to align the spacecrllft properly. Using star-finder
charts, Schirra was supposed to ori~nt himself by positioning Sigma 7 in relatlon
to known stars or planets and the Moon. Then he was to test his sense of facing
to the right or left of his flight path by watching the apparent motions of heavenly
bodies. The pilot found that the airglow layer was an excellent reference for
pitch and roll. This belt, which appeared very thick above the horizon, could
provide reference for these attitudes quit~ accurately. For experimentation with
the airglow layer, he positioned Sigma 7 so that it appeared to aim at the upper
layer of the belt. The panel indicators then showed a zero reference in pitch.
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Schirra conceded that night- yaw rde~nce could be a bit of a problem. The
field of \'iew from the window did not make it easy to identify the constellations
and find a known star. Preferring to obtain the correct yaw ~ rerence on the
daylig ht side, Schirra seemed to lack confidence in his ability to effect the night
maneuver. T o some dcgrtt his difficulty stemmed from his star-finder charts,
which had been fixed in their relationship to Earth for a period up to about 7: 16
a.m. on October 3. Schirm, now deep into the second orbit, knew that his
launch time had been 7: 15. The diffe~nee in time, plus his restricted field of
view, n::duced the value of this night-yaw exercise; hut as it turned out, telemetry
data received at the l\l uchea tracking station showed his error to be only four
degrees.
During the night-yaw maneuver, Schirm happened to notice on<: c.xcellent
celestial pattern that he could use to align the spacecraft in the retrofire position
when it was time to reenter the atmosphere. Checking the panel indicators
against his own observations, he determined that the correct retrofire attitude
would place the planet Jupiter in the upper right·hand com er of the window, the
double-star constellation Grus tracking in from the left side of the window, and
the star Fomalhaut at the top of the window, ncar the center.
Across the Pacific, Schirra again placed the controls in the automatic, or
"chimp configuration," mode. He chatted with Grissom at the H awaiian site
about how well the spacecraft's systems were working. Grissom had made some
rather strong points concerning the manual-proportional control operation during
his suborbital flight, and the two astronauts, in a space-to-Earth conversation,
compared notes. Just as Hawaii lost his signal and California picked it up,
Schirr3 called that the " fireflies" were coming into view. " 1 have a delightfu l
~p)rt for one John Glenn," he told the California communicator.
" } do sec
fireflies. " Impressed by the view out of the window, even though much of the
California coast was covered with clouds, Schirra remarked to Glenn, " It's kind
of hard to describe all this, isn't it, John?" Suddenly, through rifts in the clouds,
he could sec San Clemente Island, off the coastline. Then, looking northeastward ,
he saw more of the coastal area come into view, followed by thc Salton Sea, an
excellent view of lower California, the ridges of M ount Whitney, and several roads
in the M ojave Desert area.
Although $chirra flew higher than either Glenn or Carpenter, he was rather
unimpressed by the height of his voyage. Psychologically he had prepared himself for space flight , knowing that he ..... ould be flying 10 times higher than he had
ever flown before. But once in space, the number, size, and detail of the objects
he could sec with the unaided eye, such as roads and terrain changes, made him
actually feci no higher than he had climbed in an aircraft. "Same old deal,
nothing new," he remarked in debriefing, " might as well be in an airplane at
40- to 50-thousand fttl altitude."
According to his flight plan, if the yaw-reference checks had been satisfactory
Sigma 7 would be phased into drifting flight during the third orbit. After giving
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Siaylon a systems status report, Schirm proceeded to cage the spacecraft's gyros,
cut off its eleclrical power, and allow Sigma 7 to drift through space. Schirra
look this opportunity to make an old psychomotor experimcnt that Robert B. Voas
a year earlier had asked to be perionned. C hoo.<;ing three dials on the control
pand, he dosed his eyes and attempted to touch thc target points. In a total of
nine trials, he made onl) three errors, the largest being a displacement of some two
inches. The weightless state, he concluded, crcatcd no disoricntation or ncw problems in blindly reach ing for his comrols.
After that test, Schirm drifted along, reporting his status again to the Callary
station and enjoying a brief period of looking out the window. He mentioncd that
his outer pane was streaked with a pinkish-orange film and surmised that this had
emanated from the exhau~1 gases of the launch escape rocket. According to his
Aight plan, he was supposed to eat and drink now; although he said, "I'm having
a ball up here drifting," cat and dri nk he did-peaches and ground bed mush
from squeeze tubes.
Out over the Indian Ocea n, he informed the tracking ship in that vicinity that
he had switched the electrical power back on and gone into ny-by-wire contral to
check systems operations after the "powered down," or free-flight, period. Excitedly, the Indian Ocean ship communicator told S<:hirra that some of the crew
topside had actua lly caught sight of Sigma 7 for five minutes and through nine
degrees of tracking. SchifTa, quite pleased, said, " I'll have to go by and say hello."
The pilot then reported that powering up again presented no difficulty; all S)'Sh:ms
worked beautifully, with absolutely no responses from the high thrusters.
Smoothly transferring into the automatic stabilization and control sylitem, he began
tn lnnk Inw:lrIi Ihr h"'aw~n~ fOf hmiliar stars_ \ Vhen the l\ioon hiled to show, h..
went to the fly-by-wire, low-thruster control to bring it into sight. He identified
Cassiopeia during the process, then said, "There's our friend the Moon ." Over
Muchea again by this time, he told the communicator that he had locked the
automatic system onto the disk of the Moon. Mercury Control had alerted the
ground stations to pay particular altention to fuel usage by the thrusters. Canton
Island and K auai, Hawaii, rolled by underneath with everything working so well
that Grissom, at thc Hawaiian station, gave Sehirra the official good news that he
had a "go" for the full six orbits.
As Sigma 7 came ncar the California tracking site on its third pass, Schirra
told Glenn, " I'm going to shove off for a relaxation period," meaning he would
cut his electrical power, cage his gyr05, and start drifting again. Schirra's Aight
schedule now called for experi mellIal obscT\'a tion.~ a nd photography. He had to
struggle getti ng Ihc camera out of the dilty bag, but once out it was weightless, and
Sehirra easily snapped pictures frofU Baja California to Cuba as Sigma 7 drift ed
along beautifully. Nearing the Cape, Slayton asked lor a radialion reading from
the hand-held dO!iimetcr. S<:hirra replied that the value was so small that it was
nearly unreadable. Then Kraft himself came on the air to compliment Schirra,
to urge him to look for the giant Echo balloon-shaped satellite on his next passover
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Zanzibar, and to notify him that his voice would !)(: broadcast live for two minutts
during his ncxt flight across North America. The cnthusiastic pilot then exclaimed that he had just drifted into an invcrtcd ~ilion ( head to Earth) and " for
some reason or another, you can tcllthat the bowl [spacecrah ] is upside down."
Hc SilW the whole eastern eoastlinc of the Unitcd States, took a picture of that, and
then anothcr of an interesting cloud formation. Still complaining that the camcra
was difficult 10 extract, he decided not to stow it in the case for a whilc. As for
Echo, he lIe\ er S.1W that (or any other) man-made satellitc while in orbit.
Floating through space around thc world on his fourth orbit, Schirra took
pielUTes that struck his fancy, watched thc nightfall, Ttcognited sevcral stars as
thc)' appearcd , and looked at lightning in the thunderstorms covering portions of
thc Australian continent. As hc camc o\'cr thc Pacific command ship, he facetiously reportcd to Shcpard that his hydrogen peroxide had not evaporatcd and
suggested that thcy should make some plans, the next time around, about retrofire
countdown. Schirra then IUm:d on the radar ships HllnlJ/Jille and IV alerlown for
a communications check. As Hawaii was sliding by, he told Grissom that he was
in inverted flight and that the impression was similar to "looking out a railroad
train window. You sec the terrain going by you." The yaw attitude ofthc spacecraft was dcarly disccrnible against this background.
As he approached, head down and looking toward California on his fourth
pass, Schirm joked with Glenn about his "real weird attitude" and transmitted
another short status report. Then at 6 hours, 8 minutcs, and 4 seconds elapsed
time [rom launch, Schirra and Glenn began a dialogue heard by much of the west·
em world via radio and television:
GI.J:!"!": Okay, Sigma 7. This is Cal Cap Com. You're at 6 :08. Two
minutes on live TV. Go ahead, Wally.
SCIIIIlIU.: Roger, John. Just came out of a powered-down configuration
whcre we had Ihe ASCS inverter ofT. h came up in good shape and will star
on now for the rest of the flight. The amps and volts are reading prop·
erly. . . . I'm coming toward rou inverted this time, which is an unusual way
for any of us to approach Colifomia, I'll admit.
GLEN!": Roger, Wally. You got anything to say to everyone watching
you across the coumry on this thing? Were going out live on this.
ScHUlIl,,,: That sounds like great sport. I can see why you and Scott like
it. I'm haYing a trick now. I'm looking at the United States and starting to
pitch up slightly with this drifting rate. And I see the moon, which I'm sure
no one in the United States can see as well as I right now.
GLENN: I think you're probably right.
ScHlRAA: Ha-ha, I suppose an old song, "Drifting and Dreaming," would
be apropos at this point, but at this point I don't haye a chance to dream. I'm
enjoying it too much.
GU:NN: Things are looking real good from here, Wally.
SeH1RRA: Thank you, John. I guess that what I'm doing right now is sort
of a couple of Immelmanns acrms the United States.
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And here ended Schirra's epistle from space. Glenn continued the conversation in relative privacy, asking whether Schirra had noticed anything surprising
about the haze layer. Schirra replied with another understatement-"It's quite
fascinating" - but later he recalled that this phenomenon had been his biggest
spatial surprise. Both Glenn and Carpenter had briefed him on the night view of
the horiwn from the hl':avens, but "it just never did sink in to ml': that it was as large
in magnitudl': as it really was." Schirra remarked that thl': airglow layer coverl':d
about a quarter of his view out the window. When fir.!t sighted, he said, "I
thought it was clouds, until star.! appeared below." n
Halfway through thl': fourth orbit, liquid colll':ctl':d ovcr the inncr surface of his
hdml':t faCl':pl ate, evidently from the water coolant circuit. Although Schirra was
annoyed by this probll':m for the next two hours, he was thankful that the suit temperature remained reasonably comfortabk. So long as his visor was seakd, he
had to crane his head abo ut inside the hdmet to find a clear view out of the faCl':plate. He was still reluctant to disturb his suit temperature by opening his visor to
wipeitc1ean.
Going into his fifth orbit, Schirra told Slayton by radio relay that the flight had
been his first opportunity to rdax since the previous December. His life had
suddenl y become so sedentary that he gladly used the bungee cord exerciser to
tone up his muscles a bit. "Not exactly walking around," he said, "but a little
bit of stretching." Ikcause Sigma 7 was now over the Yucatan Peninsula, communications with the Cape were a little strained, causing Slayton to quiz Schirra,
" Did you say you'd like to get up and walk around?" The ground controllers
cleared the matter by switching circuits to a rday communications aircraft.
Schirra now began another check of the manual-proportional attitude controls,
recording a third brief instance of double authority control. Regarding this
latest spew of fud , he complained that he "really fiotchl':d it. It's much too easy
to gl':t into double authority, e"en with the tremendous logic you have working on
all these systems." H is check of all the axes of movement proved that the manualproportional system W3.'i still in good ..... orking order. After this trial he returned
to observing and photographing targets of opportunity.
As he prepart:d to look for the 140-million candlepower light near Durban,
South Mrica, Schirra reported "getting some lighted areas over the southern tip
of Africa. . .. I definitely have a city in sight." Betting that this was Port Eliza·
beth, a city a little more than 300 miles to the southwest of Durban, Schirra did not
seem surprised that Durban was being drenched with rain and its brilliant light was
not visible on this pass.
Passing into its fifth revolution of Earth, Sigma 7 still perfonned beautifully
in all respects. Astronaut Schirra had little to tell the ground tracking station
except to repeat how .....c11 the systl':ms were working and how gorgeous were the
sights. With each orbil , he was now moving farther from the beaten track
nominaJ to a three-pass flight, and the periods of silence were longcr. A lighted
area appearing much like an airport showed up in what he surmised were the
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Philippine Islands. "Possibly it's at Zamboanga," he guessed, a city on the south·
west coast of Mindanao. Minutes later he talked with Alan B. Shepard aboard the
Pacific command ship, reporting with pleasure that his fuel supply stood at 81 and
80 percent in the automatic and manual tanks, respectively. His oxygen supply
was properly pressurized, and his suit temperature was at a comfortable 62 degrees.
Shepard replied, "Well, I could say that you were definitely go." Quickly he
checked in with the Huntsville and Watertown, presenting, as he put it, a "hunky
dory" report. As the pilot came over the Kauai station, Grissom fed him the
correct retrosequence time that he should use on his next, and final, pass. Checks
with Glenn at Point Arguello and with Carpenter at Guaymas showed that com·
munications should be good for checkoff and reentry during the sixth orbit.
Schirra then bade farewell to South America with a "Buenos dias, you.all," to the
Quito, Ecuador, communications relay station.
Going into the sixth orbit, Schirra almost regretfully began his preparations to
return to Earth. On his last pass over South America, heavy cloud coverage
obscured most of the hemisphere but he did catch sight of a large winding river.
He reached for the slow-scan camera and pointed it downward at the surface of the
window to capture the view, making a panoramic shot of the continent that he
thought would aid the Weather Bureau in continental cloud analyses. Then he
stowed the camera, rearranged the contents of the ditty bag and glove compart·
ment, and began going down the checklist of actions to be accomplished before
retrofire and rt:entry.
He shifted the control mode from the automatic system to the fly-by·wire, lowthrusters, and found his command of the system still worked well. He looked
briefly out the window for the lights of Durban, but clouds still hid the glow of that
huge lamp from sight. He closed the faceplate, found it fogging again, and
opened it briefly to wipe the visor clean. The instrument panel showed that the
inverter temperatures were in a good range, that the battery \'oltage checked out
high, and that the oxygen pressure was holding its mark. Although quite com·
fortable, he decided to advance the suit-circuit knob "just a tad to increase the
cooling for reentry," to Position 8. The checkoff proceeded so methodically that
he had time to try another eYe5-closed orientation test. He reached for the manual
handle and felt it in his grasp. Then he reached for the emergency handle but
brushed an adjacent radio box before touching it.
Down below, the Indian Ocean ship communicator asked if he needed any help
in completing the pre·retr05CCIuence checklist. "Negative," he replied. All was
in readiness for the last-minute arming of the retrorocket squibs. He waited and
watched until he came in range of Shepard aboard the Pacific command ship. In
the darkness, he viewed a moonset, saw the proper star and planet pattern for his
correctly aligned attitude swing into view, and noticed that one of his fingertip lights
had burned out. Musing out loud for whoever could lislen, he likened his situa·
tion once again to riding a train on celestial tracks leading back toward Earth.
Listening to the humming of the systems, he was reminded also of a ship underway
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at sea. As a pilot, Schirra curiously refused to compare his limited control of the
spacccrah with his freedom of maneuver in aircraft.
When he came into range of the Pacific command ship, he glanced at the fuel
levels : 78 percent in both the automatic and manual tanks, the meters read.
Shepard asked him how he stood on the checklist. Completed, with the exception
of anning the rocket squibs, Schirra replied. He told Shepard that his ship was
holding wdl in the retroattitude mode on the automatic system, that the high
thrusters were in good working order, and that he had the manual-proportional
system in a standby position. With everything set, Shepard gave the countdown
to arm the squibs on the "Mark!" Next came thc retrosequence countdown.
Eight hours and 52 minutes after Sigma 7 lifted off from the Cape, the first retrorocket fired . When Schirra punched the button for this action, the tiny instant
of time before the firing "seemed agonizingly lang." As each retrorocket fired
crisply at five-second intervals, Schirm was pleasantly amazed that the spacecraft
appeared to hold as steady as a rock. Quickly he checked this impression with a
glance out of the window ; the star pattern he could see did not even appear to
quiver. After retrofire he checked the automatic fud gauge and found the needle
hovering between 52 and 53 percent.
Then Schirra shifted gears to his favorite f1y-by-wire, low-thruster mode of
control. He armed the retropack jettison switch and the spent unit spun away.
Shortly after retrofire his attitude control felt "a little bit sloppy," and he felt himself wobble toward reentry. Although this could have been corrected by using the
low thrusters, he intentionally cut in the high thrusters to get into position quickly.
SchilTa pitched Sigma 7 up to the 14-degrec reentry attitude with no difficulty and
cut in the automatic control mode to damp away undesirable motions. Then, as
the engineers had asked him to do, he turned on the fucl-gulping rate stabilization
control system ( RSCS ). His return to the atmosphere was " thrilling" to the astronaut. He said the sky and Earth's surface really began to brighten, but, most
surprisingly, the "bear" he rode felt "as stable as an airplane."
Sehirra realized that he had heard none of the hissing noises reported by Glenn
and Carpenter. Possibly, he Ihoughl, his concentration on the rate control system
caused him to miss the sounds. Having conserved his hydrogen peroxide so well
thus far, Schirra was quite perturbed with the rate system because he could see the
fuel supply being dumped like water being flushed. Resisting the temptation to
swi tch to a more economical mode of conlrol because the engineers wanled 10
evaluate this system once and for all, he pulled his eyes away from the gauge and
looked out the window. He could see the green glow from air friction that Carpenter had reported. T o him it looked limeade in color, aJmost chartreuse.
Sudde nly, as a three-foot strap flopped past the window, he exclaimed, "My gosh!"
Then he remembered, "That's the same thing John saw."
Soon the barometric altimeter dial came into operation, and Schirra calmly
wai ted for the needle to edge toward the 40,OOO-foot reading. Hc punched the
drogue button, hc.1rd a "strong thrumming," and then felt the drogue parachute
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pop op<:n. What had felt like a smooth highway 1I0 W seemed like turning off on
"a bumpy road," As long as he could, the astronaut strained to watch "the drogue
up there pounding away," but the window became vinually occluded by smoky
deposits from reentr)', Schirra then turned back and nipped on thc fud jeuison
switch.
AI the 15,000-[001 ma rk he ejected the main parachute and saw it stream and
blossom at 10,500 feet. This erent , as Schirra quipp<:d, "sort of put the cap on
the whole thing." As he started his descent to Earth, Sehirra remarkw to Shepard , " I think thcy're gonna put me on the number 3 elevator" of the carrier
KtQTj(uge. Sigma 7 missed this mark by a scant 4.5 milcs downrange from the
planned landing point, but the recovery force had the spacecrah well within its
sights electronically and visually. The carrier made radar contact with Sigma 7
at a sl:tnt-range of 202 milcs; 90 miles uprange from the carrier, s."ilors of the
destroyer R enshaw reported hearing a sonic boom. Men on the deck of the
KeorJarge then saw a contra il, while a few of its crew claimed to sec the drogue
and others heard two succcssi\'e sonic booms and s."w the main chute un[url.
\fter nine hours and 13 minutes in night, Sigma 7 settled on the water, in full view
of the ship's crew and the cameras of newsmen.
Sigma 7 hit the surface with a " plop," as Schirra described it, and "went way
down" before it surfaced and floated. He waited patiently for 45 seconds and
then broke off the main parachute and switched on the recovery aids. Inside,
the spacecraft remained dry and the temperature range was very com fortabl e as
Sigma 7 rode the lazy ocean swells. This condition promptw the pilot to exaggerate in debriefing thai he "could stay in there forever, if necessary." Through
Ihe window he could sec the green d)'e permeating the water in a widening perimeter, and he knew that the whip antenna had telescoped out full y. Seeing the
antenna pole deploy ..... hile Sigma 7 was still submerged, Schirm later joked that he
thought he might spear another bluefish. All was .....ell, and so far as this test pilot
could judge, the Mercury spacecraft " had gone to the top of the list," even over
the FaF aircraft he liked so well.
Long berore Schirm's splashdown, the KeaTJarge had launched helicopters
with swimmer teams, and soon three swimmers jumped into the dye beside the
Roating capsule. During the 30 sc<:onds while he was keeled over in the water,
Schirra had had some trepidation about his watertight illlegrity. He momentarily
wished for the pressure regulator handle that had been deleted from Sigma 7 10
save another pound of weight. As the capsule righted itself and remained shipshape, he noticed that communications had been better with Hawa ii than they
Wert with the Kearsarge. The para rescue men then cut the whip antenna and
attached the Rotation collar around the h ea l~hic:ld. Since he was comfortable,
he radiow a request to the helicopter pilot that he "would prefer to stal' in and
have a small boat come alongside" and tow him to the carrier's cranes. Five men
piled into a motor whaleboat and within minutes had covered the half-mile to the
bobbing Sigma 7 and anached a tow line to it.
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Some nine hours and 54 minutes after launch, the small space ship was hoi~ted
aboard the huge ca.rrier. rive minutes btcr Schirra whacked the plunger to blow
the explosive hatch, incurring the same kind of superfi cial hand injury as Glenn
before him. He stepped out onto the deck of the Kearsarge and paused to
acknowledge the jubilant shoul~ and applause of the ship's crew . As he walked
down to the ship's sick bay, Schirra looked tircd and hot but happy. When reporters called out, " How do you feel, Wally?" he replied , " Fine," with a flip of the
hand.
For the next three days, the Kearsarge was to be his home during the medical
examinations and technical debricfings. While still in his space su it and sitting
on a cot in the officers' sickroom, he received successive congratulatory telephone
calls from President Kcnnedy, his wife Josephine Schirra, and Vice President
J ohnson.:IO
R ichard A. Pollard of MSC, Commander Max Trummer of the Navy, and
several other physicians began to check Schirm in evcry medical way possible.
When his phone calls were completed, about 45 minutes after he came on board,
the systematic examinations began. At first appearance, the spaceman 5howed
no evidcnce that he was dizzy or required walking assistance. He told the
physicians, " I feel fine. It was a textbook fli ght. The flight went just the way I
wanted it to." Contrary to the impression of some newsmen, the physicians did
not find Schirm ovcrly fatigucd. Hc talked easily and actively assisted in his
postflight physical. Only after he had been strapped on a tilt table did several
unusual symptoms bcgin to appear. For example, when lying supine his heartbeat
averaged 70 a minute; standing, it rose to IDO. Blood pressure readings, although
not so pronounced in range, registered differently in standing, sitting, and prone
positions. H is legs and feet assumed a dusky, reddish-purple color when Sch irr"
stood up, connoti ng that his veins were engorged. This condition persistcd for
about six hours, and thcn thc astronaut was permitted to retire for the night. The
next morning Schirra's heart and blood pressure readings were near nonnal, and
therc was no evidence of pooling of blood in his legs when he stood.
Other Ih"n this minor anomaly, and the small lesion on his hand, Schirra
seemed nonc the worse for his lengthy weightless sojourn in space. Life-systems
specialists in NASA, "t McDonnell, and at AiResearch, however, had another
question: Wh" t caused the elevated suit temperatures during the first two orbits?
Post flight in~pectors dug into the matter promptly. The technical ills of the spacecraft's sy51elll~ wen: mUle easily detClmiued than the ~ ul}\lelics uf mail's physiulugical system j as it turned out, the now in the suit coolant circuit had been impeded
by the silicone lubricant on a needle valve's having dried out and flaked.
Postflight inspection of Sigma 7 found little else that seemed out of the ordinary. Circular cracks on the ablation shield werc modcrately larger than on
Glenn's and Carpenter's spacecraft; also it appeared that the shield had banged
into the fiber-glass protcctive bulkhead upon impact, causing several small holes.
Once again the heatshield showed some delamination from the center, but it still
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appeared, as in past nights, that this occurred after reentry. Char depth on the
shield, about a third of an inch, was quite nominal. The shield's cen"ter plug,
which had lxen 10Cl5C or missing after previous missions, stayed tightly in place.
All in all, the inspectors found very few problems to analyze or to correct. The
quality of the mission, of the hardware, of the software, of procedures, and of the
pilot were all superb. In terminology the engineers agreed with Schirra that MAS was a "text book flight"-the best SO far.
Walter Williams was especially jubilant over the MA- 8 success; now he could
confidently tum his operations team to the task of the day-long mission. Schirra':;
conservation of fuel and the excellent manner in wh ich the spacecraft had per·
formed, he said, made planning for MA-9, if not routine, at least considerably
easier. ~\
Upon leaving the Kearsarge, Schirm received the leis of H awaii and a tum ultuous aloha. Then he /lew back to Houston. In a press conference at Rice
University, he reported about his spatial voyage to an American public that now
was more conversant with the terminology of space technology. Thereafter, the
hamlet of Oradell, New Jersey, greeted its most famous son, and from there
Schirra went to Washington to receive the NASA Distinguished Service roo'ledal
from the President and, from the Chief of Naval Operations, the Navy's anchored
version of the eovcted astronaut's wings. Th roughout the national hurrahs,
however, the thoughts and words of participants in Project Mercury tum«i
toward the advent of the day-long mission, another step toward reaching the
lunar landing goal in the decade of the sixties. a •
In mid·October 1962 the frightening Cuban missile crisis raised the spectre of
lLU!.JC<l1" hulocau~t. T h is dampened w ml: of lhe poslflight Lelt:lll-;niUIIS fur Sdlirfd.
When President Kcnned} appeared on nationwide television to explain his actions
in blockading Cuba to foree the Soviets to withdraw their ballistic missi les from
Fidel Castro's island, Americans perhaps for the first time became acutdy aware
of the differencc:s between medium-range (200-S00-mile) "defensive" missiles
and intermediate-range ( IOOO- ISOO-mile ) "offensive" rocket weapons. Neither
the ICBM deterrent (defined:'ls havi ng an operational range of about 6000 miles)
nor the success of Kcnncdy's confrontation of Kh rushchev over Soviet IRBMs in
Cuba could enlircly rebx the tension built up by this crisis. But it probably did
more than an)' manned spacc flight had to educate the public on rdative thrust
capacities of rockets.
REDEVELOPMENT FOR

MA-9

The flight of Sigma 7 had been so nea rl}' idyllic that some observers, whether
from C) nicism or a kind of parental possessivcness, believed Project Mercury should
be concluded on Schirra's positivc note. Any further attcmpt at manned satel·
litc Oight with this first.gcneration hardware might press the program's luck too
far and end sourly, if not cabmi tously. T o cancel Mercury now would ensure
the reputation of the project. Others argued it would sacri fi ce the living poten·
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tial, a..~ \Iell as the intense de<irc, of the J\lcrcur~ team to te~t man in space for
one full day.n
Among Manned Spacecraft Center officials, there was no real decision to be
made here ; "lercury had begun in earnest in 1959 with a lision of an ultimate
18-orbit mission. But by OClaber 1959, the inexorable growth in capsule weight
,md power requirements and the limitations of the network had forced the Space
Task Group to crase that \'i~ion. The [8-orbit mission for "Iercury had been
relil'ed by the summer of [961, in conjunction with serious planning for Project
:\pollo and for a "J\ lark I I" ballistic capsule design. And II hen Project Gemini
was publicly named on January 3, 1962, as an interim program to fill the \'oid
before Apollo could be de\'e1oped, J\lcrcury engineen were already dnving head·
long toward the rc\'il'cd 18-orbit, 27·hour mission. 3 '
During the period from September 1961 to January [962, the word "capsule"
had been erased from Mercury vocabulary in favor of the word "spacecraft." It
was then that the Spacc Task Group (STG ) became Manned Spacecraft Center
(MSC), and NASA Headquart e~ reorganized Abc Sil\'el"'tein's Office of Space
flight Programs into an Office of "fanned Spaec Flight under a new director.
O. Brainerd Holmes. In the midst of all this confusion, onc thing had been clear:
a ~lcrcury spacecraft would haH: to fill the gaps in space, time, and knowledge
before a Project Gemini two·man capsule could he de\'cloped and qualified.
A[though the physiological effects of extended exposure to weightlcs.~ncss were still
of primary imere<;t, the only local policy issue was whether to adopt another
change in nomenclature. Should the day·long sustained space flight Ix called
MA-9 or Manned One.Oay Mission {MODM ) ? "
Throughout the spring and :>ummer of 1962, ~1ercur}' engineers, both at
NASA cente~ and in SI. Louis, had studied vanous design proposals for advanced
I'ersions of the ballistic spacecraft. The first Gemini capsule mockup review had
been held at the fact ory on March 29. ",bout the same time that Lewis R. Fisher,
James E. Host, William M. Bland, Jr., Robert T. EI'erline, and others had completed the specifications for a MereuI') spacecraft for the manned one-da)' flight.
Not until September, hOII'el'er, were negotiations settled with "1cDonnell over
configuration changes to the four capsules ~t aside for thi\ purpose (Nos. 12, 15 ,
17, and 20). A week before the Schirm flight, NASA Headquarters announced
a new plan to phase Mercury into Gemini more quickly, if MA-8 and MA-9
met all expectations""
After Sehirra, Atlas III 0, and Sigma 7 excelled those expectations in nearly
e\'ery respect, the Manned Spacecraft Center forwarded its sixteenth quarterl)
status report to NASA Headquarters, claiming:
This report will be the final in the series of Project MERCURY, as such,
since the MA-8 flight was the last mission of Project MERCURY. Future
reporu, although they will continue wilh thc following number (17 ), will be
on the $latus of the Manned One·Day MiMion (MOD:\1.) Project (l\'fER.
CURY Spacecraft).
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Robert Gilruth's team, now located in temporary quarters at 13 buitdings scauered
o\'.::r southeast Houston, was planning on an April I ~ti:i launch date for J\lA~9,
using spacecraft No. 20. On NO\'embcr 9, 1962, MSC's senior staff dccided to
aim for 22 rather than 18 orbits (or 34 rather than 27 hours), if all went
norma11y.3'
Walter Williams, C hristopher Kraft , and K.::nneth Kleinknecht proceeded
to coordinate the mission planning with the Defense Department. This flight
would invoke vastly expanded support, because MA~9 was to criss-cross virtually
all of Earth's surfacc between latitudes 33 degrees north and south of the equator.
L. Gordon Coopcr was officially :mnouneed as the pilot and Alan Shepard was
named alternate in mid-November. McDonnell had estimated that this mission
alone would cost $17 ,879,834 to complete, but as yet the Air Force, Navy, and
Army participants had not conferred with NASA about new needs for the recovery
network and medical support." Clearly the MA~9 operation would not be able
to challenge the 64-orbit feat of Nikolaye\' in V o.'/ok [[[nor thc 48 orbits of Popovich in the tandem Vostok [V , but MA- 9 should go well beyond Titov's 17 orbits
in Vostok [I.
Meanwhile NASA and the Manned Spacecraft Center took their cues from
President Kenned y and Administrator James E. Webb to mobilize greata effort
toward the longer-rang.:: goals symbolized by Projcct Apollo. Only 55 persons
staffed Kleinknecht's Mercury Project Office specifically to coordinate the diverse
preparations for MA- 9. Of the 2500 people employed by MSC in January 1963,
only 500 were working directly on Mercury. The Gemini and Apollo teams were
rapidly taking shape. NASA had just honored a group of nine old-time engineers
from the Space Task Group as the " Mercur y Spac.::crah Inventors." The list of
innovators was headed by Maxime A. Faget, and included Andre 1- Mey.::r, Jr.,
William Bland, Alan B. Kehlet, Willard S. Blanchard , Robert G. Chilton, Jerome
B. Hammack, Caldwell C. Johnson, and Jack C. Heberlig . But of that group of
designers and developers, onl y Bland still remained employed in the Mercury
Project Office. The rest had gone to work on Gemini and Apol1o. ~
One of the more significant New Year's resolutions enacted by NASA in 1963
was the appointment of a Manned Space Science Planning Group and of a Panel
on Inflight Scientific Experim.::nts, known informall y as POISE, chaired respectively by Eugene M. Shoemaker and John A. O'Keefe. These two new groups
were established to replace the Ad H oc Committee on Scientific Ta~ks and Trilin.
ing for Man-in-Space and to ensure closer coordination between the Manned
Spacecraft Center and the NASA Office of Space Sciences. They were only
temporary expedients, staffed by most of the sam.:: people who had served earlier
as consultants, but at least th.:: manned space science programs for Gemini would
be hom more respectably than those for Mercury.'"
At the first MSC senior staff meeting in 1963, Walter Williams warned his
colleagues that two rec.::nt failures in Atlas-F launchings by the Air Forc.:: were
inexplicabk, or so far, at least, unex plained. Unless inv.::stigating committtts
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could dear up these fallures -.oon. ;Ibsoll ing the ,\tlas-D from any guilt by association, the M /\ -9 ~ehedule nught ~uffer, ,\fter five years of developmental experience, the Atla~ IC B:,\i had appro.1ched but still not attained a ~Iiability high
enough for comfort. The Atla ..., elen as modified and "gold-plated" by the "manrating" tests and procedurc-~, \\a ~ still basically a b:l llistic missile, only converted
and not d c~igned to launch men into space. . \fter five consecutive ~ I ercur}'-Atlas
launches "ithout:l f:lilure, it lIas all too easy to forget this fact. " \\'hen the 130D, Coopcr'~ " bird," was first rolled out of the factory in San Diego on J anuary 30.
it failed to pa'>s inspection and was retumed for some rewiring.
Amid some charges from impatient newsmen that NASA had "muzzled"
Cooper, the prime pilot look time out on Februar~ 8 to hold a press conference in
Houston that refuted such public "peculation. Cooper forthrightly admilled what
little he knew abollt the booster problem and am\\ered in picturesque detail a host
of questions about new developments for his space suit, his spacecraft, his mission.
"This is going to prac tically be a nying camera," he said , explaining the new slowsca n tclel i~ion monitor, the 70-millil11eter Has.."Clblad and its different film p:leks,
the special zodiacal-light 35-millimeter camera, and a 16-millimeter, all.purpose
mOl'ing'piclUre camera. Cooper had difficulty convincing some reporters that the
dura tion of the :\(.\-9 mission would depend on how \\ cll it went- for "as man)'
as 22 orbits"· and that he was still "struggling" to find II .'> ultable name for spacecra ft No. 20. But otherwise he talked freely about the most si~nificant differences
betwecn the;\(A 8 and :\1A-9 spacecraft, although obviously he could not namc
all 183 of the chang:es then underway at :'\I c Donnell '~ G.1Il:l\"eral shop.·~
Weight growth had been the primary nemesis in preparing for el"ery Mercury
mission, and this was especially true (or the day-long mission. As L~ characteristic
perhaps of all American technology, and especially of adva nced modifications to
military aircraft, overwcight accessories tended to compromise the vehicles' performance. In the case of the MODi\[ spacccrnft , heavier batteries for more
electrical power, another 4-pound bottle of oxygen, 9 pounds of cooling and 4.5
pounds of drinking w:lter, plus 15 mo re pounds of peroxide fuel were imperatil"e
additions. Experimental gear, a full load of consumablcs for life support systems,
and various modified components were also judged neccs.<;.1TY, though heavier,
installations. In an effort to compensate for these added I\eights, the 12-pou nd
R:lte Stabilization Control Systcm ( RSCS), a 3-pound UHF and a 2-pound tdemetry transmitter, both of which were true redund:lncies noll'; and, in particular,
the 76-pound periscope wcre deleted. Manned Sparee raft Center enginttrs almost
discarded the fiber-glass couch in bvor of a new hammock to shave away 17 more
pounds, but that challgc did not materialize because the engineers feared the
matcrial might stretch .me! the :I,tronaut bounce, So the MA-9 payload continued, through 3 1 \lceks of grooming, to grow into an estimated weight of 3026.3
pounds in orbit."
Such weight ill(" rea~~ had becomc expected, :It the rate of about two pounds
per week of prep.1r:uioll. and carl> in 1962 the Mercury managers had called for
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an extensi\'e ~qualification program of the parachute and landing sy<;tem.
Known as Project Reef, thesc tests had effectively allayed all fears about thc ring.
sail parachutes' margin for error \\ith heavier loads long before Sigma 7 gavc an
C\'en better demonstration. At thc beginning of 1963, NASA scientists from other
centers we~ pleased to gain some voting strength on the 20-lI1an committee established nine rllondtS carlier to decide what in· night scientific experiments should be
conducted. But the lllajorit~ voting strength of this panel still remained with
~ISC engineers, whose weight-consciousness and power-consciousness effectively
stifled the transformation of ~IA-9 and spacecraft No. 20 into a more purely
scientific orbital laboratory.• ,
Another ground test program behind the scenes, namely Project Orbit, which
by the end of February 1963 had completed a 100-hour full·scale simulated mission in its thermo-cryogenic vacuum chamber, stirred up concern that the reaction
control thrusters might get sluggish or freeze during long periods of inactivity in
'pace. In all other respects, Project Orbit seemed to certify that the McDonnell
spacecraft and alI subcontracted systems were ready and reliable for a full day or
more up there.'"
Meanwhile, the tiger teams at work on Atlas 130-D were exceptionally pleased
when, on l\brch 15, 1963, the second factory rollout and flight-acceptance inspections on this booster were completed without a single minor disc~pancy.
Philip E. Culbertson, Gus Groissant, J ohn P. Hopman, and David R. Archibald
of General Dynamics! Astronautics fiew across the country to deliver to their test
conductor at the Cape, Cakin D. Fowler, what they be1iC1o'ed to be their best hird
yet. Bernhard A. Hohmann and hclpen at Aerospace Corporntion had defined
an offset of the booster engines to counteract the threatening roll rate that Schirra
had experienced at liftoff. And on April 22 spacecraft and rocket wert mated.'·
By the end of April, all plans and preparations had been well laid and revised
in accord with the precedenl~ and lessons of prcvious Ilights. The detailed flight
plan, technical information summaries, calculated pre night trajectory data, public
infornlation directives, experiments guidebook, and documentation directives were
all disseminated. The world was girdled b~ military and medical recovery per·
sonnel waiting for ~lay 14 and the launch of Cordon Cooper. A total of 28
ships, 171 aircraft, and about 18,000 servicemen were assigned to support MA-9.
These included 84 medical specialists, a reduction by half in the number of medical
monitors and corpsmen since Glenn's Right. This was a token of the confidence
the planners now had in Mercury and its men."
But that confidence was not sha~d by everyone. While Cooper struggled to
select the most appropriate name for his capsule, criticism of NASA and its implementation of national space goals swelled once again. Philip H. Abelson, editor
of Science, the journal of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science; Warren Weaver of the Alf~d P. Sloan Foundation; and Senator J .
William Fulbright from Arkansas raised voices in protest against the Moon race
and against manned space flight in general. The costs of manned orbital Right ,
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the confusion regarding "science" and " technology," and urgent social and political
problems deserving equal attention were to be widely debated."
Against this context, when Cooptr finall y announced his choice of a caU-signFaith 7, symbolizing " my trust in God, my country, and my teammates"-NASA
public affairs officers were described by the W ashington Post as worried:
The rnming of the bell.shaped capsule-a tradition accorded to (he astronaut
riding it- has given Cooper some bad moments. He has picked " Faith 7,"
which has draw n SOUle raised eyebrows in the "image" conscious spacc agency.
"Suppose Ihat, fo r some reason, we lost the capsule at sea," said one source.
"Then it would comc out reading somcthing lik(', 'The United States today 1051
J:aith ... .''' on
So much had happened, so many things had changed in the four years since
Project Mcrcury had become publicized b)' thc selection of its seven astronauts,
that the Manned One-Day Mission seemed an appropriate new name to symbolize
the differences. Now there was a sc<:ond class of nine more astronauts-in-training;
there was the national goal of a lunar landing before 1970 ; there were new facilities, new administrators, and thoroughly reorganized procedures and policies to
follow. Mariner II, in its magnificent survey of Venus in December 1962, was
interpreted a few months later as having pro\'ed Venus to be one destination in
planetary space that might as well be forgotten as a target for manned landings.
Mars remained a mystery, and so also did Earth's Moon ; for that matter, but the
decision to try Project Apollo made Mercury already merely a demigod. While
Project Ozma used radio telescopes in a search for evidence of intelligent life
elsewhere in the universe, Telstar l/ was launched May 7, 1963, to renew the
hope that Earthmen might exercise greater intelligence than they had in the past
by establishing more intelligent communications with each other.H
In the midst of the heat of scientific and political criticism of both Department
of Defense and NASA space priorities and costs, NASA and the Mercury managers
had to decide what, if anything, should be the next mi$ion after MA-9. If
Walter Williams and others at MSC had their way, an MA- IO mission, planned
for a three-day sojourn in space, would follow. But they were overruled, and
Julian Scheer, the new NASA Deputy Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs,
announced emphatically on May II, "It is absolutely beyond question that if this
shot is successful there will be no MA- IO." &1
So Astronaut Cooper knew, as he made the final preparations after four years
of training, that h is night would mark the end of the beginning. A well-known
life insurance company subscribed to Cooper's faith by underwriting the first
commercial astronaut policies, including one for Cooper. The Mercury opera·
tions team gathered at the Cape the second week in May and found Faith 7, Atlas
130-0 , and Cooper all ready to take off. Only the weathuman, Ernest A.
Amman , voiced his doubts about the May 14 launch date."
At 6:36 on the morning of May 14, Gordon Cooper was sealed inside his
Faith 7 spacecraft atop the steeple that was his Atlas. He checked off all his sys-
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Til e worldwide interest and sell~c 0/ idellti/ieation u;itll Project Mercury was olwo)'S
apparent. From Glcnn's flight on, one country t/tot porticularly responded to th e
dlUllc"MCJ "lm'Hmr:u .p"u flight was A"J/ra/ia. Show .. h".,; 0 .. April 21, 1963, i.s
Pumicr ol lVestert! Australia David Brand (ctntu) prnenting Ihe originol pointing,
" Perth, th e City of Lights," / 0 Man ned Spocecrafl Centu. Astronouts Schirro and
Slayton accepted this commemoration of Perth's rolt in Plojcel M ucur)',

tems and awaited completion of the blockhouse and Control Center checkoffs,
which should count down to ignition about 9 o'clock and lift him up to insertion
about 9:05. A suction-cup force pump, the kind commonly called a " plumber'S
friend," had been Alan Shepard's parting gift to Cooper, but the instruction
inscribed on the handle, " Remove before launch," had been obeyed. It would
not make the long trip with Cooper.
While wailing, Cooper heard the secondary control center on Bennuda report
that its basic C-band radar system was misbehaving both in azimuth and range.
So he napped for a time during repairs. When Bermuda had corrected the difficulty, at about 8 o'clock, the countdown was resumed, and the gantry was ordered
back. But the diesel engine failed to move the gantry, and engineers scurried
around, looking for the proper plumber's helper to repair a fouled fuel injection
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pump. ~o[ore than two cxasperating hours "ere lost on the " fail-safe" diesel
10comOlive before thc count could resumc.
At high noon, the gantry was driven back. But radar data from Bermuda,
which was vital to the go/no go decision before the point of no return, now was
intermittent. The launch was postponed. Cooper emerged from his capsule,
saying, " J was just getting to the real fun pan . . . . It was a very real simu lation." Later that afternoon he went fishing, while checkout crews stayed at the
pad, seeking out unsuspected trouble spots such as the diesel fuel pump.~
That night Mercury Operations Director Williams broadcast the word; "AU
systems are go, and the weather is good. Let's pick up the count and go."
Cooper lay down to sleep, confident that his safety and the mission would keep
until he should awake and take his place.
Next morning the countdown proceeded smoothly. Cooper had lain in the
capsule only two and a half hours when he heard the final chant;
"T minus 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Ignition. Liftoff.""
Failh 7

FOR

22

ORBITS

Thirteen seconds p.'\St 8: 04, range-zero time, on the morning of May IS, 1963,
Mercury-Atlas 9 lumbered upward the two inches that defined liftoff and thun·
dered on toward its keyhole in the sky. Inside MA-9, Astronaut Gordon Cooper
fclt the smooth but definite push intensify as Faith 7 gained altitude faster each
second. His clocks marking the moments in synchronization, Cooper shouted
through the din of the afterburner behind him to Walter Schirra, his predecessor
and now capsule communicator at the Cape, "Feels good, buddy.... All 6ystcms
go." ..
Sixty second3 upward, MA-9 initiated its pitch program. and Cooper felt
the max-q vibrations grow, but the Tate gyros sensed greater lateral oscillations
than the pilot did. Six or seven swings from peg to peg on his instruments. and
the flight smoothed out. Two minutes and 14 seconds upward Cooper heard "a
loud 'glung' and then a sharp, crisp 'thud' for staging" as booster engines cut
themselves out and off. Then away flew the needless escape tower, and at three
minutes after launch cabin pressure sealed and held while Cooper reported,
"Faith Seven is all go."
The Atlas sustaincr engine continued to accelerate, and its guidance system
performed perfectly for two more minutes before SEeD . Faith 7 and "Sigma T'
swapped remarks on the swectness of the trajectory. Schirra, at the point of
Cooper's orbital insenion and capsule separation, said, "Smack dab in the middle
of the go plot. BeaUliful." And Cooper replied, after tuming around on the
f1y-by-wirc, "Boy, oh, boy ... working just like advenised!"
In full horiwntal flight over Bennuda at 17 ,547 miles per hour, Cooper
watched his booster lag and tumble for about eight minutes, then checked his
temperatures and contingency recovery areas, and tried to adj ust to the strange
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new scnS:llions and pe~pectil'es at a little more than 100 miles (ncar hi~ perigee )
abol'e sea lel'el , Floating higher in his couch, now that he was weightl~ , Cooper
agreed with Carpenter's report that an astronaut's scnse of the cockpit changes
when he reaches zero g and no longer fecls himself lying lIat on his back, Status
checks with the Canal)' Islands and Kana, Nigeria, came on so fast that Cooper
could hardly bcliele he had crossed the Atlantic Ocean and half of Africa already,
Over Zanzibar, he learned that his orbital paramete~ looked good enough
for at least 20 rel'olutions and that all Faith 7'5 telemetry was working well. His
suit temperature (Iuctuatcd somewhat crratieally, but as he watched his first ~u n se l
from space ol'er the Indian Ocean he forgot his discomfort while looking at the airglow, spotting the twinUciess star.;, and observing sheet lightn ing in scattered th understonns " down under. " He saw the lights of Perth, Australia, on schedule 55
minutes after liftoff, and oler Canton Island, in the Polynesian ArChipelago, just
'IOuth of the equator, the Sun began to risc behind him (as he fl ew backward toward the sunrise), and Cooper reportcd observing Glenn's "fireflies," or Carpenter's " frostllics," drifting along with the spacccrah at five miles per second.
From Guaymas, ~lcxico, Grissom, acting as capsule communicator, officially
relayed the computer-blessed "go for scl'en orbits," Cooper, audibly impressed
with the perfection of the (light ~o far, said, " It's great. . , . quite a full night ....
el"er~thing appears vcry nominal on board here."
As Cooper passed over the
launch site at Cape Cana\'eral, Schirra raised him on the radio circuilS once again
and complained, " You 'IOn-of-a-gun, 1 haven't got anything to talk abou!. ... I'm
still higher and faster, but I have an idea you're going to go fart her." The
manned one-day mission was off to an auspicious start. Alan Shepard, who had
been Coopt:r's backup pilot and was now also taJking to Failh 7 fruill Mcn:ul)
Control, coached Cooper into his second orbit, 5.1ying, " All of our monitors down
here are olerjo)"ed. Everything looks beautiful."
Cooper thought so, too. All his spacecraft and physiological systems per·
formed perfectly on his first two orbits. His only complaint concerned an oily
film on his "windshield" that seemed to be on the outside pane of the window.
Between Zanzibar and Muchea on his second pass, Cooper dozed ofT for a fourminute nap and then drifted across the Pacifi c, observing storms while inverted
and stars when facing spaeeward.
Beginning with his third orbit, the astronaut checked Ol'er the II cxperiments
in which he lIas to participate. Hc prepared to cject a six-inch·diameter sphere,
equipped with polar ="enon strobe lights, that \,'as to test his ability to spot and
track a (lashing beacon in a tangen tial orbit. .\ 1 three hours and 25 minutes
elapsed time, Cooper clicked the squib switch and heard and felt the beacon kick
away. But, try as hc might, he could not see the (lashing light in the dusk or on
the nightside during this round. On the fourt h orbit , howel'er, he did spot the
beacon at sunset and later ~aw it pulsing. So he knew he had indeed launched a
satellite from his satellite. Cooper jubilanth' reported to Carpenler on Kauai,
"1 was with the little ra!>Cal all nigh!."
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Subsequently, on his fifth and sixth orbits, Cooper s,aw the flashing xenon
several more times, and likewise spoiled the constant xenon ground light of
44,000 watts placed at Bloemfontein, a little horseshoe-shaped town in the Union
of South Africa. Having eaten some bite-siud brownie and fruitcake foods and
excreted periodic samples for uri nalysis, Cooper also kept up with his calibrated
exercises, took oral temperatures and blood pressure readings, and did other duties
required for the highest priori ty experiments of the MA~9 mission, the aeromedical ones.
Also on his sixth orbit, after nine hours in space, the astronaut set his cameras,
attitude, and switches to deploy a tethered balloon, similar to the one tried on
MA-7, for aerody namic st udies of drag and [or more visual experiments. The
balloon, a 3D-inch-diameter Mylar sphere painted fluorescent orange, was to be
infl ated with nitrogen and attached by a J()()-foot nylon line to the spacecraft
antenna canister; a strain gauge in the canister should be able to measu re the
diffcrences in pull on the balloon at apogee ( 166 miles) and perigee (100 miles).
Cooper carefully went through his checklist, then tried to eject the balloon package,
but nothing ha ppened . H e tried again, and still nothing happened. Because
the antenna canister was later lost, no one ever knew why the tethered balloon
failed to eject. But the second failure of this experiment was more severely disappointing than the first.
When Cooper surpassed Schirra's record by moving into a seventh orbital
pass, he was engaged with the radiation experiments and with the hydraulic work
of transferring urine samples and condensate water from tank to tank. During
the au tomatically recorded radiation measurements, he had to tum the recorders
on and off precisely on lime and estimate accurately, without benefit of gyros, his
drihing spacecraft's attitude. The hydraulic work Wl\S more difficult, because the
hypodennic-type syringes used to pump the liquid manually from one bag container to another were unwieldy and exasperatingly leaky. At 9:27 elapsed
time, Cooper spoke into his tape recorder, " The thing about this pumping under
zero g is not good. [Liquid] tends to stand in thc pipes, and you have to actually
forcibl y force it through."
After 10 hours of thc mission, Zanzibar offieially in formed Cooper that he
had a go for 17 orbital passes. The tracking, communication, and com puting
facilities at Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland had long since settled
down to a routine in following Faith 7 around the world. The actual orbital
parameters for Cooper's flight were proving so close to those planned that the
differences werc measurablc onl y in tenths of a mile and hundredths of a degree.
MA~9 was circumnavigating Earth once every 88 minutes and 45 seconds at an
inclination angle of 32.55 degrees to the equator. Soon, as Earth turned bencath
Cooper, his orbital track would have shifted too much to keep him within range of
most of the scanered trac king and communications sites in Mcrcury's worldwide
network. Then, too, thc word "orbit" would become confuscd, because passing
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over the sa.me meridian on the rotaling pbnel is nOI the same as passing through
the space-fixed point of orbital insertion.
Cooper spent his last "orbi!" before his scheduled rest period, on orbits 9
through 13, in extensive activity. He finished the radiation measurements; he
ate his supper of powdered roast bed mush and gulped some water; he took picturesO\'er India and Tibet; and he checked all his machinery for readiness to power
down and drift and dream for the next sc\'en hours or so. Passing from the
Himalayas to J apan in less than five minutes, Cooper was aroused by J ohn Glenn's
second transmission from the tracking ship Coastal Sentr)" located ncar Kyushu.
Veteran spaceman Glenn assured Astronaut Cooper, " You're sure looking good.
E,'erything couldn't be finer on this pass." Ten minutes bier Cooper had tra"ersed the Pacific lengthwise in a southeasterly direction and had come over
the telemetry command ship Rose K 1101, positioned ncar Pitcairn Island, at latitude
25 degrees south and 120 degrees west. There bega"e a full report on all systems ;
the shipborne communicator advised him to "settle down for a long rest."
But Cooper was still too excited and fascinated to feci sleepy. Orbit 9 was to
carry him again around South America, over Africa, northern India, and Tibet
during daylight, and he resolved to record on film some of tbe remarkable things
he could sce while looking down .11 open terrain. On this circuit Cooper snapped
most of his best photographs, demonstrating his contention that he could see ro:tds,
rivers, small vi llages, and even individual houses if the lighting and background
conditions were right. H igh over the highest plateau on Earlh, the T ibetan highlands, where the ai r is thin and vi&ibility is seldom obscured by haze, Cooper
Ihought he could e,'en judge sp«d and direction of ground winds by th(' .~mnkl'
from the house chimneys.
In their third radio contact, John Glenn, as "Coastal Sentry Q uebec," advi~
Cooper, who had now been in space over 13 hours, 34 minutes, that he should "tell
everyone to go away and leave you alone now." Cooper then relaxed and fell into
a sound sleep. He awoke drowsily an hour later when his suit temperature got
too high. fntenniuen tiy, for the next six hours, during orbital passes 10 through
13, Cooper napped, look more pictures, taped status rt:ports occasionally, and
cursed to himself over the bothersome body-heat exchanger that 'kept creeping
away toward freezing or burning temperatures. At the end of his rest period,
Cooper taped his surprise at having napped so soundly that neither floating anns
nor weightless dreams had startled him into awareness of where he was when he
woke. But he cautioned psychologists not to make tOO much of this:
Have a note to be added in for head_shrinkers. Enjoy the full drifting flights
most of all, where you ha\'e really the fcelingof freedom, and you aren't worried
about the systems fouling up. You have c\'ef)thillg turned ofT, and just drifting along lazii),. Howevcr, r havcn't encountered any of this so-called split-ofT
phenomena. Still notc that r am thinking very much about returning to Earth
al the prop<:'r time and safely.
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Cooper enlers his spa"!t:rajl, assisted
by suil lu/mician l oe IV. Schmil/.

Flight of Fai,h 7
May 15-16, 1963
L/loO·

Cooper pholographs Ih(' rugged
Tibclall lake counlry (above).

MOCllry COlllrol relaxes a/ler faith 7;
/('/110 rIght, Robcrt R. Gilrlllh, D. 8rai",
ud /lo/mes, a"d Walter C. Williams.
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Coming around Muchea again, on his fourteenth pass, Cooper checked over
all his systems, found his oxygen supply plentiful, and reported his peroxide fuel
for attitude control showing 69 percelll re main ing in the automatic tank and 95
percent in the manual. He was in good shape, and allsystcms were still working
"as advertised." At this point, Gordon Cooper spoke a prayer into his tape
recorder aboard Faith 7, high in the heavens over the South Pacific. The MA-9
mission was well beyond its midpoint in time and space, and Cooper was humbly
grateful that everything was still nominal. Physiologically his vision he knew
was abnormally good. Philosophically the vision of this cighth man in history to
orbit Earth in a manned satcllite was bound to his culture, his times, and his
origins in Oklahoma."
Orbit 15 was con~ullled largely in calibration of equ ipment and synchroniza·
lion of clocks, since by now Earthmcn had experienced one more full 24-hour day
of grace, whereas Faith 7's elapsed time was faster by some 16 .seconds than rangezero elapsed time. Orbit 16 brought Cooper back over Cape Canaveral and
onward, virtually retracing his first shadow over Earth. The President of
EI Salvador had radioed greetings on pass IS , and on 16 Cooper sent a similar
political greeting to African kaders mcetins in Ethiopia. Then he buckled down
immediately to another high-priority experiment requiring elaborate timing
precautions.
As he entered Earth's shadow, or nights.ide, on this sixteenth orbit, Cooper
caged and freed his gyros in such a manner as to allow his automatic attitude
control system to torque the spacecraft slowly in pitch through the plane of the
ecliptic. He could view, through his window, the mysterious phenomena of
zodiacal light and night airglow layer. Together these two different objectives
were called "dim light" phenomena, and the experimental photographs were
designed to answer astrophysical questions about the origin, continuity, intensit}, and reflectivity of vi~i blc electromagnetic spcctra along the basic reference plane of the celestial sphere. They might also help answer some questions
about solar energy conversion in the upper atmosphere. From Zanzibar, past the
Canton Island station, Coopcr called out the: count as he clicked the series of astronomical photographs. Although the zodiacal light pictures turned out under·
exposed and the airglow shots. overexposed, they were of usable quality and
supplemented Carpenter's pictures from Aurora 7 nicely.
Over Mexico, Cooper shifted to the next moot imponant photographic task,
that of snapping horizon-definition imprints in e;leh quadrant around his local
vertical position. Ju ~t as University of Minnesota scientists had prepared him
for the zodiacal light task, so Massachusetts Institute of Technology researchers had
arranged for these snapshots to aid in the design of a guidance and navigation system for Project Apollo. Cooper's horizon-definition pictures marked a significant
advance beyond those from the MA- 7 mission. In contact with the Cape once
again, Cooper lightheanedly com plained like a typical American tourist, "Man,
all I do is take pictures, pictures, pictures!"
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But he was not through )·et. On orbits 17 and 18 he took infrared weather
photographs of good quality and a few excellent moonset Earth·limb pictures.
Meanwhile, he resumed the geiger counter measu rements for radiation, continued
his aeromedical duties, and adjusted his television monitor at the request of grou nd
observers. The eighteenth pass over the United States, like the sixteenth, gave
his extraordinary vistas of his country from sou thern California, across Dallas the
first time and Houston the second, to the Florida peninsula. He sang during
orbits 18 and 19, still surprised wi th every pass, still marveling at the greenery on
Earth and on his instrument panel as he came toward his thirtieth hour in space.
Although "this fine plumbing they put in this thing" proved more troublesome
later, Cooper had learned to adjust his suit temperatures for comfort and to cat and
drink over the rim of his helmet fairly effectively, if awkwardly. Then on his
nineteenth orbit, while checki ng his warning lights before a high.frtqucncy antenna
test over Hawaii, Cooper noticed the first potentially serious systems anomaly of his
rnlSSlon.
A small telelight lit up green, indicat ing that Faith 7 was decelerating and that
the centripetal force of gravity had overcome by .05 g the centrifugal force of the
spacecraft 's orbital moment of inertia. T his had to be a false indication, reasoned
Cooper, because he felt, and his loose gear still appeared, weightless. But were g
forces building up imperceptibly? California confirmed no such ind ication.
Mercury Control showed great concern over the implications of this liule light
for the attitude stabiliz..1.tion at retrofire. T he fears of the Aight controllers wert
rea lized on the next pass, when Cooper lost all attitude readings. Then, on the
twenty.first orbit, a short-circuit occurred in a busbar scrving the 250-volt main
inverter, leaving the ,tUtomatic ~labili/... tion and I:ontrol 5),5( C01 withou t electric
power. The minor glitch had bec:omc a serious hitch.
Mercury Control Center was in a flurry of worried activit)', efOSS..checking
Faith 7's problems and Cooper's diagnostic actions with identical equipment at
the Cape and in St. Louis, then relaying to each commu nications site questions to
ask and instructions to give. Cooper remained cool, if not calm, now that his
alenness had bttn stimulated by a medically prescribed pill of dextroamphetamine.
On Ihe twenty-first pass (over the tracking ship COaJtal Sentry), John Glenn
helped Cooper prepare a revised checklist for retrofire procedure during the nel(t,
and last, time around. O nly Hawaii and Zanlib.1.r were within voicc radio range
on this last circuit, but communications were good. When the ASCS inverter blew
out, Cooper also noted that the carbon diol(ide level was risi ng in both his suit and
cabin. " Things are beginning to stack up a little" was his da.o;sic understatement
to Carpenter, and then Z1.nzibar heard him 5.1.)' he would make a manual rcentry.
Twenty-three minutes laler Cooper came into cOlllact with Glenn again , reporting himself in rctroattitude, holding manually, and with checkoff list completc.
Glenn gave the IO-sccond countdown, and Cooper, keeping his pitch down 34
degrees by his window reticlc, shot his retrorockcts manually on the " Mark!"
Glenn reported: " Righi on Ihe old galoo. . . . Dealer's choice all recntry here,
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fiy-by-wire or manual . . . It 's been a real fine night, Gordo. Real beautiful all
the way. Ha" e a cool reentry, will you."
"Roger, John. Th ank you."
~\nd that hc did.
f\ll the complicated, crowded events of the nut 15 minutcs
occurttd precisely as pklllncd, "hile Faith 7 plummeted down through the atmosphere. Four milcs ahead of the prime reco"ery ship, again thc carner Kearsarge,
just south of ~Iidway Isl:'lnd, Ihe canopied capsule containing Gordon Cooper
broke through a mild overc:lSt and landed on the lazy wa\'cs of the blue Pacific.
Splashdown came 34 houn :'lnd 20 minutes after liftoff. Cooper professed disappointment that he too had "missed that third cle,'ator" abo.1fd "Ikgonia," meaning the Kearsarge. The spacecraft floundered in the water for a moment, then
righted itself, as hovering helicopters dropped their swimmers and relayed Cooper's
request as an Air Force officer for permission to be hoisted aboard the Navy's carrier. Permission was granted, and 40 hot, humid minutes later the explosi\'e
hatch blew Open at the command of MSC engineer J ohn B. Graham, Jr. Physicians examintd Cooper for dght more minutes while he lay in the couch. Thcn
Ihty helped him emage and steadied him during a moment of dizlincss until he
rtgained his equilibrium. Away in triumph marched the ont-man crew of the
one-day Mercury mission. ~7
Like Schirra, Cooper went through arduous medical, technical, and operational
debriefings aboard the Kearsarge and later back at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
He, tOO, was found to be dehydrated and suffering from a slight case of orthostatic
hypottnsion. He had lost sevcn pounds since suiting up, but after drinking "3
ftw gallons of liquid," he was fine , ebullient both mentally and physically, and
convinced that "we certainly can dongate this mission." Robert C. Seamans,
Jr., Asrociate Administrator of NASA, and Robert Cilruth, Director of MSC, had
different idtas about MA-I 0, but Cooper reitcmted the proof that "man is a prett~
good backup systtm to all these automatic syotems, and I think the mission was
conducttd just like it was planned . . . in spite of
. equipment breaking
down." ,.
In addition to undergoing technical debriefings o\'er the next several days,
Cooper was honored by parades through Honolulu , Cocoa Beach, Washingtonwhere he addressed a joint session of Congress-and New York Cit)', where he
was hailtd by one of the largQ.t lickertaped crowd_~ ever to greet ;m individual.
Other crowds in Houston and in his hometown of Shawnee, Oklahoma, also cclebrattd the return of the sixth Mercury a~tronaut from space.
The fact that Cooper, like Clenn, had had to take action to save his mission
from a probable failure added luster and meaning to the glory he recei\'ed. While
postflight inspections, data reduction, and mission analp,es proceeded through the
following month to pinpoim the eauses of the fe\\ electromechanical faults of the
nighl, MereuI"'. systems engineers could find no fault with pilot perforrnanct.
Physicians, howel"er, were cautious about the implications for longer space missions of Cooper's hemodynamic response.
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Faith 7
Aftermath
Members of the Project Mercury
Icam wl're lIouorcd along u,>ith
Coaper in urrmouies in the Rose
Gordell ot th t Whitt House. Astronaul Cooper (le/t ) and Chrutoplur C. Kro/t, Jr. (unter), are
showlI with Prtsident Kelll!l'dy,
Vice-President Jolt 11 son, ond
NASA Admhdstrator Webb. III
additioll to Cooper, those rNeiving
the NASA Distillgl/ished SWAce
Medal were G. M errill Preston, chief of MSC's Cope Operations; Christopher C.
Kraft, Jr., chief of the Flight 0ptTotiolU Divisiolli Kelllleth S. Kleinknuht, manager
of Project M ercury; Floyd L . Thompson, Director of Ltllgley Research Centtr; a'id
Ala;. Gen. Leigh/Oil I. Davis, Commandu, Air Foret: MiJJile T est Center at Cape
Canaveral. N AS A Group A, hievcmcllt A wards were made to Rear Admiral Harold
G. Bowen, Jr., Commander of Deslroyer-Flotilla 4, for th e recovery forces, alld 10 Maj.
CUI. Ben I . FUll/;, Commander, Space Sys/Cms Divisioll, lor tht Atlas program.

A/ler speaking to a jO;1I1 Jession of Ih e
Congreu, Cooper left Ih .. Capilol: left
10 Tlgilt, Mrs. Hatlic Cooper, Viet:·
President L)·ndon B. j oll1uan, Cooper
and his wife Trudy, Speaker John
M cCormack, and Lady Bird }olmloll.

Pari of the 2900 tDlU of ticker tapt aud
cOll/e/l; that rained down all the official
parly as Ihey rode along Broadway. OOidal cstimate O/Ihis, Ih l' largest erowd ill
New York City hislory, was 4Y~ "lilliol/.

CLIJ\f,\X OF PROJECT I\fERCURY

Probably no other result of the ~IA-9 mission excited more interest than
Cooper's claim to ha\'e seen from orbit objecl~ on the ground as small as trucks
and houses. Skepticism on this point abated after the astronaut explained in
detail to representative scientists at the Cape on May 21 just where, when, and
how he could 5ce dust and smoke below, from 100 miles directly abo\'e-if the
contrast was right. ,\Iso at this, the first and only "scientific debriefing" following a :\lcreury Oight, the \'alue of extensi\'(~ quC'-tioning of the subject pilot was
clearly demonstrated, when Cooper was asked whether he could sec Earthshine
on the :"Iloon. "Well," he replied, "the Moon was fuller a~ it was sctting than it
was on the nightside. It was almost a full Moon. Gee, that's funny, I hadn't
even realized that before. It seemed to be almost full :IS it was sctting, whereas
on the nightside it was only a third of a Moon." ,., This :\'Ioonshine was cleMI)'
Earthshine. Other postnight analyse~ added praise for the sunshine that blcssed
F(lirh 7. " The sun literally smiled on MA-9;' wrote J. C. Jackson and Nilc.~ R.
Heller in Goddard's report of the network radio performance. "It [r..·IA-9) was
favored with bener than :werage radio frequency propagation conditions for the
present phase of the solar sunspot cycle." ~
WHITHER GEMINI?

On June 6 and 7, 1963, Brainerd Holmes, Gilruth, Walter Williams, and
Kleinknecht met wilh .\dministrator Webb, H ugh L. Dryden, and Seamans in
Washington to make a final decision on whether to Oy an MA- IO mission.
President Kennedy had clearly left thr decision up to NASA. Webb listened
thoughtfully to the presentations of each NASA offiCial, and although both he and
President Kennedy had heard the Mereu!]' astronauts' plea for one more Mercury
mi<;.<;ion, Administrator Webb announced before the Senate space committee on
June 12, 1963, that "we wiil not have another Mercury Aight." G! It was to be
22 months before another American manned space flight.
Project Gemini, designed in 1961 to double the volume while retaining the
basic shape and systems of the McDonnell.~'ercu!]' spacecraft, now was well into
the de\'elopment and redesign phase of construction. And the Martin Company's
mighty Titan II rocket, in spite of a recent explosion on launch, had a record of
nine cleancut successes out of 16 launches. Another Mercury-Atlas night would
ha\'e been a relatively economic:tl way to extend space tcchnology and fill the time
(then estimated at a year) before Gemini-Titan could be flight-tested. But now
that Project Apollo, employing a concept called lunar orbital rendezvous ( LOR )
to land a man on the ,\[oon and reco\er him, was Ihe ultimate goal of the decade,
space rendczvous and docking had to be perfected. Mercury had served far more
than its original purpos<:, but il could hardly be maneuverable. And so Project
Gemini was designed to fill Ihese gaps. As people were asking whither and
whether Gemini was taking them, Mercu!) died a natural death, while Apollo
and Saturn were aborning.
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Epilogue

ROJECT Mercury ended on the th reshold of an era of exploration and diseO\'cry that staggers thc imagination. Manned spact: flight of the most
elementary sort had proved so successful that mankind seemed destined to embark
on more ambitious celestial expeditions. The seventh decade of the 20th century
also promised thc logical extension of manned space flight ttthnology beyond
Earth's orbital corridor. Largdy because of Project Mercury, which fosu~red
Project Apollo and fathered Project Gemini, the United States had become committed to send men to explore the Moon onl}' 350 years after Galileo first turned a
telescope toward Earth's na(Ural satellite.
Precedents sct by Mercury were visible in many different wa)'S to the lax·
payers who watched thc plans for NASA's Gemini and Apollo programs take
shape. Most obvious was thc configuration of tht: two-man spacecraft that McDonncll was building for launch(:S by the Martin Company's T itan II missile.
The Gcmini spacccraft was to be a far more sophisticated vehicle, with modular
components ea:sily accC$iiblc, with a lift/ drag ratio provided by an offsel ecnler of
gravity, with a rcal, if limited, orbital maneuvering capability, and with ejection
scats instead of an escape pylon. Except for its doubled size, its countersunk
viewports, and its lack of the acapc tower, however, Gemini looked much likt: the
familiar j"lercury capsule.'
Plans and boilerpbte modcls of the Apollo spacecrah~rat ht: r, of the so-called
"command module" that would house three men in a tubby p),ramid during
launch and return to Earth, via the Moon~wt:re being tested by airdrops from
airplanes, by a se<:ond Little joe ( II ) booster .series, and by pad aborts using a
tmctor-rocket escape pylon. Th~ and other evidene(:S of Mercury's influence
on design, development, testing, and training for more advanced space flights
showed that NASA's new :M anned Spacecraft Center and its Marshall, Kennedy,
and Goddard Sp::.ce Flight Centers were managed and staffed by most of the s..1me
personnel who had fonned tht: original Mercury team. G rowth and thorough·
going organizational changes affected many individuals adversely, but 'he core of
the Mercury team moved fomard in Ihe mid-1960s toward further exploitation
of "lessons learned " from Mercury for manned sp..l ce flight at large.'
It was primarily to hasten concentration on the accelerated manned space
program and to move away from the "egg-shell" Mercury package and toward
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more nea rl ~ " first-clas.~" ~ paeeeraft accommodations that James E. Webb, Hugh
L. Dryden, and Robt-rt C. Seamans had decided again~t a fifth milnned Mercul)'Atlas mission. NASA admini~tr:ttors wanted to conccntrate thcir engineering
talent a.s soon and as completely :lS possible on the next major step toward the
)'Ioon. They realized the political :lnd psychological risks of a lengthy delay
before Americans ag:tin wen t into ~ pacc, but thc y took these in stride as necessary
to the longer range goal~.'
The week after Mercury was officially temlin:tted , the Soviet Union launched
into orbit Vos/o!.: V. c:trrying V:tlery F. Byko\'sky, and two dn)'s bter Vostok VI,
with "cosmonelle" Valentina V. T ereshkova aboard. Both flight s ended on june
19, 1963, after St circuits by Byko\''S ky and 4S by T ereshkova. The !lights followed ~Ii ghtly differcnt orbital plnnes, exhibited no co-orbital maneuvers, and
thus were similar to the tandem nights of Andri:tn Nikolaye" and Pavel Popovich
in August 1962 . Tcra hkova, trained as n pil rnchu tist ilnd not as a pilot, became not only the first woman to go into space but also the first " Iarman," or
non-pilot-engineer. When later she nnd Nikolaye\' were married and became
parents, their hcalthy and normal baby seemed to indicate that fe:trs about genetic
damage from expooure to cosmic radiati nn were groundless.'
:\1ost significan tl y, perhaps, Vostoks V and VI apparently signaled the end of
the er:t of rolo ~paee night. When the Soviets next sent men into space, on
O ctobc:r 12. 1964, they began a new series with Vosklzod I , which carried three
Illen around Earth 16 times. And in 1965. the United States- taking what comfort it could, s.... id one historiiln, from the f:tble of tbe tortoise and the harebeg-nn its new G~mini series of twin-seated, maneu\'~rable satellite missions, which
were 10 Ill<lke ~ l ercUl)' 5Cem primitive indeed. \Vhen in ~iaro:h and june of
that \'ear Cosmonnut Alexei Leono\' and Astronaut Edward H. White took their
res pecti\'e dosely tethered "walks"-more nearl r "swilllS" -in spac~, the fa ct th:tt
their command pilots were in the ~paeecr:tft to help in case of troubie seemed comforting ..' Neither cosmon:tuts nor astronau ts were e\'er :tgain likcJy to go into
~pace alone in their machinc-..
In this sense only, therefore, man's heroic age of
'010 sp:'l('"e exploration lIl:ty be s.... id to ha\'e ended in june 1963.
Almmt four month~ aher the p.,ssing of Mercury and the last Vostok !lights,
:tnd only a few \\'eek~ hefore the national . hock of President Kennedy's assassination. NASA and i l ~ :\bnned S p:tc~cm ft Center held their formal, public postmortem on the fi r<;t American manned s.... tcllite program. Staged on October 3
and 4. 1963, al the i\ lusic H:tll in Hou~ton and attended by some [300 people from
\'AS:\. the military, indu.try. :tnd new~ media, this " Mercu!)' Summa!)' Conference" fea tu rO!d 20 p:tpcr<; on the o\'erall progrnm, with emphasis on Gordon
Coopc r'~ day-long :\IA- 9 mi~~ion of i\hy. Co\'ering program Illan:tgelllent,
boo1:ter pcrform:tnce. a~t ronaut preparation. net\\ork operations. and MA-9 in·
Oight experiences and expcrimenl<, the"C pnpcn con<titllte the he.t available
tcchnieill o\'en'iew of Project Mercury."
The d~corous proceedings were marred '\Olllcwhat on the finn ] dny of the con-
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ference by the appearance in newspapers throughout the country of a controversial
stOf)' built around three pages of one report! In a paper on "Spacecraft Preflight Preparation," four MSC engineers from Florid a sketched the nat ure and
evolution of the intricate and exhaustive checkou t procedures followed at the
Cape after McDonnell's dcli\'ery of one of its capsules to the launch site. Discussing " quality assurance," the authors dwelled 0 11 the problem of component
defects and malfunctions discovcred by Mercury inspectors in industrial hardware.
Inspections for :M A-9 turned up 720 sy<;tem or component discrepancies, 536
of which were attributed to faulty workmanship. " In Project Mercury," concluded the 1\ISC authors, " thousands of man-hours were expended in tcsting,
calibration, assembly, and installation of a \'arict), of hardware that later failed to
rnttt perfonnance specifications or that malfunctioned during systems tesu in a
~ imulated space environment."
And often these delays could have been avoided
"if adequate attention to detail during manufacture or thorough inspection befor<"
delivery had been exercised.""
Although the import of this rather didactic enginttring treatise was that the
history of i\[ercury spacecraft prelaunch preparations presented a good object lesson
in the rigorous demands for quality control and reliability testing before manned
space flight- as opposed to missile, instrumented spacecraft , or cven aircraft
experience- journalists blew the implied criticism of McDonnell into a cause
dU bre. "NASA blasts industry" was the general tenor of the news d ispatches
coming out of Houston. Coupled with the General Accounting Office's contemporaneous criticism of NASA and its contractors in the lagging Centaur program,
the news coverage of the summary conference added some ammunition for attacks
UII tile ".!:I'eat Hlouln.luggle." •
In a hurriedly called press conference in Houston and in hearings the next week
before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, NASA, MSC, and
McDonnelllcaders denied that any resentment or dissatisfaction existed because of
anything in past or present NASA-McDonnell relations.1t Congress was satisfied,
if the press was not, and this rather small tempest in a rather large teapot subsided
quickly. The furor did suggest, howe~r, that om: of the lessons the Mercu')'
technical staff had not learned wdl enough was extreme prudence in all public
references to relations between NASA and its con tractors and other agencies. Possibly the "candor at C:ma\'eral" and elsewherc, for which the press had occasionally
commended the Mercury team, would be the first casualty of the ongoing manned
space effort.
In general, the authors of papers read at the Mercury Summary Conference,
aware of the difficulty of making technological and administrative generalizations
in the new and rapidly changing field of astronautics, offered only guarded conclusions about the significance of Mercury experiences for the Gemini and Apollo
programs. But indirectly there, and more directly elsewhere, thcy did assess the
state of the art and science of manned space flight , ask what Mercmy had taught
that might benefit Gemini and Apollo, and even venture some answers."
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Project l\lercUl) la;;ted 'i5 months, from authoril.mion through the one-day
mission, and \Iilile the earliest planned orbital mission slipped 22 months past its
firsl seheduled launch time, ;\fereul') achieved its original objectives with John
Glenn's :\IA-6 night only 40 mOlllh~ after formal project approval. Compared
with either advanced mis.~ile or aircraft development programs, this was a good
record; but many engineers denied the validity of such a com parison.
:\[ercury mobilized a dozen prime contractors, some 75 major subcontractors,
and about 7200 third-tier sub-subcontractors, and \'endors, all of whom together
employed al most about two million persons who at one time or another had a
direct hand ill the project. In addition, the NASA complement on 1\o1ercul')'
erentua11y reached 650 workers in the Space T ask Group and Manned Spacecraft
Center and 710 elsewhere in research and developmcnt support of the project. A
conservative estimate of the maximum number of mi litary servicemen and Defense
Dcpartment personnel supporting an individual "'fcrcu!), mission (both MA-6
and :\ f A-9) coun ted 18,000 people, and another conservati\'e estimate added 1169
persons from educational and other civilian institutions. Thus, if the estimate of
1,817,000 workers employed by the ?llercury \'endors \"as too liberal and unrealistic, the total peak manpower fig-ure of 2,020,528 was probably as accurate a figure
ascould beobtaincd.'"
"Quick look" total co~t cst imatc~ gi\'en at thc summal), conference in October
1963 showed that Mercury had cost $384,131,000 throughout thc program, of
which 37 perccnt went for the spacecraft, 33 percent for the tracking network, and
24 pcrcent for launch \chiele procurement. Flight operations and " R and D"
cost~ made up the rCIll:'lindcr, a~ thell estimated, but the final cost accounting was
complicated by thc unsettled cond itions of dosing and disposition costs and the
minghng of :\ lercur), and Gemini co~ts during J 962 and J963. Through Glenn's
night, howcler, Mercury had C(:l<.t about $300 million." Through Cooper's night
Nr\SA estimated thc grnnd total COSt of Mercul')' at slightly more than $400 million
(sec \ppendix F).
i\ASA engineer> :'Ind physicians listed three primal')' " lcsson~ learned" from
their experience \Ii th Mercury for manned space night. Their foremost medical
objccti\ C!\ had b«n fulfilled, :lIld thc responses of two mcn in suborbit and four men
in orbit had shown that human beings can function normally in space if adequately
pr(){cctcd. Rather than acceleration g loads and weightlessness limiting man'~
capacity to fly in ~p.1ee. the men who ne\\ l''''[crcury seemed to adapt to "zero g"
surpri$ing1y Ileli. The main medical problems were ~i mplc personal hygicne
in night, and the postnight readjustment l>\'rnptoll1 of ortho:,t:1tic hypotension.
Both appeared to he curable by techniC:1l de\'elopmclll~ rather th:11l by prcventi\'e
medicine.
Secondly, l'Ifercury had proven that flllal launch prep:'lrations took far 11I0re
time than anyone had anticipated in 1958 to ensure perfect rcadiness :'Ind reliability
of the machines and mell. NASA had had designed, therefore, an :'HItomated
digital system for the futurc, called "ACE," for Acceptance Chcckout Equipment,
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to reduce human error in environmental chamber testing and the Icllgth of time
required on the night Ime at the Florida spaceport. Thirdly, mission control requirements, integrating the astronaut with his !light monitors and directors around
the world, had grown to encompass the fullest utilization of real-lime telemetry,
tracking, computing, and display data. Nothing less would suffice for Cuture
missions. Two more acronyms came into usc, "MCC" for the new Mission Control Center at Houston, and "GOSS" for Ground Operational Support Systems,
reAecting the degree of complex automation being installed for positive ground
control of future space flights.
Studying how they could improve on their performance for succeeding programs, NASA officials and engineers listed several other valuable technological and
managerial lessons from ~[ercuI1'. In spacecraft design, problems had been
encountered with safety margins, redundancy, accessibility, shelf-life of parts, interchangeability, and with materials whose behavior under unfamiliar environmental
conditions had not been wholly predictable. Regarding qualification of systems
and components, there should be more analysis in an effort to make techniques
"consen'ative, complete, integrated, and functional." Fabrication and inspection
standards carried over from development imo manufacturing work should be made
still more "rigorous, detailed, current, and enforced." Engineers working for the
Manned Spacecraft Center, both in Houston and at the Cape, called for continuous
upgrading of tests, inspections, and other validation procedures, particularly with
respect to interface compatibilities between systems. In configuration control,
NASA manned space flight developers recognized their perennial weight control
problem and their need to become more responsive, more familiar in detail, and
more aware of danger signals in the production and fabrication phases of their
business. And the managers of MercuI1' now acknowledged that methods of
management that had worked well enough in the first American manncd space
project would not suit Gemini and Apollo, already in motion. They had only
begun to usc thc sophisticated Program Evaluation and Revicw Technique, called
"PERT," which had c\'oIH:d from the Navy's expericnce in its nuclear submarine
and Polaris missile de\'c!opmcnt programs. Now PERT and other management
tools, such as the incentivc contract, would ha\'c to be exploited to the fullest extent
practicable."
Perhaps thc most significant lesson learned from MercuI1' was that man was
still inyaluablc to the machine, Mercury saw the e,"olution of the astronaut from
little more than a passenger in a fully automatic system to an integral and fully
integratcd element in the entire space flight organism. By thc end of thc project,
the )'Icrcury capsulc, instead of simply being a mach inc with a man in it, had
truly become a manned space "ehicle, ~Iercury Flight Director Christopher C.
Kraft, an engineer, spoke for all exponents of manned space flight, irrcspecti\'c
of discipline: "!\fan is thc deciding element . . . . As long as ~Ian is able to alter
the decision of the machine, we will ha"e a spacccraft that can perform under any
known conditions, and that can probe into the unknown for ncw knowledge:' \'.
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By November 1963, Project tlJereury was clearly relegated to an honorable "idu i,.
history. Til e resollrces thai hod fed Project A1neury iI'err "ow reo rga"i~ed olld reco m milled toward Projects Gemi"i alld Apollo. Thai reorientalioll is undcrseofl:d i"
th is photograph from President Kennedy's visit to Cape Cana ve ral Oil NO llr mber /6 .
As the charts and models show, Ill( JUlicet is not M erc"ry but Apollo. The place is
Blockhou5l' 34. The briefer is George E. Mu eller, succeUO T to D. Brainerd Holm ts as
head of N ASA 's mall"ed space flight program. Th r frolll r Oll, left 10 ,ight: Grorgr
Law, Ku rt Deblls, Robert C. Seamans, Jr. , Jam es E. W rbb, President K r,wedy, Hu gh
L. Dryde n, WUlliur 11011 Brolll! , Gell. LciglrtOl! I. Davis, ar,d Se,l. Grorge Sma/lurs.

Yet as Mercury faded farther into the past and Gem ini and Apollo mO\'ed
fOlward , some profound qUC!itions remained unanswered , and indeed usually not
even asked.'~ In the democratic society of the United States, did the formal commitment to costly space exploration, and especially the increased emphasis on
m:lIlned space Aight beginning ill the Kennedy admini~ tra tion , aetu:tlly represent
a consensus among the electorate? The pace and c han cc.~ for success of this
country's dri ve toward ~pacefaring preeminence depended , finall)·, on the conti nlled wi llingn~ of the American taxpa ),er to pay the bill~. However divergent
rna)' have been the appeah of the two political parties in the 1964- Presidential
elcction, neither the Republica n!> nor Democrats sc ri ousl ~ questioned the existence
of such a consensus.
:\1any more mundane problems plagued the times, somc secming so o,·erwhelming as to demand dramatic and drastic solutions like those widely presumed
to i!;Sue from space technology. Bu t the arrival of the so-called "space age,"
heralded b)' Mercur y astronauts aud Vostok cosmonauts. did capture most men's
imagination and did seelli to dwarf the pelt} quarrds or men and nations. Vague
hopes for ruture peace and pr«>pcrity accompanied public support or preparations
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for two- and three-man spacecraft. but fears about the population explosion, nuclear proliferation. and social disp.'riti~ made many '~'onder whether the manned
space nigh t emerpri!'C was I\orth the effort and the price. Why send two or three
men to the :\Ioon when two or three billion others remained rooted in human turmoil? Questions similar to this found traditional answers in terms of national
security, scientific curiosity, economic benefits, and technologica l by-products, but
ultimately the n:1tional commiUllelit was :111 act of faith.
Still, many .\merieallS, both technically literate :'111<1 illiterate, doubted the
re turn from the $400 million spent on Project Mercury and the vastly greater
expenditures being allocated for ~llcceeding manned space projects. A substantial
portion of the scientific communit~ agn:ed with AII'in M. Weinberg, Di rector of
the Atomic Energy Commission's Oak Ridge National L,boratory, who argued
Ih:\t "most :\mericans would prefer to belong to a society which first g;l\'e the
wo rld :\ cure for cancer than to the society which put the first astronau t on
:\ Iars."" Others deplored the fact tha t the American space effort was basically
a "race 10 the Moon," having no nobler motivation than traditional nationalistic
rivalry. Still others would confine the Nation's astronautical aCliviti~ to unmanned instrumented space ve hicles, thereby diminishing the cost of space
exploration, as well as presumably avoiding the likely prospect that some day men
wou ld die in space."
Nevert heless, whether most people in the United StatC'S :lpprol'ed or 1101, in
the mid-1960s it seemed th:1I not onh' American machines bllt selected and trained
AmcriC:ln citizens were in the space \ enture to stay. Project :\fereur)" leaving:l
legacy th:\ t perhaps was even more import:lnt psycholog:ically than technologic:lll)",
was :llready historr. H ugh L. Dryden, onl~ a few weeks before his death late ill
1965, expressed his faith in manned space flight :lnd offered:l fitting epitaph for
Project Mercury:
~Ian

is distinguished (rom other forms of life by his powers of reasoning and
by his spiritual aspirations. A[read)' the e"ents of the I:l.st scven years hal'e had
profound impact on all human affairs throughout Ihe "orld. Repercussions
have been felt in sci("nee, industry, education, gol'ernmcnt, law, ethics, and
religion. ~o area of human actiyit) or thought has eM':.lped. The to),s of
our children, the ambitions of our roung nl-Cn and women, the fortunes of
industrialists, Ihe dail)' tasks of diplomats, the careers of military officers, the
pronouncements of high church officials-all haye reflected the ":l.l1-perl"ading
influence of the beginning SlCPS in spacc cxploration. The impact can only be
compared wilh Ihose great dClelopmcnts of past history like the Copcrnican
theory which placcd Ihe Sun, rathcr than the carth, at thc ccnter of our solar
sptem; to the work of Sir Isaac Newton in relating thc fall of an apple to the
motion of the moon around the carth Ihrough the univcrsal law of gravitation:
to the industrial rel'olution; or to other great landmarks in thc histon' of
mankind."
.
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stitutio n for 1961 ( Washington, 1962), 245~98.

... The I>l',.·known of these ~dvisory groups
was the .o-<:alled \"on K~rm~n Committee, es·
tablished late in 1944 at th e direction of Henrr
H. Arnold, Command,", General of the Armr
Air Fortes, and headed by Theodore "on
K:lirm.in, of the California In,.itutc of Tech·
nolosr. After sU<""e)'ing wartime achievements
in aeronautical science and rocketry, the panel
of scientim published in findi",' in August
194~ and ill recommendation! in December.
While gi"ing full credit to the German aCCom·
pli.hments in rodet!')-, th e von Kinnan com·
mill« concluded that jet prepubion offered th e
ke)' to "air supremacy," and th,lI progre"
to"ard J.ong. range ~I'!lic miuilCllhould «>me
through the de\'Clopmcnt of air_breathing pilot·
Ie" aircraft, The philo$ophy embodied in
these 14 reportl was to guide Air Force think.
"'g for a]mOlt 10 years, S« Anny Air Forces
Sc;enti~c Advi.ory Group, TOWMd N~U' Ho·
,izon,: A R.port to Genulll of the Arm)l H.H.
Arnold (14 vob. [W:uhinstonJ, 19'15), For a
retrolpe('t of th~ findings of the commill~e, s«
Hugh L. D!,)-cien, "Toward the New Horizons
1'( Tomorro": Firsl Annual ARS ,-On K~rmin
Lecture," As/toUitlics, XII (Jan 1963),1419 Drrden served as depu!y scientific din.ctor
to '-On K:!.rm:!.n On the committee
.. i.e,·inc, " U.S. Aeronautical Reso.arch
Policy," 91-97; Hun.aker, "Fortr Yean of
Aeronautical Ruearch," 267-268,
.. The unitary plan was deligned to provide
di.£)Crsed NACA·Air Force wind·tunnel facili_
tiel characte rized by a minimum of ove rlap and
a maximum of ,-ariety. Fi,'C new supersonic
..... ind tunneb were constructed, one at each of
the NACA laboratories and two at a new Air
Force 'nstallation, the Arnold Engineering De·
'-elopment Center at Tullahoma, Tenn, See
,llanUd/ for Users of th. Un'td'), Plan Wind
Tun"ti F",iliti~J (Washington, 1956); and
Alan Pope, Wind-TMnnd TIJtinl (2 cd., New
Ynrk,1954 ).

"Axel T . Mattson, inte"'ie", lI outton, Jul)-

2, 196.. ; Gra)-, Franl"~" af FU&/II, 330-359,
Frank Waters, Engin... int Spoce Exploration:
Ilobm II. Gilt"tl, (Chicago, 1963). 38-39:

" Hist ory of NACA Transonic Reso.arch," Lang·
ley Aeronautical Laboratory, undated «>P)' in
Archi,-es of the Manned Spacecraft Centu
( MSC ), Hou ston. Unleq otherwi~ indicated,
orig inals or copies of all primary materia" cited
in this work arc located in the I\ISC Archi,'ts.
Th e Langley engineers also pursued their
tran$Onie inveuigationJ with a method devised
in 1944 by Gilruth, whereby .mall models of
wing. or complete aircraft were attached to the
upper wing lurface of an airplane, thus em·
ployi", the accelerated airA ow O.-er the wing
surface for studying the aerodynamic character_
'$lies 01 the model at tranJOllic ipeedS.
.. Per!,)', "Antecedenu of the X_ I," 18-20;
Kenneth S. Kleinknecht , "The Rocket Research
Airplanes," in Eugene M. Emme, ed" Tit,
l1iJlory of Rotkd T.,hn%lJl: Essays on Restdrth, De~tlop"'tnl, o"d Vlilit), ( Detroit,
(964). 193- 198; Hu nsaker, " Forty Years of
Aeronautical Research," 268, 269; Gra), F,on·
si~" of Flithl, 331-336: Ley, Rod,t>, AliJSil~s,
"nd Sp"u Trllal, 419-432 Beause of the
fear that the X-I, operaling with an entirely
ne ..· rocket VO"'erplanl, might not be ready as
early as planned, the NACA·Ai. Force-Na,'Y
group concu rrently devdoped a jet.propelled
reso.arch airplane, the Douglas 0-558-1. This
"'a. abo in i..cq,j,og with NACA'. vtisino.l conviction, shared by the Navr, that the first resear<'h aircraft would be turbojel-powered.
"Kleinknecht, "Rodel Research Airplanes," 199-201 ; Ler, R"ektu, Aiiuil." ""d
SpdU Tlot'.I,1N-426, Charle, V. Eppley, The
Rodd Rtuoreh Ai,,,,,fl P,ol'llm, 1946-1962
( F-dwards Ai. Fon:e Base, Calif., 1962 ), 1-25;
Huns.aker, "Forcy Years of Aeronautical Research," 269; James A, Uartin, "The Record·
Setting Rcso.arch AirplanCl," Aeronouti,al
En,i" • ."·,,t Revi.w, XX I (Dec. 1962), 49-54 ;
Walter C, Williams and Hubert M. Drake,
"The Research Airplane: Pall, Present, and
Fu.u,,"," A.'''''''~'''&dl Ii",i.... " .. , R~,,"~u',
XVII ( Jan _ 1958), 36--41; Walter T. Bonne)·,
" High·Speed Research Airplanes," StI.",i{o,
A",.,'un, CLXXXIX (On 1953), 36-41.
For the experienees of two roc~et,airplane tCII
pilots, as well as for useful trcatmenll of the
postw~r research aircraft serie., lee A. ScOlt
CTOIlfield and Clay Blair, AIu.'oYJ Anolher
DII"'" (Cleveland, 196(1); and William Bridgeman and Jacqueline Hau.rd, The Landy Sk)l
(New York, 1955 ).
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Ihc CCOlur)· >erie, ( F- l oo, etc.) ..-as a d;s-

ro,·cry made in 19:'1 by Richard T . \\"h;t(o",l;,
aeronautical cngin,,~r working ,""inly in th ..
recently opened 8·foot, slotted.throllt tunnd at
the Langky ]al>oralory Whitcoml; collected
data on the length,,·i.., distributioo of fu.elage
and "ing \"o]u~ and suggested .10 airplane
confi!l;uration that mioimized drag at , upenonie
speeds. Whitcomb·s findings, knm, n as rhe
"'area rul ..," indicated that a coke·boule, or
,,·up-,,·aiSled, 'hape ,,"ould significantly i""",ase
the I~d of jel·propelled airplanes. The im.
porta","" of the ar ..... rule ,,·as ",fleeted io the
configuration of practically e\"'!'ry jet intereeplor
designed and buill for both the Air .'o",e and
lite Na,·y in 1M mid-19SOs. &e Richard T.
Whitco.nb. "A Study of the Zero-Lift Drag·
Rile CharaCleriSlics of Wing_Body Combina·
tions Xear Ih S]>e<:d of Sound," NACA Tech.
Report 1273, l'o.')··Suond Annllal R,po,/ of
Iht NACA 1956 ( Wa.hinglon, 1957 ), 51930

~39.

" Discussions of the principles of rocketry
can be found In IIIany plare>, but lOme of the
rnOS1 lucid e~ plan~tions from the la)"man's
Itandpoint are in u,y, l/oc4els, Mtssil" , ond
Spnce T,o <"I, fiO-4i!l : F:rik Bergaust and $<,a·
brook Hull , Hl)cAel tl) Ih, M Ol)n ( Princeton ,
N.).. 19S8), 33-43; Ralph S. Cool>cr, "Rocket
Propubion:' I/tPO.1 of th Smithsoni"n In _
(Iiluliotl ft.. 1961, 299-3 13; and Andrew G .
Haley, una,,,)· o~d S~u E"plo""io~
( Prine.. lon. 1'> .J . 19S8 ), 33-43. See .11..,
NASA news rdeaf(" , unnumbered, '" Liquid
P"'pelbnl Rodet Eogil><:l,'· J~n . 1962.
E:qually informati,"'!' III ~n inlroduclion to
rochtry but historically irnllOrtant a, :I ' pur
to enlh"siam Wil.l G . Ed~rd Pend.ay', Til,
Cl)minf Afe of Rodel Pnwn ( New York ,
1945 ), whe...,in .ock • • dliciency was piclund
as oj>Cning "the way 10 an cntire new world of
,·docities. :lltitudu, and powers which ha' e
hitherto been closed to us; and consequent lY
to a whole new world of human e~J>Crie nce,
and possibilitics" (p. 9).
"Sce A. A. Blagonra, ov, cd. , CoUuled
Wo,ts 0/ K . E. Tsio/Aousky, Vol. II: R,ou,ve
FI)"ing IIhchm es, :-<ASA
F_237 (Walh_
ington, 19(5).
.. For biographical information on Tliol.
kovlky, ICC A. Ko.moden'Y:lnsky, KonSI""lin
TsiolkoVlkJ", His Uft nnd /Yo.k, trao •. X.
D~nko (Moscow, 1956 ); Alber! Parry, R~I'
rin's !locktll and Missi/fs (Garden City, N.Y .•
1960), 94- 104; Beryl Williams and Samuel
.:p>tcin, Th. Hockn Pion" TJ lin /ht HI)~d II)
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S,,,,u ( New York , 1955 ), 52-69 , Heinl Gart·
mann. Th, /lin Btllind Ihe Sp"u Rotktts
( X cw York, 195-6), 26-3S; and K. E. Tsiol·
konky , " An Autobiography," trans. A. 1'".
Petroff, A./,onalllies, IV ( Ma)· 1959 ),48-49,
6364; V N Sokobkiy, "The Works of the
Russian Scicntisl-Pionec-n of Rocket Technology,'· in T. ~I. Mdkumo,·, cd., Piontt's of
Rodtl Tulln%" ( Moocow, 1964 ), :-<ASA
T1' F- 928S ( W:Olh inglon, 196!iJ. 125-162 .
• , Biographical material on Goddard, lillIe
known oullidc of sc ientific circlel uotil recent
}"<"3n, i, ",ccumulating rapidly.
A ,·aluabJe but
not delinitive biott:raphy i. Milton Lehman,
This /l i,h Mo~ : Th, Lile of Roberl 11. Cod·
''''' (Xcw Yor k, 1963). Sec also E. R . H agemann. "'Goddard and II i. Early Rockel!:
1882- 1930,'· /1)1I,no/ of III, ASI,onli~I;,,,1
Sc;enctl. VI I (Summer 1961 ), 51--59; Eugene
~I .
E",me, "Yesterday·, Dream-Today'>
Realit)·,'· Ai, Pown fliJ/I),iorl , VII (Oct,
1960), 21(;-221; G . Edward Pendray, " Pioneer
Rocket Dc,·eloprncnt in Ihe United St3t.,.," in
Emmc, TI" lI;slo, y of Rl)drl Tech"l)/ol)·,
19- 23; aloo published in 1"((lInl)/ol' and CI'/'
IU", IV n'aH 1963) , 38 ~-388; William. and
Epnein, Hodn Pionn'J, 70-110; Shirley
Thomas. Men of Spou (6 voll, Philadel phia,
1960- 1963), I , 23 - 46 ; Gartmann, Men Behind
thr Sp"u Rodrls ; and f.mme, A 1/'sIO.,O/
S~u 1'Ii,II1 ( :-;"e,,· York, 1965),85--87.
"' Godda,d ', 1920 Smithton ian ' nltitution
r~ ..... rt amI • I~ .. r."10"'" I~""''' ".. ~hc S,,,;,h·
sonian summa,izing his findings to 1936 an:
in Robc:rI H . Goddard, Rod,lS, Comp,isin,
" A Mtlhl)4 of R,,,elli,,, EXlume Altil~dd '
and " Liqllid.P'op.Unnl Rodel De~tlopmenl"
(New York, 1946 ). A condcnl-:J.lion of God,
dard', notebooks is £llher C. Goddard an d
G. Edward Peodroy, cdl., Rocbl Dt~dop·
menl: Liquid·F,ul Rod:" ReSIO,ch, 19191941 (New York, 1961). The eastern dai ly
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Inve.tigation-Manned Reentry,''' Nov. 7,
1958. Cf. memo, Low to Newell Saunden,
Nov. 28, 1958; "Specifications for Manned
Space Capsule"; Faget (interview) said "Ablation was ruled out as a material in the competition for the simple reaSOn that it would
prove to be too much of a 'wild card ' in the
technical assessment." In othe r words, said
George Low, 0<::1. 5, 1965, "we wanted to
selec t the best .pacecraft manufacturer and
not only the belt heat shield im"Cn tor."
.. Jack C. Heberlig, interview, Houston,
Feb. 20, 1964; H"mmQc~ , inteTview, n ouston,
Feb. 13, 1964. See pp. SO-52 . For a convenient overview of Ihe Manhigh, ExceiJior,
and Strato_Lab projectl, lee " Report on
Manned Space Flight," session VII of Pro·
cndings af Ih e Second Nalional ConfITenu
on Ihe Peateful Uses of Spate, Stallle, Was h.
inglon, May 8-10, 1962, NASA SP-3 ( Wash.
ington, 1962), 241-261.
""Project Mercury Status Report No. I for
Period Ending jan. 31, 1959," STG. Sce also,
Emme, Aeronautics and Astranauli" 19151960, appendix C, 161-165.
.. Careful study of th e "half proposal" by
Winzen Research, Inc., d~.rTib~d in "T~~hni.
cal Propoul for NASA Man-in ·S pace Capsule
Program," No. 1160-P, Dec. 8, 1958, for a
balloon-hoisted se aled cabin similar to those
uled in the Air Forc~ Pro;ect Manhigh and
the Navy Strato_Lab conti nued within STG for
se~"Cral more months and was instrumental in
detennining that this kind of "space soak"
would not justify its COst.
" Low, "Status Report No.2-Manned
Satellite Pr oject," I)ec. 17, 1958. Th e danger
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,.t frKI ..... "U p.ob:ohll ' ...."1... 1 in Ih.. all(~T\3'
1001' .d"'li(llUhip 1"'1\..·.. n 1m, \d,;tn~td R...
JI';treh ProJKU .\lI.en.. y of th .. Ik,,~rtn ... nl of
Do:fenle ~nd Ih ~ milil"Ty JI''' if ...• _'n :ldq'K.. d
ITtc:ll'('h I{rotlpt ;\1 .. mor.lIId"m of "nd<'l1ola,....
infit. '\'S\ \RP\ \lMIIC'(I Sa.('l1i ... I'and.
" Pr;,,,,i,,kt for Ihe Condu ... h)' "'"S.'\ .,nd .he
Oo:,.." ...... nt of Drf('n,.. of 3 Joint J'rO!lrllm fnr
" ;\ IHnlK'd Orbll~1 " .. hid ..... s..,,1 19. 19Sa.
s..., 11110 mWK!, (:il"I\h (or all concerned. "Or·
!aniUOlion of Spa<:c Task Group. J :ln, :16.
1959
.. , fllfr. Sih>:" ... in
1.1. G .. n itOl<:O<' E.
Wil ..... n. US \i. Fon::...... "" :!(l, 1958: 1'0 \5 \.
'rmy join. IK'WI ...,k....... '·N"S"·"rrn)'«..... ·
,1>('111." f:l..c- J, 19Sa; Oo:\brqui, Wplt. mIt<·
, ...... Wa~'n~.on. s..p" L I96S.
., "5.... u. R.. porl No. ,.. s..., aoo f.ink.
S14u M .d"i... '" P,oj,../ M"u,:!. H-S9.
• "'n,il".ion 10 Apply for Posi.ion 01 Re ·
Jl'a.eh ,\ 'Ironaul-Candidat... ·• "nnOunCfmen'
No. I, NASA Projtt-. A, Ike. 22. E9Sa, I.
SUCf~ln~ '1uo{"lion. " r.. fmm pag .. , 1 and 4.
Oriqon:ll plan. for a m""imuln "t" of :I!i _...,
fO'l1l'ro",;«:'<I by .h.. ""Iu;...,m,,,,11 for "~IC"''''''
cxf'l'rl<'nn'. Ac .. umula l; nll. I!iOO h""n of fI)',
;ng lime requorcs :.boul 10 )"'~'" & .. I.. ttcr.
R~rt 0 Voas 10 John .\ W"hCT, S)'r;lfUJI'
l: ni,· .. ni.y ..... pril I, 1960.
• Lo"', ''Sla lul Rq><>f! No.3 Proj ...... ;\In.
(u')", flott. 27, 1958; "'11 .... Eln~ 10 Li nk and
Grim..-ood, \larch 23, 19~.
MDonbn, inl"n.~ ...... l-"n.l~y "";~ItI. V ..
Jan. 7, 19&4 Cf Neil '\ , Armllronll., "I 0...
cidre. co Gel Abo;u-d," l.i/~, CV ( Sepc. 27.
1963), a+
.. Low. "SCJlul Report No. 6 Proj .. ct
'krrur)'," .'fb. 3, 19!i9; Ott ~Iso Donl3n , ~m'
"'enu. Sep .. 3. 196!i.
.. Lene., Rrid 10 NACA Dir .. July 29, 1958
nleono, t ow 10 SiL.-erslcin. Dec. 12, 19.59.
" I ...
Low 10 Grimwood. "'0" 13, 1963
Th l'Odorc ,On K~rm~n. "'''(ldYMmj". S,/u/.d
TopiCf ift Ih~ I.il:h, 0/ Th,i, 11"/0"01/ D" ./.
OP'"'"' (let....-". NY. 195~). l a9
famoll' R.. ""iu,'nre Kll lp""f by GiO\~nni d~
IloJ.o~n" of \lercur} I'oi.-:d On :I 7t'llhy'-' hr~d,
rudy 10 '"rinR ,nlO .,..... c. is ~n "nlkl~r of rn·
tr~y" ~nd Ih .. "~rffpled .ymbol of ,ielor;Oll'
I,,,,,d," Mfordln~ co Kennrlh Cb.~, Th, NNdr.
A S,.II., ,n Idtll/ 1-'0'''' (N,w Yo,~, 1959),282.
"Edl1h IInmihon, .H )·lil%t)' (Nell York,
11)511), '11; Th"",~ s n"Jr,neh , ,I/ r'/,%rr,
abrid~rlllfnc h)' l,d"""ld Fulln (N,w Yor~
19~9J. 18; rnnnr, A"oftn~'i« nnd 111" 0.
na."CI, 1'115 19(j(j.
" The announcemenl of Ihe eode n~me for
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\S \ ', m~n·;n·'J"'"e prOfj:ram wa, ",ported
:0 I"'o-p;tllf .di.ion of ch .. IIr;krbound
I'o,! T",,,, 1\1 an ;ncid rnlal ,..,rt of I"" mOlin
..ory: " nit: R"" ~N ~:n~;1I(' (or SI..,ee FI; ~hu h
O,de,ed by U.S ," N,,,, 1'(I,k Timll, Dec. 18,
19sa. Scc: also, "'It.. Loui.., Did. " Publi c
SI31rll1cnll Dn Maon,d Sl'ae.. Flight and
",ojeel M.. rc"ry," ,\ug. 12, 1960,4.

N,,.,

III

Chapter V I
, !Iou.., Commiuce on Seienee and A,lro-u"ulit.t. 87 ConS., I ... u. (1961), A Ch.oftol.
'n of J/i.. ;t~ nd "'J/r(lft~y"t eUIIII, 6+--66;
f.u~e .... ;1.1. Emmc, A"o •• ",i" IIftd ,hl,o·
.IIM/,n: All Am" ic~~ Ch,oftol06Y 0/ SCUIIU
nd Tu1t.1I0/067 III 'h~ £xp/o,olioft of SpIIU
1915-196Q ( W:I.hinSIOfl, 1961 ), 106, 143.
Cf. lIou$(" Comm; u« on Science: :and Amo""u,ie,. a6 Con!., I leIS. (1959), The Fi,1I
SO,;II .1/00" /loci". On Iff hnologiu l ehau·
,·mi.m, ....: Ih .. conS...,lIional furor arouJed b)'
Ll<»'li ;I."'II:.n, "Th .. Big Red Lie," a "'ries of
""ic]"" in Try, (\prl l, ;l.la)', Jun .. , July,
19:'9), "'hith alleged S..... ie. IpU" claim., c,·
l..,..i~ lIy Mnhl. , 11,1 he Ihr "bis.~e,c h",,:< in
hin",")'," Hou ... Co",,,,;I1« on Se"'nee and
\lIru,,:tulin, 86 Conlh I ..,IS. (I9S91, So.'~1
S".u T.clt./lolon, ",II.in"
. "Proj«1 \leKury Di..: u.,;oo," broo:hu,,,
f(lf P"'u lour ('Of un_ley R.ltaKh ~nler,
STG. luI)· 7. 19,,9. I; MaxImo;: \ Fatel:and
knbo::rl U. I'.land, ...\lereury Lapslllc and Its
FIi~hl S),"elll'." 1'1Ip1'f, In'I;.u'" of Ihe Aeronaul;",,] Seiene.... Sew \'or1o Cily, Jan 2S,
1!)60, 1·2; ;\h., I'aul E. Pur ...., " I'.o,itcl Mer·
nlry T eehn ic:l1 I Emory," June 12, 1963, ;nlro.,
5-6; Fa!!el and Waller C. \\'ilhallll, in len';ew"
lIoullo". "uo;. 23, 19Ii!i,
' T Kcich Clennan, '''The Tluk of COl"
CfnllltnC," in Unc-oln P. Bloomfield, .. d. , 0 .. ,,,
S,.,,: 1',ofJilt" fo,"'" ."d Soci"., ( Ensk·
",~od Cbfh, NJ. 1962),65
For II>On: ol.he
I..l<~o; ...tlnd on cno;; .... and bnooJlu pnorily
:lni!1R1n<"nu,"'e Sell:ll" eo.nmll~ on Aeronau,
I;'al a"d SP.lf.. Seifn(fl, a7 e ...«., 2 It ..
19621. Slaff R.pon,I/ ....,d S14u Fli,hl
"'0(1""" 0/ ,10, ".a',,,ut A,," .... 'ill .,,11 S,.."
,dmi.iJ',ou,," P,oj"u Unu,)', e,mini.
uti 14",.110. 160--168.
'Lelln, lI" o;h I. Dryd .. n ' 1,1 ROOt" R
(;;Im'h, "!al'ch 23, 1959 "",nlO, Clota..e
\\',.wl I" :..; \5 \ A<iminillralnr, "Priori.y fo.
1,,,,j~~ 1 Mfr'u,}.. •· \1~rr h 12, 11):;9, Table 0
. \l enlO. Ch"'lo"hfr G. Kr:th ' 0 Gilnllh,
'O[>("r:ttio-",,,' Pl"lllltalil t:S.",t.,,, f", U'MTC."
0.,..,
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FOOTNOTES

· utler. LIo)'d liarr;J,tlll HI Charici II
ZunmNman , "'lareh 10. 1959, !cucr. C, f
Picard !O Z' '''n,.,rllL~n, "'b reh 23. 1959. ,nc"",
for filel. R. L. Bar~ r . ":>;,\S.\ COli tract I\'.\S
5-59 "'bnned Satc1ht(" Capslllel,' .\pr,1 10,
19:19, !knM" Comm ittee "" ..\erollalltic:!1 a,,<1
Space Sr'''n(("I. 66 Cung. , I sen. (1959),
Co:·t,,."'''''dl V'tlmi:atiDII f'" SpQU .,Ieli,"·
l'tS. 42 - ·n. Fo, a different interpretation ,,/
'he facts surrounding (he OX priorit)· for
... Iercurr, Saturn, and the F-I cnginc, s<'C
House COInn\;C!ce ,>I' SciclJU and Astronau·
,;cs, 86 C ong., 21eSl, (1960), Spnu, .lIiHiilJ,
and Ihe ,\'"Iion, IO-I'!. For de{ails on {he
birth of the F-I cngioe and (he Sawn> l>oe,ucr.
K(: S"'~'" Illustrated ClHOIIOiog)", A p.,ii957Jun. 1964, Ma rshall Space Flight Center, Aug
10.1964,1-16.
: "'l e",O$, George ... 1. Low (o J. W. Gan·
non, "Pr;ority for Projcct "'Ie,cu r)"," April 25,
1959: Low ~o H""se Committee On Seienee
and Astronautics, "Urgenc)' "f Project :'Iler·
.. u,)'," .\pril 27. 19~9: Ho...,· Committee 00
Sc ience and '\ I{rona,,{ics, 86 Cong., I scss.
(1 960 ), / 961 NASA Aurho,i,olian, H8.
' Ro)" \1' Johnson, quo~ed l>r J ohn W.
Fmne)", "'Space Ship .\Iodcl T es{ed in Fligh~."
,vr', I"o,k T'm .. , .\larch 27, 1959. On rio
,'~Irr and confllsion in Washington, sec D rew
Pcarlon. "Too .\lany Czars in Space Work,"
W~ ,hllltlO" POll, Feb, 9, 1959: William Hines,
" Pol icics of Washington Blamrd for Mi ssile
Lag," Wa shing tnn F.{'t"'~l SI~', f cb. ]7,19;'9.
For part of ~he fllror O,'e( Proj<x:t Allus, sec
II'alter Sulli"an, e! .1.1., Ntr< r o,A Ti m".
... Iarch 19,20,22, 1959. Sec also " R o)' \\'
j ohnson, Earl)' Bu ilder of U S, Space Program,
Dicl," Nrw I' ork Timts, J ul)' 23, 1965.
• S« "Questionl and Ans"en from Bidders'
Briefing for '\]anned Space Sa~clh~e," STG,
:\"0\'.7,1958,3; leu"r, Sh"rwood L. Butler to
R E CUShlOan, "Proposals on Requisi~ ion
S-6-.\lanrw:d S.1.Iellite Caplule," Dec. 12,
1958.
.. Gle nnan, "S!atemen! uf Ih~ ,\dmin;ura·
tor on lhe !kle({ion 01 "'1cDonndl "'~Tjllfl
Corporat;on !O Desi,n and Conltruet a
.\lanned $a{elli{" Capsule for Pro~e{ .\f"r.
eur; ," typcserip!, undated
" NASA Contract No. NAS !I_59, "Cost·
Plu s·A·Fixed·Fee Rese a~h and DC\'dopmen t
Con~raet for Designing and Furnishing Ma nned
[lie] Sat"lIite C3psule." Th i. documen{ II
officiall)' dated F~b. 13, 1959, ,he date on
".hieh it ".as appro,-ed by Glennan Fo, an
elaborate 37.pa!" r~ rt On the (Ontfllet nego·

!lationl, lee memo for files, W,lIis A. Simons
and Gcorse F. MacDougall, J r" " Procurement
of :\laoncd S~~cllite Cal)lulc (Project Mer.
cury) ( Requisi~ion 5-6)," Feb. 9,1959.
,dease, " .\lcDonndl A,(craft's Role
ns Prill\c Contrac~or for the Mercury Space·
craft," McDonnel l "ircral! Corp, Apri l 1962.
" ~II., S~ephen A. ArlOmonS for Project
,\fetcur)' T(Chnical lIinorr I'rosram, "The
Iliw'ry"r Proj<x:{ .\Iuellry COntracl1:' Apri!
U, 1963 ; ,\,.,nllrons, ;o~eT\'ic,,', lIou"'," , Jun"
~. 1961
" Mn~ned S""lIi" P,opos"I, Vol, 1, M nn,
"lmunl P'OpOM/; Vol. 11 , T .. hftico/ p,o.
pos"l,. Vol. Ill . Cosl P,opo,ol. Report 6483,
"'lcDonnell Aircraf~ Corp., Dec. 4, 1958.
" Prepared by L. M. Pa rker and approved
br J ohn F. Yardley, E. },{, Flesh, and ,\I~rt
Utseh of McDonnell, "ProjCCt Mercury Cap.
sule D c\~ il SJKci6c~t'on," Repor{ 6603, w:u
fint iuued on ~b rch 12, 1959. ~n d " "'ised
on April 10 and J uly 1:1, 1959. By thc latte r
da~e .\lcDonnell mode l d('jignMion " 133K"
had bttn a ..igned the MNeUr}' r~l)sllle. ",.
dicating ] I significant drawing chanle) so far.
Cr. " Specifica tions for Ma nned Spae<X:flIf{
Cap.ul~:· Specificalion :'\0. S-6. i!em 2.2. 1.1 ,
STG i Langley RC'SCarch Ctnter. :\"0\'. 1~, 1958,
.. Low, "Status Re port :\0. 4-Projcc:t .\ler·
cur)'," Jan. 12. 1959. E" idence that the carlier
I';"ASA capsule design con tinucd 10 compete
wi th the McDonnell con fisuralion il found in
st udi.,. of drogue parachute efl"<x:t i" erw:u in
stabilizing the capoule a~ subsonic speeds. !kc
,rw:mo, James S. Bowman, " Transmillal 01 Proj·
ect ;\Icrt'ury Dala to ~hc Spac" Task Group,"
June 3, 1959. The pr«isc shape of rhe "coolie
hat" blas~ Ihield was still debate d in late 1960.
See letter, PuneT 10 Walt er F. Burke, " Prosreu
R epor ~ On PIlon jellison rockets l('jl a l N ..\SA,"
Sep!. 2 1, 1960.
" Low, "St~ tu s R eport No.5," J an. 20,
1959. Cf. Lo", "StatuI R cpor ~ 1';"0. 3,"' Dec.
27.1958,
.. "S!alul R~por t No.5" ; J,f" .... rd S""J/ilr
Pro,ol"I, Vol II , Tuh .. j,,/ Propo,,,I, 10.
.. Andre J Mc)·",. Jr., ;n~e r"iew, Houston,
Feb. H, 1964 , .nd (ommenlt, Sept. ], 1965 ;
Ms., .\ieye r for Project Mercury T echnical Hil·
~ Or l' Program, " Mercury H ca~ Shield lI iIlOr),,"
J une] 963, rClardl ~hc hcryllium a!tunali,'C at
onl y a ~on dary IOlu tioo from the beginninl.
.. Edison M . Fiel d•. ;n te"" ;"w, liouslon,
J unc 18, 1964; Al<x:k C, Hond . inle",·iew. " oul'
ton, .\hrch 13, 1964
.. Puncr, log for Gilruth, Jan . 14, 1959.
Cf. "Specifications for :'Ilanncd SpaCeCrafl
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Capsu le" Memos, Fields 10 Chief, Flighl SysI"",S Di,... "Visit 10 B. F. Goodrich Concerning
Abl~lion He~1 Shidd for HS-H," April 20,
1959; and "Visil to C.T .L. Concerning Abla.
lion Hell! Shidd, for HS-24," Apri l 21, 19;:'9.
Gener~l E!cNrk Co. (~li .. ile ~nd Spaec Vc·
hide O"pl., Ph;l~d,.lphi~) h~d found il neecs·
''''T 10 ."bcontract the large·.calc de,'dopmenl
of its drsign pnxrn to Ihe B. 1' . Goodrich Co.,
Akron. Big J oe flew a Goodrich heatshield.
~ "Spccific~ti"o for Ablation Ileal Sbield."
STG Specificalion :-':0. 5- 19 8,Apr;128, 19;:'9,
a fi,..,_pagc revision by Fields of Spc<:ificalion
:-':0.5-19.-\. March 2, 19j9. Sec also "Beryl_
lium in Project ~Iercury," brochure, Brush
Beryllium Co., undated [aboul June 19;:'9].
For the technique s of ablation shield manufac_
lure, Ke "Dc,dopmrnt of Reinforced Plastic
Materials and Fabrication Procedurcs for R ecnlry Protection Shield for Capsule. Project
Mercury," Cinrinnali Testing and Research
Laborator)", Reports Nos. I and 2 (final), May
r and July I, 1959.
""How Mercury Ca]»u le Design E"olvcd,"
.4v;<llion W uk, LXX (Sept. 21, 1959), 57.
""ProjecI Mercury Slatus Report No. I
for Period Ending Jan. 31, 1959," STG/Langley Rnearch Cenlcr, 2, 26. See also Ms. paper,
l\br\"in S. Hochberg, " Design and Fabrication
of Ihe Projecl Mercury ASlronaut Couch," an
undated and unnumbered McDonne ll Aircraft
Corg. report receivcd by STG Ju ne 20,1963.
Low, "Slatu. Report No. 9-Proicct
~Iercury," March 21, 1959, 6.
On this chart
~IA- I Slood for Ihe flight thaI later became
known as 8ig JIX. Hence all f1ighu in the
Atlas series dropped in numerical sequence;
~1:\-7 l~came MA~, bUI ...,mained th~ first
planned manned orbital nigh!.
'" "Status Report on Project ~Iercury Dc,.., I.
opment Progr~m ns of Ma«h I, ]959," I'ubli c
Affairs Offirc, Lang]ey Research Cenler.
" Low, "Slatus R~rorl No.9-Project
"'ercury," 2, 4; W. C. Moseley, Jr. , inte"'iew,
Houllon, Sepl. 21, 1965.
"Will~rd S. Blanchard and Sherwood Hoffmau, iHten'iew, I. angley Field , Va., Jan. 6,
1964. Cf. their form~l p~pe .. on confi~uralion
,tudies published after 18 month,' lead lime as
TN 0-223, "Effecn of Nose Cone Radii,
Ahcrbody Section Deflections, and n Drogue
Chule on Subsonic MOlion< of Manned-Satel.
lilc Models in Reentry Configuration," March
1960; and as TM X-3;:'1, "Full·Scalc flighl
Test of a Propos~d Abort·Escape Syslem for a
Manned Space Capsule from Sen Lt"d," Aug.
1960; also Blanchard and }nmes R. Raper,
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T'\I X-422, "Full-Scale Flighl T est from Sea
Le"d of an Aborl-Esupe System for a Project
Mercury Capsule." Blanchard's work with tow
rockets and Ihe first full·sized model of the
~Icrcury configu ra lion Was publicized by Auia.
I;all Wuk, which featured hi. piclure on the
co,'er of its April 1959 issue. Alternalive modi·
fiCalion! of Ihc escape rocket S)'slem were being
tested by lIerbert G. PaHerson using V4-Kale
boilerpl~te capsu Jc·pylon systems in beach abort
launches fro,n Wallops hland.
,. For a ~sume of these activi tics at Langley,
sec memo, Carl A. Sandahl to Assoc. Dir.,
"Langley Pre,entation to the Space T ask
Group," ~lay 19, 19;:'9. Cf. memo, Abe Sil\"er'tein 10 Dir. , Aeronautica l and Space Research,
"Langley and Ames R esearch Cenler Supporl
for Proj ect Mercury," Ma«h 6, 1959, with
two enclosures. See also memo, Lloyd J.
Fi,her to Assoc. Di,., "Flotation Investigations
in Support of Project Mercury," May 12, 19;:'9 .
.. Albin O. Pearson, interview, Langley
Field, Va., J an. 7, 1964 : memo, Pearson to
Assoc. Dir. , "Visit of NASA Personnel to
Arnold Engin«ring De\"elopment Cent er, Tu]·
lahoma, Tenn.," ~Iarch 5, 19j9; memo, Moseley for file., "Summary of Proje<:1 Mercury
Wind Tunnel Program," Aug. 26, ]960. See
also Mar\"in E. H intz, If Chronology of the
Arnold Engineering D u'elofJn .. nl Cenler, Air
Force Systems Command Hi storical Publication Series 62_101, June 30, 1963,62.
""Pilot Support System Development (Live
Specimen Experiment)," Reporl 687;:', McDonnell Aircraft Corp. , June 1959. Cf. ''Tcst
Results Memorandum," McDonnell Aircraft
Corp., June 9, 1959. John H. G]enn, inler,·ie"·, Houslon, Aug. 3, 1964: memo, Wilbur E.
Thompson 10 Chief, Flight Systems Div.,
"Status of Jmp.~ct Tel! Progr~m," June 9, 1959.
» Leuer, Gilrulh 10 Commanding Officer,
Wright Air DC\'c!opment Centcr, r.larch 26,
1959: Low, "Slatus Reporl No. 11," April 6,
1959. Cf. "Projec t Me,""ury Statu, Reporl No.
2 for Period Ending April 30, 1959," STG/
La ngley Res<:~rch Center. On the hislory of
p;u-"ehut~ dc, clop",~"t fvr Mereu. y, .c~ J"~ W.
Dodson, transcript of a laped diKunion wilh
Donald C. Cole, '"Mucury P~rachute Hislory,"
Septem~r 1962.
"' William C. Muhly, intcrview, Houston,
Aug. 9, 1965; sec ~Iso Muhly's draft Ms. ,
"Planning and Schcdulin~," May 26, 1963, lor
the Mercury T echnica l lIi,t ory. Regarding
STG's first plans for a5!ron~ul pidup, See
STG, "Recovery Operations for Proj ect Mer.
cury," March 20, 1959.

FOOTNOTES
.. S« Chaplen I X and X, pp 287 and 31 1
following. Lloyd Fish"r of Lanjlley worked
on a lorus bnding bag for SC:'·"r~1 months in
1959 tM,fore th" honeycomb struclures dc,·d·
"""d well enough 10 ab:lndon Ihe idca for :I
whi le. Bul rccomiduat ions of dry bnding
from an aborl al Ihe Cape or nearing Afric~
\"d Gerard P".man, Faget, and Oonl~n to rc·
innat~ the pneumatic impact 00" de"elopmcnl
lat" in 1960. P".man, inter>"iew, 1I0uJlon, Aug.
16,1965.
" E. )<cl..,n Hayes. ''The Smith..,nian'l Sat.
ellite.Tracking Program: It. History and Orga·
nization." Pam T and II, Publicatiom 4482
and 4574, ,,,spccTi\"ely (W~.hinglon, 19621964), I, 318.
.. Leu"r, J. W. Crowley to F. L. Thompson,
" Request thaI LRC Assume Responsibility for
Project ~Iercury Tnllrumentation FaciliTies,"
Feb. 20, 1959, with enclosure (Sih-crst ein to
Crowle)', Feb. 16, 1959) ; Charles W. Mathews,
inte.view, Houston, Sept. 23, 1965; and Low,
comm"ntJ, <Xt. 5. 1965 .
.. Hartley A. Soule, inle"'iew, Hampton,
Va ., Jan. 7, 1964. Soule reti rcd in 1962 10
write historiel of Langley and of the Mercury
Iraekin,! network. Cf. memo, $oule to AJSoc.
Oir., "Question, Concuning the Project
Mcrcu ry R:1nge . . . ," April 13, 1959.
"C. Barry Gra, c., inter"iew, Houston,
Feb. 17, 1964. Cf. melno, Gra"el to Cilrulh,
"Progress on Ran ge for Projeel Mercury ... ,"
Feb. 13, 1959.
.. Leuer, Henry J. E. Reid to Sil"erJle;n ,
Ap.il 27, 1959, with cnclnsure (Soule, "Ten ta·
li"e Plan for Operation of Range for Proj«t
Mercu ry"). CI. carlier plans in leller, Reid
to Crowley, "13rch 9,1959 .
.. " Projec l Mercury Crew Slat ion DeKri p.
t;on," Reporl 6 710, McDonnell Aiccn.h Corp.,
!.fa.ch 16, 1959; "Model 133 MQ(kup Review
Pictur<:s," Report 6732, McDonnell Aircraft
Corp., March 18, 1959. It i. perhaps s.ignifl·
canl Ihat a large sign behind the modup in
Ihe McDonnell faclory Ilid, " When a change
is nOt n~e.saT}·, it i. n«euary no. 10 change"
"Minule" " Model 133 Mocl.... p Re"iew,"
McDonndl Air<:nofl Corp., March 18, 1959
"MemOl, Gilruth to STG/ Langley Re.
search Center, "Coordinalion 01 Meet;ng, 01
Sludy Panels .. ," Mar<:h 20, 1959; and
" Ellablishmenl of Capsule Coordlnalion Office
and Re,""w Board," Jun~ 19. 1959 J ohn H.
Disher, inle"';""', Washinglon, s.,pl. 2, 1965.
For :1n o"e,yiew of .he nalure and reope 01
Project !.Ie.cu,)· as ICCn by STC II thi, li",e,
sec memo for fil". [and distribution amonl'l

supporting groupsl, Purser, "Gencral Back.
ground Mat~ ri al on Proj~t Mercu ry," March
23, 1959.
.. Ms., C. f. Bingman for Proj ecl Mer~ury
Technical IliSlory Program, "Organization,"
June 3, 1963, 5, 14. See al.., STG/Langlcy,
"Slatu. Rcpo rt No.2."
"Senator Sluart SyminSton's remark il in
COQunmcnlal Orga~;:a/ion for Spa •• A<I;~i.
/;<1, 211. Cf. Houlc Commillet on Appropria·
tions, 86 Coug., I sen. (1959), NationQI
A,.onnu/;(J and Spall Adm;n;l/,ation Appro·
"';O/;anl, lIea.;ntl, le";mony of Hugh L.
Drl'den, 9. fagN rculled in inte rvicw the
"family joke" of th e Iymbols: NAtA ~
NA$A.
" Memo, MacDougall to P.OjeCI Manager,
"Estimated Cost of Manned Space Caplule
Cont.act," Dec. 15, 1958; MacDouga ll, inter.
"iew, f eb. S, 1965.
"Sih·cnl";n, marginal nol", on memo, Low
'0 DiT. for Space Flighl n.,,,,,lopmcnt, Marc h
12, 1959; MacDougall, jntervi~w, S~p l . 13,
1965.
" Memo for fllel, Me)",r, "Vi.i. of MeDon·
nell Represcn laliv~. 10 Discu" Spare Paru and
Ground Support Equipment," March 10, 1959.
Sec al.., Ml- , G. F. Bail.". and S. A. Armllrong
fOT Project Mercu ry T eehniul H illory Program, "Outline of In" Hislory of th" Merc llry
Contracl," " priI 8, 1963.
.. Low, "Slatus Reporl No.8-Project
Mercury," March i, 1959. Ct. Low, "Sla tus
Report No. i." T he extent 01 r<:design work
to "man·rat,," the Alia, was more quickly
recognized by ill (abricato" Ihan by its new
cullomen; William. inl"Tv;e,,·.
.. Memo, Purser to Gilruth, " Analysis of
Army Ordnane" Millilc Command Revi..,d
Funding E'lima le for Redllones and j upilers,"
June 5, 1959.
,. u,lIer, Glennan .0 I"til H. McElroy, July
14, 1959. Administralor Glennan bc:gan to
keep ~ desk diary in De«mbcr 1958 (nol
""ailable to this aUlhorl, which car<:fully nOled
each day'. tra ...... clions thereafter.
"Low, "Slatus Report :\"0. H-Project
Mercury," 1\b.y 22, 1959. Dc Marqui. Wyall ,
In lerview, Wa shi"lItOn, Sept. I, 1965; Bond
i"lervi~w.

" 1\15., William M. Bla nd, Jr ., for Project
Mercury Technical IIiJlory Program, ''The
8irth of L illl~ Joe Boolle."; memo for file.,
Charles H McFall, Jr., " Project Lillie J oe:
Ground Inltrumen lation Requircd," Apri l 15,
1959.
., Mema for lilcs, Sandahl, "Progrell on
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Little Joe ." Feb 16. 19.'19 , memo for 6ks,
8t;>nd, "Resul!! of Trip," ~by 19, 19.'19.
.. runer, log for Gilrutll, l:ln. 12, 19.'19 ;
memo, CII:lrles B. Rumsey to Assoc. Oir.,
"Meeting to Di..:us! Project Mercury Problem.
to Wllicll PARD Rocket Firing s Mi ght Con·
tribute [nformation:l' an Early Date," feb. 24,
19... 9. William E. Stoney, interview, Iioullon,
Feb. 13, 1964. For S(out', capabilities, .ee
"Consider-liions Affecling Satellite and SP;>Ct
Prob~ R l:Karch with Emphasis on the '500u \'
as a Launch Vehicle," NASA Te<:hnic;>1 Reporl
R-97, Wa shington, 1961.
.. ru ...... r log, Jan . 12, 19... 9. Cf. NASA
A,p, ,,p,iatio~l, HeM;_," Inlimony of Dryden,
63-11.... We,icy L. Hjornevi., interview,
Houllon, Feb. 17, 1964.
.. "Canadi;>n Pe!'1Onnel Chart: Duty As,ignmenn, N«<I to Know, Travel Require.
menn," STG, April 1939; Pu ...... r, log for
Gilruth, April 21, 1959. Bringing (<<"II insight
and lCaJoned experience to aid STC, this group
included two, John D. Hodge lind Ja ck Cohen,
of rank equO-'alenl to civil·service raling
GS-14. Several mOre Angio·Can;>d'an engineers later joined STG.
" 1'u ......., log for Gilruth, April 27, 1959.
See aho documenll signed by Glennan, Silver.
lIein, and T. E. lenkiru, Adminiltrali,"C Office.
of GtwIdard Space Flight Center, published as
Exhibits 10, II , and 12 of Appendix 0 in
Alfred ROIentllal, Tht £".1'1 y,a.,: Goddard
Spau t-/Ighl Ctntu, Hulorlul Orllonl ond
Afli~ilitl Ih,olllh Dtumbu 196'1 ( WalhingtOn, 19(4),35.
.. Glennan, interview with Eugene M.
Emme, Cleveland, April 6, 1963; Purser, log
for Gilru\h, May 20, 1939.
.. IIousc Committ~e On Science and Astronautiel, 66 Cong., I scSI. (19"'9), Bali, StitnIi,,, ,,~d A.I.onallli& Ruta.,h in Ih. D,poTIm'~1 of D.fuJt, testimony of Dr. Herbert F.
York , June 4, 1959, 16; B. Porter 8ro"'n, ;nler·
"iew, Cape Kennedy, April 30, 1964.
• Francis E. jarrell, Jr., and Robert A.
L,nd~tn;lnn, " Historical Origins of NASA',
Lounch Op.r",ion. ~ntu '0 July I. Ig62,"
Kennedy Space Center, H illorit.al ~Ionograph
No.1 (KHM-I),Oct.I964. Thert: isadil'
pule O,'Cr proper nomenclature !"Cgarding the
combination of launch comple"es ... and 6 into
'"No. 56." If the laller i, a milnomer, it wa,
so commonly used 31 10 jU!lify its use tllroughOut .hi, work.
.. Memo for lilo, Emil P. Bertram, "NASA
Sp3C~ Requi rements 3t MFL," April 7, 1959.
For :tn 3CCOUnt of .he m·fa.e<! Veg3 "ehicle,
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see E,~rt Clark, "Vesa Sludy Shows Early
NASA Problem .." Aui.llo" Wtd, LXXII
(june 27, 19(0),62-68.
.. Seoll H. Simpkinson, interview, Houston, June 2, 1964. lIangu S had been built
by NRL for Project V"nguard in Ihe face of
earlier housing shortagts fo, che<:kout facilities.
.. Purser, log. for Gilruth , June 1.'1 and 29,
1959.
" Ashton Graybiel, el aI., "An Aecollnt of
E"periments in Which Two Monkeys Were
Rcco""red Unharmed Afler Ballinic Space
Flight," Ae,ospMe loI.di&iu, XXX (Dec.
1959 ). 871-931. Cf. Siegfried J. Gerathe.
wnhl, P,ineipll' of Bi04stron4Nlin ( Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1963). 100- 106. NASA press
«'Ie:un on pritn;lte nights :tlways carried notice 01 the birlhplacfl of the lubjecil to a"oid
offending Hindul, who belie,"C in tran'migra·
tion of soull. Presumably 100 percent Ameri·
can monke)" were alwa),s 100 percent American. See also p. 53 .
., Gilruth , speech, Sp.,ce Age Conference,
World CongreSJ of Fligh t, Las VegaJ, April 17,
1959.
.. "Project Mercury DiKuosion," ... O-page
colkction of graphic Chartl and olltlinel, STG,
~lay 18, 1959, I.
"" Memo, Wnren J . North to Admininra·
tor, "Background of Protect Mercury Schedules," with enclosure, Aug. 14, 1960.
.. It see .... filling to note here the Air Foree
vie ...·point on thi' period. Ma~ Rosenberg,
Chief, USAF Hi storical Division Liai'lOn Office,
hal commented as follows On Ihil se<:tion ((kt .
8, 1965); " Within these pagel is th~ story
of rile major Crux of program slippages, which
seems not to be recognized. There is dClaikd
tilling of each agcncy's role but no recognition
that no one was in charge of 101,,1 ly,ltm
ana!}"i., IOlal 1)'lltm design, lold 1)'lltm engi""ering, tOlal 1)'Sltm te<:hnical direction.
This was one of the f~atu«'1 of Ihe Air Force
baUi"ic m'nile program whe«'in Ramo-Wooldridge functioned as the syJltms engineering
and technit.al director. The lack of wch an
agency "'ilhin the Mercury P"'Br:lm was un·
derstandable, for NASA was withGut e"pcri.
ence in undertakingl of such scope and
magnitude, but it .hould be recognized and
re<:orded hiJlorieally al an expensive 'lcs'lOn
learned' th~t cost NASA (and the United
States) perhaps a year Or more in meeting Ihe
Mercur)' goals." P. 13.
- " Project Merellry Oilo(u,,;ono," 22-25.
cr. "Main Relults of NASA·Mc[)..,nncll·
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} o~r"dl
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"1"ASA!:\ISC newl rdease, '"Biography of
John .-\, Powen," Jan. 1963_ Cf. memo,
Powen 10 Project Direct"r, "Proj« 1 :\Iercu.y
Public Affairs Officer," June 9, 19S9, which
encJ~s Ihe imtial puhlic relalions pb.n for
STG.
'" H ouse Commiure on Science and As!ronaulics, 86 Cong_, 1 sell. ([959), Mal".t
It-ith the A ,t'o~al/ts P,ojal ,IIurur"-.If....i~-Spoa p'O&"".. ). ?liar 28, 1959, pallim.
See also " How 10 Ge! a :\£an Up inlO Space
and Back Again;' and "Space Voyasen Rario'
\0 O.bil," Li/e, XL\'I, Ap,il 20, 1959_
.. Quoted hUI unidenti fied in George E.
Ruff and Ed,,;n Z. Le,-y, '·Psy.:hiatric r.,·alua,
tion of Candidat(,,1 for Space flight," Ame.i(on
}ol/rnal of Ps),ch,alry, CXVI (1"0\'. 19S9),
391. Fo.- the philo4ophen, ICe Tht Bd,i~
tVrilint. 0/ Bt,tr"nJ Rl/lStll, 1903-1959,
ed,tctl by Robe'.t E_ Egner and Lesler E.
Dc""" .. 11\"e" Yo.-k, 1961), 15, 56!}-576,
Teilhard de Chardin, Tire Phen omenon of
lIu (Xew \'ork, 1959 ), 250, 286, and
p.assim: Walter Kaufmann , Critiqu 01 Rt,
lition ...d Philoroph" (Garden Clly, NY"
1961 ), 429,
" Thil endl ~n inlerelting prose poem by
Da,id Greenfield rnh tled "Which Wa)" h
UU"en '" Ihat ap~a~ ,n Sal~,daJ Ret""",
XLII (July 4, 19~9), 39, rrllcf:!ing a signifi,
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"
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Chapler V 1I
'In comidering how both technology and
lechniqu e. began to e"ol"e through Ihe planning and tooling ,Iage, and inlO manufacturiog and production, Ihil chapler and lhe nellt
make Ihe con,"tm;ooal )"tt conceptuall y uleful d iuinction between mechanic ...1 and human
( faelon ) engineering cndca,·orl. Another imporum t diuinction, that which rated pilot
safery fir$! and mission luccea second, wal im_
plicit from the Uart, but became e~plici l in the
production programs only after many tech·
nical argumen" and much I"tthinking. The
proceu of man_rating th e machinel i, meant to
suggest all the effort, made to perfeet a completely automatic Iyllem for Ea rth-orbita]
flighl. The I"tciprox.. 1 pro«u of machine... ting men il meant \ 0 foxul on the ambisuititl
in the idea of perf("<:l ing a completely au tomated Iystem for lueh purpolC', Chronolosically this di"ilion coincidCl with the major, but
by no mum sinsular, concern of thOK ruponsib]e for the execution of Project Mereury
during the ye:u of de\"tlopmen! belwttn the
, ummen of 1959 and 1960.
• HOUle Select Committee on Astronautics
and Space Exp]orati on, 86 COng., ] $CU.
(]959), Th, Nul T,n Yu,t in Spare, 19$91969, reporl by T . Keith Glennan, H \lgh L.
Dryden, Abe Si]\"tntein, John P. Hagen, and
Homer E. Ne,,--ell, J r., ] 20.
• Obituary for PaulO. T .. yl .." Ai.>c""p,
Wons]ey Research Center, May 15, 1959. Re_
garding o~rtime, t.et: ~b. , Paul E. Puner,
" Dileu»ion of Project Mereury History and
Schedule.," Aug. 1960.
• "'Complement Analysis," STG, Appendix
C of confidential staff l1udy, J\ll y 10, 1959,
C- 10.
·See JamCl M. Grimwood, P. ojul Mer ·
c~,)' . A Ch.onology, NASA SP-4001 (Wash.
ington, 1963 ), 215. CI. m~m()l, Robert R.
Gilruth to lIaFf, "Appointm~nt of Auociate Di·
rect on," Sepl. 15, 19.,9; and "Organization of
Spaa Talk Croup," Aug. 10, 1959.
• for most of the preliminary operational
planning, I« the appendi«s and annexel to
Ms., "0" ,.,,11 PI"N." Department of Defense
Support lor Project Mercury," undated (ca.
Sept. 19591. See also DOD Reprelenlalivc
for Proj~C t Mercury Support Operations, Fi..,,/
Reporl 10 II... SUfll".), of Dcfrnu 0 .. Dlp",, mUI of D.fulf S"ppO" of P.ojut Mer&w.y:
Fo. Ihl Period I /~Iy 1959 Ih,o~th 13 }"".
1963; approved by Leighton I. Davis, Maj .
Gen., USA F, ]1 Sept. ]963. The major ex-
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c.plions to ~Iaj. Cen. Donald N. Yat,,' reIpoOlibility lor military luppor\ activities for
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Adal and bioallronautiul research and
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, Maxime A. Faget rculll Walter C. Wil.
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1965. Sec also m~mo, Gilru th for Itaff, "Ap_
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]959.
• J oachim P. Kuettner, "Mantating Space
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], ]963; Kuettner, interview, Huntsvill e, April
28, ] 964.
• Memo, Kucttnu 10 "all labs," De\"t lopmem Operations Division, Army Ballistic Missile Agenc~, " Mercury-Adam Project," J an. ] 4,
]959; Kuettncr, " Mereury Project," draft
Itatul report, May 21, ]959. Cf. typescript
prospectUI, Kuellner, "ABMA ', Panicipation
in lhe Merc\lry Project," undated (aboul AuS.
]959]. See also memo, A. Richard Felix to
Oi •. , Ae.ob.olliotie. Lab., " Vi';. to NASA,
LanSley Concerning Future Wind Tunnd TtllJ
of the Jup;tu-C Boosted Manned Space Cap.
,ule," J an. 15, 1959; and Mad W. Sh~ttlel,
"Slat\l' Report-Project Mercury," ABMA reo
port No. DF£-IN-09- 59, F~b. ] 3, 1959. Cf.
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Knowledge Acquired from the fint !\1anned
Satellite Program," MSC factsh«t No. 206, I.
t> John P. ~farcr Ind ~rI R. Hun, ''Tra·
jectory Anal)'1ois," in M e,n,y P,,,jtcl Summo,y,
Indudin, Rtf .. I/. 01 tilt Fo .. rlh Monlt." 0,-

/"'0/ 1'/""', Mol' 15 Itnd 16, 1963, 1>MSA
SP-4!) ( WaJhington, 1963 ), 119 ; John M.
Eggluton, "Some Abort T~hnique, and Procedurel for ~I:tnned Spacecrafl," A.,ospott
F.nlinu,in" XXI ( Nov. 1962 ), 17 .
.. Paul A. Campbell, "Man io Space_
Where Wc Sland," Ai, Fo'ct ond Spou Di,lll,
(july 1959), reprinted as Part 3 of Appendix
B in Senale Committee On Aeronautical and
Space s"ienctl, 86 Cong., I selS. (1959),~.
pon No. 1014, P,ojttl M .,cw,)': MDn-in-SPDU
PrOf'ltm o/lh. Noli"nol A.rono .. ,in Dnd Spou
AdntlniJI'Dlion cr. Siesfried ]. Gerathewohl
and George R Steinkamp, " Human Facton
Requi~mc:nu for Putting a Man in Space,"
pa...,r, ninlh Inlernaliooal AstronautiOiI Congn:lS, Aml1erdam , Aug. 1958.
.. Perhaps Ihe claNic halic lext for the
modero ~vival of efficiency expertise was dedicated, bolh formally and in a limited sense
financially, to Glennlo by the authors, all pro·
felloTS in the opcratiORJ reKarch group at CMe
Innitule of Techoology lince 1952: C. West
Churchman, RU ll( lL L. Ackoff, and E. Leonard
Arooff, Inl,odwelion I " Optral;alt, RlIllt'CIt
(New York, 1957) . See also Maurice Sasieni,
Arthur Vaspan , and Lawrence Frie dman, Op .. ItlioltJ R.Jur.h-M./hodr alld Probl.mJ (New
York, 1957 ); ]alI"lCl H. BatcheLor, OptraliarlJ
ReuD.clt: An Ann,,/ol." 8i6/;06'ltP"y (2 cd.,
St. Louil, 1959- 1963), Voli. I, II , III , and IV.
.. S. E. Skioner, Executive Vice Prft., Gn. ral Moto.. Corp., "Quality and Reliability
Control," ~e<:h, fint Genentl Moton-widt
orientation program, Ju ly 23, 1959. For a deI(ri ption of the Allal rdiahi lity problem, see
Roho:rI Dc Roos, "Penp<:Cli\lC 'M," booklet
(Gene ral Dyoam;a/AstrooautiCl, 1964) .
.. See J oan R. Rosenblatt, "On Prediction
of System Performance from I nformation on
Component Performan~," P,,,, ..dings of Ihe
II'n/"n ]"jltl C"mp .. ,u Co~{.,enct, I...oJ
Angelel, Feb. 1951. Cf. Nichol," E. Colo"io, "An Approach to Reliability Prediction
Program," American Society for Quality Con.
Irol, T'ltn .~eli,, ". 1'1 1960 Co"Vtnlio", Sin
Franei,co, May 25, 1960.
"Thomas C. R«ves, " Reliability Prediction-I ll Validity and Application al a Design
TO(IL," paper No . 60-MD- I, American Soc.
or Mechanical Engin«n, Feb. 10, 1960,8.
-Geo"e M. Low, in comments, Oct. 5,
196.5, I\Otes thai thue diKussions "occurred
001 between Wuhinglon and the Field hut be.
lween the organiu tioo relponsibLe for manned
space Aight both in Washington and the Field
and the Reliabi lity people."
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5,1960.
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./up" er, and Jun o;' in F.u~cnc :'>1. Emme, rd"
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196-1- ),107-12 1 " "enner mlfrTicw On Ihc
liule ~nown RL'dIIOIl<' "oOllcr rC(O,'ery '),IIC'"
dr"elopmen( dTorls, J<'C II. I. Johruon ci aI.,
"The ~Iereur)'-Redllonr Projecl," MSFC
SalU n , _\1'0110 Syllenll Office, TMX 53107,
J une 1%-1- , 6--22, 6 29 leuer, Cilruth to "On
Braun, wilh cnflosures, Oec_ 9, 1959 ; memo,
R. M . Barraza for M Ot;P- R&O, MSFC,
"Su"nll"'Y "f ~fr.r"rl'Rcd.tone R""o,'cry
Program ." Aug I, 1960,
'~ For dClail. of It rduonc ~nd Jupiler fliShl
fail",e •.• cr Ihree T<'jlO.U prrp.1red by Chryder
~I;uilc I) ,,-;.;ou for ~ISFC, "O,-.,r,,11 Slud)'
and n i~ 111 ':"alual ion of the Rro.cone :'>liuile
Propulsion "nd ,\UO("ia lrd Systcms," MSFC
rrl"''' :\"0 II. P-TR-6 [- [ I . ,\pr,1 7, 1961 ; C. C .
~IcDonald, P. R. Hr",,·tI, anel J L MOnlItn",,,,,),, .Jr., "Jupil N Mt'll ie and Juno It
"rhirk :'>lalfunrlion S(ud),," MSFC rep0rl1'o ,
M I'P ~1- P&V F. 1'-2- 62,\I',il 26. 1962: and
1', S. Sorfc, L, Van C~mp, R. t:. SC~"cns, el aI.,
" I{r<lunne Vcnide M~lfllnf\i o" Sludy ( Mer_
cUf)·. lt eoiSlonc Program )," MSt"C rq>orI /'00.
OSO TM 12-60, Original I lIuf, June IS,
1960, It~ A,O(l Jl, 1960, Rc, 8 . M ~y I.
1961
"loachlm p. " ueunn and [m,1 BerHam,
" Mcrcury- Rrou onc L.1unch Vehicle Devdop.
men. and Perfonnance," in Maeu,"! P,ajul
S,,'"""")', 69 See also Dr:lndner, " Proposal
for llbon &nsing S)"stem," 4,!>. For ST G',
fin! reliabililY meeling wich IIB~ I II, 1l'C Pur~r,
101\ for Gilrulh, July 27, 1959. On Chry.let.
role , scc two brochures, "Red'lone," liD 106,
Chry. lu ~fin;le OJ,·i.ion [ca. April 1961], and
" Pre..,nl ~c ion to Manned SpaCC<:Ufl (A,ncer."
Chrydcr Defen ... and Space Group, J une 20,
1962.
""Projec t Mucury I ndocHinalion," repOrI
/'0o. 6821, ~l cOon ndl Ai rcraft Corp., May 21,
1959,160.
>L "ReliabililY Program Sta l us f()r Projccc
Mercury, " repon No. 7007, McDonnell Air.
nalt Corp" Aug. 17, 19:'9, I, II , 12.
"'Te.:wyn Robe rts, " Miullc ('S of ~ 1 C(' ti",p
Pre'emalion by AFDMO/STL on SafelY and
Rd iabi lic y." ~ov_ 13, 1959, wich enclosurc._
Pnwdl'. chart is endOl ure 2 cr. J ohn C.
French and f rederi r k J. Bailey, Jr ., "Rdi"bili ty
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and fh):h. Salecy," M ,,,,,,)' P,ojal Summa')"
105-116, for a 1I~lic view of chc resul!. of
cne"" di.cn "'on •.
-"~ M." 1'. J. lIail q, J r., " R eliabilic)" and
~' ri~hc Safell' Probl er". of Manned Spa",cu/t
Flil'(nl," .... pril 4, 1962, 5. The cru~ of the
rc!,,1 bilic y di.pUle bc lw",n " "aci'lies," rcp_
(escmro br Col""in and '\AS ... Headquaners,
and "'c<:hniqu ('l," rcp'<'SCnled by STC, Me.
Donnell, and ,\ BMA , ,,·a. iIlustra led by the
bauc eommiu,",n' among STG engineers !O
deny Ihc rxi'lencc of any such ching as "a
r~l\dom bilure." Cilrulh laccr exprCISO'd thi.
parlirubr aniludc loward man_ra cing marhines: " We mu.t regard cvcry malfunct;on
and, in f,,~c, e"ery o","crvcd petuli~ricy in Ihe
['('ha,"or of a ')'stem a. an impor lanc warning
of pnten tial disascer. Only when ch~ caU!le is
th nroughly undemnod, and a change 10 eliminate it has been made, can ".., proem! wilh
!hf Righi pr<>grJm." &e Giln"h , "~ ' SG View ·
jlO'nll on Reliab,';c )' and Qual,cy Control,"
MSC: r:lct sb«t No. 93, 1963.
"Sec Purser, log for Cilruch , IIug, 5, 19:'9.
'" Charle. W ~bche"'s, inlefl'iew, H ous·
lon, Feb, N, 1964. Cr. memo, William M.
Bland, Jr., and K raft \0 Projccc Oi •. , " Meeling
wilh Rangr SafelY Pc<>ple 3.1 Af MTC , March
3 1,1959," April 3, 19:'9.
'" M •.• :'>bth~wl, "Mercury Abon &n'ing
and Imp!cmenla lion Synemo: lI i.,Ory of Ift\"Clopmcnc." oucline for Projcci Mercury Techni~"II1I"ory ProlrJm, J uly I, 1963; Kuenne.
and Brrtram, "Mercury. Rednone Launch Vehicle," 72; Kueclner, " Manraling Space Car.iu Vchiclu," 636.
:II Com"a..., !he detail and progress cvi_
denc~ in "SIMu, Rcport No.3 for Period
Ending J uly 31, 1959," Lang!cy/ST G, with
thaI shown in "St atus Reporl No ... for Puiod
Ending Oct. 31, 19!>9," i.-1ngley/STC.
'" Len er, Gilruch co Commandi ng Officer,
Army Ballillie Mis.ile AS"ncy, " Mertury.Rcd _
n one L.1unch Schedule," Aug. 25, 1959. c r.
memo, Purrcr to Proje<:1 Oir ., " Project Mer·
cury Meeting on I I February, 1959, al
ABMA," wi t h enclosed ba r charI. Sec C.
Nonhcote Parkinson, Pa,kinson's LAw (New
York,1959) .
.. Perhaps! he mosl eloquent ddense Wernhe.
"on Braun evCr made againSi the inc"ltable
. hallow cynicism of critics "'ho could nO! fOfgel the Second World War w;u. a widely printed
artic le enci ded .. T .... Acid TeSl," which fint
appeared 'in S/M<l Jo~'nlll 0/ Ih~ Asl ,o·ScieNUS, Vnl. I, No.3 (Summer 1958), 3 1-36_
t'OT background on Ihe followi ng disc,,".ion of
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"George Savignac and E. G. Lec,,<:r, "Proj·
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June 12, 196!,1. Cf.lIohmann,
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"~ I;nules, "~loc k·Up Rniew," 12 through
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C. II . Zimmerman and Low, J une 23, ]959.
"Fagel inler"iew,; John F. Yardley, inter·
"iew, 51. Louis, Aug. 31, 1964; and MAC
"Biographiral Information" on Yardley, June
10, ]96~. Until the redesignalion 01 STG a.
~]SC On No,'. I, 1961, and Ihe reorgani~alion
"I )'ISC inlo the ~lerc\lTy, Gemini, and Apollo
Project Office. on Jan. ]5, 1962, systems en·
gin~ujng j" STG waS shared by Ihe Flighl
SY"em. Di\"ision and the Engineering Division
under Fagct and James A. Cha",!.>erlin, respec·
ti\"eIy. Sec Grimwood, M tTCU'y Chrono/OllY,
2]9-220.
" McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, "Twentieth Annual Rcport," J une 30, 1959, fore,
word. CL "~kDonncll Air<:raft Corporalion,
:'\ineleenth Annual Report, 1958." "Achie\·e·
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1l1CtnO. E. ~I fk,h to f_ ... brovd,
"CaPlule Coordinalion C..mnlin~; ' ~IcD"".
1>(11 ... inora!! Corp. inter-officr IlM'roo No. 3606,
J .. ly 2, ]9)9. Sec :>11(1 _,..-~, MMMilian
10 STG, Sept. 16, 1959, CI. ~br~fiIl3n, in.
tervkw. 51. Loui., ..... g. 3 1, 19&1.
.. Kend:>11 Perkin" intervie", St Lo.. i"
"'''g. 3 1, 1964.
.. William Oubusker, imer\'irw, SI. 1.00,il,
Sept. 1,1964: Fksh, inl~r... iew, SI 1.01';1, Sept.
2, 1964 For a mono tkla,led dCJ("til>ti<ln
fabricating t~hnique and fusion ',eldin" s«
David S.... nderton, " How Menoury Capru]e
[)elign E\'o l\'-eO," ,ki"lioN Wut, LXX I V
( May 22,1961).
" Rega rdi,,! the Slayton·Carpenter di..,,,le
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John Dille, ed., II'~ $nw., by 11o~ AI/'ON"""
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no ClCperimcntal pJychoiOSY from Washinglon
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c"ib,~ton and logk board. the acrionl reo
quired by the mUKle1 ( RCS mOlon) in ordcr
to mainlain a certain polilion. Senle olSanl,
a brain, and muscle. all' neccua ry bl:u:k boxci
10 the I"'rfonnanre of any Itlf·rc,ulating IYS'
tern, but Mue ury de.i.n engineen ICldom
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1963.
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at McDonnell," Norman F. Smith, ItCretary,
<XI. I and 2,1959, sec. 21.0. 1,.5.
o. Leltcr, Cilruth 10 Ira II . Abbott, " Rcquired Basic Rnearch on Parachute 10 Support
Manned Space Flitht," July 6, 19.59, 2. See
allO .ncmoo, G. A While , J. B. Lee, and
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"D~ parlthute," <Xt. 15, 19~9.
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•• Leucr, ChnrlCI J. Donlan to Low,
"L~ngky Support for Projec t M ~rt:ury," 0«.
9, 19.59. The ftddi.ion of the beller ·'moulttrap" ;1 be,. dClCr;bed in Aleck C, Bond and
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sile and Space Vehicle Dept., General Electric
Co., Philadelphia, j an. 2, 1961, H.
" Kehlet and Bruce G. jack",n, STC aero·
drnamiciM. respomiblc for the aerodynamic
stabil i. )· of the Big j oe capsu le on entry, wanted
th iJ to be a free fligh t (with the ACS nonoperati"e from lurn~round to max q), but
short ly be/o re thc bunch day "somebody blew
the \\"hiJtle" and changed the plan to full opera·
tion of the ACS throughoul the flight. As il
turned OUI, Kehlet and jackson got Iheir wish
after all: inter"iews, Downey, Calif., Aug. 27,
1964, and H au,ton, Sept. 13, 1965.
""Project Mereur)' Status Report No.4,"
I, 15-18, 36, Cf. " Project "Iereury Status
Report No.3," "Js., Bond, for ProjeC t Mercury
Tech. Hi ot. Program, "Big Joe," J une 27, 1963.
According 10 Jack A. Ki nzler, Langley shop
foreman, the Big joe capsule culminated an
inte nsive manufacturing development thaI fed
directly into STG's relatiom \,ilh ~IcDonneH;
See Ki mler draft "h., ""Ianufacturing by
:"JASA for Project Mcrcury," for Mncury T ech.

nical H istory, Aug. 30, 1963,
""'CillO, Bond 10 Projcct Dir .. "V;S;I to
Lewi. L,bo"lOry with Regard to Jrulrumentation nnd Conslruction of Dig joe C~psu le ,"
April 28, 1959. Cf. ~h., Norman Fnrmrr CI
~L, "lnstrUlnenT~t;on," for Proj ...c:t ~Irrcu r y
Tech, lI i,{' Prog ram, June 27, 1963, 12. Ms.,
Harold Gold, "Attitude Control S)'OIem for
Project 115-24 ," June 9, 1959; Warren Pl ohr,
inten'iew, Clewbnd, "lay 1, 1964,.
" Bond, inter"iew, Houston, ~brch 13,
1964; B. Porta Urown, inter"iew, Cnpe Kenned)", April 30, 1964; SCOtl II. Simpkinson,
intcr--lew, Houston, June 2, 1964. Sec abo
memo [Simpkinson), NASA-(MTQD ) to all
concemnl, "Personnel Assignmrnts for Fint
~lcrcury FRF and Launch," Aug. 31, 1959.
,. The industrial society at th e Cape is we ll
described by Richard A. Smi th , " Indu stry'.
Trial by Firr ~t Canaveral," in Editors of
For/une, The Spau hldus/'y: Amuica's New_
t,/ Gialll ( Englewood Cliffs, N.j., 1962),65
etseq.
"For the fint STG eountdown procedures,
$ee four·page ditto, "IIS-24 Countdown of
~ Iajor Events," in Simpkimon'. papers; STG"
" T en No. HS-24 General I nformation for Re.
cO\"Cry Force.," NASA Project Mercury work·
ing paper No. IOl,Aug. 14, 1959.
"The following description of Ihe Big joe
night is bared On the document.< cited below
~nd on Simpkinson'. eyewitne .. account and
,-i"id recall in in'cr\'ic,," , " Preliminary f'!is], '
Test Resu lts of Big joe," NASA Project Mer·
cur y working paper No, 107, OCI. 12, 1959;
"Qualification Tcm on the Big J oe Recovery
Sy5lem," NASA ProjeCi Mercury working
paper No. 108, Oct. 27, 1959. Cf. memo,
Warren j. North to T . E. j enkins, "Flight Mi s·
Jion DaTa for Project Mercury," jan. 14, 1960,
and j ohn P. ~Ia)"er, comments, Sepl. 8,1965.
" II.-I emo, Low 10 Administrator, " Big j oe
Shot," Sepl. 9, 1959. Carl R. Hun, in com·
menu, Oct. 5, 1965, called atlention to the fact
that "the reliabililY of AtlaJ $Iaging waJ abou t
M high 3S it could be" unti l Big j oe.
.. Letter, "Dis J oe team" .oGilruth, Sep •. 6,
1959. ThiJ artifact is one of Gilruth's memen·
tos, now $ealed in plastic and framed ;n a
plaque on the wall of the office of the director,
"Ianned Spacecraft Center. See al'" Hun
Comments.
" Memo, Leonard Rabb to Chid, Fli ght
System, Div" "Heat Shield Performance," Oct.
7, 1959. Bond, interview, Houlton, Sept. 22,
1965. See ~"o "Re$ulu of StudieJ Made to
DeTermine Required Retrorocket Capability,"
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SASA Project ~Icrrury worklnS papt' No, 102,
Sepl. 22, 1959. III ~dditioll, ,\13n D "'ehlct
directed o.,nnis F. Hasson to in"uli,lItc an
inflalable .phen: to accomplish Ihe dM:~ue in
decay lime for a n:lrofire failun: and 10 I!abiliu
Ihe ""psu~ in tho: (\"l:II! 01" a control Illtem
(ailllre, Thi, lIudy wao published 1\1 NASA
f'rojoxl !olcrcor)' workiIlSI'''pt. No. 113, "P.e·
liminary Sllldy Vlillg Inllalab'" Sphclel for
Afrodyn3m;c Stabiliz.uK>Il DurinS Reentry,"
1'00-,'. 18, 1959.
.. Bond, "Bi" Joe," 23, 24, 25, The bit
pa."'tnll.h of Ihil "1..0 .... 1;.,., i' '''''..."hat anaeh·
ron;"ic ill 11i<l\ it di'rqa.d, Ihe lut·minllte
deb:l1 cl among :>erody""n~i." o-,'U Ihe dy.
namic lIabilily ;IIUC: III'C lillIe (oolllOte 72. Re.
S~rding: aftcrbodr heat protection, ot her n·i.
dence from ..;ud tunneb MK! from the Na''Y'1
Ordnance '\ erophysica Labo.1110ry al Oaillllcr.
field, Tu..,., wal aC(UDOUbling: IIso, IJOinling
IOwa,d Ihe lI...,d (0. ocrylli"m Or a lik e malerial
10 acl al hUI lill. shingles arOlllld the anlenna
canisler.
.. AIl.'under, "Atla. Accuracy Imploves."
.. Abnoham O. Spinak el al., "Special Ac·
ciden t In"cstigatin, Committee Rcpon of the
Lillic Joe 1'\0. One Milfire on AilS, 21, 1959,
Wallopl Station." Sept. 18, 1959,6.
.. Memo. W. S Bla .... hard. Jr., \0 AIIOC.
Oir., ''Telltali,"(' Changes in the Lansley Liule
Joe SuppDn Program," Sepl. 3, 1959 ; "LillIe
Joe I'rojcct l'ros.ell Report," North Americall
Avlallon, Stl'" 31, 19'9,6 , leller, Guathe·
wohllo Juome Uamrnad, Dec. 30, 1959; Jet.
IC' , Donlan 10 Gc'Mhewohl, Jan, 22, 1960.
'" Memo, Low to Administrator, "Fin! Lil.
lie Joe l.aullehin,," 0.:1. 5, 19S9. cr. memo,
Low to AdminiJl'~IO" "Follow·up Reporl, I.il.
tie Joe Firin,of II/-4/S9," Nov. 6, 1959. Stt
" Fli,hl Test R~port LJ-6," NASA f'rojccl
Mercury workill' p.aper No. 133, April 22.
1960. s« .Iso memo, John F. Royall, Jr.,
10 STO AIIOC. Di. , " Prrlimillary Dala from
Ihe FIoShl Ttll .. of Little Joe: No.6, Nov.
4,19S9,"
... "Countdown 10<' Ihe Liulr Joe: I-A,"
S ro, Nov. 4, 19S9. cr. IJW!mo, Silventein 10
Oil .• Office of Pub!;'; III(ormation , " PIOjUI
Mercury Information Plan," July 1, 19S9.
.. Leller, Doolan to Cdr., DeIFIoIFour, Dec.
29, 1959 ; "Research ~nd Oe.-clopmcnl Flight
Ttll Program . . . Abort al fligh Dynam;c
Pre"",I.', [,j -1 A," :-IASA P.ojec t Me.cury
wo,kinSI>ape' No. 134, J"ly 2~, 1960. Georse
Low hal commented (Oc t. 5, 1965) that Ihi.
h3n,firc on LJ- IA "proo..bly in illdl made
,.... entll. Liltle Joe pfDKnm worthwhile.
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Early idcntificalion n( Ihil p.oblen, ctrtainly
113"rd "S lime arKI a"oidcd tnlllly headachel
latcr ."
.. " Minute. of Meeting , Bio·f'ah for Little
Joe Flight, 2, 3, and 4, J une 8, 19S9, at STG,"
June 18, 19S9, Cf. mcn,o, J~ck C. lI eherlig
to Gil,Ulh, "Visil of [School of A,iation Med i.
dnt p<'rsonnd, 2~ n... n) 10 Disc"lJ Bio·Pak.
(fol Little J~ 2, 3, 3nd 4]," April I, 19~9.
Ronald Koknkitw;';z, "Minutel of Meeling
Concerning Mercury Quallficalion Tell fo' L it·
lloe Joe No. 5, june 30, 1959, al NASA·ST G,
Langky Field, Va.," July 16, 1959. The pre·
liminary operationl pl.n for lhe aeromedical
"pHil of LJ-S was drawlI lip by Richard S.
johnston on N",·. 26, 1959.
.. The pouibility of fLyin, a manned Little
Joe: w,u seriously if tl'Crclly con.idered during
Ihi. lime, but Ih. idea wll quick ly discarded as
technically nOI fusible because Ihe dynamic
pn:.. ".es werC too grrnt: WaLter C. William.,
interview, Houlton, Aug. 23, 1965.
.. " Little J~ II," ope.alions plan, STG ,
Dec. 2, 1959; memo, Low to Adminill ra lo"
"Little J oe Tel! No.3," Dec. S, 1959. Cf .
" Fligh! Test RellOrt, LJ-2," NASA Pl ojecl
Mercllry workinS p.apcl No. 169, April 1961.
" Reco-,'ery Ope'ltioni lor Little J~ Telt No.
Two," NASA Projttl Mercury wo •• inS p.aper
No. 122, Jan 18, 1960. 5ft also letter, Dryden
10 Gilro Ih, Dec. 8, 1959 ; 1(II(r, Oti. O. !klUOn,
J, , 10 D\1'den. Dec. SO, 19S9.
.. Memo, Georse D. Smith 10 NASA Ad·
miniltr~tor, "BioJosical ElIpcrilJW!nl on LillIe
Joe No.2," Dec. 31, 1959, Cf. letter, Reid
to STG, "In ""pport of Project MercuryTransmittal oll'.diminary Dau . . . of L illie
Joe 2," D~e. 31, J9S9; John A, Powen and E,
!larry Koleum, " Information !'Ian-Lillie Joe
Fli,hl I- B," Jan. 5,1960,2.
"' Giltuth, "Addendum to I nformation Plan
for Firing 01 Lillie J oe I- B." J an. 5, 1960. 2.
0, !olemo, Low 10 NASA
Adm,nill.alol ,
" Llltl e Jot I-B (Test No.4)," J an. 22, 1960.
Cr. "fliShl Tesl Report, LJ- IB," NASA hoj·
«t Mercury workin, paJ)(r No. 113, Ma.ch 3,
1961. " RttD\'e ry Opentions for LJ Test No.
OIlC-B," X:.. SA Projecl Mercllry working
paper 1\"0. lOS, Feb. 1960 .
'" Memo, Heberl;s 10 Chief, Flighl Syllem.
Di ... , "P~lim;nary Reporll of lhe SAM BioPa k Exp<:rirncnl in I.illk: Joe I B," Feb. 3,
1960. Sec also Lcm" GilrUlh 10 C!oid D.
G.een. Scbool of A"'al;on M~dieine, Drooit.
At'B, rc Lj - 1D biophYlieal asprcu, Apr il 27,
1960.
.. ~f enKl, Uat\'l')' II lIubbatd 10 A.soc.

FOOTNOTES
0, •., STC, "No,se ~lu.l ... remcnll of Bi, joe
and Lill~ Joe ~Ierc ... ry \'ehlc~I," Feb. 17,
1960. CI. !clltr, Donlan 10 ~IcOonncli Air_
(Crall Corp" "' p",liminary "" ... ltl of Lj ] B
and Lj-2 compiled for ...... ,n prodt.IClion r~_
delign, ~ I ay 3. 1960. Su a]5O bookle-t, "I'l-oj_
re t \I~rCl.lry Photographt of p",,,, To ... r, Lillk
jor I-B," Jan. 20-21,1960.
.. ~hn ... tco. Le..-il R. Filher, " Lillie j oe
=-'0 S," ~ting on jan. 28, 1960.
.. See, e..-., ,'·ca'J,,·~el:.. LIV (OCI. 26,
1959 ). lor Ito,,· and p,ct ... "" of three R... I_
li~n cOlmona ... t., :\ltbd GracIKr, A]d.: ... i
Brlokone\', and han Kachu.. S« allO Ari
Sluunfdd. So",el Space .lfcdir;1IC (2 rev,
ed" Xe..- York, ]959).
.. Purser. lOCI fo. Gilruth, Dec. IS and 21,
19S9.
- Memo. M Scott C~rpente. et aI., to
ProjCct Dir., " E~change of Vilil' with R ... s.sian
.... urona ... t., " Oct. 21, ]959; T. Keith Glennan,
"Opportunitiel for International Cooperation
in Space," Depl, of Slale Bulltlill (Jan. II,
1960),62. Cf. Vernon Van Dyke, Pridr alld
Po,,'u (Urbana, Ill., ]964), 244-246; E... gene
~I . Emme, Ar"I1I~,,'ifS ~lId AII'~ultl;'s: All
Am"it"" CIt'OIl(>/OI)' 01 Srir",c .lId Ter/t_
1101(1)' i .. lite Ellplo,aliu 0/ Spau, 19Ij-l96()
/ Walhington , 1961 ), 115. Scc aho Philip C.
jellup and Howard J Tau~nfeld, Conl,ob
fo, OllIe, Sp.re .lId tlte AIII'rttit ,halo"
(New York, ]959), 251-282; Pur ... r, "Review
of Information Rclat,nll LU s.... iet "h"nc,",
Space Flight Actiuity," a ... rapbook and lum·
mary uport, J an. 22, 1960,
,.. Howard C. Kyle, inte .... iew. Houlton,
<kt 19, 1963; Hanley A Soul~. inte,view.
llampton. Va., jan. 7, 1964 Puhaps the
bell O\'en ICW of Ihe «>mpluily of the Mer·
cu,,' nClwork Can ~ ,ained from the man"al
"(ntroduction to Project Men:ury and Site
lIandbook ," Wruun Elrelri c Company, Inc"
~IG- IOI, Sept 1960. Thil II the first in a
seriC'S of some s.o "olumcs of operltion) Ind
mainten.nce manua".
... Krafl, "S~ ~r;olional A,peet. of
Project ~Ieuury," Iprech, annUli ",",un!,
500::. of E"perimental Tell P,lou.. t.o. An!eles,
Ocl. 9, 1959, S, 6, 10. See al50 Kraft, intu·
.ie..·• Houston, Oct. 20, 1964, and "A Study
of the Control and LandinI!: A~IS lor POll
Sta!ing Ahort TrajN:totiel," NASA ProjeCt
~Ieuury working p.aper :\"0 100. Aug. 3,
1959,
-Genl.ld ~I. TrulZynllti, "Space Com·
munications," NASA p.amphkl, ]963, ] I:
Mayer. inlen'iew, Houllon, Oct,' ]9, ]964

CI Mayer, "The MCMion 01 " Space Vehicle
,"'ilh,o the Earth_~foon SI'lIem," in NOIIl on
Spate TulttlO/OIY ( L~nllley, Va., May 1958).
:'<Ielllo, M ~I'fr to Chief, Opcutiolll Di~., "Trip
Report of \isill to STL, Con~air/All ronau
I;Ct, Loc~hccd, and Slrom~rg-ClLrllOn 00
:\"0\ 30. Dec ], throullh o.-c. 4, ]959."
'Jobn 0 lIodlle, intcrview. Houlton,
\ug ]1, 196. , David G. Simoni. intervio:w,
Sao Antonio, Apr;] 24, 1964. Col. George M .
Knauf wal Ihortlr to undertake the tearn
Irlimnl of All Force medical monilon in Ihc
an:a. auilned to him at Patrick Air Fon:e
Bn.e and at the Cape. Sec mcmo, Stanley C.
White to Chief, Flilht Syllem, Div" "Trip to
USAt- Surgeon General'. Office , , . to dil_
cun daily trainIng 01 medical monil(ln wilh
Colonel Knauf," Feb. 8, 1960, The STC allO
«Induc ted medic;!.1 monitor t",inin, al
1..IInglel'.
Scmiti~e lCCurily mallen may be traced
hackward from ""riOUI edition. of N .... SA"
" Men:ury Program Security Clau,ficalion
Guide," SCC-9, the second and final revision
of which wal dated Dcc. U , 1964 The fint
of Ihew ,uidel, iuucd on Au!. 3, 1959,
had only the particular command control code
uled for • lpecific ftight dtsitnlled al the
h"hell level of securilY·
,.. The fint nelwork lpecific:alionl, num_
bered S-45 daled May 21, 1959, _"' luper_
lCded by two re.ilioru unlil S-45B of (k:1. 30,
19:i9, M~",... , R~i'" to all concerned, "Du'l!"_
nation of Organilation, ~Icmberlhip, and Operal ing Procedures lor the Source-Selection
Pand .nd the Technical Evaluation BoardTratkin, and Ground lrutrumentation, Projecl
Mercury," June 12, 1959 ; memo, ~orth to
:\"ASA Adminislrator, " Back,round of Project
Mtrcury Scheduln," wilh enclosure, Aug. 14,
1960," The defin't,ve cont",ct with Walem Elcctric, NAS 1----'130, wal not uc<;ultd
until Jan 11,1960, after which ""me.')OO
ch.ng~1 were procalCd bero", completion in
June 196J. Sec Ihe lenel of monthly "Progrell Report to NAS .... : Project Mercury,"
Wut ern ElccHic Company, Inc., Aug. 1959
to June 1961
.. Lencr, Re id to Edmond C. Buckky,
·\rnn~emenll for Site Su~y Tcanu in Connection WIth Trad,", and Ground Inltrumentation SyJlcml for Plojeet Mercury," July 16.
]959, t'or lOme indicatiom of the e"lent of
thelot dLfficulticl, lee ( for Mexico) Purser, Jog
for G,lrulh, Aug. 17, 1959, and (for Africa)
Rly W. Hook er, ....,mo lor filel, "Tracking and
Ground I nllru....,nt3tion SYlleml for ProjeCt

I.
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:\l crcury. Special R~porl "n African Sites."
Oct. 20, 19~9. Sec IIho "Rel)ort for the
Cislc r CcmHniHee "n Tracking ~nd Cround
I nstrumcnt~tion S~$Icn" lor l'roje<:t ~Ier·
eury," NASA, No\". 2~, 1959,
''',\rnold W rrutkin . intervi",,'. Washing·
ton, Sepl. 2. 1965; and Chapl. 1 lind 2 of
his book. lnunw!;onal Cooperation in Space
(EnglewoOO Cliffs, N.].. 1965). For l"xlI of
all uecuti,.., agr"",,,~nt., memoranda of un·
der5landing. and olhor ;nternlltional arrange·
ments aftn 1959. see Senate COlnmittee on
,\eronautical and Space Sd~nce •• 69 Cong.,
1 seH., Uaiud Sllll~' Int trndl;o'MI Sp"ce Pro·
grams, July 30, 1965. Dwight D Eisenhowe r,
Tht While If ouu J',"''' II'aging Pt"-Ce, 19561961 (Carden City. N.Y., (965),344.
"·,\[fred RO$Cnth al , The f;",ly Yea,s:
Goddard Space Flighl C,"Ur Histo"cal O,i.
gin. "nd Aclivlliu Ihrough Dutmber 1962
( Wuhington. 1964 ). 53. 57. Cf. "Fifth An.
nivcrsary. 1nternational Tra cking of Spa""
Vehicle.," pamphlet. Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt. Md .• jan. 31, 1963. Soul';
intervicw.
," Sec anon .• " T he :\l anned Space Flight
T rackin!! Nelwork," pamphlet, NASA God·
dard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md .,
1965. Sec abo I..oyd S. S...,nson, Jr- . " The
T elecommunications Revolution in the Nine.
tcenth Ccntury," paper. American Stud i,,>
AISn_. Claremont. Calif .• No". 1962.
"'See Wilfred J. :\la)'o.Welll, " The Or;·
gin. of Space T ele......,try,'· in Emme. ed., The
/fiSlfl'y fI/ Uockrl T.chnfllory, 253. 268. Sec
all<> Harry L. Stihz, ed .• lier"sp ..a 'r.km.'.)'
(Engle .... ood Cliff,. N.], 196 1) and Ma yer
comme nts.
,,' J ohn T, Me"!!el. tommen t., Sept. 14,
1965. )..lc"!!el ( fo. the Navy). Edmond
Buckley (fo. NAC,\),and Gerald De Bey ( fN
thc Army) had suppo.ted the Air Force lIud·
ie. lor " Man.in ·Space·SoonCII" t,..cking
quiremenu in 1959. 5« allo Mengel, "Satel·
lite Ground Data Nc,works." Appendix B on
.\lfred Ro..,nthal. Codd...d '63: A I'e ... ia Re·
";ew .. t CoddaJl/ SPQU FI"hr Cta/to (Creen·
belt. Md. , 1964 ), B-1, B-9.
'" M. S. Buist and C. M Weinberg, " Real·
Time Muhi.Pr"llrammin!! in l'rojut Mercury,"
in Donald P Le Galley, ed .• BQlli,'i. M ...ife
".d Splitt Tech""'''r)' (4 vols .• New York,
1960), I, 436. Set all<> J. P~intcr and t:.
ChicoirK, ed .. , "Rdercnfe Notes on Communi·
cation S)'l1e,m," NASA ManrKd Spattnah
Center, N""eml>er 1962.
'" The Burrouahs and 10:\1 compute. IYS'

.c·
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tt\lll at the Cape tent orbital imertion data
hy wire to thc Goddard prediction compute ..,
which thcn returned di.play data 10 the Mer·
cury Control Cenlcr in ",illise<:ond.. For
more ade<]uatc trcatmenll, ..,e :\l ichael Ch ri.s,
"Establilhment of NASA'. Manned Traekin!!
Network," NASA IIlst orical Note HH N-54;
Shirley Thomas, S.. ullitt T ...,k"'1 F"rililitl:
Tht;. lIillory ,,~d Optr .. lio~s ( New York,
1963); P. V. II. Weems et aI., SP"t. N"ui,Q'
I;on Ha"dbcwt. NAVPERS 92968 ( Washing·
ton, 1961). See also anon., "Me reury Iii,·
tory: An UndaHificd Document.llion of the
Contribution. of Radi o Command Cuidance
to Project Mercury," mimeosraphed H·paa:e
documenl prepared by Information 5crv"«l,
General Electric. Radio Guidance Operation,
Syracu.." N.Y., ca. June 1963.
'" POWUI, memo for file, " Pointl of Em·
phalil in PromOlinll Ihe Public Picture of the
Space Task Group," undated [ca. Dec. 19S9].

Chapfer V III
, jacq ..... Pittard, "lIIan',

~pelt Di~'e,"

Nalio" .. l CeDg."phit, CXVI II (July 1960),
235; Ed"''llrd L. Beach, ''Triton FollOW! Masel·
Ian'. Wake," Natifl .."l Geog""phic, CXVII I
( Aug. 1960),585-615; Housc Commi t tu on
Sciene<: and Allronaus;cs, 86 Cong., 2 SCSI.
( 1960). Ou"" Scitaas and NaliQall1 S"",il)"
j uly I, 1960; Norris and Rou McWhirter, ed •. ,
Gllinnus Book Q/ lI'"r/d Ru .. ,d. (paperback
ed. , New York, 1964),205,207; Bern Vlbner,
The YiCIQr;lIl1 ..d Ihe T,iIO" ( Norwalk, Conn.,
1962). On J an. 23, 1960, a Pacific: Fleet tad
dement floated above the Mariana. T rench,
an abyssa l canyon north of Guam, also known
;so the Challenger £kep, while j acques Picea rd,
the I<>n of A~Slc who had designed the
Triu.. , and Donald Walsh, a Navy lieutenant.
Iqueezed them.d"e. inlO the oothyspherical
gondola beneath their hyd rostatic balloon. In
this third of a ..,ric. of divcs, Piccard and Wallh
lank down 7000 fathoms, Or eight milel, where
their ~hick endured 1095 tons of preuure per
squue foot and where they law life on Ihe
bottom of the ocean. For all mankind, Piecard
and Walsh figu.atively "took pouc.. ion of thc
abyss. the lall cxt reme on our Earth that Temained unconquered." Three months bt~r,
on tlp.i, 25, 1960, the nuclear·powered sub·
m.~rinc T.ilo ... with [83 Americans eaptllincd
by F.dw~.d I•. Beach, completed the world'.
6,,1 undcn.c:a circu.nna,·igation. followin.g for
IwO ,nonlhlsuboner~d thc Wilke of l'obgdlan's
ship, the Vitlo.i .. , 3t an average speed 01 18
knoll for 41,5 [9 milel. The inertial guidance

FOOTNOTES
ml,-igation ')'1Ilfm Ihal m~de Ihe trip of 1M
T,;,o" pOlliblc had «ro"n 01,11 of the S,lIrot' n:.
..,,,rth and d~'dopmenl proVa"" Project I'Oa'-aho. Illal had pro,·idrd tile protOlype roclrt
engine for Ihe Red,tone, Jupiter/Polari._ Thol,
Atlas. and Tilan .
• 110"'" Commillec on Science and Aslro·
naulicl, 86 Cong., 2..,,. ( 1960), HtluintJ, II,·
"irw o/l~r SPQCI Prot,om ( Part 1, No, 3),
lestimony of T Keilh Gknnan, 110, and' P,oj·
rei Mnll")" F;", hln;m Rrpo,', Jan 21,
1960: John W FinlM'Y, "Sm·jcl Space Man
Held P3cifK Aim.-' Nfl< )'0',1: Tim." jan_ 9,
1960; Finney, "U S Steps up Efron in Ouler
Space: Race,"
)'0'. TimeJ, Jiln. 19, 1960,
Crai« Lc"-il, " NASA 'I $802 Million Rtqutlt
May Crow," AI:;olio" lI'.d, LXXII (Jan_ 2~,
1960)
I Abe: SihcTllc,n, quolcd in Albert SehiJledt,
Jr., "/1."0 Space ~ I an U r~ncy Seen," Baitilnorc
Su, J:.n. 26, 1960 ; William Hine" "Scienti ..
U'lIe, U.., of Space for fl umanity," Walhin,·
Ion El:uin, St." J an. 25, 1960; Ralph E.
Lapp, Mu ond Spoer, Thr Nul Dttod. (New
York, 1961), U-67; Donald W. Cox, Tit.
S'Ott Ro,,; F'om Splt'nit 10 A,ollo-ud &.
Tud ( I'to iladclph;a, 1962), 88-93; Da,id Wi..,
and Thomal B_ Ross,. TA. U-2 .-460;' (New
Yo.k , 1962).
'See frank H. Samonski. Jr ., "Proj«t
Mere ... ry Environmoen lal Control S)'1Item Technical Hinory," MSC, Crew S)"liemt Dj"i,ion
report No. 63_34, Nov, 14, 1963, for a mo"
Ihorou,h lopical O\~n'iew of Ihi, .... bj«1
'Se)'ItIOU r Chapin, "The Prcu.... i:u:d Flighl
[ndu.lry in the Soulhwell Since 1930," paper,
Pacific C0311 Branch meeling, American Hi"
Atm., Lot Angeles, Aug. 26, [9M, Se~ 30110
fr"~n Siamblcr, "En\'ironmenlal S)'Ilem for
~Iereurr Caps ... 1e " Simple, RuUed," Spout
Arro"olll ,cr, XXXII (J ... ly 1959),42--45,
• A. D. Callenon, inlcl"\->Cw, lIoonon, Ocl
23, 1964 ; ~ITIO , S l anl~ C. While, " P~5rnl
Slal"'I-~lajor Systems: En,;ronmenlal S)"Ilem.," Feb. 1959; memo, Gerard }. Pesman 10
THh. Aueslmenl Commillee, " Meeting w;lh
McDonne ll Aircraft COlpo r:u ion 10 DilCulS En·
,-ironmoenlal Con lrol SYllem lor Ihe Manned
Sp<lcHrafl Cap,,,le," J an. 23, 1959. Altho ... gh
STG decided Ih ;1 q"'eJlion in favor nf Ihe laller
aiternal;" in 1958, Ihe pos.ibil ity of a change
uisted Ihrou«ho"' l 1959. See abo William K
Doullal eommoenu, A... g. 17, 1965.
' M •. , Maximoe A Fage! and Aleck C. Bond,
"Teehnolos-ics 01 Manned Space S)'1Ileml," 55_
For an excellenl ">C'" of Ihe contro'~ny aboul
mixed la, ,~rsU I 100 percen t oxnen lystelN,

,,·,w

B ,",onceci, ''So-.~t BW»lIronauI;e, -1964,
1l"P"', Nation"l Sp:oce CI ... b,
W".hinSlon. D,C., Ott. IS, 1964 The s,o.·>C1
rhoicc 01 a ncar·lCa·I~-.,1 cn,-iron"'"nl ,.-;1,. wile
lor 1('-.,ra1 ~asom, e"pl.:!,intd Konce,i, bU I he
added Iha l Ille danger 01 decomprcliion I;ck·
nell may rtla.d cxtravehic ... lar oper3tiOnl and
Iherdorc "may prm'C 10 be Ihe Achillel hcel
In Iheir program."
• Edward H . Olling, interview, lIou.lon,
s"pl 14, 1965. Sec also Ollin!!'. ~h. paper,
"Deli!!n Soluliom and Te.t Rrwhl lor 1M Life
Support S)'IICm lor Pro~ct Mrrcury ," Sepl
1960, Conlrol of al.-pMric: d ... JI and deb.i.
al the mlCtOn le"c1 was app;>rcntly fint applied
in Ihe aefOilpilCe indullry al Ihe AiRtlCarch
faclory ,n Los Angeks a lew "Ukl belon:
limilar arrangemenl' wen: madr at Ihe McDonnell planl in SI. Loui,.
• A 8. Thompson, "PhYliolos-ical and Psy.
chologica\ Comiderationl for Manned Space
Flighl," Rel",rl E9R-12349, Rev .. Chance
VOII,!hl Aircraft f nc ., Dallal, July 7, 1959, 165.
.. ~h. , J ohn R. 8arlon, "S)'1Ileml Engineer·
Ing Conlidcraliom in Delignin!! and T eJling
the Life S"pport System lor !'roject M crc ... ry,"
Oct. 14, [960, 4
" Mmula, Jad A. Prini, " Meclin« with
~cDonneU--En,~ronmental Control SYSltm-J ... ly 30, 1959, al Space Task Group," Au" 17,
1959 CI. memo, Wh ite 10 Oid, flithl S)'Iteml Di.-., "AppTO\-aI 01 Spcc:ificalion Conlrol
Utaw,ns f'(o_ 4)-1:1:.1700, k~'~1I0n~, Au,. 7,
1959. E",nlu.ally cap.... le 1\'0. 7 was lIandard·
;1Cd on Ihe ECS :wumpl;onl of 500 ec./min.
o")'I'"n conlumplion ralt , 300 ce./min cabin
leahse rale, and 500 8 .t.u./hr. body healing
rale.
.. Memol, Riehard S. Johnllon 10 Chid,
Flisht SyJleml Di,·., "Test Prosram-En'ironmoenlal S)'Ilem Trai ner," Jul y 2', 1959, and
" Report on Trip 10 ACEL to DiKuu Inllall •.
I;On 01 ECS Trainer in Alti lude Chamber,"
Sept '21, 1959; leiter, Robert R Gilrulh 10
Chief, n",.., .... 01 Aeronaulics, Depl of Ihe
:-la\,)" ''Telt Program for Environmenul S)'Ilem
Tet( Ve •..,I," s.,pl. 2g, 1959 ; memo, Cha rlCi
o Wheel" ri.!rht 10 Chief, Flight S)'Ilelnl
Di '" ''Trip Report," Sepl. 29,1959; Joh n.lon,
" Men: ... ry Life Support Sy.lems," paper, 281h
.nn .... 1 meeling, In.lit ... lc 01 Acrona ... lieal Sci·
encel, New York Cily, J an 25-27, 1960, 15.
.. Memos, Samonsli 10 Chid, Fli.!rhl Sys·
lem. Djv., " Dcvdopme nu in tile Environ·
moe nla! Conlrol Syllem Tell;", Pros-ram .t
McDonnell,'· Jvnc 13, [960; and " Pros-rcu of
Manned ECS Telll at MAC," J ... lr 25, 1960;
ICe . : ... c;:enc
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MI., Johnlton,

"Th~

Control and

M~3luremelll

of the Mercury Capsule En"ironment," pllp<: l,

Fihh l\"a , ional Symposium On Spacc EI.,..,non.
in and TelemNry, Washington, Mpt. 19- 2 1,
1960; J A Maloney and f. G. RiehardlOn ,
"T est of a Life Support Syltem undu Simu·
lated Operating Conditionl," McDonndl Air·
Haft Corp", March I, 1961. 21-23.
" Memo, White 10 Chid, Enginttring and
Contrllct Administration Di"" "Project ~kr'
cllry Full Prenure Suil Selection," f eb. 27,
1959. See abn Frederick R. Ritzingu, J r.,
and ElIi, G. Aboud, "Pre$lu re Slliu-T hei r
E"olution :..nd Development." Ai, Uni<'tTJily
flnitw, XVI (Jan,- Feb. 1965),23-32.
" Edwin G. V.il and Charles C. Lutz,
"Projecl Mcr<'ury P,enure Sllit E..alllation,"
Wright Air Dndopmen t C:ntcr, j une 1959 ;
Lee N. McMillion , inter"iew, 1I00U1on, :-/00,'. I ,
1963; "Agenda lind Conchu.on , Pressure Suil
E,'a1ualiQn. Confen:nee," STG, july n, 1959,
Cf. "Statu. Report No.3 for Period Ending
July 21. 1959," STG
.. William S. Augrnoll and McMillion,
" CondusionJ and Recommend~tions Concern·
ing the Mercury Prruure Suit," Aug. 29, 1959;
letter, ST G to Lansky Rcsearch Center, Attenlion Procurement Offircr, " Project Mercury
Pre.. ure Suit Procurement," wilh enclosure,
"Spedficalion-Suit, Full Prenure, Projn:t
Mercury," Oct. 2, 1959. Cf. "StatuI Report
Xo.3."
"w. J. Ikrul, "Space Suit.-ralt, Present
and Future," palM'r, spring meeting, Akron
Rubbe, Group, April -I, 1963, 15. 5.-e allO
"StatUI Report No.3 ." Ventilation oxygcn
enle led the suit through a hose conneclion at
the wain , waJ channelcd thrOUSh IUil dimibu·
tion d uc\l to body extremitics, and Rowed
freely o\"rr the body hack to the helmet.
.. Memo, McMi llion tn Chief, Flight Sys·
tem, D i,'" " Pressure Suil Status Report,"
Dec, 24, 1959.
"D. D. Ewing, "Sizing Problem on Project
Mcrcury Pressu re Suit," nOlel on proposed
rC"ilion of Contrael Xo. AS 6O-J:IOIIC, J an,
25, 1960; ITK'mo, McMillion. "Trip Repor t,"
March I , 1960; memo. Mc~tillion to Chief,
Flight SyllcmJ O i,·. "Trip Report," June 3,
1960, with cndolUre re deciliom made in mcetin,,!: at Goodrirh plant, Akron, Mareh 14, 1960,
Cf lel1fT, Ewing to Carl .', Effler, " Report
of Mercury Sui I Meeting on J une I and 2,
1960," June 7, 1960 " The complexity and
difficulty "f donning the full prelOure suit wal
noted with fO"tTI lalisf~ction by the writer,
'~n old-partial
pfessurc lull man,''' laid
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James P. Hen,y of STG in memO 10 C hief,
Fl iotht Srstcml Dj,·., "Tril' Reporl," Ma)' 6,
1960. Memo, ~{e M ,lIion 10 Faget, "A. tronaut
Co.1Imeol on Prcssure Sui t," wi th enciosureJ,
(I) ag recmen" and (2) (nmmenU by astronaUII, j une 27, 1960.
.. Certainly thc mOlt delicate of all ,ut h
interfaces for Ihe first few leaps inlO Ipace waS
that between the biosensol$ lind h uman Ikin •.
The i"ue of t he rertal thermometer de.igne d
into the luit was accepted for the mOment al
• necenary inlrusion. Sec memo, Whttl.
wrighl to Chi d , Flight Systenu D i,'" "Tr ip
Report," March I , 1960; leiter, Warren J.
~orth to Harold I. j ohnson, "Comments nn
JohnJ\'ilic Centrih.ge Prosram," N",'. 23, 1960.
ft Suit prestu .... ""liS main tained by a de·
mand regulator tbat me tered Ihe OJI)'/Icn in to
the Iyltem If cahin prestu,e failed, the de.
mand regulalor ,.,nsed the pn:ssure IOSI, sealed
the luit, and maintained it al -1,6 pounds,
Should bolh system. fail-IUil and caL>i nthcrt "'~I an emergency oxygen vak e Ihal fed
di reClly inlo Ihe inlel hose at the wain june·
tion Ikfore ~13)· 1961, Ihc prelSu re luil had
rn:eh'ed 51-1 hou~ of manned testing.
Oxygen "'as ITK'tered ;oto the cabi n by 3
regulator to maintain a nl inimum limit of 5.1
poundl. I n designed ope rat ion, the cabin
.ystem remained al ambient prelSu", on thc
pad and up 10 27,000 fect. At that altitude
il sealed oIT al 5,5 pound,. If there were a
fi,,, UI '" ""ad" .. of
.!I~>C" .he ."ronau'
could d«oml'reu the cabin manll ally, exhaust
the toxic OOon, and repressllr;tt it. ThoJ
Icm ,ec.i,·ed 135 manned leSI hours ~I Ihe
Na"y's A"iation Medical ,\e.deration La bora ,
lory before May 3, 1961.
" Th ompson, "Phytiological a nd Psychologka l Considerations for Manned Space
Flight," 4, 24, -17-'19, 164. s.,., aho Whi te,
"ProsreSl in Spaer Medkinc," paper, Second
World and Fourth ~:uropcan Congr.ss foc A"i·
alKon and Spar.. ~fedic;ne," RolTK', Oct. 2731, 1959.
"' D. G. Starkey, "holalion," in " Ptr.y.ioiosiclll and PJycholog-ieal Considera tions for
~lanned Space Flight," H O- I-I5.
See aho
Ph ilip Solomon, el at, "Sc" Jory Depri"ation, a
Review," Amtri(a~ lo~rn~1 of Psycholo""
CX I V (Oct, 1957), 4,
"Sec. for examplr, J ohnston, " Mercury
Life Support System"; Fagel and Robert O.
I' iland, " Mercn ry C~ l'su lc and I ts Fli.ht Sys·
terns"; and Bond and A I~n Il. Kchlel, " Re,';Cw,
Scopr and Rercn t Results of Projec t Mercury
Rrsc: .. rch aod Dc,..:lopment Program," 1'31''''',

,,,,,i<.
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FOO T NOTES
26th annual merling, I nml"l~ of the IIcronantical ScirnceJ, Nc'" York Cit)" J"n, 25,
1960,
"-'ChartcJ W ~ 1 3Ihe,.-s, "Rniew of !he
Oprrali onal I'bnl fOl' "d"rcUI)' Orllilal ~Iil'
l ion ," paper, 2fhh annu,,1 "'~Iillg, )nJtit\ltc
of Ihe ,\erona\lllca) Scicn(cJ, New Yprk Cil)',
Jan. 2$, )960.
'" Edward R. J onel, "P,cdirtinn of Ma"'1
Vilioll in and ""0'" Ihe .\Iercurr C"llJulc,"
p"per, 3111 "nllual ",ecling, J\crolparc ~ I "dica)
\lIn" ~Iiami Beach, )liar 9, ]960.
,., Jone l, "~ l an'l PrrfnrllIancr in an Orllital
Space Vchicle," paper, ]oll'a J\caderny of Sci·
ence, Uni"",,;t) of towa, Iowa Cily, April
n, 1960,7,10 .
... "Tenlati,,, Sehedllk of ..\ cti"iticl for
Firsl ~ I ont hl of Training Program," ST(;,
·\pril-<X I , ] 959.
,.. Projal ,unr',,)" I-";.J/ IrUu;m R~P("',
5i-59, "\lIron311IJ: Sj'mposium," I.if~,
XLV II , Sept. 14, 1959 ; "Se"cn Bra, c Women
IkhiOO th ... Ast ronautJ." Liff, XLVII, Sept.
21. 1959; "Allronau," Get Their Prodigioul
Ch" riot," Lift, XLVII , Dec. H, 1959.
~ Donald K. Slayton, " .. ike ~ing ~fy
0-,.., Futu",," L ift, XLVII , Feb. 29, 1960;
~ 1. SCOtt Carpenlt<, "u.ic World 01 Ze ro G,"
Li/~, XLVII , ~lar
21, 1960 ; Walter ~I
SchirM!, Jr " "Su it Tailn •. ~fade for Spacc,"
Lif~, XLIX, lIug. I, 1960; L. Gordon Cooper,
J r., " First Rockel We Will Ride: Redllo",, ',
Rok in Projeci ~ I ercury," Lif~, Xl.IX , Oct.
1, 1960.
" Uttcrs, l.ila J Phillips 10 ~ I ercury lis·
IrOnauts, July 21, 1959. Enclosed ques.ion.
nai"'l wcre anlwc",d in pari by nch allronaut.
., Hugh L. Df)'d~n, in inte".-i~w, Washing·
ton, Aug. 31, 1965. Waltu T . Bonn~y, in
inten·jew wi th Eugcnc ~1. Em ...... aOO Wilham
PUl nam, Washington, Oct, 15, 1965, Jlreued
Ih~ ad minist r:l.liw need for 01>(' r;l1her than
"",."n su~h COnlractJ, since NASII'J mndrll
public information .laf!" WaJ alr~ady deluged.
.. ~lemo, Xorlh 10 Dir. 01 S.,ace Flighl
De"elopment, "lnl~rim S.atul Report for Project ~I ercury," Aug. 7, 1959, 2; Joon A,
Powers, inlervlew, 1I0ulton, Nov. 12, ]965;
Donald Slayl0n, imen'iew, lloullon, IXc, 16,
1964. For Ihe ~on!rac t mad~ by DeOrM:Y on
~lay 28, 1959, see ll ouM: Comn"ucc on Science and Allronauli", 87 Con~" I se:1I.
( ]961), 1962 NASA AUlh o';cd/ioll, Part I ,
147-J48. Cf, William H, nel, "AJlronaUtl
~'ace 'ExduJi"ily' Crisi.," Washington E.,t";1I1
Slar. Dec. 9, 1965, St:e aho John Troan,
"N ASA Will Poli ce Spacemen," Wosh,ng/oll

D",I)' .\'n. '. '\ pril 4 , J962, for n"... accoulll 01
~nOlh~t highl)' rnnHo\"("uial ;lIur, Ihe ol'fn of

1(("(" h..", ... , "' 110111'011.
., On N \S.\ ""lolic inf"'m~t;on poticy aOO
Ihe di,·iJil>n of lal",. '''I:"rding p"bJi~ rda l.ons
fnr \ Irr.."ry .... IIIeen 1I... ~d<J"arl ... n and STG,
st"e \\'~ltcr IInnn ... ),', ""narb ""fore Uniled
1'1"("11 '",rrnalional Ed"",,' Conf..."""e, Wash·
in810n, X·\S,\ rele"K", Sel'L 9,1960. Bonney
",calil the day "~Il hdl hroke loosrl" (p. 4)
and hnw a'tr<"'~lIt Informa.inn policy e\'ol\"d
~lan)' "'"S'-\ officials lIilJ "igora",I)' dd"nd
the Iltnprirl), and Ih .. "'i$1.l",,, of Ihr "JI'I'unnal
Iln,iel" cont.acts, Illli OIlier! disag'''''' s...e
"IS<"> Walter T . Bonner, comments, 0«, I.
1965,
., ~Ietno. (;corg ... C. GUlhrie 10 T raining
Office, "Second Bimonlhly Repor. ," illig. ]0,
1959; memos, Slanley Faber 10 Project Dir.,
"Outline of the January Program On Ihe ,,,·i a.
tion ~kdica l Accrleration t abor:>lo,y o,ntri·
fug~," Dec. 3, 1959; lInd "lIddilional I nfo,ma·
tion on January Centrifug~ Program," I)... c. ]5.
19j9. ~femo for file., Robert n. Von l, "lIsI.o.
naut Acti"iti~s DII.in~ Millilr I''''paralion,
Launch and flight , P. diminnry OUlline," Nov,
5, 1959.
.. Letter, Jobn Ii. Glenn, J •., 10 J alllCS n
Slockdale, Dec. 17, 1959. S~e alto "S"",·
mary of Me"u.y-Johnlvillc Cenuifu'Ir Pro·
gr"m of Augull 1959," NASA Proj~ct M ~rellry
working paper So. 12', J U"" 22, ]960.
:r. For a rC";ew ar.icle on th ... ruon"nl frequencics of ,·ario". bodily organl, M:e Da\'id E,
Goldman, M.D" and Henning ~:. "on Gi ... rkc,
" The Effecll of Shock and Vibral;on on ~bn,"
paper, Naval Medical Resc3r~ h Inllitutc, l.«tur~ and Re"iew St:rici No. 603, Iklh rsda,
Md., J an. 8, 1960,
• Memo. William Dougl:o.J to lIuoc. Cir.,
" Training, Sialic Firing of Jupiler with Mer·
cury Capsu le," Feb. 10, 1960; Willi"m H.
~1a~1 and D""id 1\, ~hhon , "External :lnd
Internal Noise: of C3Plules," P3!>C r, STG Re.
search DePI. m«'ting, Feb. I , 1960; leiter,
Charle, J , Donlan to R. W. Collin, J"ly 29,
1960. Even Congnlliona l attenlion wal in·
"ited 10 thae problenll by lhe publica tion of
HOUle Comm;!I~ on Science and I\II,"n3UI;cs,
66 Cong., 2 se:lI. (1960), ND;U: II. "OUI 011
Ma" ud Moc/tillt , <Xt. 13, 1960,33-35.
.. Memol, Alan B. Shepard, Jr., lor files,
" Report on I\Jlronaul T raining-Caplu le
Es reJI and Water SU(\'i"al, Pensacola, Florida,
Mar. 28-lIpr. I, 1960," AprilS, 1960; and
" lIltro"autl' Commenu on ~fercury Capsule
SU"'i"al Kil and Equipmenl," IIpril 26, 1960.
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.. Mcmo, Shepnrd 10 Proje<:1 Dit., "Pcrsonal
P~mdlul~ AI'[lli~alion

'0

},fn~ury," J""~

27,

1960_ The reoull. of Ihese slUdic. ,,-crc .ummarized in memo, William C. Mosely, Jr" for
Aled Bond, "Procedure for Pcrsonal !'arachUle
U,nge During Mercury_Redstone Missions,"
April 18, 1961. On Project E~cc1sior, SeC Eugene M. Emmc, .A.~r"nauticl and A,tronou/;cs:
An Amu;can Ch,,,n,,l,,t), of $c;tnu and "l'uh_
",,/ogy in th~ £xpl",,,,;OO of Spau, 1915-1960
(Washington, 1961), I J 4, 116, 120; Jo.eph W.
Killinger, "The Long, Lonely Leap," Nat;o"al
Ct"traph;<, CXVT1T (Dec. 1960),854.
" "HighlighlS of Ihe Fir.t Ycar of the Astronaut Tr~ining Progum," with chart. and tables
for or.,1 presentation, STG, ~lay 1, 1960.
"Sec, e.g., "Briefing Gi"cn to NASA Astronaul .... Rochtdyne BCI-59-12, RodeldYlle
Div" North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
Park, Ca]if., Sept. 18, 1959.
.. j ohnson, "Pilots ' Training Aids," bricfing,
Wright Air Dew]opmenl Cenler, Feb. 3, 1960,
2; letter, Ihe as"onaulS 10 Dir" Project Mer(ory, Feb. 4, 1960.
"Robert R. Miller, interview (telephon;c),
Cte-'eland, Jan. 26, 1965. For an illustrated
catalog of most United Siaies Iraining simula.
tions of tbil natu,"", sce H. E. von Gierke and
E. Steinmetz, ed •. , Afoli"o Dcvicu /0' Lintar
nod Angular O,cillal;on and (or Abrupi Aud·
uation Slud;n (Impac!) , NAS/NRC Publication 903 (WilShington, ]961).
.. Jame. W. Useller, interview, Cleveland,
May I, 1964. See U.eller and joscph S. AI.
gran ti, "Pi lot Reacdon. to High-Sf>"cd Romlion.," An"space Magazine, XXXIV (June
1963). 501-504. Test subjects were brooght
up 10 speed in aooui 10-15 seconds, and then
were expccled to damp out all thrcc a~ial rola·
tions in t he next 30 second. or so.
.. Useller intervicw, :\(eanwhile the l.ewis
altitude wind tunnel was being u$Cd as a <pace
vacuum chamber and was needed for some
important separation tens of tht .pac~crah
from an At]as adapter. R. R. Miller and
Roben B. Nunemaker also r:>n Icsts of pyro·
technics, moni.o,ed by John B. Lee ~nd Charlc.
Yodtis of STG, that uncovered 3 hO'1 of anom_
Ollie. in the design and perionnance of c~
p]osi"e boll>, rctrograde and po.igrnde rockel>,
and the alignment of the escape rocket. Sec
also $Oonn;r piC!u .. booklet, "Astronaut Press
Meeting, L.owis Re.enn:h Cenler, Ma.ch 4,
1960."
""Status Report, Crew T.ainin,;:," April
1960, 3; sec aI,,, memo, Brent Y. Creer and
Rodney C. Wingrove 10 Dir., Amel Researe h
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Center, " Preliminary Rc<uhs of Pilot's Sidearm
ConltoUCI Tnt. Cumh,,'c<I '''' ,lte AMALNADC Cenlrifuge . , .," ·Feb. 26, 1960.
.. "Astronaurs' Handbook-Project Mer·
curl'," preliminary edition, McDonnell Aireraft
Corp., Jan . 2':', 1960.
.. "Project Men:ury General SySlems Docu.
ment," NASA Project Mereury working paper
:-.'0. 1111, Mareh 10, 1960, re,·. DC!. 24, 1960,
and March 23, 1961,
,. Voas, "Human Factors Aspect. of Ihe
Man.ln·Space p,og.am," paper, Air Force
Scicntific Ad"i.ory Board, Psychology and
Social Science Panel, Jan. 26, ]961, 24, 7.
" Jone., "Analytical Technique. for Defin·
ing thc Astronaut'. Task," and "Astronaots'
and Ground Stalion Failure Reference," pol.
pers, ninth annual Human Engineering Con_
ference, Office of Naval Re.earch, St. Loui.,
June 2, 1961.
"Voa., " Human Faclors Aspects," 14;
JOnel, inlen'iew, 5t. Louis, Sept. 2, 1964; "The
Failure Task Analysis," McDonnell Aircralt
Corp., June 15, 1961, re". June 21, 1962.
Voa., for instance, '",lie"cd, in .pite of consid·
crahle opposition, that: "A roogh cSlimate of
the I,,;<)(il)' that should he gi, en tn each .ub·
system in Ihe training program can be e~p""S-IIcd
as the reliability of the automatic componenl
pl"s the c.tim.,ted reliability lor the human.
Tasks associated with .u!.>systems lor ,,-h ere Ihi.
.um is low should be assigned the highest
priority in the training prog",m. Thi. procedu re is .imilar to traditional task analysi.
procedures, but pcnnit. a morc qualitati,-e ap·
proach to Ihe e,·aluation of design tradeoffs and
the construc tion of training program"
., Hou<c Committee nn Science and Astronautic., 86 Cong., 2 Ie ... (1 960 ), H~aring"
R~"i~", of th~ Space ProJiram, testimony of
George M. Low, Feb. 16, 1960, Part II, 761.
See also Parts 1 and HI for Ihe o,"erall pre'enlation of a re5pon.e 10 NASA'. lO_ycar plan
as disco.sed ""tween jan. 20 and Mar, 7,
1960. Cr. NASA , Major Acti~itie, ;n the
Prog,ams 0/ the National Auona"ticJ and
Spaa Ad"';";'Cr,,t;"", Oc/ob<, /, 1959Ma,(;h 31, 1960 [Third Sellliannual R~portto
Congress], ( Washington, 1960).
" Letter, Gilrulh to Comdr., Air Force
Ballistic Missile 0;,'., Oct. 12, 1959 ; "Project
Mercury Quarterly Report No. 5 lor Paiod
Ending Jan. 31, 1960," STG, Jan. 31, 1960.
See 011.0 Leighlon I. Da,·; •. ~bj. Gen., USAF,
Operations Plan 60-1: D~partm~"t of D~.
ItnJ~ SwPPO,j /0' P'"itCl Mtrc"r )" AFMTC,
May 31. 1960; d. "O"erall Plan Department

FOOTNOTES
of Oden$<' SUpporl fnr l'roj«1 ~trr~ur)
Opu:lIion'," .ntK, J 3n 15,1960,
'" Shuwood L. BUl ler, "~I"nlhh SI31UI
Reporl-Projc~t Mercury," 0<:1. 2, 1959;
"Monthly S131u, Reporl-Proj«1 Mercury,"
X"". 3, 1959.
'" J. E. ~liller, "~ 1 -133 Elcci. Coor. Tie·ln
Re«"d," ~kDonndl Air"(:raft Corp., hn 6.
1960,
" FlOInk C. ~ I organ, Jr., "Summary 01
C.~p.ule Coordination ~le~lingJ," MrDonneil
\irn~h Corp" Jan. 11, 12, 1960; mcuagc,
I'~ul E. Pur",r t<> Lnc:an T. ~hc~lillal>. Jan 2.'1,
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·'T. Keilh Cknnan, tn Hou~ Committee
on .\I'I)wprialionl, Special Suoc0mmittec on
DefiClenciel, 86 enllg., 2 S<"U., Il earings, Feb.
I, 1960, SlIpplemental Na/.onol Anonaurie,
alld SPIIU Ad",,,,i,/,,,/;on App,op,iation<
1960, 2: d lIP. 27 3nd 55.
'" "StatUI Report No.5," STC, 2. T his
ilallIS report (onlinued on Ihe nexl page with
these lignifiranl ,ema,k"
" [t hal allo been found pouibk 10 make the
~,,"hg"ra"{)11 ,,' the caplules lor ~ IR-2
and ~IR·3 identical. The Iniuions of Ihef<!
('al'lulel ,cmain unrhanged. flowe,er, ,n
",der I", Ihe halir ~~I'IUle'lo 1>( identical, Ihe
'1"anliliel 10 he: re.urded for the primale
tarried in ~IR-2 """t remain the umc :0$
Ihn.sc ,0 he recorded lor ,he ,nan in ~IR-3.
The ad\'anlage 01 Ul3ki"g Ihel(' uJ"ulCi iden·
lical i. Ihat olh~rw,S(" Itl~ hut manned IltCh,
"·,,,tld ha"r !~n in a ~ap'u le thaI differed i'l
S<'\'C,~I ""p('CIi frnm ,tloJ(: Ihal had ~Il fired
pre,·joust)". Xnw there ",II he 31 1e:311 One
firin<: of lin id~nll~al caplule before inS("nin!t

a ,nan,
"11lc npera,ion, required for preparalion
buoch of ,he c:l.p5ule ha"e received ,'ery
ca,..,f,,1 ",ud)', and il has b«n condudrd Ihal
Ihe.., o""ralion. will ""Iu,", n,uth more tune
than "'3. pre"iously umn'.IIed, The: .e.uhan!
program .... ,h Ihe delayed cap."I., deli,·crie.
was. t:OW""H, fth ,0 be unacceptable. ror
Ihis f\";uon, new, ra,her oplimi,,;c ta'get li"~1
ha"" been' $<'1 for the ch«koul and launch
""rio.~, and a stud)' hal been inmluled tn lec
""hether Ihe", ochedul~1 Can be lOci oy carrful
pla nning of Ihe wo,k and facihl)' uliJiUlion
and by exira wo,k .h,fu. The effecl! of all
,lwclC faClor. aTe being (on.idered in f",mu·
I",in<; a new .rhedule."'
.. ~len)(), Cilrulh 10 lIafT, "Proll'"e ,i,'e
~Io"e of Ih~ Spat" Ta.k Croup 10 Goddard
Space Flighl Cenl~r, Belts"ille, ~lar!,b,nd,"
Feh. 2:', 1960, memo I",. fi!e', William ,\
~nd

B erm"e"" J r., "Work and Tra,d I'erformed
b)' Langley RelCarch (A,n .. r Pc ..onnd in Sup·

I"'" of

Pr<ljen ~le'~ury ," Ocl. 6,1960.
",\",icil",'ed Total I'rogrDIII Cost for
~lcrc"r)' Caps"le;' McDonnell "ircraft Corp.,
Jan, 14, 1960, Cf. "CoII"acl NAS !i-59,
~Ier{"r)' Cap."k Prog,am- Financial Sla'ul
S"",,,,a,)";' ,,"h (nel".",(., McDonnell Air.
craft C"'I> , ~Iay 31, 1960, C, F. Picard,
~kDonnell
\"craft Corp., ,\m. COnlra~!
~ I anager, "~I"nthly Financial Rq)l\rl," J an.
22, 1960, ~,
'" R O. Piland, i",cr\lew, 1I0".,on, Nov
:., !964 ,,,eln", Giltulh '" lIaff, ";\d\'~nccd
\,~hidc Te~",," Ma)' 25, 1960; Joseph V.
Piland, in~c,,'ir"', lIOUSl"O, On 21, 1964.
•• ~Iemo, Cilruth 10 "aff, "Change. in Or·
ganizalion of lite Spate T~lk C,oup," J an I I ,
1960. S~c also ~h., RnI~rl ~INrificld and
C. F, B,ngman, '·OrgamulIon: Technical
lIistory "f Projerl ~Ir"ury," June 3, 1963.
" ~Ie",o for file., anon" "Oulline of Off·
Rang~ Remole Sile T ra inmg Program for
Flighl Controll'u.. 'nnel, " Ja n 14,1960. Cf.
"Aeromediral Flighl Controllfr B,iding,"
"'.\SA/Sm, ~lay 23-27, 1960. "O""ralion
and ~lain .. nan<:e: Fhghl Controller Remole
Sile.: 0""r3lion ~bnual, ~10- 118R," W('1I'
crn Electric Cu., J II ne I 960.
'" LCl ter, Walter C. Willi3m. 10 Ku rt II.
Ocb"s, "P"'pos;>1 for ~lcrcury·Redstone Coordinalion Cornmillcc," Jan . 18, 1960; klier,
Williams to Donald X. Y,uel, " Mercury_A tla.
Flight T ell Working Croup," Ja n 18, 1960;
Ho\V~rd Gillbonl, "Ostrander". Joh al NAS,\
1"01 Rclalcd 10 Spa(e Rih." Kcwporl ~ews
Oui/)" P,m , I)e.;. 10, 1959. Sec abo proposed
~mo of undenlanding, "Relalio1lship. Re·
OSFP and OLV I' Croups al AMR,"
.... "m",ed 10 Ostrander and Sih-erstein April
~'9, 1960.
.. ~Iemos, W,lIiams 10 lIaff, "RfsP'Onsibili·
I~I of ~lcrcury Launo:h Coordinalion Offic~,"
Fcb, II, 1960. "Organilalion for Mercury
Field 0!>(3Ii"n.," Feb. 12, 1960; leite r, Wil·
liam. 10 Yal(l, "!'"",ion Tilles for Operalion
"f Project ~kr(ury," ~Iarch 9, 1960; I(Hct,
William, '" Cdr" DcsFloIF",,,, "Tell Ohjec'
I;,·e. and Ren)\'cry ReqUirements for Ihe I'roj·
en ~Ieo:uf)' .\llas T ell One," ~larcll 15,1960,
,v,,11 enclosure The: ah"rled "Launch Oper·
alion ~ I anual for I'rojcn ~lcrC\1ry," compiled
hy Dugald 0, n1a(k, A. ~1. B"S<"h, A. M,
Eih3nd, J ohn Janokni,is, Jr., and approved by
SCOtt II . Si"'pkin.on, Il Porter Brown, and
G ~krritt Prestn" II ,he Cape in March
!960 i. a rare hu, in,'aluable guide ,0 ill
-I
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",bj«1 al Ih ........
.. Memo, WiLli .. m M 8land, Jr., to Chief,
fllthl S)lterns Oi" "Oi,""ilion f'lIrtiClp,ltion in
Project Merfl>ry," Mareh .., 1960. for an
o...,,,-1cw of the Hlcrealing tempo of Mereury
operation. at the Cape, tee "",mo, Martin A.
Byrnel for AIIOC. Di rector, "Ad",inillrative
Support for the STC Facililie. at Cape Ca·
naveral," Marth 4, 1960 ; and C. frederick
Matthew. for lIafT, "Adminiltnl1i .. e Staff for
Mercury field Opt-ratinn Or,aniution," May
9, 1960.
.. Minutes, " Mc~ury Network M ~tinl ,"
NASA/STe, f eb. 9, 1960; memo, Gilruth to
Div. Chich, "Oo:lilnaLion of Flilhl Conlrolkn
for Men:llry flight Opo.rations," fe b. 8, 1960 ;
nw:mo, C. f . Matthew, 103011 concerned, "Mer.
Cllry Fli,ht Conlrolkr Pcrmnnel Indoc tnna·
tion and Tn.ining Plan Pre",ntation," Feb.
2~, 1960; William" interview, Houston, AUI.
23, 196~. See aho Jim W. McCommil, drart
MI., "Flight Control Operationl," for Mercury Technical Hislory, No ... 19, 1963.
.. Memo, William W . Pelynia 10 Chid,
Flight Syltcml Div., "Summary RcpoM of the
Du,ies aoo Responsibilities of lhe STC Proj.
«t Engin«r Durins Capsule No. I CST,"
Mlreh 16, 1960 fot" Ihe but Q\-ervioe..: of
.he lIa.u' of the P"'l!lram al oeen by tile STC
manaccn I I lhe end of Ihi. ~riod, $CC .... mo
for lilu, Pur"'r, " Additional Backlround MaIcria l on Project Merellry,ft ~lay II, 1960; cr.
Pur",,'1 SImilar memo, "(;.eneral liaek(round
Maluial on Project Me~ury," Mareh 23,
19~9,

"Sec R. I. Johnson, e. aI., "The ~·Iereury·
Red,tone Project," TMX~3101, MSFC Sat.
urn/Apollo Sylfem. Office, June 1964, ~-39,
"1 ; ~h. , "Proctedinll
the Mercury.Atla.
800ltu Reliabili.y Workshop," Convair/ AII_
nll" li(1, Sltn Dqo, July 12, 1963, pauim.
See allO A8~IA/AO~1C inuructions, II.' I
~itu, J •. , "MeRCUry Pr-oj«1 Symbol," Ocl.
" 1959, Code AP 940- 1', ORDAB-DY.
" Bcmlutrd A, Hohmann, "Pllot S.fely
and QualilY A.. uranee
Project Mercury,"
~pott No. STL-TR_6G-0000-690H, feb "
1960; I Kuc:htman, Henry B.I, "Rde~nee
file, AFBMO Support, Projul MeRCUry,"
bound folder of document., Air Fora: Space
S)'IlCml Oiv., EI ~,undo, Calif., Jan. 4, 1961 ,
Stet. ~, Table II; Osmond J. Rilland , inter·
"iew, Andrew. Air force 8alt, Md ., OK. 30,
196•.
" Ilohmann mterviewl; I« p. 189. Stc
allO S,mpl..inson, interview, Houlton, Oct 4,
1965, and paPfn from the period betwecn
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J une 1961 and May 1962 whtn he wal assigned to San Diclo al Gilruth '. Ipeci.1 ,.. .
,'"ltnt For mo~ t«IInical dClaill, I« R. J.
Smith, " ~'Iight Proofi", Telt Report for Abort
Sentin, and Control Unit - Mercu rI- Missile·
borne," Convai r/ Allronluliel "'port No.
21A5U R, "'ug. ~,1960
'. '"Rcliability Program Revie w-Project
Mereu.,.," McDonnell Aircraft Corp., feb. 27,
1960 ; John C. Frencll, Inter";ew, Houlton,
A"g. 3, 1964. For a n:trolp«lh'f: "jew of
reliability in In of the MeRCUry P"'l!lrlm, ",e
Walltr C. William" "On MurphY'1 Law," in
P:tul Horowitz, ed , J,tdut4 Sp.r. Rtlid'/iI7
S)"'"I.,tJi"m, Vol. I, Ameritan Altronllutic.1
SociCly Scicnce and T«hnoio«Y ~ria (New
Yor., 1964) , 1_1 1.
"PUnt., 101 for GIINth, Jan. 6, 1960 ;
RichArd M. Man,field, "Project Mercury Re.
vilited," Vi'I;~;u.PiI~I.,,4 PO.llmoOlIIt $Ia',
March 21, 1960: HOIl'" Commillfe on Scienee
and Auronau,;ct, 66 Con •. , 2 .ell. (1960),
Lif, $c;UC(l d~d S"dU, Alii. 15, 1960, 13;
Senale Commiuce (In Aeronautical and Sp,la:
Sciencn, 66 Cong., 2 leU. ( 1960), Spate
R", ••,1t ;q lit, ul, StrUUI. AI Ih;1 june·
IU~, AS'ronaulI ShepArd and Cn ....... werc
lIskifl!: for penniuion to ride tht nut Liule Joe
"'ot inlo lpace. Virsil I. Cnnom, intervM:w,
H""'lon, Mareh 29, 196~.
., Puntr, log for Gil ... th, Feb. 9, 1960. See
.110 Robert L. Seat, inte"'itw, St. Loui., Sept.
I, 1964; Scat and Waldram, "Project Mer·
cur,. Test Plan," McDonnell Ai!Cuft Corp.,
Feb. 19, 1959.
.. Puntr, lOS for Git ... th with endntu~',
&@"enda for c"" ference. on reliability te.t prolram, Mareh 9, 1960. Two othu Chrysler
Corp. eoginruing execut"'f:1 respoll$ible for
'actory manascmenl of man'ral;ns the Red·
stone were Robert P. Er>C.son and Edward lDafter: II D. Lowrq-, intcrvM:w, Washington,
Nov. 11, I~. for detail. of .he fKIOry
tell programl $CC R M. Ton,ian, " RcliabililY
Tell of the. Redstone A_7_1 Rocket EnSine,
RE 711211," Chryslcr Corp. Miuile Division
Technical Memorandllm ML-MI2~ , April I.,
1960; and C S. Upton, " Mercury·Rednonc
Aft Seclion Tell Rrpon ." CCMO Tuhnical
Report GLC-R5, Ocl 1960
.. WaiteT f . Burke, 'nle,,·iew, A"". 31,
1964; MacMillan, interview, St. Loui$, Sept. I,
1964. See also minutel , Jerome 8. Hammack
and J~d C. Heberlig, " .... BMA- MAC-N ... S....
PaMI No. I Meeti"ll," March 22, 1960; memo,
Curt" L. f ern:1I to Emil P. 8ertr3m, MfL,
" Me,.eury.R~d .. one [capsuk·booster dQ(umen·

FOOTNOTES
1~I;on problfml'- Ma) )8, 1960.
" J~me, A. Chambt'rlin. nue"

iew, HousIOn, June 1, 1964; and c"nnnenll, Sep!. 9,
1965. See all<> mcmo, C,il.uth lor all o.gani'Mio,,~1
uniu, "O.g3ni~:l.tion of NASA
l'artidp,l1Ion in CST at MAC , M3)" 12, 1960.
.. \Iemo, Siherltcin to Ojr, ~b,.h:l.ll Sp3ec
Fli~ht Cc-ntc •. " \Ie~ur} Capful<- Prrbunc:h
Opc,nolion. :1.1 Huntl\ille ,' Marrh 29. 1960.
\ I't'C"cnt rC"'ioon of .-\B~I,\', .hrt"Lout pb,n.,
had o"t shown much flrort 10 $.we uroe. S«
·'~Iercu." Chrckout at S)IIConf Anal)'1I1 and
Reliability Laoorator)':' ABM" 000 Report
~<, DRT T\I;'-59, .\u'J'. 1~, 1959, KC\ A,
\farrh 5, 1960.
.. ~lemo. Sike ... tein 10 Oi. , Manhall Space
f'Ii'J'ht Cenler, "Re"iew of \lercu.y Coipsllic
".-(bull.h Operations at Ilunu,ill. ,"· April 5,
1960; UOUK Comon;I\CC on ScicnI"e:lond Anronauti",. 81 Cong.. I lell. ,1961), D~fuu~
u Inu'~JlJ,
Iuu,'''~nl and docu'
",enll. Gene.al ThNna, D. White. USAF,
91-97
., I'u""" "KOIN on ~l:InMd Sn~e~ Fli"hl
\1. nue"W'ul ~1<"Cting, June 27-28, 1961," I, 2.
Stt .1110 Cilnuh memo. "Or(ani,alion 01 "'.\S..\
raflicip,uion in CST:'
.. \lemo, Robo:rt E. \IcKnnn 10 Chid.
Fli"hl S)·,teml Oi,'" "Visit 10 STI '. CV/ A, and
Rod.eld)'ne (N.·\A }·cb. 15-18. 1960:' Feb
29, 1960 Su aho P I. lIa.r. " Relultl 01
Rrliabilil)' t;"alualion T eot I'ro,ram for
~k,<u<~.I\tl~. Alov,t Sc".",!\ and Implcmc .... lion 5)'llem," Con,·air/.\,lron3ul'u rei"''' "'0,
'\~62-0008 .\pril24 . 1962,
.. ~Itmo £dilOo'l Fields 10 Ch.d Flillht
S)"lem, Dj, "\'isil 10 B~ID'STL '" I.Of
\nf{ekl Jan 19. 1960; lttter, 1I0hm;trm 10
GilNlh, \Iareh 25, 1960. leiter, Williams to
Hohmann. ,\pri' 18. 1960 Co~""'~I}", Feb. 17,
1960. See all<> tr3nKeripl , " Proc~d in'l 01 Ihe
\!ercufj'-Atla. Booltc. Rdiabilil) Wo.bhop ."
San Dirgo. Jul) 12, 1963, 1)~lIim, The rdiabilily learn al Con,·ait/AII.onaulir, com.illed of
factory mana~tr J P Hopman, reliability chief
H F Eppcnllc;n. and qualil)' control m:lona~r
D. R ..'\rThib..ld. For similar concerns 00 the
RedllOnt. IIl'C m("mot. Debl" to F.... rI \I Butler.
'Wei(hl and Babnce \lulure ..... n .. on Project
\lereur}':' Dec, 23, 1959. and II R. PaL~oro
to Buller, " Wei,hl and Balance ~leasu",melll
Require",en" for ProjeCt Me.cu r),_Rcdllone:·
Feb. 16, 1960.
'. "Stalus Rep'''"' N"o, 6 lor Period Ending
April 30, 1960," STG; "MI\ 1 Report No.3
for Pe,iod End"" Jan '17, 1960," STG;
hM,\ I Report);o.." for Period Ending Feb. 3,
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H"""',l,

1960; STG; " ~IA-J Report No.!> fOI Period
F.ndUlI( feb. 4, 1960," STG; "MA I Report
No. 10 for Period F.nd",,, AI"" I!>. 1960,"
STG; I11ftnO, Bond 10 Chid, F.ngiJltt.ing Div.,
'"' IA I Trll Fli~ht: Feb. I, 1960.
.. \Iemo, N"onh to Dir. , Space Flight Pro~ram., 'Requeft 'fof ,\ppro,~ 1 01 MeKu ry
.·undmf{, June 24, 1960. S.-e allO E'~r\ Clark,
'N,\S.-\ CcntralilCi L:tuMh Man.a~nltut,"
AnM,aJl lI'ut, LXXII (~ Ia)' 30, 1960) , 2f1,
29.
.. See R"vcrt L, ROIholt, A~ Adlnl~I$I, .. lit,t
/lisla.y of NtlSA, 1958-1963, NASA SP-4101
( Wa,hin~lon , 1966), 1!>4- 160; memo, T. Keith
Clennan 10 Oit.. '"AVI'.ai.s:l.l 01 NASA'. Con·
lraclor rnliry and Indu.trial Relalionl," Feb.
29,1960. For:lon CJ;celJc,nt o'·eT'i..... 01 N:ASA
policic. in ~neral at this li~, M'C Ihe I)'pcocript, '"Q"""tions :Iond Anlwers pro~ lor
ConSrewonal THI;mony," by IIl1l1h L, Dry·
<kn'ut.dr,ca. ~by 1960.
""Informalion Requefled by MeKin$C)' and
Co., fnc. ," STG, Apri]9, 1960 ; letter, CilrUlh
10 lI~rr)' J Gott!, Oi •.. Goddard Space FJi~hl
Cenler, Mal' 3,1960.
.. R",holt , tldmjniJlr~lil't /lill~')' 0/ NASA,
154 10J, 124; Rosholt hal vu~phral-d the
\IcKinIfY reporl :los foU""'1 (pp. 151-158)
''Tht report rC"uJc,d Ih~1 NASA's record
,n 11IpC'''''iling i., oul-of-boute dTor .. ,,--al spouy.
Dillicuhia had arilfn becauoc N'ASA ne~lccled
ce"ain b~';c p.erequ,m(1 10 efrec. i,'c coOlr:te to.
IlIpervllion, such al adC"qua,e lIa'C~n .. of
work, 1"lIicicnl and ne~ible lunding, and prope,ly focused technical re,ponsibilily. (A basic
problem in connection with the 1.1.. named
prereq"isite ",as NASA', lendency 10 cuablilh
1\\"0 chanMb 01 sUpC'T',ltion-one from head·
qUlrlen, the o.her from Ihe field center.)
" NASA's lupen'ilOrY job wal difficult in
tht " could ncithrr uKe the '\run .he contr~·
tor' appro.ach ( high reliability "'al tOO crucial
1'1 be left to Ihe conlraClor alone) nor the
' ti,ht control' approach (which would 'dis.
coura!lf con tlXlor crut .... ty and in;tiali,~').
"T1w:.dorc KASA had 10 follow a middle
CQUf'lf, whirh combined contractor ope.ating
lreedom" ith close NASA ,uidllOce, To achie .. e
Ihi, balance it "'ould be encnlia] lhal thne be
:0 (Onilin' flow of information back and lor.h
belween N .... SA and the eoo.raCIor Thi, How
could be promotcd by periodic progre" re .. iew
meelingl bt'w~en NASA and lite COn1ractor,
the pllcement 01 a NASA reprelfntal..-c in
Ihe enntrac.or'l plaut ( to perm,t COnl'nuoul
face 10 face communicalion). and Ihe 11K of a
prOllrell reportins syslem.'·
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"Prel... 1 Report lot" Off-1M-Pad f.1C~P<"
Sy.... m Q .. alificalion T .. II," NASA I'roj«t
Me.c .. ry wo.kin'l p3per No. 1]2, Ma.th I ,
1960.
• SH "Detrrminalion of 1'"el Thnlll 01
Prokct Merc .. ry Tower jcltilOn Rockel and
[.c:lI'C Tower Anemb]y," NASA Proj«t Muc ... y ....,.~inA paper No. 202. july 3, ]961 :
"R""iew of Mercury La .. neh Abort Syllem [xperiene..
.," NASA grne,a] wOfkinq ,>ape,
No. 10,007. july 15, 1963.
.. Memo, Bland for flight S)"ltcm Di,'ilion
liles, "Prosn.m Objecli,~," Stpt 30, 19~9, Z
.. 110..... Committ« on Sdcnce and AutonautiCl, 87 Clng.. I SCSI. ( 1961 ), A Cltro~olo~y
01 "'iu nt II~rI AJlrOnnli, E/;"t~lS, March 8,
1961 , 114, II~. SH allO Charlcl S. Sheldon
II , ''The Ch~lL"ngc of [nIC.nationa] Competi·
lion." paper, third American 'n il. of Aeronaut;cl and Anronautici/NASA Manned Space
night Mee.'''' ' Iloul.on , 1'"0.... 6,1964, ]0-11.
reprinted and re,·i..," as Allpendix A in S.. na te
Comm;n« on Aerona .. tical and Space Sei.. nee ••
fl9 Cong .• I 1("11. ( 1965), hlt,notionn/ Coo/uII,'ion IIlId O'II'''I;:"/io,, /0' O~ltr S,ou.
to

427-477.

Cnapler IX
'MemOi. Gc«ge M. l..ow 10 Abe Sil,or,.
lIe;n, " Information lor Prosram ~hM.Scmtnt
Plan Mettin,:' Oct. 6, 1960: T. Keith Glen·
nan to Sir,..".t.'''' J uly II , 19(;0 , 5i"",,,,,,,,
10 G lennan , "MR- 3 Launch Date," July 16,
1960 : Si"·e ...ein to Robert R, Cil,uth, " MR_3
L:aunch Schedule," July 25, 1960; Waher C .
WilLianll 10 NASA IIq., I nte.national Pro.!Iraml Office. "Monthly Summary of Projeci
:l.kreury Atli,·itN:I," Aug. 8. 1960; Wa .ren J.
S orth, " lI iltory of :l.fcrcllry Schedules: Karli .."
Pouible Manned Flighll," cha.l , AUlJ. 13.
1960. Sce allO Abe Sihcnldn, " P"llJrell ,n
Space Flight," Al/,oa.."i" , V ( r."o-.'. 1960).
~4-25 , 14()-142.
• For Ihe Report of the PlClidenl ', Commillion on National Gruols, ...,., Uenry M
Wrillon. el al., Cbol, 10, Am"i,..., (EnILe........:Jd CLifh , NJ., 1960), Notc elpcciaily Ihf
..... Iion by Wa.ren Wea"e., pp. ]01 121 , on
" A Grrat Ase for Science." C I. J . L. ~nick ,
Jr ,. tI aI., ed,., Tht PoIill<l of Am";,,,,, S,i,"tt; 1939 10 Iht P,ae", (Chicago, 196.5) ,
22 1.
• HOUle Subr.omminee 01 the Conlln;ttrr
on Appropri3tionl, 86 ColIS, I ..,11 (19.59 ) .
fohtlr" ••1 A""... ~lin •• d S~u Ad",i.i",.·
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110" _~"''',ri,,'io.', teillmony of !lUSh L
Dryden, 15 ; Hou.., Committ « Of! Stienee- and
AII.ONUlics, 86 0>11£., Z tell (1 960 ) , Rertiew
01 Iht Spau P,o~'.,n , Pa .. II , leltimony of
George M . Low, Feb. ]6, 1960, 761. For 3n
ucdlent 3n~Il".il nf politiul pooilions and
public opinion on Amuican Ipace policy
( 1957- 1963) "s a whole. ICC Vernon Van
Dyke, Pride "lid POl<'u: Thl /IQliOQIO/' of Iht
S,nCi Prol'''''' (Urbana , ill.• 1964). Ei..,n.
howt"T'1 pooition il dnc:ribcd on pp. 82-83.
'Glennan'l inlrOlprt:lion on lhe role of
international competition wal best eKpreucci
in an address al a Yair Uni ... cnity symposium
on Orl. 7, 1960. Ste arlO I.. n .... Clcnnan 10
Eu«c-nc M. Em ....., Ckl. 19, I%.S. For an
O\orn';rw of Ai. Foree prosratni. sec E.nnt C.
Schwiebrn, "USAF's (bilill;" Mi.ilcs-L9541964: A ConeiS<' I! i"ory," Air Foru ... d
S, ..u Di,ell, XLVII ( May 1964). 51-166.
later publilhcd IU A lIim"y 01 Iht U.S ..4ir
Foru Ballilti, M illiln (Ntw York, 1965).
' The belt oprn monosraph comparing
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hdws/ .i.. ( Nov. 1960). Sec a lso Edward C.
Welsh, interview, Wa .hinglon, Sept. I , 1965.
•• See Robert HOII, editorial, "The Galher_
ing Slorm Over Space," A~iolion Wed ,
LXXIII (Nov. 7, 1960), 21; alld "Sharp De.
fense / Space Changes Expected," A L'iolion
Wuk , LXXIII (Nov. 14, 1960) ,30.
.. Han l W. GalJke, Th. P'tJut in Pt, sfJuIh,t: .II Look "I Iht World Siltu 1945 (2 cd .,
Chicago, ]961 ), 138. See also Phili p C.
J eJiup and Ho ...·ard j. Ta ulxnfeld , Conlrols
/0' Ollter SfJou o"d the An/o,elie .IIn"IOI),
( Ne,,· York , 1959), 200, 282.
.. HoulC Commiltet on Science and Astronauti(J , 86 Conq .. 2 seSi. (1960), Th. Pra~·
/,col Va/wn of Spau /:"xpiorol;cm, Report No.
2091, July ~, ]960, 1. Cf. revisioll as House
Report No. 1276, Oce 2, 1961, 20-22.
"lbid.,54. Aside from the betler illulI"'.
liolls and Ihe updated figures 011 Ipace COSts
and accompli lhmenll, Ihe A ugn.1 1961 revilion
of thi l report cOIlI~ined one significanl addi.
lion, namely a two-past' ( 20-22 ) diseussion in
the n~Iion~1 security section en titled "Inlerp"'tin~ The Ra«," wh ich S3,d in part:
"The fact Ihat we are "'ting the Ru ssians
10 the moon and the planets .hould nol be
aUoW'Cd to obscure certain f~celJ of Ihe precise
utuation we arc in.
" To bcgin wi lh , it il c!sential to realize
that sending men bcyond eart h'. environmenl
rcquires rockets of vcry high Ihruu-big
booslers. The SoviCII, who have about a 5year jump on Ihe United SI~t"" in Ihi. field,
ha'~ such rockell in ope ration . Our biggesl
ones 3", still in the development Slage, although Ihey are showing considerable prom_
ilC. So we begin thi, particular phue of
'Ihe r:lce' under a marked handicap and
doubtl"". will be in second place for some
l imctocomc .
" It ;. equally important, however, to
recognize thaI 'ge tting there firlt' is only one
part of the ract . T wo other parIS are ju,t 31
crucial:
]. What will we le~rn from our effort to
explo", beyond the Enrlh ?
2. How will we usc Ihi. knowlcdgr afler
it il acquired?
" The Viking. had the tethniquc to get to

FOOTNOTBS
the ~e'" World 'first,' but England, France,
and Spain won the ""lei. .. With no in.
tern to deprec~tc Ihe nOI~LIc 3chic\'cmcrnl of
Ihe s.o.·icl 1:"iOfl in 'I",te re~3rth, ,t can
nonelhc ...... br ,aid Ihal lhe bf<>;ld scope of Ihe
Am",ican effort hal-Ihul far al .... '1.11 ·I>«n
olltstanding in ill scie",ific resulll. 'And, 3S
subsequern paru of th" ""port .uggesl, OIl'
free entcrpri,e 'y.lcm hal been quick 10 lake
ad,",mtage of Ihe technologic~1 rail oul
"In summar)', Our inlernational presligc
and stature, w far allhey are inAuenud by ollr
space acti"ilie., depend On all Ihree elcmeUCI
of 'the racc'-not On One Or two."
" )Iemo, Bcnjamine J. Garland 10 Proj.ccl
Director, "Pouib1e Meleoroid Damagc to ~kr'
rury," with endo,u"" J u""" 2, 1960, J.
'" Leuc. , Smilh 1- Defrance 10 ,\13n 8
Kehkt, "Information RequeJled by STG on
Prellurc Transdu cers and an ,\u"aial")' Drag
Dc"ice for Merru'r ," with enclosures, S~pl. 16.
1960: memo, Ca ldwell C. johnso" to Fagel,
"Auxiliar)' Drag Dc\'ic~-)Iercury.'· No\" 2,
1960: j ohn P. Mal'e r, romment>, Sepl. 8, 196.5.
Back tn 19.57 A,'eo had propo~d " mrtallic
dr:il~ chu te ,huuleeock confi'lura,ion for Ihe
... me purpoloC for Ihe Air force ~lan·m·Sp.:tce
studlel ~r also "Summal")' of Se,-eul Shorl
Slud;~1 PUlaining 10 Ihe Retro·R ockel S},l1em
Capabilities for Ih e ~fer cu rl Mission,,' ~AS,\
Projefl Mereur)" working papa No. 160,
No\".9,1960.
"The roinotalemcn. of developmen ' work
on Ihe pncumalic impact bag followed ~fter
Gerard J. Pesman Jearn~d th~ detail, of more
e~periment. on human impacl at Wrighl·Pat·
ttrJOn late;n 1960. for a re.ume of Ihis work
I t t J . W Brinkle)", R. A. Headlc), and K. K.
KalS!:r, "Abrup! Acceler:illion of Human SubjUII in Ihe Sem;·Supine Posit ion." p,aper,
Symposium On Bio·Mechani" of Body Re.
lI.ailll and Head Prot ection, N3.\·al Air Mate·
riels Crntn, Phil adelphia, Pa., J une 14-I~,
1961.
'" M.mo, P~ler 1. Armilage and E.N. Har.
rin to Chid, Op<: ratiolll Div" "Mercury Capsu le Water Stability," Oct. JI, 1960.
,.. ~{emo, Harrin to Chid, Operat;ons O;v.,
"Static Waler Stability Tun of Personal Eg.ess
Cap.ule," Jan. 10, 1961 ,
.. "ProjecT Mercury Stalu, Report No, 8 for
Period End"'g OClober 31, 1960," STG, 1718: "Astronaut Preparation ~nd AClivil;el
Ma nual for Mercury· Redllone !'Io. 3," :>IASA
Projecl Mucury working pap<:r No. 174, Feb.
6, 1961.
.. M ~mo, Yardle)' and G. M. PreSIon 10

Slhe'lIcin. el aI., "S""llll~'l of Conclu.ions
Il,'~' hed Rcgnrding Ih~ CST Plans and C~pr
Cherkoul Pbn, ror Cnp.ukl .5 (M R2 ) and
7 (~IR 3);' Scpl. 9, 1960,:1. For MAC',
ho"", fanory re'ponse: 1('1 the field worken'
difficultirl w;lh declr i,al, Illp;n,!", sooqucncing,
insp«tion, ~nd cie"nlinCII problem" "'~ d raft
'''emo b)' II Earle ~Ioorr and Waher F.
Burke. "Quality AlSur.1IK"C- Project ~tc,·
cur)"," 5<"pt. 12, 1960
"" ~Ie"'o, Rirha'd Sachen ~nd J amcs T.
Ro",- 10 W fl . Gm)', "General Summary of
Capsul<, SySlc,ns Trill on C,psulc No.7;'
Dec. I, 1960, wilh cndolureo. Convai rl
AMronaul;c, had encountered Ihe skin·tracking
problem ill 19:':' dUring Ihe \Ibs dndopmrnl
progO":.. n. .\\ th~1 IlIne no solu tion h~d b.-cn
d;S("O\·crcd.
.. M~" IO, Jt ,ome B. H~,"'nxk and Rose to
W, II. Gray, "Gen' r,,1 Summar)" of Capsule
SlStems Tesll on Caplule No.7," Dec.. I, 1960,
5, 6. Thi. memo, w;th enclosurel 1-17, gi,'cs
a dClailcd engineering hislor)" of Ihe probleml
encoun lered durIng the sY$le,m lelling of Ih.
finl manned Mcrrury caplule.
Although
STG in.p<:ctors found I a9 elecl rical ~nd me·
chanica l discrcp;mcies in th~ir final aCCCI'ItnCc
tnt, ~f AC", o..m ,nsptcton had list ed wme
370 such d;sc....,pancies bt-rort their final dun·
up prior to dellvNy
•. S« Leutjrn, "Ground Checkout and
Launch Pro.,rdures," 3. Rev;sed procedu....,.
(ur ~~j>&,Jili,,~ d,c~kuul ""'l"~wk
anol
d;.trepanc)" "'porll were i"ued shortly Iher~·
aftcr: ~e memo, Yardley and Prellon 10
Hangar S Suptr";$OTI, "Cap<: ]",peclion
Pot icy Clari ficalion;' Oct. 20, 1960.
., Leiter, Willi~ml to Commanding Officcr,
Air t'orcc Miuit.e Tcst Cenler, a!lcnlion LI.
Col, R O. Stephens, Sepl. 6, 1960: "T-60~
Ope ralion, MR Mission." STG, Sept 8, 1960:
" MR- I Miu;on RuJcs," STG, No,'. 2, 1960 ;
lelLe r, Williams to KUr1 H . Dcbu., " Fl ighl
Safe!)" Re"jew for MR Minionl," Sept. 22,
1960, "'ilh enclosu re, "Flight Sa{cl)" Review
Plan"; Icl1cr, Williams 10 Cdr, D~sFlolFour,
"NAS,\ Personnel Auiglltnenl for MR -I
'frll;' Sepl. 2a, 1960, wilh enclosure,:
mcTnOl, Low 10 Adminiltrator, "TellS of Mu·
cury Redllone I and Lillie Joe ~," No,'. 2,
1960; and "LJ-5 and MR-I launching.,"
:-.'o\", ", 1960; W;lli:um, ~lanagemenl MelTlOrandum, No. 13, "Working Hours, Launch
Operations Branch," Oc t . .5, 1960.
.. Leller, j ames P. Gleawn to Kenneth E.
BeLieu, Nov. 1, 1960. For one source of th;,
concern, ~e Drew Pearson, "Space Shol
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Mo.·ed to Election t:"r ," W•• ~,~,'OII Posl,
No,. 2, 1960.
.. Projecl Mercury StatuI Rrport No.8",
"Projec t Mercury Dis-cuuion," briefin, chartl,
Oct. 31, 1960.
• " Project Mercury Fli,hl Telt Report for
Lillie Joe Million No . .5 (Cllp'ule No.3),"
NASA Projeel Mercury " 'orlu"" J)lIprr No. 166,
Dec. 23, 1960 ; leller, Willilml lo RIA F. V. H.
Hil lH, D«. 14, 1960; memo, Low for Ad·
miniltrator, "Report on Lillie J oe No. .5 and
Men:ury Redllone 1'\0. I," Nov. 10, 1960. See
also FW!er, commC/lII, Sep t. 1.5,196.5.
• Memo, North to Oir., Space Flight Pro.
gr....,<, "I'rojec:t Mercury PMP Charu," Sep t.
21, 1960, cxplairu why Ihe chimp wi. eliminated (rom LJ- .5. J ohn C. Palmer, ' 'Telt
Oir«th'e (or Liltle J oe V," approved. countdown p~durcl, undated. Stt .bo minute.,
" Littl e Joe V AeroMedical Operat ion. Re,·jew
Mee ting," Ri chard S. Johnlton, teeTctary, July
12, 1960; " Mi l$ion Doeumen t for Lillie J oe
No . .5 (Ca p. ul e No. S)," NASA Project Mercu ry working paper No. 121, M,.y 25. 1960.
.. Low memo, Nov. 10, 1960; memo, Low
to Alii. Adminillralor (or CongreJsional Relalio ..., " Mercury Red.tone ,.nd Little Joe 5
Launchingl," Nov. 16. 1960. The additiona]
Lillie J oe airframe WI •• uUated by Sil,'er_
Itein. Memos, Willi am M. Bland, J r., to
FaIl"I , "Vi. it of rcp'acnlali"a of NAA-MO
to STG," Feb. I . 1960, and " Further De.-clop"",,,I ul Li ttle JII<' a........c • •" Fd.>. 8 19(;0
North to Sil,·erllein. " Requat for A'ppTO\'ai
Project Mercury }-undi", ," June 27, 1960 ; SilHntein to Budgel Office. " Budget on Approv,.]
of PTOJCCI Mercury Fundi",." June 29. 1960.
cr. memo. C. J . Donlan to LRC Procurrmrnt
Officer, "Conlract NAS 9-)9, Rcfurbilhed Little Joe Static Booster, E>:pedited DeIi\"Cry."
Nov. 16, 1960
." Memo, 1011...,., 10 Faget. " Mercury
We,shl Growth-Effect upon Orbit InKrtion
Probability, RetrOlradc Ma neu,'c. , Parachute
Load., and Flotation," Nov. 22, 1960, 1-3.
Johruon 'lIKula ted on poIIoibi lities:
''The n:ally interalutl' s-cheme 'equira
lIam .... 11 o.-e.. CofIloidcr.;" (6 ) Pioneer or
E"piore. Kcond "lle molors ciullercd to.
gNhcr as a poIiIlUde-retro,rade powe r
pack . . .
· "O~ the .ubjecl o( parxhutes and _ighll,
II " quote ]'kdy that the impact skirt .yJlem
and i~ ~SKlCiated 100 pound. of weight could
be ch m,naled if the cap.ule impac t ,.It,tude
could be: rellricted 10 'pilot fee t fint' and
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withnut much Iwi",. The main difficulty roow
;. the pi]ot'. low tolnanee to late .... 1 aceeler,. .
lion .... Thi, i, roo t a pro~ 1 but il', worth
Ihin ki", 01."
See abo HUll com_ nt•.
" Letter. GleatOn to BeLieu, 1'010'_ S, 1960.
For the dcKription of (.-en" followin" ICC
memOl, Low to Adm;nillra lor. " MR- I Lau nc:h·
inS," Nov. 7, 1960 , Low 10 Dir., Space FliJht
p.,ogram., " Mrreury_Redltonc I Launc:hin,"
'
nOV. 14, 1960, Low to Admini'lrltor, " MR_ l
Launchi",," Nov. 18, 1960.
" For neWl criticilm in the wake of MR-I.
sec William Hines, " Mercury Fail ure PUll
EI.ly f'light in Doubt," Wuhi", ton
SIIII, Nov. 21. 1960; " AlirotIlut f'light Still
Slated in '61 ," N.w yo./r Tim", Nov. 26.
1960; Lou i. K.aar, " Ma n in SJ)lIee Tft!. Fl.
Behind Schedule," W.1l $1 • ." low, ..l, Nov.
28, 1960 ; and "Spal:e Eltpcru Snip;n, It
Mercury," SpIIU
N.",., Nov. 2 1, 1960.
f> Memo,
~w to Adminiliratoc", "Attempted Launch.ng of AiR- I ," Nov. 21, 1960 ;
Hammack. interview, Houlton, Feb. 13, 1964 ;
and memo report, Hammad (or Proj. Oir.,
" Attempted Launch of Mercury· Redlione No,
I Minion on No,"Cmber 21, 1960," Noy. 23,

..

&.",.,

A,.

'960.
• Memo, Low 10 Adminiltrato •• " Eltpbnlllon. of MR-I Failun:,H Nov. 23, 1960 , JOo
ach.m P. Kuett ner, interview, Huntn·ille. April
28. 1964.
.. Memo, Low to O i •. , Spa~ F1 i,h. PI'>
g.,.ms, " PMP BtYfing on December 2, ]960,
Project Mercury," Nov. 28, 1960; and Low
COmmen t...
" Memo, Low to Administrator, " MR-I
Launch Information," Doec. 1.5, 1960 For rrtest prrpan t;o.... sec " Mef'Cury· RcdJtone ,
NASA, LOD-LOB, "hiler Operational Schedule," J"C\'. N",·. IS. 1960, for MR- I, Report
No.. M- LOD-G-TR-494-60; rev. Dec. 2,
1960, for MR -I A, Manha ll Space Fl ig ht Cen.
ter. MI., " MR- IA Re',iew," STG, Dec. 17,

,....

.. Memo, Low 10 Adminillrator, " MercuryRedllone I Launch ing," Dec. 20, 1960. Sec
,.]10 Jero~ B. Hammack ,.nd Jack C. Heberlig, ''The Mercury Redstone Prosra m," paper,
Ameriun Rocke t Socie ty, S~e Fl iaht Report
10 the Nation, New York City. Oct . 9- 15, 1%1,
16-11.
TO Memos,
Howard C. Kyle to Mercury
n igh t Oir., " MR-l Launch On O(ce mbt.r 19,
196O--obK,.,:atio n,'·; 1'(('wyn Rohcrts to Fli ghl
Oi,_, " Repo rt on T ell No. 511 1," Dec, 20,
1960; and Sianley C. Wh ite to Flight Dir .•

FOOTNOTES
~ MR-IA Tell :\0. )111
0«.10.1960 rUr
the later I*t.Right inoptttion of ~IR-IA. loft

PUrHr 10 Burke, "Contract :\ \S 5-)9
POJI-Flight £"alualio" of Capsule NumbC'r
1""'0:' Jan 31, 1961, with two endllturn.
So« al..-, Chap X , rOOUlOle 26.
... ' Itmo, Norlh to Oir, SpaC<" FIi,ht I'ro.
,ra,,", '·M erc .. ry Caplule Ch~ngcl ~"d ni~ht
Srhedulr," Dec. 6, 1960 :
"01"''' loop opc:r~tio" <>llh... \bo.t Sotnlln,
~nd
Implemtn,a,ion SYllem (.\SIS ) il a
change whi(h doel not dctraet "om th. drreI;,;ty of the 1)·lIem. Thil change, in bct.
makcl the 1)lIe.n more rdiablt and dfecti,·t
bK:'''1(! a pilot who il placed III the tonllOlloop
hal tht abi lity to aUi'll whether a true abort
.it.. a,ion exi.... In thilconcept,thepilmwould
gCI a red light mdiution thaI an abort il calkd
fo r but wou ld manually lIct, ..ate the CKapc
ICquence. The inherenl aerod)namic Itabilit~
~nd hieh II fuctural Itrength of the Redllonc
Ihou ld prov,de a .uflicitnt lime constant beIween ca plule abort light indication and linte
for abort deci.ion. Thc pilOI, after oblt .. ;ng
the abort lighl, can either immediale/)' abort,
if he ;1 in a cri tical fligh t regime, Or he can
rely on JeCondary cue. I .. ch as change. in Ieederation, thanlel in altit .. de , and radio "oice
trllllmiuioni Irom .. ilual obse,,'en Or tekmeter
moniton. Although it il reasonably dear thai
the Rtduone "'ouk! be flown wilh an opcn
loop ,\SIS , the Ad:" operational procedure il
nul )'ct rf ... ked lM;...~u>C .. lIu ..... l.oIe pil.." 'e ..... •
tion ume will be lOI1lewha t 1<:11. I fed , how.
e,'cr, that upcr~nc<: wilh the manned Red·
1I0ne will con .. inc(' U$ lhat the manned Ada.
should abo be Rown open loop. Incidentally,
th r<:c Alias ASIS synems ha"e b«n flown open
loop to dale ; two would hll\'e caused inadvertent aborls.."
Warren Xonh wal himself a tell_pilOI enlineer, and this viewpoint became e\"tn luongt'r
","e r the ntJIl yur: "e Xorlh and Walter
Williaml. "The ...·ASA Allronaut PrOllram,"
A~'DJ'tlU £.,,,orm,,,, XX
(Jan. 1962)
kUH,

13-1),

.. For an O\'ef\'jew of the meehn,land conferences on the \fA-1 fail .. ...,. I t t James M
Grimwood, P.tlitel M,,, ••1' A C~.o.oIo",
:\ASA SP.... OO I ( Waminlton, 1963 ), III,
I I 2_ On the MA 1 rf"iew of :\"0\', 16, 1960,
see " Me rc .. ry·A tlal PrQJrlun," br~finl brochurc NOI. AD-60-OOOO-023S6 and A'f-600829-0041 ). undated Minules, "Summary
or T ell PrGfI.ams and Recommendationl for
MA-2 Launch," Sjobcr" ICCretary, ~o'- 16,
1960 ; toh.. nolCI, p .. rHr, "STG POlition on

Dee_ 20, 1960. d .... ft kllen. Pur.,r
Donl"n. FafICl. and Jamel ,\ Chllmbcrhn,
[kc_ 31. 1960. ~nd Jan I, 1961, mc:rno, Low
to D.. Sp~ce Flight PrOlluml, " PlO~el Mer·
cu' y SI.IUI. Dec_ 29, 1960: and Richard V.
kh ..d ... intenic .. , WMhin,ton. Jan_ 18, 1966,
.. A Clt.o~olot)' ../ Miwk 'Ulrf AII'O" ....,ics
I-.•'tnll, 135, Sheldon, "Th t Challen,t of Internattonal Compelition," II, !6, and com'rot"nll, Au~. 12, 1965,
.. G. l'oItro"k)", " We G,,'c Sp;lc~ to Ihe
Ruuianl." 1I'.,IIi.."o_ D.,'y N~w., Dec. ),
1960; "/Aad-fooltd Merc .. ry," Time, Dec, 5,
1960: ' Man in Sp;lce," tditolial, Ntw I'... t
Timtl, 1>«. 2, 1960.
~fA .I.
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,UII, O<I ..bu I, 1960, I~r .. ",~ I".t 30,/96 / ,
ISJ This "'port, not publilhcd umil July II,
1962, " highly anachronis,ie (see I'P. 5, 6)

lind lihould be u5Crl wtlh ca ution See abo
mrrno, \~ron Rosrnthal 10 Dir. , Office of
Sp.,cc nigh' Pro<:rlltlll, "Tr"'I)Oral)' Rca"'gn.
m~nt of Illa_,powcr Spacr.:' with enclo",rel
on STG cDmplcm~nt rcquirr"",nl lor fi~al
1962,0«.5,1960
• Eugrm: ~I . Emm,·, A"o".""CI.~II A.,.o"<lulirr: A" A ",..,i£.. ~ CfI ... ,.oI..", "I S,itJItt
.nd Tuhn"I",y in
£"1>1",.1,,,,, "I Sp"u,
1915-1960 ( Washmgton , 1961 ), 134, 139I) ]: :,1 L S, ..u lA, (Jan 1961), 2.. , 3-8.
Charlet S. Sheldon II hal eorr~ l td th~ pound·
age ~Iurr. in ttrmS of hltmll e~paci tr to 100
nautical mile ~ hi !ude. Official eomparilOn.
JOmctnnel unfairly counted the wdllh" of
U.S roekt t casinss and not Ihole of U.S.S. R.
(Mi ng"
I Senate Commill~e on Aeronautical and
Spare ScienceJ, 88 Coni., Ilell (1963), Do, .. ·
mUll on hlt ••• !;ono/ AJfltcts ollh. E",tor~.
/JO"
U.~ .. I O~lt. SflIU~, /954 - 1961, May
9. 1963, 186
'The informant was Lt. Col l'IIul D
H,"'man. of the Armed Forees Ind ullfial Collell" Ste Hoult Commille( on Science .nd
A$lrona .. ticl. 87 Con!, I KII. (1961), II
Cfl, .....t..ty 01 Mini't ull As"" u,,'iu
E~t"I., 139-140; HOU$( Committet on Science
and AIlrOOaulicI, 87 Cong., 2 KII_ (I962),
Auo",,'u..t .... rf A JI,o ~'''liut £~tnU 01
1961,1-2 ; and "U.S Officer SaYI 2 Reds Dicd
in Spac(," Newport Ne"'1 Dlli/y Prill, Jan. I),
1961 So"iet lpokesmen laler !knied this report, of coune, and mO:ll informed American
opinion c...,dill the Sov;u denial
Two
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U,S.S.R aucmpled launchings of Marl probes
on Duob.,. 10 and 14, 1960, ",ay have con·
fus..d thi. iuu~. For an ;mportllnt demurrer,
~e Ih .. letter by Ju lius Epllein, 3 rts..ar<:h 3"
sociat .. of Ih .. Hoover InSl itule of Stanford
Universit y, r.. print<'<l in rhe Con"~Slion~1
Ruo,d on Aug. 6, 1965: "Open Venus s"erer
Procedure. in Space Pl"O!Irams," 1'1'. 1881318814.
, Doc~m'nl. on Inltrn~l;onal Alpal,
of .. OUllT SPMt, 188. For some perlpee_
r;'"1! on the larger jnt~rregnum and the s..arch
for a national .pace program between 1958
and 1962, ""e HOUle Committee on Governmenr Operation •. 89 Cong., 1 IC". ( 1965) ,
GouUllmtnl Ope-alion, ;n Spa" (Analysi.
of Civi l-Milirary Roles and Relarionships) ,
49-7L
• 1\h., "Report to rhe President-Eleci of
Ihe Ad Hoc Committee on Space," Jerom e B.
Winner, chairman (undallified venion), Jan.
12,1961, II, 12.
'MI., " Reporl ro the President·Eket of the
Ad Hoc Commit1~e On Space," Wielner, chai r·
Ulan (danified version), Jan . 10, 1961, 17.
The orher memben of Ih;1 commiuec were
Kennelh BeLieu, Trevor Gardner, Donald F.
I [orn;l;, Edwin H. L.~nd, Ma" Lehre., Edward
~I . Purcell, Bruno B. R.oui, and Harty J.
Walh·rI.
• Ar a preu ronfercnce on Oct. 26, 1960.
Rober! R GilrUlh was luhd aboul Ihe pol'
• lhUlly of u.lng 'he Tilan ra,her 'han 'he
Allal for orbilal flighl.
Cilrulh said he
preferred the Alia •. pomling 0<11 Ihal Ihe Icchnkal probleml .. oone<:l~d with il ...·ere being
5<1lved, where", ' hos.. luociated wilh Ihe Titan
.... r re nowhere ncar IOlulion. The fact Ihal
Ihe lC<"ond lIage of Ihe Iwo·lIag.: Titan igniled
in f1 isht presenled addirional probleml 10
orbilal flight, h.. said. In eOOltail aH three
Gilruth
Allao engine l ignited M lifloft".
actua lly drafted a ktter intended for Ma j. Cen.
a.mond J. Rilbnd, commander of the Air
Force BaHi"i.. Millile Divilion. asking for a
brielin~ on Ihe po",ble application of the Titan
10 Ihe Mercury prosram Th e Ifller (Cil r"th
10 Rilbnd. Ja n. 18, 1961) wa, ne,'e, mailed,
primarily because Ihe conceptual de"dop'nenl
of Ihe follow-on program aft ... Mercu ry was
be~Lnning to \ah shape. In ~lay 1961 Rober!
C. Seamanl WU JOld on Ihe Titan 11 a. a
launch vrhirk for MCKUry Mark II, a nd
then:aft .. r NASA ~nd DOD ag«"ed 10 'Ul'pOr!
e"eh oth ...1 uSC of Titan I[ and III rc.pee.
tively; Seamans, inltt"iew, Washinglon, Sel'l
1,1965.
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• 1I0use CO"'tnillee un Science and Astronautics, 87 Cong., I "'". (196 1) , Third All·
nw~J Rtpo" ;n Iht 1';~ldJ 01 A~'ono~I;'J and
Spore, J~n . 18, 1961 , XVI. 8-9; Pau l E.
PUrler, intcrview, 1-I0u1IOn, March 1~. 1965 ;
Gcorgc M . Low, interview, Hou'lon , March
19, 1964.
I. W~Jhinllon POll, J an. 12, 1961 j "Wash.
inSIO" Roundup," Avi~lioll IVttk, LXXIV
(Feb. 6, 1961), ~; Wa,hin glon i::vuilll 5/ .. "
Jan 12, 196[, Newport Newl D..i/'1 PrtS6,
Jan . 27, 1961. The Win"". R~port admiued
Ihal Ihe comtnillee', re~iew of Ih e nalion'.
'pa"e program had httn made hastily.
"Publ" Pape .. 01 Ihe P'U,d.1I11 of Ihe
Uniud 51111 .. : Dwight D. EilOnhow.. , 1960-61
( Wa.hingl on, 1961), Item 421 . 1038, " Fare_
..dl Radio and Televi sion Add~ .. to Ihe
American People," Jan . 17, 1961. Eisenhower
had warned: " In Ihe eO<lncils of gO\'ernmem,
we mun guard againl! Ihe acquis.ilion of un·
warranted influenc .., "helher KlUghl or unsought. by Ih.. milirary-industrial ..omplex.
The polen!ial for Ihe disastrou! .is.. of milplaced power e"im and will perlin . . . . We
mull never lei the .....,ight of Ihil combinalioo endanger O<I r liberties Or democralic
processes. . . "
"On lhe "mili tary.indulI,ial complex"
problem, .ce Georp T . Ha)"CI, ed .• The Irt·
dllSl'J'-COU"""tIIl Auospocc Rtld/,'ollship,
2 vols. ( Menlo Park, Calif., ~{ay 1963). Stanr... rll RCKa.-..:h In"iIUIC Prvjn:l N .... IS.....216 •
Robert HOIx. "Gathering SlOrm Over Space."
Acial,oll W,e,!" LXXIII (Nov. 7, 1960), 2 1 ;
HOlz. "Sha rp Dcfens../Space Change. Ex·
pe(:tcd," A<~'a/ioll Wed, LXX III ( Nov. 14,
19tiO). 30-31. See ol he. articles in Avio/ioll
Week. LXX IV (Jan. [6, 196 1),2 1; (Jan. 30,
1961).21,34; Roberr L. Rosholt, A>! Admill'
,.I,a/'ce H iJ/o" 01 NASA. 1958-1963. NASA
51'-4101 ( Washingt on, 1966), 184 ; House
CommiUec on Science and AllrooautiCl, 87
Cona .• I s..1I. (1961), Mil;/ory A.I,oll~ulin
( P,e/imilla,y R~po'/l. Staff report No, 360,
~lay 4. 1961.
.. "or IOmc of Ihe scienli",' critici.", of
Mer.. ury, ...., Jay H olme., Amn"o Oil the
Moo~ : The En/up".e 01 Ihe Si>:liu (New
York, 1961), 12-82. The most prevalen t
scientific objec tion 10 Mercu ry ... a, expressed
by lhe quell;on " Why put Ihc senliliv~ lIomach "nd heart of a man out in lpace when his
other senses can be senl our ther.. wilh man
lIaying on Ihe ground but in Ihc loop ~"
Douglal R. Lord, inlerview, Wuhington,
Sept. 3, 196.5.

FOOTNOTES
" House CommiutC on Sclenee and ASlro'
naulicl, 87 Cong., I ..,11. (1961), NASA Au11t"';:4/iQ", lIe",;n6'. ParI I , Marcil L3-April
17,196 1,",192, 19S, 199, 213. Cf. ROIhoh ,
Atlm;"i./,,,,;u If;no" 01 NASA, L36- 137, 1M,
190-19S for more detalll on lhe ClIlremdy com·
plex finanda l lIi.lory of NASA during th;1
period. Sec abo Merton 1- Ped and Fnckrk
!ol. Scherer, The LYe",o""1 AtqM;I;/;oll ',De.
el" All EeOllom;e A""I,.il (Bollon, 1962),
100. It i, p<:rhaps lignificant thaI ... hat purportl to be 1I House Committee on Science
and Altronautic! manuscripl, entitled " Project
Mercu ry: A Preliminary ProgrClI Report,"
da!ed Cktoher 1960, accuraltly cuima ted (al
lall) a completion COSI for Project Mercury
at $393 million, 01 which approximately $110
million ...ould be spent on Ihe McDonnell
conU'act for the spacecraft .
.. "Interi m Report," J oint Air Force/ NASA
Ad Hoc Committee On Alias fIoosted Space
SYltem" Ja n. 19, 1961. Richard V. Rhode,
in terview, Waillington, Dec. 30, 196.. ; Bern·
hard A. Hohm ann, inlerview, 1I0u.ton, Sept.
16, 1965. Richard V. Rhode pursued Ihe
method with whkh the Alias eonlracto. "'ould
fit the "bdly band" 10 the booster', tOP sec·
liol\l, ,ince the fe were ,mall meuL appendages
that wO\lId lIa", 10 be ground Aush 10 Ihe
booller'l lurbce. He wu particuLarly in·
le~lIed in how Ihey would pre.~nl Ihe meul
frQm beinS undercut .nd Ihereby weakening
Ihe Itruclural Ilreng th even more. lieneral
Dynamici relponded Ihallhey had a technician
wilh capability to pre"ent undercuttins.
Rhode aaked to be shown. After lCCinS the
proof, he directed thaI thil indivMlual be Knt
10 the C3pe to perform tllis pan of the "fix"
Rhode, inte"it,w, W ....inlton, Jan. 18, I96S
"Letter, Pune. to Rhod~, Jan. 10, 1961 ;
M,. notel, Pune., ''STc-nS, 67-D InJlru,
mentation," Ja n. S, 1961 i "b., "A~nda_
Abort Pnameten," Jan... , 1961. Seamaos
and Abe Si l ,~clldn of NASA lIcadquanen;
J.mes R. Dempsey of Convair/A1lronau,ies,
and Ihe ~ccClaries of Ihe Air For« and 'he
Dep.rtmenl of DefenM: wen: all in ..... L.·ed in
!elephonte conferences behind the tunes on
Ihe MA-2 dedliol\l. For the final deciJion
to ,0 ..·ith the "hone coIl.r," ~ MI., Puner,
" Notes for Rhode Commit!ee: SlatUI 01
MA-2," Feb. 13, 1961.
" Rhode , "The Firlt Hundred Second.,"
paper, Amerion Rockel SociCly Confcr~nce
on Launch Vehicle Suuclurel and Materials,
April S, 1962. Rhode here applied his ex·
perience with the Electra and the Atlas 10

Saturn probleml of fuel slosh, .cOUIl;es, panel
f1utt~r, huffetins, ~nd wind effcell duri ng Ihe
flut 100 lecond,. " In ~ Ilruetura l ,ensc there
;1 re~ U y no Jucll Ihing ~I a ' I~unch "cllicle,'"
he !:lid.
"lIolmes, AmOTicll 011 I~' MOQll, 189-190;
HOtl, "New Vigor for Space Program," A.·i,,·
lioll Wltl, LXXIV (Jan 16, 1961) , 21.
.. JatnCl E. \\'cbb, ;ntuview, W:uhingloo,
~p •. 3, I%S; Webb, addreu before Se;ence
Con,·ot.ation at Brandeil Uni"eully, Waltham, Mall., Nov. 7, 196~, NASA New, ReklUe. See also "Wa,hinston Roundup," A.·i·
ftl;O" Will, LXXIV (J~n. 30. 1961),21.
.. HolmCl, Amu;e" On I~' M(lOII, 190-192 ;
Senale Committee on A1tronaullell and SPIt<:
Sden<CI, 88 Cong., I 1eI1. (1963), NASA AM'
l~o,i:",ioR lor Filul Y,,,r 1964, 1I'''';''6J,
Part I, s-6; NASA biosraplly of J"mCl E.
Webb, Jan. 27, 1964 For details of Webh',
b.ckg...... nd, ICC Senile Committee 00 A~ro·
nautical and Space &i(ncCl, 87 ConS., I KU.
(1961), Nomination "f lamer Ed,,';" Wtbb 10
bt Adm;"UI,alo, of I~' NaliQllo/ A"oulIl;es
o"d S,o"u AdminUI,,,,;,,,,.
,.. "Wa,lIington Roundup," Adalio. Wuk,
LXXIV (Jan. 30, 1961), 21, "Kennedy Ap·

poin.. Webb to Di~t NASA," An,,';o"
Wuk , LXXIV ( Feb. 6, 1961 ), 29; Hott, ''SucCCII and Disappointment in Spatt," A.';,,';olt
Witt, LXX LV ( Fcb. 6, 1961), 21; Ne"'porl
News D,,;l, P, rJl. Feb. S, 1961 ; HoLmes,
Amtrie" Oil Ih, Moon, 192. Wmb'. appoint·
ment , ... tonfinru:d by Ihe Senale On Feb. 9,
Ind he was .worn in on feb. IS, 1961.
.. Lctltt, o.~rton Broob 10 John F
Kenn~y, March 9, /961; Kennedy 10 lkooh.
M.rth 23, 1961; Itt alto K\Vashin,lon Roundup," A<';",;OII Wttk, LXXIV (Jan. 16, 1961),
2~; "Coopenotion 'Theme H SlrnKd hy NASA
and InfenK Officiab," A"j,,';oll Wtti".
LXX IV (Jan. 30, I96 L), 34; and "W3sh ins·
ton Roundu p," A";,,';on W"k, LXXIV ( Feb.
6, 1961),2.5.
.. Exeerpll frOIn meuagCl compi led by
Pur..,r, lp.-cu.L "ssiltant to director, STG, rc
,tltulof lp.I.cec""ft No. S. Dunns one of ,he
McDonnrU lesU;, when the ai r ...akase fate
W:II beins check~, the inlpecton found Inat
11'" ICCpall~ was 100 ,rn-t. The bell seal they
could obtAin left a In-kare rate of L72S cc./
min. at ".9 p.d. for 45 minulel, al againll
tile .pec.fied maximum rate of 650 cc. The
defeel raulins tllil wu found al the umbi lical
connectot .nd InoeN! 10 warpalle of tile capJu le frame ~feDonneU rt·wor~ed the IlrUII
and IIr;ntl;cn to make a better fit Thil is but
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one sample ftQn1 daily .epom to STG ~bo\lt
the rcwurk ot~tu. ". u,,~ ""1,-,,-,,,..1 «"" po""n"
Ahrrward, on July 'i, 1960, STG ~pprO" cd a
IplIccnaft leak rate of 1000 cc per Ininulc.
Memo, Richard S. Johnston, A.... He ad, Life
Syllrrnl Branch, to Chid, F]ight Systeml Di\""
"Cn pluJe Leakage Rat« ," July 5, ]960.
"Mella!!,e, John J. Willianll, Launch
Oll"rntionl, Marshall Space Flight Centn, 10
G. Merrill Preoton, STG Cape Operations,
On. 4, ]960 ; "PoSllaunch Report for Mer.
(ury· R~lt onc No. 2 (~IR-2)," NASA/ STG,
Feb. ] 3, 196] ; NASA News Rdu W' 61-14-1,
" Proj«t M.", .. ry B~ckground ," Jan. 28, 1961.
For 1 .... MR -2 million dir«tive, ICC NASA
Projcu MeT(ur)' working I"'pc r No. 138, da . ~
Apr. IS, 1960, re'·. No,'. 29, 1960, lind Jan . 27,
] 96 1.
'" David S. Ahm, Paul K. Freiwirth, and
Helen T. Wei]" fflJ/o'J' olth. G~o'g. C. M",.
,hdll Spru. Flight CutU, ( Huntsvi llc, A]a"
~by 1961), Vol. I. ApP"ndix D, " Mercury·
Redstone Chronology," 28, 32; Franci. E.
Jarrett. J r., and Robert A, Lind ema nn, "1·1i ••
toriu] Orisins of NASA 's Launch Oprra.ion.
Center 10 July I , 1962," Kennedy Spate Center Hiotoriul Monograph No. I , Cocoa &ach,
Fla ., Ocl. 19'64, 8--26.
.. Akens, Frciwirlh, and Wells, lIillo''1 01
MltuhtJIl SPltU Flight C~nlu, Vol. I, 32;
"",mo, E. D. Gei"ler , AcroballiuiCI Div., Mat·
shall Space Flight c"nler, 10 STG, " Proj«1
MeT(u ry. Redllone: Trajcctory Dala for MR
2," J~n . 23. 1%1 ; menlO, Walttr C. Willi;>"" ,
OpcrMions Dir., STG, to Marshall Spae~
Flighl Center, " La .. nch Traj ec torics for MR-2
and SublC'luent f'1 ight," Dec, 20, 1960 ; "Tech.
nkal Information Summary of Mercu.)·Red.
stOne Million MR-2," Marshall Space F]ight
Center, J an. 20, 196] . Williams' 12·g nomina ]
rre ntry d<.'Cdcra tiom weT( nol conn ected with
the ] 2·g cm<:rgency maximum ad"ocalcd by
the A;r Fo«,c;n 19S11 for I .... "ma n·in -space"
study prDfIram. The 12·g maximum dcsi red
for the MR- :? ,n;uion waSlCt for two ..,.. lOn1:
( I ) It rep,cxntw the midw.. y point be."'.... n ..
..o,m31 "'~,e"ry.Atl30 , .... ntry (abou . 8 8) ~nd
the worst Merc .. ry.Atlas ,,,,,ntry (abou l 16 g);
a nd (2) normal r..,,,,ry ror the Mercury- Red .
1I0ne wal about II 10 12 g. STG fdt ;t wal
n«eSlary to study thr g·load cfrcc" on the
chimpan.rr ,n this rangc_ The fact lhal both
ncrdrration and decderat;on g lood. IU'I':tISl:d
12 served 10 prove Ihc supine court, ronH pt.
"" Projrrl Mercury T eChnica l Information
Summa ry of Mercury-Redstone Million No.2
(Cal"uk: No S):' NASA / STG, Jan . 21, 1961 ;
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" Tco:hni cal Information S.. n"" .. ry Concerning
Mu,u.--y_Rcd"onc M,u;on M R 2," MSFC .... port T PR- M-60- I ; NASA New. Relusc
61_\01_2, "~' R-2 Flight Profile," J an. 28,
1961; "Project ~'en:ury Background."
"NASA News Release 61-14-3, "Anima]
Fl ight Program," Jan. 28, 1961; "Infonnalion
Gui de for Anima l Launching," J uly 23, 19S9 ;
"Countdown and Proccdures ( Anima l Subject)
lor Project Mrn:ury Flight MR- 2," US AF
Aeromedica] Field Laboratory, Holloman Ai r
Force Base , 1'1, Mex., Dec. 19tiO,
.. Norm .. n E. Sli"gcly, J ohn D. Mosely, and
Charles D. Wheelwrighl , " MR-2 Operation.,"
in RCJ Mlt. ol/he p,o/u/ Me,n,'1 &Uu/ie ."d
O,/tiltll Chirnpd":u Flithll, NASA SP-39
{\...... hington, 1963),7.
.. "R«o\'ery Op"rationl Requirements fot
Mercury-Redstone Telt No.2," STG, undated
(about J an. 12, 1961] ; "Mercury RecO\'ery
Forees," NASA fact sheel, undated; Meuage,
Cdr., De,FloIFour, to STG, "Pub]ie l nforma·
tion for MR-2," J an. ~, 1 961. T he hel icop ters
were from Marine Aircraft Group 26, Ihe Mtr·
cur)' projcct officer of whi t h WM hi LI. Wayne
E. Koon" US MC R.
" Letter, W"hrr Williaml, ST e, to Cdr.,
ncsFIOIFou r, re NASA pcnonnel assignm<:nt
for MR-2 test, Jan . 6, 1961.
.. " Master Oper31ional Sc:hcdule, MR-2,"
lob .. h... 1 Spxe Fli,ht Crnler, Jan. 20, 196 1,
5-26, 27- 30, 32-47, '18-77 ; FIn,,1 Rep.,,: M er·
~ .. ')' R~J.,,, u
P,,,j ul Ls ....d . O/N,slj"~J.
Marshall Space Fligh. (:tn ler, May 28, 1962,
121, Appendix L, "MR-2 Daily Log Sum·
mary," 1-4.
'" "M R-2 Flight TCII Profile_ Oll"rationl
D irective No.
19(14, Mercury. Rcdstone
Launch," Air Force MiSli le Telt Center, J an.
~, 1961 , 4- 10.
.. Ib'J. Ham's depth of rc'p;ralion was
mc,",,, red by a pneumoguph fonsining of a
rubber lube filkd with copper lu lfatc IOlution.
EI«!rical res;stantc of the IOlution ,'aried as
Ihe I .. be was Jlrt'lc .... d. At one poinl du ring
the laling of scouors for mu ... ring the pri·
male', ""p',at;" n, t""hn;c;~", .. ;,.,.." ... ....-1 . h~ '
when the pneumograph "as anuhcd high on
tho: thorax, the chimp hreathed low and ,·ice
Vfrnl.
Onc lO]ution was to uW' two pn .. _
emograph straps in conjunction. R~IMIII 01
/hl Ptoju/ M "cw,l' Balliltie and O,bi/tll Chi",.
pan::ee Flightl; A. D, Catterson, M SC Medical
Support Operations, iniNvicw, lI""ston, O ct.
23, 1964.. "Countdown and Procedurel (Animal
Subjec t ) for M R-2"; "Anima] Flight Pro_

FOOTNOTES
gram"; Ma"hall Sla" F~b. I, 1961 ; Stinge!y,
Mosel y, and Wheelwright, "MR.-2 O,,~r.. tions," 9-11. Each animal r~ceiv~d 15 COmmercial food pell~ts and a fourth of an omnge
at a f«ding. On~ 12-ounce "''''ing was given
at about T minus 20 bours and another at T
minus 15 hours. Wat~r intake was limited to
800 cc. from T minus one day through r«O\'cry. The name "Ham" al50 honored the com.
mandu 0/ Holloman Aeromedical Laboratory,
Lt. Col. Hamihon Blackshear.
""MR-2 flight Test Prolile- Directi,'e
190+." StafT memben under the operations
director had a ,'ariety of duties and responsi_
bilit;es. For example, the launch director,
located in the blockhou.." reported on Ihe
rudines.s of the launch vehide; Ihe bunch
conductor, also in the blockhouse, was responsible for detailed supel'\'ision of launch opera_
tions; the capsule test conductor had a similar
duty On the countdown ; and the flight dil'eCIOr,
located in th e Mercury Control Center, had
detailed flighlo<ontrol responJibility from lift·
off to touchdown.
" Memo, Tecwyn Roberts, Flight Dynamic.
Officer, to Flight Dil'ector, "Report On Test
3805," Feb. 2, 1961; penciled notel On the
countdown of MR-2, anon., Jan. 31, 1961.
The origin of the popular Ipace term "A.OK"
is a maUer of widespread public intercst. In
reporting the Freedom 7 flight, the press attributed the term to Astronaut Shepard, and in·
deed NA~A Newl }{elea~e 1-61-!:I!:I, May !I,
1961 , hal Shepard report "A.OK" shortly after
impact A replay of th~ flight voice communi·
cations tape disclo..,d that Shepard him..,lf did
not ule the term. " wa. Col. John A.
"Shorty" PoweTl who reported Shepard's con·
dilion as "A.OK" in a description of the flighl.
Tecwyn Roberts of STG and Capt. Henry E.
Clements of the Air Force had used "A.OK"
fl'equently in reporu wrinen mol'e than four
months belol'e the Shepard flight. Roberts
attributed coinage of the term to Paul Lein,
of the Western El«tric Co., while the tracking network was being constructed. Lein,
huwner, s.. id thaI "A.OK" .. a ... ~"",,"u,,a l
development among communications engin«rs
while cireuits were lirst being established down.
rang~ from Cape Canaveral.
The voice cir·
cuits at lirst gave poor quality. The bands
""re narrow, and the systems operated on 1500
crcles. There was much static and back·
ground noise. Words got lost in voice circuit
systems checks.
To make transmiuions
clearer, the communicators started using
"A.OK" becauw. Ihe letter "A" has a brilliant

sound. Otber SOurces claim Ihat oldtime rail.
JUad tdq;r .. "hers used "A- OK" as one of
levcral terms to report the status of their ~quip
menl. Be that as it may, Powers, "the voice of
Mercury Control," by his public use of
"A.OK," made tbose three letters a uni"enal
symbol meaning "in perfect working order."
"Penciled notes on MR-2 countdown;
m~mo, William S. Augcrson, Life Systems
Group, to Christopher C. Kraft, Mereury Con·
trol Center flight Dir., "Blockbouse Medical
Monitoring of MR-2," Feb. 6, 1961; W. J.
Kapryan, "Vostlaunch Report for MR_2,"
Feb. 2, 1961. Some Hight notes on MR-2,
author unknown, dated Feb. 1961, indicated
that the inverter had operated at temperaturel
as high as 200 degl'ecs f.
"" Postlaunch Report for MR-2," 9;
NASA Ne ..s Release, Cape Canaveral, Jan.
30, 1961; Roberts memo; memo, Warren J.
North, Hnd, Manned Satellites, NASA Hq.,
to Franklyn W. Phillips, NASA Hq. , " MR_2
flight Results," Feb. I, 1961; tape of press
confel'ence following MR-2 launch, Cape Ca·
naveral, Jan. 31, 1961. Cf. Carl R. Huss
comm~nts, Oct. 5, 1965.
.. "Postlaunch Report for MR-2," 9; memo,
North to STG, "Retrocontrollers Commenu,"
Feb. 9, 1961. Brief accoun .. of Ham's flight
may be found in Ke nneth F. Weaver, "Count·
down for Space," Ndtiondl GtogTaphic,
CXIX {May 1961),725-734; and in Judith
Viors!, Proju/s: Space (New York, 1962),
37-38.
"Memo, Morton SchIer, capsule environment monitor, to Kraft, "MR-2 ECS Flight
and Postflight Summary," Feb. 6, 1961.
""Mereury-Redstone II flight Parame·
lers," chart, feb. 7, 1961; "Calculated Preflight Trajectory Data for MR- 2," Proj~ct
Mereury working paper No. 168, Jan. 19, 1961.
See also North memO.
.. NASA Pilth S, miannua! R,po,t 10 Con.
"tss. See also NASA iiI"", MR-2 Ldun&h,
March 1961, and Sixth Qua,te,ly Report, April
1961.
""Postlauncb Report for MR-2," 10;
MR-2 flight parameler chart; tape of pr~ss
conference following MR-2 Righi; some Right
notcs on MR-2, anon., dated f~b . 1961; HOUle
Commiuee on Science and Astronautics, 87
Cong., 1 '~SS. (1961), Projut Mercury, Second
Inter;m RepoTt, 34-37; Wayne E. Koons and
Jam es L. Lewis, interviews, Houston, Sept. 16,
1965. Robert F. Wallace, an STG information officu on the sc~ne, reported lhat Ham
was excited when returned to Hangar S after
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his Aight Being unable ' 0 debrief hi' handlers, Ham alone kl>C'w at thil time how grueling his night had bc:en. .'la.shbulbJ and
crowding I>C'WSnM:n made him highly agitated,
and he sn ap~d at ""'cral people. Bad in
his trailer, his suit was not remO\'ed unti l he
became calm, and at that ti= a f:..,lOu, "grin"
photogr aph was made. L:lle., when hi. handler led him back toward a capoule for pictu re.
requested by the TV crew., Ham again became
highly perturbed. ft took three men 10 calm
the "altrochimp" for the next round 01 pic.
tUrt.. On April 2, 1963, Ham wa, given to
the National Zoological Park, Smithsonian InItitution, Wamington, D.C., where {or Ihe past
several yean he h", been in good health and
hu thrilled many children.
.. The amounl of waler in the .paeeerafl
cauled great concern 10 membe.. of STG'. Life
Sylteml Group when they found the heallhield
had punctured hole. in the lower pre.. ure bulkloud. Life Sy,tem. renewed .tudying allernatives, making eilher optional or impolSible the
deploymenl of the landing bag. Mo.e drop
test, were undertaken by the Aeromedical Biophysiel Group of the Wright Air Development
Division. Sim .. lating the Merc .. ry drop rale
of about 30 feet per second, the Wright gro .. p
fo .. nd that h .. man te.t .ubjecu could .ullain
impac" of about 35 I': and recov.::r from "a con·
f.. sed lIate" in abo .. t fi"e seconds. STG considered .hi. within fairly .... fe limit, for an
interim m" .... "', b .. , ,he mus-in of oafcoy wa.
tOO small ' 0 accept for 'he ro",ine ope ration
of ;\ Mercury minion. Memo, Gerard J. Pesman 10 Assoc. Dir., "U", of Impact Bag for
Waler Landingl," Feb. 13, 1961. Tn all of
lhe manned minionl .bc: impact bag """
drpIO)"Cd.
.. See R. I. JOOIllOfl , el aI., " The Mercury·
Red.tone Project," Saturn/Apollo Srlteml
Office, Manltall Sp.~ee Flight Ccmcr, J .. ne
1964, 8-9. Cf. lIu ll comments. Regarding
,hc impact bac probLems at this time, ~
memo, Rodney G. Rose to Chief, STG Engineering Div., "Summary of Air Drop and Fa·
tigue Pl"O!!ram with Production CaPt.. le No.5,"
May 4, 1961, and Ml. pap"r, " Proj«t Me~ury
Water Landin!! Problems," "re"'nt~d 10 30th
annual AIAA meeting. New York City, Jan .
24, 1962.
" Pur... , "Notes On C:r.p:t .. Le Rni.,w Board
Meeting," Jan. 20. 1961 . Th~ conception of
M~rcury Mark It (nr what wIIS named Project
G~mini almost a year b.lrr) WI.. taking place
at this t;me. Sc.:: memo, Purser to STG Oir.,
"At!:u Modifications, Cost, and Scheduling,"
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Jan . 17, 1961. Meuage, Hohmann and Rob·
er! H . a.... ndin to Philip E. Culberuon, re
tests of the rCltra;ning band to reduce Ihe di,·
con tinuity IInues in Ihe M/A lIalion 502 area,
Jan. 16, 1961.
.. Suman. interview; "MA-2 Mi llion Directi~e," NASA Proj ect Mercury working paper No. 140,June 24, 1960, rev. Aug. II , 1960,
Jan . 29, 1961 , and .'eb. 9,1961; Donald T.
Gregory, " T echnical Information Summary of
Mercury_A tl al Mi nion No. 2 (Capsule No.
6)," Feb. 10, 1961.
" Rhode interview. Owing 10 airline engi_
ne~n' strike, Rhod e flew to Ihe Cape ,·ia a
ro .. ,ine Air Force 10g;l\ie. Aight , arriving just
in time 10 climb the gantry and penonally in_peet the "fix."
.. Webb inte" iew; memo, Georse M. Low
to Adminillralor, " Mercury·A,las 2 LauJlCh,"
Feb. 18, 1961; "Calculalcd Trajectory Dala
for MA_2," NASA Projec t Me~ury working
paper No. 163, D ec. 7, 1960.
""p r Oc e c din gl of the Mere .. ry.Atlas
6oo1l~r Reliability Worklhop," San Diego,
J .. ly 12, 1963, panim.
" Low, inte.~iew, Hou.ton, Sept. 15, 1965 ;
Rilland , inte"'iew, And",w. AFB, D«. 30,
1964; Gil .... th, interview. Houllon, Mar. 18,
191>4; P. E. C .. lbc:rllon , commenll, Aug. 16,
1965 ; Paul P. Haney, eommen" , Sept. 15,
1965; P.. rser, notes On MA-2 launch at "'lared from Mercury Con.rol c"ntrr, Feb. 21,
196L.
.. "Post Launeh Report for Mercury.A tla.
No.2 {MA-2)," STG, March 13, 196 1, 161.
An unidentified ship, a tanhr flying a ham·
mer·and-lickle flag, but apparently without any
unusual radar antennas, also w'" able to Jee the
unusual ",entry. Memo, Donald C. Cheatham to Auoc. Oir., "RulS;an Ship in MA-2
Primary Landing Area," Mareh 8, 1961.
.. Memo, No rth to Administrator, "Pre.
liminary MA-2 Flight Rcsulll," Feb. 23, 1961.
Many NASA cll8incen and manage," think of
MA-2 u being "the day Mereury won its
Spurl" from the Air Force heeault in «:Iro·
spect it reprt",nted the only pot~n'ially ser;oul
differenee of opinion with the military 'C",ieCl
th roughout the program; ",e Low comments.
.. " Pre IS Conference; Mercury·Alb, No.
2," Cape Canaveml, Feb. 21, 1961. See also
John H. Glenn, Jr ., " We're Going Places No
One Ha. Ever Traveled in a Craft No One's
Flown," I_ill, I. (Jan . 27, 1961); Loudon
Wainwright , "Chosen Three for Fint Space
Ride," Lill, [. (March 3, 1961). For the
All", m~nu(aCturcr'1 I'OJ\ni!\hl analy.is, Ite

,"'OOTNOTES
A f. kondis, "Project ~leK\lry Struct .. ral
Dynamic: Anal)'si. ( Atla. 670; MA-2J," Con·
,·.ir/AJlrona.. tics report No. AF. 61-0743,
A.. g. 10, 1961.
.. "Tht Merc .. ..,··Rcd.tone Project," ~-37.
"I/Iill., B-IS Befou a J¥n.I conference
on fcbnlary 8, 1961, President Kenned y had
ca.. tioned .gainst a premature effort to "put
a man in sp:r.ee in ordu to gain some prcllige
and ha'"e the man ta~e a disproportionate
risl<." On febr .. a.,. 28. Webb announced the
P~II6ent '. order for a thoro .. gh rC\i~ of
the nation's space programs, and on March 2
a gro .. p from the President 's Scitnce Advisory
Commillee was airndt on tour and at Ihe
Atbntic Millile Ranse for a briefing on Proi·
«t Merc .. ry. Sec Afroultti,,,1 ,,~d A."o·
~"ltli,,,1 Eve~l. 0/1961, S, 8, 9.
• Joachim P. Kueltner, note for D•. ''OIl
Bno.. n, Feb. 7, i96l ; memo, K .. cIlM. to "on
Braun and othen, :-'lanh.1I Sp:r.« Flight Cen·
ter, " Recommendation to SJncc Task Group on
Manned Merc ury· Red.lone Flight," feb. 7,
1961 ; "Dailt Journal," Launch Operations
Dir«.torate-Manhall Space FliShl Center,
Feb. 6, 1961.
• Memo, Emil P. Butnm to Kun H
Debus, "MSFC Meeting on MR-3 Manned
f1ighl," Feb. 10, [96i , meJlage, Deb... to
Ku ettner, und.ted [about Feb. 12, 1961] "'
Launch Operations Directorate ",ply 10 Kuell '
ner's memo of Feb. 7, i961. Sec lable 8-3
in Johnson (:1 a i.. ''The Mercury·Redstone
Project," 8-1 S. The 6nt priority list 0 1 wn~
"componen ts" included the thrust controlle r,
,'ibration., cutoff arming timer, abort s.ensors,
peroxide lan~ pressure ""ulator, peroxide sys'
tern cleanline", and a liq .. id oX)'g~n manhole
It:all:.

.. :lolrmDl, So"h to Dir., Space Flight Pro,rams, HMercury Stalus as of March 2, 1961,"
Mar 3, 1961 , 2, 3, Wernher von Braun to
:lol.nhall Space Flight Center, "Senlilivit y 01
Mercury Launchin, Datel," :-.tarch 3, 1961.
.. Mcsu,c, Mlrshall Space fllChl Cenler
to STG, M:u-eh IS, 1961; "Project Merc .. ry
Status Report /'.'0 10 for Period F.nding
April 30, 1961," NASA/STG, 31, memo,
Jerome B. H~mmack, ST G Cape Operations.
to Project Dir., "Mercury· Redstone Booster
Qc\'tlopmcnt Flight (:lo IR - BD )," :-.tarch 26,
1961.
co Leners, Brooks to Kennedy, March 9,
196 1 Ken""dy to Brookl, March 23, 1961
Sec also Air Force ~plies to these and olher
charges in 110.. .., Committee on Sc",nce and
Astronautic: •. 87 ConS., I ."'•. (1961), Dr/"'''

s~u hlu~""

Hr,,"n,l, March 17-23, 1961
p .. rs.er in his log for Gilruth, March " 196 1,
reported .. Ihering the Hornig pand ~round
Merc .. ry liles hom Much I throu,h 4: "All
the commcnu I O'o'crhcard were f3'~r.blc. I
abo r«e;'cd very f3vorablt: di~" comments
from Dr. lI ornig and the ,"riOUI pand
membu •. "
.. Lloyd V. Bcrkner and H ..gh Odish:lw,
cds.., Sci".u ill S,,,u (Nrw York, 1961). Sec
lIolrflCll, A",.ric. 011 Ilir M...,~, 19l-19~, Sec
also the sp«ial iuue devoted \0 "Space Ex·
ploralion in the Service 01 Science" 01 Bwll.'i~
0/ III, Al omie Sci"""", XVII (May-June
1961), 169-240.
.. Hous.e Committee on Science and Astronaulic., 87 Cong., I 1eI1. ( 1961), lI'aT'~",
19~ NASA A .. '~om.".", Part I, test,monyol
Abo: Sil":"lI:i/l, M3rch 14, 1961, 77, 9~, 99.
• L .. ncheon tal~ bt James E. Webb, NASA
AdminillntGr, to the American Allrona .. tic:.i
Sympolium, Washinglon, D.C., March 17,
1961.
.. The lIepi lcadins to lhe d«ision lor an
.l«Clcraled U,S lpace program 10 incl .. de
landing 3n American on the moon bo:lorc
1970, al pracoted 10 the Congress on May 2S,
1961, a~ 10 be detailed in lubsequent NASA
historic •.
• Senate S.. bcommittee of the Commill«
on Appropnalions, 87 Coni., I _ . (1961),
,~".".~",~,

()f!ia,

A""",,,,,,,,;,,,,,. 1962.

IIr",;",s, testimony of lIugh L. D ryden, 642-

643, 636
.. Sec ''''hc Expanded Space Program,"
1f,,'or;,.1 SIr",~ 0/ NASA ( EP-29), 27-3~.
....Tco:hnic.llnlormation Summary of Lil'
tI .. J oe!>-A (Cap.sult: So. 14) ," STG, Match
6, 1961, 1_3; " RecO'o'e ry Operalions Require·
n",nl for Lillie Joc Test ;';0. ~_A," undated,
and Low commc:nll. See pp. 291_293,
'" Table adapled from memo, Low to Ad·
ministrator, "Little Joe SA T est." March 16,
1961 See aiso "Millioo Directi~e lor Lillie
Joe No. SA." :'Io:ASA Projecl Mercury war.ing
p~pcr No. 177, March 7, 1961 ,3-1.
" Memo, North to Administrator , "Prelim'
inary Fii,ht R~.ults, Lillie Joe S-A," March
~O, 1961
Set>.1so mrmo, Low 10 DI'. Space
}'Lipt Programs, "[..inlt: Joe ::'-8 PnJnratlOn
Srhedulc," March 24, 1961. The fatt Ihal
hath primafY and ~condary main p3rachutci
deplo)'ed ;mmcdi~lely after th e escll'" lower
jellisoocd complica led "quick·loo." oboer",,'
lio/ll' ..... transcript, " Puu Conference. Lillie
Joc "111.J~.)Al, March 18, I96i," "llh RobI:rl
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L. Krieger and William M. Bland , Jr. , at
Wallop. Island.
"Norman F. Smith and Chauvin, "Pon_
launch Report for Mercury Little Joe No. ~A
( LJ-5A)," STG, April II, 1961, I. u,wi.
Fi.her, in comments, Sept. IS, 1965, has .aid
that " Little J oe SA was anything but unedifying. . . . This type of failure may have easily
occurred on a Mercury·Atlas flight with very
ICVere program impact had not the Little Joe
5 ",ries pinpointed and lilted a marginal de. ign
condition."
"Memo, un.igned, "Publicity Release. on
Mercury," Marshall Spau Flight Center, Feb.
8, 1961.
""Information Plan: Redstone Devdop.
ment T est: MR- BD," NASA, March 21, 1961,
2. For an e:<ample of this policy, .'" NASA
News Relea", 61 -57, "Mercury Redslone
Booster Developmenl Test," March 22, 1961.
One of Ihe mOJt famous of publicity fact sheets,
issued by STG from Langley Field on April 10,
1961, was enti tled .imply "'IF': A Study of
Contingency Planning for th e Project Mercury
Minion."
'" "The Mercury_Redstone Project," 8-16:
" Final Report: Mercury Redstone Proj ect
Launch Operation.," Appendi:< 0, 2; memo,
Gei"ler, "Project Mercury-Red.tone: Trajectory Dala for MR-BD," March 20, 1961;
"Master Operational Schedule for MR- BD,"
ManhaU Space Flight Center, March 6, 1961;
memo, S. Snydcr to NASA Technical Penonnd, "Mereury-Red.lone (MR-BD) Launch,"
March 23, 1961.
Mercury working
,. Hammack memo.
paper 178 was by J. W. Maynard, T. J. Skopinski, and P. S. Lealherman, "Calculated Pre_
Aighl Trajectory Data for Rednone Boo.ter
Tt. t (M R- BD)," March 17, 1961.
IT Memo, Low to Administrator, "Mercury
Redslolle Booster Devdopmellt Test," March
27, 1961. See aha note, Eugene E. Horton
10 Powers on MR- BD publicity and point of
tell in "wriggling" Redstone; message, Powen
10 Paul Haney,dale missing.
'" Of a lotal of 71 Rednone booSler 8igh ..
( including 4 Merc ury-Rednonc) through
March 24, 1961, only lO, or 14. 1 percent, were
cla.sed a. failures by tbe lalCJ I ",vision of a
compo.ite document prepared under W. A.
Mrazek, Director, Structures and Mechanic.
Division: "Redstone Vehicle Malfunction
Sn.dy (Mercury_Rednone Program)," MSFC
report No . DSD- TM- 12- 60, Rev. B, May I,
1960,8.
" Se~ " Final Report: Mercury·Redstone
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Proj~Ct I.aunch Operations," Appendi:< M;
Ms., George F. Killm er, Jr., et aI., ·'Mercury
Technical History- Preflight Opera lions,"
Dec. 30, 1963,85-90, Fig. II; JamCJ M. Grimwood, P,oject Mu.u,y: A Ch,onology, NASA
SP~OOI (Washington, 1963), 131, 207, 218.
.. Puncr, log for Gilruth, April 10, 1961 ;
Purser, interview, Ifoullon, Feb. 12, 1964:
Gilruth intcn·iew; Silverstein, interview, CI,,·eland, May I , 1961 ; Auonaut;ul (:nd Astro·
aauti«l1 Events of 1961, 15. See also "Rumors
Fly as Moscow Alerts Press," Washington
PO<l, Apr. II, 1961.
"Donald F. Hornig, chainnan, "Report
of the Ad Hoc Mercury Panel," Apr. 12,1961,
18, pauim. The membership of thi. pancl
included, in addition to Hornig, Paul Beeson,
W. John Beil, Mihon V. Clauser, Edward H.
Heinemann, Lawrence S. Hyland, Donald P.
Ling, Robert B. Living5l0n, Harrison A.
Stonns, and Corneliu. Tobias. The IwO tech_
nical a ..istanls were Douglas R. Lord and
James B. Hartgcring, and twO special consuit.
an" were Alfred P. Fi.bman alld Paul
Wickham.
., !bid. See auo "Debate Reported Over
Space Shot: Kerr A"erts Kennedy Aides Dis_
puted Flight'. Wisdom," New Yo,k Times,
May 10, 1961; Lord interview. Mae Milb
Link, Spo.ce Medicine in P,ojut Me.eu,y,
NASA SP-4003 (Washington, 1965), IrealS at
greater lengtb SOme of these problem. in her
chapter VIII, cnlitled '"The Season of CriSIS:
1961," 112-125.
., For an o,""rview of the'" iuues, see chapter On "Gagarin" in Holmes, Americo. on the
Moon. 83-92; Thoma. A. Reedy, "Britons Say
Reds' Timing May Indicate 'Lie in Sky,'''
Newporl New. Do.ily P,eu, April 13, 1961.
Some question was also raised in Congrns and
the preIS whNher Gagarin'. flight was in fact
a complete orbit, since il apparently fell .hort
of ilS starting point by a few miles.
"Memo, Powers to Gilruth, "Pre-planned
Comment for Possible Russian Space Shot,"
Sept. 27, 1960. All quotations are taken from
House Committee on Selence and Astronautics,
87 Cong., I sen. (1961), Discussion 01 Soviet
Man-in-Spo.Cf Shot, 7, II, 16, 18,27,33.
.. It i. widely believed that Vuri A. Gagarin
rode all the way down to impact in.ide hi.
capsule and that bis flight was made fail-safe
by the choice of a rather sleep ",enlry trajectory. For pictorial comparisons of the Soviel
.pacecrafl and boo.ter systems, see the series of
article. in Aviation Welk, LXXXIJ (May 10,
196~) , "Runia Displays Vostok witb Spheri·

FOOTNOTES
cal Cabin," 28-29; ( May 17. ]96S), "So,.. i~1I
Unveil :}-Sta!c I CBM," 26-3 1; (~lay 24,
196~), "Photol of VOllok Dilpby RC"e~1 ~c"
Detaill of Sp3CKr:lfl," 76-78; (11. lay 3 1,
196~), "Photot Show Del~al of C:.bin, Suil."
S8-60; (j ... M 7, I96S ), ''Cazcnko DlJcu.w:s
5o>-~t S~ce ~kdM:inc," "'0-45. Cf, II>C'mo, M.
Scott Carpenler 10 Gilrulh el al , "Cosmon3ul
Training," :-00'-. 24, 1964
.. Thele paumelcn 3", haltd On a 28·pagc
Iypewritten Irarubtion by JOICph L Zygiel.
haum from P'II~'dll, April 25, 1961, enrilkd
''The Fint FliShl of lobn inlo CoImic Sp,:acr,"
and circ:uliled around STG .II t~ \xlt d3ta
Ihen a,~;lIblc. For comp,:arati,'C inlonn:lIion,
lee Xntlle Committee on Aeronautical and
Sp;roce Scicn«l, 87 Cong, 2 ICN. ( 1962 ),
So.';" S'IIU Pro,.lImJ: 0,,11"':111'011, Pillns,
G/IIIls, lind / nlu1Iotio1l1l1 /m,liutill1l' , Tahir
I, 106-107, 108; and Chark. S. Shddon II ,
"The ChallenlJc 01 International Compelition,"
paper, Ihe T hird Amerion Inll. 01 Aeronautics and Altronautics/NASA ~bnned Space
Flighl Mee t in., H OUIIOn, New, 4-6, 1964,
Table V , 26. Xc aho Fed.!t3tion A~ro
na ... tiquc I nternationalc, r«ord claim.
"So,,;61 M"n'1I S,,,et ( MOKow , (1961)),
9:). See also JOICph L, Zygielbaum, ''The
SoIlIel Space Prosr:am," in thc World Book
Science Annual, 1965 Sci",,, )'~II' (Chicago,
196~), 64-7.5.
.. Slltemenl by Yurj A. Gagarin at the
SOVie t Sclemist'. Club 'epOrted Aprilt!! , 1961,

,n

Fi", Mo. ;.. S'o,.· Tit, R"o,d 01
I'~,i CillO".', Histo", Fml V'"II<'~ i .. lo
Co.,.,;, S,.u: A Col/ulioll 0/ T'''IIS/1I1/0 ...
TIt~

1'0'"

Soc'~1 P'~JJ R~,o"s ( New Yo,k , 1961 ),
"I ; Ihe fint quotalion iJ taken from Y
~ l akJ,l.I")'O\ , ~d., Tultn ...1 P'Ol'~1S ;11 tlt6
U.s.S.R., 19j9-I96S, tran •. Da",d Skviuky
( MOICOw, [1963]),10_
.. :-Oewporl Xc ..... T',."J·/I".ld, April 13,
1961, Slll~ment. 01 Glenn, Virgil I. Gri!.lOm ,
and ,\ Ian B, Shepard, Jr , April 12, 1961 ;
ltat~ment of Cilruth, April 12, 1961; :.IASA
:-OCWI Release 61-80, Ap.il 20, 1961.
• HOllie Gammillcc on S(i~n« and AstronautIC', 87 Cong., 1 sell. (1961), Report No,
391, to accompany H R 6814, Allllto,;:;",
A ",o";"';olls 10 lit, Nlllio ..1 AuolI'lI.li" olld
Adm,.. ;.I."I'.,,,, Inlimony 01 Seamans,
:}60-382; .( ..01l411Ii,01 ..d AJ',ollolt,iclll
E~",/. of 1961, II, I:' , and xamanJ, inler·
view, Washington, Xpl. ], 1965. Sec also
"Ups and Down. in Space II U_S. Celt S~I 10
Launch Min," LlI" L (May ~, 1961)
.. ~femos, NOrlh 10 Oit., Space Flight

S,,,.

I'TotInml, "Ope rational ConlOckno.ioru for
MA -:}," April 10, 1961 ; , M,"ion Chance lor
~IA-:}," Apr;1 11, 1961: Willinml, interview,
lI oul1on, Aug. 2:}, 1965 , J ohn II Mn}'1'r, com·
menll. Xpl, 8, 1965.
.. Memos, Sil"~"lc,n 10 Assoc, Admini.1':l.lor, " MilllOn Ch3n!~ for MN cur)'·Atlas :},"
\prol 18, 1961. Sn)'der to NASA T echnical
Prnon .... l. Trchniul InfOT"'3tion Cemct,
.. ~lc'cu,)-"tbI3 ( MA -:}) Laullrh," Apri l '24,
1961; " R J, W " lor r.... ord. " MA -3 Flight
Partit'ubn." April 2-1, 1961; " T « hmca l In·
(or"'''lion Su,,' mary of Mercury·AI I31 MiNion
~'o. 3 (Caplllie No.8)," STG, April 17, 1961;
" MiJ>ion Oi" .ti,-c for MA -:}," Proje<:i Merury, On 18, 1960, .ev, Ma.ch 31, 1961;
"Calcul~"d
1,,.,_Flight Tujc{!ory Dala,"
~"SA r,ojcrt Mercury work,ng paper No
16~, April 14 , 1961, " M ~rcury Conlrol Centcr
Counldown FIr!h! Control and ().,u.11 Opera·
.ion. MA -J," March 16, 1961, fC'" April ZOo
1961; " "IA ·:) Minion Rukl-Correction
Copy," ... ndated, 5« also HUN comn.cnt •.
.. Memo, Low to Adm.niurator. "Mercury
,\lia.:} I.aun~hin,," Apr;1 24, 1961 i John H.
Di.hN to Ad mininrator, "Mercury-Atla. fli,ht
No, 3," Ap,il 26, 1961 ; " Mercury-A llal No.
3 ( MA 'I) Me motandun, R~port fOT the P.ojcel Dircrtor ," STG, April 28, 1961. Th ..
'I'aliltif excrcil(' fOT the lallnch lile rffo\'Cry
I('.Im, 3. wdl a. Ihc bralliliul ~rlormancc: of
Ihc eKa~ lower, irw:realed (onfid~n.ce in 'pile
of Ihe miNIon f.,]u", .
.. Memo, Low 10 0"" SJmce night P,ogram., "Alia. 100- 0 Programmer," Junl' 1'2,
1961; !lohmann, "Atla. 100-0 I nve.ligation
Board SIIIU' Report ," Ju .... 14, 1961
·"MiuKin Direclt''C for Ullie JOO! No . .5-B
(Cap ...."" No. J-t )." SASA Pro~tI Mercury
wolkin, piper No_ 183, April 7, 1961 : ''Trch.
nical Inlormation Summary of LillIe Joe No .
S- S ," April 12, 1961 ; Allred I. Alibrando
and Horlon, "lnformllion Plan, Project Mer.
cury Linle Joe Se"en," April 7, 1961; NASA
Nc", Release 61-82, "Projeci Mercury Elelp"
Symon Tut: Litll~ Joe Sc"en," April ZO, 1961.
Low hal commenll'd tt.".l " if Lillie Joe 5B had
faikd. II m,shl ha"c VUt a {Ollllr.;1I1 on MR-:}
that would ha,'C prl'\'CnlC'd IIIlaunchins_"
""Pott-Launch Report lor Mercu ry Lillie
Joe MiNion 5B ( LJ -5 B)," NASA Project
~1 cr(ury working paper So. ]9~, J un~ 12,
1961, I-I, 2-1, paNim_ So fir abo,·e the
de.ign limiu for m:I~- q on LillIe Joe W aJ
Ihe perlormance of LJ-~B that \hll produclion upsule mi,hl h.... e nniC'd a man safdy
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after all if all other pro,·"... n. had been devdoped: Williaml interview.
""StatuI Report No. 10 for hri<>d Endi!\!
April 30, 1961 ," STG, wal the tenth quaNerly
review of Project Mercury by the 100 Or 50
members of STG for :-;AS,\ Headqua rters. Of
Ji~ HighlJ Jince January, only two ( MA-3 and
LJ-:;A) _1"1": admitted lailuro:l. Of 10 qualification Hight teliJ with production McDonnell
caplukl to date (the 4-irlCh flight of MR-I
w.o.. excluded), 6 ( including MR_ BD ) were
counted al "Iuccessful," ;llthoush ;0 hillorkal
accounting Ihould, on the basil of intent, make
that record rud 5 out of 10 "unsuccessful" at
lUll. Cal>!ule orbit ....,ight wlll ca1cul;oted at
2836 pound. and expected to be 2874 pound.
by July, It ill within Atla. cap;obililies. "Projeel Orbit," the .imubted orbilal ten pro<rram
using Caplule No. 10 in McDonnell', alt itude
chamber, wa.. well underway; the trading net·
work and ground instrumentation system wal
reported 95 percent comple te; while ground
qualifications telting and rdiability t"ting
wUe laid to be 95 and 90 per<:en t compJcte,
respectively. Rudineu for the fint manoed
sub-orbital tClt flight , including the l;oteiy
rrnc....,d studiel to "quick_Ii,," the impact pro_
tection, bnding "rllem, and rcaclioo control
lyUrm, and to tCit more animall in cent rifuges,
was auerted to be tlear if the Hight .... fety
rr:view board meetings at the CalX' on April
28-29, 1961, Ihould certify both caplule and
boollU

Chapter XI
'Uller, l...:arry Stoddard, Rating Section,
National Broadcuting Company, Inc., to Sig·
man Byrd , Hill. and Library 5erVM:f:1 Br.,
MSC, March 15, 1965 ; " Post laurlCh Report fot
Mucury Redltone No.3 (M R-3)," NASA
Project M ~rcury workiog palX'r No. 192, Juno:
16, 1961, 73; James M. Grimwood, PTOjU!
Mercury: A C/"''''ollJl)', NAS.... SP-'lOOI
( Wuhing"m , 1963), 35, 124 ; "Postlaunch
Trajectory Report for Mercury. Redltone Milsion 3 (M R-3, Caplule 7)." NASA ProjeCI
Mercury w",~iog paper No. 210, Oct. 12, 1961 ,
1-2.
'Tape of prr:u eonfertllcc, Mer<:ury astronauts, Cape Canaveral, Feb. 22, 1961. At
tbe confereoce Robert R. Gilruth pointed out
that the f""r rr:maining utronauu were not
eliminated, since there would be otbcr Highll.
He sajd it was .imply that at this point in the
program a few had to be selected to participate
in a particular miloSion, and that it was Oldy
practical to selcCI those best prepared. The
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othen would con tinue training. NanC)' 1.0_,
ICCrctary to the Menury astronaull lor more
than f.... r yea", .... id in an intc.view with th e
authon On Feb. 27, 1964, that STG had been
besieged for interviews only ;lfter the announcemen t that Shepard, Glenn, and Grisaom had been selected 10 train for the fint
Hight.
• Memo, George M. Low to Dir., Space
Flight Programl, "Projeci Mercury Slatus,"
Jan. 6, 1961; memo, Warren J. North to Dir.
of Space Flight Programs, "Mereu ry StatuI as
of Jan . 13, 1961," Jan. 16, 1961; "Projecl
Mercury Statu, R. cport No.9 for Period Ending Jan. 31, 1961," 3.
• Alan B. Shepard, Jr., inte.view, Houston, Aug. 6, 1964.
• House Committee On Science and Altronauticl, 87 COIlf., 2 selt. (1962), AeT07\uli",d
and ASI'rma~!ical Events of 1961, 7; "Individ_
ual Astronaut Month ly Tra inin, Schedulel,
Sept. 1960-Feo. 1961," undated; Donald K.
Slayton, "Pilot Training and Preflight Prr:p,aration," in Confue7\ce IJn Ahdical Relultl of Ole
First U.s. Mcnnld Subo,b,lol S,ace Fli,hf:
A Compila!ion of Papert, NASA i71 Cao,,,.lio7\ wi!~ Na/;"no/ /71.t;!Il/cJ of H,.I/~ otId Nolio7\a/ Acodem., of Sc;ellUI ( Walhillfton,
1961),95.
• "Pilot Preparation for MR_3 Million,"
undated; Carmauil B. Jacbon and Riehard S.
Johnst on, " Astronaut Preparation and Activities Manual for MR-3 ," NASA/STG, Oc... I,

'960.
'Memo, Sigurd A. Sjoberg, N .II., Flight
Opcratiotu Div., ST G, 10 Auoc. Dir.,
"Astronaut Briefing and Oebriefin, for MR-3
MWion," April 4, 1961; letta, Walter C.
Williams to Comdr., Air Force Miuile Tell
Ccnter, re p"rsonnel at Grand Bahama debncfing, April 26, 1961.
• NASA New, Release 61-99, "MercuryRedstone 3 Preu Conference, Cape Canaveral," May 5,1961; memO for filel, Martin A.
Brrocl, STG, "Reco"ery MR-3," May II,
1961 ; "MR-3 Recovcry Operatiom," anon.,
undated . RIA G. P. Koch dio:ctcd recovery
op<rationl in the impact area. His ,upponing
ship, and their commanders were: carrier,
C~"mpla;n, Capt. R. Weymouth; destroyer.,
DUl1.cur, Cdr. A. W. McLane; lVadl'i,h,
Lt. Cdr. D. W. Kelly; Rooks, Cdr. W. H .
Patillo; Sul/ivons, Cdr. F. n. S. HaU; and
Abboll, Cdr. R. J. Norman; and radar ,hip
( DDR) N. K. Perr)" Cdr. A. O. Roberti. The
recovery fone alla;n included tb(, P2V aircraft
under Cdr. R. H. Casey, Jr.

FOOTNOTES
' Letter, William, to RIA F. V. H. Hi lles,
14, 1961; 1~It~r, Cdr., Air Force Mi •• ile
Test Center, to Hillcs, "Mercury Air-Ground
Voice Relay and Real _Time Display in AMR
T elemet ry Aircraft," March 21, 196L
,. Message, [Cd r. De.FlotFourJ to STG et
al., April 19, 1961; memo, Sjoberg et ai., to
NASA A.!IOC. Dir., "MR-3 Pootflight Debriding of Alan B. Shepard," Aug. 22, 1961. A.
it turned out, the same helicopter pilot tcam
( Marin e L IS. Wa)·ne E. Koon. and George F.
Cox) that practiced with the three :utronau\!
in the speo;ial training team eff«ted the watCr
reco'·ery of the first suborbital spaceman.
Wayne E. Koons ami James L. Lewis, inter,·iew, Houston, Sept. 16, 1965.
" Letter, F. W. Reichelde rfer to T. Keith
Glennan, J une 9, 1960 ; memo, Williams to
Maj. Gen. Leighton I. D.wis, "Meteorological
Support of Project Mercury," Aug. 31, 1960;
Reichelderfer to Gilruth, April J8, 1961 , with
enclosu re, "Statu. of Weather Support for Project Mercury, April 1961."
""Operation. RequiremenlS No. 1904,
Mercury-Red.tone Lau nch," Feb. 15, 1961.
"Byrnes memo.
" Based on a .tries of interviews. Also.ee
Mae :\1. Link, Space Medicine in Projut
Mercu,y, NASA SP-4003 (Washington, 1965),
112-125. See also p. 331 of this work.
"A. Du ane Cattenon, interview, Houston,
April 10, 1964.
" Stanley C. White, Richard S. Johnston,
and Gerard J. Pesman, "Revie w of Biomedical
Systems Prior to the MR-3 Balli.tic Flight,"
undated. Another criticism leveled by membe.. of the PSAC panel in Mar<:h 196] was
that the fire hazard in a pure oxygen atmos·
phere had not been .uffidently deah with
through tUIS. The subject had been conoid·
ered by STG; the conclusion was that depressu rization would se,,·e :u an excellent fi re ex·
tinguisher. Robert B. Voa., inte"'iew, Hous.
ton, April 15, 1964. See also p. 287.
"Newport News Tim e, -Herald, March 25,
1961; Shreveport Times, April 2, ]961. How~rd l. Gibbum , then ~,""",,,;at.,o wi,1I tile New·
port News Daily P"H, later of the Public
Affairs Office, MSC , interviewed the seven
amonaut. on Jul y 7, 1959, at a NASA Press
Day e'·ent. The following Sunday, Gibbons
predicted in the Daily Pres< that Alan Shepard
would be the first astronaut in .pace. As far
as can be determined, this was the first specula·
tion in the matter. " It WaJ just a good guess,"
said Gibbon s.
"Voa5 interview.
~hr<:h

"Shepard intervicw; Gilruth, interview,
Houston, M 3r~ h 18, 1964.
,. MemQ, Public Affain Officer, MS C, to
Chief, Hist. and Library SCT\'icc. Br., Mar<:h
I I, 1964. There was .ome resi.tance to the
publicit)· bui ldup. The p3inful experience of
Dec. 6, 1957, when the public witncssed the
'pectacular launchpad failure of the Van·
guard booster, America's fint attempt to launch
an artificial satellite, had not been forgotten.
Wall Stuel Journ"l, May 2, 1961.
" lVa,hingtQn Past, May 3, 1961; New
YQrk Times, May 5, 1961; memos, John H.
Disher, Head, Advanced Manned Systems,
NASA, tQ Administrator, "Mercury-Redstone
Launching," May I, 1961, and May 4, 1961.
.. Chicago Tribun" April 29 and 30, 1961 ;
Washington Daily New" Apri! 29,1961; Wa,hington Evening Star, April 29, 1961; lVa,hingIon Post, May I, 1961; Baltimore Sun, April
30, 1961; New York Times, May 2 and 3,
1961; Newport News Times-Herald, May 2,
196] ; "Mer<:ury A.tronauts Work as a Team
on MR-3," undated. A statemcnt by Gilruth
on the mode of pilot !election for MR -3 i5
contained in NASA Fiflh Semiannual Report
10 Congre", Ocl. I, 1960, through June 3Q,
/951 ( Washington, 1962), 15, 17, 18.
:I "NASA Note to Editors," April 24, 1961;
New York Timts, May 2, 1961.
"Conference Qn M edical Results of the
Fi,,' U_S. Manned Sub-orbital Spare Flight,
7,8; ··Pilot Preparation for MR-3 Mission;·
anon. , undated. Safety mea.mre', including
appropriate actions, covering each time !egment Qf the second half of the .plit countdown were published jU51 before th e MR-3
mission in " Emergency Handbook for Pad
Area Rescue, Mercury-Redstone, Capsu le 7,"
May 2, 1961. Th is document later was revised and reissued on Jun e 29, 1961 , to Cover
Cap5ule II and the MR - 4 flight.
" Ib id.; Sjoberg, April 4 memo; " Postlaunch Report for MR- 3," 43-45. During
the early part of the countdown on May 5,
John Glenn, the backup pilot, .pent considerable time in the sl'ace<;raft a»i,tiIL!I iLl 'ptem.
checkouts. To help relieve any tension Shepard might ha,·e built up, Gl en n pa,ted a littl e
sign on th e spacecraft pan el, reading "No
handball playing here." This bit Qf levity
hea rkened back tQ their training days. Later
he went to Mercury Control Center and !tood
behind Donal d K. Slayton, spacecraft communicator, helping to gather dat a to feed 10
Shepard during th e flight.
,. "Pootlaunch Report for MR-3," 45-46;
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COII/UUU 0 • •\f.llocd R,."lu. 8, ,~,no,
He"ry E. Clrmnts .0 ChriltOflhcr C Kraft ,
J' " " 1'(1' 108, 4-5 ~by, 1961, Xe.wo •• S.a,ul
Monilor Reporl ," Ma y 8, 1961 : " Mcrcury Red110M 3 plftI Confenncc"': memo, Dilher to
Adminillr.uor, " ~{cr<:ur)'_Redl1onr MilSion,"
undated. Aher four hours wi.houl rdid and
..·i,h only a I"imiti,"e uri ne collection Iy!!e '".
hil umlerwca. ,ot wt!, bu. Ihe .u" air regrnrraling Iyllem wor.ed "ery well. Sjobc-rg,
22 memo; Lee McMillion, int.,view,
llOUIIOn, Ocl. 30, 1963; memo, Carl R. II uli
10 Flight Dir., " Record and CommenlS on
Aell"iliel and Db"",,·alion. Made al Retrofire
Conlroller'. P o. i i i 0 n During Tilt 108
( MR- 3)," May 5, 1961.
""POlllaunch Reporl for MR-3"; COli'

"U,

1",IIc,

011 M~d;ul ReiN/f.

of

fit, F;'1f

U.s.

Mu.ud S.. bo.bilal Space FI;IItI, 74 ; Shepard,
lpe«h, Soeiety of bperimen1al Te.. PilolJ,
LOt Angele., Sept. 30, 196!; letter, John A.
Power. 10 W. J. Phillippi, Aug. 'I, 1961. AI
for th. othe r altronaulS, Carpenter and C ri ••
tom oblCrv.:d from the MeTcury Contro!
Centn.
"Lacer, during po.tlaunch debriefing.,
Shepard Itated that the dc:ci.ion to carry or
eliminate the peroonal parachute on .ubtcquen.
lIi, hll .hould be loll for Ihe prime pilot. An
unidentified allronaul al Ihe debridin, (prob·
.bly Sehi ... ) e)tdaimed, " PlutC l"
.. The " Kennedy caU" wal to bc:come a
IUnd,n!! ~'... nl in "II manned Mtrccu'Y AiSh ..
• Shepard ,a"e a most lucid acco ... nt of h ..
milSion from liftoff to wa,er impact, following
hil p~limin"ry medical eUminalion aboard
.he C".m,l.i~ . Shcpard'. dictated report il
contained in "Polllaunc:h Report for MR-S,"
and in the Sjooberg debriefing onemo 01 A... ",. 22.
The laller doeuJncnl alto gi~1 q ... e.tionl by
the debriden and an,WCft by thc utronaut
co,.. rin, c~ry alpeel 01 ,he lIi,h. Aloo i t t
"Stw.pard .nd USA Fed A OK," Lif~, L
( May 12, 1961); Alan B. Shepard, Jr., NAltron.l.U,'1 Slory «Ihe Thrwl .nlO Space," I.if" I.
( May 19, 1961) .
• "Po.t1auneh Report for MR-3", memo,
Mortorl Seh"'r 10 Kraft , "PolIl.unch S... m·
mary Report of MR-3 :\Ii.ion;' Ma y 5,1961;
Byrne. rnemo; Sjobers, Au,. 22 memo.
.. Ibid.; memo, Slayton to flighl Dir.,
" MR-3 Mission Report," May 15, 1961. The
ships did h.,·e • eomm ... niCatiOIlI problem
during Ipacecraft dCKenl, however, bee"ule
of back,round inlcrference from 1,.,in·A.ne r·
ican broad"Jling Jlalionl.
.. Memo, Ciltutb 101lafT, "COng r.t ..... uory
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MrHa,es in Re,atd 10 MR-3 Flight," June 17,
1961.
.. "Document,.,;on of .he fin. Manned
Space flight witho ... t Earth Orbit by the
Uni.ed Stltel of America," Nalional Actonau,ic AlSn., Uniled Sutel RcpreRntali,'c,
Hd~rat,on A~ronau.iq ... e Inlernalionale, Wuh •
lng.on, 1961. Shepard lub.nincd certifica,ion
of hi. flighl on May 15, 196]. Regarding con·
tram betwecn rellOrll 01 .be Shepard and Ga_
gar'n nigh .. , d. Th, I'i.s/ Ma" i" Space: Th~
/l'(Q.d QI Yu.; GQ'.,;,,'s ""/0';' I'i .. / v,,,·
/uu in/o Cosmic
irani. from Soviet
preIS TeporlJ (New York, 196 1). A large
portion of thc
i. poli tical pro~g.mla.
A photograph of the I.... nch il obKured in
clo ... dl of smoke- m... ch •• Ihc whole prosra.m
was. The Shepard lIi,ht was reported in
,,-ord. ami picturel wilhout anuMn 10 political
ideology. The report of .he T ... r.i,h journal·
illl \\'31 cxtracted lrom A"QnaM/ical and
A,/ronu/;t,,1 elt"lS 011961, 24.
I> White
H OUle New. RelealC, "J ohn f.
Kennedy, Prelident of the Unitcd Statcl, Spe·
cial Mellllge to COn,tell, May 25, 1961."
Frttdom 7 was dllpla)'cd publicly at Cape
Canncra] beginn;n, On May W, 1961 , lhe day
,he launch area wa. fint opened to Ihc public.
.. For lilta! d.ta on lhe fiscal year ]962
program, "'" Hou"" Comm;lI<e on Scicno:r ami
Anronau,""" 87 Coni., I ICQ.. (1961), 1962
NASA A,,'''o.;:.,io_, lI,ari.,l; SenatC Sub~ommi,.etO 01 the Corn",;,," On Appropri ....
tionl, 87 Cong., ] JtII. ( 1961),
OI/iUJ App,o"i,"i""J, 1962, HU';"IS: HoUle
Comm;uee on Science and ""ronlul'cl, 87
Cong., I tCU. ( 1961 ), A .. /It",i:;", App'o' ...•
';QIIS 10 ,,,, N./iOllal Au""allli(s ud SptlU
Adminisl,af;QII , 28-38
"MucII.,Y p.ojeel S .. mmQlY, heludi., Rt·

S,.",
'(X'

t..dt,,,,Il,.,

JMlls

Q/

I/o. Fo .. ,'1c Manud O.bil.>I Fli,/ol,

M. y IS and 16, 1963, No\SA SP-4S ( Wash·
in,ton, 1963), I. n .. ~porl Ill)'l more tban
2,000,000 people from go\~mment, ind ... Jlry,
lInd inlliIU,ion. wc~ in\-ol .. ed in PrOjeCI Mer~ury.
for the camponen .. alone Ih(re ~re
-"" 10,000 contratton, lubcontractors, and
lupplicn. The Public Affain Offic( 01 .he
Manned Sp:tct"CraFt Center J:lid ,hal the Apollo
pros ram had about 40,000 conl ractOn and mpplierl al of May ]964. See aho Tom Aiel<'
ander, P'Qju/ Apollo : MUll) Ih, Moon (New
York, 1964), 6.
• Mernol, II. Kurt S"U' to Cbid, Flighl
Syllem., STC, "Activa.ion of Study Program
Pcrt3ining 10 Ad"anced Manned Space ProjeCII," 1... ne 22, 19.59; "F,nt Meeting of New

FOOTNOTES
PrOjecl Panel, WedneKlay, Aug. 12, 1959,"
Aug. 11, 19:'9; and "Third Meeting of New
Projecu Panel, Monday, Sept. 28, 1959," Oct.
I, 1959 ; 1l1ell1Of" Gilruth to lIafT, "Ad"anced
Vehicle Tum," Ma~ 25, 1960; "Change in
Organization of the Space Task Group," Sept.
I, 1960; and "President's Request for Addi_
uC)II,,1 B"dgc\ Action," M:ty 26, 196]. A
NASA-sponsored "Conference on Ihe Pe"ccful
Uses of Space" "':ts ,,100 meeting :tl thil time
in T ulu.
.. "Manned Spacecr~h De"c!opmcnt Center, Organizalional Concepts and Staffing Re·
quiremerlU," ~Iay I, 1961. Some 13 daYJ
before the Prdidenti,,1 pronouncement, a
llou..: approprialioll.l authorization document
foren.w an increased personnel requirement for
STG, e$limating the need at about 300 additional people. Moreover, it was noted that
the organization would be carried al a separate
relearch center for financial allocation pur·
poses, beginning with filcal 1962, although
ST G's work was then domicil ed at the Lang·
Icy Research Center and di"ided between
Langley, Goddard, and the Cap<:. STG'. per.
ronnel strength reached 1152 by the end of
1961, and;t had proposed lOme 3000 pel"$()n·
nel spacel in the May Jludy for a Manned
Spacecraft Development Center. A",ho.i.ing
AppTop.iatio~ 1 to NASA, 6.
.. Newport New. Timts·lftrald, May 30,
1961; Ncwport New, Daily P'UJ, May 30,
1961; tluonalll,ul and ' hl.an .. Ml i.· ..1 E.·nlh
0/ 196/ ; memo, Paul E. Pu~r to Gilruth ,
"Log for Week of AuS . 7, 1961 ," Aug. 15, 1961.
Belidel Ipttulating about the mO\'e, the prell
no", besan acquaintins the public wit h the new
manned space projects. Whit later beclme
Project Gemini wal described, Ind the lunar
program "'U diKUlilCd. The elliml ted tOil
or theiIC atti"itiel "·al mentioned frequentfy
( See 1I'osll;"IIOI\ P Oll, May 24 .nd 26, 1961,
"'~/J' Yo.k T,m~/, ~lay 24 .nd 26, 1961; Balti·
more Su, M.y 26, 1961 .) A cartOOn by
Herblock , of the 1I',,,lIillllon P OJI, pictured I
a Laurw:h ""hicle and 3 spaceenJt waitinS on
the pad while the pilot ( President Kennedy )
walked toward • ilCn·;ce lIation and ordered
an a\tendant (Congrcu) lIanding by a fuel
pump, "Fill 'er up--I 'm in • ra«,."
.. VirS;1 I. Grissom, intervie w, Houllon,
April 12, 1965 ; " Postlaunch ~Iemorandum
Report for ~fen::ury·Redltone !'>o. 4(MR_4),"
Aug. 6, 1961. During hi. debriefins Griuom
complained about ha,~nl! to I""vel 10 much
lor training missions. He "'ggelled that .n
ALFA t""incr be inltalled at Cape Cana'·era!.

0: Exterpts
frnlll mc"asci compoled by
Purser; Morton J. Stoller, "Some Relults of
NASA Space Flight Programs in 1960-61,"
paper, Third International Symposium on
Rockets and Astronautics, Tokyo, 1961.
"II,,~lls of Ihr Suond
Ma"ntd Sub.
orbital Spact P1ith', July 11,1961 ( Walhi ng'
ton, 1961), -I; "l'ost bunth Memora ndum
R~port
for I-IR-,,": "Amonaut Rcco.'l'ry
Handbook (Cap1ulel No. II and 15)," ~Ic .
Donnell Aircraft Corp., St. LOU;I, Jun e 1,
196L
""MR-4 PreIS Kit ," June 29, 1961; lit·
suits of Ih~ S .. ond
Manntd S~borbilal
Pligh', 3, 4. The "ind"" m .. alured 19 ,nc:hel
high , 11 inches acrOSS th e bll":, and 7Y, inc:M'
aerolS the top. NASA Nt"J Release 61-152,
"}.lR-+ De.ig n Changes," Jul y 16, 1961 The
contract change proposal pro"iding for the
ob..,,,·ali on w;ndo,,· was mbmitted in October,
1959. ~I cmo, ru~r to Langley ReJoearch
Center, "Contract NAS ~-59; Contract ChanSe
Proposal No. 73, AJironaut Ob..,rv.ttion Win·
dow Inllallation," Oct. 1, 1959.
" " Postlaunch ~I emor.lndum Report lor
MQ...4"; memo. Future Projects Br., At .....
w.llill;Cs Oi"., ~larshal1 Space flight Center,
" i"rojec t Men::ury. Rcdstone , Additional Tra·
jectory D.l\a for }.lR-4," June 3, 1961.
.. Ne .. -port New, Daily Puu, July 16, 1961.
Sorneont had done GriQOOl the la\'or of paint·
ing a likene.. of the crack in the original Lib~, ty Ddl on ...... <<<r.r. No. II. Other astronaut auignmenll lor the ~I R -4 million put
Shepard and Schirra in the Mercury Cont(ol
Center, the former II "Ca p Com," the latter
as ob..,,,,, r ; S~yton and Carpenter in the
blockhousc; and Cooper flying the chiUC plane.
.. "Post~unch ~Iemorandum Report for
MR-4"; memo, Sjoberg to Alsoc. Dir., "MR-4
POll night Debriefing 0 1 VirSil I. GrislOm,"
undated. Grissom bec.me chi lled ,,·hile wait·
ing in the spacec raft lor launc:h on Wednesday,
July 19. His sui t inlet temperature "at aboot
61 degreel F On the day of the flight, the
.uit inlet temperature (~5 degrees FJ wat
more comfortable heeau..: the astronaut's "n_
derdothlIIs remained esscntially dry. Recep·
tion of medical data from Grisrom'. flight "'II
bettu than that from Shepard'i.
.. "MR-4 DeliSn Changes," 61-152 .
"Grimwood, "'uury Chron%,y, 214;
" Poltlaunc h ~Icmorandum Repon for MR-'I" ;
" MR-'I Prell Kit" ; memo, l.ow to NASA
Adminillrator, "Mercury·Redltone·" Launch·
ing," July ]7, 1961. The recovery forces
»«:re deployed in the lame manner a. for

us.

u.s.
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Ham and Shepard.

Under direction of R IA
Merc~ry Con·
tro1 Cente r as an advi.or to Williams, the
main forces consisted of an aircraft carrier,
thl"« destro}",n, and tWO destroyer e'COrls.
Five P2V aircraft, supplemented by Air Re.cue
Service plane., provided con tingency reCO'·cry support. Carrier and shore _based helicopier!! were assigned to pick up Ihe spacecraft, while JUII off Cape Canaveral a rescue
s.alvage vessd stood by for action in the eve nt
of a mission abort. And, on"" again, land Vehides ~ re deplo}"'d around the launch site for
duty in case of a catastrophe.
.. Memo for newS media repre"'ntatives,
July 16, 1961; Virgil I . Grissom, " The Trouble
with Li~rly Bell," in John Dill e, ed. , We
Sn ·en, IIY Ihe Aslron""ls Themu/veJ (New
York, 1962), 216~219.
II "Postlaunch
Memorandum Report for
MR--4."
" Dille, ed., We Seven, 217~218.
u The count was resumed, but after anolher 15 minutes a 9-minute hold was callcd
for turning off pad_arealearchlights~which in
the past had caused telemetry interference.
Next came a 41-minute hold because cloudy
skie. had reduced light conditions to below
par lor Camera coverage. During this hold,
the main inverter began to overheat, reaching
190 degrees F, and sO Grissom switched to
the standby unit to allow the main coml=onent
to cool. When the count r<:.~med a' 15 min_
Ules before launch, he swilched back 10 the
main inverter. Significantly, during the 80
eXira minutes from astronaut insertion to lift.
off, not one 01 the holds was chargeable to the
hooster. Sjoberg undated memo; "Postlaunch
Memorandum Report for MR--4."
In an interview with GriHom on April 12,
1965, the pilot stated Ihal the misaligned bolt
had nothing to do with the premature explo_
sion of Ihe hatch. In fact, if a number of
bolu were mi531igned il would be unlikely
Ihat the hatch would blow off al all. GriHom
nOW has the misaligned boh 35 a souvenir.
.. The following detailed ~eeount of Grissom's Hight i, based, like that for Shepard, On
the evidence of the motion picture camera, the
tape transcript of commun ication., the confi·
dential pOSlHight report, the debriefing record$, telemetry transcripts, and personal
interviews.
.. Th e rate control syst~m consumed abou t
3Y. pounds of hydro~n p~roxide in 2 minutes.
Based On this usag ~, if that sy.tem were uscd
exclusivdy during an orbital miHion, all of

J. L. Chew, '1;l\iuIlnl ill
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the control fuel would be ex~nded in 20
minute. . Gri ..om'. autom. tic ".bili."tion .. nd
control system worked !O slowly during turn_
around because, .... a later review team disc",·e red, the one·pound rate thrusters contained
some decomposed material.
.. "Poltlaunch Memorandum Report for
~tR~4"; Sjo~rg undated memo ; Res~lI$ 01
Ihe Second U.s. Man" ed Suborbital Flighl;
"Projec t Merc ury Stalus Report No. II for
Period Ending July 31, 1961," NASA/STG,
7~9, 26, 30, 31; memo, Richard J . Wisniewski
to NASA Administrator, ·'Mercury_Red.tone_4
Mission," July 24, 1961; memo, John H.
Dabbs, to Chief, Flight O~rations Div., STG,
"Mercury-Redstone-Four High Frequency Airl
Ground Communica tions T ell," Aug. 23, 1961;
tape of pre5S conference, Cocoa Beach, Fla.,
July 22, 1961 . Participating with Grissom
were JamC$ E. Webb, who awarded the astro_
naul Ihe NASA Distinguished Service Medal ;
Leighton I. Davis; Eberhard F, W. Rees; Robert R. Gilruth; Walter C. Williams ; William
K. Douglas ; Alan B. Shepard, Jr., and John
If, Glenn, Jr. For Grissom's personal aceounl
of Ihe mission, see Dille, ed., W e S,VM, 205~
231. Most of the reports attribute Grissom's
linking lower in the water during the recovery
period 10 the open luit inlet valve. The astronaut felt Ihat the loss of buoyancy wa. caused
by the neck dam. He based his belief on the
fact that Ihe dam had been in a rolled polition
for "",me nye d ay.; te ... conducted 1M .. di.
clO$ed thai Ihe roiled rubber sets in IWO days'
time, cau.ing a loss of airtight integrily. Virgil
I. Grissom, interview, Houston, April 12, 1965.
Also lee Virgil I. Grissom, " It was a Good
Flighl and a Great Float," Life, LI (July 28,
1961), and Grinom, "Hero Admits He Was
Scared," Lile, LI (July 28,1961).
., Memo, North to AHoc. Administrator,
"Status of MR-4 Hatch In,'eJligation," Aug.
30, 1961 ; "POltlaunch Memorandum Report
Carpenter, after the second
for MR--4. "
orbital Highl, was retrieved from hi. raft, be_
ing the only other Mercu ry 35tronaut to ride
a h~lkopter to a ,hip. He, too, was dunked
by swells before he W"," airborne. Grissom
expreHed his opinion in an interview on April
12, 1965, that he believed the premature hatch
explOlion was caused by the exterior lanyard
being loose. At that time it was held in place
hy only one lerew. Subsequently a betler
method of securing the lanyard was effected.
"' Gherman Titov, 700,000 Kilometres
Through Sp~ct: Nolts by Soviet Co.monGul
No.2 (MO$eow [1962]); TilOv and Martin
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Caidin, J Am E",le! ( lnd,anapol" . 1962),
ba.ed on inr .. n-i .. .,-. ,,"h WMr.. d R" .... h.."
and Amhony Purdy.
.. For three final n::portS On th e MereuryRed,tone program, see "Final Report ~Iucury
Redstone Project Launch Operation," Mar.hall Space Flight Cemer, Ma) 28, 1962; "The
~ l ercury·Redsto"" Project," MSFC Satum/
Apollo Systelnl Ollie<:, jUnt 1964' and Jerome
B. Hammack and jack C. Heberlig, " The Mer·
cur}_Red.,ollC Program," paper No. 2238-61,
rcad befon:: American Roc ket 5o<-iet)·, On.
9-15,1961, See also memo, North to Deputy
Dir" Space Flight Prosrams, NASA H q" "Mercury Statu. Items for Project Rcvie" Mecting,
June 27, 1961," june 22, 1961.
.. Purser, Aug. I:' mtmo j memo, Gilruth to
Sikenlein, "Recommendations on MR-5
Flight," undated; .4,,0'1<.111;(,,1 ud Asl.onnll·
• 01 E.'uts 0/ 1961, 40; memo, Joachim P.
Kueun er to Eberhard Ree> et aI., "Final Disposition of Mercury-Redstone Project," Aug.
24,1961; David S. Akens, Paul K. Freiwirlh,
and Helen T . Well., HislOf}' of Ih, C,OT"~ C.
Mlmh"J/ Spa" Flighl Cnt,. (H un'S\"ille,
Ala, 1960-1962), 7, 19. In Iln inlervie"' on
April 12, 1965, Gnswm stated that some of
the &.Itronaut. wanted to proceed with MR- 5
because the launch "ehicle and 'PJlcecrah ,,-ere
about ready.
"'Ti to", 700,000 Ki/omfl •• s Th,DIl,h Span,
60-79,91-124; Tito" and Caidin, I Am Ea,I"
166-200; Pavel Barashe" and Yur; Ookueha)"e", Chuman Tilo,,: Fi,,1 Mon to Sp,"d 0
Day i" S""" (New York, 1962), 93-1 02 ;
i'\ewport i'\ews D"il, PTf", Aug . 9, 196/
• SWarl Symington, "Wh)" We Lag in
Space," $peech, U.S. Senate, June 26, 1961;
John W. Fi nney, "Capi tal Worried by Lags in
Plan> on Race to M oon," N.w 1'0',1: Tim",
Aug. 13, 1961; Vern Haug land, "NASA Hopes
to Put Mercury Astronaut in Orb,t by Next
December Or January," Newport New, TimtlHtTald, Aug. 7, 1961.

Chapltr XIl
'~l elU.ge, Walter C WilJiarru to Cdr.,
D",FlotFour, Dec, 8, 1960; " Proje.:1 ~lercuTy
Statu$ Reporl No.9 for Period Ending Jan.
31,1961," 40, 41, 43; Paul F.. PUNCr, log ror
Robert R. Cilruth, April 17, 196[ ; " Project
Mereury Statu. Report No, 10 lor Period End_
ing April 30, 1961," 31. For a complete dis·
cuuion of the MA-3 miuion , 0« pp. 335-337.

Co."'''''g MA-4 as the fifth Mercury.Atlas
rn"'''in~tin" I~,,,,rhrd inrl"d~. Ri,l"".
'''S t~llI' Report No. 10," 33: james M,
Grimwood , I'roi"t MtT< ... TY, A Ch"molol}',
NASA SP 4001 ( Washington, 1963), 214;
" Proj«t Mercury Postlaunch Report for Mercur)-_Allas ~liuion 4 ( MA-4 , Capsule 8A),"
NASA Project ~Icrcury working paper No. 213,
Nov 10,1961.
' Ibid,; "" .....se, NASA 11'1, to STG, Aug.
25,1961; ,,,,,mo, Morton Schier 10 Flight Dir"
"Report On Test 1254," Ckt. 3, 1961; Waher
C_ Will'3ms, intcr"ic", lI oullon, Aug. 23,
1965; Bernhard A. H ohmann, inter"iew, Houslon, Sept. 16, 1965; memo, P. I. HaTT, GD/A,
10 MembeTl of Astronaut;" Reliability Policy
Committee. "Minutes of Special 28 August
1961 ~teeting on Transiston," Aug. 29, 1961.
'''Project MCKury Status Repon No. I I
for Period Ending J uly 3 1,196 1," II, 12. A•
finally configured, Atlas No. 88-D had modifications in thc s".rainer cngine liquid oxygen
duct to improve performance, and the first
four panels of the upper liquid oxygen tank
area were 01 "thick-skin" matuiab designed
to lupport high aerodynamic loads. "Ponlaunch Report for MA-4. " Morco..-er, a three·
_ond hold-do"'n ... as programmed for MA-4.
Tell. conducled by the Rocketdyne Di"ision,
North American A.iation, indiuted that a
tW<">-JeCond hold-down was adequate for Mercury-modified Atlas engines. So for flights beginning with MA_5, STC official. planned \0
inlti II.lIe Ihe '"-a·second procedure.
• NASA New. Release 6 1-182, "Mercury_
Atlas 4," Aug. 20, 1961; "Project Mercury
Technical Information Summary of MercuryAtlu Miuion i'\o. 4/ 8A (Capsule No. 8A),"
NASA/STG, j uly 21, 1961. The ~t ercury
,rOtlnd tracking communicationl net,,"Otk at
this time had 140,000 actual circuit miles,
cOmiliing of 100,000 mile. of the teletype cir_
euiu, 3),000 of telephone circuits, and 5000 of
high'speed telemetry circuits.
• "Pre·releue Draft on Launch Vehicte
(MA-4) ," STG, undated; "Mercury-Alias
4": "J>..ojec. Me"",,.,. Calculated Prefligh.
Trajectory Dala for Mercury·Atlas M islion
No, 4 ( MA-4) (Capsule No. 8A, Atlas 1\"0.
88-D)," NASA Projec:t Mercury working
paper No. 201, Au!. 2, 1961. The nominal
laun.:h trajectory was computed by the Aero·
spate Corp. and Space TechnOlogy Lab.s. under the tcchnical direction of t he Space Ta.k
Group_ The abort scnling and implementalion system continued monitoring during the
entire po"'en:d phase. If trouble developed,
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the damp·ring rdc:ucd and posigrade roehll
fired 10 ltpuale the spact<:raft , and the re ·
covery gear was ready f~ action . Provided
the powtred flight phase wen t well, by about
five minut es after launch the radio-inertial
!fuidance ly1tem would be measuri ng speed,
altitude, and flight coune. If those factors
anticipated a succeuful orbita l insertion, the
ground guidance computer, in opera tion
shortly after boo4ter engine cutoff, would
initiale the shut·down command to th e .uftainer engine.
'''Project Mer<:ury Miuion Directive for
Mer<:ury·AllaJ No.4 (Capsule No . 8A),"
NASA Project Mer<:ury working paper No. 203,
July 28, 1961 ; "Project Mercury Addendum
Data Report for Mer<:ury_Allas MilSion 4
( MA-+, Capsule 8A) ," NASA Project M ercury
working paper No. 216, Nov. 29, ] 961.
• "Preflight Trajt<:tory Dala for MA-+. "
• Lentr, WilliaJRI, STG, 10 Cdr., Des Flot·
Four, Jun e 8, 1961, with enclosure, "Project
Mercury, Mercury·Atlou No. 4 Recovery Requiremenll." The l'eCovery for<:es consilled of
8 dellroy<:u, 12 air<:raft, a landing ship dod,
and a util ity yessel. Williaml also lIipulated
.econdary·mne recovery requirements and
called for a nin e-hour watch. In plot ling
contingency recovery areas, STG', plannen
had to a]1ow for trajectory alteral ion resulting
from the added Ihrust of elCape rodelSor retrofire in an abon.
,. WlllIaJRI Iclte. ; " Mhslon Directive for
MA-+." William T . Laut en, Jr., lai d of Ihe
.ofar bombs lha l during Ihe pros:ram they
jokingly referred to one .. the iOfar bomb and
10 Ihe ot her, wh ich was .el 10 detonate several
thousa nd feet beneath the waves, lIS the "10long bomb."
" "Storms H il 2 Mercury Traden," N~.
port News Ti",u.lIu,Jltl, Sept. 12, 1961;
" Postlau nch Report fM MA-+"; Willi.",.,
i nlervi~.

" Memo, Carl R. lIuu to f'ii,ht Oir., " POll.
laun ch Repoll on Test 1254," Sepl. U, 1%];
Puntr, penci led nOles on MA-+ counldown
and flighl, Sepl. 13, 1961; memo , W:alter J.
Kapryan, Capsule SY'leJRI Monitor, to Flight
Dir., " Report on TClt 125-4," Sept. 2"9, 196] ;
memo, Tccwyn Roberti to Flight ni•. , " R~ .
port on TCII 125-4," ~pl . 2~, 1961. Count·
down proudures f(.or MA- 4 reocmbled t~ of
the Mercu ry·R edlton~ missions. They were
conducted in a 500-minute .plit-count with a
12· 10 14·hour hold at T minul 300 for per·
oxide and pyro lechnics ,~rvicing. Wh en Ihe
MA-+ counl began ~pt. 12 th~ ope ration.
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Crew feared that hurricane "o.:bbie" might ad·
yenely affeci the ..,covcry area, bUI Ihe count
proceeded 10 T minu. 300. AI 4 p.m. a
wea ther review found condi tio,," improying, so
hydrogen peroxide servici ng was begun. The
coun! res um ed al 2 a.m., Sept. ]3. Weather
revieWi and a peroxide check, plus Ihe prob.
leml deKribed in the lext, accounled for holds
lotaling 2 hours and 4 minute. during COunt·
down.
""Poltlaunch Repor t for MA-+"; Kapryan
memo.
"Memo, unsign ed, to Flight Oi,., "Verbal
Debriefing at End of f]ight-Test 1254," Sept.
13, 196]; Pu ntr notel; Schier memo. The
crewman .imul.uo, wal a gray box, 24 by 12
by 8 inches, wh ich look oxygen OUI of the
environmental control 'Y'tem, emilled carbon
diox ide , .;mulated minor .uitleakage of oxygen,
and initiated dumping . NASA NCW1 ReleaK
61 - 206, "New. Conference, Mercury·A tlas
No.4," Sept. 13, ] 961.
" Puner notel; " Pmj~t Mercury 5111uI
Report No. 12 lor Period Ending October 3 1,
1961 ," undated ; Robert. memo ; memo, Net·
work Con trol Group to FH,ht Di•., " Nelwo.k
Control Croup ( NCG) Report on Tesl 1254,"
undated; memo, Alan B. Shepard 10 Flighl
Dir., " Report On Telt 1254," unda ted ; " P""I.
launch Report for MA-+." During the m;'.
,ion severa l Mercury astronaut. deployed to
.ome of Ihe remote Iracking tlalion.; Carpen.
ler 10 Muchea, Australia; CouJ>er 10 Puiu ,
A'lIucllo, Calif. ; Schirralo Guaymas, MClIico ;
Siaylon 10 Bermuda. Glenn , Griuom , and
Shepard were in Ih e conlrol center al Cape
Canaveral, with Shepard serving as Capsul e
Communicat{lr. ( Message, STG to NASA
Hq., Sepl. 9, ]961. ) Thi. was Ihe fiul lime
Iha l Ihe aulomatic stabilization and conlrol
Iyste m, the reaction control ly1lem, and the
horizon scanner .uhfY' tem could 0. fully eva lu·
aled for orbilal million.. The milSion proved
that Ihe altitude conlrol 'Y'tern was adequale
for reentry.
.. Kapryan memo ; Puner noltS; memo,
George M. Low \0 NASA Administralor, "Pre'
liminary R .. uln of MA-+ Flight," Sept. 15,
1961. R / A J ohn L. C hew, co mmanding Dc.
Itroyer Flotilla Four, .aid al the Cape press
con ference following the flight thaI the Seal
were running on ly about a foot high in the
recovery area- wh ich meant Ihal hurricane
o.:bble wa. inefftttive in those walen. Our.
ing Ihe ' pacecraft'. delCe nt , a C_54 aircralt
.ighted ill reen try contrall" .hortly thereafte r
noted deployment 01 th e main parac hut e, and
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finally obser.·ed water Impact
Pi ckup by the
dutrO)'er DH~lwr WI.. effected at 12: l!i p.m.
The main chute :;I.nd the antenna (airmll "'ere
rclrie,-ed aoo...t 1000 yard. from the spacecraft.
All spacecraft n:c\)\'ery aids pj:rforlnC'd "ell
"'ilh the txception 01 the ~ar ch,.ff. ··Po.t.
launch Report for MA-4:'
"·'Slatul Repott No. 12."
"Kapryan memO ; Pu~r nOlel, 1.0". memo.
.. "News Conference, ~lereury_Atla. No.4:·
The principals at the neWI conference included
Gilruth, Williams, R/ A Che.. , Col R. S.
Maloney , Col. Paul R. Wignall, A,tronaut Vir_
gil I. Criuom, and John A. Powers.
·Crimwood , ,.,,,,,,,,, Cltron O/Ol", 147;
NASA Ne .... Release 61-207 , "Manned Space
Flight LaboralOt)' Location," undated; memo,
Gilruth to staff, "Location 01 New Site for
Space Task Group," Sept. 19, 1961. The team
had sur.·cycd sites in Tamp'" and Jad:snnville,
Fla.; New Orlunl, Baton Rouge, BogalulI, and
Shre..eport, La. : Hou ston, Beaumoot, Corpus
Chrilli, Victoria, Liberty, and Harlingen, Ttx. ;
St. Louis, ~Io.; Los Angtles, Berkeley, San
Dieg o, Ri<:hmond, Moffett Field, and San Fran.
cisco, Calif.; aod Booton, MaD. I. Edward
Campagna, inler.~e"" H ouston, June 16. 1963;
" Manned Spacecl"I.ft Center," NASA/ MSC
brochure, June 1964. The Humble Oil and
Refining Co. detached two Il"I.cll from acreage formerly opoerated aJ tbe Clear Lake Ranch
and donated them to Rice Uni\'Crsity. Tl"I.ct
No. I, consistins 01 600 acre., was b<>ughl by
the GO\'emmcnt for $1,400,000. Tract No.2,
of 1020 acrcI, "'as donated 10 Ihe eo.'emment,
the tracl! being traruferred .imul taneously
J. Wallace QuId, Chief Legal Counsel, MSC,
intervicw, HOI,Ulon, Sept. 24, 1964.
.. "Manned Space Flight Laboratory Location"; Robert L. Rosholt , An Adminift 'tlliu
Hislor" 01 NASA. 1958- 1963, NASA SP-4101
(Washington, 1966); S t e p hen B Oalel.
"NASA', Manned Spacecraft Cenler at HOUlton, Te""," Soulltwut.n Hi,'o".ol Qutl,'erl)',
LXVII (Jan. 1964). An editorial, "A Long
View of What We Lau," in the Newport Ne ....
Dl1ily Pttfl, of (kl. 3, 1961, refle<:ts the public
sentimenl on Ihe Virginia peninsula On the
annwnced departure of the SPice T~,k Group .
" Houfton CIt,onicl., Oct. II, 1961
.. Houslon CIt,onicl •• Houslon Posl, HousIon P, .... Sept. 21. 1961; "Manned Spacecraft
Cenler Has MO\'ed to lI ouston," NASA/ MSC
brochure, Aug. 1962. AClivities of the new
spacecraft center were housed in temporary
facilities: Farn lworth and Chambers Build·
inK. Site 2, headquarters; Rich Buildin,. Site

3, Spacecraft Research Di,'i.;on and SyJlenu
E,,,luation ~nd Dc ..t1oVment Di"ision; LaneWells Building, Site 4. Life Systems Division;
lI oullon I'l:trolcum Center and Stahl and
;\ie),ers Budding, Site !i, Project Mercury,
Gemini, Apollo, and flight Opj:rationl Divi·
sion; Eal! End State Ibnk Building, Site 6,
Personnel and Security Divi,ion.; Office City,
Site 7, Flight Crow Opj:ralion. Divi.ion; Ellingto n Air Force Base, Site 8, Procurement, Financial Management, Photographic Servicel and
Supply; Minneapolis·HoncY"'eli Building, Sile
9, Public Affairs Office; Canada Dry Building,
Sile 10, Technieal Scrvicel Di .. ision; KHOUTV Building, Site I I, Data Computation and
Reduction Division; Peacby Building, Site 12,
Facilities Division. Later on, the cenltr occupied addi tional temporary quarters in tbe
Franklin DC"elopmenl ~nter and in a building fonncrly occupied by the Veterans Ad·
minillration, and tht$c became sites 13 and
14. The designation Silt I was gi\'Cn to the
Clear Lake site. "Manned Spacecraft ~n·
Itr Interim Facilities," NASA/MSC brochure,
Aug. ]5, 1963.
""H oullon Relocation Office Open.,"
Newport Ne .... Timtl-H",dd. Sept. 27, 1961;
memof, Wesley L. Hjomcvik to lIaff, " R ei ....
cation Information Center," (kt. 5, 1961 , and
"Procedure for a Permanenl Change of Duty
Station," Nov. I, 1961; memo, W. Kemble
Johnsnn ( Relocation SUpj:rvilOt), to lIaff,
"RelOOIliun P]ano," (kt. ]8, ]96]; memo.
P\.ner 10 naif, " Dt1ignalion of STG ..
'Manned Spacecraft Center,''' Nov. I, 1961;
memo, unligned, "Manned Spacecraft Cenler
BUlidinS Fa cililies ReqUIrement.," Oct. 13,
1961.
.. Puno:or, los for Gilruth, May 15, 1961 ;
Grimwood. , Mitel"" Cltron%l'. 129.
• Memo, G B.arry Gra .. es 10 Ihose can'
cemed, "May ]6, 1961, Discussion of Pr ....
posed SeOUl Orbital l.aunch from C~pe
Canaveral," May 17, 1961 J ames T. Rose.
inlerview, 51. Louis, Apri] 13, 1966.
.. Memo, Pu~r to ClIruth, " Meeting on
Proposed Seout Range Tell," May 18, 1961.
Those attending the meetins, held May 17,
dccided the flight should be: Icheduled for
AUSU II .
• Purser, los for GlIruth, June I, 196];
memo, Abe: Silventein to Robert C Seamanl,
Jr., "UI<: 01 Blue Scoot for Checkout of
Mcrcury Network ," May 24, 1961. Because
of technical difficulties. the Mercurl-Scout COSt
was about th,ee I;mes the $130,000 estimated
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by Sl1veUlein. Willi am M. Bl and, J r., inte r_
view, H ou.ton, Sep'. 3, 1964.
.. Memo, Purser to Warren J. North, "Details of the Mercu ry_$cout I nstrumentation and
Communication System," J une 13, 1961;
memo, Low to Gilruth and Williams, " Mercury
Scout T est," June 22,1961; memo, North to
Deput y Dir., Space Flight Programs, NASA,
"Mercury Status h ems for Project Review
Meetin g-June 27, 1961," Ju ne 27, 1961.
• "Project ~fercury, Summary of Calculated
Preflight Trajectory Data for the Mercury Network Test Vehicle, MNTV- I ," NASA Project
Mercu ry working paper No. 200, July 12,
1961; "Project Mercury Mission Directivc for
Mercury-Scout Mi .. ion No. I ( MS-I )," NASA
Proj«1 Mercury working paper No. 201, July
21, 1961. The formal objectives of the
Mercu ry-Scout mi ..ion were: (]) test realtime orbital computi ng capability at Goddard ;
(2) ched. out radar digital system and How
of digital data to the computer; (3) tailor
the comput ation to the quality of data received by radar ; (4) determine any int er_
fe rence that might exist between communi(a.
tiom and data traffic ; ( 5 ) determine the eXlent
of system errors at radar sites, e.g., antenna
miulignment, po..ible errors of surveyed position; (6) evaluate the updated radar proce_
d ures and revise as necenary; and (7) evaluate
telemetl)' signal reception and operation of
acquisition aids. "Status Report No . II ," 20.
" "Prefligh' Traj ec tory Data for the Mercury Te.t Vehicle, MNTV- I"; "Mi..ion Directi"" for Mercury_Scout Mi.sion No. J."
""Sta tu. Report No. 12," 21 - 22; "Status
Report No. II," 21; memo, Williams to Low,
"Qualification T eo", on Mercury-Scout Payload ," July 24, 1961; memo, Low to D.
Brainerd Hol mes, " Dynamic Checkout of the
Mercury Ground Network with MercuryScout," Nov. 8, 1961.
.. "Project Mercury Status Report No. 13
for Period Ending Jan . 31, 1962," NASA/STG.
According to the agreement with the Air Force,
a launch team from that oervlce was to be uoed.
Letter, Williams to Air Force Syll~m. Cnm_
mand, "Mercury Network Test Vehicle,'· July
1,1961; William. interview.
" Low memo. Some nine days afte r the
failure of the Mercury_Scout_l, a one-and.,,·
half-pound squirrel monkey named Goliath
was \o$t in an Air Force Atlas launcbing mi.hap. Thirty-fi "" second, after the rocket
roared skyward, an explosion destroye d the
tiny occupant of a sm~ lI aluminum cylinder in
tbe nOl!e COne. Some newsmen, questioning
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the wi,dom of the upcoming Mercury_Atlas
I""nch, felt 'hM 'hi. w3.. a b"d
augu ry. But the Air Force Ada< had been an
advanced E model, with modification. wbose
reliability was unproved, while the D model
used in Proj ect Mercury had been through its
reliability program. So, Goliath notwith"anding, there wa< no change of plan •.
Bd)'/OWII (Texas) Sun, Nov. 10, 1961; H(J,ut(Jn
Chr(Jnic/" Nov. 17, 1961• Wa shin gtoll Post, Nov. 19, 1961; H(JUSlon
Chronicle, Nov. 12, ]961. Even members of
Congress began publicly speculating on the
dat~ of the manned flight_
Rep. Olin E.
T~ague told an audience at T exas Agricultural
and Mechanical College that he understood
the tent Mive date was Dec. 6. Rep. Victor L.
Anfuso predicted the Hight would go On Dec.
20. Newport New. Daily P"SJ, Oct. 25, 1961 ;
W ashington P (tSI, Dec. 3, 1961.
• Purser, log for Gilruth, Sept. 13, 1961;
Washington E","ing Slor, Nov. 19 and 28,
1961.
.. David S. Aken. et aI., Hislo. y of th,
G,org, C. Md'lhdll Spdct Flight C,"t"
( Huntsville, Ala., 1960-1962), I, 25-26;
Hor.,t(Jn Posl, Oct. 22, 1961.
• "Statu. Report No.9"; memo, Low
to A.soc. Administrator, "MA-5 Launch
Schedu le," Oct. 18, 1961.
.. "StMU' Report No. II" ; Low memO.
.. "Pm tlaunch Memorandum Report for
M~rc"ry_ A"M No 5 (MA-5)," NASA/MSC.
D«. 6, 1961 ; "Project Mercury Mission Directi"" for Mercury_Atlas 5 (Capsule 9) ,"
Project Mercury working paper No. 208, Oct.
20,1961.
n Ibid.; " Project Merc ury, Mercury_Atla.!
No. 5 Recovery Requirement.," NASA/STG,
Oct. 5, 1961 ; "Detailed Test Obj« ti"". for
NASA Mi ssion MA-5 ," Aerospace Corp., Aug.
31, 1961 . Objective. of MA- 5 _re (I) demon"rate spacecraft ,tructural integri ty, includ_
ing that of ablation sbield and afterbody sbingles, (2) eva luate .pacenaft '}/Stem. performance during flight, (3) determine ree ntry
motion, (4) determine vibration lew:[s, (5)
demonstrate launch vehicle and spacecraft
compat ibility, (6) demonstrale life-support capability in a three-orbit mission, (7) evaluate
abort sensing and implementatioll system, (8)
demon"rate capability of ground command
control equipmen t, (9) evaluate network aCquisition aid., and (10) evaluate telemetry
performance. "Minion Directive for MA-5."
""Mercury-Atlas No.5 Recovery Requirements."
chirnp~n.~.,
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.. ''S talul R~porl No. II" . Low _mo,
" Delailed Telt Obj«ti"fl fot MA-.$."
.. " Project Mercury CJJtutated Prtftisht
Trajectory Data for MeKUry· .... thu Miuion !I
( MA-.$ ) (Capoule 9-Atlal 93-0)," PToje<:1
Mercury ... orkin, pa~r No. 207, OCI. 19, 1961
The All", roe:kel "'al lracked Ihro\l,h 6ve or93 miles
bill. On lhe fourlh t h~ perisee
and Ihe a~ 118 milts. " Pootiaunch Memorandum Repon rO!' Mercury-Attu No. !I."
.. "~I;uion oil'Kliv~ for ;\'A-$." Bero",
hil arnval at the Cape, Enol had re ceived 1263
hou .. of training Over a 16_month period, in.
cluding 343 hour. undcr rCllraint. n~Ju/tJ"/
I~' I'r ojed Mereu., B~lIiJtie ~"J O,bilal
C~imparozu F/i,~tJ, NASA SP-39 {Wuhin,.
ton, 1963),39.
.. Norman E. Stingdy and J ohn O. Mosdy,
" MA--!i OlH'nlioRl," in n",,/I. o/l~' }.fe,n"
C~imparozu FIi'~'J, 3!1; J erry Fincg, in tcrvie"', Holloman .... FB, Sepl. I $ and 25, 1964;
H""tsuill, (Ala.) Tim u, Nov. 29, 1961; W.... h.
ing ,on Ev.nin, SI~', Dec. I, 1961; N,,,, York
Timn, Nov. 30, 1961; Hous/on Chronic/t,
Nov. 12, 1961 . The int~Uigencc of Ihel-C chimpanzee. wa. ,emarkable. One of their tnining
,,,,k. wu to pull a Ic:"cr exaclly 50 lime., and
for hil accu racy the animJJ r«elved a ,..,...ard
of a banana pelle'. More Or leu than $0
pulll caused 'he tninin, unit 10 rcqcic wi th .
out ,ivin, any re ... ard. Stanley C. While
of MSC medical opcntion. told a "'porler
tha, 'he chimpi would pull 'he levcr "ban.-i,yban,ily-bang" about 45 time., thcn ta rcfuliy
pull N... 46, 47. 48, and 49, and finally
make pull No. 50 with one hand cupped
under Ihe dilpenl-Cr 10 l'Keiv.: Ihe re .... rd
( W... hin&'on Eoui., Sr"" Nov 28, 1961.)
In a traininslelt at Holloman. chimp workin, on • liashinl·light probkm pulLed Itvcn
1000 timet in 10 minu'el, ",.k[nl only 28
effon. Kenneth F. Wea"cr, "School for Space
Monkeyl," in "Coun,down fO!' Spice," N,,lion,,1 G,orra plt ie, reprinted from the May
1961 mllfJuinc, 727. Also ICC arlicle in A"osp"u, XXX IV ( March 1963).
""Postlaunch Memonndum Repon for
Mercury_All .. No.5."
... M .... --!i Dala ....cquisition Plan," N.... SAI
STG, Oct. 20, 1961.
• " Mercury PetlOnnel Man Worldwide
Trackin, Sil.,. Dun .... MA-5 Misllon," anon,
N....SA/STG, undat~d ; "S talul Report No.
12"; " MA-.$ Plan," anon .• undatcd.
.. "Postlaunch Memonandu", Report for
MCKury· .... llu No. 5."
" Will iam Hin.,. in th" Wuhin,lon £",-
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"'"r SI,.. for Nov. 19, 1961, oai d " would be
virtual ly impos.libJe for the Unitcd Sta tel to
makc I manncd orbi tal n'Sh, in 1961. On thc
Ql her lidc, prelCntin, an optimillic vicw, ICe
Ed ... a.rd H Koleum , "Chimp Shot Railel Hope
Ihat US. Can Orbit M an Befon: Year'l End,"
Auiah .. n Wrrk. LXXV (OK. 4, 196 1).
.. "Pootlaunch Mcmorandum Report for
Mercury·Atla. No. 5."
.. Memo, Rober .. to t-Ji,hl Dir .• " Report
0fI Tell 1810 (MA-5)," Occ.!I, 1961; memo,
SchIer to Fli,hl Dir., " Report on TCit 1810
( MA-5I,"lXc. 4, 1961
.. "Pootlaunch Memonndum Report for
Mercury·Atlas No.5." Communication. with
the trackin, lIationl were \'C'y ,ODd dun",
countdown, and Ihe", wa. lillIe inlerference.
Curiou.ly, howe""r, the"' ..... a brief period of
in'erference from Radio MOICOW jull Ixfon'
liftoff. "Dcbri.efi"ll-Tclt 1810,~ anon., Nov.
29, 1961.
• Rober.. memo.
.. Memo. Chrillopher C. Knft, Jr., " Fli,ht
Director'l Report on Tell 1810 ( M .... -51;·
Nov. 30, 1961; " POIdauneh Memorandum Rcport for Men:ury.Ada.s No. 5"; "Debri,,6ngT~II 1810." AI his pre" conference in Wash.
Inglon, Proidcnl Kennedy SOl a round of
laushter .. hen he ...id, 'This chimpan>re who
;. flyin, in IpatC look off al 10 :08. He n:.
potll thaI t>-erylhing ;1 perfecl and working
well" Balu"",", Su, Nov. 30, 1961.
"Ibi«.: NASA N...... R.. I.. a .... " MA _'i N .. " ..
Confcn:ntt," Nov. 29, 1961. Williaml, in in·
'eMeW Aug. 23, 1965, recalled thaI communi.
cationl wilh California had been diuupled
momentaril, by • In~toc- _when: in AnZOtII thaI pl.,...~ up '" telc:phonc cable
.. Sli"llely and MOIc\y, "MA-.$ Opera,iona,"
41-50; "POItiaunch Memonandum Report for
Me,(ury·Atla. No. 5." On Ih~ continuoula,-oodanee. dilCrcte-a,-oidancc prob!..m, Enos
r«eh-ed hil fim thock of the fint I-Cwon.
about U minulc, from launch and Ihe ""cond
al the 201.minute point (afle, he had b«n
weighl!cu for:l h ..... ) , He thell pulled the
lever corrc<:tI, for the lall , prncntatiom be.fon: 'he plychomocor device ,urned off 207
min\lln after launch.
Dun", Ihe 6n, orl>it, in 'he nng~ of Ihe
7..anlib.r nackinglitc, Mc",ury .u"con White
noled Ihat E......• "cnlncular contraclionl had
become more rapid Thi. White believcd '0
be normal for thc poI taccc\ention period
The chimp"n~ce·. Trspirali"" rile had riltn
"ilh the Onlet of flight and the inercuc in his
aclivity. HOI rc.piration ,,'e ....1 21 and bil
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pulse 122 during lhi. phase, as compared ... ith
prellish! ratu of 14 and 94 .
• "Debriding-Tat 1810"; memo, Don.
aid O. Arabian 10 FliSbl Oir., " Report on T~st
1810 ( MA- S ) ," De.:. 6, 1961; Kraft memo.
"Ibid.; " p.,.tlaunch Memorandum Report
for Mercury_A tla. No.5."
"Ibid.; Schier memo.
" Kraft memo; Arabia n memo; "MA-S
Ne,,"s Conlnence ." Th~ space<:raft used 14.S
pounds 01 con trol fuel from retrofire to fuel
;"lIilOn. Thirty pounds 01 fuel "'ere dumped
,..hen the main paruhute deployed .
.. Kraft memo; " Posll aunch Memorandum
Report for Mercury·Atlas No.5"; "Unofficial
Record of Evenls--MA-5, Novembn 28 [sit],
196 1," anon. On Nov. 2, 196 ], Low remarked
to Pune. that M"'- S lh..... ld be annooneed at
.. one·orbit miwon that mi!hl be allo ..~ to
!o three orbita. ( Pul"$Cr, lOS for Giln'th, Nov.
7, 1961. ) MA- S's lota l reco~ry force, for
the support of aoorts, primary, and contingency
landing areal consisted of 17 ship. and 13
Rirpla"",s.
""Postlaunch Memorandum Reporl for
Mercury· ... llu No. 5." The drorue and main
parachutes "'ere nOl r«o"",, red , but the Earth.
sky camera confirmed that they had functioned
withou t damage. The drogue deployed at
21,000 feel and the main chute at 10,000.
·"MA- 5 Ne ....1 Conference."
.. Wuhington £I,~ "i"g $t"" Dec. I, 1961;
New Y"," TimeJ , Dec. I, 1961 , CI. ;"",,, T.ib·
Ut , Dec. I, 1961 : R,n,li, of Ihe Me, clI'Y
Cl.imp,,,,,u Flig~I', 38, 54. A liuie leu than
a yu r later, on Nov. 4, 1962, Enos died of
dysentery caused hy .higellosis, which resists
antibiotic.. He had been undu night ·and·day
observa tion for 1 ....·0 month. befo.., hi. duth.
Pathoiosisu at Holloman repour<! tha t they
foond no .ymplom that c..... ld be attributed
Or related to his .pace Aight a y~ar be(or~.
.. Ntw York Tim~s, De<:. I, 1961 : Kolcuon,
"Chimp Shnt Raisel
that US. Can
Orbit Man Befo.., Yn r', End" ; Wuhinston
E"u;~g Slo" OK.. 6, 1961. The fact that
Chri,lmas 11.1"(1 01 absence for thousands of
naval ptnonnel in the recovery f O":<'1 might
h av~ to 1><: canceled "'ilhoo\ anuranCe Ihat Ihe
AiSht schedule .....ould be kepi al.o cnt~rrd into
th~ decision to postpone MA-6, Williams laid
in intervie .....
.. HouS<' Committ« on Science and Altronautia, 87 Cons., 2 o.c: ... j 1962), A~'oNn~lic ..1
.. Na A. i,,,"QIII,c..1 f:rU I, of 1961, 71 ; BlI.hi·
rnoreSIIN , Oer. 7, 1961 : Lowrn~mo.

"ope
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Chapter XIII
' IVOII.,~gl" N Porl,jan. 4 and Feb. 3,1962:
Walter C . Williams, inter.,.;e .... , Houston, "'ug.
23, 196.5, House CommiuN On Science and
Astronautics, 88 ConS., I sen. (1963),
naulicaf ana A~'ONallfi<al Ell,,," (>f 1961,
15-]6.
• Washington E"ui"6 Sla" feb. 'I, 1962;
N,,,, Yo',!, Tim.., Feb. 4, 1961; l¥a,~i"6f(>"
POll, Feb. 6 and 19, 1962: Shirley Thomas,
Mn 0/ Spau (Philadelp hia, 1962), V, 29-30,
"/'.IA-6 Adviaory," 5 p.m., Feb. 15, 1962.
'Space Ntw, Ro~nallp, MSC, ] ( Feb. 7,
1962); "Project M~rcury StalUI Report No.4
for Period Ending Oct. 31, 19S9," STG, 41;
"Projecl Mercury Stalu. Report No. 6 for
Period Endin, April 3D, 1960," STG, 37;
" Proj~ct Me ..:ury Statu. Report No. 8 for
Period Ending Oct. 31, 1960," STG, 41;
Projeci Mercury Statu. Report No. 10 for
Period Ending .... pril 30, 1961," STG, 31:
"Proj« t Mercury Statu. Report No. II for
Period Endin, July 31, 1961 ," STe, 37; "Proj·
ect Me..:ury Status Report No. 12 for Period
Ending Ocl. 31, 1961," STG, 34. The Aighl
sehedule chart in Oelober 1961 .ho.....ed an
M"'- 6 ahunate minion. Thi, meanl that if
the EnOl ( MA-5) Aighl had nOl IUCCttded
another chimpan:oec mi ..ion, designaled 1'01 ... -6,
......... ld have been Ao .... n.
• Paul E. Pune., compilation of excerpts
/""n ""''''''8~' ...... a.tlin ... pacecraft No. 13;
Ms. , G~Ol"!e F. Killmer ct aI., "Project Mer·
cury T echnical History-Preflight Operations,"
MSC Florida Ope .... tion., 0.:(. 3D, ]963, 107-

A."o_

I I l.

• Memo, Robert B. VoaJ to Mercury utronauts, "Suggested Activities for 0 r bit a I
Flights," Sept. 18, 1961.

• Ibid.
' Interview, Jocelyn R. Gill, H(>ulIon, Oct.
II, ]96.5 .
'NASA, "Summary Minutel : "'uronomy
SubcommiUN of the NASA Space Sciences
Stte"na Cam lnitt« ( Mtt~in, No.8) ," o.:c . .5,
1961 , and App . I, " Suggested A,tronomical
Tasks (or the Mereury A.tronautl," Nov. 3,
1961.
• Memo, VOltS to Williams, "A.tronaulI'
P..:paration 'or Orbital Fliaht," Sept. 25,
1961 ; " Project Mercury Allronaul Preparation
for Orbila] Flight," NASA Proj«t Mtrcury
working paper No. 206, Oct. 13, 1961.

.. Ibid .
"Ibid.

In the evenl of ,I(>w pitch up·
thrust, the IJlronaut was to a"ume manual

FOOTNOTES
control of pitch. In retro~uence failu"" he
was co u", manual ov~rride. If the main electric power .upply failed, he was to seleCt a
standby source and det~rmine whether reentry
was possible at the end of the first orbit or
.,-hether ea rlier emry was ne(e!.Sary.
""Project Mucury Astronaut Preparation
and Activities Manual for Mercury_Atla. Mi..ion 6 {MA-6, Spacecraft 13 )," NASA Project Uercury working paper No. 215, Dec. I,
1961.
"NASA, "Summary Minutes: Ad Hoc
Committee on Astronomical Tash for the Uer.
cury Astronauts," J an. II, 1962.
"NASA, "Summary Minute..: Ad Hoc
Commiuee on Astronomical Tasks for the Uercury Astronaut (Ueeting No.2)," Dec. 20,
1961.
""Astronaut Preparation and Activities
Manual for MA-6."
"" Project Mercury Status Report No. 13
for Period Ending Jan. 3 1, 1962," STG, 15,23;
"Postlaunch Memorandum Report for Uer_
cury·Atlas No. 6 ( MA-6 ), Part I, Mission
Analy.i.," Ma rch 5, 1962; memo, Richard M.
Dunham to Vo:.., " Per""nnel Survival Equip.
ment Exercise for 2/7162," F~b. 8, 1962. The
life vest wa. fabricat~d as a solution for Gri.""m's swimming problem at the end of the
MR_4 mission. The inflat~d v~.t had a bulk
of Ie.. than 20 cubic inches and weighed Ie"
than a pound. Rtsults of the First United

Staus ,\1,mned Orbital Space Flight, February
20,1962 ( Washington, 1962), 39. AI"" J ohn
H. Glenn, J r., "I'll H ave to Hit a Keyhole in
the Sky," Life, L1 (Dec. 8, 1961).
""Status Report No. 13," 2+; J ames M.
Grimwood, Projut },fer~ury: .A. Chronology,
NASA SP-4001 (Washi ngton, 1963), 157;
memo, Eugen e F. Krana to Christopher C.
Kraft, Jr., "Report on Test 5460 ( MA-6),"
Feb. 20, ]962. Th~ flotation collar men·
tioned in the .wimmer.training pro~ram reo
suited partly from the loss of Gri ..om's space·
craft. It was al"" the product of two years'
work, and credit for its d~sign muS! ~o to Don_
ald E. Stullken of the Pensacola I\"aval Air
Stalion. Early in the M~rcury program the
engi neers reatiled that their hope of adapting
a 20·man life raft to keep a spacecraft afloat
was not feasible. The "Stunken collar" passed
its final test on Jan . 3, 1962. At that time
50 collars had been made at Pensacola and
delivered to th~ recovery forces. In an earlier
test, off Wallops Island, on~ of the collars had
kepi the MR_ 2 capsul~ afloat for 70 hours in
waves up to 7 feet high. T he collar was made

of fi,·~-ply life·raft fabric, was attached to the
spacecraft by cafllcs around the impact skirt,
and ,,·as inflated alter attachmem. Stullken
laler became an employee of the Manned
Spacecraft O:nter. Spau Nt"" Roundup,
~ISC, I (Jan. 10, ]962), 23.
""Project Mucury Mission Directive for
Mercury.Atlas Missi on 6 ( ~IA-6, Spacecraft
13)," NASA Project )'lcrcury working paper
1\"0.2]6, Dec. ]5, 1961; "Project Mercury,
Mercury-Atlas No.6 Recovery Requi...,ments,"
o.::c. 2, 1961. The latter document said that
reentry (.05 g) "ould start about 60 mile. weSI
of Florida's Atlantic coast. Recovery forcn
were told that as a safety meaSure th e ground
track was ",t to continue 1000 miles beyond the
third orbit landing area and that the explo·
sive egress hatch had been modified to keep
the co,,<:r from traveling more than two feet.
Several ships had their crane. or davits
fitted with a "shepherd'. crook," consisting of
a 16·foot aluminum pole with a harden~d stain·
less.neel hook at the cable end which ,,·as
capable of lifting 10,000 pound.. ("T echni·
cal Information Summary for Mereury-Atlas
Mission 6 (MA-6, Sp.aa:crah 13)," NASAl
MSC, Dec. 19, 1961; "Detailed Tesl Objectives, NASA Mi..ion No. MA-6, Proj~ct "Ier·
cury, Contract No. AF 04(647) -9 30," Aero.
space Corp., Nov. 10, 1961.) A planning
document for the MA-4 mission had indicated
that th~ Atlas hold·down time would be Ihree
second., to assure that combust ion would
smooth out; thereafter, beginning with MA-5.
the time would be reduced to two """onds. For
MA-6 the hold-do"... time still was listed for
three seconds duration.
" "NASA Not~ to Editors," Dec. 5, 196 1.
,. "Public Infonna lion Operating Plan,
Project Mercury MA-6 ,'· NASA, undated,
NASA New. Release 62-8, " Mercury-Atlas 6
at a Glance," Jan. 21, 1962. For a descripti'·e impression of the MA-6 Ini..ion, see Ralph
O. Shankle, The T win' 0/ Spa<e (Philadelphia,
1964),77- 100. During that mission, Shankl~
was a member of the MSC Public Affairs Office.
In an interview, J ohn A. "Shorty" Po,,·ers on
Nov. 12, 1965, said that in his opinion the
delays preceding the Glenn flight produced
some helpful effects in the way of new. reo
porting. Storics about the "type of hats that
Annie [Glenn'S wife] was wearing" be~an to
play out. The ",porters "·ere forced to become more technically conversan t if they were
to file Slori~s that would keep their editors
happy as weI! as justify the Florida cxpen",
accounts.
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Williaml interview.
"Postlaunch Mem ....and um Report for
MA-6"; "NASA New. Brie6ng at the Star1ite
Pab.dium," Feb. 13, 1962; Rei M/ls <>f lI'e Fi.s!
UNtl,d 5101" M,,"".d 0,11,·,,,1 5,,,,, Flill ~l ;
NASA New. Relea)e 62, " Mercury Re<:overy
ForC(:," undated : Spau Newl Rou ndMp, I
(Feb. 7, 1962). On the morning of Jan.
27, Glenn's military Krvice boll, Gen. David
M. Shoup, the M~rine Coryn Commandant,
joined him for brcakfMt. The name Gl en n
chol<.· lor hi, Ipacecra ft, Friendship 7, was
painted on No . 13 by arti" Cecilia Bibby.
See DOD RepreKntuive for Project Men:ury
Support Operations, Fin,,1 Report 10 Ih, Seu,.
I,,,), 01 Dr/Ulf On Depo./m.nl 01 DeleNJt
SWPPOrl 01 Projee, M"~Mr)': For Ih. Period I
/MI)' 1959 Ih,oMI~ 13 /MU 1963, approved
by Lei gh ton I. Davi" Maj . Gen. , USAF, II
Sept. 1963, C hart 6, 15. Abo lee '· Man
Marked to Do G reat Things," Li/e, LII ( Feb.
2, 1962) .
.. Wa,hingto n Ev."i", 51"" Jan. 31, Feb.
4, 1962 ; WOl hin,lon POll, Feb. 6, 1962; N,,·
lio",,/ OIlJt,ver, Feb. 4, 1962; N.w yo,k Times,
Feb. 6, 1962; us A",.I.. Tim .., Jan. 31,
1962; New Y",k Her"ld T,ibunr, Feb. 4,
1962 ; W... ~ inll"n D"il)' N.wI, Feb. 7, 1962.
.. " NASA New> Brie6ns at the Starlite
Paladium."
.. " MA-6 AdviloOry," NASA, 5 p.m., Feb.
I!I, 1962; " MA-6 Advisory," 5 p.m., Feb. 19,
1962: " r ostlaunch Mento<and .. m Report lor
MA-6."
• " MA-6 Advisory," Feb. 19, 1962; Rich .
ard Dunham, John J . Van Bockel, and Paul
W. Bachr, "Continuation of MA-6 Debrid·
ing," March 7, 1962.
.,. "Postlaunch Memorandum Report lor
MA-6"; " Procedu~ Los," Mercury Con lrol
Center, Feb. 20, 1962 ; Sp"te N~wJ R,,,...dMP.
I (Feb. 21, 1962 ).
"Ibid.; K ranz memo ; memo, St~nley c.
White to Kraft, "Summ~ry Report on T est
5460 ( MA-6)," Feb. 22, 1962":
.. "Procedllre, Log"; Whit e memo.
.. On !allneh day cloud rna ..... continued to
hover over the launch area, cauling many of
the newsmen present to bet "no liftoff today."
A little after 7 3.m. OOe of the C~I)C' weather
men, Harlan G. Higgiru, noticed tht Ihe wind
was Ihifting 10 drive the cloud. away an d that
the temperature w~s becoming cooler. H ~
quickly ph oned Ernell A. Amman , the weather
,upport man in Mercury Control, and told
him thM th e chances for IlIuoch now looked
promi,ing.
tt
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.. ·' Pro.:edure> Los"; White memo; "POJl·
launch Memorandum Repon for MA-6."
• Ibid.; "TranKri pt of Public Addre.. An.
nouncemenll by Col. J ohn Powen Betinning
a t T Minul 22 Minutes, ~Kribing MA-6
Launch," Feb. 20, 1962. For the story of the
p""ple on the beaches, s«: N,w York Tim,s,
Feb. 20, 1962. Thc impatience of some of the
news I)C'rsonnel was understandable. A N~ ...
York Tim"l correspondent reponed in mid·
February thaI the often.postponed Glenn flight
had already Cost the broadcast en $2 million
and that each day of dday COSt them another
$50.000. Ne""pal)C" and magazinc CoslI were
estimat ed al about a third of those ligurel.
N.w York Tim.s, Feb. 11, 1962. Also fCC
"Liftoff! for John Glenn and Hi. Family,"
Li/., LIJ ( Marc h 2, 1962) ; "Liftoff and Uplift
for the U.S.," LiI., LII ( Ma rch 2, 1962 );
"He Hit That K ey hole in the Sky," Lit., Lll
( March 2, 1962 ); "At School An Syllerru Are
Go," Lile, LII (Mareh 9, 1962); O. j . Ham.
biin, "ApplaulC, Tean and Laughter and the
Emotions of a Long·Ago Fourth of July," Lill,
Lil ( March 9, 1962 ); "He""1 Word , to
Cherish," Iif., LII ( March 9, 1962); John
Glenn, Jr., "If You' re Shook Up You Shouldn't
Be There," Lif., Lil ( March 9, 1962) .
• White memo; " POll laun ch Memorandum
Report for MA-6." The Geoer~1 Elect ric·
Burl"OUllhl booster·guid~ nce sYltem performed
an interelling operation. Aboard the Atlas
",ere three .mali black boael, two of them
similar to two-way radiOJ. A radar on the
ground au tomatically tracked signals ema natinlf
lrom thac bo;us, dete""ining range and posi·
tion. The operation for the MA-6 million
progreucd along the following pattern : A few
minute" belore launch time Michael Michda,
the Gt: rate fOnlO1e operator, tlipP"d a s",iteh
thai pointed the tale an lennas in Ihe ..'me di·
rections al the p(cci.e lrackin« radar. Thi.
w;u to oblain veloc it), data . Thom3JI Waid,
the track console "p"l":"Itor, pushed a button
to pl ace the guidance ,ys tem in automatic oper·
ation. G uidanc( 'yll(m signab wet<: aimed
on a "cube in I>P3ce" ..,~eral hundred f((t above
th e booster. II wal simply a matter of wa;lin!
until ti>e booster pau(d Ih rouAh this area,
when ti>e signals Locked 0010 a radio t(ansponder and ,h( >)"Ile", bel!an , t((ring the
bunch ""hick afler ":ISing. This condi tion
wa s mainuined unt il orbital condition, wen:
n \l ~i ned . The system had ope-r3ted lOme 8000
houn befo,"" MA-6 , and .... me me",ben of the
guidance te3m, consisting of Rodn,,)" Borum,
J ohn Savarie, DonaLd Wood, Waid , Robert

FOOTNOTES
Stanton, and Michda, h.d panic.pated UI >u
ou.nl:" 12 lb uMhcl. (Nc," ~'U$(, "Radio
Guidance Funnionl of ~ Iercurr-Atlal 6," nc,.
len$( Ekf.uoni ci 0,,', General Elto:tric Co.,
undated; Newt rduJe'. no title, Dden$( Eke·
tronies D iv" General Elto:trie Co., undat~d,)
During the powered ph.le of the lIight, Knit
wal notili~ thatli,nll from II foreign C_blond
rad ar l.anWlille. had been inte.cepted, but
the operat ion, team ..... 1 unable to identify the
source. (" Procedurn Los.") The JUidance
equa t ion, were devd~d b)' C. L . Pitman,
Robert Pa~ , .lind Duncan McPherson of the
SPICC T cchno]asy Laboralories. J ohn P
~Iaycr, e",",me nl l, Sept. 8, 1965.
.. "PQft)aunch Memorandum Rcport for
MA-6" ; " Procedu rn Loa." At IUluiner CuI·
off Glenn ",II noc only "wa~ of weightlas·
neu but fclt II thou", he WC~ tumbl in,
Shepard and Griuom ...,porled the "me senulion . The aposcc of Glenn 'l Aight "'a. ]62
milel; the VC"g«, 100 milH.
·"POItlaunch ~Iemon.ndum Report for
MA-6"; "Conl'n ualion of MA -6 Oebrirfin,."
Glenn fel! no an/lubr ;llCcele ral ion dunng turn ·
around

.. I/l id.
.. " T nt S460, Compolile Meuage Sum·
mary," Mercury Control Cenler, Feb. 20, 1962.
Over the Ki no Iru on lhe lint pau , Glenn
""" ... d hit lacepllte and ale 11Iyl0IC (sugar)
pill and hil tube 01 Ippln.auce wilh .... 1 d,ffi·
culty, ( 1f" ..!1S fJ/ I"'~ Fir .. U"il~d Sr.f~'
M."ud
S'.Ct Flit"", IS3. ) In the
Zanliblo, I.ea Glenn worked oul b.iefty with
hil enrci$(r , and the tu.ckin~ Itllion noted a
temporary incrn$( in hil pulJe' rate to 140
.. The enliMeI"l liter su.ted that these di ••
alfr«menll \Ie..., inherent and .... ould crop up
whenever major yaw or .011 attitudel devialed
from mrO del,eel for an utended period of
ti me. In other wordl, the gyro "o:ad.... t." on
the panel , ...·hieh wue reponing an attitude
change of about four dqr«$ pcr minut~, ...-ere
cOnliderlbly be hind Glenn', quickly slew'"l
yaw m"neu\"er. ConloCqucntiy Ih~ best procedure ...·hen ueccutin, .... ch Ion operation WI.I
to stop the rcyoh';nlf I'yroscopel, 3n action
cal led "(11;11(."
.. "Post launch ~lemorlndum Report for
MA--6 "; " Te$l S460, Composite Message Sum.
mary", "Tranlcri pt of Announcementl by
J ohn Pa..-·en"; "Con tinuation of ~IA-6 Debriefing." Upon meeting the mayor of Perth
later, Glenn r-emarked f. ~etioully that he had
h . lf·e~pected Ihc mlyor 10 hind him an clec·
tri c bill. An allempt 10 oI»e ...·c the airporl

O,"U.'

I"htl at Woomera had fa.,led be(lU~ of doud.·
nell AI for the hei~lit of lhe hur I.~r,
J ocelyn R. Gill of NASA Hl'IdQuartcri "id
thi. dillance ....., later mealUrcd and found
10 be about 2V? dc:grcel ab<r,'e the i'Ioriwn.
For other (ommen" On Gknn', OOt.erVllionl
... hile in orbit IICC " National Ae,onautics and
Space Adminiltralion," AJ/rOllfJmitol Jou rll al,
67, No.9, Nov. 1962,655.
.. " Pr«edu...,1 Los", "Continuation of MA6 Debriefin,." The parti cle. appeared 10 be
about liG inch in diameler and to be lra""ling
It about the lame lpeed a. Ihe lpacccrafl
""Poulaunch Memorandl.lm Report II»"
MA-6" On Feb. 26, 1962, poIlfIi,ht illipee.
ton diu_mbled the thrull ch.mber l)'Items
lind found tome: I.,.,.., particks upotr-eam of lhe
fuel ·me teril'll orifices.. ThCOC' "-':I"C found to
be pito:H of the duteh ....-.:a>"C. fue]-diuribulion
screelli. .'uel consumption during lhe 61"1t
orbit ""lIS 4.2 poundl from the au tomatic links
and .6 poulld from the manual tlnb. Those.
lilfure. were nominal, control troubl e did not
develop unt il Ihe ftight had been in progreu
for an hour and 29 minutCi.
"I/lid.; SPM' N,ws Row"Jwp, I (fe b. 2 1,
1962); Willil,n Hinel, "~smenl SI," Wlm •
.ngton Euui~f St.r, March 16, 1962; Max ime
A Fiset, interview, Houlton , April 19, 1962
.. POitAight irupecton "'"fre unlble 10 u..
plaIn the IICCOndary Ol<Y1Ien IIIpp]y drop. fOC" a
report on Glenn'. observltional elfon" ~ Joftn
It Clenn, Jr., ·'Sum.... ry R,..ulll 01. the f; n t
United States Mlftned O rbi tal Space FiSht,"
In L.lt Stiuus ""d S ,.u R'".rc/o, "A SesI;on of Ihe Third International Space Science
Symposium," W""hinlton, D.C., April 30.\tay 9, 1962 (N orth H olland Publi. hing Com·
pany, Amsterdam , Netherland), 1962), 173183.
""Procedut"C. Los."
" /"id.; " POIII.unch Mtmorlndum R eport
fOf MA--6", "Te$t 5460, Cont~ite MClQSC
Summary", Ru .. /Is of ,"'~ Fiw U~u,d St."s
M",.",d O,"il,,1 S,II.C' FI'6AI, 190, "Conlinua.
tion of MA-6 DebriefinS."

"I"d.
.. " POItlaunch Memorandum Report for
MA-6 "
.. "POItlaunch Memorandum Report . for
MA-6" At the momen t of Glenn'l .plath·
do ... n, Ihe POit Office '$lued I lpedll 4<enl
lI.mp comme morat ing th e MA-6 million
(" Tra nKripl of Announccmcnu by John
Po ..'en"). For a popullr account of the MA-6
mIllion, with excellenl ilhlllration" ICe Robert
8. Voas, " John Glenn'l Three Orbill ill F.u"d-
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7," N""ou/ GUl,,,plt;<, ~prinled from
the June 1962 mq:uine.
-lb;d.; A" ' ''"''''';<I, VII ( May 1962).
In a debriefing seu,on a few day. aher Ihe
MA-6 fl 'ght , Glenn laid be ,,·;.hed he had
known of Ihe IUPposecl heauhield and land.
ina bag problem, 10 that he cOtlld ha.~ been
lillening for IOUn d cluel. li e seemed 10 be
making lhe poinl Ihat Ihe pilot, as the think_
ing part of Ihe man·ma~hine lum, IhOtlld be
allowed 10 participate in d~i.ion making.
SCOII Cronfield, one of the X- 15 pilou, ex·
pressed thil view well in the immediate poll'
MA_6 period: " Where tile wou ld you get a
non·linear computer weig hing only 160 p<>undl,
having a billion binary decilion clements, Ihal
can be mul·produ~d by unl killed labor?"
"Conti nuation 01 MA- 6 Debriefing"; A u;"'i,,,,
Wetk, LXXVI (March 5, 1962).
.. ASlron42"li,..1 42nd A.,on42ulical EVen's 0/
196'1, 18. See Senlte Commiuee on Aeronau tical Ind Spue Science., 87 Cong., 2 'eu,
( 1962), O,bi'ol Flil ltl 421 Joltn H. Glenn, J'"
for teltimony of &Jtronauu and NASA officials,
Feb. 28, 1962.
.. " Free World Media T reatment of First
U.S. Orbi121 Flight," a file of reporu aucmbled
at NASA Hq., March 5, 1962 .
.. A V;42I;o n Week, LXXVI ( Feb. 26, 1962) .
Raben R. Gilruth also Waf the CoVer , ubject
for Musil" lInd Rochls, X ( March 19, 1962).
The I3me iuue of the magazine .aid in an
edi lori",l : " II il "''''''''YO 1 plo:alu,"" to linS1bout
an unsung bero.. . While Auronaut John
Glenn "'aJ .winging around the urth in
Friendsh,p 7 . . . Robe rt Gilruth bad bif f~et
planted firmly on the ground in Mercury
Control." Gi]ruth had juu been awarded the
Robert H. Goddard Memorial Trophy On
Much 16, 1962, by the National Rocht Glub.
• A JI,onllllliul ,,~ d A ..llno Nl;",1 Eu~nls Ilf
/962, 22, 27; FriendJlti, 7 tour files, MSC
Hill. Archives; Grimwood, Me' ''''y CI"Il~ol·
0MY, 184. The leXI 01 Gle nn '. add n:ss to the
joi nt session of eon,rell may be found ;n the
WIlJIt;nrl ,," PIlJ' for Feb. 27, 1962.
.. Reporll and photograph. COntern ins the
" Fourth Orbit of F,;udsltjp 7" an: filed in the
MSC Hi". ArchiVfl.
• Wos~'nl'o n p''''. Jan. 10, 1962 ; Wa. h.
,ngton EII"';nl SI"', J an . 6, 1962, Da"id S.
Ahnl, Paul K. Fn:iwinh, and Helen T . Well.,
H is'Il'Y 01 lit. Geo, r' C. M "slt,,11 5 po" Fli,~1
CUJe, (Huntsvill e, Ala., ] 960- ] 962 ) , I, 21,
"Salu rn lIIullral cd ChronololJY: April ]957J une ]964," NASA/MSFC, Aug. 10, 1964,
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52- 53; Newport New. D" ,ly PU ll, Jan . 4,
1962.
.. See Chap. X. House Committee on
Science and Al1ron:lUliu, 87 Cong., 2 leSS.
( 1962 ), /963 NASA AIt ,ho.,."lio" , HI42rinlS,
1, 2 .
.. Ibid., 3- 33 ; Senate Subcommillee of the
Commi tt"" on Appropriations, 87 eong., 2
sell. ( 1962), Indep e..dul O/flUJ App,o,,;".
I;ons, 1963, H~llrin,s, II , 1503; Wal hington
Ev~ninl 5111', Jan . 7, 1962.
50 MSC annOtlncemenl
No. 9, Ref. 2-2,
"Buab]i.hmen t of the Mercury Project Office,"
Jan . ]5, 1962 .
- MSC announcemenl No. 12, Ref. 2-2,
" PerlOnnel Assignmenll fot Mercury and
~mini Program Offices," Jan. 31, 1962; Maggie Tay]or, Apollo Sp.;oceo:ralt Program Office,
MSC, interview, Houston, J an . 12, 196$ ,
Grimwood. , Meru.y Ch,onololY, 220.
.. :\femo, Oir. of Petlonne l, MSC, 10 Philip
H. Whitbeck , "Status Report for the PerlOnnel
Office," J an. 26, 1962. At Ihe time of the
personnel lurvey about 400 10 500 cou ld ha~
been lermed "old guard." Th e rem ainder .
being ~ncnlia]y "new hire.," did nOI ",ally can:
whelher they ,ellied in !lampton or lIoul1on .
The 84 who tholll: n01 to go were mainly of
the "old guard. "
" MSC announcement No. 21, Ref. 2-1,
" Relocalion of Mann ed Spacec,.]'1 Center
Headquartetl," Feb. 26, ]962. In reality the
Mercu ry Project Offiu moved in to the ~·arn.·
worth.Chambers Building in Houston on April
]6, 1962, a move thai preceded the MA- 7
flish t by a little o,'c r a mon tb .
.. AJlronu,ie"l ... d At,on ..
Evtnls of
196'1 , 36; Oona ld K. Slayton, int erview,
Houston, Dec. 16, 1964 ; leiter, William
Douglas to L. S. S., Jr., Au,. 17, 1965.
-During t he December ]964 interview
Slayton demurred at namin.the civi lian panel,
but newsmen had been I.e.. "'ticent. See
W,ult inllon Poll, Ma rek ]6, 1962; New York
Tim.s, March 16, 1962. For other mat erial on
the Slayton tase, see Mae M. Link , Sp.lC<
M~d,t,U tn Proieel M.,u,y, NASA SP-4003
( W1shingt.on, 19~ ) . Slayton WaJ not examined perlOn.ally by Pau l Dud] ey White until
June [5, 1962. At Ihat time speculation was
re"i"ed about Slay tOil '. possible sel«tion for a
space IIlAht. Washington Eu~n ... , 510', Ju ne
15, 1962.
.. Wuhington E"uiNI 510', March 21,
1962 ; Slayton in terview ; Pa ul E. Puncr, inter.
"iew, Houlton, Jan . 4, 1965.
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• Slayton, int~rv>ew, Houlton, jan. 14,
196.5; "Postbunch Mem orandum Report for
Mercury_Atbl No.7 ( MA-1), Part I , :\fi..ion
Analy.il," :-IASA/ MSC,june IS, 1962. After
MA-7 each bad"p pilot became the flight
astronaut of the lucc«din! mission in Proj rct
Men:ury. Aloo Ice Loudon Wainwright,
"Coma a Quiet Man to Ride Aurora ," Lif.,
Lll ( M ay 18, 1962).
• ''Technkal I nformation Summary for
Mercu ry_Atla. Miuion 7 ( MA _1, Spacecr,dt
18)," MSC, undated.
.. Gill
interview;
NASA,
"Summary
~l inute" Ad Hoc Committ« on Scientific
Talks and Training for Man-in-Space ( M«ting NOI. 1,2, 3),"' ~Iarch 16, 26,and April 18,
1962.
"NASA Newl Rde;ue 62-113, "MA-7
Preu K it," May 13, 1962.
• "Project Mucury M i.,ion Directive for
Mercury-Atlas Miuion 7 (MA_7, Spacecraft
18),"' NASA Project Mercury working paper
No. 222, April 9, 1962; "POJt13unch Memorandum Report for MA- 7"; R.,,,lIr of II.. Sec·
ond Unild SI4/t, A/ann.d Otbital Spau
Flitltf, Ala), 24, 1962, NASA SP-6 ( Walhing·
ton, 1962), 11-13. In the order lilted in Ihe
text, the experiments were propoxd by the
Langley Research Cenler, Lewis RCI<'areh
Center, MassachUlie l1l Institute of Teehnology
I nl1rumenlat;On Laoorator)', the Weather
8ureau, and Goddard Space Flight Center.
,. Ibid. Airglow i. an eminion of light relulting from chemical reaction. in the upper
almOlphe re. Various N:attionl produce light
of di fferent colors. In many URI, molecuJt.li
of almolJlheric. Ifas are Iplit by ultraviolet raYI
of sunshine. Then, when darkneu comes, the
gas molecules recombine, emitting light. The
Ill llmination of the sky at night IIlual1y COInC'
from airglow in.tead of stlflighl. N~U) Ya,J.
Tim,., j une 3, 1962. Lawrentt Dunkelman
of Goddard provided Carpenter with the air_
glow device to make observations. joee!)'n
Gi ll 5ai d Ihil Waf t he fi lter that had been
planned for MA-6, bu t time did nOt perm"
G lenn 10 liSe il.
f i Ibid.; "Project Mercury Quarterly Statu,
Report No. 14 for Period Ending April 30,
1962," NASA/ MSC, May 25, 1962. john
~fa yer of M SC commented in September 1965,
" that photos of the Russian ,pacecraft indio
Qted that they had an almost identical urth·
path indieator." Mayer went on to .ay that
Ihe indicator "wu deleted from Mercury flights
beca ule ;t was of little lise ;n the missions."

.. " Project Men:ury Mission Direclive for
7"; ""'SIIge, G. Merritt
I'rellon 10 Gilruth. Mar 21, 1962 ; "Wukly
Aeti"ity Report to the Office of the Dirutor
for ~bnned Sp~tt Flish t," MSC, May 5,1962.
""Project Mercury Qllllrlerly Statui Re·
l)Ort No. 14"; "Weekly Activity Report,"
MSC/ Mercllry Project Office, March 17, 1962;
"Polliaunch Memorandum Report for MA-7."
" Memo, Kraft to WiIlia"" (1 ai., " MA-1
Tell Flight Reports," j une 12, 1962; "Project Mercu ry Mission Directive for Mercury·
Atlas Missioo 7"; Final R~,a,//o Ih~ Su .. /o'y
of D.fnu ..n S""o,/ 0/ Praju/ Mere",)"
Chart 6, 15. The Indian Ottan picket ship
Caa,/al S~n/t)' (call nilme "Coastal Sen try
Quebec") was stationed al Ihe entrance to t he
Mozambique Channel <>II" the southeastern
coast of Africa for MA -7. "MA_7 Press Kit."
""Project Mercury Quarterly Status Report No. 14." The decision to add a baro5\at
in the recovery arming circuit w;u a primary
rc;uon for delaying t hc MA-1 launch. After
a review m«ting on May 16, the en gineers
had decided that this action was necenary.
Late that night the newsmen already al the
Cape were advised.
.. Krah memo; ,...,mo, Harold I. j ohnoon
et al., to those concerned, "MA_7 Remote Site
Operations Debriefing," june I, 1962; " POIt.
launch Memorandum Report for MA_1."
" johnJOll memo.
,. "1'olllallncll MMI"Iorandum Report for
MA-7." The New York Tim~J for May 26,
1962, reported the estim aled number of tele·
vilion viewen. Cecilia Bibby wa. aga in 5(:lccled as the artist 10 paint the name ch05(:n
by the astronaut. New York Timu, May 28,
1962.
.. Kraft memo; " Postlaunch Memorandum
Report for MA-7."
"Orbital insertion of Au, .." 7 was almo:st
ideal, the flight path ang le and ~Ioeity be;ns
only .004 desree and 2 feet per second 10..·,
relpectively. This provided an orbiul tra·
jectory of 89.96 miles (periS«) an d 144.4
mile. (aposee). There "'as only one anomaly
during the pO"'ered phase of Ihe fligh t. The
primary allxiliary cutofT signal for the lustainer
engine ... as transmittcd by the Ceneral ElectricBurroughl guidance system simultaneously with
IUltainer ensine cutoff. The backu p au:o:iliary
.ustainer cutoff signal had preceded this trani_
milsion by .44 second. But the abort enabling
.witeh in the Control Center was in t he normal
position; since both signals did not lod, an
improper signal ...as p~~nted. If the lall nch
~lercul)·Alla. ~Ii .. ion
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vehicle had acaptet! the erroneous signal, a
vdocity dccr'Cmcnt o{ about 110 feet pcr "'cond might ha,·c resulted, causing marginal conditions in the go·for-minion decision. (" Post_
launch Memorandum Report {or MA-7":
"Proje.:t Mercury Quarterly Statu. Report No.
IS for Period Ending july 31, 1962," NASA!
MSC.) Carpenler s.aid the ""n.ations of
"'eightlessnen ...ere similar to those of skindiving.
.. Kraft memo; "Postlauneh Memorandum
Reporl for MA- 7"; Resul/. of the Second
United States Manned Orbital Space Flight,
78-79. Postflight inspe.:tion convinced several
engineers that the malfunction of the horiron
SCanner circuit ...,.. a random componcnt fail_
ure. Plans W<)re made to try to re<:over the
antenna canister On the next night for post·
Ilighl analysis of the scanner unit located in
that component. (" Project Mercury Quarterly
Slatus Report No. IS.") Concerning the un·
desirable suitlemperatures, Frank H. Samonski,
Jr. , capsule environmental monitor, believed a
partial frttzing in the suit circuit caused an
ohstruclion in the heal exchanger. Carpenter
...as comfortable once again by the end of the
first orbit; he ...a. hot again during the !Ccond;
and he finaUy got the suit temperature do ... n
to a comfonablt level on the third. Suil inlet
temperatures ranged bet ... een 62 degrees to
about 86 degrees during the flight. Jnail,
Carpenter made 13 attempt. to adjust the
...!tins to a comfortable range.
.. Ibid.; Washington Sunday Stll'. March
27, 1962. Carpenter later said that the peri·
scope was not ... orth the weight and space it
Ottupied in the spacecraft. Thi. certainly
would be tru e, he felt, when longer Mer'CUry
missions required more oxygen, water, and control fuel. On other aspect!l of Ihe flight, Carpenter reported that he even sa ... a dirt road
so clearly that he had the impression that if
a vehicle had come along he could have leen
it, too. tn general, he found the daylight view
from orbit similar to a view from a bigh-flying
aircraft. He !aid that navigation at night
might he accomplished by usilll! a known star
on the horizon.
.. "POltlaunch Memorandum Report for
MA-7."
.. Ibid.
'"/bid.; Kraft memO.
"'/bid.; Newport News Time,_Hetdld,
June 1,1962; Johnson memO. Carpenter abo
consumed a xylose tablet ... ithout difficulty.
At about midway of th e second orbit, th~ flight
controller recommended Ihat {he pilot drink
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water freely to compensate for sweating. Carpenter drank "bout 1213 cc of ..... ater-60 perccnl while in flight and the remainder whil~
on the life raft awaiting reeo"cry. During the
postfligh t debriefings, Carpenter suggested that
henceforth food bags should he transparent
and that ,omething should he done about the
chocolate items, wbich had melted ;n the
flucluating warmth of the cabin.
... "Poltlaunch Memorandum Report for
MA-7." Shortly after retrofire Ihe halloon
disappeared, and about seven minutes later,
Carpenter losl sight of the tether.
.. Ibid.; Johnson memo: Grimwood, Mer_
ru,y Ch,onology.164-165.
• "Postlaunch Memorandum Repon for
MA-7." Also see Winifred Sawtell Cameron,
LI. Col. John H. Glenn, Lt. Cdr. M. Scott
Carpenter, and john A. O 'Keefe, "EffecI of
Refraction on the Setting Sun as Seen from
Space in Theory and Observation," in the
Ast,onomicaf Journal, 68, No.5. june 1962,
348-351.
.. Ruufls of the Second United State,
Maltned O,bital Spau Flight. 92, 102-103;
N ew York Times. June 3, 1962. Later, Lawrence Dunkelman al Goddard, using Carpoen·
ler's "Voasmeter" readings, judged th e airglo ...
layer to he about two degrees in width. Also,
after the Carpenter mission, the Naval Research
Laboratory began a study of the night airglow
from pictures taken during rocket flights. For
'he findinlfl of ,hi, <tudy ""e M_ J- K.,.,men .
Irene S. Gulledge, D. M. Packer, and R.
Tou""y, "Night Airglow Observations from
Orhiting Spacecraft Compared with Measurements from Rocket.," Science, Vol. 140, No.
3571,june 7, 1963, 1087-1089.
ot "Postlaunch
Memorandum Report for
MA-7." Out of 19 exposed frames, Carpenter
was able to get two pictures of the "fireflies."
Evidence appeared in other photographs, but
thcse picturcs were not in focu •.
.. Kraft memo.
"Ibid.,- johnson memo; "Posdaunch
Memorandum Repon for MA-7." Joe Dodson. In an imcrvicw, reported that about ISY.
pounds of fuel were depleled during the fint
10 minutes of reentry. Newport News Daily
P,ess, June 6, 1962_ When Carpemer switched
on the ASCS, Ihe spacecraft had a tendency 10
pitch down . Fuel conservation during Ihe
third orbit had prevented an adequate checkout of th e ASCS before relrofire.
" Kraft memo; johnson memo. The inte·
rior smoke resulted nOI from the retrorockets
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themle""!:I, but from t""(1 fu~ th .. t had blown
because of the ~"w' .id:.
.. Memo, Carl R. Hun, ~t aI., to ChieC
Flighl Operationl Oi,·., "Pollflighl An .. l)'lil of
MA_7 Traj«IOry O.. la 10 Oelennine Cause
of Ihe Erron~1 Landing Point," June 13,
1962; Ntw Yeo,k Timer, June 6, 1962. AI.
most immediately the lrac.irtg CreW! across the
nation, beginning in California, confirmed that
there wOI.Ild be about a 250·mile overshoot,
.. J ohnlOn memo.
"I~id.; "Poiliaunch Memorandum Report
for MA-7."
.. J ohnlOfl memo. After the MA-6 flight
the Life SyJleml Division had conducted a
manned tell 10 inVCJligale the r~nlry heating
th .. t had o<xurred. Relullllho_d that closing
the helmet vilOT befo~ r~nlry and letting the
lUit cirrui l operate ICp .. rately provided a more
comfortule environment. AI Ihe u.me time
it wal de<:ided to lengthen the lult inlet hO$(.
("Activity Report, Life Systems Oi"ilion,"
MSC, April 30, 1962.) After .05 I had been
p;ll&!:d on Carpenter'l lIight, the liquid in the
capillary lube began to drain. Thus the reo
lulu tended to confinn capillary action theory.
The abil ity 10 maintain a liable fluid position
duri ng angular acceleration impoled by the
reaction control syllem indicated thlt this
met hod of ullage control wu valid. The re_
IUIlI oblained during MA- 7 could be extrapolated for propell ants in accordaoce with lawl
loverninl" each, namely, ",rflce lenlion, fluid
temperature, and blOwn capillary tube diam·
ete r. "Po.Haunch Memorandum Report for
MA-7."
• " POItiaunch Memorandum Report for
MA-7."
.. "Postlauoch Memorandum Report for
MA-7"j Kraft memo. During Ihe MA-6
ioniulion period an errOneOl.lI command lilnal
had ~n reuived. Engineers bo::lieved that
thi, wal eauled by a mixing of radio-frequency
lignah, wh ich generated sufficient .trength to
energite one ~Iay in the command .ystem.
T hi l anomaly had been corrttted by exchanging the low.frequency telemelry componenU
for olhe.. operaling on a higher f~lIency.
(" Weekly Activitiel Report," Manh 11,1962,
"Hi{hlighlJ, Activitiel Report, MSC," April
3D, 1962.) Ionization duri", MA-7 wal 40
secondl lite, furnithinl another clue 10 Ihe
overshoot. 11Ie behavior of Ihe drogue and
main chute. remained unexplained. Tesn in
early May 1962, a, El Centro, Calif., uling
the eXIle! MA-7 wtighl had all been succenful.

MenlO, Ale<:. C. Bond to Faget, "Weekly
Aelivity Report," r.by4, 1962 .
.. "Postlaunch Memorandum Report (or
MA-7"'; Kraft memo.
"' 1~id.; Wa.hington Sund~y SI~', May
27, 1962 ; "Project Mercury Quarterly Stalul
Report No. 15."
.. Johnlon menlO; N~UJ Ycork Timts, May
26, 1962. Carpenter later learned that the
Apache pilot'l film wAI confiscated when he
returned 10 Puerto Rico. 11Ie pil~ had violated the airway zonel.
,.. "Postlluneh Memorandum Report lor
MA-7"; JottnlOfl tnemo; N~IJJ Yeo,.!: Timu,
May 26,1962; Wa"'illJlton SMnd"y St"" May
27, 1962. Sergeant Ray McClure, a veteran of
137 jumpl, had received Ihe Air Medal for hi,
part in the fint JUcce"ful re<:o,""ry of .. Oi.cO\,,!:~r caplule in the Pacific north of Hawaii .
.. JonnlOn memo.
.. Kraft memo. A rathe r complete di.cUllion of the Carpenter recovery matter is
contained in Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sdencel, 87 Cong., 2 sen.
(1962), NASA A"lho,;",/i,,,, 10' Fiscal Yfa,
1963: He",;n;s,495- 504. Senator Sp6Iard L.
Holland ( D. Fla.) and O. Brainerd Holmcl of
NASA, Ihe latter havins been pruent in the
Mercury Control Center durins the complete
recovery, _re lhe principab in Ihil diocust>on.
Holmel lIaled that he _, with RIA John L.
Chew and that it did not I«m to mue a par.
tide of differrACe 10 the admira l which len';ce
retO\"ered the astronaut. The NASA official in.
terp"'ted thai Chew baled his d«iJion on p<u1
nperiellces; Holm", added Ihat he cOI.Ild det«t no feelins of interlervice rival ry.
... "Postlaunch Memorandum Report for
MA_7"; 10hnlOn memo; Walhington Eu.ning
SI"" May 26, 1962; ASlran""lic,,1 ""d AlraM"I;."I Eut"lS 01 1962, 86. See aho Rene
Carpenter, "Scott Carpenter and Hil Son and
His Wife Living T hrough the Time That
Grew Too Long," Lil" LI I (June I, 1962);
and M. SCOII Carpenter, " I Got Le, in on the
Grtat Sec,et," Lilt, LII (june 8, 1962).
,. "Postlauoch Memorandum Report lor
MA-7."
.. N.w Yeo,k Tim,s, May 2g, 1962; A",a·
""Mlic,,1 ""d A"o"a Mtic.u Evenl. of 1962, 89;
W",It ,~,I"n 1'0.1, May 30, 1962 ; Wa.hillgton
Ev'~'n, Sf"" May 31, 1962. Carpenlcr, hil
fanlily, and th~ Williaml family paid a vil;[ 10
Ihe White HOUle on June 5, 1962. W".hin,_
10" 1'011 , J une 5, 1962.
'''Kraft m~mo; Johnson memo; " POlllaunch Memorandum Report for MA_7"; Joh n
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W Finne" "A.tronau' Says H IS F..ron Will
Bendil Space ProjKI," N~U1 YD.' Tim",
May 28, 1962 Carprnl~" s conacntion. w~..,
borne ou, by the <:hafl8O'l ,ha. we"" dfKt<:d
Fo. o~ thing a driw W2J mad~ 10 ha~ 3
flight plan "",<:ifyinl!: lewu a<:ti, ititt .~ady
w~lI befo.e the neX I flighl . Abo, a .wlt,h wao
integ.ated in th e . pace<:.aft by which t h ~ p,lot
.ould Iwi ,ch of!' and . w'tch on the hiJt;h .h.u".
en. If the pilo' forgot 10 rcactiV:l.le the Ihnll"
erl, an aulomoric o,..,rrid e ensured llteir avail.
ability ju" before r~lro6re , "Projff.t Mn.
C\lry Quarter[y Siatul Report No. IS" ; H .... /II
of ,10. Stco~1I U .. i'ed Stolt. Mo~~tll O,b".
F/i,IoI, 6.
n, Newport "eWl Dail, I'rns, J "'n" 6 and 8,
1962; Nt,., yo.t Times,J","" 14, 1962; W.s ... ·
I'D", Ju .... 28, 1962: Washinlton E,,~·
N;n, 518" J UM 14, 1962. On Ih ... ub)«1 of
pilot IotlKIlOn, the month of jun.. W&J ~nolher
mi le"on~ in the mann .. d spa'e ni ghl program.
O n J lln~ I Ih ~ deadline c1Olt"d for applkalionl
by a.lronaut undidalel for Ihe tecond inc",·
ment 10 be 3dd~d 10 I h ~ Mercu ry leven f". the
Gemini and Apol lo mi ..io",. AllrDndwt;ul
0"11 A,." ..... 'i,.1 F..~·ul. "f /961, 93.

s,...
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Chapter X/V
• Memo, Richa.d E. Day, 10 Man&lemcnt
Analylil Offia, " Monthly Activit y Report,
FI;, ht C::rrw nl"'"",;nn. O;"i.;"n," J " ly '10,
1962; melTM.\ Warre n J. Nor th (to Manaa;ement
Anal"il Di";lionl, "Ac tivi ty R epo.t, FIi.ht
C..,w OperatioN D iv;,ion," .... u•. 28, 1962 ;
" I'l ishl Plan for MA-8/16," N....SA/ MSC,
.... u•. 7, 1962; .. PosII .... nt h Memorandum Re ·
port lor Mert ... ry·Adao No. 8 {MA-8) ,"
N.... SA/MSC, Ou. 23, 1962, Pari I, " Me n:u ry
Scienlif'ic E.~rime nl Panel: ......I ...ct of the
Proceeditl(1 a. the lIIA- 8 Meeli<\l," MSC,
J uly 19, 1962.
• HOUle Commillet: on Seie nce and Allronau t iet. 68 Col'll., I JUl. (1963), .4 <1,oullli(ol
... 11 .4"o"'" li(.u F.r:tnl. of /961 ( W.. hin •.
Ion, 1963 ), 148, I S3; " .... Space Gap? .... nd
Ilow!" 1Y"~;"6ID" D .ity Nt,.._ A",. I', 1962 ;
"OrtHllnc R<:dl Neari", Each OWl, Wellern
Ground Obxrwn Rcport ," 1V..... i ..6'0. Po",
AuS. 14, 1962; "Soviet Presti." in Space,"
Wuhins ,on /o:~t~;~, 51." .... ug. 19, 1962; !kr'
mOlt. T oppins, " Runian ""ronautl Only 3
Mile. Apart on CIOIcl1 Palb.," Ntw Yo,1:
Tim", Alig . 22, 1962.
• " Min",te' of Ih" Senior Staff M c~t ing,"
MSC , .......1. 24, 1962; memo, Nortb [to Man·
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Analy.i, Divilionl, "Ac hvity Report,
Flilhl Cn:w O pr.. al'Onl D ivi, ion," Sept. 23,
1962. A . alhu comp"'l~ ae.iel of propoub for
Ih~ ma~lI''i:ri", Mucul') IpacK raft , i""ludinl
pi<:tures of pouible confisuratioru, is contained
in " Me",ury Ma neu ..... rin. Proponl," NASAl
MSC,AlIg.29,1962.
• Kenneth S. Klein).n«hl, in terview, Hou,·
ton, May 3, 196.5; " Mere ... ry !k.... n·OrtHt Million Capability," ""'morand",m report, Mer·
cu'y ProjKI Offi ce, ~tarch.5, 1962.
• " Mer<:lll')' Seven·Orbi t Million Capabil·
ity."
• " 1IIA- 8 Minion Rul...-Preliminary,"
A ... g. 3, 1962; Re";.ion A, AlIS. 20, 1962 ; Re·
";5ion B, s.:pt. 24, 1962 ; " MA-8 Data. Aequiti.
lio<t. Plan," Au •. 21, 1962; " MA-8 T «.hnicaJ
I nf.... malion Summary" IA ... S. 20, 1962);
" F! i.ht Pb n f.... MA-8116, Revision A," Sept.
10, 1962; " Miuion DirKt i.... for Me l"CUry'
Allal Miuion No. 8 {MA-8-Spacecraft 16),"
NAS .... Proje<:t Mercu ry wo.).i"ll paper No.
228, Aug. 3 1, 1962 ; "Calcu laled Prefl,ght Tra.
jectory D ata for Mercury·AI I.. Milli on 8
{MA-8j (Spacec raft No. 16-AII •• 113-0),"
NASA Project M en:ury workins paper No. 229,
s.:pt. 7, 1962; " MA-8 Recovery Reqllire·
"",ntt," A ... g. U , 1962; " MA-8 Recovc:ry Procedurn," AlIS. '0, 1962.
• ~h., Gearsc F. K illmer, J r., ct &1., "Me••
C\lry T ech nic:al H inoey_Prefli,ht Opera.tions,"
MSC !'lorida Opcrationa, OK. 30, 196', Chart
126; "Weekly AC livil"" RepOrt," Me"' .. .,..
I'roj-eci Office, April 20, 1962; " Weekly Aeti¥f·
liC! Rcport ," M"n:ury Project Office, April 13,
1962 ; " Proje<:t Mercury Quarterly Statu. Re·
port No. [4 for the Period Ending April 30,
1962," NASA/MSC , r.by 25, 1962; " Weekly
.... cti " il y Report to the Office of ,he D,,,,cto r for
Manned Space Flight," MSC, r.by 5, 1962;
memo, G. Merrill PlUton 10 Dir., MSC,
" Monthly A<:ti'" Iiea Rcpon No. 6," April 26,
1962.
, Memo, jamea P. Henry to AUL Dir. I ....
Reaeareh and De ..... lopment , ).1SC, " Weekly
....etivity Report lor Ihe Lite SrllclTU Di'''lion,''
April 20, 1962; " Monthly .... u.vitiea Report,"
Life S"telTU OJ,,., Apri l 30, 1962; memo, Rich.
a. d S. Johnl1on to Au t. Dir. for ReJCarch a nd
o.:.·clopment, MSC, " Weekly ACli.;lits Re.
porI," j une I S, 1962 ; memo, P.,d ... ard L. Hay'
AUI. Di •. lor Reae.rch and Dewlopment,
" Weekly AClivity ~po.t," May 18, 1962;
" Activities Report 10 the Office of the D irector
f.... Ma nned Spaa: Flight," MSC, Ma, 19,
1962.
• "Aclivity Repon to ,he Office of the Di.
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rec lor lor Man""d Space Fli,!"I"," MSC, May
12, 1962; "Aclivi ty Report 10 Director lor
Manned Space Flighl," "ISC, June 2, 1962.
.. Roberl T . E"erline, inle rview, Houston,
Ap ril IS, 1965 ; " MinUICS of th~ s.,nior Staff
Meeling," MSC, AuS . 3, 1962.
U " Wedtly Activities Report fN the Dire.::.
lOr of Manned Space FliSht," MSC, AuS. II,
1962 ; " Wee.ly ACli,·itie. Report for the Di.
rector of "'anned Space Flight," "'SC, s.,pt. I ,
1962; Kennelh J. Vogel, in te"'iew, Houllon,
May 6, 1965; Fred T . PUrce, interview, Hous·
lon, f eb. 12, 1964,
"" Pon la unch Memorandum Report for
Me rcury.Atlas No. 7 ( ).IA-7) ," NASA / MSC,
June 15, 1962 ; " POItlauneh Memorand um ReporI for Mercury·Atlas No.8 ( M A-8)."
" Ib id .,. " Projec t Mercury Quarterly Status
Report No. IS for Pe riod Ending J uly 3 1,
1962," NASA/MSC.
.. " Pos tlaunc:h Memorandum Rtpon for
MA- 8," Part I.
.. "Minutcs of the Senior Staff ~Ieeting,"
MSC , July 13, W, AuS. 3, 1962.
.. A Jl ro/lovt;~ol " ..d Aero .. ovl;€ol Euulr 01
1962,158 ; " Project Mercury Quarterly Stalus
Report No. 16 for Period Ending October 31,
1962," NASA/ M SC; " M inu tes of the Senior
Staff Meeting," MSC, Aug. 31, 1962.
.. "Activi ty Repon ," MSC Prcllisht Opo:r:o·
lions Diy., July 27,1962; James M . Grimwood,
P'ojtcl Mereu,y: A Ch,on%IY. NASA SP40(JI ( Washington, 1963),214; " Minutes 01
th e Senior Siaff M eeting," MSC, Aug. 17,
1962; "Project Mercury Mi nutes of Meeting of
Mercury AlIas Laun ch Operations Commi!\ee,"
NASA/MSC, Sept. 6, 1962; " Minutes of Ihe
Senior Staff Meeting," MS G, Sept. 28, 1962.
J. F. Wambolt on J uly 26, 1962, prepared a
"Missile 113-0 H istory" that provides exetl·
lent detaib on the 5tep5 taken to man·rale
a mi..ile inlo a Mercury bunch ""hide.
" Leiter, Maj , Gen. Leighton I. Davis, H q.,
Air Force Missile Test Center, 10 Secrelary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara, "SIU uS of DOD
Supporl of Projec t Mercury for July 1962,"
with enclosure, Aug. 13, 1962 ; memo, North
to Man agement Anal},i. D iv., " Weekly Activity
Repon , Fligh t Crew Operalionl Divilion,"
July 2,1962.
,. DOD Repre,entallve for Project "fercu ry Support Operations, F;~,.t R~po.t 10 tht
S",r~tO'Y of O,fMu on O,porlm ... , of 0 ,.
'.~" S~PPOTI of P,ojul M .. e ~.y, Fo . Iht
P.,iod 1 /uly 1959 through 13/un. 1963. al>proved by Leighton I. Davis, Maj. G~n.,
USAF, II Sept. 1963, 15,28 ; "S tatuI Report

No 15". "StatUI Report :-':0 16", memo,
Chnllophe' C. Kr~ft, Jr. [to Management
An~IYlil Oiv ), "Ac ti,iticl Report, F l i~l,t Oper31imlJ Di,i,i"n," Aug. 27, 1962; "~ lin utcs "f
the Senior Staff Meeting." J uly 21 ~nd Aug
10, 1962 , Depa rtment of ncfenlC pTen kit for
MA ·8.
.. Final «.pO'1 10 tlu Surda.y 01 O.f... s..
18. !rutr, Oa"is to "'eNamara, "Posllaunch
M~moundum Report for "'A- 8 "
" Text , "Address by p",.ident John F.
" .nnedy," Ria Uni"enily Stadium, Sept. 12,
1962.
,. "Astronaut', Fligh t Report," in " Post·
launch Memorandum Reporl for MA_8," Part
I, '--49.
.. Robert Young, "Squalls Give 5<:hirra
Orbit ~50 Chance," Chi"'go T.;!>u/I., Ocl.
2, 1962; " Schi ..a Ready for Countdown;'
lI'''rh;~glo/l PorI. Oct. 3, 1962; NASA News
Rde,""" " MA--8 Adviwl"f," 5 p.m., Oct. 2,
1962 .
""Postlaunch Memorand um Repor t for
MA-8." Part I ; Alvin B. Webb, United PreA
InleTliational, " Hangar S Pool Copy," Oct. 3,
1962. Aho ICC " H igh Dreams tor a Man and
H is Son," Lif., LII (June 8, 1962) .
.. The description and all q.,otations in I""
following acc""nl oIlhe MA- 8 flight arc tak.n
direcl ly from the Ulenliye "!>mtla.,nch Me .......
randum Report ror Mercury-Atlas No. 8 ( MA
8 ): Part I , Mission Ana lysi.; Pari II, D ata.
I'art III , A,,·Ground VOIce and lJcbrle hn!":
MSG, Oct 23, 1962.
.. Ru ..lu

0/

Ih.

TAi.d

U~;I.d

Sialfl

M " ....'d O,bil,,1 Sp"u l'Ii,hl Oclob., 3, 1962.
:-:ASA SP- 12 ( Washin!" lon, 1962), 49. The
conlent. of Ihe dilly bag included a c~mcra,
twO film magalines, an exposu", meter, a
Camera Itrap, ~ photometer, • dosimeter, food
containen, alld .n emersenc:y cont~ iner for
mO(ion lickne" Sc.: .150 Grimwood, At.,.
ell ' ]' C~.o"olo", 172
.. " fl i!"ht Ope ration. Debriefing of MA-8
Minion (aboard Ihe carrier Kea""".)," MSC,
transcribed Oct. 23, 1962. Like C lcnn and
Carpenler before him, Sehi.. a pid ht ddinildy
sen led d«dcrallon _, BECO O ~ the othe r
hand , he did nOI KnK Ihe acccler:olion lailoff
Ih.1 Ihey had ,eported when the , ,,"ai,,,,r
enlline died, Max-q proved to be consider.
ably noisier than Schi ....a had bren led 10 ex·
pect During Ihe launch phaK he heard
many audible clues !ellmg him what was lakins
place. ThcK he d~lCribed onomatopoeically,
speaking of the jettisoning town as "a rocket
upping off," of Ihe clamp ring'1 release of the
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J.

lpa« e.afl w;th , " pung" sound . and of .he

~IA-9,

pooIs.ad.,.' ..,pn ...,ing spacecraft from booo,er
with a noise that so"nded like " khuH ,"

Rc";"w of 'he Effec .. of We iShtl.,....... on

• Fuel ..uage lor .he turnaround ",al o nl y
about" tenth of the amount ''''lu i.cd in pre,·;Oul fli,shu.
• For the public dialogue, sce " Po.tiaun(:h
Mem orandum Report lor MA- 8," ParI III ,
Air·Ground Voice and Debriefing, 2- 129,

2- ]30.
.. Cf. "p",tlaunch Memorandum Report ror
No. 8 ( MA-8 j," Part I ,
7- 1--49 ; Pan Ill , pp. 3-1-18 ; and "Flight
Operation' ~briefing of :1.1,0. _8 ~Iillion,"
1- 38. See aho Rm.t1J of l ite Tlli"J U~,ltd
Sl<fler }of,mud O.bil,,/ Flit /ll ; and menage.
61ed br neWI pool aboard 1M Ke ...,.",. Oct.
3, 1962. The fa, . that Sehir•• had bonded
JO close to th e carrie, prompted the engineer
who had calc"l •• ..:! th e Tetrofiring to precisely
to quip thaI " Ihe ca,rier must have bttn 4.5
miles ofT course."
U Noreo, John Barbour, AJlociated Preu,
"Mercury Control Center POlt/light News
Conference," Oct. 3, 1962.
• "Schirra Flying to Houston after 3-Hour
Honolulu ViJit," Washington Evoni", Slar ,
Oct. 7, 1962 ; "MA-a Prns Confen:nce, HOUlton, Texal," transcript, Oct. 7, 1962 ; N#w
Y"rk 1I""ld Trihu, Oct. 9, 1962. Aha
~ John Dille, " At the End of a Great Flight,
B,S Bull's-Eye," Lile, LIII ( Oct. 12, 1962 );
and " Rull', 1".y~ fmm a Front_A " ... SeM," Li/"
UTI (Oct. 26, 1962); and the special illue of
NtwJr<'uk, LX (Oct. 8, 1962 ) , "The Space
Age ," panim.
.. Jam~ M. Grimwood, who ume to wo rk
for STG/MSC in August 1962, n:membcn
clearly this contrast in attitudel.
.. leiter, A. H. Smith, McDonnell Aircraft
Corp., to NASA Procurement and Supply
Olfie., "Mercury Capsule Contract NAS 5- 59
Contract Change Proposal No. 340, Eighltt n:
Orbit Mark J Spa~cn.ft," Sept. 29, 196/'
" Projeci Development Plan for Research
Dcve.lopmenl Ulil~ing the Mark II Manned
Spacecrah," MSC, Langley Air FOfce Base
Va ., lle<:. II, 1%1; ''OperatlOnal Pian lor Ie:
Orbit Manned Million," STG, Oct. 5, 1961....." " newspea,
ro)ect ...
.. .-.....
.'" e. "p.
" ercury
StatUI Repon No. 12 for Period Ending Jan.
3 1,. 1962," STG. On reorganiut;on , see
Crlmwood, M.,,,,,y Chronology, 152, 219 ;
and NASA Sixth S'mitmnuol R. porl 10 Con_
I fl SS, July I through Dectmbu 21 , 1961
( Wa. hingtoll, 1962 ), 137, 139. On the lIate
of the ~rt 01 physiological research bdon:
~ferc ury.Alla.
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see

C. Simons and W N. Kama, "A

Sd~ ted Hum~n Motion, and Senaatioru,"
AMRL memorandum P-3 6, Wright.Patter_
IOn ,\ir Force Base, Ohio, May 1963; Jame.
P. Henry, "Physiological and Performance
A.pects of Weightlellnell," MSC fact sheet
No. 73, i962.
.. For 196i feasibility studiel, lee "Mer_
cury Spacecraft Advanced Vetliom," AD 6]
2248, control No. C-57978, McDonnell Air:
craft Corp., 1961; NASA briefing charll, un_
daled, A- 28358, AmM Research Center, 1-3\.
FOl' MODM evolution, lee Robert T . Everline, Edward B. Hamblell, Jr., and William R.
Humphr"f' " Pre]iminary Mercury ]8-Orbit
Sp3ceuaft in'Ofmalion Documen t," MSC
memorandum report , Ja". ]], i962 ; Lewis R.
Fi'hcr, "Mercury 18_0rbit In'olTl1ation Doeu_
"",nt ( Minimum Weight Spacecraft ) ," MSC
memO report, J an. 19, 1962. For the basic
lpecilic~tion for MODM, see Everline et al.,
"Manned One·Pay Million Mercury Space_
craft Specification Document," NASA Project
Mercury working paper No, 223, April 23,
]962. On COnCurrent progrell with Gemini,
s.ce A Slro~alltical and A'ro~auti,al Eutnls 01
1962,43, ]99.
.. "Proje<:1 Mercury Quarterly StatUI Report No. 16," I; "Minutes of the Senior Staff
Meeting," ~fSC, Nov. 9, 1962. MSC lea rned
of NAS""', forma] appl'O\'ai
a 22-orbit Hight
fi,.., weeks later. "Minut~ of the Se,,;or Staff
Mee ling," MSC, Dec. 14, 1962. Orbit 21
would dupliute orbit 6, but MSC decided On
22 orbin to optimi~e t he ruo>"'ry locat;on
near Midway Island again and the margins for
error in spacecraft systeml and supplie •.
.. Letter, J. Y. Brown, McDonne ll Aircraft
Corp., to NASA/MSC Mercury Procurement
Office, wilh enclosure, "Financial Statui Sum·
mary, Mercury One_Day Mipion Contract
N .... S 5- 59," Oct. II, ]962. The major million-planning meeting for MA- 9 wat held at
Patrick Air Force B;uc On Dec. 3 and 4, 1962.
5« Davis, "Minute. 01 ~_Operational Confelence for Projc:CI Mercury One-D"y Mission
( !.lA- g )," Dec. 18, 1%2.
• Mn. 'or Proj~t Mercury Tech. H ist.
Program, Roben B, Merrifield, ''O rganiza_
tion," July 1963, Part I, 8, 14 ; and Marvin F.
Matthew" "Pat~nts," Oct, 22, i963, Part 1,"Sec also Grimwood, Mercury ChronololY, 178.
Two o. (he "Mercury invenwu" were no
longcr with MSC, Alan B. Kehlet had leI!
gO>'crntnent service to work <:>n Apollo for
North American A"iation, and Willard S.
B]anchard had remained at Langl"f' !.;lying
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FOOTNOTES
"II w~, hot " oouSh fo' .ne , .., hl he'~ .'·
Kchltl, interview, 1)o"nq. Cabf .. Aug 27,
1964: Blallcbrd. '"le ..·'''w, C~IIMk y Field ,
Va., Jan. 6, 1964. Problellli ,n Ihc lO( iololl)"
of in'·Clllion, particularly Iha t of "m uhanei ty
III diKo,·e,y or 'nnO\·ation, we", compounded
many lime, br the tNimwork dc' d opm<:ntal
apprOJoch ,n M"rcul)·. S,mpl iu lf ' ·;"WI 01
thCK nlatten """.c embodied ,n Ihe Mercury
ca psule rentraCt at """II lIS III ef'rt ~l n NASA
prflent ation, to Cong.e... wh ic h tended to be·
cnme policy. Some IIIdlCatlon of th e e)llent
to which credil for Inno"al;onl ouShl 10 bc
diffu,~ may be gained from the leller, Glenn
F Baiky to j M . CarlOn, Jr ., "Conlract NAS
.)- .)9 In.·enlion,,'' Sept. 8, 1%1
.. Jocelyn R. Gill, ;nte ..... iew, HoulIOn , Oct.
11 , 196,) ; leiter, eill 10 memben 01 I'OISE,
Jan 7, 1963, For a cril'que 01 Mercury experimental plann;ns, J« leller, EdwudP.
"'C}', Prolcuor of Physics, Un;'"t"nily of MmnCJQ", 10 CiIl, Au,. 27 , 1962.
""Mmulel of Ihe Senior Stllff M~ting,"
MSC, Jan. 4, 1963 ; "Mercury/ Ad .. ( MA-9 )
Launch Infomtllion and NOlebook," General
Dynamieu AllronaUtK" San DielO, undaled ;
C. L. Candy, Jr., and I. B. Hanson, " Mer·
cury-Ad.. Launch Vehic le De'~lopmcnt and
~riormance ," ,n Muc.,y PHll UI SlImm."
Jul ••i.., RUIIIII of 11c~ Fo",'. M.,.u. 0,.".1 Fli,'1f Mq 15 onJ 16, 1963, SP-4S
(Walhi",lon, 1963), 102.
.. "Gord".. Coop.'" Prc.. (""",nlc",,,,,,,,"
I.... ICOPI. MSC, Feb. 8, 1963, 1, 3, II ; Charles
M. Vaulhn, "Differences Belwccn Spacecraft
16 ( MA-8 ) and Spacec.aft 20 ( MA_9 ) as 01
January II , 1963," ~lcDonMII Aircrafl Corp.
Coope, himself had b«n lully briefed on the:
MA-9 experimenll only Io..r days nrlier. 5«
memo, Vaughn 10 Mercury Proi«t Office,
. of the ~iercury E:<peomcnu
" Minutet
B~finl, MA-9/W," Feb. 13, 1963.
., "Manned One-Day Miwon- Miuion Oi.
recti~ for Mercury/Allal Mipion 9 f MA- 9 )
(Spaceeraft No. 20-,o.lla, 130-0 )," NASA
Project ~fereury workinl paper No. 232, Feb.
12,1963, n:,., April 2), 1963 ; Boynton, EdilOll
~i. Fields, and Donald F Hu,hel , " S~cecraft
Systems Jn~~lopm<:nt and Performance," in
M#,~~,y P,oi~CI S .. ",m.,y, S2,
For daily
diar;e. of Ihe lechnical modili catH>RI 10 each
MODM Ipacecrafl al Ihe Cape. Ice Wilbur
Allaback', series of weekly r"porU 10 Vogel , of
MSC Atlantic Minile Range Engineering Op·
erationl, Ocl 196210 May 1963 For an inlerestinl lidelllht on the ECS initrumclllalion,
1ft William H. Bush, Jr., " Co. Partial Pres,un:

~I t;uu flng S)"I tem o."elnpmem," for Mercury
Techn ical II iltory Program, July 23, 1963
"t\om,~n B. FOi ter, collecled docum<:nll
for :'I",cuf)" T« hnicJlllill ory, " E'perilllCnu"
f"lder, Par i 111 , F, /II ay '.!7, 1963, l...wm ; and
C ,II mln"ie.... Stt '·Comolidated ..... cti.. l) Reporl foc the
Dorecl(lr 01 ~Ianned Space n is ht," MSC, Feb.
::!3, 1963. C rimwood, M"tM'y CI:.,0 ~ol06Y,
U II, 167, 1110, 183; ~h. , Karl t" Gn:;1 for Project ~I "rcury T« h" ical Hiltor)' Pros ..m, "Histnq of Rea, lion Conl rol 5)"1tem," July 1963,
1'.!-::! 7 : Joe W Dodson, inleNitw, HOUIIOn,
"farr h 2, 1965. Sec abo M,nulel, '·Inflisht
Scienufic ExpeomcntJ COOrdi ..... t,on Panel,"
Robert B Vo;u , ICC.clilry, Dec. 17,1962; Jan
29, Feb. 2), and March 26, 1963.
.. " Proceedin!!1 of the Mercury ...... tlas
Booster ReLiability Workshop," San Diego, July
12, 1963, I- 56 ; News release, " Important Mercury-Alial RelinemenlJ," Ae,o.pau Corp.,
May 6, 1963; "MODM Project Quarterly
Status Report No. 18 for Period Ending April
30, 1963," MSC.
""Flight Plan for iliA- 9120," March 4,
1963, Rev. A, April IS, 1963; Rev. B, May
10, 1963 ; "Pn:paration and Activities PIa~
for MA_9-POItlaunch Memorandum Report,
April 1963; " Public Information Oi'"ti~·t,"
NASA, May 1963; "MA- 9 Expcrimenll,"
SEDR 236, McDonnell Aire ...'!t Corp., ..... pril I,
1963 ; Fi .... 1 R,porf I. 11t.~ SIUII,,)' of D~f~n1f,
'7, 70, 7) Cf WIlliam K Ooollas, com·
m<:ntl,Aug 17,1965.
.. Sec Philip H. Abelson'l editoriall in S,;·
#rtct , Cxx.XIX ( Feb. I , ]963 ) and CXL
( April 19, 1963). Sec abo John W. Finnq,
" AJlronauu ' Camera to Provide TV Vie ... of
Earlh lram Spacc:," Ntw )'0 ',1, T"Jlu, Apnl 2,
1963 ,· H.,..,&rd S,mons, " Webb Odmcll U .S
Men-on.Moon Plan," W'J It.'JI" ' ~ POll, Apnl
21 , 1963 ; JO&I:ph Krall , " Profcuor1 'Soycon'
of SIn'Ct," Washinglon E~t",~& SI." ~1ay 10,
]963 · Senate Commlltee on Ae.o ..auuul and
Spac~ Sciences, 88 Coni" 1 IC'IS. , Slinluu'
T~I"mo~y .1t Sp.ct Cool., June 10 and II.
1963, pa,.,m
• " Ada, Repair May Delay Cooper'. 22·
Orbit Fli,ht," W•• It.,.,'oJl POll, April 19,
1963, A Navy phym.ian ami NASA official,
f .. nk B Vom, 120'"" the ulual prcRi,ht warn,n, lor lhe: record: " We un·t ,,,aranlrt: 100
percent 'UCCelli, and ev.:nlullIy the odds ",~11
catch up wilh UI." Quoted in AIlCfl J. Mor,ilOn, "NASA Official Warnl 01 ]nc";lahle
Space T'agedy," Sol'm (Ore,.) SIIII~Jm.rt,
Ap .. 12.), ]963.

.
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• T'be Mw conti.nl of anronaulJ inlradum in a t~teviJed prru conf~...,nu on Sept.
17, 1962, "'("" usi,ned Iop«i.ahy areaJ on Jan
2fi, 1963, a. folio... : N~il A. Armslronl,
tWMn; Frank BonTWI, bootlen , Charlet Con.
rad, Jr., cockpil; J ;unet .... ~1I , Jr , rec:ovt:ry;
Jamet .... MeDivill, suidanc~; Elliol M. SH,
Jr., clcctroniu; Thorn... P. Slllford, commu '
nication.; Edward H. Whit( II, fli&ht eootroli ,
and Joh n W. You n" (nvironmc: nu,1 con trol,
Few moll: d~ta.il.a on Olh~r allusion. in Ih;" !HI'"
, raph, Itot AS"" •• Mlie••• Ii A"" ... ~lie.,I963:
CII, .. " ..,.."
... SCi,IU', T"hol..", nli
I'oli"" NAS ... SP--4004 ( WNh inaton, 1964),
28, 69, 184, 190,192.
~ • Quotled in William Hil)(" "Coop.tr to be
Oul 01 ContaCt foe Mo.l 01 22-Orbi1 Flilhl,"
W....i"llton Sud." 51." M.y 12, 1963.
Day Mercury Fli,hl Con.oid(1l:d by N...SA,"
W...lIi",I"" P"", April 4, 1963. "'n hillori<:ai
novd baaed on the plol 01 Whll mi,ht haV(
hap~n(d to MA- 10 " '11 ",rill(n by Martin
Caidin, dedic.ted to T om Hein.h(imc:r, .nd
publilhed by E, p, Dullon and Co., Inc., in
F(bl"1.l.ry 1964 undu th( title M",,,,,n,d,
Mu ch .uthent;c flavor of Mucury flilhl """...
tion, may be ,leaned from thia fi.ctionll d ... rna..
• SHe "A"ronaul Insured for $100,000,"
N,,,, Y" ,k 1I,,1I11i Tnl""", M.y 9, 1963 ; S.
ali"..,. Goodman, MA(lfta Write. Finl .... Iranaul Pol icies," W.... hi"II"" 1'",1, ~fly 9, 1963 ;
"DeCney H&.II Son Wril( AllrGnauu' lruu r·
Gnu," Washi,,!lo", £"' ..; .., SI • • , M.y I',
1963; '~r Prepare. for 22-Orbi1 Trip,"
N,,,, Y",k Tim", May 10, 1963; Howard
SimON, '~ r Ready 10 Tak( Off ; Weather
Remaim Problem," W.shin""n 1'..11. May 14,
1963. SimofIJ also publi.ohed in the 1'"., an
ext(lIenl II(r;(I of Ihll:e .rticlCl an.lyti .... Ihe
late debate over manned 'pau fliShl : "Moon
Madneu l Scientilll Divid(d on "'pollo," May
12; "Scienl;'u Now on Sideline, Di.cQfIt(nl(d
",ilh Projccl." M.y 13, "Praidenl Bach Lun.r
Rate Oppol(d by Some Sci(nli.u," Ma, 14 ,
1963.
• Rich.rd Wilkin, " .... tronaul Fli,:hl i. SC I
{~Todar,"
Yo,k Tim". May I~. 1963;
Earl Ubell , ' 'The Long .nd Tente W.il {or
.... tron.ul Cooper,"
Y" ,k 1I... ld T,i6w ....
May IS, 1963,
.. Marvin Mile., "Coope, Well on Way
to 22 Orbils," Lor A~.,I" Tim.s. May 16,
1963; Simoni. "Launching Definitely Sched.
uled: Coo~r ScI for Anolh er Try," Wositi",.
May 15, 1963; H;nCl, "Atla. Boost.
faith·' FliShl .... Planned," Wu hinSlon Eu,.
";".5,.,, M.y IS , 1963.
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-n.e d~ri plion .nd aU quotlliOl'll in Ihe
following accounl oI lhe M"'-9 lliahl are laken
directly {rom Ih( el.bonle " POJtI.unch M(morandum Rep<K1 f~ Mercury.Alla. No. 9 ( M ...9): ParI I, M i"ion Anal,.i. ; ParI 11 , o...la ;
Ill . Mission TranlCriptl," MSC, June
24, 1963. For color pa .. lId 10 Ih( voi«
I..nocrip l, Ihe unedit~ Mercury COniTol
I.. n""ripl of J ohn A, Po".., •• ' bro.dcIII com·
mentary, " MA- 9 TranKripl," M.y 15, 1963,
hu bttn fo11_-ed.
-The lexl 01 Ihe p •• yer ( Iaped al lime
21 : 49 :38) ;"ufollOWl:
"I would like to lake Ihil time 10 Noy •
liltle prayer for al l the ~Ie, includi.,. myself,
involval in this launch .nd thil operalion.
Falher, thank You for !he MKceu...., hlv( had
IIY;.,. Ih;. fllshl. Thank You for the pri,i~
of beina able 10 be in Ih.. pooilion, 10 be up
in thil wondrou. piau, _ing all Ihex many
w.r!lins, wondrou'lhings Ih.1 You've cral~.
H(lp guide and di...,cI .11 of us, Ihal ...., may
shape our I;"". 10 be 100II, Ihal we may be
much beltU Chri'li.n., lum 10 help one an·
other. 10 ...~k ",ith one .nolh(r, .. thn' than
10 light Help ul 10 complet( thil million
aucccufully. Help u' in OUr fUlu~ 'pI(( (n·
de.von, th.1 we may Ihow Ihe world Ih.1 •
democncy re.lly tan compele, .mI .till .re
.bI( 10 d ... Ihil'lJl in • biB way, • ..., .bI( 10
do ruun:.h, ~Iopmenl, and tan CondUCI
... nou. ~nli6c, ~ry Icchnieal pJ'Q(nnu io
• complelely Jl"ac:eful environment. Be wilh
.n our families. Give Ihem luidana: and en·
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Note on Sources
and
Selected Bibliography

T ATE IN 1962 AND EARLY IN 1963, while Project Mercury was phasing into
L the Manned One-Day Mission and evolving also toward Projects Gemini and
Apollo, the manager.; of Mercury concl!:ived the nttd for a monumental technical history to prtservc the engineering "c<pcrience gained through the development of the Mercury spacecraft, its S)'Stems and components." The Director of

the Manned Spau:craft Center, Robert R. Gilruth, expressed the hope that an
elaborate, topically organized record in 10 or 12 volumes !lUgh! "provide a ready
rderence and guide for present and future MSC space programs and to that end
[should] increase the economy and effectiveness of MSC operations," Established
in February 1963 as the Project Mercury Technical History Program (PMTHP),
this effort produced about 40 ~trospec:tive manuscripts p~pa~d by participants
in Project Mercury. Although mo~ than 130 authors were assigned sections to
prepare and omy one third of these ever completed their first drafts before reaso;ignmenl, these manuscripts, located in the archives of the M$C Historian, furnished much of the basis for this technological history of Mercury.
Concurrently in 1963, Eugene M. Emme, the NASA Historian, was prompting
the preservation and collection of documentary materials and encouraging all
NASA centers and especially the Mercury Project Office of MSC to proceed with
the writing of the historical accounts of the te<:hnological, managerial, and administrative development of NASA's major programs. Documentary archives
for manned space flight, therdore, ~gan first in Washington and then in Houston
while Mercury was still alive. The papers and correspondence of Robert R.
Gilruth, George i\L Low, Paul E. Purser, John A. Powers, and the astronauts'
files constitute the bulk of the material presently contained in these two essentially
duplicated archives, but innumerable smaller collections on specific technical and
operational matters complement and amplify their usefulness.
In May 1963 a contract was arranged between the Manned Spacecraft Centa- and the University of Houston to provide for prof~onal help to assimilate
and synthesize the massive documentary remains from Mercury in several forms
suitable for wide distribution as hiSloricalliterature. The two academic authors
of this volume hcgan full-time work immediately after the tennination of Mercury,
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helping the MSC Historian to complete his Project M ercury: A Chronology,
NASA SP-400 l ( Washington, 1963). Shortly thereafter, an abbreviated and
considerably sterilized "PMTHP" was published in one volume as Mercury Project Summary: Including Results 01 the Fourth M anned Orbital Flight, M ay 15
and 16, 1963, NASA SP-45 ( Washington, 1963 ). These two works are basic rderence tools; they arc essenti al to, but noi representative of, historical handicraft.
The authors studicd Congressional documents ; ~riodicals; secondary literature on space science, technology, and public policy; unclassified governmental ,
industrial, and military reports; and the artifacts, including audio tapes and
photographic records of the program. To orient themselves, they watched sequentially a major portion of more than one million feet of motion picture film,
which preserved virtually every significant event and Hight operation in Project
Mercury.
To maintain some historiographical balance, they sought to subject the widest
variety of documents to external (or contextual ) and internal scrutiny. Competitive industrial and governmental claims to priorities were weighed. Wherever
possible the ~ople who made up the Mercury team were interviewed and each
location of Mercury activities visited. Finally the authors concluded that research
could procttd most profitably by writing. Concurrent writing and research went
on for more than a year, before a "comment edition" was distributed to some
200 critical readers, most of whom found time to offer indispensable suggestions
for its improvement.
Footnote readers will have noticed the .somewhat different documentary
bases of the three parts of this work. Part One rests largely on open (but little
used for historical purposes ) channels of scientific commUnication. Part Two
is hewn out of a jungle of unpublished technical k nen,. messages, memoranda,
telecon notes, informal reports, and working papers. Pan Three is based progressively more on official project documentation, which had improved considerably by that refativciy late date.
Unless otherwise specified, all these materials, in original or facsimile form,
have been gathered together in the MSC archives. Very few items among those
cited in the footnotes arc stili classified ; the vast majority are no longer sensitive
and may be cxam ined by students of the early history of manned space Hight.
More than 200 personal intcrviews, 134 Project Mercury working papers, and
most of the 4500 typical control and report documenL~ listed in Appendix A of the
Mercury Project Summary ha ~c served a~ the foundation for this history. The
superstructure, however, is sclecti ve, as the bibliographical listing also must be.
There are many other true tales that need to be placed in survivable form about
the technology, administration, public relations, and human side of Project Mercuryand the men who worked its wonders. But we authors hope that Th is New
Ocean will map the temporal shoreline from which the United S tate~ of America
east off on its voyage into space.
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Appendix D
Flight Data Summary

Flight Data Summary
The illformatioll in this revised Il ight data summary is taken from various
sourees accord illg to the au thors' best estimate of reliability. T he basic format
was made by J ack C. HdJCrlig for the NASA- J\ISC nc....'Sp.lpcr issue of " Mercury
Program Summary," O ctober 3- 4, 1963, then republished as M SC Fact Sheet
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APPENDIX D
No. 201 and in MUCIlry Project SUllllllllry. NASA SP 45, page~ 50 ·5 1. BUI
in e:"panding this chart, converting it 10 commonly unden.tood \Jl1it~, and judging
each mi5.~ion's SUCCe5~ or failure in the li,!:'ht of the O\'crall prog ralll objcctivcs, th"
aut hors havc returned to thc primary cl<l!'Sificd postl:llll1ch memOI'andlllll repor1.S
for most of the figures herein.
The sixth column of the lable ~hows the origillally scheduled (January 1959)
launch date. This earl~ schedule repreo;cnled optImistic: planning in thai it
assumed a lrouble-free preparalion and flight progralll. As the program progressed, somc nigh1.S werc eliminated, others added, and objectives expandcd,
b~d on experience gained.
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Appendix F
Project Mercury Cost Summaries

Precise costs directly attributable to any research and dc\'dopmcnt program
are \'(ry difficult to determine, and Project Mercury is no exception in this regard .
Overhead and support costs accrued for several projects must be allocated and
thus estimates rather than specifics are required. The total summary costs an:
official agency estimates as of February 28, 1966. Costs within thc spacecraft
manu facturer's contract arc broken down in a second table, and a third details

costs incurred by the Department of Defense in support of Project Mercury.

Summary Estimates

0/

Costs

Project Mercury
(As of Feb. 28, 1966]
M,Wlr.1/ J-D#.! MmiOll P,~jnl':
Spacecraft . , , . ,.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , ....... . ..... . . .
... ..
. ·.
. .. , .. , .. - ...
............. .. . . . . .
. ·.

Launch ",,:hide procurement ..
Operations and IUpport. ...
Tota[ proj«t oosu . . ...

'

. .......

... . . .....

SI43, +1 3,000
82, 847,000
"9, 298,000

·.

1275,558,000

·.

57[ , 900,000
53,700,000

·.

5]25, ]00, 000

·.

5400,658,000

-

T,/Ul;i"Z Cn4 Dele /lc9";lili",,:

Operation. and equipment.
Faciliti.,. . . . . ..... .. .
Total TDA cosu

.. ... ..... .

..

G rand total cOStl .....

. .. . .
. ...

..
..

.... .

.. . .. .. . . . .

. . . ..

..
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Contract NAS 5-59 W ith McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
Jl,>lercury COJt Breakdown
[As of OCI , 14, 1965]
51mClurc and Sy.lcms:
Nonrecurring de\"elopmem ..
,."
~co:urriug ~0> 1 (20 unirs) • . ..
MOllet. and mockup! . .. . ... .
C rou,'(!·IC.1 program .....
. .••.•
Tra;n ,,". . . . .
, . .. . . .
. .......•..........
Thermal b~la ..ce Icst program . ........ . ......... .
, .....
I'"blicatiom, 'pt"<:irlCa tio"" , and d~la. . . .. .•...•.. .
Lall llCn support :
SI. Lo u; •...•.............. ... ...... . . ,
Cape Ke nned y. . . . ..
, . . . . . .. . .... .. ..... . .
Spare paru ... ....
. ... .... .
.. .. . ... .
Aemopaee grOllnd equipment . . ..... ... , . . . ... , .. . .. , ...... , ... .
Rep~," and mOOi(ocal'o", . . . . ......• ••. .. ......... . ..... , .... .
l-day mi$lion e hangel. . . . . . . .
.. . . . . .
, .. . .. , ...•... ...

.

Total . ........... . . ... , ............ •• .

$«1. 219, 000
49. 354, 000
I, '189, 000
881, 000
3, 088,000
5, 112, 000
345,000
1,187,000
14,7SO,OOO
5, 432,000
9,951,000
1, 049,000
9,337,000

1-- -1
$142,600,000

Summar), of DOD Support of Project Mercur)'
(throug h June. 1963]

or

(htract..d from : " final It Cf'O'"l 10 !he Scc-rcl:Uy
Dderw: on Deparlme nl oI lkfc"", Support of
i'rojecllllcr<:lIry," appro,'cd b y lIJaj. Gcn . L I. Da\"" USAF, Sept. II , 1963]
ACl ual coe;!. (in 1 hou.""d
dollar,)
Agency

Ty]oc / Ie,'cl of .upper! •
NASA
reim.
burscd

DOD

ablOl"bed

TOIal

AIR FORCE:
Spacc Syotcm. Di,·i,io"
(SSD).

A.' lIli ... ik T est Center
(AFMTC).

I

A!I"" booltcrs, la .. n"h e~W1 and
facili1ies, e ngince,,.ing, air<:raft
suppott . 23 people plus contraelon . 2 16 aircraft·hOll"'.
~ra!io" 013 IlClwork ltations,
laurICh ,upport, ;w:i1It in n:( overy. L73 people, 2,122 a'(·
craft-hOll" •

• Avenge nllmber 01 full-lime people.
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73, 862

I. 331

75,21 3

G. 569

5. f>.'i2

L2, 221

A P PEN DI X F
Summary of DOD Suppo,t oj p,'!jnt

Macu~v--Contjnued

(through June 1963)
Actual coats (in thousand
doUars)
Agency

Type/le,·d of suppor( •
NASA
rcimburscd

DOD
ab5Ol"bed

Total

-----------1-- ----------1--1---1--Air Proving Ground Center
(APGC).
Air Force Communications
Service (AFCS).

Military Air Trampnrt Sen·ice (~IATS).
Air Rescue Sen·ice (ARS).

Aeronautical Chart and In_
formation Center (ACIC).
Tactical Air Command
(TAC).
Air Defense Command
(ADC).
U.S. Air Force Europe
(USAFE).
Pacific Air I'orce (PACAF).

Other.

Operation of I network station,
assist in network training. 21
people, 551 aircraft_hours.
Communication. engineering
and installation; communicator deployment to can tin_
geney cites. 8 people.
Airlift people and cargo.
Aircraft support to theater commanders; deploy forces for
contingency recovet"}'. 6,426
aircraft-hours.
Cartographic Service. 10
people.
Aircraft support (or contingency
recovery. 546 aircraft_hours.
R adar aircraft support. 245
aircraft-hours.
Deployment to remote sites for
con tingency recovery. 2,091
aircraft-hours.
Deployment to rcmote sites for
con tingency recovery. 331
aircraft-hours.
Air Weather Service: weather
surveillance and forec","ting.
AEDC and AFFTC: teSI facili ties.

Total Air Force coats.
).fA

22

956

978

,<0

2<"

3<'

I, 109

" J}jQ

1,063

260

1,323

5

'911

195

87

'29

3

271

720

279

999

362

189

55'

8

911

919

83,836

10,416

94,252

8,934

15,110

24,044

3,321

4,720

8,041

12,255

19,830

32.085

vr.
Fle<:t O perations .

Pacific M i"ile Range (PM R ).

Total Navy CoalS.

Astronaut and capsule recovery
;n planned areas. 1,441 shipdaY', 4,044 aircraft_hours.
Operation of 3 network stations;
aircraft and tracking ship sup_
port. 144 people, 347 air_
craft-hours, 170 ship-days.
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Summary of DOD Support of Proj((/ AfrTwry- Contin ued
(through June 1963)
Actual
Type/level or Iuppert •

A!"ney

ARMY:
White Sand, Mit.ile Range
(WSMR ).
U.S. Army Europe
(USAREU R).

Operate 2 IlCtwork station" 39
people.
Helicopter and pararescue~n
,upporl ror contingerKY rrtov·
cry. 107 H do-hours.
LARC ,upport, cornmunic~tion" ten faci!ities, trackingship ,upport.

Other.

TOlal Army eosU!.

BIOASTRONAUTICS (A,my,
NQ"Y, Ai, For<e):
Operational.

Aeromedical mooiloo, rcc(....cry
medical specialiSll, mnlical
supplies, hospitals_
pie IlV(:rllg<: per mission.
".. '.-on~u' oclco:tion ..nd ....i ... ing; ]"boratone,.

NASA
rdm.
burled

fin thousand
dollars)

(OSII

._".,
000

TOtal

,.,

I. ,.,

117

78

I"

1, 'l21

«J'

1,626

'.300

730

3,030

."

1,070

1,567

'"

1,320

2,301

1,478

2,390

2.""

83.836
12.25.'i
2. 300
1,478

10,416
19,830
730
2, 390

94,252
32,065
3,030

99,869

33,366

133,235

'"

I,.,...

I\.. ou...,h and

d ~vd" pm~n' .

Total bioa.'lronautic cosu!.

......
.. .
.. . . .

Ai, ,.·O<cc ......... _...
NIlvy .... .....
. ..
.
Army ...
. .
l}joattronll"lIia ............

.....

TOtal.
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. ..

. . .. - .... . .... - .. . ...
. ....... . ...... . ...
.. .. .. ........... . . . . . . .
.

,

. .. , ................... . .

2.868

Appendix G: Project Mercury Tracking Net
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THI S NEW OCEAN
Air Commerce Act, 516
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1l-1i2, 12 iIlu.
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.--54.

S86 In 16
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C- 119,279, 280
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573 In 17
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I)
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F-91C, 38

.'_100,239,518 [n 30
F_IOOF, 243 illu~ 358
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Hypersonic, 166
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P2V , 203, 297, 312, 316, 456
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5A-16, 346, 456, 457
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I" 91)
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This New Ocean
•••• the allthors hm succeeded 18lR8rttabl, well III achieving three
different and rather difficult 8.ds. First, they ...., ",unded • readable narrattve of HIe lirst essay by the U.lted States Into nulnlled
Sfllce tIIglrt ... they bare IUnagd to do so In I WI, that Is co.pretlettSible to the layMan without being n.gllglble to th, specialist.
Secolld. tIIey hav, crammed their narratlY, with a_nations and
Inslghts.h•• offal' tood tOf thoUFt. .. tOt the treatment aimed ",,.
thrusb far beyond the particulars of Project Mercury to ilium/nat.
many of the enduring problems of our technical society as 8 whole.
And finally, they have •• .been able to retain a high degree of oblee-

tlvlty and medom to criticize, eVln while accepting official support
lor I volume that almost ceftalnl, would not and could not have
been written without heavy subsidy and the fullnt access to

records. "-A.,ospace Historian
A classic history of the first American human space flight effort,
PmJect Mercury, this book was first published In 1966 and It stili
much In demand. In addition to llrovldlng a policy and institutional
history of this malor IIASA mission, This New Dcnn prnerrts a
broad chronological outline of technological achievements at tile
center of the effort, the scientific studies and results of the flights,
and tfle human draml of the astronauts, ground controllers, aid
government and Industry officials who saw It thmlgh to cOllpletiOll
between 1961 and 1963.
One of the USA History Series. This lin Dce.. is an exceptienal
wort that informs Ind ltltertal. readers seeting hi a-derstanll the
developmellt of IIIlce "'Iht In AIIertca, .. well IS those interesled
In the ~eYIlo.,..ent ofllMMlem techllatogy.
AbeIrt till Clver: "launch Df Mercwy·Atln," watercalor by Jahn McCoy,
IIASA art prl"" SpaCI IrH, WI pllatD lum.r 6HI&·617.

